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Historical Development and Perspectives
of the Series

Metal Ions in Life Sciences*

It is an old wisdom that metals are indispensable for life. Indeed, several of
them, like sodium, potassium, and calcium, are easily discovered in living matter.
However, the role of metals and their impact on life remained largely hidden
until inorganic chemistry and coordination chemistry experienced a pronounced
revival in the 1950s. The experimental and theoretical tools created in this period
and their application to biochemical problems led to the development of the
field or discipline now known as Bioinorganic Chemistry, Inorganic Biochemistry,
or more recently also often addressed as Biological Inorganic Chemistry.

By 1970 Bioinorganic Chemistry was established and further promoted by the
book series Metal Ions in Biological Systems founded in 1973 (edited by H. S.,
who was soon joined by A. S.) and published by Marcel Dekker, Inc., New York,
for more than 30 years. After this company ceased to be a family endeavor and
its acquisition by another company, we decided, after having edited 44 volumes
of the MIBS series (the last two together with R. K. O. S.) to launch a new and
broader minded series to cover today’s needs in the Life Sciences. Therefore, the
Sigels new series is entitled

Metal Ions in Life Sciences.

After publication of 16 volumes (since 2006) with various publishers during the
past 10 years, we are happy to join forces (from Volume 17 on) in this still
growing endeavor with Walter de Gruyter GmbH, Berlin, Germany, a most ex-
perienced Publisher in the Sciences.

The development of Biological Inorganic Chemistry during the past 40 years
was and still is driven by several factors; among these are (i) attempts to reveal
the interplay between metal ions and hormones or vitamins, etc., (ii) efforts
regarding the understanding of accumulation, transport, metabolism and toxic-
ity of metal ions, (iii) the development and application of metal-based drugs,

* Reproduced with some alterations by permission of John Wiley & Sons, Ltd., Chiches-
ter, UK (copyright 2006) from pages v and vi of Volume 1 of the series Metal Ions in Life
Sciences (MILS-1).
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(iv) biomimetic syntheses with the aim to understand biological processes as well
as to create efficient catalysts, (v) the determination of high-resolution structures
of proteins, nucleic acids, and other biomolecules, (vi) the utilization of powerful
spectroscopic tools allowing studies of structures and dynamics, and (vii), more
recently, the widespread use of macromolecular engineering to create new bio-
logically relevant structures at will. All this and more is reflected in the volumes
of the series Metal Ions in Life Sciences.

The importance of metal ions to the vital functions of living organisms, hence,
to their health and well-being, is nowadays well accepted. However, in spite of all
the progress made, we are still only at the brink of understanding these processes.
Therefore, the series Metal Ions in Life Sciences links coordination chemistry
and biochemistry in their widest sense. Despite the evident expectation that a
great deal of future outstanding discoveries will be made in the interdisciplinary
areas of science, there are still ‘‘language’’ barriers between the historically sepa-
rate spheres of chemistry, biology, medicine, and physics. Thus, it is one of the
aims of this series to catalyze mutual ‘‘understanding’’.

It is our hope that Metal Ions in Life Sciences continues to prove a stimulus
for new activities in the fascinating ‘‘field’’ of Biological Inorganic Chemistry. If
so, it will well serve its purpose and be a rewarding result for the efforts spent
by the authors.

Astrid Sigel and Helmut Sigel
Department of Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry

University of Basel, CH-4056 Basel, Switzerland

Roland K. O. Sigel
Department of Chemistry

University of Zürich, CH-8057 Zürich, Switzerland

October 2005
and September 2016
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Preface to Volume 18

Metallo-Drugs: Development and Action
of Anticancer Agents

Platinum-based anticancer drugs are among the most widely used of all chemo-
therapeutic cancer treatments. Three FDA-approved platinum(II) anticancer
drugs, i.e., cisplatin, carboplatin, and oxaliplatin, have been in the clinic for many
years to treat testicular, ovarian, cervical, head and neck, colorectal, and other
cancers. These breakthroughs are the result of the serendipitous discovery of the
anticancer activity of cisplatin, cis-diamminodichloroplatinum(II), more than 50
years ago. Meanwhile an understanding of its medicinal properties has devel-
oped, allowing for improved treatment regimens reducing somewhat the side
effects, including nephrotoxicity, myelosuppression, peripheral neuropathy, oto-
toxicity, and nausea. All this and more is covered in Chapter 1 which focuses on
Cisplatin and Oxaliplatin.

Polynuclear Platinum Complexes (PPCs) were developed to combat cisplatin-
resistant cancers. PPCs represent a discrete structural class of DNA-binding
agents: The use of at least two platinum-coordinating units makes multifunc-
tional binding modes possible. Proof of principle of this hypothesis was achieved
by the advance to the clinic (Phase II trials) of triplatin, a charged trinuclear,
bifunctional, DNA-binding agent with two terminal arms, –NH2-Pt(NH3)2Cl.
Chapter 2 emphasizes the structural diversity and reactivity of PPCs.

Another approach to avoid resistance and side effects centers on octahedral
and kinetically inert Pt(IV) Prodrugs (Chapter 3) They can be reduced in cancer
cells to active square-planar Pt(II) complexes, e.g., by intracellular reducing
agents such as glutathione or by photoexcitation. The additional axial ligands in
Pt(IV) complexes, which are released on reduction, allow bioactive molecules to
be delivered, which can act synergistically with the Pt(II) species in killing the
cancer cells. Pt(IV) complexes are likely to be stable under the highly acidic
conditions in the stomach and therefore suitable for oral administration.

Metal Ions in Life Sciences, Volume 18 Edited by Astrid Sigel, Helmut Sigel, Eva Freisinger, and Roland K. O. Sigel
© Walter de Gruyter GmbH, Berlin, Germany 2018, www.mils-WdG.com
https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110470734-202
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Chapter 4 introduces the concept of Metalloglycomics, that is, the interaction
of metal ions with biologically relevant oligosaccharides, in particular glycosami-
noglycans (GAGs) such as heparin and heparan sulfate. Their structure and con-
formation and the role of various metal ions during their interaction with pro-
teins and enzymes are reviewed. Cleavage of heparan sulfate proteoglycans by
heparanase modulates tumor-related events. Heparan sulfate is identified as a
ligand receptor for polynuclear platinum complexes defining a new mechanism
of cellular accumulation.

The structure of the ruthenium(III) drug candidates KP1019 and NAMI-A is
deceptively similar, i.e., trans-RuCl4(X,Y)–, as discussed in Chapter 5, yet, surpris-
ingly they have markedly different macroscopic pharmacological activities:
KP1019 behaves rather as a classical antitumor compound (with the advantage of
being active also against platinum(II)-resistant tumors), whereas NAMI-A has a
more unconventional activity that affects metastases and not the primary tumor.
The complicated in vivo chemistry (no clearly identified target) is affecting nega-
tively their further clinical development after initial progress (Phase II).

Organometallic ruthenium-arene complexes (Chapter 6) have risen to promi-
nence as a pharmacophore due to the success of other ruthenium drug candi-
dates in clinical trials. Ru(arene) complexes are almost exclusively octahedral,
low-spin d6 Ru(II) species. Mononuclear Ru(arene) complexes have therapeutic
properties against cancer in vitro and in vivo, therefore researchers began ex-
ploiting these potentially therapeutic entities for higher-order multinuclear
Ru(arene) complexes.

The Medicinal Chemistry of Gold Anticancer Metallodrugs is described in
Chapter 7. Since ancient times gold and its complexes have been used as thera-
peutics against different diseases. In modern medicine gold drugs are applied for
the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, but recently they also serve as antiparasit-
ic, antibacterial, and antiviral agents. The exciting findings on gold(I) and
gold(III) complexes as antitumor agents are summarized and warrant the discus-
sion of the relevant aspects of their modes of action.

Titanium(IV) complexes represent attractive alternatives to Pt(II)-based anti-
cancer drugs because of their low toxicity (Chapter 8). The pioneering com-
pounds titanocene dichloride and budotitane were the first to enter clinical trials.
Yet, despite the high efficacy and low toxicity observed in vivo, they failed, main-
ly because of formulation complications, their rapid hydrolysis, the difficulty of
isolating and identifying the particular active species and the precise cellular
target. The following generation of phenolato-based complexes came three de-
cades later and exhibited high activity and improved stability, with no signs of
toxicity to the treated animals. The mechanistic insights gained so far include
the interaction with DNA and the induction of apoptosis; hence, these Ti(IV)
complexes are highly promising for future clinical development.

Vanadium compounds have been known for long to have beneficial therapeu-
tic properties (Chapter 9), but it was not until 1965 when it was discovered that
these effects could be extended to treating cancer due to the similarities in some
metabolic pathways that are utilized by both diabetes and cancer. The links
between these diseases emerged through epidemiological investigations which
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suggest that the incidence of pancreatic, liver, and endometrial cancers are asso-
ciated with diabetes though the links are not yet fully understood.

The antineoplastic activity of gallium nitrate, Ga(NO3)2, was recognized over
three decades ago and several clinical trials (Phase I and II) have confirmed
this in patients with lymphoma and bladder cancer (Chapter 10). Ga(III) shares
chemical characteristics with Fe(III) and these enable it to interact with iron-
binding proteins and to disrupt iron-dependent tumor cell growth. Beyond the
first generation of gallium(III) salts (parenterally administered) a new genera-
tion of complexes such as tris(8-quinolinato)gallium(III) with oral bioavailability,
has emerged and is now evaluated in the clinic while other ligands for Ga(III)
are in preclinical development.

Non-covalent Metallo-Drugs: Using Shape to Target DNA and RNA Junctions
and Other Nucleic Acid Structures is the title of Chapter 11. This shape specificity
contrasts with the most effective class of anticancer drugs in clinical use, the
Pt(II) agents, which act by binding to duplex B-DNA in a sequence-specific man-
ner, but duplex B-DNA is not DNA in its active form. The chapter describes
how large cationic metallo-supramolecular structures can be used to bind to less
common, yet active, nucleic acid structures like Y-shaped forks and 4-way junc-
tions, and thus, possibly display high cytotoxicity and inhibit cancer.

Chapter 12 deals with Nucleic Acid Quadruplexes and Metallo-Drugs. Guanine-
rich sequences of DNA can readily fold into tetra-stranded helical assemblies,
known as G-quadruplexes (G4). It has been proposed that these structures play
important roles in transcription, translation, replication, and telomere mainte-
nance. Therefore they receive attention as potential drug targets for small mole-
cules including metal complexes. Indeed, G4s have been identified as potential
drug targets, in particular for cancer.

Anticancer platinum-based drugs are widely used in the treatment of a variety
of tumoric diseases. They target DNA and thereby induce apoptosis in cancer
cells. Their reactivities with other biomolecules have often been associated with
side effects during chemotherapy. The development of metal compounds that
target proteins rather than DNA has the potential to overcome or to reduce
these disadvantages. New compounds on track toward clinical application are
highlighted in Chapter 13, Antitumor Metallodrugs that Target Proteins.

Chapter 14, entitled Metallointercalators and Metalloinsertors deals with their
structural requirements for DNA recognition and anticancer activity. The focus
is on the non-covalent recognition of the highly structured DNA surface by sub-
stitutionally inert metal complexes (mostly of Ru(II) and Rh(III) with low-spin
4d6) capable of either sliding in between the normal base pairs (metallointercala-
tors) or flipping out thermodynamically destabilized mispaired nucleobases
(metalloinsertors). New structural insights enable the development of novel
DNA binding modes and thus, new anticancer drug candidates.

The last three chapters of this volume deal with essential metal ions. First, Iron
and Its Role in Cancer Defence: A Double-Edged Sword is discussed (Chapter
15). Iron is vital for many biological functions including electron transport, DNA
synthesis, detoxification, and erythropoiesis. Interactions between Fe(II/III) and
O2 can result in the generation of reactive oxygen species. Excess iron may cause
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oxidative damage resulting in cell death, but DNA damage may also lead to
permanent mutations. Hence, iron is carcinogenic and may initiate tumor forma-
tion and growth; however, Fe(II/III) can also contribute to cancer defence by
initiating specific forms of cell death, which will benefit cancer treatment. Fur-
thermore, Fe-binding and Fe-regulatory proteins, such as heme oxygenase-1, fer-
ritin, and iron-sulfur clusters can display antitumor properties in certain cancer
types. Consequently, very specific and selective drugs that target Fe metabolism
in tumors are promising candidates for the prevention and therapy of cancer.

Copper is another essential micronutrient required for fundamental biological
processes in all organisms (Chapter 16). It is a redox-active metal able to shift
between reduced (CuC) and oxidized (Cu2C) states. Free copper ions can gener-
ate highly reactive oxygen species (ROS) and damage lipids, proteins, nucleic
acids, and other biomolecules. Hence, copper homeostasis is tightly regulated to
ensure sufficient copper for cuproprotein biosynthesis, while limiting oxidative
stress and toxicity. Over the last century copper complexes have been developed
as antimicrobials and for treating special diseases which now also include cancer
because copper has been recognized as a limiting factor for multiple aspects of
cancer progression including growth, angiogenesis, and metastasis. Consequently,
‘old copper complexes’ (e.g., tetrathiomolybdate and clioquinol) have been re-
purposed for cancer therapy and have demonstrated anticancer activity in vitro
and in preclinical models. Likewise, with tailer-made copper complexes consider-
able progress has been made in understanding their pharmacological require-
ments and human clinical trials continue.

Zinc(II) is gaining momentum as a potential target for cancer therapy since it
has been recognized as a second messenger (Chapter 17). It is able to activate
many signalling pathways within a few minutes by an extracellular stimulus which
leads to the release of zinc(II) from intracellular stores.This zinc(II) release in-
hibits tyrosine phosphatases preventing the inactivation of tyrosine kinases, etc.
These signalling pathways are commonly considered the main driving force in
aberrant cancer growth. These insights position zinc(II) signalling as a particular-
ly important new target to prevent aggressive cancer growth.

To conclude, this volume, devoted to Metallo-Drugs: Development and Action
of Anticancer Agents, is rich on specific information. MILS-18 updates our
knowledge not only on platinum(II) and related platinum complexes, but it pro-
vides also deep insights on the new research frontiers dealing with the next
generation of anticancer drugs. It is a must for all researchers working in medici-
nal chemistry and beyond as well as for teachers giving courses on this topic.

Astrid Sigel
Helmut Sigel

Eva Freisinger
Roland K. O. Sigel
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Abstract: Following the serendipitous discovery of the anticancer activity of cisplatin over
50 years ago, a deep understanding of the chemical and biochemical transformations giving
rise to its medicinal properties has developed allowing for improved treatment regimens and
rational design of second and third generation drugs. This chapter begins with a brief historical
review detailing initial results that led to the worldwide clinical approval of cisplatin and
development of the field of metal anticancer agents. Later sections summarize our understand-
ing of key mechanistic features including drug uptake, formation of covalent adducts with
DNA, recognition and repair of Pt-DNA adducts, and the DNA damage response, with respect
to cisplatin and oxaliplatin. The final section highlights known shortcomings of classical plati-
num anticancer agents, including problems with toxicity and mutagenicity, and the develop-
ment of resistance and enrichment of cancer stem cells brought about through treatment.
Instances where specific differences in the response or mechanism of action of cisplatin versus
oxaliplatin have been demonstrated are discussed in the text. In this manner the chapter
provides a broad overview of our current understanding of the mechanism of action of plati-
num anticancer agents, providing a framework for improving the rational design of better
Pt-based anticancer agents.

Keywords: anticancer · DNA damage response · DNA repair · mechanistic understanding ·
platinum

1. INTRODUCTION

Following Barnett (Barney) Rosenberg’s appointment to Michigan State Univer-
sity in 1961 he began to investigate the possibility that cell division might be
affected by electric fields having noted that the arrangement of the mitotic spin-
dle in dividing cells resembled that of iron filings within a magnetic field [1, 2].
Initial experiments performed with Escherichia coli (E. coli) bacterial cells grown
in ammonium chloride-buffered solutions stimulated with platinum electrodes
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showed distinctive changes in morphology [3]. Elongation of the bacterial cells
was ultimately determined to arise from inhibition of cellular division while cell
growth was maintained, allowing filamentous strands to grow up to 300 times
their normal length. Further studies determined that it was not the electric field,
but platinum compounds generated at 1–10 ppm concentrations under the ex-
perimental conditions, that brought about the morphological changes [4, 5]. Sub-
sequent experiments probing the effect of cis-dichlorodiammineplatinum(II)
(cisplatin or CDDP) and cis-tetrachlorodiammineplatinum(IV) on sarcoma 180
and leukemia L1210 mouse models confirmed the potent anticancer activity of
cisplatin and led to a collaboration with the National Cancer Institute (NCI)
[6]. The NCI had over the previous 15 years screened approximately 140,000
compounds to assess their anticancer activity [5], however, inorganic compounds
had ceased to be of interest to the community and only a handful of the com-
pounds evaluated contained metals.

Despite the predisposition against metal compounds as chemotherapeutic
agents at the time, cisplatin displayed broad-spectrum activity against transplant-
able, carcinogenically-induced, and virally-generated tumors. In addition, experi-
ments revealed that even highly advanced stage tumors could be treated success-
fully with cisplatin [5] and, appropriately, the clinical development of cisplatin
was fast-tracked with initial clinical trials being run in 1971 [7, 8] and Platinol,
the trade name for cisplatin, was brought to the market by Bristol Laboratories
(later Bristol-Myers Squibb) in 1978. Initially, Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) approval was given for the treatment of advanced testicular, ovarian, and
bladder cancers. Since then, however, the spectrum of cancers for which cisplatin
has received approval was significantly extended to include cervix, head and
neck, esophageal, and small cell lung cancers as well as some pediatric malignan-
cies among many others.

Although it was clear from preclinical studies [9] onwards that cisplatin was a
very potent anticancer agent with broad-spectrum activity, it suffered from cer-
tain toxic side effects. Preclinical studies indicted platinum concentration in the
excretory organs and that it could persist in the body for up to four months
after treatment. Nephrotoxicity reported in beagle dogs continued to be a major
concern throughout Phase I studies. However, the discovery that high-volume
fluid hydration [10] and forced diuresis could prevent renal damage combined
with unprecedented cures of testicular germ cell tumors ensured continued de-
velopment of the drug candidate [2]. Similarly potent antiemetics including the
5HT3 antagonists [11–13] were developed to overcome acute and delayed emesis
as a result of cisplatin treatment.

In addition to research for the development of protective compounds able to
ameliorate the undesired side effects of cisplatin, another key area of research
was the discovery of less toxic cisplatin analogs. Several second-generation com-
pounds containing dicarboxylate leaving groups in place of the more labile chlo-
ride ions of the parent compound cisplatin were investigated in the 1980s based
on the hypothesis that platinum(II) diammine compounds containing more sta-
ble leaving groups would retain the desired anticancer properties while imparting
lower toxicity and more predictable pharmokinetics [2, 14]. This hypothesis
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turned out to be correct for carboplatin, which was granted FDA approval in
1989, and is now widely used in clinics primarily in the treatment of ovarian
cancer and where patients have recurrent, platinum-resistant disease. Research
indicated that the adducts formed by carboplatin are identical to those of cisplat-
in, but the rate of adduct formation is 10-fold slower, which necessitates 20- to
40-fold higher concentrations of carboplatin to produce the same number of
adducts [15]. Four other analogs, namely, enloplatin (1,1-cyclobutane dicarboxyl-
ato-O#,O# tetrahydro-4H pyran-4,4-dimethylamine-N#,N# platinum(II)), zeniplat-
in (2,2-bis aminomethyl-1,3-propandiol-N-N# 1,1-cyclobutane dicarboxylate-
O#,O# platinum(II)), NK-121/C1–973 (cis-1,1-cyclobutane dicarboxylato(2R)-2-
methyl-1,4-butanediamine platinum(II)), and miboplatin (R-2-amino methyl
pyrrolidine 1,1-cyclobutane dicarboxylate platinum(II)) also entered clinical
trials in the 1980s [12, 16], but with the exception of miboplatin they all suffered
from loss of anticancer activity and/or dose-limiting toxicity. In contrast, mibo-
platin performed well, and reached Phase III clinical trials in Japan. Ultimately,
however, miboplatin was abandoned despite its good anticancer activity, for it
showed no clear advantage over cisplatin [12].

In addition to lowering toxicity, significant research has been invested into
improving the spectrum of activity of platinum anticancer agents, with oxaliplatin
(trans-L-diaminocyclohexane oxalate platinum(II)) emerging as the prominent
third-generation drug. Oxaliplatin was originally proposed as a potential antican-
cer agent in the late 1970s [17] but did not receive FDA approval until 2002 [18].
Early murine leukemia studies indicated that oxaliplatin performed better than
cisplatin while showing reduced side effects [12]. Moreover, in vitro screening of
oxaliplatin against the NCI-60 human cancer cell panel [19] indicated that oxali-
platin might provide a suitable treatment for cancers including colon cancer that
do not respond to cisplatin treatment. Following four large Phase III trials in the
early 2000s that demonstrated the potential of oxaliplatin treatment in combina-
tion with 5-fluorouracil and leucovorin for the treatment of metastatic colon
cancer [14], oxaliplatin was given FDA approval. Prior to oxaliplatin approval it
was widely accepted that colon cancer did not respond to treatment with plati-
num agents, with response rates reported as low as 19 % [20] and 22 % [21],
respectively, following cisplatin treatment. In contrast, colorectal cancer response
rates were significantly improved, with oxaliplatin-based chemotherapy raising
this value to 50 % [22].

In addition to cisplatin, carboplatin, and oxaliplatin, which have received world-
wide approval, nedaplatin (diammine[hydroxyacetato-O,O#]platinum(II)) was ap-
proved for treatment in Japan, lobaplatin ([2-hydroxypropanoato-O1,O2][1,2-
cyclobutanedimethanamine-N,N#]platinum(II)) for treatment in China, and
heptaplatin ([propanedioato-O,O#][2-(1-methylethyl)-1,3-dioxolane-4,5-dimethan-
amine-N,N#]platinum(II)) for treatment in the Republic of Korea (Figure 1).

With the advent of platinum drugs and altered behavioral patterns, cancer
prognosis improved significantly over the last fifty years. Approval of cisplatin
and subsequent optimization in treatment regimes for platinum drugs, combined
with an increased understanding of the factors that promote cancer, have ulti-
mately reduced cancer incidence and provided cures. In particular, successes in
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Figure 1. Platinum drugs that have received clinical approval for cancer treatment in at
least one country. Cisplatin, carboplatin, and oxaliplatin have all received worldwide ap-
proval, while nedaplatin is approved in Japan, heptaplatin in the Republic of Korea, and
lobaplatin in China.

treatment of testicular cancer and lung cancer across this period are clearly iden-
tified from cancer statistics [23]. Prior to approval of cisplatin, testicular cancer
was only curable in its earliest stages through a combination of aggressive sur-
gery and radiation, but for patients in the later stage of the disease a diagnosis
was almost always fatal [8]. In stark contrast, cisplatin treatment offers an overall
90 % cure rate, which, when coupled with public education campaigns highlight-
ing the importance of early detection, has resulted in a sharp decline in cancer-
related deaths in men. Similarly, public education campaigns and governmental
policies restricting the sale of tobacco have significantly lessened the incidence
of lung cancer. The American Cancer Institute reports cancer-related deaths in
the US have decreased by 23 % since 1991, a value that corresponds to 1.7 mil-
lions deaths being averted since 2012 [23]. Continued research to identify im-
proved anticancer agents able to target resistant cancer cell lines, or combat
recurrent disease in combination with increased understanding of the mechanis-
tic actions of platinum agents offers the possibility to further improve these
statistics. In particular, as we move into the era of personalized medicine, de-
tailed mechanistic studies are expected to be invaluable in guiding clinicians
to the best treatment regimens, optimized to take advantage of an individual’s
biochemistry and/or genetics.

The present chapter provides a broad summary of our current knowledge of
the mechanisms of action of cisplatin and oxaliplatin, detailing mechanisms by
which platinum agents pass through cell membranes (Section 2), form covalent
adducts with biological nucleophiles (Section 3), and are processed by cellular
machinery (Sections 4 and 5). Finally, we conclude by highlighting specific chal-
lenges that the medicinal inorganic community is yet to overcome. For many of
these challenges non-classical anticancer agents, including monofunctional, mul-
ti-nuclear, or non-platinum based anticancer agents that are discussed in later
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chapters of this book have been postulated to further exceed the potency of the
approved platinum drugs.

2. CELLULAR UPTAKE AND EFFLUX/MEMBRANE

TRANSPORT

2.1. Overview of Platinum Transport Processes

The anticancer activity of both cisplatin and oxaliplatin arises from the ability of
these complexes to generate covalent adducts with nuclear DNA, which ulti-
mately triggers cell death [24]. In order to generate platinum-DNA adducts, the
platinum agents must avoid deactivation in the bloodstream and be internalized
by the cell. Once inside the cell platinum agents will undergo aquation due to
the reduced concentration of chloride ions in the cytosol compared with the
extracellular chloride concentration, and then, following localization in the nu-
cleus, bind covalently at the most nucleophilic sites on DNA. Cellular uptake
thus serves as a critical step in the mechanism of action of platinum anticancer
agents. Of equal importance is the ability of cells to effectively export platinum
agents, with platinum efflux being a demonstrated mechanism by which cells can
become resistant to platinum-based chemotherapy [25]; export also mediates
toxic side effects associated with platinum-based chemotherapy [26].

Both active and passive processes have been implicated in platinum agent
membrane transport [27] (Figure 2), the difference being that active transport
employs a receptor that utilizes energy to convey the platinum agent, whereas
passive transport occurs without the need for energy input. Passive diffusion
refers to processes by which platinum agents diffuse through the lipid membrane
to enter cells and requires neither energy input nor a transporter for platinum
uptake [28].

Figure 2. Summary of the proposed platinum transport processes including passive diffu-
sion driven by reduced intracellular chloride concentration, and the postulated transport-
er-mediated processes including uptake by copper transporters Ctr1 and Ctr2 and the
polyspecific organic cation transporters OCT1, OCT2, and MATE, and export via P-type
ATPases ATP7A and ATP7B.
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Early research examining the cellular accumulation of cisplatin and its analogs
concluded that passive diffusion was the main route by which cisplatin accumu-
lates in cells [29]. Support for passive uptake of cisplatin was provided by the
observations that (i) cellular uptake depended linearly on cisplatin concentration
and (ii) that structural analogs of cisplatin did not inhibit uptake, as expected if
active transport were implicated. More recently the possibility that passive diffu-
sion might be operative for cisplatin uptake was reinvestigated, providing compel-
ling evidence that protein-mediated uptake is not an absolute requirement for
cisplatin accumulation [30]. These observations, combined with the growing skepti-
cism surrounding mechanisms of active transport, call into question whether pas-
sive transport is the dominant mechanism for cellular uptake of cisplatin.

To test the hypothesis that cisplatin is internalized through passive diffusion,
the permeability coefficient, Pd, of cisplatin was monitored as a function of the
chloride concentration of the medium using unilamellar DOPC vesicles. Here,
Pd is defined by Equation (1):

Pd =
kobsr

3
(1)

where kobs is the rate of cisplatin uptake, measured by stopped-flow spectroscopy,
and r is the average vesicle radius, as measured by dynamic light scattering. These
studies showed a gradual increase in Pd as a function of chloride concentration up
to approximately 100 μM, at which point the system was saturated, consistent
with passive diffusion of cisplatin into the vesicles. The authors argue that the
internalization and accumulation of cisplatin in cells through passive diffusion is
not surprising given the speciation of cisplatin intra- and extracellularly. Outside
of the cell cisplatin has an overall neutral charge and is therefore not subjected to
the large Born energy barrier that prevents many small, hydrophilic ions from
crossing the plasma membrane. However, once internalized, cisplatin will form a
mixture of mono- and dicationic species that will have to pay a large energy pen-
alty (100–300 kJmol–1) to passively diffuse out of the cell. These differential energy
requirements for passive diffusion of cisplatin into and out of the cell are believed
to account for the cellular accumulation observed for cisplatin [30].

Extensive research into active transporters expressed on the cell surface has
also been undertaken and a detailed discussion of the role of the copper trans-
porters, organic cation transporters, and multidrug and toxin extrusion protein
is given below. Unlike passive diffusion, utilizing membrane transporters for
drug uptake offers opportunities for selective targeting of tumor cells and re-
duced toxic side effects in instances where the transporter is preferentially ex-
pressed in specific tissues.

2.2. Copper Transporters

The copper transporters Ctr1, Ctr2, ATP7A, and ATP7B as well as the copper
chaperone ATOX1 have all been implicated in the regulation of cisplatin in
mammalian cells [31, 32]; however, the mechanism by which these transporters
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interact with cisplatin remains unknown. Therefore, speculation as to which of
the transporters is the most influential and indeed, whether or not these trans-
porters actually play a critical role in import and export of cisplatin and its
analogs, remains unknown [33]. Furthermore, recent findings support the hy-
pothesis that reduction of cellular copper sensitizes cells to cisplatin treatment
[34], adding to the debate around whether copper transporters facilitate cisplatin
transport across the membrane.

2.2.1. Copper Import Transporters 1 and 2

The copper transporter proteins 1 and 2, (Ctr1; SLC31A1 and Ctr2; SLC31A2,
respectively), share considerable structure homology while varying in their amino
acid sequences, with only 41 % conserved residues [32]. They are surface receptors
generated from homotrimers of the monomer unit. Their primary function is cop-
per homeostasis, providing a mechanism by which copper can enter cells, but in
recent years they have received attention as a transporter for cisplatin.

Initial studies in yeast correlated intracellular platinum concentrations with
yCtr1 expression levels [35, 36]. Subsequent work confirmed an equivalent corre-
lation between human Ctr1 expression and cisplatin uptake, when hCtr1 was
forcibly overexpressed [37]. Several research groups have also reported reduced
Ctr1 expression in cisplatin resistant cell lines [38, 39] and downregulation of
Ctr1 in response to cisplatin treatment [40]. Reports that the Ctr1 transporter is
internalized in response to cisplatin treatment [41] led to the suggestion that
resistance may arise from reduced cisplatin uptake by Ctr1 transporters. A recent
clinical study also identified two single nucleotide polymorphisms present in the
Ctr1 genes of patients with non-small cell lung cancer who did not respond well
to platinum chemotherapy [42].

However, as Ivy and Kaplin [33] point out, all of these data are ‘correlative and
not causative’ and there is a growing body of evidence that supports Ctr1 being
unable to import cisplatin into a cell. Recently [33], experiments that were initially
put forward as evidence of passive diffusion of cisplatin into cells confirmed that
uptake does not saturate at biologically relevant concentrations. This result indi-
cates that cisplatin uptake is most likely not protein-mediated. In the same publi-
cation the authors also evaluated cisplatin and copper uptake in HEK cells ex-
pressing hCtr1 under the influence of a tetracycline-sensitive promotor. There was
growth in the presence of tetracycline that increased the copper uptake by 8- to
10-fold, but cisplatin uptake was unchanged irrespective of whether or not tetracy-
cline was present. Similarly, by comparing Ctr1 (C/C) and Ctr1(–/–) mouse em-
bryonic fibroblasts (MEFs), the authors saw no difference in the rate of cisplatin
uptake and no difference in uptake in Ctr1(C/C) MEFs when copper was added,
indicating that copper does not compete with cisplatin for the mechanism of up-
take. Recently, work using the CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing system to systemati-
cally knockout CTR1, CTR2, ATOX1 or CCS from HEK-293T cells [43] revealed
that, following knockdown, none of the cell lines exhibited greater cisplatin sensi-
tivity than the variance in the parental populations. The results indicate that nei-
ther Ctr1 nor Ctr2 is implicated in the mechanism of cisplatin uptake.
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Structural modification of Ctr1 has also provided insight into the potential
mechanism by which the copper transporter may interact with cisplatin. Deletion
of the N-terminal extracellular domain of hCTR1 reduced cisplatin uptake while
completely eliminating copper uptake [44]. Modification of Met150, Met154 or
His139, the three residues involved in the transchelation mechanism invoked for
copper uptake, disabled copper uptake but increased cisplatin accumulation [45].
These results together with the limited pore size of Ctr1 (estimated to be 8 Å),
smaller than the estimated radius of cisplatin (9.57 Å), suggest that if Ctr1 is
involved in cisplatin uptake the mechanism by which cisplatin is internalized by
Ctr1 must be significantly different from that of copper [33].

Less is known about the function of mammalian Ctr2 than Ctr1, but due to
structural similarity between the transporters the effect of Ctr2 on cisplatin up-
take was evaluated [46, 47]. Ctr2 binds copper albeit with a lower affinity than
Ctr1 (Km ~1.7 μM versus ~6–10 μM, respectively), but the differential localiza-
tion of Ctr1 and Ctr2 indicates that they may play different roles in copper
homeostasis and interact differentially with cisplatin [32]. Ctr1 is localized exclu-
sively to the membrane, whereas Ctr2 is found in late endosomes, lysomes, and
the nucleus. Initial studies indicated that, unlike Ctr1, knockdown of Ctr2 en-
hances platinum uptake and the platinum sensitivity of cells [46]. Following Ctr2
knockdown in MEFs, cisplatin and carboplatin uptake increased by 2- to 3-fold,
independent of Ctr1 expression levels. The increased platinum concentration was
attributed to an initial influx of platinum and not from decreased efflux of plati-
num agents from the cells or increased concentration of platinum in intracellular
vesicles. Similar results were observed in mouse xenograft models. When Ctr2
was knocked down, there was a 9.1-fold increase in platinum at the tumor site
relative to the parent cell line [48]. However, in the most recent paper where
Ctr2 was knocked out by using CRISPR-Cas9, the same authors acknowledge
that the 2- to 5-fold changes in cisplatin sensitivity do not exceed the variance
observed in the parental populations, thereby negating a role for Ctr2 in cisplatin
uptake [43]. Further work is required to establish a relevance of Ctr1 and Ctr2
expression in cancer treatment, either as a prognostic marker or as a harbinger
of successful treatment.

2.2.2. P-Type Export Transporters

The p-type proteins, ATP7A and ATP7B, function primarily to sequester and
extrude excess copper. These transporters share 65 % amino acid sequence and
homologous structures comprising eight transmembrane domains [27] and a con-
served CxxC domain [49], but are differentiated by their tissue expression and
interaction with platinum agents. ATP7A is expressed preferentially in the intes-
tine, choroid plexus in smooth muscle cells, vascular endothelial cells, aorta, and
cerebrovascular endothelial cells, whereas ATP7B is primarily expressed in liver
and brain [26].

Both p-type proteins have been linked with cisplatin resistance, although the
mechanism by which resistance occurs appears to differ subtly. Both transporters
mediate platinum sequestration in intracellular vesicles, but cells expressing
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ATP7B appear to promote trafficking and extracellular efflux of the platinum to
a far greater extent than those expressing ATP7A. Cells expressing ATP7A typi-
cally show increased intracellular platinum accumulation despite having high
cisplatin and oxaliplatin resistance [50]. In contrast, overexpression of ATP7B
has been correlated with reduced cisplatin uptake and an increased rate of plat-
inum efflux [51]. Employing fluorescently tagged ATP7B and a fluorescein-
labeled cisplatin analog, it was observed that intracellular platinum and ATP7B
colocalize within vesicles that subsequently move toward the cell surface [50].

In particular, ATP7B has been more closely linked with cisplatin resistance than
either Ctr1 or ATP7A [52]. Therapeutically, a strong correlation exists between
patients having a poor outcome for oxaliplatin treatment of colorectal cancer and
those displaying increased levels of ATP7B [53]. Recent studies evaluating co-
delivery of an ATP7B silencing siRNA alongside cisplatin [53] have shown great
promise, increasing the human oral squamous cell line OSC-19-R sensitivity by
10.6-fold over cells not transfected with siRNA [52]. The dual therapy reduces
cancer cell proliferation and angiogenesis while increasing tumor cell apoptosis.

2.3. Polyspecific Organic Cation Transporters

The organic cation transporters (OCT1-3; SLC22A1-3) and multidrug and toxin
extrusion antiporters (MATE; SLC47) are termed polyspecific because they trans-
port a broad range of compounds, both endogenous and exogenous, having differ-
ent sizes and molecular structures. By contrast, the majority of membrane trans-
porters are metabolite- or nutrient-specific and are termed oligospecific [54–56].

Figure 3. Vectorial movement of platinum agents from the blood to urine or bile,
through the basolateral then apical membrane of a polarized epithelial cell. The differen-
tial uptake of cisplatin and oxaliplatin by OCTs and MATEs is highlighted.
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Both OCTs and MATEs are highly expressed in excretory organs where they
work sequentially to move organic cations from the blood to either the bile in
the liver or to urine in the kidneys [54]. In the initial step, OCTs transfer sub-
strates through the basolateral membrane of polarized epithelial cells before
they interact with MATEs localized in the apical plasma membrane (Figure 3).

Given the wide variety of substrates transported by polyspecific transporters,
large variations in the binding affinity and rate of transport for different species
are expected and, critically, not all substrates transported by OCTs are good
substrates for MATEs. This differential binding (Figure 3) is intimately linked
with drug toxicity and provides a strong rationale for why some platinum agents
and not others are nephrotoxic [26, 54].

2.3.1. SLC22A1-3 Transporters

The organic cation transporters, OCT1-3, are expressed in different locations
and it is important to note for translational purposes that variations in distribu-
tion between human and rodent orthologs have been reported [57]. hOCT1 is
preferentially expressed in the liver, hOCT2 in the kidney and brain, specifically
in dopamine-rich regions of the pyramidal cells of the cerebral cortex and the
hippocampus, and hOCT3 in a broad range of tissues including brain, heart,
liver, skeletal muscle, placenta, and kidney [56]. Despite their differential expres-
sion, all OCTs function as bidirectional transporters for small hydrophobic com-
pounds ~60–350 Da in size [55]. Research indicates that both cisplatin and oxali-
platin are substrates for hOCTs, and because the mechanism of transport relies
on both an electrical and concentration gradient [54], the intracellular platinum
concentration may exceed the extracellular platinum concentration.

Renal tubular epithelial cell toxicity was linked with cisplatin nephrotoxicity for
many years; however, the molecular mechanisms of action giving rise to this toxici-
ty did not become apparent until the discovery of OCT1 in 1994 [58]. Subsequent
studies with OCT1/2 knockout mice confirmed the role of OCTs in excretion of
organic cations [59]. Direct evidence for the role of OCTs in cisplatin uptake came
in 2005 when two groups [60, 61] transfected HEK293 cells with rat and human
orthologs of OCT2, respectively, and observed increased cellular uptake of plati-
num, correlating with increased cell death. Subsequent studies employing inhibi-
tors of OCT2 [62] and OCT2 knockout mice [63] confirmed the initial observa-
tions that OCT2 is a key determinant of cisplatin-induced nephrotoxicity. Clinical
data also support use of cimetidine, a known OCT2 substrate, as a protective agent
for the kidneys of patients undergoing cisplatin treatment [64, 65].

Following the observation that OCT2 is expressed in the outer hair cells and
the stria vascularis cells of the cochlea [66], the role of OCTs in ototoxicity
has also been investigated. Reduced or completely eliminated ototoxicity was
observed following genetic deletion of OCT1 and OCT2 [63], and co-treatment
of cisplatin with cimetidine in mice [66] confirmed the conclusion that cisplatin
uptake by OCTs is linked with both nephro- and ototoxicity.

In contrast to cisplatin, oxaliplatin exhibits low nephrotoxicity. Therefore,
based on the hypothesis above it might be expected that oxaliplatin is not trans-
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ported by OCTs. Indeed, when carboplatin and nedaplatin, widely regarded to
have low nephrotoxicity, were evaluated for uptake in OCTs, no evidence for
their transport was recorded [67]. Oxaliplatin, however, interacts strongly with
hOCT2 as demonstrated through cell studies [67, 68] and visual inspection of
renal slices having collapsed non-perfused lumens [69]. The nephrotoxic patterns
of these slices resemble those of cisplatin and, therefore, the hypothesis was
drawn that platinum uptake via OCTs is non-toxic when coupled with an effec-
tive efflux transporter [67]; this transporter was later identified as the hMATE
transporter (see below, Section 2.3.2).

Variations in OCT substrate specificity and the implications thereof are high-
lighted by uptake data for hOCT3. The observation that oxaliplatin but not
cisplatin is a substrate for hOCT3, which is expressed among other locations in
the intestine, led researchers to postulate that the cytotoxicity of oxaliplatin
against colon cancer cells arises at least in part from the expression of hOCT3 in
this location [67]. Moreover, recent studies have indicated a correlation between
hOCT3 expression in cancerous versus non-cancerous colon and rectal tissues,
with a 9.7-fold higher mRNA level being reported for patient-derived colon can-
cer tissues over their non-cancerous counterparts [70].

2.3.2. Multidrug and Toxin Extrusion Antiporters

As noted above hMATEs including hMATE1 and hMATE2-K are widely ac-
cepted to be efflux transporters that protect cells by transferring organic cations
to the bile and urine. Experiments in mice with genetic deletion of hMATE
support this postulate through increased incidence of nephrotoxicity [71]. As
with the OCTs, MATE tissue distribution varies between species with hMATE1
being highly expressed in the kidney, liver, heart, skeletal muscle, and other
locations, whereas hMATE2-K is kidney-specific [56].

Contradictory results have been reported for the uptake of cisplatin by
hMATE1, in part due to the HC/organic cation antiporter nature of the trans-
porter, which requires pretreatment of cells with ammonium chloride to activate
the HC gradient across the plasma membrane [26]. However, good substrate
specificity has been demonstrated for MATE2-K, with oxaliplatin being readily
taken up by this transporter while cisplatin is not [67]. This specificity, combined
with hMATE2-K localization in the kidneys, has led to the hypothesis that the
differential nephrotoxicity of oxaliplatin and cisplatin arises from their interac-
tion with hOCT2 and hMATE2-K, facilitating their passage into the waste
stream. If, like cisplatin, a platinum complex interacts with only the import trans-
porter hOCT2 it will most likely exhibit toxic side effects due to renal accumula-
tion [72] (Figure 3).
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3. COVALENT ADDUCTS GENERATED WITH

PLATINUM AGENTS

3.1. Cytosolic Transformations of Platinum Drugs

It is widely accepted that when platinum agents pass into a cell they readily
undergo aquation in response to the significant decrease in chloride concentra-
tion between the extracellular blood plasma (~100 mM) and the intracellular
cytosol [24, 25, 30]. The chloride ion concentration within a cell is typically re-
ported at 4 mM based on application of the Nernst equation to passive diffusion
of chloride across the plasma membrane in muscle and nerve cells [73], however,
direct measurements within a range of cells including cancer cells reveal actual
intracellular chloride concentrations in the 12–55 mM range [73]. Diffusion of
aquated, cationic platinum complexes out of the cell is unfavorable, and instead
they react with a variety of cellular components, including DNA, RNA, proteins,
phospholipids, and thiol complexes, via competing pathways [74–77]. The ther-
modynamics and kinetics of many of these pathways have been extensively stud-
ied as platinum speciation is intimately linked with the efficacy and toxicity of
platinum agents.

For cisplatin it has been shown that the neutral parent complex cis-
[Pt(NH3)2Cl2] (1; Figure 4) fails to react directly with typical nitrogen and oxy-
gen donor biological nucleophiles; however, complexes activated by replacement
of chloride ligands with labile water ligands (t1/2 ~2 h) are 10–70 ! more reactive
than their parent starting material and react indiscriminately with biological nu-
cleophiles [73, 77]. The rate of reaction for complex 2 with biological nucleo-
philes (t1/2 ~0.1 h) occurs on a sufficiently fast timeframe that 4 is not observed
in appreciable concentrations in vivo [74].

In addition to aquation, deprotonation of coordinated water molecules may
occur to generate the hydroxo complexes cis-[Pt(NH3)2Cl(OH)] (3) and cis-
[Pt(NH3)2(OH)2] (6) that are considerably less reactive than their correspond-
ing aqua species 2 and 4 owing to the relative inertness of the Pt–OH bond.
Furthermore, formation of hydroxide-bridged oligomers [74] of the form
[{Pt(NH3)2(μ-OH)}n]nC have been reported under specific conditions. The ex-
tent of deprotonation of the aqua ligands (Ka) is governed by its pKa and the pH
of the aqueous solution. Recent studies employing 15N-edited 1H and [1H,15N]
heteronuclear multiple quantum interference NMR spectroscopy [78] provide
the most accurate measurements of the pKa values for cisplatin. In particular,
this methodology overcomes complications associated with fitting potentiometric
curves comprising multiple overlapping events and reduction in signal due to
formation of hydroxo bridged dimers. pKa values of 6.41 for cis-
[PtCl(H2O)(NH3)2]C and 5.37 and 7.21 for cis-[Pt(H2O)2(NH3)2]C, were report-
ed, in agreement with previous reports.

Single crystal X-ray diffraction [79, 80] and 195Pt NMR spectroscopic studies
[81] support the formation of the dimers, trimers, and higher oligomers when the
pH of the solution is within two pKa units of the Pt–OH2 bond (pKa G 2).
Formation of hydroxide-bridged dimers is undesired because they remove active
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Figure 4. Structures and equilibria of species derived from cisplatin in aqueous solution.

drug from solution and may modulate toxicity [82]. Detailed studies indicate
that, if the mononuclear diammineplatinum(II) complex is injected into a pa-
tient, the platinum concentration in vivo will be sufficiently low to prevent oli-
gomer formation. However, should a hydroxo-bridged oligomer be injected it
would most likely persist [74, 83, 84], highlighting the importance of properly
storing and administering the drug.

Cisplatin may also react with other biological nucleophiles including sulfur
atom donor species [76] and carbonate [85]. The high affinity of thiolate anions
for platinum complexes has been cited as a major cause of platinum drug resist-
ance [25], with increased intracellular glutathione and overexpression of glutathi-
one S-transferase [86, 87] being correlated strongly with resistance. Experimental
evidence indicates that sulfur nucleophiles react directly with cisplatin without
the need for activation via aquation [88]. Furthermore, recent research has indi-
cated that Pt-guanosine adducts may be generated more rapidly in the presence
of sulfur nucleophiles [89], but the importance of this reaction pathway in plati-
num treatment regimens has yet to be determined.

Like cisplatin, oxaliplatin forms adducts with a variety of biological nucleo-
philes following aquation. In vivo, biotransformation studies were performed
where the plasma ultrafiltrate of five patients who received oxaliplatin by infu-
sion at 130 mg/m2 for 2 h was analyzed, and the [Pt(DACH)(Cl)(OH2)]C
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(DACH = trans-R,R-1,2-diaminocyclohexane) derivative was identified as the
major species (31–100 %) by HPLC. Methionine (8–24 %), diaqua (2–26 %),
monochlorocreatinine (2–11 %), and glutathione (1 %) adducts were also tenta-
tively identified [90].

3.2. Speciation of DNA-Platinum Adducts

Within the cell, cisplatin forms adducts with both nuclear and mitochondrial
DNA [91]. Aside from its localization, mitochondrial DNA differs from nuclear
DNA in its lack of histones and slower kinetics of cisplatin intrastrand cross-link
repair [92] (discussed below). A larger percentage of Pt-DNA adducts [93] (4-
to 6-fold [94]) have been reported for mitochondrial DNA over nuclear DNA,
and this difference has been attributed to higher initial binding rates and ineffi-
cient removal of the major adducts by repair processes [95].

Most research has focused on the ability of cisplatin to modify nuclear DNA,
and it is widely accepted that platinum reaching the nucleus without being deac-
tivated primarily forms covalent adducts at the N7 position of the purine bases
[91, 96]. The monoaqua adduct of cisplatin (t1/2 = ~2 hours) reacts rapidly to
generate covalent adducts with the N7 positions on adenine and guanine bases
(t1/2 = 0.1 h), after which the second chloride ligand is aquated to facilitate for-
mation of a bifunctional cross-link [24, 77]. Cross-links are designated as 1,2-
or 1,3-intra- or interstrand cross-links, where the numeric designation specifies
whether two modified nucleotides are adjacent to each other (1,2-d(GpG)) or
separated by an unmodified nucleotide N (1,3-d(GpNpG)). For intrastrand
cross-links both modified nucleotides are on the same strand of the DNA, where-
as interstrand cross-links have one modified nucleotide on each strand of duplex
DNA. Numerous enzymatic degradation and acid hydrolysis experiments have
been performed to elucidate the distribution of Pt-DNA adducts with nuclear
DNA. The consensus is that approximately 60–65 % of Pt-DNA adducts are 1,2-
intrastrand d(GpG) links, 25–30 % are 1,2-intrastrand d(ApG) links, 5–10 % are
1,3-intrastrand d(GpNpG) linkages, and 1–3 % of Pt-DNA adducts are inter-
strand cross-links (ICLs) [97, 98]. Comparable Pt-DNA adduct profiles are re-
ported for oxaliplatin [99].

Each platinum adduct distorts and unwinds the structure of double-stranded
DNA to which it is bound in a unique manner [100]. Single crystal X-ray struc-
tures (Figure 5) of platinum adducts of double-stranded DNA have provided
insight into the structural basis of DNA processing events that are influenced by
platinum binding. Analysis of the solid state structure of the major cisplatin 1,2-
d(GpG) intrastrand cross-link [101] (Figure 5A) reveals that the Pt adduct forms
hydrogen bonds with the DNA backbone on the 5# side of the lesion and unwinds
the duplex DNA by ~25°. In the solid state, a global bend of 35–40° in the DNA
occurs, whereas NMR data [102, 103] suggest that, in solution, this bend angle
may be significantly increased, up to 60–70°. The 1,3-d(GpNpG) minor adduct
[104] (Figure 5B) is globally bent by about 30°, but the region around the plati-
nated nucleotide is more severely distorted. In contrast to both the intrastrand
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Figure 5. X-ray crystal structures of platinum lesions on duplex DNA. (A) 1,2-d(GpG)
cisplatin lesion (1AIO [101]); (B) 1,3-d(GpG) cisplatin lesion (1DA4 [104]); (C) inter-
strand cisplatin lesion (1A2E [105]); (D) 1,2-d(GpG) oxaliplatin lesion (1IHH [106]).
Cisplatin and oxaliplatin are shown in space-filling representation; platinum(grey), nitro-
gen(blue), and carbon (beige).

cross-links, crystal structures of a cisplatin interstrand cross-link [105] (Fig-
ure 5C) reveal that the duplex is bent at a 47° angle toward the minor instead
of the major groove, and that the duplex is unwound by 110° overall. Finally,
analysis of the crystal structure of the oxaliplatin adduct on duplex DNA [106]
(Figure 5D) highlights the effects of exchanging a cis-diammine(II) [80] moiety
for a cis-{Pt(DACH)}2C group, mainly involving a change in hydrogen bonding
around the lesions. In contrast to cisplatin, structural characterization of oxaliplat-
in DNA adducts supports hydrogen bond formation between the platinum adduct
and the DNA backbone on the 3# side of the cross-link [107]. Only the biologically
active R,R-isomer, and not the S,S-isomer, can generate 3# hydrogen bonds. This
conformational difference between cisplatin and oxaliplatin adducts is proposed
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to interfere with the recognition of the damaged DNA by cellular components,
contributing to the differential properties of the two drug molecules [100].

3.3. Effects on Chromatin

DNA in the nucleus is packaged as nucleosomes, which consist of a core of eight
histone proteins (H2aH2bH3H4)2 around which genomic DNA (146 bp duplex)
is wrapped in a shallow, left-handed helix. The nucleosomes are separated by
strings of linker DNA (typically 10–50 bp [108]) that are not tightly bound to
proteins. Because the positioning of the genome on the nucleosome influences
gene expression [109], and it has been proposed that platination of nucleosomal
DNA may alter its positioning [110], several groups have investigated chromatin
modification by cisplatin and related platinum agents.

Early studies [111] confirmed that the formation of cisplatin adducts with DNA
occurred to a similar extent in the presence and absence of core proteins, with
an average of ~45 platinum atoms per core particle being reported upon satura-
tion after 40 hours. Additionally, in contrast to the trans isomer (trans-dichlorodi-
ammineplatinum(II)), no significant histone-histone or histone-DNA cross-links
were observed. Later studies sought to evaluate whether cisplatin preferentially
formed covalent adducts with linker versus nucleosomal DNA [112–114], and it
was concluded that platinum adducts preferentially form in the linker region
[113]. Measurement of the rate of platinum adduct formation with chromatin,
core particle, and DNA as a function of platinum concentration indicated that
the platinum/chromatin ratio was equivalent to the platinum/free DNA ratio and
differed significantly from the platinum/core particle ratio, which was signifi-
cantly less. Subsequent experiments with chromatin extracted from human cells
[115] and reconstituted chromatin [114] confirmed that DNA within the core
particles was protected from cisplatin damage through direct visualization of the
platination sites using a polymerase stop assay. Experiments also showed that
direct platination of histones prevents nucleosome core particle formation, but
platination of nuclear DNA prior to nucleosome formation does not affect core
formation [114].

Given that most (75–90 %) nuclear DNA is wrapped around nucleosomes
[116], significant research has been performed to elucidate the effect of platina-
tion on the translational and rotational settings of the nucleosome core particles.
Experiments [108] in which nucleosome core particles were directly treated with
cisplatin and oxaliplatin indicate that lesions formed on assembled core particles
do not significantly affect their positioning but instead are generated at intrinsi-
cally preferred sites. Complementary experiments [117, 118] in which site-specifi-
cally platinated DNA was assembled with histone proteins indicate that platina-
tion overrides the predefined rotational setting of the nucleosomes. In both cases
[108, 117, 118] the platinum lesions were directed inward, facing the histone
octamer core, thus shielding their recognition and repair by DNA damage recog-
nition proteins [119] (see Section 4.3.1). Additionally, platination of nucleosomal
DNA reduces the dynamic nature of the nucleosome [108].
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4. CELLULAR PROCESSING OF PLATINUM DNA ADDUCTS

4.1. Inhibition of DNA Synthesis

Based on prior observations that the organic anticancer agent hydroxyurea causes
E.coli to elongate and inhibits division of mammalian cells and DNA synthesis, it
was postulated that cisplatin might also block DNA synthesis [96]. Quantitation
of the rate of incorporation of 3H-thymidine, 3H-uridine, and 3H-L-leucine in the
presence of cisplatin confirmed that, at concentrations of ≤5 μM, DNA synthesis
was selectively inhibited by cisplatin in AV3 cells, whereas at concentrations of
>25 μM, DNA, RNA, and protein synthesis were all blocked [96]. Subsequent
experiments evaluated the roles of purified, individual DNA polymerases in pro-
cessing both intra- and interstrand cross-links, revealing that DNA replication po-
lymerases are inhibited by bifunctional lesions ~90 % of the time [24, 98, 120]. In
contrast to these results, several studies indicated that DNA synthesis continues
to occur in cells that fail to divide following treatment with cisplatin [121], suggest-
ing that a cellular mechanism for bypassing Pt-DNA lesions may be operative.
This mechanism is now known to be translesion synthesis (TLS), and the efficiency
and fidelity with which cells are able to bypass DNA-platinum lesions is linked
with drug sensitivity, resistance, and mutagenicity.

Specialized TLS polymerases [122] have evolved in mammalian cells to incor-
porate nucleotides opposite damaged nucleotides on the template strand, includ-
ing members of the Y family of polymerases (η, ι, κ, and Rev1) and DNA polym-
erase ζ [123, 124]. For TLS, polymerase switching must occur, where the
replication polymerase is displaced by the TLS polymerase. This process is sig-
naled by mono-ubiquitination of proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) at
Lys-164. Once ubiquitinated, PCNA has a higher affinity for the Y-family polym-
erases, all of which share a novel ubiquitin binding motif that localizes TLS
polymerases at the site of the blocked replication machinery. Following recruit-
ment of the TLS polymerase three distinct steps occur to bypass a bifunctional
lesion such as a 1,2-d(GpG) adduct, namely, (i) insertion of a nucleotide opposite
the 3#-G, (ii) insertion of a nucleotide opposite the 5#-G, and (iii) extension
onward from the 5#-G. Each of these steps has distinct kinetics that depend on
the specific polymerase and the nature of the lesion [123, 125]. Differences in
the solution geometry of cisplatin- and oxaliplatin-DNA adducts account for
the differential TLS efficiency and fidelity observed for these two species, with
polymerase η and β bypassing oxaliplatin lesions more readily than cisplatin
lesions [99, 126]. In vivo studies subsequently revealed that Pol η or κ incorporate
the correct or incorrect nucleotide, respectively, opposite a 1,2-d(GpG) cisplatin
intrastrand cross-link, while the extension step is performed by Pol ζ . Pol ζ is an
error-prone polymerase that, in the absence of other polymerases, performs TLS
past cisplatin adducts with low efficiency [99, 127].

Recent studies have also discovered a role for TLS polymerases in the repair
of ICLs. In general, ICL bypass consists of three steps. The first is an unhooking
step where incisions are made at either side of the damaged nucleotide on one
strand of the DNA. This process is followed by TLS past the unhooked ICL,
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which restores one of two strands and provides an intact template to complete
the repair process [128]. Difficulties studying this process at a mechanistic level
persist, however, owing to the combined effects of multiple ICL repair pathways,
potential redundancy between polymerases, and the limited options currently
available to study these pathways [129].

4.2. Transcription Inhibition

As for DNA polymerases, RNA polymerases that transcribe mRNA encoded
on DNA are efficiently blocked by bifunctional platinum adducts. Early studies
exploring the mechanism of action of cisplatin revealed that cell death was pro-
ceeded by G2/M arrest [121], indicating that, under physiologically relevant con-
ditions, sufficient DNA synthesis occurred to satisfy progression of the cell cycle
through the S phase. More detailed studies correlated the cellular sensitivity of
Chinese hamster ovary cells both proficient and deficient in DNA repair with G2
arrest following cisplatin treatment. These experiments confirmed that cisplatin
affected the extent of DNA synthesis but importantly was not linked to the
sensitivity of the cell line [130].

Taken together, the results are consistent with the hypothesis that transcription
inhibition is the main mechanism by which cisplatin exerts its action, arresting the
cell cycle at G2/M, resulting in cellular failure to transcribe the genes necessary to
enter mitosis. More detailed experiments performed with site-specifically modified
Pt-DNA adducts indicate transcription by RNA polymerase II (Pol II) and E. coli
polymerase (RNAP) to be blocked by 1,2-d(GpG) and 1,2-d(ApG) adducts on
the template strand but only slightly inhibited when the adduct is on the non-
template strand [131]. To date a vast body of research into transcription inhibition
has been reported with Pol II, the mammalian polymerase involved in transcrip-
tion of the majority of eukaryotic genes. Inhibition of RNA polymerase I (Pol I),
which is involved in transcription of rRNA, has received considerably less atten-
tion but is speculated to be operative via a comparable mechanism [24, 132]. Pol
I transcribes far more DNA overall than Pol II and its inhibition may be respon-
sible for ribosome biogenesis stress (see below, Section 5.5), the mechanism to
which the anticancer properties of oxaliplatin were recently attributed [133].

In addition to failing to transcribe the requisite genes, once stalled, the poly-
merases act as damage recognition sentinals that may either instigate repair
pathways or mediate cell death, as discussed in the following sections. Normal
cells have multiple different repair pathways, and often more than one pathway
is operative in the removal of a lesion.

4.3. Repair of Platinum Lesions

4.3.1. Nucleotide Excision Repair

Nucleotide excision repair (NER) is a programmed cellular repair mechanism for
removal of DNA lesions and the primary mechanism by which cisplatin-DNA
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of the NER pathway and the multiple proteins in-
volved in recognition and excision of the platinum lesion followed by regeneration of the
double-stranded DNA.

1,2-intrastrand cross-links are removed [24]. In vitro experiments indicate that
intrastrand adducts of oxaliplatin are repaired in a similar manner [134], revealing
that the carrier ligand does not influence the repair mechanism. However, inter-
strand cross-links generated by cisplatin are not substrates for NER [135].

NER is a complex, multistep process [136] (Figure 6) that requires six repair
factors: RPA, XPA, XPC, TFIIH, XPG, and XPF·ERCC1. The initial step is an
ATP-independent recognition process that is believed to involve indirect read-
out of the damage through sensing abnormal DNA backbone conformations. In
this step RPA, XPA, and XPC-TFIIH bind cooperatively in a random order at
the site of the damage-generating pre-incision complex 1 (PIC1). The DNA is
then unwound by up to 20 base pairs and a kinetic proofreading step takes place,
ensuring that only damaged DNA undergoes NER. Once DNA is unwound,
XPG binds the damaged site with high affinity displacing XPC to generate PIC2.
Finally, XPF·ERCC1 is recruited to the damage site and generates dual incisions
around the damaged nucleotide (PIC3) liberating a 24–32 nucleotide oligomer
containing the damaged site. The excised platinum oligomer is expected to un-
dergo degradation in the nucleus, like other small oligomers, but the fate of the
platinum remains unknown [24]. DNA polymerases δ and ε fill the gapped re-
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gion left following excision of the damaged strand before ligation of the ends
regenerates double-stranded DNA.

Xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) cells lacking one of more components of the
NER pathway are 5- to 10-fold more sensitive to cisplatin treatment than normal
cells [24, 137], confirming the role of NER in processing platinum lesions. Com-
plementary data indicate a correlation between increased expression of NER
genes and cisplatin resistance.

As discussed in Section 3.3, platinum lesions on nuclear DNA effect the posi-
tioning of genomic DNA in nucleosomes, with lesions being preferentially oriented
toward the histone core proteins, thus shielding damage recognition and repair
by NER proteins [119]. In vivo, NER is further modulated by post-translational
modification of the histones [119].

4.3.2. Recombination Repair

Recombination repair (RR) operates by two pathways, homologous recombina-
tion (HR) and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) [24, 136]. Like NER-defi-
cient cells, cells deficient in RR are sensitive to cisplatin treatment. Furthermore,
cells deficient in both NER and RR are more sensitive to cisplatin than either
deficient cell line alone [138]. DNA recombination is most commonly implicated
in the repair of interstrand cross-links [139].

As with all repair mechanisms the first stage is damage recognition. Following
double-stranded break recognition, nucleolytic processing generates single-
stranded DNA with free 3#-ends facilitating Rad51-mediated strand invasion
forming a Holliday junction. Subsequent DNA synthesis, ligation, and resolution
of the Holliday junction regenerates double-stranded DNA with high fidelity,
with information lost from the broken double-stranded DNA being regenerated
from the homologous duplex. In contrast, NHEJ is an error-prone repair path-
way that ligates the two duplex termini regardless of whether they come from
the same or a different chromosome [136, 139]. Experiments support HR as an
important repair mechanism for cisplatin lesions, whereas knockout of the NHEJ
pathway does not significantly affect the cisplatin sensitivity of cells [140].

4.3.3 Fanconi’s Anemia

Fanconi’s Anemia (FA) is a rare autosomal disease arising from deregulation
of replication-dependent removal of interstrand cross-links [141]. It is generally
believed that the FA pathway has evolved in eukaryotes to deal with the difficul-
ties associated with repairing ICLs where both strands of a DNA duplex are
damaged. Patients with Fanconi’s Anemia are thus unable to efficiently remove
ICLs and are therefore hypersensitive to cisplatin and other anticancer agents
operative through formation of ICLs [142].

The FA pathway utilizes elements of the HR, NER, and TLS pathways in the
repair processes and its activity is closely regulated. The pathway is only opera-
tive in the S phase of the cell cycle and is turned off following repair of DNA
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damage [141, 143]. The current mechanism for DNA repair by FA proteins is
incomplete but is believed to be instigated by ATR activation and ubiquitination
of FANCD2, which then co-localizes with repair proteins at the site of DNA
damage. Subsequently, endonucleases generate double-strand breaks that uncou-
ple the two sister chromatids. The structure-specific nucleases ERCC1-XPF and
MUS81-EME1 have been linked with ICL repair, and cells lacking these proteins
are sensitive to cross-linking agents. Following formation of the double-strand
break it is speculated that the cross-link is unhooked to generate a single nucleo-
tide lesion that can be processed like a monofunctional adduct by NER and TLS
proteins. Finally, following replication through the site of DNA damage, HR
proteins are implicated in regeneration of the replication fork [141].

4.3.4. Mismatch Repair

The mismatch repair (MMR) pathway is involved in recognition and repair of
base-base mismatches and insertion and deletion loops generated where one
partnerless nucleotide in double-stranded DNA is partially extrahelical [144].
MMR has been linked with repair of both intra- and interstrand platinum cross-
links, but mismatch repair proteins do not recognize oxaliplatin cross-links [145].
Furthermore, several studies have demonstrated correlations between cisplatin-
resistant cell lines and MMR defects, having both intrinsic and acquired resist-
ance [24, 144, 146, 147].

Current research indicates that hMSH2, which forms heterodimers hMutSα
and -β with MSH6 and MSH3, respectively, binds with high affinity (Kd ~67
nM [148]) to 1,2-d(GpG) intrastrand cross-links but poorly with 1,3-d(GpTpG)
cisplatin adducts [149]. MutSβ also binds ICLs generated with cisplatin [150].
Preferential recognition of cisplatin over oxaliplatin, trans-diamminedichloro-
platinum(II), and [Pt(dien)Cl]C adducts has also been reported [148, 149]. Fol-
lowing damage recognition, MutLα, a heterodimer of MSH1 and postmeiotic
segregation increased 2 (PMS2), is recruited to the site of action and a relatively
stable ATP-dependent ternary complex is generated with the damaged DNA.
Additionally, the PCNA sliding clamp, DNA polymerase δ, exonuclease 1, and
DNA ligase are required to complete the MMR process [24]. MMR proteins
also play an important role in signaling DNA-damage induced apoptosis [151],
effecting phosphorylation of p53, and activating the stress-activated kinase, JNK,
as discussed in Section 5 in greater detail.

4.3.5. Base Excision Repair

Base excision repair (BER) has evolved to repair damaged bases that result in
minimal distortion of the DNA duplex [152], and recent evidence supports an
additional role for BER in cross-link repair [153]. Data supporting dysregulation
of BER proteins in cisplatin-resistant cancers [154] has led researchers to investi-
gate its role in the development of cisplatin resistance. Results [153] obtained
with BER-defective MEFs in the presence and absence of a small molecule
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inhibitor of APE1, a critical enzyme in the BER pathway, support the involve-
ment of BER in ICL repair while showing that BER does not affect intrastrand
cross-link processing. In contrast, minimal changes in sensitivity of the BER-
deficient/inhibited cells compared with wild-type cells occurs when they were
treated with oxaliplatin, indicating a specific role for cisplatin.

Two BER pathways have been reported – short and long patch pathways [136].
Damage recognition and excision are initiated in each pathway by DNA glyco-
sylases that bind the damaged DNA, compressing it and flipping the damaged
base out of the helix into the active site of the enzyme. Cleavage of the damaged
base generates an abasic site on the DNA, and subsequent removal of the abasic
sugar generates a one-nucleotide gap, which is filled by DNA Pol β, APE1, and
DNA ligase III-XRCC1 in mammalian cells. Alternatively, the long patch path-
way requires APE1 to make an incision on the 5#-side of the abasic site, followed
by a 3#-incision made by FEN1 endonuclease. This cut liberates a 2–10 nucleotide
long excision product and DNA Pol δ/ε and PCNA then synthesize a new patch
that is ligated by DNA ligase I to regenerate the double-stranded DNA.

4.4. Protein Binding to Platinated DNA

In addition to specific repair proteins highlighted in the preceding sections sever-
al other mammalian proteins recognize and bind to platinated DNA [24, 100,
155]. The best studied of these are the high-mobility group (HMG) domain pro-
teins (Figure 7). High mobility group box (HMGB) proteins 1–4 share consider-
able structural homology, and all contain two tandem HMG domains, capable of
recognizing and binding with high affinity to bent and distorted duplex DNA.

HMGB1 is a 30 kDa protein comprising two HMG domains appended with an
acidic tail that is not essential for DNA binding. Owing to its high intercellular
concentration, short residence time on DNA, and affinity for bent DNA, HMGB1
has a high probability of encountering platinum adducts; it has therefore long
been postulated to be involved in cisplatin sensitization [24, 156, 157]. However,
experimental results aiming to correlate HMGB1 expression levels with cisplatin
sensitivity [158], or to introduce foreign HMGB1 to modulate cisplatin sensitivity,
have proved inconclusive [24]. Recent results from our laboratory [159, 160] sup-
port the initial hypothesis that HMGB binding to cisplatin-damaged DNA pre-
vents NER via a repair shielding mechanism, thereby sensitizing cells to cisplatin
treatment. Critically, however, formation of a disulfide bond between Cys22 and
Cys44 in the second HMG domain must be prevented if cisplatin sensitization is
to be achieved. Experiments performed with HMGB4, a variant of the HMG box
protein that contains a tyrosine residue in place of Cys22 and therefore is not
affected by the intracellular redox potential, unambiguously allowed correlation of
HMGB4 expression with cisplatin sensitivity. Supporting these results are clinical
observations that link the exceptionally high cure rates of testicular germ cell
tumors (TGCTs) with the preferential expression of HMGB4 in testes. Finally, a
two-fold increase in cisplatin sensitivity was demonstrated for cisplatin-resistant
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Figure 7. X-ray structure of HMGB1 bound to duplex DNA containing a cisplatin 1,2-
d(GpG) intrastrand cross-link (1CKT [224]; see also [159]). Cisplatin is shown as a space-
filling model with platinum in gray and nitrogen in blue, and HMGB1 is represented as
cyan ribbon.

breast cancer cells MDA-MB-231 following transfection of HMGB4 cDNA and
subsequent HMGB4 expression in the cell line.

Several non-HMGB proteins contain one or more HMG domains, including the
structure-specific recognition protein SSRP1 and the ribosomal RNA transcription
factor hUBF (human upstream binding factor). SSRP1 is an 81 kDa protein con-
taining one HMG domain that forms a heterodimer with Spt16/Cdc68 [24]. The
heterodimer FACT (facilitates chromatin transcription) is a chromatin modulator
that binds cisplatin DNA adducts. The isolated HMG domain of SSRP1 also binds
damaged DNA, whereas the full SSRP1 complex alone does not [161]. hUBF
contains six HMG domains [100] and binds cisplatin-damaged DNA with high
specificity and the strongest reported affinity (Kd = 60 pM [162]). The binding
affinity of hUBF for its natural substrate, the rRNA promotor, and cisplatin-dam-
aged DNA are comparable, leading the authors to propose transcription hijacking
[100, 162] as an alternative means by which protein binding to cisplatin-damaged
DNA may sensitize cells to treatment. At saturated levels of hUBF and platinum
concentrations below those reported in cancer patients, complexation of hUBF
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with the rRNA promotor was completely inhibited. Such dysregulation of rRNA
synthesis is likely to have a negative effect on a cell’s welfare.

The TATA-binding protein (TBP) also binds cisplatin-damaged DNA with a
preference for 1,2-d(GpG) intrastrand over 1,3-d(GpG) cross-links [163]. The
binding affinity and kinetics of TBP to the TATA box are similar to that ob-
served for TBP binding to cisplatin-damaged DNA and increased by 20-fold in
the presence of HMGB1, leading to speculation that a TBP-HMGB1 complex
interacts with platinated DNA. TBP binding to damaged DNA results in tran-
scription inhibition through reduced interaction of the TBP with the TATA box
and to reduced transcription factor recruitment [24].

YB-1 is a transcription factor that binds to an inverted CCAAT box sequence
called the Y-box [164]. It also binds preferentially to platinated DNA sequences
including 1,2-d(GpG), 1,2-d(ApG), and 1,3-d(GpTpG). YB-1 also physically in-
teracts with many cellular proteins including PCNA, MSH2, and DNA polymer-
ase δ, many of which are elements of various repair pathways suggesting a pos-
sible role for YB-1 in modulation of DNA damage repair [24].

The 104 amino acid protein poly(ADP-ribose)polymerase 1 (PARP-1) is a
platinum damage response protein that binds to cisplatin 1,2-d(GpG) and 1,3-
d(GpTpG) modified DNA in both its activated and unactivated forms [165].
PARP-1 also binds DNA adducts generated with oxaliplatin and the monofunc-
tional platinum agent pyriplatin ([Pt(NH3)2(pyridine)Cl]C) indicating that the
protein binding event occurs in response to the presence of a foreign substance
on DNA rather than a specific structural distortion [165]. PARP-1 has been
associated with BER [166] and induces apoptosis through formation of
poly(ADP-ribose) polymers that signal release of apoptosis-inducing factors
from mitochondria [167]. In response to DNA damage PARP is heavily upregu-
lated [165], resulting in NADC depletion and ultimately cell death via necrosis
as a result of glycolysis shutdown. Recently, the concept of synthetic lethality
has given rise to the development of PARP inhibitors for treatment of patients
with defective BRCA genes [166, 168].

Tumor suppressor protein p53 contains two DNA-binding domains, both of
which are required for binding to platinated DNA [169]. However, the C-termi-
nal domain is more critical for preferential binding of damaged over undamaged
DNA [24, 170]. Purified, active p53 binds 1,2-d(GpG) intrastrand cross-links
(Kd = 150 nM) but has no affinity for 1,3-d(GpG) cross-links, ICLs, or monofunc-
tional adducts [171]. Like PARP, p53 interacts with damage recognition elements
in DNA repair pathways and also enhances HMGB1 binding [172], thereby mod-
ulating repair of adducts.

5. SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION PATHWAYS ACTIVATED

BY PLATINUM DNA DAMAGE

5.1. Overview of Signal Transduction

Before DNA damage can be repaired it must first be identified and the informa-
tion communicated to damage response proteins within the cell. Once the DNA
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damage response (DDR) has been initiated the cell cycle check points, Chk1
and Chk2, become activated, halting cell cycle progression and providing the
opportunity for the cell to repair the damage before cell cycle re-entry (check-
point recovery) [136, 173, 174]. Cell cycle check points are thus implicated in
control and activation of DNA repair pathways, in addition to composition of
telomeric chromatin, localization of DNA repair proteins, and in some cells
induction of apoptosis [173]. Cell cycle arrest may occur at the G1, intra-S, or
G2 phase of the cell cycle [136]. If the cell is unable to efficiently repair the
damage it will remain arrested or undergo apoptosis, preventing genetically un-
stable cells from progressing through replication. The cytotoxicity of classical
platinum agents thus relies not only on their ability to inhibit DNA and RNA
synthesis but also on the inability of cells to sense and signal repair of platinum
lesions.

5.1.1. DNA Damage Sensors

Until recently little was known about proteins involved in detecting DNA dam-
age [173], but a growing body of evidence supports the role of the so-called
9-1-1 complex [175] in combination with Rad17 and the proximal kinases ataxia-
telangiectasia mutated (ATM) and ATM- and Rad3-related kinases (ATR) [176].
The 9-1-1 complex is a heterotrimeric, toroidal clamp, comprising Rad9, Hus1,
and Rad1 proteins, that shares structural and mechanistic features with the better
known PCNA [177]. Following genotoxic stress induced through replication inhi-
bition as well as other mechanisms the 9-1-1 complex is loaded onto the chroma-
tin by the clamp loader Rad17-replication factor C (RFC) [178, 179]. Independ-
ently but simultaneously, ATM-Rad3 related kinases-ATR-interacting protein
(ATR-ATRIP) binds to the damaged DNA. Finally recruitment of TopBP1,
which bridges between the 9-1-1 complex and ATRIP-ATR, facilitates ATR-
mediated Chk1 phosphorylation and activation [180]. Whereas ATR can phos-
phorylate some substrates in the absence of Rad9, TopBP1 localization depends
on the Rad9 tail and is therefore essential for Chk1 phosphorylation.

5.1.2. Signal Transducers

Following recognition of damage by the cell, information is transferred via a
series of signal transducers to effectors that instigate repair of damaged DNA
or halt cell cycle progression [173]. Several sequential steps are therefore re-
quired to execute the function of the DNA damage response pathway, and these
steps must occur within a timeframe fast enough to prevent transition of dam-
aged cells into the next phase of the cell cycle [181]. Additionally, the damage
signal must be durable enough to persist as long as the damage. Distinct mecha-
nisms are therefore implicated in the induction and maintenance of checkpoint
responses.
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5.2. Checkpoint Kinases

In addition to regulating cell cycle, checkpoint kinases Chk1 and Chk2 are DNA
damage kinases activated by ATR and ATM, respectively [182]. ATR and ATM
are protein kinases structurally related to the phosphatidylinositol-3-OH kinases
(PI(3)K) family. Broadly, ATM is activated in response to double-strand breaks
whereas ATR responds to breaks created by a variety of agents including stalled
replication forks caused by bulky base adducts. Secondary activation of ATR is
also observed during the processing of double-strand breaks, which generates
single-stranded lesions [181].

The role of Chk1, which is expressed in the S and G2 phases of the cell cycle,
is conserved from yeast to humans [181] and involves ATR-mediated phosphor-
ylation of claspin complexed Chk1 at Ser317 and Ser345 [182, 183]. Chk1 is
encoded on the CHEK1 gene and is essential for genome integrity, with early
studies confirming the embryonic lethality of Chk1 knockout mice [184, 185].
Following the initial ATR-promoted phosphorylation steps, Chk1 dissociates
from chromatin and autophosphorylation of Chk1 Ser296 generates a docking
site for 14-3-3γ that in turn promotes Chk1 phosphorylation of Cdc25A at Ser76,
which in turn signals proteasomal degradation [181–183]. Transitions between
different phases of the cell cycle are governed by the cyclin-dependent kinases
(Cdks) in combination with a variety of cyclins. Negative regulation of Cdks is
achieved through phosphorylation at Thr14 and Tyr15 by the Wee1 and Myt1
kinases, while dephosphorylation by Cdc25 kinases activates Cdks. Cell cycle
arrest thus occurs as a result of unregulated phosphorylation of Cdk2 or Cdk1
[181], bringing about G1 or G2 checkpoint arrest, respectively.

In contrast to Chk1, studies with Chk2-knockout mice have confirmed that
Chk2 is redundant in higher eukaryotic systems [183], leading to the hypothesis
that Chk1 is the main checkpoint inhibitor and Chk2 may be a supportive kinase.
Chk2 functions in a similar manner to Chk1, inhibiting Cdc25 phosphatases fol-
lowing ATM-mediated Chk2 Thr68 phosphorylation and subsequent autophos-
phorylation events [181].

5.3. MAPK Proteins (ERK/JNK/p38)

The mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascade has also been implicated
in signal transduction following recognition of cisplatin-induced DNA lesions
[186]. The major MAPK family members [187] include the extracellular signal-
regulating kinases (ERK), the c-Jun N-terminal kinases (JNKs, also known as
the stress-activated protein kinases), and the p38 kinases [28, 174]. In healthy
cells MAPKs are responsible for signal transduction from the cell surface to the
nucleus, thereby modulating gene expression and controlling cell proliferation,
differentiation, and death [186]. Activation of MAPK in response to cisplatin is
cell-dependent and may induce, suppress, or have no role in apoptosis [186].
MAPK cascades will be activated not only in response to platinum-DNA lesions
but also to platinum adducts generated with other biological nucleophiles [186].
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MAPKs have thus been implicated in both induction of apoptosis and the devel-
opment of resistance to platinum agents, but the exact role of each of these
kinases is controversial owing to complex, cell-specific responses.

In addition to activation by endogenous growth factors and mitogens, ERK is
activated in response to cisplatin treatment [188, 189]. Following dual phosphor-
ylation by MAPK kinase (MAPKK) and MAPKK kinase (MAPKKK), ERK
phosphorylates p53, thereby upregulating p21, GADD45, and Mdm2 and effect-
ing cell cycle regulation [28]. Data supporting ERK activation both contributing
to and preventing cisplatin-induced apoptosis [190] have been reported for a
variety of cell lines.

Like ERK, p38 proteins respond to a wide variety of stimuli including inflam-
matory cytokines and environmental stress, and they have been implicated in
cisplatin-induced apoptosis [191]. Activation of p38 sensitizes cells to cisplatin
whereas inactivation of p38 makes cells cisplatin-resistant [28, 191]. As with
Chk1, ATM, and ATR may under certain circumstances activate p38. Once acti-
vated, p38 can then go on to phosphorylate the downstream MAP kinase-activat-
ed protein kinase 2 (MAPKAP kinase 2; MK2), which can induce a checkpoint
response through phosphorylation of Cdc25 in an analogous manner to Chk1.
Checkpoint maintenance is regulated through stabilization of Gadd45a mRNA
that further potentiates MK2 activation [182]. Additionally, p38 kinases and the
downstream kinase, mitogen- and stress-activated protein kinase 1 (MSK1), are
involved in cisplatin-induced phosphorylation of histones [192].

JNKs have been implicated in both cell proliferation and apoptosis, as deter-
mined by the duration of JNK activation [174, 193]. Sustained activation of JNK
correlates with apoptosis induction, whereas acute and transient activation of
JNK signals cell survival. Most of the factors that activate p38 also activate JNK
and, like p38, JNK is activated through phosphorylation of Thr and Tyr residues
by MKK. Apoptosis is then controlled by modulating the activity of pro-apoptot-
ic proteins via phosphorylation and increased expression of pro-apoptotic genes
such as TNF-alpha, Bak, and Fas-L [193]. Initial observations for the role of
JNK in cisplatin induced apoptosis found that JNK-defective cells are cisplatin-
resistant[194]. Since then others have provided evidence to support the hypoth-
esis that the JNK pathway is involved in cisplatin-induced apoptosis [174].

A considerable amount of research has thus been performed to determine the
role of the MAP kinases, but much remains to be done if their complex roles in
cisplatin-induced apoptosis and resistance are to be fully elucidated. As noted
above, in many instances activation of the MAPKs may be triggered by different
events and cause multiple different cellular responses, sometimes in parallel.
More recently the role of ras oncogenes, which are upstream regulators of ERK
and JNK, has received attention [195]. The ras superfamily consists of H-, K-,
and N-ras G proteins that function as molecular switches [196]. When bound to
GTP ras activates ERK, and the upstream kinases MEK and raf, which ultimate-
ly signal p53 phosphorylation following signal transduction. However, when in
the GDP-bound state, ras is unable to induce signal transduction [196]. Ras over-
expression and mutation has been implicated in cisplatin resistance.
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5.4. Tumor Suppressor Protein p53

The status of p53 is closely linked with the ability of a cell to tolerate DNA
damage and hence a patient’s prognosis and likelihood of developing resistance
[197, 198]. Roughly half of all human cancers exhibit a mutation in the TP53
gene [195], approximately 75 % of which are missense mutations that prevent
p53-induced apoptosis and often result in aggressive tumor growth [199].

In normal cells, p53 is regulated by the E3 ubiquitin ligase Mdm2, which both
tags p53 for ubiquitin proteasomal degradation and binds directly to p53 trans-
activation domains 1 and 2 (TAD1 and 2) [199]. Thus the concentration of p53
is maintained at a low steady state around 103–104 molecules per cell [200].
Following activation in response to diverse stress signals including DNA damage,
p53 undergoes ATM and/or ATR phosphorylation, leading to its stabilization
[28]. A growing body of evidence supports p53 having both a potent transcrip-
tional activation domain and the ability to indirectly modify gene transcription
[199]. Wild-type and several mutants of p53 can directly bind cisplatin-modified
DNA [169, 170, 201].

Cisplatin-induced cell death is regulated by p53 via several pathways including
degradation of the FLICE-like inhibitory protein (FLIP), overexpression of the
phosphatase and tension homolog (PTEN), and inhibition of AMP-kinase. Addi-
tionally, binding of p53 to Bcl-xL counteracts the antiapoptotic function of this
protein [28].

5.5. Oxaliplatin Does Not Induce a DNA Damage Response

Recent experimental evidence has identified key differences in the way cisplatin
and oxaliplatin induce cell death [133]. Oxaliplatin, unlike cisplatin, does not
induce a DNA damage response but instead kills cells by ribosomal biogenesis
stress, providing a fundamental explanation for the differential side-effects and
spectrum of activity reported for these classical platinum anticancer agents. Ini-
tial observations, made using an RNAi platform [202] indicated that, unlike cis-
platin and carboplatin that classify as DNA cross-linkers, oxaliplatin exhibits a
distinctive mechanism of action consistent with that of the monofunctional agent,
phenanthriplatin. Oxaliplatin and phenanthriplatin are mechanistically closer to
the transcription/translation inhibitors rapamycin and actinomycin D. Further
studies indicated that oxaliplatin treatment results in fewer double strand breaks
on DNA than formed by other platinum agents and confirmed a relative lack of
sensitivity to the silencing of genes involved in HR and those implicated in repair
of ICLs within DT40 cells, by comparison to the properties of cisplatin. In sup-
port of the conclusion that oxaliplatin induces cell death through ribosome bio-
genesis stress is the fact that pre-rRNA was upregulated following treatment
with this agent when measured at time points greater than thirty minutes, while
RNA Pol II transcripts remained stable. Moreover, knock down of RplII, an
essential component of the ribosome, rendered Eu-Myc p19Arf-/- lymphoma and
A549 human lung adenocarcinoma cells oxaliplatin-resistant. Ribosome biogene-
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sis stress induces overexpression of RplII subunits that bind to Mdm2 and pre-
vent it from interacting with p53. Western blot analysis of p53 expression sup-
ported diminution of p53 upon oxaliplatin treatment.

Finally, using The Cancer Genome Atlas the authors compared gene expres-
sion for colorectal cancer, which responds well to oxaliplatin treatment, to that
for ovarian cancer, for which cisplatin and carboplatin are the preferred treat-
ment. The greatest differences in expression levels between colorectal and ovari-
an cancers were observed for ribosomal genes. Notably, expression of ribosomal
genes in colorectal cancer was significantly upregulated by comparison to equiva-
lent ovarian cancer genes, thus establishing clinical relevance for the different
mechanisms of cisplatin and oxaliplatin cell killing [133].

6. UNDESIRED CONSEQUENCES OF

PLATINUM-BASED CHEMOTHERAPY

6.1. Toxicity

One of the limitations associated with platinum based-chemotherapy is the de-
velopment of dose-limiting toxicities that prevent continuation of treatment. Sev-
eral systematic toxicities are commonly encountered including gastrointestinal,
oto-, nephro-, hepato-, and neurotoxicities as well as myelosuppression [203,
204]. Broadly, toxicity occurs as a result of drug accumulation at non-cancerous
sites. Typically, the sites involve rapidly growing cells such as those found in the
lining of the gasterointestinal tract, bone marrow, and hair cells [203], although
it is unclear whether this classification applies to platinum drugs. Research is
ongoing into the precise origin of each of these toxicities in the hope that a
better understanding of the mechanism by which each drug becomes toxic will
allow development of treatment regimens or next generation drugs specifically
designed to minimize toxic side effects. Our laboratory has made significant con-
tributions to this effort, in recent years elucidating the role and thus potential
clinical implications for HMGB4 in improving the efficacy of cisplatin [159], and
initiating development of novel platinum drug delivery constructs, one of which,
BTP-114, is currently undergoing clinical trials. Preclinical trials with BTP-114,
a cisplatin derivative, have demonstrated reduced toxicity in addition to a 13-
fold increase in platinum loading in lung and ovarian cancer tumor models com-
pared to cisplatin.

Neurotoxicity commonly referred to as peripheral neuropathy is dose-limiting
in both cisplatin and oxaliplatin treatment, but there is evidence for dissimilar
mechanisms of action for the two platinum-induced neuropathies [205]. Periph-
eral neuropathy is reported to occur in around 85 % of patients [206] receiving
cisplatin at a cumulative dose greater than 300 mg/m2 and, whereas oxaliplatin is
generally less toxic than cisplatin, it still generates a high incidence of peripheral
neuropathy that is further classified as either acute or chronic in nature depend-
ing on its presentation immediately following treatment or after high cumulative
doses, respectively. Clinically, peripheral neuropathy is characterized by the ini-
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tial development of paraesthesia (tingling) and dysaesthesias of the toes and
fingers, which extends with time to a ‘glove and stocking’ distribution [26, 207].
The pain induced is severe and may affect a patient’s functional abilities as well
as lowering the quality of life. Factors that affect the onset of peripheral neuropa-
thy in response to chemotherapy include a patient’s age and pre-existing medical
conditions as well as the drug-dose intensity, cumulative dose, and therapy dura-
tion [207]. Strategies to limit neurotoxicity include the co-administration of thi-
ols, particular glutathione (GSH) [207], or vitamin E together with the platinum
agent [207]. Contradictory reports of the success of glutathione treatment for
peripheral neuropathy have been reported, and there are concerns at the obser-
vation that GSH expression correlates with platinum resistance [195] that have
diminished the interest in this approach in recent years. In contrast, clinical data
support alleviation of peripheral neuropathy for patients treated with a calcium
and magnesium infusion on the day of oxaliplatin treatment, without loss of
oxaliplatin anticancer activity [204]. The non-pharmacological approach of ‘stop
and go’ treatment has also demonstrated similar response rates and progression-
free survival compared to the classical oxaliplatin continuous treatment model.
In ’stop and go’ treatment a patient is treated with oxaliplatin up to the point
where they exhibit peripheral neuropathy. The treatment is then discontinued,
and only when the effects of peripheral neuropathy have worn off is the patient
again treated with oxaliplatin. In this manner the long term and accumulating
effects of oxaliplatin are managed [204]. Recently, research has linked acute
oxaliplatin-induced neuropathy with impairment of voltage-gated sodium chan-
nels [205, 208]. In particular, increased sodium influx due to prolonged opening
of the sodium channels is implicated in the presentation of unwanted neuropath-
ological side effects.

Nephrotoxicity is commonly encountered in cisplatin treatment and it has been
estimated that 28–36 % of patients who receive an initial dose of 50–100 mg/m2

develop acute renal failure [203], from which most patients fail to fully recover.
Similarly, ototoxicity, which includes hearing loss, ear pain, and tinnitus is a com-
mon dose-dependent side effect of cisplatin [26, 209]. In contrast, reports of
nephrotoxicity and ototoxocity are rare following oxaliplatin treatment [210].
The origins of oto- and nephrotoxicity have been briefly highlighted in Section
2.3 and involve the differential transport of platinum agents by membrane trans-
porters [26, 72]. Early studies indicated that hydration with saline or saline in-
fused with mannitol- or furosemide induces diuresis effectively reducing the
nephrotoxicity of cisplatin to the point where it is no longer dose-limiting [203,
211]. More recently exogenous thiol treatment, particularly with the pro-drug
amifostine (S-2(3-amino-propylamino)ethylphosphorothioic acid), has been pro-
posed as a means to further reduce nephro- and ototoxicity in addition to previ-
ously mentioned neurotoxicity [203, 206].

Gastrointestinal symptoms including vomiting and hepatotoxicity [212] are
also observed with both cisplatin and oxaliplatin treatment. Neither is considered
limiting as gastrointestinal conditions are effectively treated with 5HT3 antago-
nists [13] and hepatotoxicity remains a secondary concern to nephrotoxicity.
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6.2. Multifactorial Resistance

In addition to dose-limiting toxicities, acquired and intrinsic cellular resistance
to platinum agents limits their efficacy as anticancer agents. The multistep mech-
anism of action required for platinum anticancer agents to bring about a desired
therapeutic response is matched at each stage by multiple resistance mechanisms.
Intracellular accumulation of platinum is modulated by membrane transporters
that alter both influx and efflux, and the number of platinum-DNA lesions is
minimized by deactivation of platinum agents in the cytoplasm and increased
repair of the adducts [25]. In general, cellular resistance arises when several
mechanisms are operative simultaneously, a phenomenon termed multifactorial
resistance [195].

Reduced cisplatin accumulation has been reported for several cisplatin resist-
ant cell lines in comparison to the parental line [213]. However, resistance is
often mediated by more than one mechanism, and a direct correlation between
reduced cisplatin accumulation and resistance is rarely observed [195]. More-
over, continuing controversy surrounding the mechanism of transport for plati-
num agents further confounds attempts to determine whether reduced accumula-
tion is due to reduced cellular uptake, increased efflux, or both [195, 213].

In contrast, more consistent data are available for identifying the role of thiols
in resistance, with the concentration of several biological thiols being correlated
with resistance both in vitro and in the clinic [195, 213]. In particular, several
cisplatin-resistant cell lines have elevated concentrations of GSH, including a
testicular tumor cell line that is normally cisplatin-sensitive but which acquired
cisplatin resistance in vitro [214]. Similarly, increased concentrations of cysteine-
containing metallothioneins have been identified in cisplatin-resistant tumor
models [25, 215].

Another factor operative in platinum resistance is the ability of cells to tolerate
or repair platinum lesions on DNA. Downregulation or mutation of the MMR
proteins hMLH1 or hMSH6 increases replicative bypass by 3- to 6-fold past
cisplatin lesions, but the same defects have little effect on the extent of bypass
across oxaliplatin lesions [25], indicating that cisplatin lesions are better tolerated
by MMR-deficient cell lines. Moreover, cisplatin-resistant cells deficient in MMR
often have abrogated p53 function, which is implicated in the downregulation of
hMSH2 [195]. When operative, the contribution of increased repair is low, but
nonetheless clinically significant, and typically gives rise to 1.5- to 2-fold resist-
ance [25]. Increased repair of platinum-DNA lesions is linked with increased
NER protein expression, specifically, increased mRNA levels of ERCC1 and
XPA have been reported for samples taken from patients exhibiting acquired
resistance to cisplatin [195]. This result correlates with data supporting low levels
of these proteins in testicular tumor cells known to be sensitive to cisplatin [195].

6.3. Cancer Stem Cell Enrichment

Some researchers now believe that cancer stem cells (CSC), which make up as
little as 1 % of the tumor population [216], may be responsible for the develop-
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ment of resistance and tumor recurrence following chemotherapy [217–219]. It
is postulated that conventional chemotherapeutic agents, which are targeted to
bulk tumor cells, spare CSCs, thereby enriching the population of resistant CSCs.
Research into CSC treatment is still in its infancy, and much work has yet to be
done to fully understand the properties of CSCs, develop tools required to study
this distinct subpopulation of cancer cells [218], and ultimately discover new
anticancer agents capable of effectively targeting CSC, specifically without
affecting normal stem cells.

6.4. Mutagenicity

In addition, to concerns related to resistance, toxicity, and cancer stem cell en-
richment, the mutagenic potential of platinum anticancer agents must also be
noted. Early mouse models indicated that, at therapeutic doses, cisplatin was
carcinogenic and that treatment may induce secondary tumor formation [220].
Subsequent research has investigated the mutagenicity of cisplatin and other
platinum agents in a variety of cell types, and assessed the relative mutagenicity
of different cisplatin lesions [221]. It is known [222, 223] that the major 1,2-
d(GpG) cisplatin intrastrand cross-link was the most lethal among 1,2-d(GpG),
1,2-d(ApG), and 1,3-d(GpTpG) adducts investigated and therefore could ac-
count for most of the cytotoxicity displayed by cisplatin. The 1,2-d(GpG) link is
also considerably less mutagenic than the 1,2-d(ApG) link, with relative muta-
tion frequencies of 1.4 % for 1,2-d(GpG) and 6 % for 1,2-d(ApG). No specific
mutations were reported for the 1,3-d(GpTpG) cross-links.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The value of metallo-drugs as anticancer agents has been firmly established in
the half century that has passed since the seminal discovery of cisplatin as a
potent anticancer agent. The mechanism of action that governs the activity of
the classical bifunctional platinum agents, including cisplatin and oxaliplatin, has
been extensively studied during this time, allowing scientists to appreciate the
many factors that dictate the efficacy of new drug candidates.

More recently, non-classical anticancer agents that differ from the traditional
classical agents in their metal identity or coordination preference have been
developed in a bid to overcome some of the remaining limitations with the cur-
rently approved platinum drugs. In particular, non-classical anticancer agents,
including pro-drugs such as BTP-114 discussed above, polynuclear metal com-
plexes, and drugs based on non-platinum metals including gold and ruthenium,
discussed in detail in later chapters of this book, may have improved efficacy
and cellular uptake over classical platinum(II) agents, while at the same time
showing reduced incidence of drug resistance, tumor recurrence, and toxic side-
effects.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

9-1-1 Rad9, Hus1, and Rad1
ATM ataxia-telangiectasia mutated
ATOX1 copper chaperone
ATP adenosine 5#-triphosphate
ATR(ATRIP) ATM-Rad3 related kinases-ATR-interacting protein
BER base excision repair
bp base pair
Cdks cyclin-dependent kinases
chk1/2 cell cycle checkpoint 1/2
cisplatin/CDDP cis-dichlorodiammineplatinum(II)
CSC cancer stem cell
Ctr1/2 copper transporter 1/2
DACH trans-R,R-1,2-diaminocyclohexane
DDR DNA damage response
dien diethylenetriamine = 1.4.7-triazaheptane
E. coli Escherichia coli
enloplatin 1,1-cyclobutane dicarboxylato-O#,O# tetrahydro-4H pyran-

4,4-dimethylamine-N#,N# platinum(II)
ERCC excision repair cross complementing
ERK extracellular signal regulating kinases
FA Fanconi’s Anemia
FACT facilitates chromatin transcription
FDA US Food and Drug Administration
FLIP FLICE-like inhibitory protein
GSH glutathione
HMG(B) high mobility group (box)
HPLC high performance liquid chromatography
HR homologous recombination
ICL interstrand cross-link
JNK c-Jun N-terminal kinases
lobaplatin [2-hydroxypropanoato-O1,O2][1,2-cyclobutanedimethan-

amine-N,N#]platinum(II)
MAP(K) mitogen activated protein (kinase)
MAPKAP kinase 2 MAP kinase-activated protein kinase 2
(h)MATE (human) multidrug and toxin extrusion antiporters
MMR mismatch repair
heptaplatin [propanedioato-O,O#][2-(1-methylethyl)-1,3-dioxolane-

4,5-dimethanamine-N,N#]platinum(II)
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miboplatin R-2-amino methyl pyrrolidine 1,1-cyclobutane dicarbox-
ylate platinum(II)

MEF mouse embryonic fibroblasts
MSK1 mitogen- and stress-activated protein kinase 1
NCI National Cancer Institute
nedaplatin diammine[hydroxyacetato-O,O#]platinum(II)
NER nucleotide excision repair
NHEJ non-homologous end joining
NK-121/CI-973 cis-1,1-cyclobutane dicarboxylato(2R)-2-methyl-1,4-

butanediamine platinum(II)
OCT organic cation transporter
(h/y)OCT1/2/3 (human/yeast) organic cation transporter 1/2/3
oxaliplatin trans-L-diaminocyclohexane oxalate platinum(II)
PARP poly(ADP-ribose)polymerase 1
PCNA proliferating cell nuclear antigen
PIC1/2/3 preincision complex 1/2/3
PI(3)K phosphatidylinositol-3-OH kinases
PMS2 postmeiotic segregation increased 2
Pol polymerase
PTEN phosphatase and tension homolog
RR recombination repair
(r/m)RNA (ribosomal/messenger) ribonucleic acid
siRNA small interfering RNA
SSRP1 structure specific recognition protein
t1/2 half-life
TAD1/2 transactivation domains 1/2
TBP TATA-binding protein
TLS translesion synthesis
(h)UBF (human)upstream binding factor
XP xeroderma pigmentosum
zeniplatin 2,2-bis aminomethyl-1,3-propandiol-N-N# 1,1-cyclo-

butane dicarboxylate-O#,O#platinum(II)
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Abstract: Polynuclear platinum complexes (PPCs) represent a discrete structural class of
DNA-binding agents with excellent antitumor properties. The use of at least two platinum
coordinating units automatically means that multifunctional DNA binding modes are possible.
The structural variability inherent in a polynuclear platinum structure can be harnessed to
produce discrete modes of DNA binding, with conformational changes distinct from and in-
deed inaccessible to, the mononuclear agents such as cisplatin. Since our original contributions
in this field a wide variety of dinuclear complexes especially have been prepared, their DNA
binding studied, and potential relevance to cytotoxicity examined. This chapter focuses on
how DNA structure and reactivity is modulated through interactions with PPCs with emphasis
on novel aspects of such structure and reactivity. How these major changes are further reflect-
ed in damaged DNA-protein binding and cellular effects are reviewed. We further review, for
the first time, the great structural diversity achieved in PPC complex design and summarize
their major DNA binding effects.

Keywords: DNA conformations · DNA-protein crosslinking · polynuclear platinums · structural
diversity

1. INTRODUCTION

The acceptance of DNA as cellular target of cisplatin (cis-[PtCl2(NH3)2]; cis-
DDP) and its congeners has led to significant understanding on the factors af-
fecting platinum complex-DNA adduct structure and how these can be modulat-
ed by suitable complex design. DNA as a cellular target for platinum metal-
based anticancer drugs remains an active area of research including the search
for (i) new, more specific or more potent analogs of existing drugs; (ii) agents to
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Figure 1. Structures of principal alkanediamine-linked polynuclear platinum complexes
(PPCs). Triplatin is BBR3464; 1,1/t,t is BBR3005; 1,1/t,t refers to two monofunctional Pt
units where the Pt-Cl is trans to the diamine bridge, etc.

induce, interfere with, or preferentially interact with, unusual or “non-B DNA”
structures such as Z-DNA, Holliday junctions, and G-quadruplexes; and (iii)
agents capable of interacting at the level of DNA-protein complexes, such as
telomerase and topoisomerase.

Polynuclear platinum complexes (PPCs) represent a discrete class of platinum-
based anticancer agents whose development was based on the concepts that altera-
tion of DNA adduct structure in comparison to those formed by cisplatin and
congeners would induce differential downstream effects with respect to protein
recognition and cellular signaling pathways (Figure 1). Tolerance of DNA adducts,
a property linked in part to the development of cellular resistance to cisplatin,
may be considered to be altered through formation of different adduct structures
by circumventing the cellular processes associated with cisplatin-DNA adduct rec-
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ognition and repair [1–3]. In this way logical approaches to design drugs effective
against cisplatin-resistant cancers can be envisaged. Proof of principle for this
hypothesis was achieved by the advance to the clinic of Triplatin (BBR3464,
[{trans-PtCl(NH3)2}2μ-{trans-Pt(NH3)2(H2N(CH2)6NH2)2}]4C), a charged trinucle-
ar bifunctional DNA-binding agent (Figure 1). The pharmacology and antitumor
activity of Triplatin and dinuclear analogs have been reviewed [4–6].

The polynuclear platinum structure as shown in Figure 1 inherently leads to
a very diverse array of complexes by varying the nature and geometry of the
coordination sphere as well as the nature of the linker. The major studies have
been on alkanediamine-linked dinuclear and trinuclear complexes but many re-
searchers have now modified this basic structure. DNA represents a rich tem-
plate for coordination chemistry and, in this review, we will emphasise how re-
search in the polynuclear field has delineated specific DNA modifications,
structures and reactivity patterns not readily available to mononuclear complex-
es. The majority of complexes have good cytotoxicity and in general are collater-
ally sensitive to cisplatin – these aspects will not be covered in detail, but Refer-
ences are provided.

2. DINUCLEAR BIFUNCTIONAL PLATINUM(II)

COMPLEXES WITH ALKANEDIAMINE LINKERS

The predominant DNA adducts in all cases of dinuclear bifunctional
Pt(II) complexes are long-range {Pt,Pt} inter- and intrastrand crosslinks (CLs)
and DNA-protein crosslinks may also be formed (Figure 2). In
[{PtCl(NH3)2}2(H2N(CH2)nNH2)]2C the leaving chloride ligands are either cis
(1,1/c,c) or trans (1,1/t,t) to the diamine bridge (Figure 1). Both geometries dis-
play in vivo antitumor activity comparable with that of cisplatin but importantly
they retain activity in acquired cisplatin-resistant cell lines [1, 4, 5]. This situation
represents a fundamental difference between mononuclear and dinuclear plati-
num chemistry and biology – in the mononuclear case cisplatin is antitumor-
active, while transplatin is not.

2.1. {Pt,Pt} Interstrand Crosslinks

{Pt,Pt} interstrand CLs are preferentially formed between N7-platinated G resi-
dues and are oriented in the 5#/5# direction. Besides 1,2 interstrand CLs (be-
tween G residues in neighboring base pairs), 1,3 or 1,4 CLs are also possible
where the platination sites are separated by one or 2 base pairs, respectively.
Geometry affects the relative proportion of interstrand CLs with the efficiency
of formation being much higher for the 1,1/c,c over the 1,1/t,t isomer [7–9]. The
1,1/t,t complex preferentially forms interstrand CLs even when the specific se-
quence contains the possibility to form a 1,2-intrastrand adduct [10]. The 1,2 CLs
are formed with a pronouncedly slower rate than the longer-range 1,3 or 1,4 CLs
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Figure 2. Schematic of major DNA and DNA-protein adducts accessible to PPCs. The
{Pt,Pt} crosslinks may be long-range where the platinating sites are separated by up to 4
intervening base pairs (see text).

[11]. The conformational distortions induced in DNA by the 1,3- or 1,4-inter-
strand CLs of 1,1/t,t show that these lesions result only in a very small directional
bending of the helix axis (~10°) and duplex unwinding (9°) and are thus confor-
mationally flexible [11].

The structure of the alkanediamine linker in the dinuclear Pt(II) complexes
can control the substitution process with small nucleophiles [12]. DNA reactions
proceed primarily via formation of the monoaqua monochloro species in the
rate-limiting step [13]. Aquation and subsequent formation of the monofunction-
al adducts of 1,1/t,t is preceded by preassociation with the polyanionic DNA
surface through electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonding [9, 13]. Transfor-
mation of monofunctional to bifunctional adducts proceeds via the aquated in-
termediate and this closure is markedly faster than that found for the major 1,2-
intrastrand CL formed from the diaqua form of cisplatin [9]. The rate of aquation
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of 1,1/t,t is enhanced in the presence of single-stranded over double-stranded
DNA showing that the nature of template DNA may affect substrate specificity
[14]. Notably, 1,1/c,c is hydrolyzed less readily than 1,1/t,t and there is no evi-
dence for the preassociation of 1,1/c,c [15].

2.2. {Pt,Pt} Intrastrand Crosslinks

The 1,1/t,t isomer forms minor 1,2-GG intrastrand CLs producing a flexible, non-
directional bend in DNA [16] which noticeably reduces thermal and thermody-
namic stability of the duplex more than the equivalent mononuclear cisplatin
adduct [17]. {Pt,Pt} intrastrand CLs have not been observed in DNA modified
by 1,1/c,c [7, 8]. NMR studies have shown restricted rotation around the Pt-3#-G
bond in single-stranded r(GpG), d(GpG), and d(TGGT) adducts and this steric
hindrance may be responsible for the inability to form the 1,2-GG intrastrand
CLs with sterically more demanding double-helical DNA [18].

2.3. Conformational Changes in DNA

On a global level, both dinuclear platinums induce the B/Z transition in
poly(dG-dC) % poly(dG-dC) and Pt-DNA bond formation is not an absolute neces-
sity for the Z-DNA induction, but the {Pt,Pt} interstrand crosslink may be impor-
tant in ‘locking’ the Z-conformation [8, 19]. This is a general property and the
polyamine-linked dinuclear complexes (Section 3) are also very effective in induc-
ing irreversible conformational changes including the B/A transition [20].

The structural changes on site-specific oligonucleotides have been summarized
[21]. The {Pt,Pt} 1,4-interstrand crosslink of 1,1/t,t-modified (5#-ATGTACAT)2

shows that both A and G purine residues adopt a syn conformation of the nucle-
oside unit – a pre-requisite for induction of the left-handed conformation [22].
The structure of this adduct closely resembles that formed by the trinuclear
compound Triplatin (BBR3464) (see below, Section 7). The combined biophysi-
cal features – bifunctional DNA binding through two monofunctional Pt units
and changes to the sugar residues in an extended sequence – may explain the
conformational flexibility noted, significantly different to the rigid bending of
cisplatin [11, 21].

2.4. Protein Recognition

DNA interstrand crosslinks pose a special challenge to repair enzymes because
they involve both strands of DNA and therefore cannot be repaired using the
information in the complementary strand for resynthesis [23]. High-mobility-
group (HMG)-domain proteins play a role in sensitizing cells to cisplatin [23, 24].
An important structural motif recognized by HMG-domain proteins on DNA
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modified by cisplatin is a stable, directional bend of the helix axis. One possible
consequence of binding of HMG-domain proteins to cisplatin-modified DNA is
the shielding of damaged DNA from intracellular nucleotide excision repair
(NER) [25]. The conformational flexibility of the major {Pt,Pt} crosslinks results
in very weak or no recognition of their DNA adducts by HMGB1 proteins [11].
The {Pt,Pt} interstrand adducts may, however, present a block to DNA or RNA
polymerase [9, 26].

With respect to intrastrand crosslinks, the affinity of HMG-domain proteins to
the duplex containing 1,2-GG intrastrand CL of cisplatin is sequence-dependent
and is reduced with increasing thermodynamic destabilization of the duplex [27].
The weak affinity of the minor 1,2-GG intrastrand CL of 1,1/t,t to HMG-domain
proteins is consistent with the observation that this lesion reduces the thermal
and thermodynamic stability of DNA markedly more than the same lesion of
cisplatin [16, 17]. Consistent with the weak recognition by HMGB1 proteins,
effective removal of {Pt,Pt} intrastrand adducts by NER has been observed [28].

The major {Pt,Pt} interstrand CLs are repaired much less easily than the {Pt,Pt}
intrastrand CLs and are not removed in an in vitro assay using mammalian and
rodent cell-free extracts capable of removing the intrastrand CLs [11, 29]. Hence,
the {Pt,Pt} interstrand adducts do not have to be shielded by damaged DNA
recognition proteins, such as those containing HMG domains, to prevent their
repair. Clearly, the mechanism of antitumor activity of bifunctional dinuclear
Pt(II) complexes does not involve recognition by HMG-domain proteins as a
crucial step, in contrast to the proposals for cisplatin and its direct analogs. This
critical ability to dictate a biological effect is reasonably attributed to the design
and formation of a structurally unique set of Pt-DNA adducts accessible only to
the dinuclear structure.

3. POLYAMINE-LINKED BIFUNCTIONAL DINUCLEAR

PLATINUM(II) COMPLEXES

An important subset of bifunctional dinuclear platinum complexes are those
where the platinum units are linked through natural and synthetic polyamines,
adding extra charge to the overall structure (Figure 1) [30]. Their promising
preclinical activity has been summarized [5, 6, 31, 32]. The design of BBR3610
mimics the charge and the distances between platinating centers in the trinuclear
Triplatin (BBR3464). The BBR3610-DACH (DACH = 1,2-diaminocyclohexane)
compound is the first dinuclear analog of oxaliplatin. The DNA binding mode
of these dinuclear Pt(II) complexes, including sequence preference, type of the
major adducts, and resulting conformational alterations, is not very different
from that of the alkanediamine-linked analogs. The kinetics of binding of the
spermine and spermidine compounds corresponds to their relatively high charge
(2C to 4C). The preference for the formation of {Pt,Pt} interstrand CLs, how-
ever, does not follow a charge-based pattern nor the length of the polyamine
chain (Table 1) [33, 34]. The presence of the central positively-charged moiety
reduces the interstrand crosslinking efficiency – synthesis of the central
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N-blocked spermidine derivative (BBR3571) such as in [{trans-PtCl(NH3)2}2{μ-
BOC-spermidine}]2C (BOC = t-BuOCO), [35], results in markedly less crosslink-
ing than the parent protonated compound [33]. Both the spermidine and sper-
mine-linked compounds are very effective inducers of irreversible B/Z and
B/A transitions in DNA [20].

Table 1. Summary of the DNA-binding characteristics of selected polynuclear platinum
compounds.a

unwinding angle/adduct (°) interstrand CL/adduct (%)

1,1/t,t n = 6 10–14 70–90
BBR3571 12.3 40
BBR3535 15.4 57
Triplatin (BBR3464) 14 20
BBR3610 14 23
BBR3610-DACH 13 26
Cisplatin 13 6

a See [33, 34]. All compounds have trans-oriented platinating groups (Figure 1).

3.1. Consequences of DNA Binding of Dinuclear

Polyamine-Linked Complexes

The major adducts of BBR3610 and BBR3610-DACH are removed from DNA
by DNA repair systems with a markedly lower efficiency than the adducts of
cisplatin [34]. The increased length of the linker allows for formation of longer-
range {Pt,Pt} intrastrand CLs in comparison to the 1,2-adducts formed by 1,1/
t,t. The ability of {Pt,Pt} intrastrand CLs of BBR3610 and BBR3610-DACH to
thermodynamically destabilize DNA depends on the number of base pairs sepa-
rating the platinated bases and the greatest destabilization is observed for the
long-range CL in which the platinated sites are separated by four base pairs
[36]. The extent of destabilization correlates with the extent of conformational
distortions induced. The efficiency of excinucleases to remove these CLs from
DNA also depends on their length; the trend is identical to that observed for
the ability to thermodynamically destabilize the duplex.

A second example of how DNA downstream effects may be “fine-controlled”
by the nature of the linking diamine/polyamine chain is seen in the inhibition of
DNA replication by the site-specific {Pt,Pt} 1,2-intrastrand crosslinks of
BBR3571 [37]. The interaction of DNA polymerases with a Pt-DNA adduct is
an important determinant of the propensity of a given adduct to be cytotoxic,
mutagenic, or ultimately, of no long-term consequence. The 1,2-GG intrastrand
CL of BBR3571 inhibits DNA translesion synthesis markedly more efficiently
than the equivalent adduct of cisplatin [37]. This result has been explained by
the bulkier adduct of the dinuclear complex and by the flexibility induced in
DNA which can make the productive binding of this adduct at the polymerase
site more difficult.
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3.2. Interduplex Crosslinking

The properties of DNA globally modified by polynuclear complexes are high-
lighted by markedly enhanced intraduplex {Pt,Pt} interstrand crosslinking (Fig-
ure 2). In general, DNA interstrand crosslinking requires close proximity of
binding sites in the two DNA strands. This requirement may be easily fulfilled
in the case of formation of the intraduplex DNA interstrand CLs by bifunctional
Pt(II) complexes because binding via one leaving group inevitably leaves the
other close to other binding sites in the same duplex. However, if the reactive
sites of the bifunctional crosslinking agents are sufficiently distant, then binding
to adjacent duplexes may occur. Thus, bifunctional Pt(II) compounds might also
be effective interduplex crosslinkers in cases when two fragments of double-
helical DNA molecules are forced to lie together, for instance, during recombina-
tion, at replication forks or sites of topoisomerase action, or more generally in
cellular environmental conditions. Under molecular crowding conditions mim-
icking environmental conditions in the cellular nucleus the spermine-linked
BBR3535 fulfills the requirements placed on interduplex DNA crosslinkers con-
siderably better than mononuclear cisplatin or transplatin [38]. Platinating sites
in 1,1/t,t-spermine are markedly more distant (2.7 nm) than those in cisplatin
(0.28 nm) and moreover, the trans geometry of leaving ligands in the dinuclear
complex may allow the spermine linker to direct the reactive sites in opposite
directions, which may facilitate binding to adjacent duplexes.

The structural features promoting interduplex CLs may, in fact, be quite varied
when we consider polynuclear platinum complexes. The trinuclear tridentate
[Pt3Cl3(hptab)]3C (hptab = N,N,N#,N#,N$,N$-hexakis(2-pyridylmethyl)-1,3,5-tris-
(aminomethyl)benzene) forms mainly trifunctional {Pt,Pt,Pt} intrastrand CLs
in the absence of proteins and molecular crowding agents, where all Pt(II) cen-
ters are coordinated to G residues [39–41]. In the presence of a molecular
crowding agent two DNA duplexes are bound in high yield [41]. The increased
functionality of the complex also allows for observation of DNA-protein cross-
links in high yield (see Section 4). These examples suggest concepts for the
systematic design of polynuclear agents capable of forming interduplex DNA-
DNA crosslinks.

3.3. Susceptibility to Metabolic Decomposition and

Structural Variations

Decomposition of the PPC structure occurs when the substitution-labile ligand
is trans to the linker because replacement of the Pt–Cl bond by a trans-labilizing
sulfur donor results in breaking the Pt-amine (linker) bond [42, 43]. The kinetic
data for these reactions indicate that aquation is not a rate-limiting step for
reactions with sulfur nucleophiles. This metabolic effect is deactivating and also
diminishes the capacity to form long-range CLs. On the other hand, the cis geom-
etry as in [{cis-PtCl(NH3)2}2-μ-Y]nC should preserve the main features of antitu-
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Figure 3. Structures of various dinuclear platinum(II) complexes discussed in the text
for their DNA binding properties.

mor polynuclear Pt(II) complexes but with enhanced stability to metabolic deac-
tivation [44, 45].

A unique 11-member chelate ring contains a glutathione-bridged Pt-μ-GS-Pt
structure [44]. The BBR3610-DACH compound was synthesized for this reason
and shows enhanced metabolic stability over BBR3610 [46]. A second example
of enhanced stability to metabolic deactivation is afforded by use of a semi-rigid
linker in the compound [{cis-Pt(NH3)2Cl}]2(μ-4,4#-methylenedianiline)]2C (I,
Figure 3), [47–49]. The DNA adducts of I demonstrated for the first time for
PPCs a strong specific recognition and binding of HMG-domain proteins to mod-
ified DNA [49]. Dinuclear trans-oriented Pt(II) complexes may remain stable in
the presence of sulfur-containing compounds as observed for long chain [{trans-
PtCl(dien)}2-μ-(CH2)n]2C (n = 7,10,12, dien = diethylenetriamine) (II, Figure 3)
[50]. DNA conformational changes are also dependent on the linking chain
length [50].

3.4. Macrocyclic Polyamine-Linked Complexes

The compound [Pt2(DTBPA)Cl2] (DTBPA = 2,2#-(4,11-dimethyl-1,4,8,11-tetra-
aza-cyclotetradecane-1,8-diyl)bis-(N-(2-(pyridin-2-yl)ethyl)acetamide)), which
combines a modified macrocyclic polyamine (cyclam) and two pyridine moieties,
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shows only moderate affinity to DNA possibly due to the steric hindrance of the
cyclam ring which affects the DNA-binding of the two Pt(II) centers but it does
unwind the DNA double helix [51, 52]. The analogue [Pt2(TPXA)Cl2]Cl2
(TPXA = N,N,N’,N’-tetra(2-pyridylmethyl)-m-xylylene diamine), in which the
Pt(II) centers are now bridged by a bulky aromatic linker, forms 1,4-{Pt,Pt} intra-
strand rather than 1,3-intra- and interstrand CLs which exert more perturbation
on the tertiary structure of negatively supercoiled DNA than cisplatin [52, 53].

4. DNA-PROTEIN CROSSLINKING

The presence of two or more Pt centers automatically leads to the possibility of
“higher-order“ tri- and tetrafunctional DNA binding when cis-[PtCl2(amine)2]
units are used as in the canonical 2,2/c,c (Figure 1). Dinuclear tri- and tetrafunc-
tional platinum complexes form very efficient coordinative ternary DNA-protein
CLs to a range of proteins including components of the UVrABC repair system
and the Klenow fragment [54–56]. The protein binding is effected from a first
formed {Pt,Pt} interstrand CL, thus significantly differentiating the structures
from mononuclear DNA-protein adducts, where by definition only monofunc-
tional Pt-DNA binding is possible. The bulky DNA–protein CLs represent a
more distinct and persisting structural motif recognized by the components of
downstream cellular systems processing DNA damage in a considerably different
manner than the DNA adducts of mononuclear platinum drugs.

An interesting implication is that the formation of DNA-protein crosslinks by
tri- or tetrafunctional dinuclear Pt(II) complexes is related to their different
cytotoxicity profile in comparison with the dinuclear bifunctional analogues [4,
5]. Use of a rigid linker in the tetrafunctional [{trans-PtCl2(NH3)}2(μ-pipera-
zine)], (III, Figure 3), also allows for observation of DNA-protein CLs while
{Pt,Pt} interstrand crosslinking is diminished relative to the alkanediamine-
linked 1,1/c,c or 1,1/t,t [57].

5. DINUCLEAR PLATINUM(II) COMPLEXES STABILIZING

G-DNA QUADRUPLEXES

Certain guanine (G)-rich nucleic acid sequences can form four-stranded struc-
tures which can adopt a wide diversity of structures and topologies (Figure 4)
[58]. These structures have many interesting biological roles including roles in
telomeres, DNA replication, gene regulation, transcription, and translation.
These properties make them appealing therapeutic targets so that the identifica-
tion of small molecules that demonstrate selectivity for biologically relevant
G-quadruplexes is an active area in drug discovery.

G-quadruplexes have been shown to be a target for several dinuclear Pt(II)
complexes as exemplified by [{trans-PtCl(NH3)2}2-μ-H2N(CH2)nNH2]2C (n = 2
or 6) [59]. The folding of AG3(T2AG3)3 in either NaC (antiparallel) or KC (par-
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Figure 4. The parallel and antiparallel structures of the G-quadruplex AG3(T2AG3)3.
Note the bifunctional platination sites in the same quadruplex. Adapted with permission
from [59]; copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.

allel) forms and the complexes showed that the parallel structure exists whatever
the cation and confirmed the existence of the antiparallel structure in the pres-
ence of both cations. The unique {Pt,Pt} CLs are formed between Gs belonging
to the same quartet (Figure 4). Molecular dynamics rationalized these findings,
where it was shown that the guanines were flexible allowing reversible migration
to form the top G-quartet, thereby making the N7 atoms accessible to platination
[59]. Many planar ligands have been used to stack with the G-quartets.

The dinuclear terpyridine-based Pt(II) complex (IV, Figure 3) interacts via
π-π stacking and with the DNA phosphate backbone via direct coordination or
electrostatic interactions [60]. The complex induces the formation of quadruplex
DNA (largely the antiparallel conformation) even in the absence of potassium
ions and with good selectivity (up to 100-fold) over duplex DNA. Another type
of Pt(II) complex stabilizing DNA quadruplexes is represented by symmetric
dinuclear terpyridine-Pt(II) units – in general [{Pt(terpy}2μ-Y]4C where Y is a
flexible thiol bridging ligand or 4,4’-trimethylene-dipyridine ligand [61]. These
substitution-inert complexes markedly increase the melting temperature of vari-
ous G-DNA quadruplex motifs and maintain this binding in up to a 600-fold
excess of double-helical DNA. The isomeric dinuclear cations, [{Pt(2,2’-
bpy)}2(tppz)]4C (tppz = tetrakis(pyridine-2-yl)pyrazine), differ in their overall
shape and display different affinities toward duplex DNA and human telomeric
quadruplex DNA [62].

Trinuclear Pt(II) complexes are also effective and selective G-quadruplex bind-
ers and good telomerase inhibitors. Two propeller-shaped, trigeminal-ligand-
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containing, flexible trinuclear Pt(II) cations, [{Pt(dien)}3(ptp)]6C and
[{Pt(dpa)}3(ptp)]6C (dpa = bis-(2-pyridylmethyl)amine; ptp = 6#-(pyridin-3-yl)-
3,2#: 4#,3$-terpyridine), exhibit higher affinity for human telomeric and c-myc
promoter G4 sequences than duplex DNA [63]. Both complexes are good telo-
merase inhibitors, with IC50 values in the micromolar range.

6. STRUCTURAL VARIATION IN DINUCLEAR

PLATINUM(II) COMPLEXES

6.1. Azole- and Azine-Bridged Dinuclear Bifunctional

Pt(II) Complexes

A consistent theme in platinum complex drug development is the design of agents
capable of pharmacological inhibition of DNA repair [1, 2, 24, 64]. An interesting
series in this respect is the set of dinuclear Pt(II) complexes where two cis-
{Pt(NH3)2} units are bridged by various azole-based bridging ligands such as [{cis-
Pt(NH3)2}2(µ-OH)(μ-pyrazolato)](NO3)2 (1,1/c,c-prz), [{cis-Pt(NH3)2}2(μ-OH)(μ-
tri- or tetraazolato)](NO3)2 (V and VI, Figure 3) [65–68]. The μ-hydroxo acts as
a leaving group in these complexes, and the rigid bridging azolates keep the appro-
priate distance between the two Pt atoms to enable binding of two neighboring G
residues in double-helical DNA. Complex V forms in DNA duplexes major 1,2-
GG intrastrand CLs but the distortion induced is significantly less pronounced
than that induced by similar CLs from cisplatin and concomitantly, the thermody-
namic stability of the modified DNA duplex is lessened considerably [69, 70]. As
a corollary, the dinuclear adducts, although formally similar to those formed by
cisplatin, are weak substrates for HMGB1 protein recognition and represent poor
substrates for DNA repair through a “cisplatin-like” mechanism [70]. Notably, V
and VI cause irreversible compaction of DNA through an intermediate state in
which coil and compact parts coexist in a single DNA molecule, a feature different
from that of typical condensing agents [71, 72].

In contrast to the azole-bridged dinuclear bifunctional Pt(II) complexes, the
benzotriazolate (Btaz)-bridged one, [{cis-PtCl(NH3)2}2(l-Btaz-H)]Cl, utilizes the
rigid aromatic ring as a linker with non-bridging chloride ions as leaving groups
[73]. Monofunctional DNA adducts of this dinuclear complex are converted to
more toxic bifunctional CLs considerably more slowly in comparison with cis-
platin, or the 1,1/t,t or 1,1/c,c [73]. The compound is weakly antitumor-active but
susceptible to metabolic deactivation. Use of the rigid aromatic rings of azines
as bridging ligands affords compounds such as ([{cis-PtCl(NH3)2}2(μ-Y)]2C (Y =
pyrazine, pyrimidine or pyridazine) [74, 75]. The complexes with the least steric
hindrance and those with more delocalized ligands capable of additional DNA
intercalations such as base stacking are the most cytotoxic. Finally, a series of
pyrazine-bridged dinuclear Pt(II) complexes with general formulas
[{PtCl(L)}2(μ-prz)]2C (L = chelating diamines such as ethylenediamine, en; (G)-
1,2-propylenediamine; isobutylenediamine; trans-(G)-1,2-diaminocyclohexane;
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1,3-propylenediamine; 2,2-dimethyl-1,3-propylenediamine) and one pyridazine
(pydz)-bridged complex, [{PtCl(en)}]2(μ-pydz)]2C, effectively interact with DNA
in cell-free media [76].

6.2. Miscellaneous Dinuclear Platinum(II) Complexes

Additional DNA-binding modes may be incorporated into dinuclear Pt(II) com-
plexes by use of intercalating moieties such as acridines and anthraquinones in
the linker [77, 78]. Another group of antitumor dinuclear Pt(II) compounds that
bind DNA and also interact via intercalation comprise the complexes
[{PtCl(bpy)}2(μ-L-H)2] and [{PtCl(phen)}2(μ-L-H)2] (bpy = 2,2#-bipyridine, phen =
1,10-phenanthroline, and L = 2,2#-azanediyldibenzoic dianion or 1,3-benzothiazol-
2-amine) dibridged by H2L ligands [79, 80]. The results performed in cell-free
media have shown that the DNA binding mode of the complexes involve their
intercalative DNA interaction and that these complexes can cleave DNA.

A series of organometallic dinuclear Pt(II) complexes was synthesized with
the aim to tune the electronic and steric properties of the Pt centers so that
the bifunctional dinuclear Pt(II) compounds could act by different mechanistic
pathways in comparison with classical 1,1/c,c [81, 82]. Modifications of DNA
by [{Pt(CH3)Cl((CH3)2SO)}2(μ-H2N(CH2)6NH2)] (VII, Figure 3), show a DNA
binding mode different from that of the formally equivalent 1,1/c,c, with mostly
monofunctional adducts. The minor {Pt,Pt} interstrand CLs (2 %) are capable of
terminating RNA synthesis in vitro while the major monofunctional adducts are
not.

The dinuclear [{trans-PtCl(NH3)2}2μ-dpzm]2C (dzpm = 4,4#-dipyrazolylmethane)
(VIII, Figure 3) forms {Pt,Pt} intrastrand and interstrand crosslinks in double-
stranded DNA, but with a distinct preference for AA or AG sites [83, 84]. Use of
modified pyridine groups such as isonicotinamide or substituted isonicotinamide
as linker results in dinuclear compounds formally similar to picoplatin (cis-
[PtCl2(NH3)(2-mepyridine)] [85, 86].

Finally, dinuclear boron-containing bifunctional and tetrafunctional Pt(II)-amine
complexes, in which two Pt(II) moieties are bridged by 1,7-carborane [carborane =
dicarba-closo-dodecaborane(12)], [{trans-PtCl(NH3)2}2μ-1,7-NH2(CH2)3CB10H10-
C(CH2)3NH2]2C (1,1/t,t-carborane) and [{cis-PtCl2(NH3)}2μ-1,7-NH2(CH2)3-
CB10H10C(CH2)3NH2] (2,2/c,c-carborane), were synthesized as potential DNA
targeting agents in boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) [87].

7. TRINUCLEAR PLATINUM(II) COMPLEXES

7.1. The Trinuclear Bifunctional Platinum(II) Complex Triplatin

(BBR3464)

The synthetic pathways developed for alkanediamine-linked dinuclear com-
pounds automatically lead the way to trinuclear compounds and a cisplatin
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synthon can be developed using three sequential cis-[PtCl2(amine)2 units [88].
The most studied compound is Triplatin (BBR3464) [{trans-PtCl(NH3)2}2μ-
{trans-Pt(NH3)2(H2N(CH2)6NH2)2}]4C, a trinuclear, bifunctional DNA binding
agent with an overall 4C charge where the bridging between the two platinat-
ing units is formally made by the [{trans-Pt(NH3)2}μ-{H2N(CH2)6NH2}2 ] unit
(Figure 1). The drug advanced to Phase II clinical trials where durable respons-
es in cisplatin-resistant ovarian cancer were noted. The drug did not advance
further due to a combination of pharmacokinetics involving loss of the trinucle-
ar structure (albeit with overall reactivity similar to cisplatin if we consider that
<5 % of administered cisplatin is considered to get to DNA) and pharmaceuti-
cal company takeovers.

The trinuclear compound and the dinuclear polyamine-linked species are for-
mally equivalent with both linking units containing a charged moiety capable of
hydrogen-bonding and electrostatic interactions with DNA, and both series can
be seen as logical extensions of the “original” alkanediamine-linked series. It
may be noted that the polyamine-linked dinuclear compounds are as similarly
potent as Triplatin. Several reviews on various aspects of the pre-clinical and
clinical studies on Triplatin, including DNA binding studies, have been published
[1, 2, 5, 6, 21, 89]. It is the purpose in this chapter to highlight the contributions
that Triplatin-DNA studies have made to delineation of novel DNA structure
and reactivity.

The high charge on Triplatin facilitates rapid binding to DNA with a t1/2 of
~40 min, significantly faster than the neutral cisplatin [90]. Triplatin forms {Pt,Pt}
long-range interstrand CLs in natural DNA in a considerably higher amount
(~20 %) than cisplatin (Table 1) [90]. Changing the geometry of the central unit
from trans to cis, as in [{trans-PtCl(NH3)2}2μ-cis-Pt(NH3)2{H2N(CH2)6NH2}2]4C

(BBR3499, 1,0,1/t,c,t) results in enhanced {Pt,Pt} interstrand crosslinks with re-
duced sequence specificity and slower binding to DNA [91]. The BBR3499-DNA
adducts distort DNA conformation and are repaired by cell-free extracts consid-
erably better than the adducts of BBR3464 [91]. DNA molecules aggregate and
compact upon treatment with Triplatin, as revealed by high-resolution atomic
force microscopy, reasonably attributed the combination of charge and forma-
tion of the long-range CLs [92].

7.2. Directional Isomers

The {Pt,Pt} interstrand crosslinks of Triplatin occur in both the 5#-5# and 3#-3#
sense, forming “directional isomers” (Figure 5) [93, 94]. The directionality is
dependent on the nature of the crosslink. The 1,2-interstrand CL forms preferen-
tially the 3#-3# direction (in an antiparallel manner), the 1,4-interstrand CL forms
in both directions in approximately equal proportions, whereas the 1,6-inter-
strand CL forms in preferentially the 5#-5# direction [89, 93]. The kinetics of
formation of 1,2- and 1,4-interstrand CLs were found to be similar and faster
than that for the analogous 1,6-interstrand CL [93, 94]. The kinetics of binding
follows the trend seen for the dinuclear alkanediamine-bridged 1,1/t,t compound
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Figure 5. A. A scheme for the formation of novel 5#-5# and 3#-3# directional isomers on
DNA. B. The “walking” of {Pt,Pt} DNA adducts is induced by different thermodynamic
destabilization of the double helix by structurally different adducts.

with aquation followed by monofunctional binding and then closure to the bi-
functional crosslink [95].

In examining the factors affecting the formation of directional isomers by
{1H,15N} HSQC NMR spectroscopy, differences occur at the monofunctional
binding step. In the 5#-5# case, pre-association with initial hydrogen-bonding and
electrostatic interactions with DNA are observed in the minor grove [96]. Two
distinct pathways for the terminal {PtN3Cl} groups to approach and bind the
guanine N7 in the major groove with the central linker anchored in the minor
groove were inferred. To achieve platination of the guanine residues the central
linker remains in the minor groove but triplatin must diffuse off the DNA for
covalent binding to occur. Unlike the 5#-5# case a number of 3#-3# crosslinked
adducts are observed [97].

Molecular dynamics simulations showed a highly distorted structure with con-
siderable base fraying and widening of the minor groove [96]. In contrast to the
1,4-situation the 3#-3# 1,2-interstrand crosslink is formed preferentially in the
sequence d(ACGTATACGT)2 where two simultaneous adducts are formed be-
tween the adjacent guanines, the first examples of a structurally characterized
3#-3# adduct [98]. The structure is quite distinct from the analogous cisplatin 1,2-
interstrand (GC)2 adduct and from the 5#-5# 1,2-Cl formed by [{trans-
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(PtCl(NH3)2}2μ-H2(CH2)4NH2]2C [89, 98, 99]. The ability to form directional
isomers is a property shared with BBR3571, but not 1,1/t,t, suggesting that the
presence of charge in the central moiety, implying pre-association, is a key factor
in dictating this property.

Both directional {Pt,Pt} 1,4-interstrand CLs formed by Triplatin exist as two
distinct non-interconvertible conformers [100]. Analysis of the conformers by
differential scanning calorimetry, chemical probes of DNA conformation, and
minor groove binder Hoechst 33258 have demonstrated that each of the four
conformers affects DNA in a distinctly different way and adopts a different con-
formation and are distinct from those of the short-range adducts of cisplatin
[100]. The properties of these site-specific adducts of Triplatin, such as conforma-
tional distortions, are also distinctly different from those of the short-range ad-
ducts of mononuclear cisplatin [93, 101]. The structural distortions on site-specif-
ic {Pt,Pt} CLs of Triplatin have been summarized [21].

7.3. Walking on Double-Helical DNA

and Linkage Isomerization

In studying the properties of site-specific long-range CLs of Triplatin, some CLs
of this platinum compound were found unstable [102]. The inherent steric effects
around the Pt center of the mononuclear bifunctional adduct are replaced by
the steric constraints of the conformational change as a whole. Since specific
Triplatin adducts distort DNA conformation differently, it is reasonable to expect
that the energetic signatures of these dissimilar adducts are different. Under
physiological conditions the Pt-G(N7) bonds are reactive leading to linkage
isomerization reactions on the double-helical DNA substrate. Upon incubation
of DNA duplexes containing a single, site-specific intrastrand CL between G
residues the coordination bonds between Pt and the N7 of one of the G residues
within the intrastrand adduct are cleaved leading to the formation of interstrand
CLs (linking both strands of DNA). These interstrand CLs react further to form
intrastrand CL in the strand complementary to that in which original intrastrand
CL was formed. This successive rearrangement may proceed in the way that the
molecule of Triplatin originally coordinated to one strand of DNA can spontane-
ously translocate from this strand to its complementary counterpart via interme-
diate interstrand CL (Figure 5), which may evoke walking of this platinum com-
plex on DNA molecules.

Differential scanning calorimetry of duplexes containing single, site-specific
CLs of Triplatin revealed that one of the driving forces that leads to the lability
of DNA CLs of Triplatin is a difference between the thermodynamic destabiliza-
tion induced by the CL and by the adduct into which it could isomerize [102].
Thus, one of the driving forces that leads to the lability of DNA CLs of Triplatin
is a difference between the thermodynamic destabilization induced by the CL
and by the adduct into which it could isomerize.
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7.4. Interactions of DNA Modified by Triplatin

by Damaged-DNA Binding Proteins

Binding of cellular damaged DNA-binding proteins to DNA modified by plati-
num complexes plays an important role in initial phases of the mechanism of
cytotoxic action of platinum drugs [23–25]. Thus, due to its ability to modify
DNA in a unique manner, Triplatin could distinctly evoke different pathways of
cellular response to DNA damage such as triggering of the apoptotic pathway.

7.4.1. Recognition by HMG-Domain Proteins and DNA Repair

In contrast to distortions induced by major CLs of cisplatin, the CLs of Triplatin
do not extensively unwind and rigidly bend DNA so that they are not substrates
for damaged DNA-binding proteins, such as HMG-domain proteins [93, 94].
Thus, the antitumor effects of BBR3464 do not involve a shielding or hijacking
mechanism as the effects of cisplatin (vide supra). On the other hand, while
intrastrand adducts of Triplatin are readily removed from DNA by the NER
systems, the interstrand CLs are not.

7.4.2. Recognition by the Tumor Suppressor Protein p53

The DNA binding activity of the p53 protein is crucial for its tumor suppressor
function. The active protein p53 is a nuclear phosphoprotein that consists of 393
amino acids and contains four major functional domains [102]. Active p53 binds
as a tetramer to ~50 different response elements that occur naturally in the
human genome and shows functionality [103]. Free DNA in the segments corre-
sponding to the consensus sequence is already intrinsically bent toward the major
groove [104, 105]. The interactions of active and latent p53 proteins with DNA
fragments and oligodeoxyribonucleotide duplexes modified by Triplatin in a cell-
free medium has been examined and the results have been compared with those
describing interactions of these proteins with DNA modified by cisplatin [106].

The results indicate that structurally different DNA adducts of Triplatin and
cisplatin exhibit a different efficiency to affect the binding affinity of the modi-
fied DNA to p53 protein. It has been suggested that different structural pertur-
bations induced in DNA by the adducts of Triplatin and cisplatin produce differ-
ential response to p53 protein activation and recognition. Triplatin retains
significant activity in human tumor cell lines and xenografts refractory or poorly
responsive to cisplatin and displays high activity in human tumor cell lines char-
acterized by both wild-type and mutant p53 gene. In contrast, on average, cells
with mutant p53 are more resistant to the effect of cisplatin. The results support
the hypothesis that the mechanism of antitumor activity of Triplatin may also be
associated with its efficiency to affect the binding affinity of platinated DNA to
active p53 protein. Thus, a “molecular approach” to control downstream effects
such as protein recognition and pathways of apoptosis induction may consist in
design of structurally unique DNA adducts as cell signals.
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7.4.3. Recognition by the Nuclear Transcription Factor κB

Multiple signaling pathways have been linked to tumor resistance to mononucle-
ar cisplatin, among them also activation of nuclear transcription factor kappaB
(NF-κB) [107]. Interestingly, suppression of apoptosis or necrosis is an important
NF-κB function [108, 109]. Binding of NF-κB proteins to their consensus sequen-
ces in DNA (κB sites) is the key biochemical activity responsible for the biologi-
cal functions of NF-κB [110, 111].

Structurally different DNA adducts of Triplatin, cisplatin, and transplatin ex-
hibit a different efficiency to affect the affinity of the platinated DNA (κB sites)
to NF-κB proteins [112]. Triplatin-DNA adducts exhibited the highest efficiency
to inhibit binding of NF-κB protein to its κB very likely connected with the
enhanced extent of the conformational perturbations induced in DNA.

7.4.4. DNA Structural Conformational Changes, Protein Recognition,
and Cell Cycle Effects

A major question for all this work is to ask how are the structural modifications
and modulations of DNA adduct-protein recognition reflected in changes in cell
cycle and signaling pathways. Real changes could affect signaling pathways and
thus be truly complementary to other clinically used anticancer drugs, beyond
the cisplatin class. An interesting example comes from the PPC work (Figure 6).

Mismatch repair is an important determinant in the efficacy of cisplatin treat-
ment [113]. HCT116 cells deficient in the mismatch repair protein, MLH1, which
was shown earlier to be resistant to cisplatin, were not resistant to Triplatin,
indicating that Triplatin overrides one of the main factors contributing toward
cisplatin resistance, in this case the mismatch repair status of the cells [114]. In
both melphalan-sensitive and resistant OAW42 ovarian cancer cells, Triplatin
induced a persistent G2/M phase cell cycle arrest as compared to cisplatin, which
caused an initial S phase accumulation followed by a G2/M arrest that was later
resolved [115].

In another study, A431 cells (human cervix squamous carcinoma) and its cis-
platin-resistant counterpart, A431/Pt on treatment with Triplatin showed a vary-
ing degree of cellular effects which mainly included upregulation of genes like
E2F1 (A431/Pt), antimetastatic factors (Nm23-H2 in A431 cells, Nm23-H1 and
SAP102 in A431/Pt cells, and CD9 in both A431 and A431/Pt cells) and downreg-
ulation of pro-metastatic factors (e.g., Axl and VEGF in A431 cells and IL0–1b
in A431/Pt cells) [116]. Further, Triplatin treatment showed a G2/M phase arrest
in both A431 and A431/Pt cells although it was a much stronger effect in the
former. Cytoflow analysis indicated a high proportion of sub-G1 cells in Triplat-
in-treated A431/Pt cells. In this context, a comparative study of U2OS cells
showed a persistent increase in S phase cells following cisplatin treatment where-
as Triplatin treatment showed a persistent accumulation of cells in the G2/M
phase with some cells still retained in the G1 phase [117].

BBR3610 exhibits low-dose toxicity in colon cancer cells that harbored either
wild-type p53 (HCT116) or mutant p53 (DLD1) suggesting that the cellular ef-
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Figure 6. Differential cell-cycle effects caused by Triplatin, BBr3610, and BBR3610-
DACH showing different downstream consequences of {Pt,Pt} interstrand crosslinking.

fects of BBR3610 were p53-independent [32]. BBR3610 induces G2/M arrest,
early autophagy, and late apoptosis in glioma cells [118]. One of the hallmarks
of cancer development is a deregulated cell cycle progression. Cells exposed to
DNA-damaging agents trigger various cell cycle checkpoints, subsequently lead-
ing to G1/S or G2/M cell cycle arrest. Similar to cisplatin, BBR3464 and
BBR3610 block DNA synthesis, cause S phase accumulation, and eventually
this leads to G2/M arrest. However, BBR3610-DACH showed a paradigm shift,
causing both a G1/S and G2/M arrest with complete depletion of S phase [119].
Both BBR3610 and BBR3610-DACH formed approximately the same number
of interstrand CLs but their downstream cell cycle effects are different. This
aspect of Pt-DNA conformational changes, by structurally distinct complexes, in
general, requires further exploration.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The major structural alterations in DNA such as irreversible conformational
changes, stabilization of G-quadruplexes, high efficiency of DNA-protein adduct
formation, the observation of directional isomers and the ‘walking’ of adducts
on DNA are all effected by the design and structure of polynuclear platinum
complexes. Many of these features are not accessible to mononuclear complexes.
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The high charge of many of the PPCs suggests that pre-association plays impor-
tant roles in dictating many of these properties. Substitution-inert or “non-cova-
lent” complexes, which have also a wide variety of effects on DNA, are beyond
the scope of this chapter but have been reviewed recently [89, 120]. Since the
early publications on the straight chain alkanediamine-linked dinuclear complexes,
various researchers have adapted the basic structure to obtain a wide variety of
complexes and DNA binding modes and, eventually, antitumor activity equivalent
to the original series. Triplatin remains the only “non-classical” platinum complex
to enter human clinical trials. This chapter shows the rich diversity of PPCs and
the potential for further clinical development, based on the strategy to produce
DNA adducts structurally dissimilar to those of cisplatin and oxaliplatin.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

BOC t-BuOCO
bpy 2,2#-bipyridine
Btaz benzotriazolate
cisplatin cis-PtCl2(NH3)2, cis-DDP
CLs crosslinks
DACH 1,2-diaminocyclohexane
dien diethylenetriamine = bis-(2-aminoethyl)amine
dpa bis-(2-pyridylmethyl)amine
DTBPA 2,2#-(4,11-dimethyl-1,4,8,11-tetraaza-cyclotetradecane-1,8-

diyl)bis-(N-(2-(pyridin-2-yl)ethyl)acetamide
dzpm 4,4#-dipyrazolylmethane
GS glutathione
HMG high-mobility-group
hptab N,N,N#,N#,N$,N$-hexakis(2-pyridylmethyl)-1,3,5-

tris(aminomethyl)benzene)
HSQC heteronuclear single quantum coherence
IC50 half maximal inhibitory concentration
L 2,2#-azanediyldibenzoic dianion or 1,3-benzothiazol-2-amine
NER nucleotide excision repair
phen 1,10-phenanthroline
PPCs polynuclear platinum complexes
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prz pyrazine
ptp 6#-(pyridin-3-yl)-3,2#:4#,3$-terpyridine
pydz pyridazine
tppz tetrakis(pyridine-2-yl)pyrazine
TPXA N,N,N’,N’-tetra(2-pyridylmethyl)-m-xylylene diamine
Triplatin BBR3464, [{trans-PtCl(NH3)2}2μ-{trans-

Pt(NH3)2(H2N(CH2)6NH2)2}]4C
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Abstract: This chapter is an overview of recent progress in the design of Pt(IV) prodrugs.
These kinetically-inert octahedral prodrugs can be reduced in cancer cells to active square-
planar Pt(II) complexes, for example by intracellular reducing agents such as glutathione or
by photoexcitation. The additional axial ligands in Pt(IV) complexes which are released on
reduction, allow bioactive molecules to be delivered which can act synergistically with Pt(II)
in killing cancer cells, or act as targeting vectors, allow attachment to polymer and nanoparticle
delivery systems, or labelling with fluorescent probes. Pt(IV) prodrugs have yet to be approved
for clinical use, although some offer the promise of increased efficacy and reduced side effects.

Keywords: nanoparticles · photoactivation · Pt(IV) prodrugs · targeted delivery · upconversion
nanoparticles

1. INTRODUCTION

The serendipitous discovery of the antitumor activity of cis-diamminedichlorido-
platinum(II) (cisplatin) by Barnett Rosenberg in the 1960s is a milestone in the
area of medicinal inorganic chemistry [1]. Two more platinum compounds (car-
boplatin and oxaliplatin) have since been approved by the FDA for clinical use
world-wide, and three (nedaplatin, lobaplatin, and heptaplatin), for regional use
in Japan, China, and Korea, respectively [2].

The mode of action of cisplatin is mainly due to targeting nuclear DNA after
entering cells either by active (via the copper transporter Ctr1) or passive trans-
port [3, 4]. The chloride concentration drops from about 104 mM outside cells
to 23 mM in the cytoplasm, and even lower, ca. 4 mM, in the nucleus, resulting
in hydrolysis and formation of more reactive platinum(II) aqua complexes. These
aqua species react readily with biomolecules in cells, including the nucleophilic
N7 nitrogen of purine nucleobases (G and A). Intrastrand GG DNA cross-links
especially can inhibit transcription [5]. Binding of cisplatin to other cellular tar-
gets especially cysteine and methionine sulfur in peptides (glutathione) and pro-
teins, also occurs [6], and although less widely studied than nucleobase adducts,
may be important for understanding the systemic toxicity of cisplatin and resist-
ance to the drug.

One approach to reducing the toxic side-effects of cisplatin is the use of plati-
num(IV) complexes as prodrugs [7, 8]. Octahedral low-spin 5d6 platinum(IV)
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complexes are much more kinetically inert than square-planar 5d8 platinum(II)
complexes. This difference can allow delivery of the intact drug (‘prodrug’) with
fewer side reactions before the target site is reached. Platinum(IV) complexes
are likely to be stable under the highly acidic conditions in the stomach and
therefore suitable for oral administration [9]. Also with 6 ligands, there are more
possibilities for structural variations with Pt(IV) compared to Pt(II). For exam-
ple, the axial ligands (so-called, although more than one axis could be defined
as such depending on the symmetry) present in Pt(IV) complexes can be modi-
fied to improve the pharmacokinetics of the drug by tuning the reduction poten-
tial, lipophilicity, bioactivity [10], and targeting ability [11, 12]. In this chapter
we describe recent progress on the rational design of platinum(IV) complexes
as prodrugs for cancer therapy.

1.1. Design Strategy

As shown in Figure 1, Pt(IV) complexes often contain a non-leaving ligand L, a
nitrogen donor ligand (am(m)ine, pyridine), which does not undergo any intra-
cellular transformation and is retained in the final Pt(II)-DNA adduct. L is also
crucial for determining the biological activity of the complex [13–15]. The leaving
ligand X (Cl, I) can undergo aquation/activation allowing reaction with purine
bases in DNA.

The axial ligands are typically hydroxide or chloride, which are lost on reaction
of the complexes with biological reductants (e.g., glutathione, ascorbic acid) or
external reductants. The axial hydroxido ligands can be carboxylated to attach

Figure 1. Design strategy for platinum(IV) prodrugs (L = non-leaving ligand, X = leav-
ing ligand, Y = OH, Cl, RCO2).
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targeting groups, bioactive ligands (e.g. drugs and enzyme inhibitors), or both.
This approach has been used to attach Pt complexes to the surface of nanoparti-
cles for selective internalization using the enhanced permeability and retention
(EPR) effect and further stimuli-responsive delivery to the target site [16].

1.2. Synthesis

Examples of oxidants used for the synthesis of trans Pt(IV) complexes are shown
in Figure 2. Typically the synthesis involves reaction of Pt(II) complexes with
hydrogen peroxide or chlorine [17, 18] in a 2-electron oxidative-addition reaction.

Mechanistic studies with H2O2, carried out in the presence of 18O-labelled
water, have revealed that only one hydroxido ligand comes from H2O2. The
second comes from solvent water [19]. This finding is important if Pt(IV) com-
pounds are synthesized in coordinating solvents, for example if H2O2 is used as
the oxidant in methanol, trans hydroxido-methoxido Pt(IV) complexes can be
formed [20]. When such oxidations are carried out in the presence of carboxylic
acids, the product formed (mono- or dicarboxylato complex) is determined by
the pKa of the acid [21]. Hypervalent iodine species are known to be as strong

Figure 2. Synthesis of Pt(IV) complexes from Pt(II) precursors.
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oxidizing agents in organic synthesis. The oxidation of Pt(II) complexes with
PhICl2 results in trans dichlorido Pt(IV) complexes [22, 23]. Pt(IV) complexes
with axial carboxylato ligands have been prepared by reacting dihydroxido
Pt(IV) complexes with corresponding anhydrides or acyl chlorides in various
solvents (e.g., DMF, DMSO, acetonitrile) at 50–80 °C for 6–24 h. Axial carboxyla-
to ligands in the axial positions can be used for conjugation to bioactive molecu-
les and targeting groups [24].

1.3. Characterization

Platinum(IV) complexes can be characterized by various analytical techniques,
including NMR, mass spectrometry, FTIR, UV/Vis spectroscopy, and X-ray crys-
tallography. Often a combination of techniques is used depending on whether
samples are solutions or solids. Care has to be taken to check that Pt(IV) is not
reduced by the solvent, and especially with Pt(II) that ligands are not substituted
by solvent (e.g., DMSO). Platinum complexes may also be photoactive and expo-
sure to light can also be a problem.

195Pt (33.7 % natural abundance) is an NMR-active I = 1/2 nucleus with similar
sensitivity to 13C, but a much wider chemical shift range of ca. 15,000 ppm.
Pt(IV) resonances tend to have low-field shifts relative to Pt(II). In view of its
high stability, [PtCl6]2– is a common 195Pt chemical shift reference (δ = 0 ppm).
195Pt NMR resonances usually broaden as complexes increase in MW and also
broaden at higher observation frequencies [25]. The presence of Pt in complexes
is often evident from studies of 1H, 13C, 15N or 31P (I = 1/2) nuclei in ligands.
They can give rise to one- to four-bond 195Pt couplings, resulting in the appear-
ance of 1 : 4 : 1 peak intensity patterns with the outer lines being the 195Pt satel-
lites. These satellites are sharper for Pt(IV) complexes compared to Pt(II) due
to less broadening by chemical shift anisotropy relaxation [25].

Recent studies have illustrated the potential of FTIR for characterizing Pt
anticancer complexes and their derivatives [26]. UV/Vis spectroscopy provides
valuable information about the charge-transfer and other transitions in Pt(IV)
complexes [27]. Fluorescent probes designed recently can distinguish Pt(IV) and
Pt(II) species inside cancer cells, particularly useful for understanding the reduc-
tion of Pt(IV) complexes [28, 29].

1.4. Redox Reactions

The anticancer activity of Pt(IV) complexes is usually attributed to their reduc-
tion to Pt(II) products which bind to DNA. The ease of reduction is therefore
important for the biological activity of the complex, and usually assumed to
involve intracellular or extracellular reductants such as glutathione, thiol groups
of proteins, and ascorbic acid. Reduction of Pt(IV) to Pt(II) is an irreversible
two-electron process with loss of two ligands (often referred to as the axial li-
gands, but in practice various combinations can be lost). The rate of reduction
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Table 1. Reduction (half-wave) potentials and reduction rates for Pt(IV) complexes
(1 mM in 0.1 M KCl, pH = 7) with various axial ligands reported by Choi et al. [30].

Complexes Reduction potential Rate of reduction k
(Ep in mV) (M–1s–1)

[Pt(en)(OH)2Cl2] –884 0
[Pt(en)(OCOCH3)2Cl2] –546 0.54
[Pt(en)Cl4] –160 164
[Pt(en)(OCOCF3)2Cl2] 0 209

of Pt(IV) complexes depends upon both the axial and equatorial ligands [30].
Strongly electron-withdrawing axial groups increase the reduction rate, in the
order: OH ˂ OCOCH3 ˂ Cl ˂ OCOCF3 (Table 1).

Bulkier axial and equatorial ligands also enhance the reduction rate. For exam-
ple, ascorbic acid does not reduce [Pt(en)(OH)2Cl2], but readily reduces
[Pt(ipa)2(OH)2Cl2] (en = ethylenediamine, ipa = isopropylamine) due to the
presence of the bulky isopropylamine ligands. Faster reduction rates for com-
plexes with similar equatorial ligands appear to correlate with higher cytotoxic
activity [30]. The reduction of trans,cis-[Pt(en)(OH)2I2] by glutathione results in
a chelate ring-opened Pt(II) complex, the reaction proceeding through the re-
moval of an iodide ligand by glutathione (GSH) as the sulfenyl iodide. The
sulfenyl iodide may react with another molecule of GSH to produce GSSG and
free I�. Free GSH or I� further react with ring-opened Pt(II) species to form
[{Pt(en)(µ-SR)}2]2C and [Pt(en)I2] [31].

Gibson et al. [32] have studied the reduction of cis,trans,cis-
[PtCl2(OCOCH3)2(NH3)2] in the presence of three different cancer cell lines.
The rate of reduction follows the order: A2780cisR (cisplatin-resistant ovarian)
> A2780 (ovarian) > HT29 (colon). Interestingly small molecule reductants are
not involved in the reduction, rather cellular components with MW >3000 [32].
They showed that 4 products are formed from the reduction of cis,cis,trans-
[PtCl2(15NH3)(NH2R)(OOC13CH3)2] (R = H, cyclohexyl or isopropyl) with po-
tential intracellular reductants such as glutathione, ascorbate, cytochrome c, and
NADH involving loss of two axial ligands (acetate), one axial (acetate) and one
equatorial (chloride) ligand, or two equatorial (chloride) ligands [33].

1.5. Biological Activity

Low-spin 5d6 Pt(IV) complexes are relatively inert to substitution reactions
hence their reactions with biological nucleophiles are very slow. This increases
the circulation lifetime of the Pt(IV) complexes in the blood stream. The reduc-
tion of Pt(IV) complexes to biologically active square-planar Pt(II) complexes
provides a strategy for release and delivery of biologically-active ligands. Exam-
ples of Pt(IV) complexes that have entered clinical trials are tetraplatin, satra-
platin, and iproplatin (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Platinum(IV) complexes that have undergone clinical trials.

The preclinical studies of tetraplatin were encouraging, but in phase I it
showed severe neurotoxicity [34]. Kelland et al. reported that satraplatin was
840-fold more active than cisplatin in vitro [35]. Phase III trials did not reflect
this activity. The higher activity in vitro could be due to high cellular uptake of
the active drug. The complex may be reduced in vivo before reaching its target.
Similarly, iproplatin also showed disappointing activity in phase II and III trials.
However, Pt(IV) complexes still possess potential as anticancer agents. Some
maintain potency against spheroids indicating effectiveness against multicellular
resistance (MCR) and additionally, the hypoxic environment in cancer cells pro-
vides a reducing environment which improves the efficacy of such prodrugs [36,
37]. The pharmacological activity of Pt(IV) complexes can also be improved by
appropriate choice of the axial ligands, which can be vectors for specific cell
receptors, e.g., folate or integrin receptors, used for attachment to nanoparticle
delivery vehicles, or for delivery of bioactive ligands such as drugs or enzyme
inhibitors.

1.6. Molecular Pharmacology and Toxicology

Platinum drugs can enter cells by passive diffusion, and as recently discovered
for cisplatin, by active transport via the copper transporter hCtr1 [38]. Two cop-
per exporter proteins ATP7A and ATP7B may be involved in efflux of platinum
drugs, and over-expression of these proteins in ovarian cancer cells results in
resistance to cisplatin [39]. Other transporters include the organic cationic trans-
porter (OCT), and multidrug and toxin extrusion (MATE) protein. In cells, cis-
platin readily aquates to form mono- and bis-aqua and less reactive hydroxido
adducts. The aqua adducts are particularly active towards many biological nu-
cleophiles. Sulfur groups of Cys and Met residues in amino acids, peptides (espe-
cially glutathione), and proteins are targets for Pt(II) drugs. Strong Pt–S bonds
are usually thought to inactivate the drugs. Figure 4 depicts some biological
transformations of Pt(II) and Pt(IV) drugs in cells.

The final adducts of cisplatin, carboplatin, and oxaliplatin with DNA are simi-
lar, but the lower reactivity of the chelated complexes leads to fewer DNA ad-
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Figure 4. Biotransformations of Pt(II) and Pt(IV) drugs.

ducts compared to cisplatin. Also the presence of the bulky diaminocyclohexyl
ligand in oxaliplatin leads to differences in the conformational change induced
in DNA and subsequent protein recognition of platinated cross-links [40]. The
Pt(IV) complex satraplatin exhibits activity by a slightly different mechanistic
pathway. It is believed to enter cells through passive diffusion and undergo acti-
vation first by reduction to Pt(II), followed by binding to DNA, and secondly
by metabolism to different Pt(IV) complexes as shown in Figure 4, which can
then bind to DNA. In vitro studies suggest that satraplatin is not only very active,
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but also reacts with DNA much faster than cisplatin, the increased activity in
vitro is mainly due to the formation of reactive oxygen species which further
induce necrosis in cancer cells [41].

2. INTERACTIONS WITH BIOMOLECULES

2.1. Serum Proteins

2.1.1. Human Serum Albumin

The interaction of Pt anticancer drugs with serum proteins plays an important
role in drug accumulation, transportation, distribution, metabolism, activity, and
toxicity. Human serum albumin (HSA; 66.5 kDa) is the most abundant protein in
blood serum (ca. 0.6 mM) and consists of three similar domains (I, II, and III),
each of which has two subdomains. Under physiological conditions it adopts a
largely helical conformation. Albumin contains 585 amino acids, with 17 disulfide
bonds, one free Cys (Cys-34), 6 Met, and 16 His residues that are all potentially
strong Pt binding sites, although not all readily accessible (e.g., Cys-34 is in a
crevice) [42].

Monofunctional adducts of cisplatin with Met and Cys-34 and the S,N-chelation
of surface-exposed Met-298 have been proposed based on 1H and 15N NMR data
[43]. Reactions of the photoactivatable complex trans,cis-[PtI2(OH)2(en)] with hu-
man serum albumin have been monitored by UV-Vis and NMR spectroscopy.
The Pt(IV)-I ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) band drastically reduced in
intensity after 24 h reaction with albumin, but there was no reaction when Cys-34
was blocked indicating involvement of the thiol group. The mechanism of reaction
appears to involve attack of an iodido ligand on the sulfur of Cys-34 resulting in
a sulfenyl iodide Cys-SI which further undergoes hydrolysis to form the sulfenic
acid Cys-SOH. The Pt(II) complex formed further reacts with albumin, but with
chlorido instead of iodido ligands such a reaction was not observed [44].

Kowol et al. have synthesized a maleimide-functionalized Pt(IV) complex to
target HSA [45], known to accumulate in tumor tissues by endocytosis and the
EPR effect [46, 47]. Recently, Lippard et al. [48] designed Pt(IV)-prodrugs con-
taining axial ligands with different aliphatic chain lengths (C2 to C16) to mimic
fatty acids and studied their interaction with human serum albumin. They utilized
the advantage of non-covalent association between the aliphatic chain of the Pt(IV)
prodrug with HSA for transporting the prodrug in the blood stream. Quenching of
the fluorescence of Trp-214 showed that the Pt prodrug with C16 aliphatic chains
has the highest binding affinity (Ka = 1.04 ! 106 M�1) towards HSA. Computational
studies suggested that the prodrug is buried inside the protein [48].

Shi et al. [49] reported the synthesis of a Pt(IV)-HSA conjugate that avoids
premature reduction of Pt(IV) in the extracellular environment. They suggested
that the specific anticancer activity of the Pt(IV)-HSA conjugate towards cancer
cells was due to release of the active Pt(II) analogue in the acidic and hypoxic
tumor environment [49].
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2.2. DNA

Platinum(IV) complexes are thought to bind strongly to DNA only after forming
Pt(II) by reaction with biological reductants. Platinum(II) preferentially binds to
guanine over adenine in DNA, and binding to guanine is stabilized by H-bonding
interactions between the exocyclic 6-oxo group of guanine and the ammine
group of cisplatin, but adenine forms weaker H-bonds [50].

Binding of Pt(II) to DNA results in a number of structurally different adducts,
including intrastrand cross-links, interstrand cross-links, N,O chelation of gua-
nine and DNA-Pt-protein cross-links (DPCLs) [51]. Cisplatin forms ca. 65 % 1,2-
d(GpG), 25 % 1,2-d(ApG) intrastrand cross-links and nearly 1–3 % interstrand
cross-links and monofunctional adducts [52]. In contrast, transplatin does not
form 1,2 intrastrand cross-links due to steric constraints. These results suggest the
importance of 1,2 intrastrand cross-links for the anticancer activity of cisplatin.
However, the [Pt(hmp)Cl2] complex (hmp = homopiperazine) preferentially
forms interstrand cross-links and yet exhibits potent cytotoxicity against cancer
cells [53]. Iproplatin initially appeared to induce strand breakage of closed circu-
lar PM2-DNA [54]. However, Dabrowiak et al. observed the presence of one
molecule of H2O2 per iproplatin molecule in the crystal lattice. It appears that
this H2O2 caused the DNA cleavage, and not iproplatin itself [55]. Brabec et al.
reported that DNA binding of iproplatin and oxoplatin requires high concentra-
tions of Pt(IV) and long reaction times (10 % of Pt bound after 12 d) [56, 57].
The in vitro binding studies carried out by Blatter et al. clearly showed that
neither iproplatin nor oxoplatin bind to PM2-DNA until a reducing agent is
added and Pt(II) is formed [58].

2.3. Small Biomolecules

2.3.1. Glutathione

Glutathione (γ-L-glutamyl-L-cysteinyl-glycine, GSH) is an antioxidant tripeptide
present in cells at millimolar concentrations. The presence of the thiol group of
cysteine allows it to act as an antioxidant by directly reacting with reactive oxy-
gen species or xenobiotic electrophiles. The thiol group of GSH is readily oxi-
dized (EP = –240 mV) to the disulfide (GSSG) under biological conditions. The
reduction of Pt(IV) complexes can proceed via halide-bridged electron transfer
with no observable intermediate [59]. The presence of GSH (10 μM to 100 μM)
increased the anticancer activity of tetraplatin (10 μM) against cisplatin-resistant
L1210 leukemia cells, due to the reduction of Pt(IV) to Pt(II) and binding to
DNA [60]. The concentration of GSH is crucial for its cytotoxicity, an increase
in GSH concentration (100 μM) resulted in lower cytotoxicity. At high GSH
concentrations, GSH binds to the Pt(II) product thereby interfering with its bind-
ing to DNA [60]. In the absence of GSH, the Pt(II)- (salmon sperm) DNA
adducts were minimal, but after the addition of GSH (10 μM–1 mM), substantial
amounts of Pt(II)-DNA adducts formed. The reduction of tetraplatin by GSH is
a prerequisite for the anticancer activity.
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Often cancer cells that are resistant to Pt(II) and Pt(IV) complexes have elevat-
ed levels of GSH [61], therefore it appears that GSH plays a crucial role in enhanc-
ing the cellular resistance to Pt(II) and Pt(IV) complexes. Pendyala et al. [62]
investigated the relationship between intracellular GSH concentration and cyto-
toxicity of both Pt(II) (cisplatin, carboplatin, and oxaliplatin) and Pt(IV) (iproplat-
in and tetraplatin) complexes. The correlation is significant for iproplatin and tet-
raplatin, but not for Pt(II) [62]. Satraplatin (JM216) was administered to cell lines
with varying intracellular GSH concentrations. Cell lines that expressed higher
concentrations of GSH produced JM118, a Pt(II) biotransformation product of
JM216, whereas cell lines that expressed lower levels of GSH gave rise to Pt(IV)
biotransformation products [63]. Trans,trans,trans-[PtCl2(OH)2(c-C6H11NH2)-
(NH3)] (JM335) is reduced by GSH to trans,trans-[Pt(OH)2(c-C6H11NH2)(NH3)],
but no trace of trans,trans-[PtCl2(c-C6H11NH2)(NH3)] is observed. Under similar
reaction conditions, the isomer of JM335, cis,trans,cis-[PtCl2(OH)2(c-C6H11NH2)
(NH3)] (JM149) did not undergo reduction. Thus, the presence of chlorido ligands
in trans positions appears to favor the reduction of the Pt(IV) complexes by gluta-
thione [64].

2.3.2. L-Methionine

The thioether L-methionine is an essential amino acid present in human blood,
and in many peptides, proteins, and in S-adenosyl methionine (SAM). Ribosomal
protein synthesis is usually initiated with an N-terminal Met residue. The interac-
tion of methionine with Pt(IV) complexes in water can result in the formation
of Pt(II) analogues and methionine sulfoxide [MeS(O)R]. The reduction is be-
lieved to take place via halide-bridged one-electron reduction. The short-lived
intermediate, [MeS(X)R], hydrolyzes immediately to give [MeS(O)R] [65]. The
reduction of JM216 (cis,trans,cis-[PtCl2(OCOCH3)2(NH3)2]) with methionine re-
sults in the formation of cis-[PtCl2(NH3)2]. Reduction proceeds through an ace-
tate ligand, but when methionine is in excess it can replace the labile chlorido
ligands to form methionine-Pt(II) adducts [66].

2.3.3. Ascorbic Acid

Ascorbic acid (vitamin C) is a small-molecule antioxidant present in mammalian
cells at micromolar (or higher) concentration, often taken as a dietary supple-
ment. It acts as a reductant and is involved in many important biological process-
es such as collagen formation and enzyme cycling. At physiological pH it is
present as the ascorbate monoanion (pKa ca. 3.8). Its reaction with Pt(IV) com-
plex is a two-electron reduction process resulting in the formation of Pt(II) com-
plexes.

The reduction of Pt(IV) complexes by ascorbate can take place by either inner-
sphere or outer-sphere mechanisms. Elding and coworkers [67] reported that
the reduction of trans,trans,trans-[Pt(cha)(OCOCH3)2NH3(Cl)2] (JM576) is 3 !
faster than its isomer trans,cis,cis-[Pt(cha)(OCOCH3)2NH3(Cl)2] (JM216). The
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Figure 5. Reduction of trans,trans,trans-[Pt(cha)(OCOCH3)2NH3(Cl)2] and trans,cis,cis-
[Pt(cha)(OCOCH3)2NH3(Cl)2] by ascorbate; the upper chloride-bridged mechanism is
described as inner-sphere [67].

faster reduction of JM576 is due to inner-sphere electron transfer between trans
chlorido ligands and ascorbate, whereas JM216 forms outer-sphere adducts with
ascorbate resulting in slower reduction (Figure 5).

3. DESIGN FEATURES FOR ANTICANCER COMPLEXES

3.1. Targeted Delivery

3.1.1. Integrin-Targeting Pt(IV) Complexes

The aim of targeted chemotherapy is to increase the amount of drug reaching
the tumor site, thereby reducing side reactions with normal healthy cells. This
can be achieved by selectively targeting molecules that are over-expressed by
cancer cells. Angiogenesis is an important biological process required for the
development of new blood vessels, which is also crucial for tumor cell growth,
survival, and metastasis. In case of tumor-induced angiogenesis, transmembrane
receptors such as integrins (αvβ3 and αvβ5) and the surface protein aminopepti-
dase (APN) are highly expressed. Both integrins and APN recognize peptides
containing RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp) and NGR (Asn-Gly-Arg) sequences with very
high affinity. In this regard, Lippard et al. have synthesized Pt(IV) complexes
conjugated with RGD and NGR motifs [68]. A series of mono- and difunctional
Pt(IV) complexes appended with RGD, NGR, cyclic-CRGDC, and cyclic-
RGDfK have been prepared (Figure 6) and their activity studied towards cancer
cell lines known to express αvβ3/αvβ5 integrins.
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Figure 6. Pt(IV) complexes of cisplatin with conjugated peptides attached to the axial
positions.

In vitro studies on endothelial and human cancer cell lines show that RGD-
conjugated Pt(IV) complexes exhibit potent cytotoxicity when compared with
non-targeted Pt(IV) complexes. NGR-conjugated Pt(IV) complexes are less tox-
ic than RGD-conjugated Pt(IV) complexes, but show better activity when com-
pared with non-specific Pt(IV)-peptide conjugates.

Marchan et al. designed Pt(IV) complexes of picoplatin containing monomer-
ic [Pt-c(RGDfK)] and tetrameric [Pt-RAFT-c(RGDfK)4] RGD peptides [69]
(Figure 7). The activities of these complexes were determined against SK-MEL-
28 melanoma cells that express high levels of αvβ3 and αvβ5 integrins. To probe
the selectivity of these complexes, CAPAN-1 pancreatic cancer cells and fibro-
blast 1BR3G cells were tested as negative controls. The uptake directly correlat-
ed with integrin expression and RGD-containing Pt(IV) complex. The accumula-
tion of Pt in SK-MEL-28 cell lines was higher than in CAPAN-1. Importantly
the tetrameric [Pt-RAFT-c(RGDfK)4] complex displayed higher uptake when
compared with monomeric [Pt-c(RGDfK)].

The monomeric complex [Pt-c(RGDfK)] is 2.4-fold more cytotoxic than pico-
platin, whereas the tetrameric complex [Pt-RAFT-c(RGDfK)4] exhibits a 20-fold
increase in cytotoxicity. These studies illustrate the effectiveness of targeting pep-
tide conjugates for selective internalization, uptake, and cytotoxicity. The same
strategy has been used for photoactivatable diazido Pt(IV) complexes having an
integrin-recognizing peptide c(RGDfK) appended in an axial position [70].

The RGD peptide targets cancer cells selectively, and the complex is then
activated only when irradiated with particular wavelengths of light (Figure 8).
This strategy should minimize the systemic toxicity of the complex. The photocy-
totoxicity of the complex was determined for SK-MEL-28 cell lines that express
both αvβ3 and αvβ5 integrins in high levels and the DU-145 human prostate
carcinoma cell line which expresses αvβ5 to a similar level, but expresses consid-
erably low levels of αvβ3 integrin. The photocytotoxicity against DU-145 was
4-fold lower than for SK-MEL-28 cells, which suggests a significant role for the
αvβ3 integrin receptor in complex internalization. Uptake studies further sup-
ported this observation.
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Figure 7. Molecular structures of monomeric [Pt-c(RGDfK)] and tetrameric [Pt-RAFT-
c(RGDfK)4] complexes.
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Figure 8. Photo-reaction of c(RGDfK)-appended diazido Pt(IV) complex with 5#-GMP.
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3.1.2. Pt(IV) Complexes Targeting Glucose Transporters

Glucose-platinum conjugates are an interesting class of prodrugs for targeting
glucose transporters that are over-expressed in cancer cells. Glucose transporters
such as GLUT1, GLUT2, GLUT3, GLUT12, SGLT1–2 are over-expressed in
different types of cancer cells, especially GLUT1 (ovarian, esophageal, pancreat-
ic, breast, brain, renal, lung, cutaneous, colorectal, endometrial, and cervical).
Recently, Lippard et al. [71, 72] synthesized a series of positional isomers of
glucose-Pt conjugates and studied their binding specificity with GLUT1, cell up-
take, and cytotoxicity. C1α and C2-substituted conjugates showed potent cyto-
toxicity against DU145 cells; other conjugates were less cytotoxic. Uptake studies
in the presence and absence of the GLUT1 inhibitor cytochalasin B showed that
the C2 glucose-Pt conjugate is specifically taken up by the GLUT1 transporter
and exhibits potent cytotoxicity against a breast cancer mouse model that over-
expresses GLUT1 [71, 72].

Figure 9. Pt(IV)-mannose conjugates active against prostate cancer cells (LNCaP) re-
ported by Wang et al. [73]
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Pt(IV) conjugates of glucose, mannose (Figure 9), and rhamnose exhibit sig-
nificant activity against prostate cancer cells [73]. Pt(II)-GMP adducts were ob-
served only in the presence of ascorbic acid, indicating the importance of intra-
cellular reductants for the activity of the Pt(IV)-mannose conjugate. The
platinated DNA content was much higher for mannose-Pt(IV) conjugate in
HeLa cells, when compared with cisplatin and oxaliplatin. This result signifies
high cellular uptake of the mannose-Pt(IV) conjugate (Figure 9) followed by
intracellular reduction and the increased anticancer activity [73].

3.2. Synergistic Action

Synergistic action is one way of increasing the pharmacological activity of Pt(IV)
complexes by designing the axial ligands appropriately. The axial ligands can be
antiproliferative agents or bioactive molecules that enhance the activity of plati-
num drugs. Kelland et al. found that increasing the number of carbon atoms in
the axial position increases cell accumulation and enhances the cytotoxic activity
in vitro [74]. Tolan et al. reported that Pt(IV) complexes with mono- and bis-
indole derivatives in axial positions have increased uptake of Pt and higher reac-
tive oxygen species levels resulting in loss of mitochondrial membrane potential
and apoptosis [75].

Bioactive ligands such as small molecule inhibitors have been appended in
the axial position to target different DNA repair proteins and enzymes. Anti-
inflammatory drugs such as ibuprofen and indomethacin appended to the axial

Figure 10. Pt(IV) complexes with bioactive axial ligands: (a) ibuprofen, (b) valproate,
(c) mitaplatin, and (d) ethacraplatin.
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position of cisplatin (Figure 10) increase the anticancer efficacy by inhibiting the
COX-2 enzyme known to be involved in tumorigenesis and drug resistance [76,
77]. Dyson et al. designed Pt(IV) complexes with axial ethacrynic acid to target
selectively cytosolic glutathione S-transferase (GST) that catalyzes the conjuga-
tion of glutathione to xenobiotic substrates [78, 79].

A similar strategy was followed by Dhar and Lippard who incorporated dichlo-
roacetate ligands in the axial positions of cisplatin (mitaplatin) to target the
mitochondrial membrane potential that triggers release of cytochrome c and
induces signalling pathways leading to apoptosis [80]. Barnes, Kutikov, and Lip-
pard also designed a Pt(IV) complex based on cisplatin with two axial estrogens.
The estrogens induce the overexpression of HMGB1 proteins which bind to the
minor grove of bent platinated-DNA adducts and protects them from nucleotide
repair proteins. This improves the anticancer activity of the compound [81].

Shen et al. and Alessio et al. reported Pt(IV) complexes with axial valproato
ligands that exhibit histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitory activity and are 50-
fold more potent than cisplatin in various cancer cell lines [82, 83]. However,
there is a debate whether the activity is due to higher cellular uptake or HDAC
inhibitory activity, because the IC50 value of valproate is in the millimolar range.

3.3. Fluorescent Probes

Hambley and coworkers designed cisplatin analogues containing coumarin
(C120 and C151) fluorophores in their non-leaving position (Figure 11a,b) [84].
They observed that the fluorescence emission was quenched after complexation;
when the Pt(II) complex was oxidized to its corresponding Pt(IV) analogue, this
further diminished its fluorescence intensity. They followed the reduction of
Pt(IV) inside A2780 cells by confocal microscopy. Strong fluorescence signified
the reduction of Pt(IV) to Pt(II) in cells, but the distribution of Pt was different
for the Pt(II) and Pt(IV) complexes. This indicates that the reduction takes place
after the uptake of Pt(IV).

Later Wilson and Lippard designed the dansyl Pt(II) and Pt(IV) complexes
shown in Figure 11c,d. The quantum yield of Pt(II) decreased from 27 % to
1.6 % after oxidation to Pt(IV). They proposed that this drastic change in the
fluorescence intensity will be useful for understanding the reduction of platinum
prodrugs in live cells [22]. Recently, a targeted theranostic Pt(IV) prodrug was
reported by Yuan et al. [86], a Pt(IV) complex containing cRGD for targeting
and luminogen for aggregation-induced emission (AIE) in its axial positions. The
prodrug is highly emissive after entering cells due to intracellular reduction [85].
Ang et al. reported a post-labelling strategy to study the intracellular distribution
of platinum complexes [29]. They designed a non-fluorescent probe by coupling
rhodamine B with diethyldithiocarbamate (Rho-DDTC) (Figure 12). This probe
selectively binds to Pt(II) species via diethyldithiocarbamate. Labilization of the
trans ligand facilitates reaction with the spirolactam motif and concomitant turn-
on fluorescence. The turn-on fluorescence of this probe is useful for detecting
Pt(II) species with cis-[PtA2X2] analogues. Pt(IV) complexes do not appear to
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Figure 11. Fluorescent tags appended to Pt(II) and Pt(IV) complexes.

Figure 12. Rhodamine B and fluorescein-appended dithiocarbamate and dithocarbamic
acid probes for detection of Pt(II) species in live cells.

turn-on Rho-DDTC fluorescence. This probe can be utilized to study further the
reduction of Pt(IV) complexes after cell internalization.

Recently, New et al. designed a fluorescent probe that selectively senses mono-
functional Pt(II) complexes [28] by coupling fluorescein with dithiocarbamic acid
(Figure 12b). In the case of the bi-functional adduct, π-π stacking with the fluo-
rescein moiety leads to fluorescence quenching.
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4. PHOTOACTIVATABLE COMPLEXES

Platinum(IV) complexes have potential as prodrugs for photoactivatable chemo-
therapy (PACT). This strategy is attractive due to its spatial and temporal control
over the drug activation and specific targeting ability. An advantage of PACT is
that it leaves normal cells unaffected, so it is a potentially safer form of treatment
compared with radiotherapy, surgery, and other conventional chemotherapy. The
advantage of using PACT in cancer therapy over photodynamic therapy (PDT)
is that PDT requires oxygen for its activity (converts ground state triplet oxygen
to excited state singlet oxygen which kills cells), whereas cancer cells are often
deprived of oxygen (hypoxic). Two classes of photoactivatable Pt(IV) complexes
have been widely studied: diiodido-Pt(IV) complexes and diazido-Pt(IV) com-
plexes.

4.1. Diiodido Platinum(IV) Complexes

Bednarski et al. designed the photoactivatable diiodido-Pt(IV) anticancer com-
plex trans,cis-[PtCl2I2(en)] containing ethylenediamine as a non-leaving ligand
to avoid photodimerization [86]. The photoreduction of trans,cis-[PtCl2I2(en)]
was monitored by the decrease in intensity of the iodide-to-Pt(IV) LMCT band.
However, unexpectedly this complex showed similar DNA binding ability in the
dark as in the light, which could be due to facile intracellular reduction by GSH

Figure 13. Proposed mechanism for the formation of the chelate-ring-opened Pt(II)
complex when glutathione reacts with the photoactive complex trans,cis-[Pt(OH)2I2(en)].
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(Figure 13). Replacement of the chloride ligands by acetates improved the dark
stability of the complex [87].

Irradiation of trans,cis-[Pt(OAc)2I2(en)] and calf thymus DNA with UVA at
375 nm gave rise to substantial DNA platination, but under similar conditions
trans,cis-[Pt(OH)2I2(en)] did not. Hence, reduction of Pt(IV) to Pt(II) is impor-
tant for platinated DNA adduct formation. The in vitro cytotoxicity of diiodido-
Pt(IV) complexes against TCCSUP bladder cancer cells increased after irradia-
tion, but the IC50 values were similar in the dark and in the light. In order to
understand the dark cytotoxicities of diiodido-Pt(IV) complexes, reactions of
trans,cis-[Pt(OH)2I2(en)] with glutathione were studied [88]; unexpectedly they
form chelate ring-opened Pt(II) complexes at physiological pH. The complex
also forms Pt-DNA adducts in the presence of GSH much faster than [PtI2(en)].
Diiodido-Pt(IV) complexes form >90 % Pt-DNA adducts in the presence GSH
(2 mol equiv) after 24 h at 37 °C, whereas the dichlorido-Pt(IV) complex does
not react with DNA in the presence of GSH [89].

4.2. Diazido Platinum(IV) Complexes

The first photochemical reductive elimination reaction for trans-[Pt(CN)4(N3)2]2–

was reported by Vogler et al. in 1978 [90]. Irradiation of this complex with UVA
results in the formation of azidyl radicals with concomitant two-electron reduction
to [Pt(CN)4]2–. They proposed that unstable azidyl radicals react readily with sol-
vent molecules to produce N2. Diazido-Pt(IV) complexes have interesting antican-
cer activity. The X-ray crystal structures of diazido-Pt(IV) cisplatin analogues of
cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH3)2(N3)2(OH)2] and cis,trans-[Pt(en)(N3)2(OH)2] have been re-
ported [91] (Figure 14). Unlike diiodido-Pt(IV) complexes, diazido-Pt(IV) com-
plexes show very good dark stability. They do not react with 5#-GMP or d(GpG)
in the dark over a period of one week at 25 °C. Irradiation with UVA or visible
light (λirr = 457.9 nm) results in formation of Pt(II) species that readily react with
N7 of 5#-GMP and d(GpG). The photodecomposition pathways can be monitored
by NMR. 14N NMR is more useful than 15N NMR since azide ligands have no
coupled protons and so the intensities of their 15N resonances cannot be enhanced
by polarization transfer. However, the strongly-shielded 14N resonance from the
coordinated azide (Nα) is very broad and difficult to detect, whereas Nβ is remark-
ably sharp [92, 93]. Photolysis of cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH3)2(N3)2(OH)2] [94] gives rise

Figure 14. Photoactivatable cis diazido-Pt(IV) complexes.
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Figure 15. Photoactivatable trans diazido-Pt(IV) complexes with different non-leaving
ligands.

to azide in phosphate buffer, N2 under acidic aqueous conditions, and ammonia
and O2 at higher pH. These photodecomposition products along with Pt(II) spe-
cies could contribute to the different mechanism of action of cis diazido-Pt(IV)
complexes.

On irridiation with visible light, cis,trans-[Pt(en)(N3)2(OH)2] forms cross-links
with d(GpG) much faster than cisplatin [95]. Thus the interaction of diazido-
Pt(IV) complexes with DNA is different from cisplatin. Under dark conditions
these complexes are non-toxic, but after irradiation they are equally toxic to
cisplatin-resistant 5637 human bladder cancer cells. After light irradiation the
morphology of bladder cancer cells changed drastically; disintegration of cell
nuclei was observed [96].

Diazido-Pt(IV) complexes having trans diazido ligands exhibit different elec-
tronic properties compared with their cis isomers. The N3/Pt LMCT band of
trans,trans,trans-[Pt(N3)2(OH)2(NH3)2] shifts towards the visible region com-
pared with its cis isomer [97].

Excitation with longer wavelength light can allow deeper penetration into tis-
sues. Current clinical use of photodynamic therapy uses red light, although shorter
wavelength yellow, green, and blue light might be useful for surface cancers such
as bladder and esophageal. The photocytotoxicity of diazido-Pt(IV) complexes can
also be varied by changing the non-leaving ligands (Figure 15). When mixed amine
ligands such as pyridine, piperidine, piperazine, 4-picoline, isopropylamine, methyl-
amine, and thiazole are used, the photocytotoxicites increase drastically [98].
TDDFT calculations have revealed that the non-leaving ligands can play impor-
tant roles in increasing absorption at higher wavelengths, for example hydroquino-
line ligands form hydrogen bonds with axial –OH ligands and shift the absorption
towards the red region [99]. The anticancer activity of trans,trans,trans-
[Pt(N3)2(OH)2(py)(NH3)] towards various cell lines has been studied (HL60,
OE19, A2780, and A2780cis). There is potent photocytotoxicity against HL60
cells, but no apoptosis, indicating a different mechanism compared to cisplatin
[100]. In general these diazido-Pt(IV) complexes do not undergo hydrolysis and
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Figure 16. Photoactivatable trans diazido-Pt(IV) complexes with bioactive axial ligands.

reduction in the dark [101], but in the presence of UVA readily form cytotoxic
photolysis products and do not show cross resistance with cisplatin.

The photo-induced reaction of trans,trans,trans-[Pt(N3)2(OH)2(MA)(py)] with
5’-GMP involves formation of azidyl radicals, free azide, N2, and singlet oxygen
[102]. The cytotoxic action of diazido-Pt(IV) complexes may result not only from
Pt(II) but also from these additional reactive species produced during photolysis.
An interesting finding is the ability of the natural amino acid L-tryptophan (L-
Trp) to quench the azidyl radicals formed on photolysis of trans,trans,trans-
[Pt(N3)2(OH)2(py)2]. L-Trp (at 0.5 mM) can even protect A2780 ovarian cancer
cells from the cytotoxic effects of this complex [103]. This quenching may be the
result of electron transfer from tryptophan to azidyl radicals, and such effects
might be used to modulate the activity of the photochemotherapeutic diazido-
Pt(IV) complexes in cells.

The axial ligands can be used for targeting trans diazido-Pt(IV) complexes. For
example, guanidinoneomycin has been appended in the axial position of
trans,trans,trans-[Pt(N3)2(OH)(OR)(py)2] as a carboxylate derivative (Figure 16a)
to target RNA selectively [104]. This conjugate exhibits similar photocytotoxicity
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to that of its parent compound against SK-MEL-28 melanoma cells, but is less
photocytoxic to DU-145 human prostate cells.

Similarly, a stable free radical TEMPO (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine 1-oxyl)
has been tethered in the axial position (Figure 16b). The photocytotoxicity of
the conjugate increased by 1.2 ! against A2780 ovarian cancer cells compared
with its parent analogue, probably due to the antioxidant properties of TEMPO
[105].

5. NANO MATERIALS FOR DRUG DELIVERY

5.1. Metallic Nanoparticles

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are attractive drug delivery vehicles because of their
high biocompatibility, low toxicity, non-immunogenicity, and high tissue permea-
bility. Lippard et al. [106] have designed a Pt(IV) analogue of cisplatin with a
tethered succinate group in an axial position. They functionalized AuNPs with
thiolated 28-mer oligonucleotides having a terminal dodecyl amine and conjugated
to the Pt(IV) prodrug cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH3)2Cl2(OH)(OOCCH2CH2CO2H] using
amide coupling [109]. Pt-DNA-AuNP constructs are internalized in cells and re-
duced by intracellular reductants resulting in the release of an active Pt(II) ana-
logue that forms 1,2-d(GpG) intrastrand cross-links with DNA. Most importantly
the construct showed high antiproliferative activity against different cancer cell
lines and was more effective than cisplatin. In another study, Shi et al. designed a
Pt(IV) complex with an axial adamantyl unit and attached it to β-cyclodextrin-
modified gold nanoparticles using β-cyclodextrin and adamantane host-guest inter-
actions [107] (Figure 17). Clustering of the prodrug-loaded AuNP nanoparticles
was observed in the nuclear region of SK-N-SH neuroblastoma cells. The in vitro
toxicity of this compound was low compared with cisplatin, suggesting that the
Pt(IV) prodrug is not completely reduced to the cytotoxic Pt(II) analogue.

Liu and coworkers have engineered gold nanorods (GNRs) for delivery of
platinum anticancer drugs [108] by PEGylation to increase the drug circulation
time in the blood stream, and conjugated to Pt(IV) prodrugs using EDC cou-
pling. Pt(IV) functionalized GNRs display high cellular uptake and exhibit po-
tent cytotoxicity against cancer cell lines. Most notably Pt-PEG-GNRs are not
affected by cellular resistance which is a commonly encountered problem with
platinum-based drugs. The uptake of Pt-PEG-GNRs is not affected by low-level
expression of the copper transporter Ctr1, nor higher concentrations of glutathi-
one and metallothionein.

Quantum dots (QDs) are semiconductor nanomaterials which possess interest-
ing electronic properties that vary with the size of the particles. Mareque-Rivas
and coworkers have reported the reduction of the Pt(IV) complex [PtCl4(bpy)]
(bpy = 2,2#-bipyridine) to Pt(II) by CdSe-ZnS QDs in the presence of visible
light [109] (Figure 18). Even in the absence of covalent attachment, the reduction
of the Pt(IV) complex was efficient. They believe that this strategy can be uti-
lized to activate other photoactivatable anticancer complexes as well. Later they
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Figure 17. (a) Pt-DNA-AuNP construct, (b) Pt(IV) prodrug attached to AuNPs using
host-guest interaction between β-cyclodextrin and adamantane units.

Figure 18. Visible light-induced electron transfer from CdSe-ZnS QDs to [PtCl4(bpy)].
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designed micelles filled with QDs that react with fac-[99mTc(OH2)3(CO)3]C to
give a bimodal single photon-emission-computed tomography (SPECT) optical
probe, which, on irradiation with visible light, generates cytotoxic Pt(II) com-
plexes from inert Pt(IV) complexes [110].

Encapsulation of iron oxide nanoparticles (IONPs) with FITC-modified gela-
tin using hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions has been reported by Cheng et
al. [111]. The presence of a free amine group on gelatin was utilized to conjugate
a Pt(IV) prodrug covalently. The construct shows good anticancer activity
against MCF-7 cells, mainly due to the reduction of Pt(IV) prodrug to cytotoxic
Pt(II) analogues intracellularly, and are potential candidates for drug delivery,
MRI contrast, and fluorescence-sensing in cancer therapy.

5.2. Polymeric Nanoparticles

Polymeric nanoparticles have been extensively explored as drug carriers for
Pt(IV) prodrugs. They are often formed from amphiphilic block co-polymers
which contain a hydrophobic head and a hydrophilic tail. In water, the hydropho-
bic regions cluster to form a core with the hydrophilic portion exposed to water.
Pt(IV) prodrugs can be loaded into polymeric nanoparticles either by encapsula-
tion in the hydrophobic core or covalent conjugation on the backbone of the
polymeric chain.

5.2.1. Non-covalent Encapsulation of Pt(IV) Prodrugs

The co-polymer poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)-block-poly(ethylene glycol)
(PLGA-PEG) has been extensively studied as a drug carrier, where PLGA and
PEG act as hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts, respectively. The properties and
assembly of these nanoparticles can be tuned by changing the lactic acid/glycolic
acid ratio which leads to different PLGA block sizes. Both PLGA and PEG have
been declared by the FDA as safe delivery vehicles.

PLGA-PEG-COOH nanoparticles have been used to encapsulate the
hydrophobic hexanoate-bearing Pt(IV) prodrug cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH3)2-
Cl2(OOCCH2CH2CH2CH2CH3)2]. The free carboxylic acid group on the poly-
mer has been conjugated to a targeting RNA aptamer that specifically recognizes
prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) [112]. PSMA is highly expressed in
prostate cancer cells, so this construct can be used to treat prostate cancer mainly
in the metastatic and hormone-refractory forms. The Pt(IV) prodrug-loaded con-
struct gave rise to substantial reduction in tumor size in mice injected with
LNCaP cells to form a subcutaneous xenograft. Prolonged blood circulation
time, PSMA targeting ability, and the enhanced permeability and retention effect
all appear to contribute to the observed high activity of this construct. Increasing
the length of the polymethylene chain of the axial alkyl carboxylate ligand in
cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH3)2Cl2(OOC(CH2)nCH3)2] increases the loading of the Pt(IV)
prodrug and leads to aggregation of these particles [113]. Different functionaliza-
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Figure 19. Polymers and Pt(IV) prodrugs which have been used for nanoencapsulation
[118].

tion of the Pt(IV) complex can be achieved using azide-alkyne click reactions.
Copper-free click chemistry has the advantage of not requiring ascorbate which
might reduce Pt(IV) prodrugs readily. The Pt(IV) prodrug was tethered with an
axial azide and reacted with azadibenzocyclooctyne (ADIBO) [114, 115]. The
increased lipophilicity of the clicked conjugate allowed encapsulation in nano-
particles with a very high loading of the Pt(IV) prodrug (Figure 19). The polymer
backbone was modified with positively-charged lipophilic triphenylphosphonium
groups that can target mitochondria. This construct was 17 times more potent
towards neuroblastoma cells than cisplatin.

Instead of synthetic polymers, natural polymers such as silk fibroin can be used
as carriers for Pt(IV) prodrugs [116]. The axial ligands in Pt(IV) complexes not
only control the hydrophobicity of the complexes, but also possess biological
activity when released. The Pt(IV) complex with, for example, axial valproate
(VAAP, an antiepileptic drug) ligands has increased hydrophobicity, facilitates
encapsulation inside polymeric nanoparticles, and at the same time it acts as a
histone deacetylase inhibitor when released. This dual-thread complex potenti-
ates the anticancer activity [117].

5.2.2. Covalent Functionalization with Pt(IV) Prodrugs

Zhang et al. have reported the covalent functionalization of a Pt(IV) prodrug
containing axial levulinate ligands with hydrazine-terminated poly(ethylene gly-
col)-block-poly(L-lactic acid) (PLA-PEG) [118]. The delivery of the platinum
complex from this conjugate can be tuned under acidic conditions due to the
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acid lability of the hydrazone linkage. This conjugate was more active towards
ovarian cancer cells than cisplatin. Commonly Pt(IV) complexes with succinate
axial ligands are coupled with hydroxyl or ammine terminated polymer chains
via amide or ester bond formation. mPEG-PLA-OH was conjugated with succi-
nate ligands of cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH3)2Cl2(OOCCH2CH2COOH)2] which forms
micelles in aqueous solution and undergoes thermo-reversible hydrogel forma-
tion at 37 °C [119]. This conjugate releases cisplatin in a controlled manner and
is more active than cisplatin itself.

In another strategy, two different polymer chains have been covalently func-
tionalized with two different anticancer drugs to make composite nanoparticles.
Jing and coworkers conjugated daunorubicin with the pendant carboxyl group
of biodegradable methoxyl-poly-(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(lactide-co-2-meth-
yl-2-carboxyl-propylene carbonate) (P1). P1 was treated with ethanolamine to
convert the carboxylic acid to a terminal alcohol (P2). Then this was conjugated
with the axial carboxylate of the succinato derivative of oxidized dihydroxido-
oxaliplatin. These two polymers having similar polymer backbones co-assemble
to micelles. This conjugate releases oxaliplatin in reducing environments and
daunorubicin during hydrolysis [120]. It reduces the systemic toxicity and in-
creases the efficacy due to synergetic effects when compared with the combina-
tion of these two drugs without polymer functionalization in vitro and in vivo.
They further conjugated a cisplatin prodrug and paclitaxel to polymeric chains
by using a similar strategy to make composite nanoparticles [121].

A Pt(IV) prodrug of cisplatin with axial dichloroacetate (DCA) and succinate
ligands has been prepared. The succinate arm was used to conjugate with me-
thoxyl-poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(ε-caprolactone)-block-poly(L-lysine)
(MPEG-b-PCL-b-PLL) and the DCA ligand targets mitochondria. This multi-
functional Pt(IV) hybrid is highly active against SKOV-3 human ovarian cancer
cells when compared with its Pt(IV) precursors [122].

Photoactivatable Pt(IV) complexes containing cis azide ligands conjugated
with polymers are stable in the dark, but after irradiation with UVA release
cytotoxic Pt(II) species. A polymer nanoparticle conjugate with cis,trans-
[Pt(DACH)(N3)2(OH)(OOCCH2CH2CO2H)] injected intratumorally in a xeno-
graft model of murine hepatocarcinoma and irradiated with UVA for 1 h result-
ed in reduction in tumor growth [123].

In the aforementioned strategies, Pt(IV) prodrugs are buried inside polymer
nanoparticles. Polymeric nanoparticles with free succinate arms on the surface
conjugated with cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH3)2Cl2(OH)2] show an initial burst and then
a slow sustained release of the platinum drug [124].

5.3. Carbon-Based Materials

Carbon nanotubes have been extensively studied as drug carriers. Lippard and
coworkers attached SWCNTs to the Pt(IV) prodrug cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH3)2-
Cl2(OEt)(OOCCH2CH2COOH)] [125]. The SWCNTs were functionalized with
phospholipid-PEG-NH2 through non-covalent interaction between SWCNTs and
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Figure 20. (a) Non-covalent attachment of SWCNT with the Pt(IV) prodrug, (b) folate
and Pt(IV) prodrug functionalized carbon dots (CD).

phospholipid. A PEG spacer containing a free amine was covalently conjugated
with the carboxylic acid group of the Pt(IV) prodrug. Co-tethered fluorescein-
based fluorophores revealed that this conjugate was highly localized in the nucleus
and cytosol when compared with the Pt(IV) prodrug and cisplatin. The conjugate
exhibited potent toxicity against the testicular carcinoma cell line NTera-2. Incor-
poration of an axial folate derivative in the Pt(IV) prodrug cis,cis,trans-
[Pt(NH3)2Cl2(OOCCH2CH2COOH)(OOCCH2CH2CONH-PEG-FA)] functional-
ized with SWCNT-PL-PEG-NH2 provides specific targeting to cancer cells that over-
express folate receptors (FRC). Fluorescence microscopy imaging using a fluores-
cein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labelled folate derivative (Figure 20) on the surface of
the SWCNTs showed high accumulation of this conjugate on FR(C) KB cells when
compared with FR(–) NTera-2 cells [126].
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In addition to surface functionalization, the internal cavity of nanotubes has
been investigated for drug loading and delivery applications. MWCNTs have larg-
er inner diameters than SWCNTs and are preferred for loading the hydrophobic
cisplatin prodrug cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH3)2Cl2(OOCC6H5)2] by nanoextraction.

This construct releases Pt in the presence of a reducing agent. The activity is
improved when the surface is functionalized with a rhodamine dye that targets
mitochondria. In vivo studies in mice showed that this construct releases lower
levels of platinum to the liver and kidney compared to cisplatin, but accumula-
tion in the lungs increased [127]. A dual threat Pt(IV) complex was prepared
by coupling the amine group of doxorubicin with cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH3)2-
Cl2(OOCC6H5)(OOCCH2CH2COOH)]. The conjugate is highly hydrophobic
and readily encapsulated in MWCNTs. The surface of the nanotubes has been
conjugated with integrin-targeting c(RGDfK) peptide to target cancer cells. Dur-
ing the reduction, this conjugate releases the two chemotherapeutic drugs doxo-
rubicin and cisplatin simultaneously [128].

Carbon nanoparticles are attracting interest due to their striking photophysical
properties and ease of preparation [129,130]. Liu and coworkers [131] have syn-
thesized carboxylic acid functionalized carbon nanoparticles conjugated with
cis,trans,cis-[Pt(N3)2(OH)2(NH3)(3-NH2py)] for targeting; folic acid was also
conjugated to the nanoparticles via an ethylenediamine linker. Microscopy
showed that functionalization does not change the shape of the particles. Irradia-
tion of this construct resulted in formation of Pt(II) species, not only via excita-
tion of the platinum center, but also via excitation of carbon nanoparticles
through photo-induced electron transfer [131].

5.4. Supramolecular Motifs

Nanoscale coordination polymers (NCPs) have been prepared from Pt(IV) pro-
drugs containing two succinate pendant arms. The reaction of Tb(III) with
cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH3)2Cl2(OOCCH2CH2COOH)2] results in a cross-linked coor-
dination polymer which can be coated with silyl-derivatized c(RGDfK) to target
cancer cells that overexpress integrin. Microscopy shows that this construct self-
assembles into nanoparticles with cytotoxicity selective towards HT-29 colon
cancer cells which overexpress αvβ3 integrin compared to MCF-7 breast cancer
cells which do not [132]. Platinum(IV) prodrugs with pendant phosphonate li-
gands treated with Zn(II) ions also give rise to coordination polymers. PEGyla-
tion (phospholipids, cholesterol, and PEGylated phospholipids) avoids prema-
ture drug release before the NCPs reach the target by the EPR effect.
Fluorescently-labelled analogues of this construct allow the internalization pro-
cess to be studied by fluorescence microscopy. In vitro studies carried out with
different inhibitors showed that cell internalization proceeds via endocytosis.
Pharmacokinetic studies show a 40-fold increase in blood circulation time of this
construct compared with parent drugs [133] (Figure 21).

Post-synthetic modification has also been used to design iron-carboxylate metal
organic frameworks (MOF) for imaging and delivery of platinum complexes.
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Figure 21. Axial functionalized Pt(IV) complexes for designing polymeric coordination
frameworks.

2-Aminoterephthalic acid attached to BODIPY and the Pt(IV) prodrug
cis,cis,trans-[Pt(NH3)2Cl2(OEt)(OOCCH2CH2COOH)] yields a MOF on treat-
ment with an iron salt, which after coating with SiO2, yields a core-shell nanostruc-
ture. The potency of this construct is slightly less than cisplatin towards HT-29 cells,
but is increased on functionalization of the silica surface with c(RGDfK) [134].

Supramolecular cages have been investigated for the delivery of platinum anti-
cancer drugs. Reaction of dichloro(ethylenediamine)Pt(II) with 2,4,6-tris(2-pyri-
dyl)-s-triazine results in the formation of a supramolecular cage, in which Pt
occupies the vertices of an octahedron and triazine ligands are present in four
faces of the polyhedron. The remaining four faces can encapsulate cis,cis,trans-
[PtCl2(NH3)2(OCONHC10H15)(OOCCH2CH2COOH)] via the axial adamantyl
unit. The free succinate arm is exposed to solvent, which increases water solubili-
ty and acts as a handle for further functionalization with bioactive molecules or
targeting groups [135].

5.5. Upconversion Nanoparticles

Upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) are an interesting class of nanomaterials
for converting low energy into high-energy photons. They are generally made
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Figure 22. Pt(IV)-functionalized upconversion nanoparticles for applications in NIR-
triggered drug delivery.

up of an inorganic host material such as YF3 doped with Ln3C ions. Several
mechanisms have been proposed to explain the upconversion processes such as
excited state absorbance (ESA), energy transfer upconversion (ETU), photon
avalanche (PA), cooperative sensitization upconversion (CSU), and cross relaxa-
tion (CR) [136]. Upconversion nanoparticles have advantages such as easy sur-
face functionalization, multi-color luminescence, low cytotoxicity, and an ability
to convert deep-penetrating NIR radiation into high energy UV/Vis light for
drug release with spatial and temporal control. UCNPs therefore have potential
applications in light-activated drug delivery systems (PDT and PACT).

Min et al. [137] have reported the NIR-mediated delivery of antitumor
platinum complexes from the surface of silica-coated UCNPs. They functional-
ized the surface of UCNPs@SiO2 with a photoactivatable Pt(IV) prodrug and
an apoptosis-sensing peptide. The synthesis was carried out by reacting
amine-functionalized UCNPs@SiO2 with trans,trans,trans-[Pt(N3)2(OH)-
(OCOCH2CH2COONHS)(Py)2]. Prior to this, the surface of the UCNPs was
modified with an oligo(ethyl glycol) (dPEG6) linker containing a maleimide
group which facilitates the reaction with a thiol group present in the sensing
peptide. After irradiating the Pt(IV) prodrug-functionalized UCNPs with a 980
nm infrared laser the cytotoxic platinum(II) complex was released. The anti-
cancer activity of the Pt(IV) probe UCNPs@SiO2 was tested against cisplatin-
sensitive A2780 and resistant A2780cis human ovarian cancer cells using the
MTT assay. The Pt(IV) probe UCNPs@SiO2 is not cytotoxic but becomes cyto-
toxic after irradiation, which increases with increasing light exposure time.
Pt(IV) probe UCNPs@SiO2 nanoparticles are significantly active against cis-
platin-resistant A2780 cell lines. The sensing peptide probe, Cy5-acp-CGDEV-
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DAK-Qsy21 on the surface of Pt-UCNPs@SiO2 showed weak fluorescence be-
cause of FRET, but after irradiation, Pt(IV) species are reduced to cytotoxic
Pt(II) species which induce apoptosis, further activate caspase-3 and disrupt the
FRET process by moving the Qsy21 non-fluorescent diarylrhodamine quencher
chromophore away from Cy5 leading to significant fluorescence emission from
Cy5. This system has potential as a real-time tumor marker to evaluate the
anticancer activity at the cellular level [137].

In an another example, Ruggiero et al. reported the synthesis and photoactiva-
tion of Pt(IV)-conjugated Tm-doped UCNPs [138]. They coupled cis,cis,trans-
[Pt(NH3)2(Cl)2(O2CCH2CH2CO2H)2] to the surface of NaYF4:Yb3C/Tm3C na-
nocrystals. To improve the biocompatibility, it was further functionalized with
PEGylated phospholipid DSPE-PEG(2000). They followed the photoactivation
of Pt(IV) functionalized NaYF4:Yb3C/Tm3C particles by 1H NMR spectroscopy,
and subsequent photo-reduction of Pt(IV) to Pt(II) was monitored by XPS (X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy).

Perfahl et al. have reported the synthesis and photoactivation of diiodido-
Pt(IV) complexes coupled to UCNPs [139]. They used two strategies to attach
diiodido-Pt(IV) complexes to UCNPs (Yb, Er- and Yb,Tm-doped β-NaGdF4).
The first involved covalent conjugation of succinate appended diiodido-Pt(IV)
complexes to amine-functionalized UCNPs. The second involved the exchange
of oleate by the carboxylate of diiodido-Pt(IV) carboxylato complexes. When
980 nm NIR laser radiation of was used to activate the diiodido-Pt(IV) complex-
es, the stability of the complexes was little affected. In contrast, irradiation of
diiodido-Pt(IV) complexes attached to UCNPs with 980 nm laser irradiation
resulted in the loss of the ligand-to-metal charge-transfer band and release of
Pt(II) complexes which then bind strongly to calf-thymus DNA (ct-DNA). The
release of platinum was faster in the case of covalently conjugated UCNPs
compared with carboxylate-attached UCNPs. After irradiation with NIR, the
UCNPs-Pt conjugates and constructs showed significant toxicity towards human
leukemia HL60 cells.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This chapter summarizes recent studies on the synthesis, characterization, redox
properties and biological activity of Pt(IV) prodrugs. The ease of synthesis by
oxidative addition to Pt(II) precursors and incorporation of functional groups,
targeting groups, and bioactive ligands into one or both axial positions, gives rise
to many families of complexes both as small molecules, polymers and larger
nanoparticles, with a wealth of potential applications. In particular the use of
relatively inert Pt(IV) prodrugs which are activated near target sites either by
chemical reduction, by light, or heat, might avoid systemic toxicity and unwanted
side effects commonly seen for Pt(II) drugs. Some Pt(IV) pro-drugs have been
on clinical trials, but, so far, have not been demonstrated to have advantages
over Pt(II) drugs. However, we can expect more Pt(IV) produgs to enter clinical
trials in the future.
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This field is stimulating fundamental studies on the mechanisms of ligand sub-
stitution and reduction of Pt(IV) complexes, both chemical and photophysical.
The challenge of understanding the activation and targeting of Pt(IV) prodrugs
in biological cells in the complicated network of dynamic intracellular pathways
and feedback loops, which often operate far from thermodynamic equilibrium,
is a major one for the future.
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ABBREVIATIONS

AuNP gold nanoparticles
BODIPY 4,4-difluoro-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene
bpy 2,2#-bipyridine
cha cyclohexylamine
CSU cooperative sensitization upconversion
Cy5 cyanine 5
DMF dimethylformamide
DMSO dimethylsulfoxide
EDC 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide
en ethylenediamine = ethane-1,2-diamine
EPR enhanced permeability and retention effect
FA folic acid
FDA US Food and Drug Administration
FITC fluoroscein isothiocyanate
FR folate receptor
FRET Förster resonance energy transfer
FTIR Fourier transform-infrared
GSH glutathione
5#-GMP guanosine 5#-monophosphate
GNR gold nanorod
HSA human serum albumin
IC50 half maximal inhibitory concentration
LMCT ligand-to-metal charge-transfer
MA methylamine
MRI magnetic resonance imaging
MTT 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide
MW molecular weight
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MWCNT multiwall carbon nanotubes
NADH nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide reduced
NCP nanoscale coordination polymer
NIR near infrared
NMR nuclear magnetic resonance
PA photon avalanche
PACT photoactivatable chemotherapy
PDT photodynamic therapy
PEG poly(ethylene glycol)
PL polylysine
PLA poly(L-lactic acid)
PLGA poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)
PSMA prostate-specific membrane antigen
py pyridine
QD quantum dot
rt room temperature
SWCNT single-walled carbon nanotubes
TDDFT time-dependent density functional theory
TEMPO 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine 1-oxyl
UCNP upconversion nanoparticle
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Abstract: Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) such as heparin and heparan sulfate (HS) are large
complex carbohydrate molecules that bind to a wide variety of proteins and exercise important
physiological and pathological processes. This chapter focuses on the concept of metallogly-
comics and reviews the structure and conformation of GAGs and the role of various metal
ions during the interaction of GAGs with their biological partners such as proteins and en-
zymes. The use of metal complexes in heparin analysis is discussed. Cleavage of heparan
sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) by the enzyme heparanase modulates tumor-related events
including angiogenesis, cell invasion, metastasis, and inflammation. HS is identified as a ligand
receptor for polynuclear platinum complexes (PPCs) defining a new mechanism of cellular
accumulation for platinum drugs with implications for tumor selectivity. The covalent and non-
covalent interaction of PPCs with GAGs and the functional consequences of strong binding
with HS are explained in detail. Sulfate cluster anchoring shields the sulfates from recognition
by charged protein residues preventing the exercise of the HS-enzyme/protein function, such
as growth factor recognition and the activity of heparanase on HS. The cellular consequences
are inhibition of invasion and angiogenesis. Metalloglycomics is a potentially rich new area of
endeavor for bioinorganic chemists to study the relevance of intrinsic metal ions in heparin/
HS-protein interactions and for development of new compounds for therapeutic, analytical,
and imaging applications.

Keywords: heparan sulfate · heparin · proteoglycans · metal ions · platinum anticancer drugs

1. INTRODUCTION. METALLOGLYCOMICS, HEPARIN,

AND HEPARAN SULFATE

This chapter introduces the concept of metalloglycomics – the study of the inter-
action of metal ions and coordination compounds with biologically relevant oli-
gosaccharides and, in particular, glycosaminoglycans and proteoglycans. Glycom-
ics itself is a very broad scientific discipline elucidating the diverse array of
structure and function of glycans in biological systems [1–3]. Sugars are consid-
ered the most abundant class of organic molecules on earth and, taking the
varying complexity into consideration, are the third major class of biomolecules
after proteins and nucleic acids. Glycans are unbranched anionic polysaccharides
found as large structural units or protein and lipid conjugates of varying size. The
glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are linear polysaccharides composed of repeating
disaccharide units of alternating uronic acid and hexosamine residues. When
conjugated with proteins, the proteoglycans are found in connective tissue with
critical functions in cellular adhesion and migration. In the extracellular matrix
proteoglycans form large complexes, both to other proteoglycans, to hyaluronan
(an unsulfated GAG), and to fibrous matrix proteins such as collagen, affecting
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the activity and stability of proteins and signaling molecules within the matrix.
Individual functions of proteoglycans can be attributed to either the protein core
or the attached GAG chain.

Heparin is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan with numerous important biological
activities associated with its interaction with diverse proteins, including growth
factors, proteases, lipid-binding proteins, and adhesion proteins [4, 5]. Heparin
is widely used as an anticoagulant drug based on its ability to accelerate the rate
at which antithrombin inhibits serine proteases in the blood coagulation cascade.
The discovery and use of heparin for treatment of thrombosis in humans has
been an iconic and important medical discovery with a lasting impact on health
as well as being a billion-dollar industry [3, 4]. Endogenous human heparin is
found exclusively in a subset of mast cells where it may function as a means of
immunological protection [4, 6]. During their biosynthesis, heparin chains are
attached to a unique core protein, serglycin, found only in mast cells and some
hematopoietic cells. Sequential processing eventually produces small (ca. 15–
20 kDa) polysaccharide chains of GAG heparin. The vast majority of the chemi-
cal and physical properties of heparin are related to GAG structure or sequence
and conformation as well as molecular weight and charge density. Heparin has
the highest negative charge density of any known biological macromolecule be-
cause of its high content of negatively charged sulfate and carboxylate groups –
the average heparin disaccharide contains 2.7 sulfate groups.

Heparan sulfate (HS) (or heparan sulfate glycosaminoglycans (HSGAGs)) is
ubiquitously expressed on the surfaces of animal cells and as a component of
extracellular matrices and basement membranes [4, 7]. HS is structurally related
to heparin but has a more varied structure with overall less sulfate substitution
but with sequences of low or high sulfation. Heparin, which is widely available
due to its anti-coagulant use, is often used as a model compound for HS. Present
at the cell–tissue–organ interface, HSGAGs exert crucial regulatory roles in nor-
mal physiological processes such as embryogenesis, as well as in pathophysiologi-
cal conditions, including the processes of tumor onset and progression [7]. HS
is found in vivo attached to various core protein conjugates, heparan sulfate
proteoglycans (HSPGs). The principal cell surface HSPGs are the syndecans
(integral membrane proteins) and glypicans (GPI-anchored proteins). Basement
membrane proteoglycans include perlecans, agrin, and collagen Type XVIII [7].
HS, as with heparin, interacts with many important proteins regulating a range
of biological activities including cell proliferation, inflammation, angiogenesis,
viral infectivity, and development [4, 7]. Other structurally discrete oligosaccha-
rides include chondroitin, dermatan and keratan sulfates which each have their
own distinct biological activities [8–10]. The intriguing heterogeneity of these
biomolecules may be realistically related to the exercise of specific biological
functions and requires a full understanding of their interactions at the molecular
level to elucidate their importance.
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2. STRUCTURE AND CONFORMATION OF HEPARIN AND

HEPARAN SULFATE

Both HS and heparin are alternating copolymers of glucosamine with both idu-
ronic and glucoronate-containing sequences which may be variably substituted
at the O-sulfate, N-sulfate, and N-acetyl positions. The primary receptors for
many heparin/HS-protein interactions are the sulfate groups and protein recog-
nition is affected by substitution pattern, molecular shape, and internal mobility
[11, 12]. A combination of solution-state NMR, fiber diffraction and crystallo-
graphic data, as well as molecular modelling, has defined the standard single-
stranded helical nature of heparin (Figure 1).

Figure 1. NMR-derived solution structure of the heparin dodecamer (PDB 1HPN)
where all IdoA(2S) residues are either in 2S0 conformation (a) or in 1C4 conformation (b)
[11, 12]. Sulfate groups in both the conformers are indicated by asterisks.
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Figure 2. (a) Major repeating disaccharide unit of (i) heparan sulfate; (ii) heparin; and
(iii) variable repeating disaccharide unit of heparin and heparan sulfate. Φ and ψ denote
glycosidic torsion angles. (b) Equilibrium between the two major conformations found in
IdoA(2S) residues of heparin and heparan sulfate.

In detail, HS sequences consist of repeating 1 / 4 linked disaccharide units
of uronic acid and D-glucosamine, where uronic acid is either D-glucouronate
(GlcA) or its C5 epimer, L-iduronate (IdoA), and D-glucosamine is either N-
sulfoglucosamine (GlcNS) or N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc). The HS sequences
are modified by O-sulfation at the 2-O position of uronic acid and the 6-O and
3-O positions of D-glucosamine residues (Figure 2a).

The extreme structural diversity of HS is a result of variable distribution of the
above residues and presence/absence of sulfate groups along the polysaccharide
chains. HS sequences are structurally related to heparin polysaccharides and the
main structural differences between heparin and HS are: (i) the major uronic
acid residues in heparin are mainly IdoA units, whereas in HS they are mainly
GlcA residues with a substantial amount of IdoA residues; (ii) The D-glucosam-
ine residues in heparin are mainly N-sulfated (GlcNS) whereas in HS they are
N-acetylated (GlcNAc); (iii) 70–80 % repeating disaccharide units of heparin are
IdoA(2S)-GlcNS(6S), whereas in HS 40–60 % of disaccharide units are GlcA-
GlcNS/NAc. These structural differences make heparin more sulfated and more
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negatively charged than HS [4, 13]. The HS backbone typically contains 50–
400 monosaccharide units and has a much higher average molecular weight
(ca. 50 kDa) than that of heparin (ca. 20 kDa) [4, 11, 14].

Much information on heparin and HS structure has been obtained from studies
on small site-specifically modified polysaccharides. Analysis of the conforma-
tions of monosaccharide units of free heparin/HS indicates that glucosamine resi-
dues irrespective of substitution at the N and O positions prefer 4C1 chair confor-
mation [15, 16]. Much attention has been focused on the conformationally
flexible iduronic acid residue (IdoA(2S)) of HS/heparin which can potentially
adopt both the 1C4 chair and 2S0 skew boat conformations (Figure 2b) [17–19].
This type of conformational flexibility is not common in oligosaccharide struc-
tures, where flexibility is generally associated with the rotational freedom around
the glycosidic linkages. Extensive NMR and molecular mechanic studies on hep-
arin show that the equilibrium between the 1C4 and 2S0 forms and the contribu-
tion of the conformers to the equilibrium is dependent on the sulfation substitu-
tion and structures of the adjacent monosaccharide units [16]. For example, the
ratio of 1C4 and 2S0 conformers of IdoA(2S) in heparin is 60 : 40 whereas in the
antithrombin-binding sequence, Fondaparinux (FPX, see Figure 3), which contains
a trisulfated glucosamine adjacent to IdoA(2S), the ratio of 1C4 and 2S0 conform-
ers is 40 : 60 [17]. Importantly, when HS fragments bind to their biological recep-
tors, IdoA(2S) adopts the most favorable conformation depending on the receptor.

NMR and density functional theory (DFT) on a trisaccharide from heparin re-
peating sequence has been studied where the central iduronic acid residue is again
in either the 1C4 or 2S0 conformation [20]. These studies report detailed analysis
of coupling constants and the optimized structures obtained showed differences
in geometry at the glycosidic linkages, and in the formation of intramolecular
hydrogen bonds for the conformers. Combined with circular dichroism, NMR
spectroscopy, and molecular modeling, as well as DFT, are increasingly useful in
interpreting the mechanism of action of GAGs and in drug design [21–23].

2.1. Heparin and Heparan Sulfate Binding to Proteins

HS sequences bind to a wide range of proteins, growth factors, and enzymes and
influence their cellular processes [4, 6, 14, 24]. A full description of these interac-
tions is simply beyond the scope of this review but two well-studied examples of
specific interest are interactions with the plasma protein antithrombin-III (AT)
and growth factors such as fibroblast growth factor (FGF) and its receptor
(FGFR). Conformational and chemical factors such as torsion angles around
glycosidic linkages and the conformation of the critical IdoA(2S) residues, the
presence and distribution of sulfate groups and associated cation effects, are all
parameters intimately involved in protein recognition.

The anticoagulant effect of heparin is manifested through its interaction with
the plasma protein antithrombin-III. The structural requirements for heparin
binding to AT, as shown in Figure 3, have been elucidated based on the crystal
structures of FPX with AT [25]. The crystal structure of FPX bound to thrombo-
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Figure 3. Structure of Fondaparinux (FPX), a highly-sulfated heparin mimetic used as an
antithrombotic agent. The pentasaccharide incorporates the essential structural features
required for heparin binding to the plasma protein antithrombin-III. Cleavage patterns of
FPX by human (heparanase) and bacterial (heparinase I or II) enzymes are illustrated (see
Section 2.2).
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spondin-1 (TSPN-1) also delineated similar binding features [26]. Fondaparinux
(Arixtra) (Figure 3) is the highly sulfated synthetic glycosaminoglycan-based
fragment GlcNS(6S)-GlcA-GlcNS(3S)(6S)-IdoA(2S)-GlcNS(6S) that has been
used clinically as an antithrombotic agent since the 1940s [27].

Structure-activity relationships for a series of related pentasaccharides varying
the number and positions of the carboxylate and sulfate residues have also con-
firmed these essential features and the importance of a pentasaccharide se-
quence for binding [28]. Removal of the 3-O-sulfate in the central ring (C) of
FPX decreases binding affinity to AT by approximately four orders of magni-
tude.

The solution structure of FPX, combined with DFT calculations, has been re-
solved [29]. NMR studies on FPX bound to AT showed that the protein drives
the conformation of IdoA(2S) to a skew boat (2S0) form and also induces a
conformational change in the geometry around the glycosidic linkages [30]. The
examination of NOEs in the NMR structure confirmed that FPX-AT interaction
is also mediated through strong arginine-sulfate interactions [31–33]. Studies in-
volving heparin oligosaccharides differing in length and sulfation pattern have
also revealed similar behavior of IdoA residues. NMR and simulation studies on
a heparin octasaccharide in the presence and absence of AT showed that non-
sulfated IdoA residues of heparin exist in the 2S0 conformation in the absence
of AT and in the 1C4 conformation when bound to AT [34].

The prototypical example of HSGAG–protein interactions is the family of fi-
broblast growth factors (FGFs) [35, 36]. FGFs are intimately involved in devel-
opment processes including cell proliferation, differentiation, and angiogenesis
[35, 36], and bind with high affinity to four distinct but related transmembrane
tyrosine kinase receptors (FGFR1 – FGFR4). Cell membrane HS protects FGFs
from denaturation and proteolytic degradation and the presence of HS stabilizes
binding of FGF to its cognate tyrosine kinase signaling receptors (FGFRs). A
wealth of evidence supports a critical role of aberrant growth factor receptor
signaling in cancer, including overexpression, activating mutations and ampli-
fications of both the growth factors and receptors [35–37]. The basic structure
of the FGF–FGFR complex comprises two receptor molecules, two FGFs and
one heparan sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) chain. Trans-autophosphorylation of
FGFRs at intracellular tyrosine residues results in the activation of the Ras/
mitogen-activated protein kinase and/or phosphoinositide 3-kinases (PI3K)/Akt
signaling networks [38]. In general, increased stimulation of receptor tyrosine
kinases (RTKs) by growth factors is associated with the development and meta-
static spread of cancerous cells [39].

The crystal structure of heparin-derived tetra- and hexasaccharides bound to
the basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF or FGF-2) showed that the heparin
structure could be approximated as a helical polymer [40]. The binding of both
molecules was similar with contacts on the FGF-2 surfaces including asparagine,
arginine, lysine, and glutamine residues. Both substrates overlap in the tetrasac-
charide-binding region, identified therefore as a high-affinity binding site occu-
pied by a sulfate group [40, 41] (Figure 4).

No significant conformational changes occur in the peptide suggesting that
heparin primarily serves to situate components of the FGF signal transduction
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Figure 4. Crystal structure of heparin hexasaccharide bound with basic fibroblast growth
factor (bFGF), PDB code 1BFC [40]. Interactions between the sulfate groups of heparin
hexasaccharide (shown in ball and stick) and the basic residues (shown in sticks) of bFGF
(shown in ribbons) are highlighted. The figure was prepared using Discovery Studio Visu-
alizer 2016.

pathway. In the hexasaccharide, one of the two IdoA(2S) residues of the hexa-
saccharide adopts the 1C4 conformation and the other is in 2S0 conformation
[40]. The requirement for sulfate binding is of great interest and varies amongst
growth factors – FGF-2 requires the 2-O-sulfate but not the 6-O-sulfate for hepa-
rin binding, whereas FGF-1 requires both [41]. There is significant diversity in
the structural features so far elucidated for heparin/HS-growth factor structures
including in some cases the absence of sulfate groups [41]. The different require-
ments and responses of the FGF family to HS are central to understanding the
details of signal transduction pathways and effects of chain length, sulfation pat-
tern and HS conformation are all important and have been documented [42].
The minimal structural requirements for FGF-2 binding to heparin and HS oligo-
saccharides have been studied by NMR spectroscopy [43, 44]. The non-6-O-
sulfated tetrasaccharide GlcNS-IdoA(2S)-GlcNS-IdoA(2S)(OPr) (where Pr =
propyl) is the shortest HSGAG sequence that binds to FGF-2 and, in contrast
to the crystal structure, both IdoA(2S) residues adopt chair 1C4 conformation
upon FGF-2 binding to obtain the best molecular fit [43]. Overall, for our pur-
poses in discussing how metal ions and metal complexes affect these interactions,
the conformational plurality of IdoA(2S) and the accommodation of ensuing
sulfation patterns are critical to providing binding specificity. Finally, the crystal
structure of the fibroblast growth factor receptor ectodomain bound to a heparin
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decasaccharide shows the importance of sulfate groups in stabilizing the ternary
FGF1-FGFR2-heparin complex [45].

2.2. Heparin and Heparan Sulfate as Enzyme Substrates

The biosynthesis of GAG chains mostly takes place in the Golgi apparatus [4]. A
series of sulfotransferases using mainly 3#-phosphoadenosine-5#-phosphosulfate
(PAPS) as sulfate donor are responsible for the sulfation of the oligosaccharide
moieties. The structural variability of the heparin/HS chain is due in part to the
incomplete nature of the biosynthetic modifications. The human sulfatases Sulf
1 and Sulf 2 are two closely related cell surface-associated enzymes which selec-
tively remove the 6-O-sulfate group from glucosamine residues, affecting the
composition and function of the glycosoaminoglycans [46, 47]. These enzymes
are readily detectable in normal tissues, but undetectable in a large number of
breast and other cancer cell lines [46, 47].

Heparin and HSPGs are cleaved at glycosidic bonds by mammalian and bacteri-
al enzymes. There are three major bacterial heparinases which are enzymatically
lyases and act by an eliminative mechanism. Degradation in bacteria is important
as a carbon source and in vitro also leads to biologically active oligosaccharides
with significant clinical and pharmaceutical implications. The mammalian hepara-
nase is an endo-β-glucoronidase which cleaves heparan sulfate [48]. The hydrolase
activity is thus formally distinct from the lyases. The cleavage patterns are illustrat-
ed in Figure 3, using Fondaparinux as an example. In the mammalian case, degra-
dation releases angiogenic and growth factors leading to tumor cell migration,
growth, and angiogenesis. Heparanase overexpression is associated with tumor
progression in many human cancers and there is significant correlation between
metastatic potential and heparanase activity [46, 47, 49, 50].

3. INTERACTION OF METAL IONS WITH

GLYCOSAMINOGLYCANS

The highly anionic nature of heparin and HS means they are associated in vivo
with physiologically relevant cations, in much the same way as nucleic acids.
Biological functions involve binding and release of cations, whether as small ions
or basic peptides and proteins, affecting the biomolecule conformation. Using
atomic absorption and spectrophotometry, an overall trend for heparin-metal
affinity and number of binding sites was deduced as Mn2C > Cu2C > Ca2C >
Zn2C > Co2C > NaC > Mg2C > Fe3C > Ni2C > Al3C > Sr2C with the trend in
number of binding sites being opposite compared to Ka [51]. The conformation
of uronic acid IdoA(2S) residues is sensitive to the identity of adjacent residues
and their substitution patterns in heparin and heparin fragments [52]. The glyco-
sidic linkage geometry is also influenced by altered substitution pattern. Synchro-
tron radiation circular dichroism (SRCD) spectroscopy, which is sensitive to
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uronic acid conformation, has been applied to examine the effect of metal ions
on conformation of modified disaccharides containing one IdoA(2S) unit and a
linked modified monosaccharide. Almost all disaccharide/cation combinations
resulted in unique spectra suggesting that, in considering conformation and flex-
ibility of the disaccharide, the contribution of the metal ion must be consid-
ered � the sequence alone does not define conformation or flexibility for this
class of molecule [52]. Coupled with NMR studies, the conformations of the NaC

and Cu2C forms differed. The KC and Cu2C forms of the modified heparin
derivative, which contains 2-de-O-sulfated iduronate linked with glucosamine
(IdoA(2OH)-GlcNS(6S)) as the predominant structure, supported FGF2-FGFR
tyrosine kinase signaling, a result not attributable to the free cations themselves.
Possible explanations are that the bound ion is involved in formation of the
signaling complex when intimately involved with the heparin fragment, or that
an active conformation is formed in this manner. In contrast, altering the cation
from NaC to Cu2C with an N-acetyl-enriched heparin resulted in inhibition of
the FGF1-FGFR signaling pathway in a cell-based BaF3 assay [53].

Cu2C ions show a strong selectivity for specific sequences in heparin binding
with initial coordination including the carboxylic acid group, the ring oxygen of
the iduronate-2-O-sulfate, the glycosidic oxygen between this residue and its
neighboring glucosamine and the 6-O-sulfate group. Titration of Cu(II) ions into
a solution of heparin indicated that the initial binding phase was complete by
15–20 Cu(II) ions per chain; thereafter the ions bound in a non-specific mode
[54, 55]. Electron paramagnetic resonance studies suggested a tetragonal ar-
rangement of the binding site in heparin and an octahedral coordination sphere
in the N-acetylated heparin [54]. The strong binding of Cu2C has been used to
detect GAGs by capillary electrophoresis in an analytical application [56].

Angiogenesis is promoted by Cu2C although its full role still needs to be eluci-
dated [57, 58]. Relevant to this understanding is that growth factors are copper-
dependent, with a slightly higher affinity for FGF-1 compared to FGF-2 [54, 59].
The vascular endothelial growth factor VEGF-A has its activity modulated by
Cu2C and spectroscopic studies of VEGF fragments (VEGF73–101 and
VEGF84–101) indicated binding of the metal to three histidine residues with
high affinity. These sequences represent specific recognition sites within the
VEGF receptor and the conformational changes on the longer fragment inter-
fered with the VEGFR recognition [60]. Certainly, the interplay between heparin
binding, growth factors, and angiogenesis could be exploited to develop copper-
based therapies specifically affecting signaling pathways [61].

The subtle changes in conformation resulting from MnC binding and its effects
on protein recognition is also seen with Zn2C, where a Zn2C-HS complex desta-
bilizes lysozyme with alteration of conformation [62]. Hen lysozyme is a model
amyloid-forming protein and it has been suggested that M-HS complexes such
as Zn2C, which is abundant in brain, may provide alternative folding routes for
proteins.

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) has also been utilized in defining the role of
metal-heparin binding and its effects on growth factor and growth factor receptor
recognition [63]. When studying heparin–protein interactions by SPR, heparin is
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preferentially immobilized onto the sensor chip rather than the protein because
this more closely mimics natural biological systems where HS is found at the cell
surface as a proteoglycan and binds to target proteins [64, 65]. Metal ions showed
a greater effect on HS-FGF1 interaction than on heparin-FGF1 and most of the
effects were considered concentration-dependent. FGF1 binding to HS/heparin
was reduced at 10 μM of Ca2C and Mg2C and also Fe3C [63]. FGF1 binding was
unaffected by Zn2C at 10 μM, but was dramatically reduced at higher concentra-
tions. At physiological lower/upper limit concentrations the effects of most indi-
vidual metal ions with the exception of Cu2C and to some extent Fe3C were
minimal [63].

NMR Spectroscopy. The diversity in molecular arrangements and dynamics
displayed by glycans renders traditional NMR strategies, employed for proteins
and nucleic acids, insufficient [23]. Because of the unique properties of glycans,
structural studies often require the adoption of a different repertoire of tailor-
made experiments and protocols. Experiments using isotopic labeling may over-
come spectral overlap and raise sensitivity. Multinuclear NMR studies have also
been useful in studying metal ion-heparin interactions. 1H and 23Na NMR spec-
troscopy indicated that NaC, Ca2C, and Mg2C interacted at low pH with the
carboxylic acid form of heparin by long-range electrostatic interactions [66]. At
higher pH and consequent deprotonation of the carboxylic acid there is a site-
specific contribution to the binding of Ca2C, Zn2C, and La3C. The release of
heparin-associated NaC in the presence of competing cations can be studied by
23Na NMR spectroscopy and the results also suggested site-specific binding for
Ca2C and Zn2C, but not Mg2C.

Measurements of NMR relaxation rates of 23Na, 39K, 25Mg, and 43Ca ions with
bovine nasal cartilage proteoglycans and hog mucosal heparin suggested that
relaxation rates were determined predominantly by polymer concentration and
charge density – heparin bound the monovalent and divalent cations to a much
greater extent than the proteoglycans [67].

Mass Spectrometry. Defined sequence heparin oligomers provide a level of
simplification suitable for electrophoresis in conjunction with electrospray ioni-
zation mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) and tandem mass spectrometry and is in-
creasingly being deployed in sequencing studies [68]. The formation of glycosidic
bond cleavages from GAG ions is balanced against that of competing processes,
both for low and high charge states. For low charge states, losses of SO3 result
in the most abundant product ions in the tandem mass spectra [68]. For higher
charge states, losses of equivalents of H2SO4 from the precursor ion and from
product ions derived from scission of glycosidic bonds represent unproductive
fragmentation channels with respect to the useful information available from the
tandem mass spectra. Ion mobility mass spectrometry has shown that various
metal ions such as NaC and Ca2C induce a conformational contraction in a
heparin octasaccharide structure [69]. The number of metal ion adducts, the ionic
radii, and the ionic valence of metal ions all contribute to the contraction and
conformational change. There was little difference in the measurements of con-
formational change measured in the gas phase with those from solution measure-
ments [52, 66]. The binding of successive metal ions to the octasaccharide results
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in a decreased collisional cross-section (CCS) of the metal ion coordinated octa-
saccharide. There are no general differences observed in the calculated CCSs of
sodium ion-adducted versus potassium ion-adducted octasaccharide when more
than one metal ion is present. An increased number of metal ion adducts may
bind more free sulfate groups or carboxylates that would otherwise experience
charge–charge repulsion, thus generating a more compact conformational
change compared to fewer metal ion adducts. The effects of transition metal ions
(Mn2C, Fe2C, Co2C, and Ni2C) on CCSs of heparin octasaccharide showed simi-
lar trends with decreased CCSs upon successive additions of metal ions. How-
ever, the greatest difference observed for transition metal ions occurred at the
singly metal ion bound form, i.e., the cobalt adduct differed from one nickel
adduct by 13 Å2 [69].

The case of Ca2C as a physiologically relevant cation is also an interesting one.
The binding preferences in solution for Ca2C have been delineated and show
similarities to those found crystallographically in heparin-Ca-protein complexes
such as annexin proteins [70–72]. The carboxylate groups of the idouronate resi-
due and the N-sulfate and 6-O-sulfate of GlcNS are essential for Ca2C binding.
Conformation and sulfate selectivity are affected – the sulfate at position 2 of
IdoA(2S) in a synthetic hexasaccharide is not essential for binding but specific
binding is similar to heparin, whereas Ca2C binds more weakly when the sub-
strates lack the 6-O-sulfate of glucosamine [70, 71]. The iduronate residues adopt
the 1C4 conformation upon coordination.

The negative charge arising from GAG sulfation will be modified by counter-
ion condensation, strictly analogous to other natural polyelectrolytes such as
DNA. Counter-ion condensation and release may also play a role in GAG-pro-
tein binding [73–75]. Electrophoretic mobility measurements have confirmed
counter-ion condensation but electropherograms of native heparin are naturally
quite complex due to the heterogeneity of heparin and the corresponding lack
of uniformity of sulfation patterns. The truncated electropherogram for native
heparin is best explained by a limiting effective charged density arising from
counter-ion condensation. A theoretical treatment for polyelectrolyte end effects
shows the reduced counter-ion condensation, i.e., larger effective charges for
short chains. In addition to the end segments, junctions separating regions of
different charge densities could lead to diminishing counter-ion condensation,
and this effect could be more pronounced for heparin due to its higher degree
of heterogeneity [74].

In sum, M-heparin binding plays diverse roles in affecting conformational
change, sulfate binding, and condensation. These structural changes are intimate-
ly related to the exercise of biological function of heparin and HS and these
consequences are worthy of further detailed study.

4. INTERACTION OF COORDINATION COMPOUNDS

WITH GLYCOSAMINOGLYCANS

The role of endogenous metal ions in heparin and HS structure and modulation
of their function, allied to analogies with nucleic acids, suggests that the oligosac-
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Figure 5. Structures of cisplatin and glycan-interacting polynuclear platinum complexes
(PPCs). Where X = Cl, covalent bond-forming interactions are possible. AH44 and Triplat-
inNC bind in “non-covalent” manner. The total charge on the molecule is dictated by X.

charides are obvious templates for study with coordination compounds. As sug-
gested first by us with respect to polynuclear platinum complexes (PPCs, Figure
5) [75], the study of defined coordination compounds with oligosaccharides has
rich and multiple applications in this new area of endeavor in the field of bioinor-
ganic chemistry distinct from protein and DNA/RNA interactions. Extending
from aquated metal ions as discussed above, the inherent ability to alter oxida-
tion state, coordination number and geometry, as well as substitution lability of
coordinated ligands allows study of a wide variety of structural types to examine
effects of structure and function on the “heparin/HS interactome” [37]. The gly-
can-coordinating moieties available are the oxygen donor atoms of the hard
carboxylate and sulfate bases. Binding preferences therefore will not be the same
for the donor atoms most commonly considered in DNA and proteins – the N-
heterocycle purine and pyrimidine atoms and the N-histidine donors and thio-
ether and thiol/thiolate S-donors of proteins. The interplay and application of
hard and soft acid–base concepts can be expected to produce new patterns of
metal ion binding with respect to selectivity and kinetic and thermodynamic
stability. Further, electrostatic and hydrogen-bonding interactions should provide
opportunities for “non-covalent” interactions as has also been formalized on
DNA and proteins.

4.1. Platinum Anticancer Agents. Covalent Bond Formation

The binding of cis-[PtCl2(NH3)2], cisplatin, to heparin has been reported with a
decrease in pH accompanying binding; however, the source and integrity of the
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coordination compound is not clear [76]. A formulation for polyethylene glycol
(PEG)-coated liposomes containing a cationic lipid, 3,5-dipentadecyloxybenzam-
idine hydrochloride (TRX-20), preferentially bind certain chrondroitin sulfate
(CS) chains which are expressed on the surface of highly metastatic tumor cells
[77]. When TRX-20 liposomes were loaded with cisplatin, they effectively killed
the CS-expressing cells in vitro, and also markedly suppressed the liver metasta-
sis of a high CS-expressing tumor, LM8G5, in vivo, increasing the survival time
of the tumor-bearing mice [77]. Sustained release of active platinum species has
also been observed from nanocomplexes of aquated cisplatin and pluronic-conju-
gated heparin [78]. The nanoconjugate showed good loading capacity and slower
profile release whilst maintaining good cytotoxicity in NCI-H460 lung cancer
cells [78]. Some glycoproteins can participate in DNA-protein cross-links in-
duced by the action of cisplatin [79]. The nephrotoxicity of cisplatin is diminished
upon conjugation with chondroitin sulfates [80, 81]. NMR and UV-visible spec-
troscopic studies indicated the necessity for aquation of the cisplatin prior to
binding and 195Pt NMR spectroscopy showed the presence of intact cisplatin
even after 19 h – the chemical shifts of new products were consistent with O-
donors suggesting binding through the carboxylate or sulfate moieties [82].

These latter results raise the question of the nature and strength of covalent
binding given that the proposed carboxylate and sulfate oxygen binding sites are
considered weak ligands for platinum. The seminal early 15N and 195Pt NMR
studies of Appleton and coworkers characterized the binding of plati-
num(II)aqua complexes with simple anions such as phosphate, acetate, and sul-
fate [83]. More recently, {1H,15N} HSQC NMR studies have been used to investi-
gate the aquation reactions of platinum drugs in the presence of simple anions
[84]. For cisplatin, only the reaction with phosphate has been studied in detail
and the reactions that ensue with the various aquated forms of cisplatin are
complex [85]. In a reaction of 15N-cisplatin with a 4.5-fold excess of phosphate
(pH 5.9) more than seven aquated and phosphate-bound species were observed
at equilibrium [85].

For the dinuclear platinum complex [{trans-PtCl(NH3)2}2μ-H2N(CH2)6NH2]2C

(1,1/t,t, Figure 5) aquation reactions have been carried out in the presence of
15 mM acetate, phosphate, and sulfate under identical conditions (298 K, pH
5.4), allowing for a direct comparison of the binding of these weak ligands [86,
87]. Figure 6 shows a representative {1H,15N} HSQC NMR spectrum from the
reaction with sulfate and the derived rate and equilibrium constants for the dif-
ferent reactions are summarized in Table 1.

While there is some variation in the aquation rates of the Pt-Cl bond in the
presence of the various anions, the rate constant for sulfate displacement of the
aqua ligand (kL) is approximately three times higher than that of acetate and
phosphate, while for the reverse ligation reaction (k–L) the rate constant for
sulfate is more than an order of magnitude higher. The differences in kL may
reflect the higher negative charge of the sulfate. These results also suggest that
a sulfate-bound platinum species is kinetically labile due to the high rate constant
for the reverse reaction. The results are relevant for two reasons – firstly, inor-
ganic sulfate (SO4

2–) is the fourth most abundant anion in human plasma with
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Figure 6. {1H,15N} HSQC NMR spectrum of 15N-1,1/t,t in 15 mM sulfate (pH 5.4, 298K)
at equilibrium (40 h). The plot shows the time dependence of the species observed and
the rate constants derived from the kinetic model are shown in Table 1. Adapted with
permission from [87]; copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.

Table 1. Rate and equilibrium constants for the aquation of 1,1/t,t (Figure 5) in 15mM
phosphate, acetate, and sulfate.a The kinetic model is shown in Figure 6.

1,1/t,t Phosphate Acetate Sulfate

kH (10–5 s–1) 2.49 G 0.04 1.83 G 0.03 3.85 G 0.05
k–H (M–1 s–1) 0.40 G 0.01 0.262 G 0.009 0.229 G 0.04
kL (M–1 s–1) 0.0086 G 0.0002 0.0086 G 0.0001 0.025 G 0.004
k–L (M–1 s–1) 3.9 G 0.1 0.56 G 0.02 70 G 10
pK1 4.21 G 0.02 4.16 G 0.02 3.77 G 0.01
pK2 –2.34 G 0.02 –3.19 G 0.02 –1.6 G 0.1

a Adapted with permission from [87]; copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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concentrations reported to be 0.3 to 0.4 mM and is itself involved in a wide
variety of metabolic and cellular processes [88, 89]. A full description of plati-
num cellular chemistry should include reactions with apparently “weak” anions
such as sulfate and carbonate because of their high concentration [90, 91]. Sec-
ondly, the specific interactions with sulfate are relevant to the role of HS as
receptor for cellular accumulation of polynuclear platinum complexes (see Sec-
tion 5.2).

4.2. Platinum Anticancer Agents. Non-Covalent Interactions

and Sulfate Cluster Binding

It is clear from studies on Pt-DNA interactions that “pre-association” or non-
covalent interactions on the biomolecule is an important feature of the mecha-
nism prior to occurrence of Pt-DNA covalent bond formation and may be visual-
ized by NMR and other spectroscopic methods. In broad terms, the intercalation
of a wide class of Ru(polypyridyl) complexes on DNA and stabilization of Z-
form DNA by [Co(NH3)6]3C are mediated purely by electrostatic and H-bonding
contributions. A further relevant example is that of polynuclear platinum com-
plexes (Figure 5), a discrete set of platinum-based anticancer agents whose de-
sign and development was predicated on the hypothesis that altering modes of
DNA binding and producing structurally distinct Pt-DNA adducts would over-

Figure 7. Structure of TriplatinNC complexed to the Dickerson-Drew dodecamer (NDB
2DYW) showing backbone tracking and groove spanning. Comparison of arginine fork
(left) and phosphate clamp (right). Adapted with permission from [94]; copyright 2006
American Chemical Society.
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come DNA repair-related resistance to the clinical drug. Proof of the success of
this approach is given by the entry of Triplatin (BBR3464) to Phase II clinical
trials, the only non-cisplatin analog to be introduced to humans. The clinical
studies and mechanistic work on DNA has been extensively reviewed [92, 93].
A companion ctehapter discusses the properties of the Pt-DNA adducts formed
by PPCs (see Chapter 2).

Replacement of Pt-Cl by substitution-inert ligands such as NH3 or the “dan-
gling” amine, –H2N(CH2)nNH3

C, gives substitution-inert analogs which are unre-
active toward sulfur nucleophiles, thus enhancing metabolic stability, and also
allows study of “non-covalent’ contributions in the absence of Pt-biomolecule
bond formation. The X-ray crystal structure of the Dickerson-Drew dodecamer
(DDD, [d(CGCGAATTCGCG)]2) with the non-covalent TriplatinNC showed a
new mode of ligand-DNA recognition distinct from the conventional modes of
intercalation and groove binding (PDB entry 2DYW). Hydrogen bonding with
phosphate oxygens results in either backbone tracking or groove spanning
through formation of “phosphate clamps” where the square-planar tetra-
am(m)ine Pt(II) coordination units all form bidentate N-O-N complexes with
phosphate oxygen (OP) atoms (Figure 7) [94].

The generality of the motif was confirmed by a second crystal and molecular
structure with AH44, that is with L = NH3 (6C) instead of –NH2(CH2)6NH3

C

(8C) (see Figure 5) [95]. The phosphate clamp is analogous to that of the guani-
dino group of arginine which shows an analogous, but attenuated clamping abil-
ity in which two OP atoms form a clamp-like structure, the arginine fork (Fig-
ure 7) [94]. 2D and {1H, 15N} HSQC NMR studies also confirmed the presence
of the phosphate clamp in solution [96].

4.2.1. Non-Covalent Heparan Sulfate Interactions. Sulfate Cluster Binding
and Metalloshielding

The discovery of the phosphate clamp as a biologically relevant binding motif
immediately suggested analogies with the isostructural sulfate. Using a model
compound trans-[Pt(NH3)2(NH2CH3)2]2C, the free energy of interaction (Eint)
for isolated sulfate and phosphate interactions were compared [97]. The interac-
tion in water with an isolated sulfate monoester is not significantly favorable and
indeed inherently weaker than that of phosphate. These results can be explained
by the fact that the negative charge is more dispersed on a sulfate monoester
because of delocalization involving three non-ester oxygen atoms compared to
the phosphate diester with only two non-ester oxygen atoms. In both cases, the
interactions were not significantly different from a model methylguanidinium
interaction, used as a model for the arginine fork.

The identity and conformation of the sugar and the number and positions of
sulfation make GAGs highly complex systems, with significantly more variability
than DNA, also with respect to non-bond-forming interactions. To examine the
strength of sulfate binding in heparin and heparan sulfate, the binding of a simple
coordination unit [Pt(NH3)4]2C to a [GlcNS(6S)-IdoA(2S)-GlcNS(6S)] trisac-
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Figure 8. Sulfate cluster anchoring as a model for PPC-HS interactions. (a) Structure of
the heparin dodecamer comprising dimers of IdoA(2S) and GlcNS(6S) where the iduronic
acid residues are in the 2S0 conformation (1HPN). The green circles represent areas of
negatively charged sulfate and carboxylate clustering. (b) The optimized structure of the
trimer cluster [GlcNS(6S)-IdoA(2S)-GlcNS(6S)] modeled with the simple Pt-tetrammine
[Pt(NH3)4]2C. (c) Optimized structure of TriplatinNC with a heparin hexamer [IdoA(2S)-
GlcNS(6S)]3. Sections 1, 3, and 4 show regions of sulfate clamp interactions while Section
2 shows van der Waals contacts between sugar and diamine backbones. (d) Surface maps
(two views) showing the relationship of TriplatinNC (magenta) to the heparin hexamer
(green). Adapted from [97] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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charide heparin fragment was examined (Figure 8) [97]. The fragment, which
has also been used for NMR and DFT applications [20, 21], was derived from the
NMR-derived structure of heparin. The structure of heparin is approximated
by a ribbon with a cluster of sulfates and carboxylates on the edges and hydrox-
yl and sugar ring oxygens positioned on the surfaces between these negatively
charged groups. The optimized structure now shows regions of clustering with
interactions of the [Pt(NH3)4]2C units with multiple sulfate and carboxylate
moieties (Figure 8b). This binding produces a more extended hydrogen-
bonding network along the face of the cluster. Superimposition of the opti-
mized structure of the association complex with the optimized structure of the
free heparin trimer, shows no major conformational changes and the Eint is
–53 kcal mol–1 [97].

Extension of these results to TriplatinNC, using now a derived heparin hexa-
mer to account for the larger charge and longer length of the trinuclear species,
again shows a similar pattern of sulfate clustering but with an even greater Eint

of –250 kcal/mol (Figure 8c and d). These results help explain some of our earlier
observations on PPC-HS interactions (see below, Section 5.2) and also allow us
to predict the consequences of strong PPC-HS binding on the function of the
biomolecule. Sulfate cluster binding is by its nature delocalized but will result in
neutralization of the sulfate charge and further physically protect the sulfate
groups from their receptors. The biological consequences of masking or metallo-
shielding of the essential sulfate residues will, a priori, affect protein recognition
in strict analogy to inhibition of protein-DNA interactions upon formation of
Pt(M)-DNA adducts.

5. CONSEQUENCES OF HIGH-AFFINITY HEPARAN

SULFATE BINDING

5.1. Sulfate Group Protection

The sulfated moieties on octasaccharides are quite labile and the mass spectrum
of free octasaccharide shows a series of peaks corresponding to SO3 (commonly
denominated as sulfate) loss [68, 69]. The mass spectrum under the same condi-
tions of the 1 : 1 adducts formed with representative PPCs show little loss com-
pared to free polymer and protection from sulfate loss is also seen at increasing
energies. The interaction is by its nature non-covalent and the stabilization is
dependent on the charge of the PPC with TriplatinNC especially effective with
a difference of up to 7 of a total of 10 sulfate groups protected versus free
oligosaccharide (Figure 9). No, or very little, cleavage of the glycosidic backbone
was apparent even at high voltages and the results are entirely consistent with
PPC binding introducing a large charge in a localized area and, with the in-
creased stability toward dissociation, verify the complexation with sulfate moie-
ties in preference to elsewhere on the glycosidic backbone [75].
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Fogure 9. TriplatinNC protects against sulfate elimination in an octasaccharide (dp8).
Δn is the difference in sulfate loss between free and adducted dp8. Adapted from [75]
with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

5.2. Heparan Sulfate as Receptor for Cellular Accumulation

of Polynuclear Platinum

PPCs, especially those containing a central charged/H-bonding capacity, are ac-
cumulated to a significantly greater extent than neutral compounds [98, 99]. The
cellular accumulation is higher than for cisplatin and actually increases with
charge, a perhaps paradoxical situation for Pt. Natural and synthetic polycationic
peptides, especially containing the poly(arginine) motif, are efficiently taken up
by cells and also facilitate cellular accumulation of a host of molecules [100].
HSPGs were confirmed as the cellular receptors for polyarginines using TAM-
RA-R9, (a nonaarginine peptide (R9) coupled to the TAMRA fluorescent label
5-(6)-carboxytetramethylrhodamine) in wild-type (wt) and mutant (lacking HS
or HS/chondroitin sulfate) Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells [101, 102]. Fluo-
rescence microscopy and flow cytometry showed that PPCs, but not neutral cis-
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Table 2. Enhancement of TriplatinNC cytotoxicity in transformed mast cells.a

Mast Cell Line (IC50, μM)

Triplatin TriplatinNC Cisplatin

BMMC(primary) 0.004 1.79 0.27
P815(transformed) 0.27 0.41 0.82
PDMC(transformed) 0.04 0.3 0.96

a IC50 (μM) is the concentration required to kill 50 % of cells by apoptosis as measured
by propidium iodide staining. BMMC: bone marrow mast cell. PDMC: peritoneal derived
mast cells. Adapted with permission from [98]: A. L. Harris, J. J. Ryan, N. P. Farrell (2006)
Biological Consequences of Trinuclear Platinum Complexes: Comparison of [{trans-
PtCl(NH3)2}2μ-(trans-Pt(NH3)2(H2N(CH2)6NH2)2)]4C (BBR3464) with Its Noncovalent
Congeners, Mol. Pharmacol. 69:666–672.

platin or oxaliplatin, blocked the cellular entry of TAMRA-R9 in CHO cells
[103]. Accumulation of TriplatinNC in mutant CHO-pgsD-677 (lacking HS), and
CHO-pgsA (lacking HS and chondroitin sulfate) cells decreased relative to wt
CHO. Apoptosis and growth inhibition assays paralleled the effect of mutant
cells on accumulation, as shown for TriplatinNC. We conclude that PPCs inhibit
the polyarginine binding and that HSPG-receptor mediated interactions are an
important mechanism for their internalization.

Tumor Selectivity. This is a completely new mechanism of cellular accumulation
for platinum drugs with important implications for tumor selectivity, since pro-
teoglycans are expressed 2 to 3 times more in many tumor cells lines [104]. Strict
comparisons are hard to find but it is relevant that transformed P815 mast cells
were more selective for PPC uptake than their bone marrow progenitor-derived
mast cells (BMMCs) [98, 99]. Cytotoxicity, especially for TriplatinNC, was also
enhanced in the tumor cells [98] (see Table 2).

Scanning the literature confirmed that P815 mastocytoma cells produced sig-
nificant amounts of chondroitin-4-sulfate rather than the normal heparin, sug-
gesting the possibility of a role for glycans in this “promotion” of the cytotoxicity
[105]. Thus, the cellular accumulation can be analyzed now in a new context, i.e.,
extracellular HS receptors. A recent study showed polyarginine-R8, with a
charge similar to TriplatinNC, accumulates to high levels in wt CHO-K1 tumors
compared to GAG-deficient pgsA-745 tumors in vivo [106].

5.3. Inhibition of Function of Heparan Sulfate

Interactions between HS and enzymes and extracellular proteins mediate the
patho-physiological processes of tumor growth and metastasis. Metalloshielding
could act on many of these processes, and two relevant examples with the chemi-
cal features and their biological consequences are as outlined in Figure 10.
Again, these concepts are in complete analogy to inhibition of protein binding
on metal-modified DNA.
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Figure 10. Potential chemical approaches to inhibition of HS-associated enzyme and
protein recognition and activation through sulfate masking.

5.3.1. Heparanase Cleavage Inhibition

Glycans are acted upon by two related enzymes, the bacterial heparinase and
the mammalian heparanase. The relevance of heparanase cleavage of substrate
HS to tumor growth and metastasis has been outlined in Section 2.2. To examine
the efficacy of metalloshielding in blocking heparinase and heparanase action on
HS-containing proteoglycans we used the sulfated pentasaccharide, Fondaparin-
ux as a model HS-like substrate. FPX is a substrate for both bacterial heparinases
and human heparanase and has been used in assay development for screening
the efficiency and kinetics of potential heparanase inhibitors [48, 107, 108]. FPX
is an ideal substrate for mechanistic studies because it is homogeneous, has low
molecular weight and, with a single point of cleavage either by heparinase or
heparanase, leads to the formation of only two products (see Figure 3). The
course of FPX hydrolysis can conveniently be determined by 1H NMR spectro-
scopy as the anomeric protons are sensitive reporters of the cleavage reaction
by both heparanase and the bacterial heparinases [48, 97, 107, 109]. Figure 11a
shows that 1 : 1 stoichiometric ratios of TriplatinNC:FPX very effectively inhibit
enzymatic cleavage [97]. Modifying a colorimetric assay, pre-incubation of FPX
with PPCs effectively inhibited its cleavage by bacterial heparinase (Figure 11b).
The inhibition was as effective as a polyarginine control whereas cisplatin had
little or no effect [75]. In both cases, Triplatin itself is also effective suggesting
a contribution to the binding by the expected weak interactions of Pt-sulfate
bonds.

5.3.2. Growth Factor Binding Inhibition

HS-binding protects growth factors and cytokines from denaturation and proteo-
lytic degradation, provides a matrix-bound or cell-surface reservoir for cells and
is essential for the activation of cell signaling receptors (see Section 2.1 and Figure
12). Incubation of varying concentrations of Triplatin and TriplatinNC with biotin-
ylated HS directly inhibited FGF-2 binding, whereas cisplatin is completely inef-
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Figure 11. Blockage of heparinase and heparanase activity by PPCs. (a) 1H NMR assay:
Incubation of FPX with human heparanase (HPSE) confirmed the expected cleavage of
FPX (i / iii / iv; see Figure 3 for assignment of anomeric protons). In the presence of
one equivalent of TriplatinNC FPX cleavage by the enzyme was completely inhibited and
significant shifts are immediately seen in the anomeric protons of FPX (i / ii). (b)
Colorimetric assay: Inhibition of heparinase I FPX cleavage (3 h incubation) by polynucle-
ar platinum complexes and the arginine-rich R9 protein (1 : 3 stoichiometry). Adapted
from (a) [97] and (b) [75] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 12. Inhibition of HS-protein interactions. (a) Growth signaling occurs when a
growth factor (GF) binds and activates a cell surface receptor tyrosine kinase (FGFR).
This interaction is facilitated by growth factor binding to heparan sulfate proteoglycans
(HSPGs) forming stable high-affinity ternary complexes with FGFRs. (b) PPCs inhibit
FGF-2 binding to heparan sulfate. (c) PPCs at sub-cytotoxic concentrations but not cis-
platin inhibit FGF-2-induced migration of human umbilical vein epithelial cells (HU-
VECs). Adapted from [97] with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

fective (Figure 12b). The biological consequence of this inhibition may be meas-
ured in many ways and is exemplified by the wound healing assay, which measures
directional migration of cells in a monolayer after a scratch or ‘wound’ is inflicted
[110]. Upon addition of 2 μM cisplatin, Triplatin, or TriplatinNC to monolayers of
scratched confluent human umbilical vein epithelial cells (HUVECs), only the
PPCs inhibited growth factor induced migration (Figure 12c). The drug concentra-
tion used was well below the cytotoxic level for this short exposure time [97].

The systematic extension of this proof-of-concept work was extended to inhibi-
tion of kinase signaling pathways where TriplatinNC can inhibit FGF-2 -induced
accumulation of phospho-S6 ribosomal protein (pS6) in HCT116 colon cancer
cells.

Finally, the end-point of heparanase and growth factor inhibition will be inhibi-
tion of cell invasion, angiogenesis, and metastasis. Proof-of-principle that Triplat-
in and TriplatinNC are effective antiangiogenic compounds has been obtained
using the rat aortic ring assay [97].
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6. USE OF METAL COMPLEXES IN HEPARIN ANALYSIS

The formation of a Cu2C-heparin complex is sufficiently strong to allow detec-
tion of heparin as low as 10 ng by capillary electrophoresis [56]. Ruthenium red
is a polycationic stain used to visualize acid polysaccharides on the outer surface
of cells. Ruthenium red staining followed by electron microscopic analysis was
used to demonstrate the presence of an external glycoprotein layer surrounding
the spore of both Bacillus anthracis and Bacillus subtilis [111]. An early study
used the fluorescent properties of [Ru(bipy)3]2C to detect heparin and HS [112].
Accurate measurements of heparin concentration is important in health-related
applications. The minimum content of heparin detected by fluorescence was 25–
50 ng. Two to six disaccharide units are bound by each [Ru(bipy)3]2C and Scatch-
ard analysis gave Kd = 8.56 ! 10–5 M for one Ru complex binding site. The assay
was further used to detect heparinase activity and determine its substrate speci-
ficity [113]. Modification of the Ru fluorophore to [Ru(phen)2(dppz-idzo)]2C

(dppz-idzo = dipyrido-[3,2-a:2#,3#-c] phenazine-imidazolone) allowed develop-
ment of a “switch-on” assay for heparin, with a significant fluorescence enhance-
ment of the Ru complex upon binding, which can be used in biological media
such as fetal bovine serum [114]. Molecular modelling combined with fluores-
cence and UV absorption studies showed good fluorescence selectivity towards
heparin over analogs, such as chondroitin 4-sulfate or hyaluronic acid, which
have lower charge density [78]. Quantification of heparin is in the range 0.01–
4.87 U mL–1. Notably, due to high DNA affinity, the assay should be used in
DNA-free biological systems.

The fluorescent and photo-activating properties of Ru-polypyridyl complexes
has found novel use in analyzing the abundance and degree of sulfation of HS in
the development of hepatocellular carcinoma and to evaluate HS-growth factor
interactions [115]. Use of [Ru(bipy)2(dppz)]2C in this case is used as a photocata-
lyst to induce radical depolymerization of HS, analogous to observed radical
photo-cleavage of DNA [115, 116]. This allows for more sensitive read-out and
applications in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) HepG2 cells, changes between
the activity of sulfatase 2 (HSulf 2) in regulating FGF2-induced cell proliferation,
and the abundance, degree of sulfation and growth factor binding of HS can be
observed. This method has also been applied to analyze clinical tissue samples
of HCC.

A biferroceylene thiol conjugate assembled on a gold surface has been used
to detect and quantify heparin and chondroitin sulfate in aqueous buffer by
cyclic voltammetry and was also shown to function in a blood plasma sample.
Controlled binding and release of heparin could be achieved by switching the
BFD-SAM (= biferrocenylene thiol conjugate self-assembled monolayer) be-
tween the monocationic and neutral state [117]. An early paper used the binding
of [Co(NH3)6]3C to chondroitin sulfate to calculate the amount of anionic sulfate
[118].
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this contribution, we summarize for the first time the relevance of metal ion
binding to oligosaccharides and especially glycosoaminoglycans. As befits a high-
ly anionic biomolecule, intrinsic [M(aqua)]nC interactions play an important part
in stabilization and conformation of the sugar backbone. Extension to defined
coordination compounds with the inherent ability to alter oxidation state, coordi-
nation number, and geometry, as well as substitution lability of coordinated li-
gands allows for the study of a wide variety of structural types to examine effects
of structure and function on the heparin/HS interactome. As exemplified by the
polynuclear platinum example, these studies lead to new targets and new pat-
terns of biological activity, including the potential for selectivity in tumor uptake.
The comparison with double-stranded DNA is relevant given the helical nature
of both biomolecules.

Glycoscience is generally considered to be less developed than that of nucleic
acids and proteins, in part due to the heterogeneity and variability in glycan
structure. Metalloglycomics is a potentially rich area of endeavor for bioinorgan-
ic chemists to study the relevance of intrinsic metal ions in heparin/heparan
sulfate-protein interactions and for development of new compounds for thera-
peutic, analytical, and imaging applications. Bioinorganic chemistry can play an
important role as the science and understanding of glycomics advances, and in-
vestment of research effort into this hitherto little developed area is likely to be
rewarding in a truly interdisciplinary manner.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

AT antithrombin-III
BMMC bone marrow-derived mast cells
CCS collisional cross sections
CHO Chinese hamster ovary cells
CS chondroitin sulfate
DFT density functional theory
FGF fibroblast growth factors
FGFR fibroblast growth factor receptor
FPX Fondaparinux (Arixtra)
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GAGs glycosaminoglycans
GlcA D-glucuronate
GlcNAc N-acetylated D-glucosamine
GlcNS N-sulfated D-glucosamine
GlcNS(6S) 6-O-sulfated, N-sulfated D-glucosamine
GlcNS(3S)(6S) 3-O-sulfated, 6-O-sulfated, N-sulfated D-glucosamine
GPI glycosylphosphatidylinositol
HS heparan sulfate
HSPG heparan sulfate proteoglycan
HSQC heteronuclear single quantum correlation
IdoA L-iduronate
IdoA(2S) 2-O-sulfated L-iduronate
NMR nuclear magnetic resonance
NOE nuclear Overhauser effect
phen 1,10-phenanthroline
PPCs polynuclear platinum complexes
SPR surface plasmon resonance
UV ultraviolet
VEGF vascular endothelial growth factor
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Abstract: The general interest in anticancer metal-based drugs and some encouraging pharma-
cological results obtained at the beginning of the investigations on innovative Ru-based drugs
triggered a lot of attention on NAMI-A and KP1019, the two Ru(III) coordination compounds
that are the subject of this review. This great attention led to a considerable amount of scientific
results and, more importantly, to their eventual admission into clinical trials. Both complexes
share a relatively low systemic toxicity that allows reaching rather high dosages, comparable to
those of carboplatin. Soon it became evident that NAMI-A and KP1019, in spite of their struc-
tural similarity, manifest very distinct chemical and biological properties. The pharmacological
performances qualified KP1019 mainly as a cytotoxic drug for the treatment of platinum-resist-
ant colorectal cancers, whereas NAMI-A gained the reputation of a potential anticancer drug
with negligible effects on the primary tumor but a pronounced ability to affect metastases. We
believe that a strictly comparative exam of NAMI-A and KP1019, based on the substantial body
of studies accomplished since their discovery almost 30 years ago, might be an useful exercise,
both for assessing the state of the art in terms of biological and clinical profiles, and of the
inherent mechanisms, and for envisaging possible future developments in the light of past
achievements.

Keywords: anticancer · antimetastatic · clinical study · protein binding · ruthenium · uptake

1. INTRODUCTION

As demonstrated by the graph reported in Figure 1, the number of studies on
ruthenium anticancer compounds has been increasing constantly since the early
80’s of last century. At that time the focus was almost exclusively on Pt drugs. The
fact that two structurally similar Ru(III) coordination compounds, known as
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Figure 1. Number of publications per year (according to Scopus®, Jan. 2017) that contain
either in the title, abstract or keywords at least one of the following terms ruthenium &
anticancer, or ruthenium & antitumor, or ruthenium & cytotoxic, or ruthenium & cytotoxicity.

Figure 2. Schematic structures of the Ru(III) anticancer drug candidates subject of this
work. KP1019 is sometimes also called FFC14, or FFC14a, or FFC14A. The sodium salt
of KP1019, besides KP1339, is also called KP-1339, or NKP1339, or – more recently –
IT-139. In the early days, the imidazole complex KP418 was called ICR.
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NAMI-A and KP1019 [NAMI-A = (ImH)[trans-RuCl4(dmso-S)(Im)], Im = imid-
azole; KP1019 = (IndH)[trans-RuCl4(Ind)2], Ind = indazole, Figure 2], reached the
stage of clinical investigation on human beings, thus opening the way to new ex-
pectations, greatly contributed to the growth of interest on this topic.

This chapter aims to summarize and compare the main features of these two
ruthenium drug candidates almost 30 years after their discovery, highlighting the
similarities as well as the – often unexpected – differences, ending up with the
current understanding of their mechanisms of action. Several previous review
articles focused on KP1019 [1–3] or NAMI-A [4–10] or dealing with both [11–
19] (and other Ru compounds) can be found in the literature.

1.1. History

Soon after the discovery by Barnett Rosenberg and coworkers that some simple
Pt(II) coordination compounds are endowed with a potent anticancer activity,
compounds based on different metals started to be investigated in this respect
as well. Pioneering work on Ru complexes was performed by Clarke and co-
workers who investigated simple Ru(III) chloro-ammine compounds, such as
fac-[RuCl3(NH3)3] and cis-[RuCl2(NH3)4]Cl [20], in which the influence of cis-
platin is quite evident. With similar motivations, as early as 1977, Mestroni, Sava
et al. investigated the anticancer properties of cis-RuCl2(dmso)4 (dmso = dimeth-
ylsulfoxide) [21]: similarly to cisplatin, this complex is neutral and has two cis
chlorides (the presumed leaving ligands); in addition, dmso was expected to facil-
itate the diffusion of the complex through the cell membrane.

However, the real break-through in ruthenium anticancer compounds occurred
in 1986 when Keppler et al. reported for the first time the antitumor activity
of the water-soluble anionic Ru(III) complex imidazolium trans-bis-imidazole
tetrachlororuthenate(III), (ImH)[trans-RuCl4(Im)2] (Im = imidazole), later la-
beled KP418 (Figure 2), against P388 leukemia and the B16 melanoma in BDF1

mice [22]. The tumor-inhibiting effect was comparable or better than that of
cyclophosphamide, cisplatin, or 5-fluorouracil used as positive reference com-
pounds. Most importantly, one year later, Keppler and coworkers reported that
KP418 is considerably effective, in a dose-dependent manner, against the growth
of AMMN-induced colorectal adenocarcinoma in SD rats [23]. Comparable re-
sults, with a tumor growth inhibition exceeding 90 %, were later obtained with
the less toxic indazole (Ind) analogue, HInd[trans-RuCl4(Ind)2] (KP1019, Figure
2) [24]. Notably, this tumor model – that mimics very closely the human situa-
tion – is not sensitive to clinically established antineoplastic agents, including
cisplatin, with the exception of the 5-fluorouracil/leucovorin combination thera-
py, which shows moderate activity. For example, whereas KP1019 at the optimum
dose of 13 mg/kg reached a T/C value of 27 % (T/C = ratio of increases in mean
tumor volume of treated and control groups) combined with 0 % mortality, the
standard therapy of 5-fluorouracil and leucovorin resulted in a moderate antitu-
mor activity (T/C = 45 %) accompanied by a very high mortality (33 %) [25].
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The exciting results reported by Keppler and coworkers eventually led to the
development, in the early 90’s, of the compound known as NAMI-A. Mestroni
and Alessio first prepared the Ru(III)-dmso intermediate X[trans-RuCl4(dmso-
S)2] (XC = (dmso)2HC, NaC, NH4

C) that has an obvious structural similarity
with the anticancer active trans-azole Ru(III) complexes (KP-type compounds)
described above [26]. Even though itself unsuited for biological tests owing to
its high lability, Na[trans-RuCl4(dmso-S)2] turned out to be an excellent precur-
sor for compounds of the general formula Na[trans-RuCl4(dmso-S)(L)] (where
L = NH3, azole or pyridine) that showed improved stability in aqueous solution
[27, 28]. Tests performed by Sava and coworkers on solid metastasizing tumors
in mice evidenced that these compounds (as well as the less soluble neutral
derivatives of formula mer-RuCl3(dmso)2(L)) induced a remarkable reduction
of lung metastasis formation, significantly greater than the unimpressive reduc-
tion of primary tumor growth [29, 30]. The antimetastatic effect was more pro-
nounced with low doses given daily than with large doses given with drug-free
intervals. From these early studies the well water-soluble imidazole complex
Na[trans-RuCl4(dmso-S)(Im)] (NAMI, Figure 2) was selected for further investi-
gations. NAMI was later replaced by the corresponding imidazolium salt,
(ImH)[trans-RuCl4(dmso-S)(Im)], called NAMI-A, that has improved prepara-
tion, stability in the solid state and analytical profile, while maintaining a good
solubility in water [31].

Quite remarkably, both the KP-type and the NAMI-A-type compounds did not
go through the usual pre-screening of in vitro cytotoxicity against cancer cell lines,
but were investigated immediately on animal models. This unusual procedure was
instrumental to their further developments: in fact, neither one of these structural-
ly similar Ru(III) complexes is particularly cytotoxic (see also below) [32].

2. COMPARISON OF NAMI-A AND KP1019

2.1. Clinical Investigations

We decided to start this comparative report from the end of the story because
we believe that the results of a clinical investigation are “the real thing”. The
clinical study, besides being the aim and the justification of all the work previous-
ly done on the drug candidate, provides a wealth of precious information, often
unpredictable and unrelated to the preclinical studies, and – most importantly –
determines the fate of the compound. A phase I is a dose-escalation (i.e., dose-
finding) and pharmacokinetic study performed on tumor patients without further
established therapeutic options. Conversely, a phase II study is aimed to establish
the efficacy of the drug candidate against selected tumors.

2.1.1. NAMI-A

NAMI-A was the first ruthenium drug candidate to be tested on humans [33]. In
1999, after extensive preclinical studies, a phase I study was performed at the
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National Cancer Institute of Amsterdam (NKI). Twenty-four adult patients, with
different types of solid tumors, were treated at 12 dose levels (2.4–500 mg/m2/
day). NAMI-A, was given as an intravenous (i. v.) infusion (3 h) for 5 consecutive
days every 3 weeks. Hematological toxicity was negligible. Mild and completely
reversible renal toxicity was observed at the highest doses. Nausea, vomiting, and
diarrhea were significant but treatable. At 400 mg/m2/day painful blisters started
to develop on fingers and toes, and became very persistent at higher doses. Owing
to this unprecedented and dose-limiting form of toxicity, the advised dose for
further testing of NAMI-A according to this schedule was 300 mg/m2/day. At this
dose level the toxicity, mainly in the form of general malaise and mild nausea and
vomiting, was mild to moderate. Overall, the toxicity profile of NAMI-A was quite
different from that of the platinum anticancer drugs. In blood, ruthenium was
found to be largely bound to proteins. As a consequence, the total body retention
of Ru was longer than expected from the preclinical studies [34].

Even though partial or complete responses were not obtained, disease stabili-
zation was observed in heavily pretreated patients with advanced non-small cell
lung cancer (NSCLC) and one of them had stable disease for 21 weeks. This
result, together with the excellent activity shown by NAMI-A against lung metas-
tases in mice models (see above Section 1.1), suggested NSCLC as the target
disease for a phase II study. In addition, since gemcitabine C cisplatin regimens
are widely used for first-line treatment of NSCLC [35], it was decided to use a
similar combination with NAMI-A replacing cisplatin.

Thus, after very promising preclinical tests, in 2008–2011 a phase I/II combina-
tion study of NAMI-A C gemcitabine was carried out at NKI on 32 patients with
advanced NSCLC [36]. In the phase I of the study dose-escalation of NAMI-A
was initially performed in a 28 day cycle (3 h i. v. infusion on days 1, 8, and 15),
later amended into a 21 day cycle (days 1 and 8) due to frequent neutropenic
dose interruptions in the third week when the NAMI-A dose was increased.
Gemcitabine was given at the typical dose of 1 g/m2 on each day subsequent to
the administration of NAMI-A. The maximal tolerable dose (MTD) of NAMI-
A was found to be 300 mg/m2 in the 28 day cycle and 450 mg/m2 in the 21 day
cycle. A further increase to 600 mg/m2 induced dose-limiting toxicity (DLT) in
the form of the already mentioned blisters. In addition to the common terminolo-
gy criteria (CTC) grade 2–4 neutropenia and anemia, at the highest doses, the
main non-hematological adverse events were elevated liver enzymes, transient
creatinine elevation, renal toxicity, constipation, and fatigue.

In the phase II of the study, 15 patients were treated with the previously estab-
lished MTD of NAMI-A (450 mg/m2 in the 21 day cycle) for assessing the antitu-
mor activity according to the response evaluation criteria in solid tumors (RE-
CIST) [37]. Since the efficacy of the treatment (1 case of partial remission and
10 patients with stable disease for at least 6–8 weeks) was lower than expected
for gemcitabine alone, the further expansion of the phase II cohort with addi-
tional patients was not pursued. Overall, the combination of NAMI-A with gem-
citabine was only moderately tolerated by patients and experienced as very ex-
hausting mainly because of the quite severe nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea. The
treatment was declared to be “insufficiently effective for further use” [36].
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2.1.2. KP1019 and KP1339

A small-scale phase I investigation was performed with KP1019 on eight patients
with advanced solid tumors [2, 38]. The complex, that was actually reconstituted
from the sodium salt and Ind·HCl in a 1 : 1.1 ratio for stabilizing the infusion
solution, was given i.v. twice weekly over 3 weeks. It was overall very well toler-
ated in the investigated dose range (total doses from 25 to 600 mg) and only
mild toxicity was observed [39]. Disease stabilization for 8–10 weeks, unrelated
to the dose, was observed for five out of six evaluable patients. Even though the
DLT was not reached, the relatively low solubility of KP1019 did not allow fur-
ther dose escalation (too large volume of infusion solution required). For this
reason, an additional full-scale phase I study was performed with the ca. 35-
fold more soluble sodium derivative Na[trans-RuCl4(Ind)2] (KP1339, Figure 2),
obtained from KP1019 in a two-step cation exchange via the tetramethylammo-
nium salt [40]. In this investigation 34 patients were treated at 9 dose levels (20–
780 mg/m2/day) in a 28 day cycle (i.v. infusion on days 1, 8, and 15) [3]. In
general, only minor side effects were observed. Grade 2–3 nausea, accompanied
by increased creatinine levels, was found to be DLT at the highest dose. No
MTD was reported. Seven patients, with different types of tumors (including 2
cases of NSCLC), experienced stable disease (SD) up to 88 weeks, and partial
response (PR) was observed in one patient with a neuroendocrine tumor.

Very recently, the outcome of a new phase I clinical study performed in the
US with KP1339 (now called IT-139) was published [41]. The study, that em-
ployed the same dose levels and treatment schedule as the previous one (see
above), concerned 46 patients. The MTD was established to be 625 mg/m2. Also
the tolerability and safety profile were similar to those already established. In
particular, no significant neurotoxicity and dose-limiting hematological toxicity
were found, thus making KP1339 suitable for combination therapies. Overall,
the complex showed a modest antitumor activity; however, 3 of the 5 patients
with carcinoid neuroendocrine tumors had disease control (two SDs and one
PR). The authors, also on the basis of independent in vitro studies [42, 43], state
that the mechanism of action of KP1339 involves the targeting of the endoplas-
mic reticulum chaperone protein GRP78, whose levels are highly increased in
several cancers in response to stress (see also below Section 2.9.2). The decrease
of GRP78 levels leads to increased vulnerability and apoptosis of tumor cells.

2.2. Chemical Features and Chemical Behavior in Solution

2.2.1. NAMI-A

NAMI-A is perfectly stable in the solid state, whereas in aqueous solution it
undergoes strongly pH-dependent hydrolytic processes [5, 6, 44, 45]. At 37 °C
and physiological conditions (phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, NaCl 0.9 %), the parent
complex disappears from the solution within ca. 15 min due to rapid chloride
and dmso hydrolysis, leading to the formation of dark-green uncharacterized
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poly-oxo species and eventually to a black precipitate. A similar behavior was
observed for NAMI-A-type complexes [46], and for [dmtpH][trans-RuCl4
(dmso-S)(dmtp)] (dmtp = 5,7-dimethyl[1,2,4]triazolo[1,5-a]pyrimidine). The
first hydrolysis product of this latter complex, the neutral species [mer-
RuCl3(H2O)(dmso-S)(dmtp)], was isolated and characterized [47]. On the con-
trary, NAMI-A is remarkably more stable at mildly acidic pH (3.0–6.0) and in
pure water (pH ca. 5.5), where only slow dmso hydrolysis occurs. For this reason,
NAMI-A was administered to patients dissolved in physiological saline made
slightly acidic by the citric acid contained in the formulation of the drug [33].
Interestingly, NAMI-A-type complexes bearing azole ligands that are less basic
than imidazole, such as pyrazole and thiazole, are more stable than NAMI-A in
slightly acidic aqueous solution [48].

The presence in the coordination sphere of the moderate π-acceptor dmso-S
gives to NAMI-A-type complexes a relatively high reduction potential [28, 49,
50]. For example, NAMI-A (E° C235 mV versus NHE) at pH 7.4 and 25 °C is
quantitatively and instantaneously reduced to the corresponding dianionic
Ru(II) species [trans-RuCl4(dmso-S)(Im)]2– by the addition of stoichiometric
amounts of biologically relevant reducing agents, such as ascorbic acid (AsH,
11–79 μM in blood plasma) and glutathione (GSH, 0.5–10 mM inside the cell)
[49, 51].

2.2.2. KP1019 and KP1339

KP1019 is stable in the solid state and has a rather moderate solubility in water
where, however, it is sufficiently stable for administration by infusion. In fact, in
aqueous solution at 25ºC, slow exchange of one chloride ligand for water (ca. 2 %
per hour) occurs [52], generating the corresponding neutral complex mer,trans-
RuCl3(Ind)2(OH2) that has been isolated and structurally characterized [53].
Similarly to NAMI-A, KP1019 hydrolyzes much faster upon increasing the pH:
at 37ºC the half-life of the complex is 5.4 h in phosphate buffer at pH 6.0, where-
as it is less than 0.5 h at pH 7.4, where release of the indazole ligands also
occurs [52]. The formation of a precipitate within minutes from fresh solutions
of KP1019, dependent on concentration, pH, and temperature, is often reported
[52, 54].

In phosphate buffer, at pH 7, KP1019 has a lower redox potential compared
to NAMI-A (E° = C30 mV versus NHE, measured on the more soluble sodium
salt KP1339) [50]. Keppler and coworkers demonstrated that both ascorbic acid
and glutathione are capable of reducing the trans-[RuCl4(Ind)2]– anion even
though at a slower rate compared to NAMI-A: in phosphate-buffered solution,
complete reduction of KP1019 required from minutes (AsH) to hours (GSH),
even at KP1019:GSH or AsH = 1 : 2 [55]. In parallel, the precipitation of unchar-
acterized species was observed.
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2.3. In Vivo Results: Animal Tests and Biodistribution

2.3.1. NAMI-A

As mentioned already, NAMI-A was firstly tested on mice [29, 30] and was found
to prevent the development and growth of metastases generated by several solid
tumor models, both in the lungs (Lewis lung carcinoma, MCa mammary carcino-
ma, TS/A mammary carcinoma, B16 melanoma, and H460M2, a human NSCLC
xenotransplanted into nude mice) and in the brain (P388 leukemia) [46, 56–60].
The reduction of the number (from 40 to 100 %) and weight (from 70 to 100 %)
of metastases led to a significant prolongation of the survival time of the treated
mice, and even to cures when combined with the surgical removal of the primary
neoplasm [6, 61]. The activity of NAMI-A was peculiarly selective towards me-
tastasis, as no significant inhibition of primary tumor growth was observed. This
difference cannot be ascribed to the pharmacokinetics of the complex. In fact,
when mice bearing MCa mammary carcinoma were given NAMI-A through intra-
peritoneal (i.p.) injection, ruthenium concentration in the lungs (comparable to
that in the liver and kidneys) was ca. 2–3 times higher than in the solid tumor
[49].

A similar ruthenium uptake by primary tumor and host tissues was found in
mice bearing Lewis lung carcinoma and treated i.p. with NAMI-A [62]. However,
when NAMI-A was injected directly into the tumor mass, the reduction of the
primary tumor growth was still modest compared to that of lung metastases even
though ruthenium concentration in the solid tumor was ca. one order of magnitude
higher than in the lungs (where the concentration was similar to that obtained
with i.p. treatment) [61, 63]. It was also found that the decrease of ruthenium level
from the lungs, liver, and kidneys is remarkably slower than from the primary
tumor, suggesting a stronger binding and persistence in those tissues [63].

2.3.2. KP1019 and KP1339

KP1019 was originally found to be highly active, with a tumor volume reduction
up to 95 %, in an autochthonous colorectal carcinoma of the rat that is platinum-
resistant and resembles colon cancer of humans (comparable histological appear-
ance and behavior toward chemotherapeutics) [1, 24, 25, 64]. In addition,
KP1019 was tested in vitro against more than 50 primary tumors explanted from
humans: in this highly predictive model, the complex afforded a positive re-
sponse rate higher than 80 % [65].

The time-dependent tissue distribution of KP1339 (given i.v.) in non-tumor
bearing BALB/c nude mice was recently determined [66]. The highest (and com-
parable) Ru concentrations were found in the liver, lungs, kidneys, and – surpris-
ingly – in the thymus, followed by spleen and colon (ca. 50 % less). Consistent
with the trend of total Ru in blood plasma, the peak levels in the mentioned
tissues were found 1–6 h after administration and decreased slowly with time,
with the exception of the spleen where the highest amount was found 24 h post
injection.
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The antimetastatic ability of KP1019 was also assessed. Treatment of mice
bearing the MCa mammary carcinoma with KP1019 at two dose levels was mod-
erately active in reducing the primary tumor but ineffective in reducing the de-
velopment of lung metastases [67].

2.4. In Vitro Results: Cytotoxicity

2.4.1. NAMI-A

Since the beginning of their development, Sava and coworkers demonstrated
that NAMI- and NAMI-A-type complexes have – in general – a negligible cyto-
toxicity, that is unrelated to their antimetastatic activity [68]. More lipophilic
complexes, such as Na[trans-RuCl4(TMSO)(Iq)] (TMSO = tetramethylene-
sulfoxide; Iq = isoquinoline), showed significant cytotoxicity in vitro but negligi-
ble antimetastatic activity in vivo [68]. The substantial lack of cytotoxicity for
NAMI-A was later confirmed by other studies [57]. For example, it was shown
that NAMI-A is, on average, more than 1000 times less cytotoxic than cisplatin
against several tumor cell lines [69], and when tested in the 60-cell line panel of
NCI for in vitro anticancer drug screening it showed no activity [9]. However, in
an indirect test performed on mice bearing Lewis lung carcinoma, NAMI-A was
found to target primarily tumor cells endowed with metastatic ability within the
primary tumor (see also below Section 2.10.1) [70]. Finally, we and others recent-
ly found that – unexpectedly – NAMI-A is strongly cytotoxic (even at low μM
concentrations) against several leukemia cell lines, both myeloid and lymphoid,
an activity apparently related to the selective inhibition of KCa 3.1 channels (see
below) [71].

2.4.2. KP1019 and KP1339

KP1019 is moderately cytotoxic in vitro. For example, when tested against a
panel of chemo-sensitive cell lines and their chemo-resistant sublines IC50 in the
range 50–180 μM were found [72]. When compared in several cancer cell lines
with its sodium salt KP1339, KP1019 tended to be moderately more cytotoxic
(mean IC50 93.1 μM for KP1019 versus 115.1 μM for KP1319) [73]. Nevertheless,
the significant correlation of the cytotoxicity profiles suggests that they share
similar modes of action. Interestingly, for both compounds no correlation be-
tween total cellular drug uptake and cytotoxicity was found [73]. Both KP1019
and KP1339 were moderately cytotoxic (30–95 μM) – but more than cisplatin
and etoposide – in colorectal carcinoma cells (SW480 and HT29) upon short-
term exposure (24 h) and induced apoptosis predominantly by the intrinsic mito-
chondrial pathway. However, upon long-term exposure (72 h), cisplatin and eto-
poside became much more effective than the two Ru compounds [74]. Of partic-
ular interest, in view of the results described above for NAMI-A, is the recently
reported NCI screening against a 60-cell line panel in which KP1019 showed
high response rates in the leukemia cell subpanel [66].
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More recently, KP1339 was investigated in more realistic three-dimensional
cell culture systems (cancer cell spheroids), where it resulted less cytotoxic com-
pared to conventional two-dimensional cultures (e.g., for HCT116 cells, the IC50

was 136 G 27 in the 2D model versus 244 G 14 in the 3D model) [75]. Similar
IC50 values were obtained in hypoxic as well as non-hypoxic spheroids, in con-
trast with the often invoked “activation-by-reduction” hypothesis, according to
which Ru(III) compounds serve as pro-drugs and are activated in the hypoxic
environment of the solid tumors [3, 10].

2.5. Transport Mechanisms in the Blood

and Binding to Serum Proteins

Transport of anticancer ruthenium drugs in the blood stream is an issue that has
attracted a lot of attention in the scientific community since the very first studies.
Interest in serum proteins, in particular transferrin, was primarily dictated by the
consideration that Ru(III) is believed to mimic quite closely the chemical behav-
ior of Fe(III), leading to the concept that the physiological transport mechanisms
of iron (the so called “transferrin route”) might be exploited by non-physiologi-
cal ruthenium species as a smart way to enter cells, according to a “Trojan horse”
strategy [76–78]. In addition, this kind of uptake mechanism seemed particularly
attractive for a prospective anticancer drug as cancer cells usually require a far
larger amount of iron than healthy cells to fulfil their increased metabolic needs
and express – accordingly – a greater number of transferrin receptors [76–78].
Thus, if proved true [10], the transferrin-mediated uptake could impart some
degree of selectivity to ruthenium drugs for the high iron demanding cancer
cells. The studies, initially focused on the interactions with serum transferrin,
were subsequently extended to the major serum protein, i.e., serum albumin. A
critical description of the main achievements in this area is given below. It should
be noted that the meaningful translation of the in vitro findings into mechanistic
hypotheses is hampered by remarkable difficulties: (i) it is hard to know the
precise nature of the ruthenium species, derived from either complex, that serum
proteins will meet in vivo, not to mention their concentration; (ii) in the case of
transferrin it is similarly difficult to establish the role of naturally abundant
Fe(III); (iii) the competition with other biological components is usually not
considered; (iv) the release step has been much less investigated.

2.5.1. KP1019

A pioneering study by Kratz et al., published in 1994 [79], first explored the
interactions of KP1019 and its imidazole counterpart KP418 with human serum
transferrin, in the iron-free apo form (apoTf). Clear evidence for adduct forma-
tion was gained, mainly through a joint spectroscopic and chromatographic ap-
proach. KP1019 was found to react with apoTf much faster than KP418. Protein
binding completely prevented the formation of its insoluble degradation prod-
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Figure 3. Difference electron density map for KP1019 in the N-terminal site of human
apolactoferrin showing that the two indazole ligands are likely retained. The Ru atom
binds to His253 and the nearby side chain of Lys301 may help stabilize the binding.
Reproduced from [80] with permission; copyright 1994 Hindawi.

ucts that build up in a physiological environment as a consequence of aquation
and oligomerization processes (see above Section 2.2.2). This study was quickly
supported by structural results describing the nature of the formed metallodrug/
protein adducts. Crystallographic investigations were conducted on apo-lactofer-
rin, a protein that is very similar – both structurally and functionally – to transfer-
rin, for its greater tendency to form crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction meas-
urements. The structure of the adduct of KP1019 with apo-lactoferrin, though
solved at relatively low resolution, contributed to elucidate the nature of the
occurring interactions [80, 81]. Indeed, a Ru fragment coordinated to a His resi-
due in the iron-binding site of lactoferrin, i.e., His253, was unambiguously detect-
ed. Notably, the ruthenium center seems to conserve its two axial indazole li-
gands whereas losing the chloride ligands (Figure 3).

In the following years, the group of Keppler performed several additional stud-
ies on the KP1019/apoTf system and, more in general, on KP1019 binding to
serum proteins in the blood but no conclusive evidence was obtained on the
actual relevance of the proposed “Tf-shuttle mechanism” [82–87].

Conversely, in substantial agreement with the pharmacokinetic results of the
clinical investigations, it was found that a large amount of KP1019 binds rapidly
to human serum albumin (HSA), by far the most abundant protein in the plasma
(ca. 600 μM, whereas the concentration of transferrin (HSTf) is ca. 15–20 times
lower); as a consequence, the percentage of KP1019 associated to transferrin
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Figure 4. Overall structure of HSA-Myr-KP1339 (PDB ID 5IFO) (Myr = Myrystate).
The structure is shown as a cartoon with every domain/subdomain being differently col-
ored and labeled (domain I, blue; domain II, green; domain III, red). The bound metal
centers are represented as deep teal spheres and labeled as Ru1 and Ru2, respectively.
The seven FAs (fatty acids) bound to HSA are labeled as FA1–7 with bound FAs being
displayed as sphere chains (aliphatic chain, grey spheres; carboxylate oxygens, red spheres).
Reproduced from [88] with permission; copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

turned out to be – at best – only a very small fraction of total administered
KP1019. This finding further renders the mechanism centered on transferrin less
probable and/or less relevant [85–87].

As a corollary to these controversial and sometimes conflicting results, the
recent perspective paper by Keppler and coworkers, published in Chemical Sci-
ence, states that the hypothesis of an uptake mechanism based on transferrin for
KP1019/KP1339 remains problematic, much debated, and yet not validated [3].
Very recently, the group of Keppler also reported the crystal structure of the
adduct formed between KP1019 and HSA [88]. Unambiguous evidence was
gained for the binding of two naked Ru ions to histidine residues 146 and 242,
which are both located within the well-known hydrophobic binding pockets of
albumin (Figure 4). In this case evidence is offered for the dissociation of both
indazole ligands from the ruthenium center. By virtue of these findings it was
also suggested that HSA, rather than HSTf, could truly serve as a transporter
for ruthenium drugs; some selectivity for solid tumor masses might be the conse-
quence of the so-called enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect [89].
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2.5.2. NAMI-A

Fewer investigations were carried out on the reactions of NAMI-A with serum
proteins [90–92]. Studies conducted on the purified proteins indicated that
NAMI-A, upon aquation, is able to bind tightly both HSTf and HSA, forming a
number of stable adducts at various Ru/protein molar ratios [92]. Similarly to
KP1019, it was also shown that binding to serum proteins prevents the aggrega-
tion phenomena of NAMI-A typically observed in test-tube experiments. Con-
sistently, in vivo studies revealed that a large amount of injected NAMI-A binds
rapidly to serum proteins, in particular serum albumin [93]. Yet, poor evidence
has been obtained on the hypothesis that these adducts may retain the biological
and pharmacological properties of the parent metal complex; this issue is still
highly debated. Indeed, whereas the first indications favored the view that
NAMI-A upon binding to albumin loses, to a large extent or even completely,
its biological and pharmacological properties [92], more recently evidence has
been gathered that the adducts formed between NAMI-A and HSA are still able
to produce important pharmacological effects at the cellular level potentially
linked to its antimetastatic activity, such as increased cell adhesion to the sub-
strate, reduced cell motility and decreased ability of cells to penetrate into colla-
gen gels [94, 95].

Further relevant contributions to the understanding of the interactions of
KP1019 and NAMI-A with serum proteins have come from the groups of Lay,
Walsby, and Harris, using a variety of spectroscopic methods, in particular XAS,
ESR, and ENDOR [96–100]. Both Ru compounds were shown to bind very
rapidly to HSA in a noncovalent manner, followed by coordination to protein
side chains after ligand exchange. In addition, and again in contrast with the
so-called “activation-by-reduction” hypothesis [10], independent ESR and XAS
measurements could establish that ruthenium in the adducts predominantly re-
mains in the oxidation state C3.

2.6. Cellular Uptake and Intracellular Distribution

Recently, research has moved to consider more extensively and more in depth
the effects that putative anticancer ruthenium drugs produce on treated cancer
cells, beyond the mere determination of their cytotoxic actions. In this frame Ru
cellular uptake and intracellular distribution are topics with relevant mechanistic
implications. Indeed, it is reasonable to assume that ruthenium drugs will pro-
duce their biological and cytotoxic effects maximally in those cellular compart-
ments where the local concentration of Ru is highest. At the same time, it is
important to establish whether the intracellular distribution of Ru is roughly
uniform or specific sites are instead present, with a high local Ru concentration.
The availability of metal-selective analytical techniques of continuously increas-
ing sensitivity and spatial resolution, such as AAS, ICP-MS, XAS, or X-ray fluo-
rescence, allows today a precise quantitative determination of the metal content
in the cells and in the various sub-cellular compartments. These bioanalytical
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approaches have been applied in several occasions to both NAMI-A and KP1019
during the past 15 years, through a number of studies [101–103]. The numerous
bioanalytical reports that are now available on the uptake and distribution of
Ru drugs in cellular models are on the whole rather fragmentary and sometimes
conflicting, often dependent on the applied experimental settings; yet, from a
careful and critical analysis of the available results, some general trends may be
drawn with notable mechanistic implications as illustrated below.

In general, it should be taken into account that the results – in particular the
early ones – might be biased by the fact that less attention was paid to separate
intracellular ruthenium from ruthenium attached on the cell membrane making
the term ”intracellular” at least questionable. In addition, as evidenced by
Keppler and coworkers [104], protocols using cell lysis in the culture plate that
do not include corrections of adsorption effects can produce artefacts to an ex-
tent comparable with the actual cellular content. Finally, when biological samples
are submitted to relatively harsh extraction/analytical procedures, including
chemical/enzymatic treatments (developed for the more robust Pt adducts) prior
to performing the metal detection, it should not be forgotten that loss of Ru
may occur, leading to an underestimate of ruthenium amounts.

2.6.1. NAMI-A versus KP1019/1339

Several analytical determinations of ruthenium uptake in cancer cells treated
with NAMI-A were first performed in the group of Sava in Trieste already in
the late 90’s. They were mainly based on GFAAS measurements and comprehen-
sively described in a paper which appeared in 2002 [101]. In that paper, the
uptake of NAMI-A by KB cells in vitro was compared with the effects on the
cell cycle phase distribution. It was found that the uptake of ruthenium is propor-
tional to the concentration of NAMI-A in the medium but is significant only for
concentrations larger than 100 µM; in addition, the Ru uptake turned out to be
higher when cells were incubated in PBS (phosphate-buffered saline) compared
to MEM (minimum essential media), stressing the importance of the applied
solution conditions [105]. The effect of temperature on Ru uptake was consistent
with an active transport mechanism. In turn, the effects of NAMI-A on cell cycle
distribution were strictly correlated to ruthenium uptake by tumor cells but not
to its extracellular concentration.

Subsequently, a paper by Schellens and coworkers confirmed the relatively low
uptake of NAMI-A in four human tumor cell lines (see also below Section 2.7.1)
[69].

Similarly, the uptake of KP1019 and KP1339 was analyzed in depth in the
group of Keppler [74]. It was shown that both complexes are efficiently taken
up into cancer cells: notably a 100 μM ruthenium(III) complex concentration in
the growth medium led to the uptake of 120–160 ng ruthenium per 106 cells
within 30 min. Both KP1019 and KP1339 induced apoptosis in SW480 and HT29
cells predominantly by the intrinsic mitochondrial pathway as indicated by loss
of mitochondrial membrane potential.
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More recently, the cellular uptake of NAMI-A was investigated in direct com-
parison to KP1019 in human liver cancer cells by Ru K-edge X-ray absorption
spectroscopy. Very remarkably, the cellular uptake of KP1019 was approximately
20-fold higher than that of NAMI-A under the same solution conditions; how-
ever, it was also observed that the uptake of the former complex is drastically
reduced after aging in cell-culture media, suggesting that the parent complex
KP1019 is taken up by cells mostly through passive diffusion [96].

In another, nearly simultaneous, study by Harris and coworkers [102], X-ray
fluorescence imaging was exploited to reveal the intracellular distribution of Ru
in single human cells treated with KP1019; evidence was obtained that Ru is
localized both in the cytosol and in the nuclear region. In stark contrast, Ru
could not be visualized in cells treated with NAMI-A under the same conditions,
indicating that NAMI-A is not internalized and supporting the concept that its
activity is mainly exerted through a membrane-interaction mechanism. These
findings are in substantial agreement with independent results obtained by
Groessl et al. [103].

On the whole, the above described results highlight a striking difference in the
cellular uptake and intracellular distribution behavior for NAMI-A compared to
KP1019: NAMI-A, at variance with KP1019, has a poor ability to enter the cyto-
sol; as a consequence, ruthenium associated to cells is mostly located at the
membrane level. In any case, the amount of Ru capable of reaching the cell
nucleus and binding to DNA is small even for KP1019, and far smaller than for
classical Pt drugs.

2.7. Interactions with DNA

As the field of anticancer metal based drugs has been largely dominated by the
success of Pt drugs and by the so called “DNA paradigm” to explain their mode
of action, subsequent studies on other non-Pt anticancer metal drugs invariantly
started from the assumption that DNA might similarly represent the primary
biomolecular target. So, even in the case of ruthenium drugs, several investiga-
tions were directed at analyzing their interactions with a variety of DNA [73, 74,
106, 107] – and also RNA [108] – molecules, even in the absence of solid evidence
proving their importance as targets. The main studies in the field are summarized
below.

2.7.1. NAMI-A versus KP1019

An important and comprehensive study analyzing the interactions of NAMI-A
and KP1019 with DNA molecules in a cell free medium was contributed by the
group of Brabec in 2001 [106]. The modifications of natural DNA produced by
these ruthenium(III) compounds were characterized by a battery of biophysical
methods including DNA binding studies by atomic absorption spectroscopy, inhi-
bition of restriction endonucleases, mapping of DNA adducts by transcription
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assay, interstrand cross-linking quantitation employing gel electrophoresis under
denaturing conditions, DNA unwinding studied by gel electrophoresis, circular
dichroism analysis of the B/Z transition in DNA, and DNA melting curves
measured by absorption spectrophotometry. Overall, results indicated that the
two Ru compounds are able to coordinate irreversibly to DNA; however, their
DNA binding mode appears to be profoundly different from that of cisplatin.

NAMI-A binds to DNA in vitro considerably faster than KP1019 and also
cisplatin, in accord with its greater kinetic reactivity; it also forms bifunctional
intrastrand adducts on double-helical DNA that are capable of terminating RNA
synthesis in vitro, while the capability of KP1019 to form such adducts is marked-
ly lower. Even though the binding of both NAMI-A and KP1019 affects the
DNA structure, the conformational changes induced by ruthenium drugs are
usually smaller than those of platinum drugs, resulting in a less severe DNA
damage. It was proposed that the altered DNA binding mode of ruthenium drugs
in comparison with cisplatin might be an important factor responsible for their
lower cytostatic activity in tumor cells.

A subsequent paper by Schellens et al. [69] explored the cytotoxicity, intracel-
lular accumulation, and DNA adduct formation of NAMI-A in vitro in compari-
son to cisplatin in four distinct human tumor cell lines: IGROV-1, 2008, MCF-7,
and T47D. The cytotoxicity of cisplatin correlated well to both intracellular plati-
num accumulation and DNA binding, whereas that of NAMI-A (on average ca.
1000 times lower than cisplatin) was only related to DNA binding and not to
intracellular ruthenium accumulation. Ruthenium intracellular accumulation and
DNA binding were about 4.8 and 42 times smaller than those of cisplatin. The
low binding of NAMI-A to cellular DNA could not simply be explained by a
lower capacity to bind DNA because the absolute level of binding in vitro to calf
thymus DNA was the same for NAMI-A and cisplatin. The lower cytotoxicity
of NAMI-A versus cisplatin may be explained, at least in part, by its reduced
reactivity to DNA in intact cells.

A more recent study has appeared on the same topics based on the use of
advanced mass spectrometry methods [107]. Specifically, the binding of KP1019
and NAMI-A towards different double-stranded oligonucleotides was probed by
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry and compared with that of the plati-
num drugs cisplatin, carboplatin, and oxaliplatin. Notably, the extent of adduct
formation decreased in the following order: cisplatin > oxaliplatin > NAMI-A >
KP1019. The binding sites of these metallodrugs on the oligonucleotides were
elucidated using top-down tandem mass spectrometry, highlighting in all cases a
strong preference for guanine residues.

Further insight into the interactions of Ru drugs with DNA and their relevance
comes from the above-mentioned clinical study on NAMI-A [33]. It is worth
reminding that no Ru-GG and -AG adduct could be detected in DNA extracted
from white blood cells (WBCs) of treated patients, even at the highest applied
doses (see above Section 2.1.1); this offers a further indication that DNA is a
unlikely target for Ru drugs; however, the lack of detectable Ru-GG and -AG
adducts might arise from the fact that such adducts, being less robust than the
Pt-DNA adducts, do not survive the extraction/analytical procedures.
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2.8. Interactions with Proteins

The interactions of NAMI-A and KP1019 with proteins have been investigated
intensely and repeatedly for various reasons. As already pointed out, early stud-
ies showed that both ruthenium drugs interact tightly with serum proteins (see
above Section 2.5); in addition, the growing evidence that DNA is an unlikely
target for Ru drugs (compared to Pt drugs) further prompted researchers to
characterize their interactions with a variety of cellular proteins as targets.

A few recent studies were specifically aimed to model, at the atomic level, the
interactions of a few putative Ru drugs with standard proteins. These studies,
mainly based on a combined X-ray diffraction and ESI-MS approach, elucidated
the nature of the occurring interactions and the general mode of Ru binding
(so called “protein ruthenation”). These aspects are treated exhaustively and
competently in a recent structural review by Merlino [109], to which the reader
is referred; we will consider here just a few key aspects emerging from those
investigations.

2.8.1. NAMI-A

The interactions of NAMI-A with the model proteins lysozyme [110] and car-
bonic anhydrase [111] have been analyzed in depth and now there is sufficient
evidence to illustrate the underlying modes of interaction.

In the case of lysozyme, the X-ray structure shows that NAMI-A behaves as
an “ultimate prodrug” [10], losing all its original ligands during the soaking pro-
cess: the resulting naked ruthenium ions interact with the protein through forma-
tion of coordinative bonds to the carboxylate groups of two distinct aspartate
residues, i.e., Asp101 and Asp119 (Figure 5).

Similar results were obtained upon solving the crystal structure of the adduct
formed between NAMI-A and carbonic anhydrase. Again, a naked ruthenium
ion was detected coordinatively bound to the protein; however, in this latter
case, the ruthenium ion coordinates to the imidazole group of a solvent-exposed
histidine, i.e., His64 (Figure 6).

Also the NAMI-A-type complex having pyridine instead of imidazole, nick-
named AziRu, manifests a similar mode of interaction with model proteins [112].
These aspects are comparatively examined in a recent review paper by Montes-
archio et al. [113].

Based on the results illustrated above, we can state that the mechanism of
protein ruthenation induced by NAMI-A type compounds has been satisfactorily
clarified at the molecular level in various proteins, and seems to be largely con-
served. Typically, degradation of the Ru(III) complex anion proceeds completely
so that a naked ruthenium ion is eventually bound to the protein at selected side
chains, mainly the imidazole group of histidine or the carboxylate group of Asp
or Glu.
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Figure 5. The adduct of NAMI-A with HEWL (= hen egg white lysozyme). 2Fo�Fc

electron density maps contoured at 0.5 σ level (gray) and 2.0 σ level (red) showing the
Ru ions bound to HEWL. The red peak shows the electron-rich Ru atom. The lack of
definition of the axial ligand is probably due to rotational disorder. (A) Ru binding site
close to Asp101. (B) Ru binding site close to Asp119. Reproduced from [110] with permis-
sion of the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 6. The adduct of NAMI-A with hCAII (= human carbonic anhydrase II). 2Fo�
Fc electron density map contoured at 1σ level showing the ruthenium ion bound to the
hCAII residue His64. Reproduced from [109] with permission; copyright 2016 Elsevier.

2.8.2. KP1019

Unfortunately, recent work devoted at investigating the interactions of KP1019
with model proteins failed to afford good quality crystals and the respective high-
resolution crystal structures. Therefore, the best structural models for protein
metalation by KP1019 are still those deriving from the relatively low resolution
crystal structure of the apo-lactoferrin adduct and from the more recent crystal
structure of the HSA adducts, previously commented. However, these structural
studies have been corroborated and partially validated by a few spectroscopic
studies in solution mainly carried out by the groups of Walsby and Harris [54,
97–100]. Notably KP1019 – at variance with NAMI-A and in accordance with its
greater inertness – seems capable to retain, at least in part, its heterocyclic li-
gands upon protein binding [114].

2.9. Cellular Effects and Cellular Death Mechanisms

During the last two decades several studies explored, on a larger scale but still
through targeted approaches, the effects that either NAMI-A or KP1019 produce
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at the cellular level in treated cancer cells trying to highlight the most meaningful
and relevant alterations. As pointed out above, these two Ru drugs show a quite
distinct biological profile; accordingly, the mentioned studies were generally fo-
cused on specific cellular processes in dependence on the investigated drug. In
other words, as KP1019 possesses the frank profile of a cytotoxic drug, the re-
spective cellular studies were mainly devoted to characterize the induction of
apoptosis and the inherent mechanisms of cell death; at variance, being NAMI-
A – predominantly – a non-cytotoxic agent, studies mainly examined its effects
on other cellular aspects such as the interactions with typical membrane proteins,
e.g., integrins, the effects on cell motility and cell adhesion, on ion channels, on
the cytoskeleton, and so on.

Only very recently the cellular effects produced by these Ru drugs were ana-
lyzed through untargeted approaches – either on a genome-wide or a proteome-
wide level – with the help of the emerging “omics” technologies. While not
entering here into the details, the multiple facets and the intrinsic complexity of
these cellular investigations, we try to describe a few aspects that seem to us
particularly relevant.

2.9.1. NAMI-A

As stated above, NAMI-A shows in most cases a non-cytotoxic profile with IC50

values usually greater than 500 μM. This implies that cells treated with NAMI-
A – at the concentrations usually applied for the in vivo and in vitro studies –
do not manifest evident signs of sufferance or damage and remain viable. This
is the reason why studies on cell death and apoptosis induced by this compound
are virtually missing as those processes only occur at unrealistically high drug
concentrations, except for a few leukemia cell lines [71]. Accordingly, other strat-
egies need to be exploited to reveal the cellular alterations induced by NAMI-
A with an emphasis on those that are mediated by membrane interactions. Most
of these studies mainly concerned the analysis on the effects produced on cell
adhesion and migration, on the cytoskeleton, on cell motility and so on. Particu-
larly relevant is a recent study by Sava and coworkers where the effects of
NAMI-A on adhesion and migration are described in depth [115]; in particular
this study reports that NAMI-A affects two important steps of the tumor meta-
static progression of colorectal cancer, i.e., adhesion and migration of the tumor
cells on the extracellular matrix proteins. The fibronectin receptor α5β1 integrin
is likely involved in mediating these actions.

“Omics” technologies started to be exploited to characterize the cellular ef-
fects of NAMI-A. In 2013 a study appeared, which described the proteomic
alterations produced by NAMI-A in A2780 human ovarian cancer cells [116]; it
was found that the compound, at a concentration of 50 μM over 24 h exposure,
induced on the whole relatively few proteomic alterations. Omega-amidase
(NIT2), thymidylate kinase (TMK), histidine triad nucleotide-binding protein 1
(HINT1), serine threonine protein phosphatase subunit b (PP2A), peptidyl-pro-
lyl cis-trans isomerase D (PPID), elongation factor 1-delta (EF1D), cathepsin D
(CATD), peroxiredoxin-1 (PRDX1), protein S100-A4 (S10A4), and prefoldin
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subunit 3 (PFD3) were the proteins that showed an appreciable upregulation
upon NAMI-A treatment while DNA polymerase epsilon subunit 3 (POLE3)
was markedly downregulated [116].

More recently, the group of Sava analyzed the transcriptomic changes caused
by NAMI-A [117]. The genes differentially expressed upon treatment with
NAMI-A were identified through whole-transcriptome analysis and RNA-se-
quencing in the metastatic MDA-MB-231 mammary carcinoma cells, in compari-
son to the non-tumorigenic HBL-100 mammary gland cells. NAMI-A treatment
rapidly induced a relevant but transient up-regulation of a few genes. The ob-
served changes in gene expression profoundly differ between MDA-MB-231 and
HBL-100 cells, highlighting the large selectivity of the NAMI-A induced tran-
scriptional perturbations in the invasive rather than in the non-tumorigenic phe-
notype. The transcriptional response, in the invasive MDA-MB-231 cells, com-
prises a set of early-response transcription factors and reveals a pharmacological
signature in substantial agreement with the NAMI-A behavior as a metastasis
inhibitor involving cell cycle regulation and ECM (extra-cellular matrix) remod-
eling. Globally, the results of this study underscore the role of some transcription
factors that crucially affect the expression and activity of many downstream
genes and proteins fundamentally involved in the functional effects of NAMI-A
[117].

2.9.2. KP1019 and KP1339

Cellular studies carried out on KP1019 have followed a more classical course as
they primarily concerned the detailed description of cancer cell death and the
investigation of the underlying mechanisms. Those studies were mainly contrib-
uted by the group of Keppler ([3] and refs therein). It emerges that KP1019 is
able to induce apoptotic death of cancer cells. The most credited mechanisms
are summarized in a recent paper [118]. It is proposed that the biological activity
of KP1339 is mostly mediated by overproduction of reactive oxygen species
(ROS). ROS lead to Nrf2 activation, which in turn triggers antioxidant response
gene transcription. GRP78 down-regulation on the protein level suggests endo-
plasmic reticulum (ER) associated protein degradation (ERAD) as a mode of
action [42, 43]. Another important part for the mode of action is ER stress, as
different factors are highly upregulated on the protein level. For example PERK,
a transmembrane receptor which is released by GRP78 when the ER is dis-
turbed, is upregulated and phosphorylated. EIF2α is phosphorylated, which
leads to an inhibition of CAP-dependent translation and other stress responses.
The transcription factor CHOP (DDIT3), which promotes ER stress-dependent
apoptosis, is time- and concentration-dependently upregulated. Finally, cytotox-
icity tests revealed that inhibition of ER stress leads to decreased cytotoxic ef-
fects of KP1339, which highlights the involvement of this mechanism in the mode
of action [118].

At variance with NAMI-A, to the best of our knowledge, no complete pro-
teomic or transcriptomic studies have been carried out on KP1019/1339 and re-
lated KP-type compounds.
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2.10. Hypotheses on the Mechanisms of Action

It is somehow frustrating to admit that, despite the numerous investigations car-
ried out so far, the precise mechanisms of action of NAMI-A and KP1019 are
still largely unknown. The striking difference compared to Pt anticancer drugs,
for which the (main) mechanism of action could be drafted – at least broadly –
since the early studies, has to be found in the greater lability of the two Ru
coordination compounds. The relatively fast aquation processes and ligand-ex-
change reactions generate several species that, while diffusing through the differ-
ent biological compartments (blood serum, extracellular matrix, cell surface, cell
interior …) can react with a variety of biological components leading to a mani-
fold of effects.

Nevertheless, even within this rather uncertain framework, on the ground of
the conspicuous number of available mechanistic studies, we may formulate
some reasonable hypotheses concerning their likely modes of action.

2.10.1. NAMI-A

The activity of NAMI-A seems to be the result of concurrent mechanisms that,
contrary to the original expectations, apparently do not involve nuclear DNA [9,
14]. Sava and coworkers demonstrated years ago, through an indirect experi-
ment, that NAMI-A selectively affects tumor cells with metastatic ability within
the primary tumor (Lewis lung carcinoma) [59]. Cells harvested from the prima-
ry tumor of mice treated with NAMI-A at the normal dose active on metastases,
when transplanted into healthy mice, showed no change in primary tumor devel-
opment, but a significant reduction in the formation of spontaneous lung metas-
tases. This finding suggested that the treatment with NAMI-A had depleted the
primary tumor of the clone of cells endowed with metastasizing ability. Several
in vitro investigations on different cancer cell lines by the groups of Sava [58,
59, 115, 119, 120] and Lay [94] confirmed the capability of NAMI-A to affect
significantly tumor cells with metastatic ability by interfering – at sub-cytotoxic
and physiologically relevant Ru concentrations – with important steps of the
tumor metastatic progression. In fact, by virtue of its fast ligand-exchange kinet-
ics, NAMI-A is not significantly internalized by cells but rather binds to collagens
of the extracellular matrix and to cell surface integrins, thus leading to increased
adhesion and reduced invasiveness of cancer cells.

If these results are consistent with the capability of NAMI-A of inhibiting the
growth of new metastases, its activity against already grown metastases is per-
haps more reasonably attributable to its anti-angiogenic properties, confirmed in
the chick chorioallantoic membrane and in the rabbit eye cornea model [121,
122].

2.10.2. KP1019 and KP1339

The overall experimental evidence collected for KP1019 suggests a different
mechanism of action. First of all, the relatively slower extracellular degradation
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and higher lipophilicity of KP1019 compared to NAMI-A allow enhanced cellu-
lar uptake, most likely by passive diffusion. Accordingly, the in vivo activity of
KP1019 on primary tumor growth is predominantly due to direct cytotoxic ef-
fects on tumor cells. In other words, KP1019 seems to behave as a classical
cytotoxic drug, even though the mechanism leading to cell damage and death is
unclear. The most recent and credited interpretations on the molecular mecha-
nism of KP1339 tend to rule out a direct DNA damage as the main determinant
of its cytotoxic action. In contrast, the mechanism appears to be centered on
strong interactions with cytosol proteins leading to ROS overproduction, oxida-
tive and ER stress. Eventually, this cellular damage triggers apoptosis through a
mitochondrial pathway [118].

On the other hand, there are controversial findings on the anti-metastatic abil-
ity of KP1019. Despite the inactivity found in vivo in the MCa tumor model,
KP1019 revealed some anti-invasive activity in monolayer cultures of breast can-
cer cell lines, causing significant reduction of cell migration and invasion [67].
However, KP1339 was later found to have no anti-invasive activity, neither in
the spheroid model nor in the trans-well assay in the cell line HT1080 [75].

3. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The most surprising aspect of NAMI-A and KP1019 is that, despite their obvious
structural similarity, they have so markedly different macroscopic pharmacologi-
cal activities: KP1019 behaves rather as a classical anticancer compound (with
the great advantage of being active also against platinum-resistant tumors),
whereas NAMI-A has a more unconventional activity that affects the metastases
and not the primary tumor.

A question spontaneously arises: is such difference in activity caused by an
intrinsic chemical feature, i.e., the different axial ligands in the two Ru(III) an-
ions, or is it mainly ascribable to the distinct kinetics that such different ligands
entail? Both complexes have relatively fast ligand-exchange kinetics, with
NAMI-A being more labile than KP1019. Since a great deal of experimental
evidence indicates that, under in vivo conditions, both compounds are very likely
to lose also the axial ligands, generating eventually the naked Ru ion, the culprit
seems to be found mainly in the complex intertwining of chemical and diffusional
kinetics (see above).

A recent comparative study performed by the group of Harris [100] in multi-
cellular spheroids of SH-SY5Y human neuroblastoma cells of various diameters
(50–800 μm) supported this vision showing that, also in this in vitro model of
a solid tumor, NAMI-A and KP1019 behave differently. A detailed XANES
investigation (performed 24 h after treatment of the spheroids with the com-
pounds) indicated that the speciation of NAMI-A did not change significantly
as hypoxia levels of the spheroids increased, whereas the fate of Ru from KP1019
was greatly affected by the level of hypoxia. Given that NAMI-A is more labile
and more easily reduced than KP1019, this result suggests that the chemical
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transformation (i.e., speciation) of NAMI-A had already come to an end before
the collection of the Ru K-edge data started [100].

The complex in vivo chemistry of these two simple Ru(III) compounds is a
two-edged sword. On the one hand, the absence of clear identified target(s) (e.g.,
DNA) and activity markers – not surprising given their very complex speciation
processes – is affecting negatively their development [9]. Indeed, even though
NAMI-A and KP1019 are relatively safe, their clinical development, after the
initial progress, is now apparently lagging behind. On the other hand, in the 30
years after their discovery, the scientific community has acquired a good general
knowledge of the behaviors and features of both KP-type and NAMI-A-type
complexes. We learned that relatively small changes in the axial ligands of these
anionic species lead, in a complex series of cascade events, to remarkably differ-
ent pharmacological effects. Thus, it might be rewarding to re-examine these two
classes of complexes: perhaps – in the light of our current knowledge – novel
and different drug candidates might emerge.

Finally, it is worth noting that the exploration of nanoparticle formulations of
both NAMI-A and KP1019 just started [123, 124]. This approach, through a
careful optimization of a few physico-chemical parameters, offers the chance to
improve the stability of the resulting nano constructs and optimize their ability
to target cancer tissues, thus opening a new and truly exciting frontier for the
development of these Ru drugs.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

AAS atomic absorption spectroscopy
AMMN acetoxymethylmethylnitrosamine
apoTf apo-transferrin
AsH ascorbic acid
DLT dose limiting toxicity
dmso dimethylsulfoxide
dmtp 5,7-dimethyl[1,2,4]triazolo[1,5a]pyrimidine
ENDOR electron nuclear double resonance spectroscopy
ER endoplasmic reticulum
ESI-MS electrospray ionization mass spectrometry
ESR electron spin resonance
GFAAS graphite furnace atomic absorption spectroscopy
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GSH glutathione
HSA human serum albumin
HSTf human serum transferrin
ICP-MS inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
Im imidazole
Ind indazole
i.p. intraperitoneal
i.v. intravenous
MTD maximal tolerable dose
NAMI sodium trans-[tetrachloro(dimethylsulfoxide)(imidazole)

ruthenate(III)]
NAMI-A imidazolium trans-[tetrachloro(dimethylsulfoxide)(imidazole)

ruthenate(III)]
NKI National Cancer Institute of Amsterdam
NSCLC non-small cell lung cancer
KP418 imidazolium trans-[tetrachlorobis(imidazole)ruthenate(III)]
KP1019 indazolium trans-[tetrachlorobis(indazole)ruthenate(III)]
KP1339 sodium trans-[tetrachlorobis(indazole)ruthenate(III)]
PR partial response
ROS reactive oxygen species
SD stable disease
XAS X-ray absorption spectroscopy
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Abstract: There has been much recent interest in the development of therapeutic transition
metal-based complexes in part fueled by the clinical success of the platinum(II) anticancer drug,
cisplatin. Yet known platinum drugs are limited by their high toxicity, severe side-effects, and
incidences of drug resistance. Organometallic ruthenium-arene complexes have risen to promi-
nence as a pharmacophore due to the success of other ruthenium drug candidates in clinical
trials. In this chapter, we highlight higher order multinuclear ruthenium-arene complexes and
their respective investigations as chemotherapeutic agents. We discuss their unique structural
properties and the associated biochemical evaluation in the context of anticancer drug design.
We also review the structural considerations for the design of these scaffolds and new therapeu-
tic applications that are uncovered for this class of complexes.

Keywords: arene ligands · cancer therapy · heterometallic complexes · multinuclear complexes ·
ruthenium

1. INTRODUCTION

The current paradigm of drug discovery research is largely driven by the devel-
opment of organic molecules as pharmacophores. Because these are constructed
from carbon-based backbones, there is a limit to the structural complexity of
scaffolds that can be produced from essentially sp2 and sp3 carbon atoms and
other low valent main group elements. Indeed, out of the 24 million organic
molecules registered under the Chemical Abstract Service registry, half could be
classified into only 143 unique motifs [1]. Analysis of the 5000 compounds in
the Comprehensive Medicine Chemistry database for their topological diversity
revealed that half belong to only 32 shape classifications [2]. New molecular
entities are needed to fill this broad and potentially valuable unexplored chemi-
cal space.

Inorganic molecules can fill this gap by enabling new structural topologies and
reactivities [3]. A classic example is the PtII drug cisplatin (Figure 1) which is
structurally distinct from organic scaffolds and capable of covalent DNA-Pt
bonding, resulting in anticancer efficacies [4, 5]. Inorganic scaffolds based on
transition metals can have tunable electrochemical and photophysical properties
for targeted interactions with specific biomolecules. Following the clinical success
of cisplatin since the discovery of its antitumoral activities in 1965, there has
been intensive research to discover inorganic molecules that can interfere with
the development, progression, and metastasis of cancer [6–10]. Buoyed by prom-
ising results of RuIII drug candidates in clinical trials, an interest arose in half-
sandwiched RuII-arene complexes for cancer therapy.

Ru(arene) complexes are valuable structural scaffolds for the development of
anticancer agents because of their stability, accessibility by conventional synthet-
ic routes, and well-established pharmacological parameters including solubility
and lipophilicity. Ru(arene) complexes are almost exclusively low spin d6 RuII

species, preferentially with an octahedral geometry. The arene ligand is facially-
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Figure 1. Molecular structures of cisplatin and multinuclear Pt complexes in clinical
trials.

Figure 2. Ru(arene) as building blocks for multinuclear complexes.

bound onto 3 of these coordination sites, leaving the other 3 sites for ligand
binding, giving thus rise to the characteristic 3-legged piano-stool structure (Fig-
ure 2). Mononuclear Ru(arene) complexes have therapeutic properties against
cancer in vitro and in vivo [11–17], therefore research groups began exploiting
these potentially therapeutic entities for higher-order multinuclear Ru(arene)
complexes.

The strategy to modify the action modes and enhance the therapeutic proper-
ties of complexes by engineering multinuclear and heteronuclear scaffolds is
well-proven. It is based on the hypothesis that new modes of anticancer activity
may arise from synergistic interactions of the different metal-based moieties with
the intended target. These interactions can be fine-tuned through design and
variation of the linker length between the fragments. Metal-based fragments in
polynuclear complexes give rise to long-range rather than short-range interac-
tions typical of their mononuclear congeners. The interest in multinuclear metal-
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based anticancer compounds is motivated in part by the trinuclear PtII complex
BBR3464, and subsequently by TriplatinNC, which both entered Phase II clinical
trials but were eventually abandoned (Figure 1) [18, 19]. BBR3464 acted via
DNA interstrand crosslinking through electrostatic and covalent binding, and
these crosslinks inhibited the intracellular repair machinery, demonstrating also
a remarkable in vitro activity against cisplatin-resistant cell lines [18, 19]. Triplat-
inNC cannot bind covalently to DNA, since the chloride ligands were replaced
with “dangling amine arms”. However, it could H-bond efficiently with the phos-
phate backbone giving a “phosphate clamp” and it was highly efficacious against
various cancer cell lines [20]. These highly-active polynuclear Pt species suggest-
ed that charge neutrality and direct Pt-DNA bond formation were not necessari-
ly prerequisites for anticancer activity. This observation led to a shift in thinking
on the principles governing the design of metal-based anticancer complexes. We
review the application of this multinuclearity concept regarding the development
of anticancer Ru(arene) complexes.

2. HOMOLEPTIC DINUCLEAR COMPLEXES

2.1. Direct Conjugation via Linkers

One strategy is to directly link mononuclear Ru(arene) complexes with established
anticancer modalities within a homonuclear dileptic platform. Dyson et al. and
Sadler et al. developed such homonuclear dileptic complexes based on (η6-
arene)Ru(pta)Cl2 (RAPTA) and [(η6-arene)Ru(en)Cl]PF6 (RAED) scaffolds, re-
spectively (Figure 2) [14, 21, 22]. RAPTA fragments were connected by short and
inflexible 1,2-diphenylethylenediamine (DPEN) linkers through functionalized
arene ligands, resulting in the formation of rigid structures 1 that resisted racemi-
zation (Figure 2). The stereochemical configuration of the linkers affected the
conformations of resulting binuclear RAPTA complexes. The use of (R,R)- or
(S,S)-DPEN resulted in dileptic complexes with “closed” conformations, while
(R,S)-DPEN yielded an “open-form” complex with RAPTA components directed
away from each other. Dinuclear complexes with the “closed” conformation, in-
corporating (R,R)- or (S,S)-DPEN linkers, demonstrated improved cytotoxicities
compared to the “open-form”. The authors hypothesized that these conformation-
dependent activities may be attributed to the ability of “closed” dinuclear com-
plexes to more readily form cross-links with their biological targets [23]. In con-
trast, two RAED units were conjugated together by a relatively long and flexible
1,6-diaminohexane linker between two ethylenediamine (en) ligands to allow for
the facile epimerization of Ru and N stereocenters (complex 2, Figure 2). The
stereoconfigurations at the RuII center were not rigidly fixed and could be changed
dynamically upon binding to DNA, its intended target. DNA cross-linking experi-
ments showed that the dinuclear RAED complex formed both inter- and intra-
strand crosslinks [22] due to its ability to conformationally adapt to the flexible
DNA structure, thereby achieving improved DNA recognition.
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Figure 3. Homonuclear dinuclear Ru(arene) complexes investigated for cancer therapy.

Keppler et al. developed a class of homodinuclear Ru(arene) compounds 3
using maltol-derived ligands connected by the alkyl chains of various lengths
(Figure 3a) [24–27]. The choice of the maltol-derived ligands was based on their
versatile synthetic chemistry and the possibility of tuning pharmacological pa-
rameters by modifying the structure of the pyridinone moiety. All dinuclear
Ru(arene) complexes were considerably more cytotoxic than their mononuclear
analogues indicating a synergistic effect of the two RuII units. Cytotoxicities of
the complexes were strongly dependent on the length of the aliphatic spacer
and the lipophilicity of the metal complexes, as reflected by their octanol-water
partition coefficient (LogP) values, with complexes with short and inflexible link-
ers exhibiting only moderate cytotoxicities in a micromolar range. Intriguingly,
with the dodecane spacer (n = 6), the Ru(arene) complex demonstrated nanomo-
lar activity with a distinctly different mode of DNA binding, as evidenced by
circular dichroism and plasmid DNA unwinding experiments. The authors sug-
gested that the complex mediated the formation of DNA-protein ternary com-
plexes, leading to the development of irreparable “suicide” lesions [28].

Maltolato-bridged complexes were only moderately active when the Ru(arene)
units were tightly bound and not spatially separated. Similarly, dinuclear Ru(ar-
ene) complexes with dithiosemicarbazone bridges 4 revealed marginal effects on
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the esophageal cancer cell line WHCO1 and significant decrease in activities
compared to the free uncoordinated thiosemicarbazone ligand (Figure 3a) [29].
Dinuclear arene(Ru) complexes with the α,α,α#,α#-tetra(pyrazol-1-yl)-2,6-luti-
dine ligand 5 [30] and doubly-cyclometallated Ru(arene) complexes 6 [31] also
exhibited moderate cytotoxicities with IC50 values in the range of 5–60 μM in
various cancer cell lines (Figure 3a). However, their activities were markedly
higher than the activity of corresponding phenylbenzimidazole-based ligands.
The most active complex 6 in the doubly-cyclometallated series was subjected to
gene expression analyses and demonstrated a reduction of RPS21 expression,
known to play a role in tumor progression. Furthermore, treated THP-1 mono-
cytes secreted 7 cytokines (IFNγ, IL-1α, EGF, Eotaxin-3, IL-10, TGF-β and IL-
17α) in 3-fold excess compared to untreated control indicative of an immunogen-
ic response, as well as release of angiogenic vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) at 8.2-fold excess versus control. The authors theorized that 6 could act
directly on the cancer growth via RPS21 reduction as well as promoting secretion
of cytotoxic cytokines from immune cells.

2.2. Bridging via Chalcogenato-Donor Ligands

Stable [(η6-arene)Ru(μ-SR)2–x(μ-Cl)xRu(η6-arene)] (x = 0, 1) or [(η6-arene)-
Ru(μ-SR)3Ru(η6-arene)]C complexes (where R = alkyl, aryl) with thiolate and
halide ligands bridging 2 Ru(arene) moieties have been extensively investigated
as potential anticancer complexes (Figure 3b) [32]. This is primarily because the
syntheses and chemical transformations of thiolate-bridged dinuclear Ru(arene)
compounds are well-established and it is possible to control the reaction condi-
tions to access mixed thiolate/halide complexes with different thiol bridges. This
class of dinuclear Ru(arene) complexes is typically less reactive toward substitu-
tion reactions and resists hydrolysis. In particular, triply-bridged dinuclear
Ru(arene)-thiolate complexes, by virtue of their inert Ru-S bonding framework
and the absence of potential coordination sites on both Ru centers, would yield
modes of action distinct from classical alkylating agents such as cisplatin that
involved direct covalent bonding.

Furrer, Suess-Fink, et al. synthesized a library of thiolato-bridged Ru(arene)
complexes and investigated their anticancer properties [32]. The novel com-
pounds demonstrated high cytotoxicities in cancer cell lines and the activity of
the complexes was shown to be dependent on the nature and lipophilicity of the
arene and thiol ligands, as well as the electronic influence of their substituents.
The RuII centers did not have a considerable impact on the activity of the com-
plexes. In contrast, the nature and number of chalcogenato bridges was an im-
portant determinant in cytotoxicities and complexes with thiol bridges were
more active when compared to those containing selenolato and tellurolato bridg-
es [33]. Whereas the activity of the mono- and dithiolato complexes was compa-
rable, trithiolato complexes were considerably more cytotoxic, which was related
to the differences in the cellular uptake, stability, and reactivity towards biomole-
cules. Ru(arene)-trithiolate complexes were stable towards hydrolysis and reac-
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tions with DNA and amino acids (except for cysteine), while mono- and dithio-
late complexes were markedly more reactive, indicating inverse correlation
between reactivity and cytotoxicity.

One notable trithiolato compound, diruthenium-1 [(η6-cymene)2Ru2(μ-S-p-
C6H4-tBu)3]Cl (Figure 3b) demonstrated remarkable cytotoxicity in both A2780
and A2780cisR cell lines (IC50 < 30 nM) and is amongst the most cytotoxic
Ru(arene) complexes ever reported [34–36]. Because thiolato-bridged complexes
were originally designed as catalysts [35], their catalytic properties could be at
least partially involved in their mode of action. Cell-free experiments showed
that Ru(arene)-trithiolate complexes were capable of efficient catalytic oxidation
of the major intracellular reducing agent glutathione (GSH) to GSSG and the
cause of intracellular increase of reactive oxygen species (ROS), since glutathio-
ne was an effective ROS scavenger.

Diruthenium-1 generated a burst of ROS in MCF-7 cells only after 30 min of
treatment. ROS formation might be related to the mitochondrial dysfunction
since it inhibited mitochondrial respiration and caused the disruption of mito-
chondrial membrane. It was suggested that the complex affected aerobic metabo-
lism in cancer cells, which was supported by the increase in lactate production
accompanied by a decrease in ATP levels. Unexpectedly, during the incubation
of MCF-7 cells with diruthenium-1, intracellular levels of both reduced (GSH)
and oxidized (GSSG) glutathione decreased, indicating that catalytic oxidation
of glutathione might not be causal of the ROS burst. Further studies also estab-
lished that its cytotoxic effects could be related to its ability to arrest cell cycle
at the G2/M checkpoint which could cause the accumulation of unrepaired DNA
lesions [36]. In vivo using a classical mouse model, the complex significantly
prolonged the survival rate of tumor-bearing mice and inhibition of tumor re-
growth. Despite the encouraging results, its maximum tolerated dose was signifi-
cantly lower than that of cisplatin due to its low solubility and high toxicity [35].

To address these limitations, mixed Ru(arene)-thiolate complexes with function-
alized peptide ligands were designed to improve targeting and uptake [37]. The
peptides were conjugated onto the Ru(arene)-thiolate scaffold in 2 steps: firstly,
thiophenol and α-chloroacetyl functional groups were installed onto the scaffold
and peptide, respectively, then the thioether linkage was formed using the thiophe-
nol nucleophilic group. Three peptides were evaluated: cyclo[Lys(ClAc)-Arg-Gly-
Asp-D-Phe] to target αvβ3 integrin receptors typically overexpressed in cancer
cells and, octaarginine and octalysine as self-penetrating peptides for enhanced
cell penetration (Figure 3b). The conjugates were highly water-soluble but exhibit-
ed lower levels of anticancer efficacies, common for metal-peptide conjugates.
Several Ru(arene)-thiolate complexes were also conjugated to the nitrogen mus-
tard chlorambucil, which acted via interstrand DNA cross-linking, to realise a
two-pronged bifunctional drug strategy. While these chlorambucil conjugates were
cytotoxic in A2780 and A2780cisR cells at nanomolar concentration ranges and
inhibited tumor growth in vivo, there was also a significant increase in systemic
toxicities. Furthermore, their low catalytic activities and DNA binding potentials
did not corroborate the expected cooperative mode of actions. Thus far, dirutheni-
um-1 remained the most promising and efficacious anticancer candidate amongst
thiolato-bridged Ru(arene) complexes studied.
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2.3. Functional Bridging Ligands

Biologically-active compounds have been coordinated to mononuclear Ru(ar-
ene) scaffolds in order to tune, modify, and modulate their modes of action or
to improve pharmacological properties such as cellular uptake. There are few
dinuclear Ru(arene) examples because such ligands are comparatively rare.
Navarro and Barrea et al. reported a dinuclear Ru(cymene) complex 7 bridged
by a known cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agent mitoxantrone (Figure 3c) [38].
The Ru(arene)-mitoxantrone complex was active against ovarian cancer cell
lines A2780 and A2780cisR but not to the levels of uncoordinated mitoxantrone.
Attachment of Ru(cymene) fragments did not alter considerably the ability of
mitoxantrone to intercalate DNA which is its primary target. However, 1H NMR
experiments suggested that the conjugate was capable of other modes of reactivi-
ty through its Ru(arene) fragments, particularly with both S- (cysteine, glutathi-
one) and N-donor (histidine) biomolecules. Intriguingly, the Ru(arene)-mitoxan-
trone complex inhibited the protease activities of cathepsin B and D, unlike
mitoxantrone, and could be construed as a dual-target complex with new modes
of activities.

Several authors investigated the dinuclear Ru complexes with luminescent
properties, which could be used either as a visualization tool or photoactivation.
Bodio and Casini et al. explored antiproliferative properties of the dinuclear Ru
compound 8, where a Ru(arene) fragment was linked to different luminescent
RuII(polypyridine) entities; however, both complexes showed poor or no activity
in A2780, A2780cisR, and A549 cell lines [39].

Several authors investigated the dinuclear Ru complexes with luminescent
properties, which could be used either as a visualization tool or photoactivation.
Bodio and Casini et al. explored the antiproliferative properties of a dinuclear
Ru compound, where a Ru(arene) fragment was linked to different luminescent
RuII(polypyridine) entities; however, both complexes showed poor or no activity
in A2780, A2780cisR, and A549 cell lines [39].

Sadler et al. prepared the dinuclear Ru(arene) complex 8 with bischelating
pyrazine as the bridge which form monofunctional Ru-DNA adducts that slightly
block RNA polymerase activities (Figure 3c) [40]. The pyrazine ligand acted to
modulate the luminescent properties of the dinuclear complex which could re-
lease the indane ligand to form highly reactive Ru intermediates upon UV irradi-
ation at 360 nm. DNA crosslinking was significantly enhanced upon irradiation
and the subsequent RuDNA adducts formed were potent transcription inhibi-
tors. The authors noted that photoactivation of metal-based complexes could
produce types of metal-DNA crosslinks not possible with direct covalent binding.

3. HOMOLEPTIC TRINUCLEAR AND TETRANUCLEAR

COMPLEXES

Trinuclear Ru(arene) anticancer compounds are considerably less developed as
compared to their dinuclear counterparts. Three Ru(arene) fragments can be
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conjugated by small and inflexible linkers, giving rise to robust cyclic or cluster
compounds, where three moieties are forced to act in close proximity. Alterna-
tively, they can be connected by branched and flexible linkers, enabling flexibility
and conformational adjustment of each Ru unit.

3.1. Rigid Metallacrowns and Clusters

One of the earlier trinuclear Ru(arene) metallacycles was developed by Severin
et al. who investigated the self-assembly reaction of Ru(arene) complexes con-
taining 3-hydroxy-2-pyridone ligands (Figure 4a). Addition of a weak base trig-
gered a diastereoselective reaction that resulted in the formation of the stable
[12]-metallacrown-3 complex 9 with each 3-hydroxy-2-pyridone ligands bridging
2 Ru(arene) moieties in a trimeric arrangement [41]. These complexes also ex-
hibit pH-dependent reactivity and convert from trimeric at pH = 7 to monomeric
form at pH ≤4. The authors hypothesized that such metallacycles may dissociate
into mononuclear Ru(arene) complexes within an acidic tumor microenviron-
ment while staying intact in healthy tissue, and that this pH-dependent dissocia-
tion phenomena could be harnessed for therapy [42]. While these trinuclear
Ru(arene) complexes showed selectivity toward cancer cells (A2780 and
A2780cisR ovarian carcinoma) compared to normal tissue (VS79 and GS78 vagi-
nal myofibroblasts primary culture), further investigations were not warranted
due to the marginal efficacies.

A different approach was taken by Therrien et al. who developed several trinu-
clear and tetranuclear Ru(arene) clusters with improved stability for prolonged
blood circulation (Figure 4a) [43]. Whereas tetranuclear Ru(arene) clusters 11

Figure 4. Examples of tri- and tetranuclear Ru(arene) complexes.
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lacked efficacies against A2780 and A2780cisR cancer cell lines, the trinuclear
derivatives 10 exhibited activities in the low micromolar ranges. Such differences
were explained by the formation of a hydrophobic pocket within trinuclear clus-
ters, which could be involved in supramolecular recognition processes with bio-
molecular aryl functional groups.

3.2. Trinuclear and Tetranuclear Complexes

with Flexible Linkers

Increased nuclearity can also be achieved using flexible multitopic ligands with
several coordination sites in a classical linker strategy. A novel tetranuclear
Ru(arene) complex was prepared using 1,2-bis(di-N-methylimidazol-2-ylphos-
phino)ethane with the objective of increasing hydrophilicity and improving aque-
ous solubility [44]. The ditopic ligand coordinated Ru(arene) monovalently via
the P-atom and divalently on the imidazole motif via a N,N’-chelate in 2 distinct
coordination modes, giving rise to the tetranuclear Ru(arene) structure (Fig-
ure 4b). This compound exhibited marginal cytotoxicities (>100 μM) in HCT116,
Huh7, H4IIE, and A2780 cell lines and was not further pursued.

The effects of the flexible linker ligands on the anticancer activity of polynucle-
ar Ru(arene) compounds have been extensively investigated by Smith et al. using
mono-, di- and trinuclear Ru(arene) complexes with polyester ligands (Figure 4c)
[45, 46]. The highly lipophilic and flexible polyester bridges enhanced the cellular
uptake of the complexes and allowed the investigated Ru(arene) construct to
structurally adapt to the target biomolecules. This class of complexes demon-
strated cytotoxicity in micromolar concentration ranges with selectivity towards
A2780 and A2780cisR cancer cells over human fibroblast skin cell line KMST-6
and human embryonic kidney cell line HEK293. In particular trinuclear Ru(ar-
ene) compounds were significantly more active than their corresponding ligands
and precursors, even after accounting for the presence of 3 Ru(arene) motifs,
suggesting synergism between the Ru(arene) fragments. A series with Ru(arene)
complexes 12 bridged by a tritopic ligand containing 3 alkylated pta ligands
was subsequently investigated but they only exhibited moderate antiproliferative
activity in the WHCO1 esophageal cancer cell line [47].

Besides flexible linking ligands, Ru(arene) motifs have also been coordinated
to rigid porphyrin scaffolds with the objective of modulating the solubilities and
lipophilicities of the ligands, and consequently changing cellular uptake param-
eters. For example, the coordination of 4 Ru(cymene) units significantly im-
proved the water solubility of the tetrapyridylporphyrin ligand (Figure 4d). The
resultant tetranuclear Ru(arene) complex showed only moderate cytotoxicity
(>50 μM) in human melanoma Me300 cells [48], but its activity was markedly
enhanced upon exposure to light (λex: 652 nm). This enhancement of cytotoxicity
can be explained by photosensitizing properties of porphyrins, which produce
cytotoxic 1O2 species upon irradiation. In this strategy, conjugation of porphyrins
with Ru(arene) increased the hydrophilicity of the resulting compounds and fa-
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cilitated the internalization of the complexes into cancer cells, while leaving the
luminescence properties of the porphyrin ligand intact.

4. POLYNUCLEAR RUTHENIUM-ARENE CAGES

Ru(arene) moieties can be linked using multitopic ligands to generate three-
dimensional structures and networks. These macromolecular 3D-architectures
could be designed to penetrate and be taken up by “leaky” cancer cells that are
permeable to large and non-natural molecules. Supramolecular structures can be
engineered using a combination of Ru(arene) scaffolds with organic spacers. The
general strategy is to employ the Ru(arene) fragments as corner building blocks,
with organic spacers constituting the more complex structural elements, by taking
advantage of their pseudo-tetrahedral geometry. In addition, by using a ditopic
bridging ligand with bis-chelating donor ligands to bind 2 Ru(arene) fragments,
it is also possible to generate syn-coordinating dinuclear Ru(arene) “molecular
clips” as synthons for more complex supramolecular architectures. The arene can
also serve as a handle to tune the lipophilicities of the supramolecular complex.

4.1. Tetranuclear Metallarectangles

Tetranuclear Ru(arene) metallorectangles can be prepared from a combination
of dinuclear Ru(arene) clips with linear polypyridyl connectors. These dinuclear
Ru(arene) clips are constituted by 2 Ru(arene) moieties bridged by ditopic bis-
chelating OOhOO, NNhNN and NOhNO ligands (Figure 5) [49, 50]. The
Ru(arene)-thiolate compounds described earlier can also serve as molecular clips
[51]. A supramolecular assembly between the Ru(arene) clips and linear poly-
pyridyl spacers is usually initiated by vacating the remaining coordination site
on Ru, e.g., through halide extraction by silver salts, to form the stable and robust

Figure 5. Examples of tetranuclear Ru(arene) metallarectangles.
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metallarectangles. The size of the final tetranuclear Ru(arene) metallarectangle
assembly is defined by the spacer length as well as the size of the bridging ligand
[49]. Incorporation of longer linkers into metallacages have been correlated with
higher anticancer activity although it has not been established why [52]. With a
few exceptions, these Ru(arene) metallacages demonstrated higher cytotoxicities
than their molecular clips and ditopic ligands [53].

Barea and Navarro et al. [53, 54] investigated the DNA-binding properties of
several tetranuclear Ru(arene) metallarectangles and demonstrated their excep-
tional stabilities in aqueous media, even in the presence of mononucleotides and
S-donor ligands. In contrast, the constituent Ru(arene) molecular clips were
highly reactive towards nucleophiles such as AMP and GMP. DNA binding as-
says and atomic force microscopy indicated that the investigated metallarectan-
gles induced significant conformational changes in the double strand DNA, pre-
sumably from supramolecular interactions. The authors hypothesized that the
metallarectangles were interacting at the major groove of the DNA giving rise
to the observed DNA distortion [53, 54].

Kang and Chi et al. [55] prepared asymmetric metallarectangles, where dinu-
clear Ru(arene) clips were connected by pyridyl-carboxylate ligands in a “head-
to-tail” manner, and investigated their ability to induce apoptotic cell death.
Amongst the complexes found to induce apoptotic cell death in vitro, metallarec-
tangle 13 (Figure 5) was subjected to the hollow-fiber assay in vivo using fibers
loaded with AGS gastric cancer cells that were implanted into nude mice at
intraperitoneal and subcutaneous sites. After a treatment period of 5 days, can-
cer cell growth was inhibited by 33 % and 8 % at the intraperitoneal and subcuta-
neous sites, respectively [55]. Similarly, symmetric metallarectangles with naph-
thalene [56], tetrazine- and furan-derived [57] dipyridyl linkers inhibited up to
23 % and 8.5 % of HCT15 colon cancer cells grown in hollow fibers implanted
at intraperitoneal and subcutaneous sites, respectively. In comparison, cisplatin
inhibited cancer cell growth up to 38 % and 10 % under similar conditions. The
low inhibitory activity at subcutaneous sites was related to the oral application
of compounds and inefficient drug delivery. Metallarectangle 14 (Figure 5) was
further investigated compared against HCT15 cell line and its multidrug-resistant
HCT15/CL02 variant, and found to be equipotent against both cell lines, suggest-
ing that it can bypass multidrug resistance. In comparison, the topoisomerase II
inhibitor (Topo II) doxorubicin was 20 times less effective in HCT15/CL02 cells.
Lastly, complexes 15 and 16 (Figure 5) were shown to significantly increase the
number of autophagic vacuoles at low concentrations (0–5 μM), suggesting that
their anticancer activity was directly related to the induction of autophagic cell
death [57]. Taken together, these evidences point to a structural dependency of
metallarectangles on its anticancer profile which cannot be readily controlled via
ligand tuning and coordination.

In a separate approach, long organic spacers, e.g., 2,6-bis(N-(4-pyridyl)carba-
moyl)-pyridine or 3,6-bis(pyridin-3-ylethynyl)phenanthrene yielded large and
highly stable tetranuclear Ru(arene) complexes with bowl-shaped structures.
These “metallabowls” did not lead to improved cytotoxic activity as compared
to the earlier metallarectangles but gene expression analysis indicated that they
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were able to increase expression of colorectal cancer suppressors, namely APC
and p53 genes [58]. These complexes also induced autophagic vacuoles formation
in AGS cells, as well as concentration-dependent apoptotic cell death. This was
consistent with p62 upregulation as well as LC3-I to LC3-III conversion, indica-
tive of autophagic flux. To conclude, tetranuclear metallacages exerted high anti-
cancer activities via different mechanisms of actions but the structure-mechanism
relationships remained unclear. However, the ability of metallacages of different
structures to induce both autophagy and apoptotic cell death maybe be a distinc-
tive mechanistic feature for further investigations [59].

4.2. Hexanuclear Metallaprisms

Hexanuclear Ru(arene) metallaprisms can be constituted from 3 Ru(arene) mo-
lecular clips and 2 triazine-pyridinyl organic spacers with 3 pyridinyl groups posi-
tioned in a trigonal planar arrangement (Figure 6). These metallaprisms are char-
acterized by an accessible hydrophobic cavity, sandwiched between the two
organic spacers, whose size could be adjusted by changing the size of the Ru(ar-
ene) molecular clips. Ru(arene) metallaprisms can interact directly with protein
biomolecules via electrostatic interactions and induce structural changes to the
bound protein or cause their precipitation. They can also initiate catalytic oxida-
tion of ascorbic acid, cysteine, and glutathione, which might at least partially
explain their cytotoxicity. Stang and Chi et al. have shown that hexanuclear

Figure 6. General strategy for polynuclear Ru(arene) constructs.
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Ru(arene) metallaprisms can directly induce apoptotic cell death through G1
phase cell cycle arrest [60].

Intriguingly, the anticancer activity of metallaprisms may be further enhanced
by the encapsulation of other molecules inside the cavity in a host-guest arrange-
ment. These stable carceplex complexes can release their payload upon cell entry
or remain intact, acting as a drug delivery agent, by tuning the coordination chem-
istry of the Ru(arene) motif [61]. Therrien et al. developed cationic and water-
soluble hexanuclear Ru(arene) metallaprisms, which were large enough to encap-
sulate different guests, including planar aromatic molecules [50, 62], porphyrins
[63], and pyrenyl derivatives [62, 64–66]. The encapsulation significantly improved
the cytotoxicity of the host-guest system compared to empty metallaprisms. At-
tempts were made to encapsulate biologically-relevant compounds such as the
anticancer drug cisplatin into the cavity of the metallaprisms [64, 67, 68]. However,
the highly hydrophilic cisplatin could not be contained stably within the hydropho-
bic cavity. As a proof-of-concept, the authors showed that hydrophobic square-
planar Pt and Pd acetylacetonate (acac) complexes could be stably entrapped and
delivered intracellularly to cancer cells using the metallaprisms as a carrier.

More recently, Kang and Chi et al. [69] showed that the natural phenol antioxi-
dant ellagic acid can also be directly encapsulated into the Ru(arene) metalla-
prism using this approach. Ellagic acid is poorly taken up by cells due to its
hydrophilic character but it can be readily encapsulated into Ru(arene) metalla-
prisms due to its extended planar ring structure. Encapsulation of the ellagic
acid into hexanuclear Ru(arene) metallaprisms resulted in improved uptake and
increased cytotoxicities in vitro, but altered mechanisms of action at the molecu-
lar level which may limit its future applications [69].

As an extension to this strategy, Therrien et al. [70] conjugated hydrophilic
payloads to pyrenyl functionalized groups for encapsulation by the Ru(arene)
metallaprisms. By virtue of the strong π-π interactions between the pyrenyl func-
tional groups and the triazine ligand in the hydrophobic cavity, the hydrophilic
payloads could be readily tethered to the metallaprisms. Furthermore, when en-
capsulated, fluorescence arising from the pyrenyl functional group was signifi-
cantly quenched; thus the payload release could be investigated by monitoring
fluorescence turn-on of the pyrenyl group [70]. Thus far, the authors have inves-
tigated several potential compounds, including RAPTA, floxuridine, and cyclo-
metallated Pt complex A, as drug payload using this strategy (Figure 6) [66]. For
RAPTA and floxuridine, the metallaprism conjugate containing the tethered
drug motifs led to significant enhancement in cytotoxicity and the improved
activities were corroborated by increased uptake of the payloads monitored by
fluorescence turn-on [65]. The fluorescence turn-on property was further exploit-
ed to determine the cellular localization of A. Using this strategy, the authors
were able to establish the intracellular release of A, its localization to the nucleus
as well as to investigate possible interactions with various DNA topologies [68].

This strategy was further extended using large dendrimers containing terminal
pyrenyl moieties. Pitto-Barry et al. employed hydrophobic poly(arylester)cyano-
biphenyl and poly(benzylether) dendrimers conjugated to pyrene as the scaffold
and assembled hexanuclear Ru(arene) metallaprisms around the pyrenyl groups
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[71–73]. Consequently, the pyrene moieties were effectively encapsulated within
the metallaprisms thereby forming a highly stable amphiphilic macromolecular
[dendrimer3prism]6C complex [71, 72]. With increased incorporation of the py-
renyl moiety in the higher dendrimer generations, a marked reduction in solubili-
ty as well as metallaprism encapsulation was observed, due to increased steric
encumbrance and diminished access for encapsulation. The macromolecular
complex exhibited improved solubility and micromolar-submicromolar activity
against A2780 and A2780cisR cell lines, compared to free Ru(arene) metalla-
prisms. Subsequently, the authors also prepared a series of water-soluble pyrenyl-
functionalized bis-MPA dendrimers with different end groups and carried out
encapsulation by the Ru(arene) metallaprisms [73]. This allowed the comparison
of the cytotoxicities between free and encapsulated dendrimers. In keeping with
the earlier systems, the combined macromolecular complex was more efficacious
compared to both the free dendrimers and metallaprisms, indicating the impor-
tant role of the cationic cages.

4.3. Octanuclear Metallacubes

Release of the guest molecules from the cavity of Ru(arene) metallaprisms is
not necessarily predicated on the rupture of the carceplex. The unobstructed
passage of the guest molecule through the cavity aperture is preferred because it
enables the most efficient release of the cargo. Therefore, octanuclear Ru(arene)
metallacubes with larger cavities are developed to provide room to encapsulate
larger photosensitizing agents, namely porphyrins and phtalocyanins, as guest
molecules (Figure 6). Photosensitizers are important components of photody-
namic therapy (PDT) and have been successfully applied for the treatment of
melanomas. Despite the high therapeutic efficacies of PDT, arising from their
high selectivities and precise photo-delivery, PDT photosensitizers are generally
poorly soluble in water and can produce painful skin lesions arising from off-
target phototoxicity on healthy tissue.

Therrien et al. encapsulated porphyrin into hexanuclear metallaprisms with
different portal sizes, as well as larger octanuclear metallacubes (Figure 6) [50,
63]. The phototoxicity of loaded metallacages was strongly dependent on the
efficiency of payload release, which can be monitored by fluorescence turn-on
measurements. The authors discovered that phototoxicity was minimized when
the photosensitizer was encapsulated, and phototoxicity was activated only upon
release from encapsulation. Therefore, the metallacages served as an effective
shield against adventitious photoactivation. More recently, the strategy was ex-
tended to phtalocyanins encapsulated in octanuclear Ru(arene) metallacubes
since phtalocyanins could be activated in the red or near-infrared region, which
would have better tissue-penetrating properties [63].
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5. HETERONUCLEAR RUTHENIUM-ARENE COMPLEXES

An emerging approach entails the combination of Ru(arene) with other thera-
peutic metal fragments to produce multifunctional heterometallic complexes that
can harness the therapeutic properties of both metallic entities. Instead of admin-
istering a mixture of the two individual mononuclear complexes, a rationally-
designed heteronuclear complex would benefit from the synchronous delivery
of both therapeutic entities at the target site and may display more favorable
pharmacological profiles since their biological fate can be controlled. Conjuga-
tion of Pt and Au anticancer drugs with other metallic fragments have resulted
in improved stability, solubility, and lower toxicity in vivo [74–80]. Examples of
heteronuclear Ru(arene) complexes are still scarce (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Examples of heteronuclear Ru(arene) complexes.

5.1. Dinuclear Ru(arene)-Ti Complexes

One of the first examples of heterometallic Ru(arene) complexes with anticancer
properties was reported by Casini and Picquet et al. [81]. The authors prepared
a series of titanocene-Ru(arene) complexes and investigated their structure-ac-
tivity relationships. The choice of titanocene as a building block for heterometal-
lic complexes was based on the appealing biological properties of Ti-based com-
pounds [82, 83]. Budotitane was the first non-Pt compound that was clinically
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evaluated but was prematurely terminated due to formulation issues [84, 85].
Titanocene dichloride exhibited excellent anticancer properties both in vitro and
in vivo, but its development was hindered by its high nephrotoxicity [86, 87].
The authors explored the combination of a lowly toxic Ru(arene) fragment con-
jugated to titanocene dichloride 17 (Figure 7) [81]. While most Ru(arene) com-
plexes interacted preferentially with protein biomolecules, titanocene dichloride
was expected to act via DNA-binding; thus, the separate biological targets could
give rise to synergistic effects. The resultant heteronuclear Ru(arene)-titanocene
conjugate was highly cytotoxic in vitro, more than 20-fold more active than its
constituent titanocene and Ru(arene) fragments, even in cisplatin-resistant cell
lines. The authors hypothesized that the lack of cross-resistance arose from its
ability to efficiently inhibit cathepsin B, associated with chemoresistance and
metastases, since both Ti and Ru centers can compete for cysteine-binding at
the active site of cathepsin B. In keeping with dinuclear Ru(arene) complexes,
incorporation of longer spacers resulted in an increased cytotoxicity and im-
proved cathepsin B inhibition.

5.2. Dinuclear Ru(arene)-Pt Complexes

The FDA-approved Pt-based anticancer drugs cisplatin and its analogues exert
their cytotoxic effects via DNA damage, which can give rise to Pt-DNA adducts
that efficiently inhibit replication and transcription. Failure to reverse stalled
transcription through repair pathways triggers cellular apoptosis which forms the
basis for the anticancer activity for Pt drugs [88–93]. Development of “ruthpla-
tins” is therefore an interesting proposition as it combines Ru with a proven
therapeutic entity and may lead to new modes of activity. One of the earlier
attempts was reported by Darkwa and Elmroth et al. and involved a cis-plati-
num(II) chloride fragment with substituted bis(diphenylphosphino)-rutheno-
cenes 18 (Figure 7) but the resultant complexes were not sufficiently stable to
be tested in vitro [94]. Recently, Zhu et al. developed a novel series of multifunc-
tional Ru(arene)-Pt(IV) complexes which employed the cis,cis,trans-diammine-
dichloridobiscarboxylatoplatinum(IV) complex 19 (Figure 7) as a cisplatin-pro-
drug [95]. The Ru(arene) moiety was conjugated via 3-pyridinepropionate to the
axial position of the Pt(IV) fragment, and the ligand would be released from
Pt(IV) by intracellular chemical reduction with the concomitant formation of
cisplatin. The evaluated heteronuclear Ru(arene)-Pt(IV) complex was stable in
aqueous solutions and exhibited remarkable cytotoxicities in the low micromolar
to nanomolar range against a panel of cancer cell lines, including the highly
resistant triple-negative breast cancer. They also exhibited high selectivity to-
wards cancerous cells over healthy fibroblast cells. The heteronuclear complex 19
induced apoptosis in vitro and inhibited DNA synthesis, in keeping with cisplatin.
However, the authors also found that by incorporating a Ru(arene) fragment,
the complex exhibited increased antimigratory properties as it inhibited wound
closure in a wound-healing assay to comparable levels of the known antimeta-
static agent sunitinib [95]. In contrast, the mononuclear Ru(arene) analogue and
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its 1 : 1 mixture with cisplatin demonstrated only weak inhibition of the wound
closure.

Dinuclear Ru(arene) clips can be conjugated with PtII-diethynyldipyridyl li-
gands to form Ru(arene)-Pt metallarectangles via the self-assembly coordination
process [96]. The novel heteronuclear Ru(arene)-Pt metallarectangles demon-
strated a distinctly different electrochemical behavior from homonuclear Ru(ar-
ene) metallarectangles. Ru-Pt rectangles displayed two reversible reduction
waves, one of which was attributed to Ru reduction and another wave was arising
from Pt. The heteronuclear metallarectangles exhibited low micromolar activity
against SK-hep-1, HeLa, HCT-15, and AGS cancer cell lines and were more
cytotoxic than structurally-similar homonuclear Ru(arene) metallarectangles.
The increased cytotoxicity was ascribed to their larger cavity size and metal-
ligand interactions but the role of Pt was not investigated.

5.3. Ru(arene)-Au Complexes

Gold-based drugs have been widely used for the treatment of rheumatoid arthri-
tis but also demonstrated promising anticancer properties in vitro and in vivo
[97, 98]. In particular, the AuI-phosphine antiarthritis drug auranofin has been
extensively investigated and displays reproducibly high levels of anticancer activ-
ity in vivo [99]. The antitumor effects of AuI-phosphine compounds is not entire-
ly understood, but there is evidence that they occur via direct cytotoxic action,
involving mitochondria targeting and induction of apoptotic cell death. As with
most Ru(arene) complexes, DNA is not their primary target [100–102]. Further-
more, cisplatin-resistant cell lines are hypersensitive to AuI-phosphine com-
pounds and heteronuclear Ru(arene)-Au complexes can be employed to over-
come cisplatin-based drug resistance.

The general approach for this class of complexes is to introduce a linker ligand
which can bind both AuI and Ru(arene) as a σ-donor/π-acceptor. While AuI is
limited by the availability of coordination sites, binding to Ru(arene) can be fur-
ther stabilized via chelation. Messori et al. prepared a range of heteronuclear
Ru(arene)-Au complexes 20 (Figure 7), where the (η6-cymene)RuCl2 fragment
was linked to various AuI moieties via 1,1-bis(diphenyl-phosphino)methane
(dppm) [103, 104]. Notably, the heterobimetallic complexes with AuI-NHC
(N-heterocyclic carbenes) were significantly more cytotoxic than their monometal-
lic analogues and their mixtures. The authors reported that the heteronuclear
Ru(arene)-Au complexes did not bind DNA but were highly reactive toward pro-
tein models, particularly RNAse. Protein-binding was achieved through the disrup-
tion of the heteronuclear complex with the release of naked metals and their
subsequent coordination to the biomolecules. The Ru(arene)-Au complexes also
inhibited cathepsin B and thioredoxin reductase (TrxR) enzymatic activity, known
targets of their Ru(arene) and AuI fragments, respectively. Notably, the heteronu-
clear complex was markedly more active in the inhibition of capthesin B and TrxR
than either their constituent mononuclear Ru(arene) and Au(I) complexes.
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Casini and Bodio et al. extended this approach by linking Au-NHC to Ru(ar-
ene) using a sterically-encumbered bipyridyl-benzoate ligand to yield 21 to intro-
duce sufficient spatial separation between the fragments [105]. The antiprolif-
erative activities were too low to warrant further investigations. Darkwa and
Elmroth et al. also prepared trinuclear AuI-RuII-AuI complex 22 using 1,1#-
bis(diphenylphosphino)ruthenocene to bridge 2 AuI-Cl fragments [94]. While
these trinuclear complexes displayed cytotoxicities in the micromolar concentra-
tion range against the HeLa cell line in vitro, their mechanism of action was not
investigated.

5.4. Ru(arene)-Fe and Ru(arene)-Co Complexes

Ferrocene (Fc) is an excellent building block for heterometallic complexes due
to its specific geometry and high stability in the nonoxidant media [106]. It is
also well-known that ferrocene undergoes reversible one-electron oxidation to
form the cytotoxic ferricenium radical cation (Cp2FeC), which readily interacts
with a variety of free radicals, biologically important electron donors and other
nucleophiles. The reverse reaction, where the ferricenium radical cation is re-
duced back to metallocene, can be also carried out in cells by NADHC or various
metalloproteins. The conjugation of ferrocene derivatives with Ru(arene) frag-
ments can result in efficacious heteronuclear complexes capable of inducing re-
active oxygen species in cancer cells.

Ferrocene can be easily derivatized and various functional groups can be added
to either or both cyclopentadienyl groups [107]. This strategy has been widely
employed to access various Ru(arene)-ferrocene compounds via diphenylphos-
phino (23) [108, 109], imidazole (24) [110], and pyridinyl-functionalized ligands
(25) (Figure 7) [110–112]. Coordination of ferrocene-pyridinyl ligands to Ru(ar-
ene) did not affect the one-electron reversible oxidation of ferrocene [109, 111],
but Ru redox potential was affected by the number of alkyl substituents attached
to the arene ring. The authors concluded that there was no clear correlation
between the cytotoxicity of Ru(arene)-Fc complexes and their electrochemical
behavior. All complexes demonstrated marginal to moderate antiproliferative
activity in the micromolar concentration range in vitro and the trinuclear com-
pounds Fc-Ru(arene)-Fc were slightly more cytotoxic than their dinuclear ana-
logues [110, 111]. First- and second-generation dendrimers containing heteronu-
clear Ru(arene)-Fc pendants had been prepared and studied but results were
not encouraging [112, 113].

Cobalt-based compounds hold great promise as anticancer agents, mainly due
to the ability of CoIII and CoII to induce ROS in cancer cells [114]. CoIII com-
plexes can be used as prodrugs for bioreduction and selective targeting of malig-
nant tissues [115]. Co sandwich complexes are similar to ferrocene in terms of
stability and solubility and they can be readily derivatized [116–118]. However,
there are very few examples of anticancer cobalt sandwich complexes in the
literature [119]. Kim, Kang, Chi, et al. utilized a coordination-driven self-assem-
bly to prepare heteronuclear Ru(arene) metallacages with cobalt sandwich do-
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nors [120]. While the monometallic CoIII sandwich complex did not show any
activity on HCT-15, SK-hep-1 and AGS cell lines (>100 μM), insertion of the
CoIII sandwich unit into Ru(arene) metallarectangles resulted in drastic im-
provement of cytotoxicities (up to 5 μM). Intriguingly, depending on the struc-
ture of the Ru(arene)-Co metallarectangles, different types of cell death were
induced in AGS cells. For Ru(arene)-Co metallarectangles containing short link-
er motifs, such as oxalato- and napthaquinone-derived bridges, autophagic cell
death was induced. This was evidenced by the upregulation of LC3-I and LC3-
III in Western blot experiments, common markers of autophagy, as well as by
the formation of autophagic acidic vacuoles observed via fluorescent bioimaging.
In contrast, metallarectangles with larger naphtacenedione-derived linkers did
not cause a marked induction of autophagy, but significantly reduced induction
of the main apoptotic marker caspase-3/7 suggesting decreased apoptotic activi-
ties. It should also be noted that homonuclear Ru(arene) metallarectangles were
demonstrated to induce autophagic and apoptotic cell death but the role of co-
balt fragments was not well understood.

5.5. Dinuclear Ru(arene)-Sn Complexes

Tin-based anticancer compounds are not widely studied but organotin com-
pounds have been shown to be highly cytotoxic in vitro, but to lower levels
compared to Pt complexes [121–123]. In addition, Sn-based compounds do not
typically exhibit cross-resistance with Pt drugs. Heteronuclear Ru(arene)-SnII

complexes 26 (Figure 7) containing formal RuII-SnII bonds were prepared from
Ru(arene) complexes containing the pyTz ligand via the insertion of SnCl2 into
the Ru-Cl bond [124]. These complexes showed only moderate cytotoxicity in
A2780 and A2780cisR cell lines in vitro and were markedly less toxic than cis-
platin, but their resistance factors were lower than that of cisplatin.

Tabassum et al. prepared Ru(arene)-SnIV complex 27 (Figure 7) with the 3,5-
dimethylpyrazole ligand and bridging chlorido ligands between Ru and Sn frag-
ments, which was cytotoxic in the low micromolar concentration range in HeLa
and HepG2 cancer cells [125]. The heteronuclear complex interacted with DNA
not via covalent binding or intercalation, but via binding at the minor groove
through electrostatic interactions between the phosphate backbone and the SnIV

fragment. The complex was able to induce single-strand cleavage of plasmid
DNA, leading to relaxation and unwinding of the supercoiled DNA. This cleav-
age activity was demonstrated to be related to the formation of 1O2, OH·, and
O2

·– species, supportive of the oxidative cleavage pathway. The authors further
examined the interactions of the Ru(arene)-SnIV complex against the DNA re-
modeling enzyme topoisomerase I (Topo I), an established biological target for
cancer chemotherapy, since minor groove binders such as the clinical drug camp-
tothecin are known Topo I inhibitors. Encouragingly, the Ru(arene)-SnIV com-
plex was a potent Topo I inhibitor and the authors postulated that the complex
acts by preventing Topo I from binding to target DNA strand [126, 127].
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5.6. Ru(arene) Complexes Conjugated to Carboranes

Polyhedral boron compounds are widely known for their use in boron neutron
capture therapy (BNCT) for cancer [128]. This therapy is based on the nuclear
reaction that occurs between two non-toxic species, low energy thermal neutrons,
and the non-radioactive stable isotope 10B. The neutron capture reaction gives
rise to energetic (4He) alpha-particles and 7Li nuclei, which dissipate their kinetic
energy in malignant tissues, thereby killing cancer cells with precision. The ad-
vantages of using polyhedral boron compounds for BNCT are related to their
stability, low toxicity, and high nuclearity [129]. Yan et al. developed Ru(arene)-
complexes with 1,2-dicarba-closo-dodecaborane ligands 28 (Figure 7) that were
cytotoxic to HCC827 human lung cancer, SMMC-7721 hepatocellular carcinoma,
and non-cancerous HELF cell embryonic lung fibroblasts at low micromolar
concentration [130–132]. Intriguingly, when the Fc moiety was substituted with
a carboxylic group, cytotoxicity against the non-cancerous HELF cells was abro-
gated while efficacies against the cancer cells were retained. The heteronuclear
Ru(arene)-carborane complex 29 (Figure 7) induced apoptosis in HCC827 cells
in vitro [131]. When the complex was tested against nude mice bearing HCC827
xenograft in vivo at a dose of 100 μmol/kg administered every two days for 20
days, the tumor size decreased 10 times compared to the control mice group
[131]. Biopsy of the treated xenografts was in agreement with the results of the
in vitro experiments, showing upregulated cleaved caspases 8, 9, and 3, as well as
cleaved PARP, indicating the ability of Ru(arene)-carborane complex to induce
apoptosis both in vitro and in vivo.

Barry and Sadler et al. reported the encapsulation of a highly hydrophobic 16-
electron Ru(cymene)-carborane complex in water-soluble Pluronuic® core-shell
micelles [133, 134]. The cytotoxicity of the micelles with the encapsulated Ru
complex was assessed by a MTT assay in A2780 and A2780cisR cell lines [134]
and healthy fibroblasts MRC5 [133] and were compared to the cytotoxicity of
the free complex and micelles. Whereas Pluronic® micelles were devoid of any
cytotoxicity, the encapsulated Ru(arene)-carborane complex showed a remark-
able cytotoxicity in A2780 and A2780cisR cells in a submicromolar concentration
range. Upon encapsulation, its activity decreased by 40-fold; however the select-
ivity towards cancer cells over normal healthy cells and cellular accumulation
increased, ensuring high 10B uptake. Unfortunately, boron neutron capture ther-
apy (BNCT) experiments indicated that there was only a slight increase of cyto-
toxicities between the free and the encapsulated Ru complex in A2780 cells
bombarded by thermal neutrons [134]. Therefore, while physical encapsulation
improved solubility and cellular accumulation, the Ru(arene) macromolecules
did not increase its sensitivity to BNCT conditions.

5.7. Ru(arene) Complexes Conjugated to Other Metals

Organoiridium compounds are commonly used for photocatalysis and in materi-
al chemistry [135]. Catalytically-active organometallic IrIII complexes can con-
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vert NADH to NADC via hydride transfer, thereby interfering with NADH-
mediated cell signaling pathways [135]. Cyclometalated IrIII complexes are effec-
tive photosensitizers for photodynamic therapy due to the production of singlet
oxygen. Kim and Patra et al. combined Ru(arene) with cyclometalated IrIII frag-
ments 30 (Figure 7) via the polypyridyl-based ligand 2,3-di(pyridin-2-yl)pyraz-
ino[2,3-f][1,10] phenanthroline. The resulting complex exhibited cytotoxicity in
the low micromolar concentration range in a number of cancer cell lines [136].
The heteronuclear complex induced autophagy via the formation of acidic vacu-
oles which was validated by the upregulation of LC3-III, beclin-1, and atg5 pro-
tein markers in Western blot experiments. Biological properties of the mononu-
clear fragments were not assessed and therefore, the advantages of bridging
monometallic moieties into a heterobimetallic complex cannot be identified.

Romerosa et al. developed a series of heteronuclear complexes
[CpRuCl(PPh3)(μ-dmoPTA-1κP:2κ2N,N#-M(acac-κ2O,O#)2)]C 31 (Figure 7)
where M = Co, Ni, and Zn [137]. The dmoPTA is structurally-related to the
PTA ligand used in RAPTA complexes but with terminal N,N’-methyl groups
instead of the N,N’-methylene bridge that would complete the adamantane-
like scaffold. In keeping with PTA, dmoPTA is stable, imparts good aqueous
solubility, and binds Ru(arene) via the P-atom. However, dmoPTA is also capa-
ble of N,N’-chelation – a property that the authors utilized to bind the M(acac)2

fragment. The heteronuclear complexes exhibited micromolar and submicrom-
olar cytotoxicity in HBL-100, T-47D, SW1573, HeLa, and WiDr cancer cells
lines and are amongst the most cytotoxic heterobimetallic complexes reported
so far. However, the monometallic Ru-HdmoPTA analogue displayed similar
cytotoxicities, indicating the defining role of this fragment in the biological
activity of the complexes.

Ru(arene) complexes can also be linked to radionuclides, giving rise to theran-
ostic compounds. Campello and Bodio et al. used a 1,4,7,10-tetraaza-cyclododec-
ane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA)-derived ligand for coordination with the
Ru(cymene) fragment and subsequent complexation with 153SmIII within the
DOTA cage [138]. The resultant Ru(cymene)-153Sm complex 32 (Figure 7) was
highly water-soluble and efficacious against A2780cisR cell lines in vitro for at
least two times. The complex did not cause acute toxicity in CD-1 mice in vivo,
was not taken up by soft tissues, such as muscle, spleen, heart, lung, and stomach,
and was quickly excreted to kidney and liver.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, we discussed the use of the Ru(arene) scaffold as a building
block for multinuclear structures and scaffolds. By leveraging on its stability,
synthetic accessibility, and unique structural characteristics, it is possible to ra-
tionally develop a diversity of complex Ru(arene) frameworks with tailored at-
tributes that can be exploited for cancer therapy. Many of these structures are
not possible via conventional organic building blocks. This review has also un-
covered the wide spectrum of unusual therapeutic applications of multinuclear
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Ru(arene) structures including their promising use as delivery agents with a pro-
tective shield for photodynamic therapy agents. In this continuing quest to fight
cancer, particularly against highly resistant ones, that cannot be treated with
classical drugs such as cisplatin, we can expect even more focus and research
toward uncovering new Ru(arene) structures to fill the chemical space as chemo-
therapeutic agents.
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ABBREVIATIONS

acac acetylacetonate
AMP adenosine 5#-monophosphate
bis-MPA 2,2-bis(hydroxymethyl)propionic acid
Cp cyclopentadienyl
cymene 1-methyl-4-(propan-2-yl)benzene
EGF epidermal growth factor
EPR enhanced permeability and retention
Fc ferrocene
FDA Food and Drug Administration
GMP guanosine 5#-monophosphate
GSH glutathione
GSSG oxidized glutathione
IC50 half-maximal inhibitory concentration
IFNγ interferon gamma
IL interleukin
LC3-I, LC3-III light chain subunits
NADH nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide reduced
NHC N-heterocyclic carbenes
PARP poly-ADP ribose polymerase
PEMA polyethylmetacrylate
pta 1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphaadamantane
pyTz 2-(pyridine-2-yl)thiazole
RAED [(η6-arene)Ru(en)Cl]PF6

RAPTA (η6-arene)Ru(pta)Cl2
RPS2 ribosomal protein S2
TGF-β transforming growth factor beta
Topo topoisomerase
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Abstract: Since ancient times gold and its complexes have been used as therapeutics against
different diseases. In modern medicine gold drugs have been applied for the treatment of
rheumatoid arthritis, however, recently other medical applications have come into the focus
of inorganic medicinal chemistry. This chapter provides a non-comprehensive overview of key
developments in the field of gold anticancer drugs. Exciting findings on gold(I) and gold(III)
complexes as antitumor agents are summarized together with a discussion of relevant aspects
of their modes of action.

Keywords: aquaporins · carbenes · dithiocarbamates · gold · metallodrugs · phosphanes · por-
phyrins · thioredoxin reductase

1. INTRODUCTION

Medicinal applications of gold and its complexes have a long history dating back
thousands of years [1, 2]. For example, in ancient China the use of gold was
related to the desire for longevity and has been found in very old recorded
prescriptions [3]. The element was also important for medieval alchemy in Eu-
rope as exemplified by so called “Aurum potabile” medicines, which contained
gold in potable form [4]. In 1890 the famous bacteriologist Robert Koch reported
about antibacterial properties of gold salts against tuberculosis strains [5]. This
finding has probably paved the way of gold-based drugs into modern medicine.
In the 1920s the physician Jacques Forestier hypothesized that gold compounds
could be used to treat rheumatoid arthritis since the manifestations of this dis-
ease were similar to those of tuberculosis [6]. His studies have led to application
of the first gold-based drugs, such as aurothioglucose and gold sodium thiomal-
ate, for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis.

In 1972 Sutton and colleagues reported about the antiinflammatory properties
of orally administrable gold complexes and from these studies the gold phos-
phane compound auranofin emerged, which is nowadays considered as the lead
compound of gold metallodrugs [7]. For auranofin and many other gold complex-
es also strong effects against cancer cells have been reported. These findings
have triggered major efforts in the inorganic medicinal chemistry community to
develop new gold-based anticancer drugs. Although so far no new gold metallo-
drug has reached the drug market, a rich knowledge on the medicinal chemistry
of such complexes has been established and current clinical trials with some of
the existing gold drugs emphasize the feasibility of the drug design approach.

2. CURRENT STATUS OF REGISTERED GOLD DRUGS

2.1. Gold Complexes in the Therapy of Rheumatoid Arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis is the most common inflammatory disease of the joints and
can be characterized as a chronic autoimmune disorder. It primarily affects the
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Figure 1. Examples of gold drugs. Sodium thiomalate and aurothioglucose are polymeric
compounds.

joints but also other organs can be involved. There is currently no cure available
and therapy focuses on the management of the disease and its symptoms, which
can significantly affect the quality of life of the patients.

Several gold complexes have been applied to treat rheumatoid arthritis, the
most frequently used are: aurothiomalate, aurothioglucose, and auranofin (see
Figure 1). Whereas auranofin can be taken orally, the other gold complexes are
adminstered by injection and are more effective [2, 8]. Gold drugs belong to the
group of so called disease-modifiying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs), which is
a category of otherwise rather unrelated agents including the purine metabolism
inhibitor methotrexate. The main purpose of DMARDs is to slow-down the
progression of the chronic disease and to achieve a remission of the symptoms.
Although gold-based therapy is effective, its relevance is decreasing based on
the the fear of side effects, the requirement of strict patient monitoring, the lack
of experience of physicians regarding the administration of the more complicated
treatment procedure, and finally due to marketing strategies of pharmaceutical
companies [8].

2.2. New Therapeutic Applications for Gold Drugs

Despite the decline in the application for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis,
there is a high interest in the development of gold metallodrugs for other indica-
tions. Certainly, this has been stimulated by the increasing knowledge on the
modes of action of gold complexes as well as the global interest of the pharma-
ceutical industry in drug repurposing strategies. The cytotoxicity and in vivo
antitumoral effects of auranofin had been noted in early reports [9, 10]. Besides
this important medicinal application, gold complexes have also been studied suc-
cessfully as antiinfective agents (antiparasitic, antibacterial, antiviral) [11].

A search for current clinical trials (www.clinicaltrials.gov) in March 2017 yield-
ed several ongoing or recent studies for auranofin and aurothiomalate not relat-
ed to rheumatoid arthritis. The conditions included several cancers or leukemia
(e.g., lung cancer, recurrent ovarian epithelial cancer, chronic lymphocytic leuke-
mia) and infectious diseases (e.g., amoebiasis, giardiasis, HIV).
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3. GOLD(I) ANTICANCER DRUGS

Starting from the established gold(I) drugs, there have been substantial efforts
in developing gold-based anticancer agents. In this section gold(I) phosphane
complexes and gold(I) organometallics are reviewed as relevant types represent-
ing gold in the oxidation state C1.

3.1. Gold(I) Phosphane Complexes

The lead compound auranofin represents a neutral, linear two-coordinate gold
phosphane complex with a thioglucose ligand. Phosphanes are good donor li-
gands and as such they are readily attached to gold(I). The successful develop-
ment and the therapeutic efficacy of auranofin were most likely the deciding
factors that have triggered ongoing efforts in developing metallodrugs based on
a gold(I)(phosphane) partial structure. A structure-activity relationship study by
Mirabelli and coworkers on a series of 63 complexes of the general type L-
Au-X highlighted the importance of both the phosphane and thiosugar partial
structures in vitro as well as in vivo [12]. Simple chlorido gold phosphane com-
plexes such as ClAu(I)(triethylphosphane) (1) or ClAu(I)(triphenylphosphane)
(2) (Figure 2) have demonstrated similar key features like auranofin, including
strong cytotoxicity, antimitochondrial activity or thioredoxin reductase inhibi-
tion. The residues at the phosphorus atom likely affect gold bioavailability re-
flecting differences in lipophilicity. For example, complexes with the triphenyl-
phosphane moiety showed a higher cellular uptake into cancer cells compared
to the trialkyl analogues [13].

The gold phosphole complex GoPI (3) was found to be a highly efficient inhibi-
tor of both glutathione reductase and thioredoxin reductase (TrxR). X-ray crys-
tallography of glutathione reductase exposed to 3 confirmed that its ligands were
replaced by cysteine residues of the enzyme [14]. Bischelating phosphanes such
as 4 (Figure 2) are lipophilic cations, which have a long history in anticancer
drug research. For 4 and related complexes lipophilicity was a crucial factor
affecting cellular uptake, binding to plasma proteins and in vivo toxicity [15].
The higher kinetic stability of complexes with bischelating phosphanes is an im-
portant advantage. For 4 stability in the presence of serum and thiols was con-

Figure 2. Selected examples of anticancer gold(I) phosphane complexes.
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firmed and serum did not reduce the cytotoxicity of the complex. The compound
also displayed promising activity in vivo [16]. Interestingly, for 4 and related
complexes the presence of the phenyl groups at the phosphorus was of high
relevance, and the biological activity was reduced or lost upon replacement with
alkyl residues [17]. The lipophilic cationic character of bischelating phosphane
gold(I) complexes can cause an accumulation inside mitochondria as a conse-
quence of the higher membrane potential of these organelles. However, unspe-
cific accumulation in mitochondria also might have caused toxic effects of 4 that
prevented its further development [18].

The indicated problem could be solved by further structural optimization lead-
ing to the cationic 5 (Figure 2), which was reported to be selectively toxic in
breast cancer cells and effectively inhibited TrxR activity. The gold(I) phosphane
moiety has also been applied with (bio)conjugates and for the purpose of target-
ing. The underlying strategy is to link the cytotoxic gold partial structure with a
component that itself carries biological activity and/or can be used to increase
bioavailability. For example this can be achieved with peptide conjugates [19].

In conclusion, gold(I) phosphanes represent important anticancer-active moie-
ties. Gold phosphane partial structures can also be found in many other types of
gold drugs (e.g., gold alkynyl phosphane complexes, see below).

3.2. Oganometallic Gold(I) Complexes

In recent years organometallic gold complexes have attracted a high attention.
This was certainly motivated by the increased stability of the metal-carbon bond
that can be achieved, e.g., by using N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) or alkynyl
ligands, which are reviewed in this section. NHCs are strong σ-donor ligands that
can be stably coordinated to a number of transition metals, including gold [20].
In the first essential reports on the exciting biological potential of gold(I) NHC
complexes by Berner-Price and colleagues, cationic linear complexes with two
NHC ligands (biscarbene complexes), such as 6 (Figure 3), were described to
trigger strong antimitochondrial effects and to target protein selenols in prefer-
ence to thiols [21, 22]. Importantly, 6 was able to inhibit TrxR activity in cells
whereas no inhibition of glutathione reductase was noted [22]. Both TrxR inhibi-
tion and antimitochondrial effects, which have been identified in the early key
reports, have been observed with many new gold(I) NHC complexes and can be
considered as important contributors to their biological pattern. Taking these
and the results from the protein crystallography studies with 3 [14] into account,
gold(I) NHC chlorido complexes with a benzimidazole-derived NHC ligand
were prepared by Ott et al. (see 7 in Figure 3 for an example) [23]. In these
compounds the chlorido secondary ligand should be easily replaceable by thiol
or selenol groups in the active site of TrxR and with this enable the design of
very efficient inhibitors. In fact, a series of strong TrxR inhibitors could be ob-
tained with this strategy and, importantly, the inhibition was selective if com-
pared to glutathione reductase.
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Figure 3. Selected examples of organometallic anticancer gold(I) complexes.

Complexes 8 and 9 represent derivatives of 7 (Figure 3), in which the anionic
chloride ligand was replaced by triphenyl-phosphane or a second NHC ligand,
respectively, leading to cationic species [24]. The calculated bond dissociation
energies indicated a lower reactivity of the cationic complexes, and in fact they
were less active TrxR inhibitors. However, the cellular uptake and trafficking
into the mitochondria were increased for the cationic 8 and 9 and this resulted
in higher overall cytotoxicity. Besides TrxR inhibition and antimitochondrial ef-
fects, also other cellular pathways were reported to be of high importance for
the biological activity of gold(I) NHC complexes (see Section 5.1.1 for more
details). Another very interesting example is the cationic biscarbene complex 10
reported by Casini et al. [25, 26]. Complex 10 contains two caffeine-derived NHC
ligands and was found to be an efficient and selective G-quadruplex stabilizing
agent. Importantly, 10 was shown to bind non-covalently to three distinct binding
sites of a G-quadruplex structure [26].

The preference of gold(I) for a linear geometry together with the linearity of
alkynes, which are good ligands due to their π-unsaturated nature, have made
gold(I) alkynyl complexes useful organometallic tools with possible applications
in material chemistry, supramolecular chemistry or luminescence [27]. Complex
11 (Figure 3) was one of the most active TrxR inhibitors out of a series of cyto-
toxic gold(I) triphenylphosphane complexes with structurally diverse alkynyl li-
gands reported by Ott et al. [28]. Interestingly, 11 triggered effective antiangio-
genic effects in zebrafish embryos. Closer evaluation of the effects of 11 on
cellular phosphorylation signaling showed an activation of the mitogen-activated
protein kinases (MAPK) ERK1 and ERK2 (ERK: extracellular signal related
kinase) as well as the chaperone HSP27 (heat shock protein 27) [29]. Administra-
tion of 11 in vivo, however, was problematic due to solubility issues, required
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the development of a suitable formulation, and provided no tumor growth reduc-
tion so far. Further structural optimization of 11 was focused on an optimization
of the phosphane ligands and led to its triethylphosphane anaologue as a proba-
bly better alternative for in vivo studies [29].

In this context the propargylthiol derivative 12 (Figure 3) with a solubility-
enhancing phosphane ligand represents a very interesting development [30]. The
complex led to an increase in the mean survival time and life expectancy in an
athymic nude mice xenograft model. The tumor growth reduction was moderate
and there was no acute toxicity. Another example, which showed good activity
in vivo is 13 [31]. It was identified in a screening of various gold complexes, is
an efficient TrxR inhibitor, and displayed highly promising results in vivo.

4. GOLD(III) ANTICANCER DRUGS

Due to the structural similarity to various platinum(II)-based anticancer drugs,
gold(III) complexes have long been regarded as a class of effective anticancer
therapeutics [32]. Nevertheless, the gold(III) ion under physiological condition
is easily reduced to gold(I) or gold(0) (metallic gold). Thus, one major challenge
for their medical development is the stability issue. By employing various tetra-,
tri-, and bidentate ligands, numerous stable gold(III) complexes possessing anti-
cancer properties have been identified in the last decade.

4.1. Gold(III) Complexes with Tetradentate Ligands

A stable gold(III) complex system, [AuIII(porphyrin)]C, with a net cationic
charge can be achieved by using the robust tetradentate porphyrinato ligand
scaffold [33]. Che and coworkers have first reported in 2003 the anticancer prop-
erties of a gold(III) meso-tetraphenylporphyrin complex (gold-1a, 14, Figure 4)
[34]. In vitro and in vivo studies revealed that 14 is highly effective towards
nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) metastasis, and inhibits tumor growth of nude
mice bearing colon cancer, neuroblastoma, melanoma, and cisplatin-resistant
ovarian cancer [33]. Moreover, in 2013 Che, Sun, and coworkers have first identi-
fied its anticancer stem cells property [35].

The LD50 value (median lethal dose) of 14 was determined to be 6.8 mg/kg
(effective anticancer dosage: ~3.0 mg/kg). One approach to reduce its toxicity is
to employ drug carriers. Enhanced anticancer activities of 14 have been demon-
strated by using polymeric encapsulating materials such as a mixture of gelatin
and acacia [36], polyethylene glycol [37], and a type of organogold(III) supramo-
lecular polymers [38]. Also, mesoporous silica nanoparticles for delivery of 14
with enhanced selectivity and apoptosis-inducing efficacy were employed [39].

An additional advantage for the medicinal development of the
[AuIII(porphyrin)]C system is the ease in its structural modification. The antican-
cer studies of 25 gold(III) porphyrin complexes including some water-soluble
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Figure 4. Selected examples of anticancer gold(III) complexes.

and asymmetrical analogs with a dynamic range of lipophilicity were reported
[40]. Recently, Isab and coworkers reported the in vitro anticancer activities of
gold(III) complexes of meso-1,2-di(1-naphthyl)-1,2-diaminoethane [41]. Sessler
and coworkers have identified a series of new water-soluble gold(III) porphyrin
complexes with cytotoxic IC50 values down to 9 μM toward a human ovarian
cancer cell line in 2015 [42].

Other types of anticancer gold(III) complexes with tetradentate ligands have
also been reported. A water-soluble gold(III) corrole complex (1-Au, 15, Fig-
ure 4) was found to display promising cytostatic activity [43]. Cytotoxicity of
gold(III) complexes with Schiff bases and bis(pyridyl)carboxamide ligands have
previously been reported to exhibit comparable cytotoxicity to cisplatin [44]. Yet,
a gold(III) complex containing cyclam (= 1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane) was
found to display a low cytotoxic activity towards a series of cancer cells, having
IC50 values >100 μM [45].

4.2. Gold(III) Complexes with Tridentate Ligands

2,2#,2$-Terpyridine (terpy) is a typical tridentate ligand to stabilize a highly oxi-
dizing metal center. The gold(III) complex of terpy 16 (Figure 4) has first been
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reported by Lippard et al. in 1983 [46]. Che and coworkers in 1995 demonstrated
its high binding affinity to calf thymus DNA [47], and in 2000, its promising in
vitro anticancer activities have first been demonstrated by Messori and cowork-
ers [45]. This gold(III) complex exhibited similar anticancer potency compared
to that of the terpy ligand itself, suggestive of its ligand-mediated cytotoxic activ-
ity. Some other gold(III) complexes having tridentate terpy or aminoquinoline
ligands have been reported [48] and four gold(III) complexes with terpy ligands
showed higher cytotoxicity than cisplatin against various cancer cell lines [49].

An organogold(III) complex of 6-(1,1-dimethylbenzyl)-2,2’-bipyridine) (Au-
bipyc, 17; Figure 4) showed potent anticancer activities in vitro [50]. A proteomic
approach including the use of 2D gel electrophoresis separation and subsequent
mass spectrometry identification has been launched in order to elucidate its ac-
tion mechanisms in A2780 human ovarian cancer cells [51].

The anticancer activities of various gold(III) cyclometalated gold(III) complexes
[AuIII(C^N^C)L]C (wherein HC^N^CH = 2,6-diphenylpyridine; L = an auxiliary
ligand) was reported [52]. These complexes are stable in aqueous solutions con-
taining glutathione. With triphenylphosphane as the auxiliary ligand,
[AuIII(C^N^C)L]C was found to display cytotoxic activity towards different can-
cer cell lines with IC50 values down to ~4 µM. By using different bidentate bis(di-
phenylphosphane)Cn ligands (wherein Cn = saturated hydrocarbon linker with n =
1 to 6), gold(III) complexes of [Au2

III(C^N^C)2(µ-bis(diphenylphosphane)Cn)]2C

could be obtained. Notably, a dinuclear gold(III) phosphane complex [(C^-
N^C)2Au2(µ-dppp)](CF3SO3)2 [Au3, 18 wherein dppp = bis(diphenylphosphi-
no)propane] displayed a promising inhibition on tumor growth in vivo, and exert-
ed low sub-chronic toxicities in beagle dogs [53].

Since 2006, Messori and coworkers have reported that various binuclear
gold(III)-oxo complexes (e.g., Auoxo-6, 19) were anticancer active and display a
high cancer cell selectivity [54]. Another binuclear gold(III)-oxo complex (name-
ly Auoxo3) has been studied for the interaction with the protein lysozyme [55].
The gold(III) metal center would undergo reduction and produce reactive
gold(I) species, which are capable to bind with the protein and hence, form
relatively stable derivatives.

4.3. Gold(III) Complexes with Bidentate Ligands

Since the first identification of the anticancer properties in 2005 [56], various
gold(III) dithiocarbamato derivatives have been developed during the past ten
years [57]. Some dithiocarbamate complexes containing amino acids or oligopep-
tides have been reported to display promising anticancer properties. Several
gold(III) dithiocarbamato peptidomimetics were developed as promising anti-
cancer agents against human breast neoplasia (e.g., 20; Figure 4) [58]. These
complexes show an improved chemotherapeutic index and therapeutic spectrum,
and some of them are highly active towards human MDA-MB-231 xenografts.
Very recently, various gold(III) pyrrolidinedithiocarbamato complexes have
been reported as promising anticancer agents [59]. It was found that the bromido
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derivative was more effective than the chlorido one in terms of IC50 values to
the cancer cells.

Target-selective micelles for bombesin receptors to encapsulate the gold(III)
dithiocarbamato complexes were prepared by developing some sterically-stabi-
lized micelles having phospholipids as delivery systems [60]. Incorporation in
micelle composition of a low amount of the peptide derivative containing a
bombesin peptide does not change the size of the micelles. Their cancer-targeting
properties were confirmed by using PC-3 cells overexpressing the GRP/bombe-
sin receptors.

Casini and coworkers have reported the use of some anticancer gold(III) com-
plexes to achieve inhibition of membrane water/glycerol channels of aquaporin
proteins [61]. Various gold(III) complexes bearing nitrogen donor ligands includ-
ing 1,10-phenanthroline, 2,2#-bipyridine, 4,4#-dimethyl-2,2#-bipyridine, and 4,4#-
diamino-2,2#-bipyridine have been evaluated in human red blood cells expressing
AQP1 and AQP3, which are responsible for water and glycerol movement, re-
spectively.

Che and coworkers have developed various gold(III) complexes containing
NHC ligands to be used as effective thiol “switch-on” fluorescent probes [62].
Some of them displayed promising in vivo anticancer properties. Another new
class of gold(III) carbene complexes containing various bidentate C-deprotonated
C^N and cis-chelating bis-NHC ligands has been synthesized [63]. These complex-
es displayed an inhibition on deubiquitinase UCHL3 with an IC50 value of 0.15
μM. Gold(III) complexes with dithiocarbamate ligands, [AuIII(C^N)(R2NCS2)]C

(where HC^N = 2-phenylpyridine), were found to display significant inhibition on
deubiquitinases, and high selective cytotoxicity towards breast cancer cells [64].
Also various gold(III) allenylidene compounds with phosphorescence properties
were developed [65]. These complexes are readily self-assembled to form nano-
structures in solution and display cytotoxicity towards cancer cells.

5. BIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF GOLD COMPLEXES

5.1. Interactions with Biological Targets

Numerous research efforts have been directed to the understanding of the cyto-
toxic activity and related mode of action of cytotoxic gold-based complexes, as
well as to the identification of their preferential “protein targets”, as it is increas-
ingly evident that, at variance with cisplatin [66], DNA is not the unique or major
target for such compounds [67, 68]. In fact, although some gold(I) phosphane
complexes were documented to interact with DNA or DNA polymerases, several
subsequent studies strongly suggested that mitochondria and pathways of oxida-
tive phosphorylation are the primary intracellular targets [69]. As an example,
auranofin was reported to inhibit mitochondrial functions, to stimulate the re-
lease of cytochrome c and to induce apoptosis. In general, since their discovery
as antiproliferative agents, various experiments on cancer cells revealed a variety
of effects of gold compounds on cellular metabolism, including a high increase
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of ROS formation and reduced mitochondrial activity, finally resulting in apop-
totic cell death.

Notably, in the case of Au(I) complexes, most of these effects could be attribut-
ed to the strong and selective inhibition of the seleno-enzyme TrxR [70] as dis-
cussed in previous sections. In the case of Au(III) complexes, other proteins have
emerged as putative pharmacological targets, including zinc-finger proteins [71–
74], membrane water and glycerol channels (aquaporins), protein deubiquitinas-
es [64], the proteasome [75], as well as other cancer-related enzymes. In this
context, this section focuses only on the widely investigated TrxRs and on the
most novel aquaporin targets, and includes a summary of representative studies
on such systems. The reader is referred to other relevant literature for a more
comprehensive overview on the topic [33, 76, 77].

5.1.1. Thioredoxin Reductases

TrxRs are homodimeric flavoproteins of the cellular antioxidant system which
maintain a reducing environment by transmitting the electron flux from nicotin-
amide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (reduced) generated by the pentose phos-
phate pathway to thioredoxins (Trxs). The latter are a group of small (10- to 12-
kD) and widely distributed redox active peptides that have a conserved -Trp-
Cys-Gly-Pro-Cys-Lys- catalytic site that undergoes reversible oxidation and re-
duction of the two Cys residues [78]. The thioredoxin system is involved in the
redox control of different signaling pathways and regulates crucial cell functions
such as viability and proliferation [79]. Moreover, Trx expression is increased in
several human primary cancers [80]. Accordingly, both Trx and TrxR might be
considered as suitable targets for the development of new anticancer agents,
since their inhibition leads to accumulation of H2O2 and reduces the capacity of
one of the most important antioxidant systems in cancer cells to counteract ROS-
mediated damage [81].

Belonging to the pyridine nucleotide-disulfide oxidoreductase family such as
glutathione reductase, lipoamide dehydrogenase, and trypanothione reductase,
TrxRs form homodimers and each subunit contains a redox-active catalytic active
site containing a selenocysteine and a bound flavin adenine dinucleotide mole-
cule. The selenocysteine redox center is located on a flexible arm, solvent-
exposed and reactive towards electrophilic agents [82], where it constitutes an
optimal target for the development of selective enzyme inhibitors, including
gold-based complexes [83] with high affinity for selenol groups.

Within this framework, in the last years, a number of Au(I) complexes, both
coordination and organometallics, have been reported for their TrxR inhibition
properties, including auranofin [84]. Interestingly, recent studies have demon-
strated a strong and selective TrxR inhibition by different families of Au(I) NHC
complexes [85, 86], as initially reported by Berners-Price et al. in 2008 [22]. In
cancer cells, this effect resulted in a general imbalance of the metabolism, includ-
ing mitochondrial activity, leading to apoptotic cell death [87].

Notably, in 2014 Ott, Wölfl, and coworkers performed a detailed investigation
of the biological activity of the selected Au(I) NHC complex 8 (see Figure 3)
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Figure 5. Signaling model underlying cell death pathways induced by a gold(I) NHC
complex. Partly adapted from [88].

with a strong cytotoxic potential [88]. In summary, the reported results showed
that the compound induces apoptosis in cancer cells targeting at least three dif-
ferent pathways, namely (i) inhibition of TrxR, (ii) direct inhibition of the mito-
chondrial respiratory chain, and (iii) indirect DNA damage. The ensemble of
such alterations resulted in potent programmed cell death.

Specifically, the study made use of ELISA microarray analysis of signal trans-
duction pathways combined to immunoblot assays, which revealed time-depend-
ent up-regulation of pro-apoptotic signaling proteins, including p38 and JNK,
whereas pro-survival signals directly linked to the Trx system were down-regulat-
ed [88]. Moreover, the analysis of cellular metabolism and morphological
changes in cancer cells were investigated by a real-time biosensor chip, measur-
ing pH changes and oxygen consumption, as well as cellular impedance. The
obtained results pointed towards mitochondria as key targets for the gold com-
pound, due to immediate inhibition of oxygen consumption in cancer cells upon
drug treatment, as well as to cell shifts in the energy metabolism leading to
switching to glycolysis from oxidative phosphorylation, mirrored by an increase
in acidification rates [88]. Furthermore, the gold compound markedly increased
ROS production, most likely due to TrxR inhibition. The overall cellular effects
induced by the Au(I) NHC complex are summarized in Figure 5. Notably, similar
effects were observed in the case of cancer cells treated with auranofin [88].

5.1.2. Aquaporins

Aquaporins (AQPs), members of a superfamily of transmembrane channel pro-
teins, are ubiquitous in all domains of life, and can be functionally categorized
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Figure 6. Predicted structure of a human AQP3 monomer. (A) Ribbon representation
and (B) surface representation. Amino acid side chains are shown in stick representation
the amino acids of the ar/R selectivity filter are in cyan; green represents the residues
in the NPA region (ribbon representation is green for the whole NPA region and only
representative Asn residues are displayed); Cys40, crucial for inhibition by gold complex-
es, is in pink (yellow for the S atom). (C) AQP3 tetramer, top view. The figures were
generated with the Molecular Operating Environment (MOE), 2012.10, Chemical Com-
puting Group Inc. (Montreal, QC, Canada).

into two major subgroups: (i) orthodox aquaporins, which are water-selective
channels, and (ii) aquaglyceroporins, allowing permeation of water but also of
non-polar solutes, such as glycerol and other polyols, urea, the reactive oxygen
species hydrogen peroxide, as well as ammonia, gases, and metalloids. In mam-
mals, the 13 aquaporin isoforms identified so far (AQP0–12) are expressed in a
wide range of tissues and are involved in different biological functions [89].

AQPs share a common protein fold, with the typical six membrane-spanning
helices surrounding the 20-Å-long and 3- to 4-Å-wide amphipathic channel, plus
two half-helices with their positive, N-terminal ends located at the center of the
protein and their C-terminal ends pointing towards the intracellular side of the
membrane [90]. The selectivity of AQPs’ transport of specific solutes is guaran-
teed by the presence of two constriction sites (Figure 6): (i) an aromatic/arginine
selectivity filter (ar/R SF) near the periplasmic/extracellular entrance, that deter-
mines the size of molecules allowed to pass through and provides distinguishing
features that identify the subfamilies, and (ii) a second constriction site com-
posed of two conserved asparagine-proline-alanine (NPA) sequence motifs, lo-
cated at the N-terminal ends of the two half-helices, at the center of the channel.
In humans, functional aquaporins are organized in a tetrameric structure.

Due to their numerous roles in physiology, these proteins are essential mem-
brane transporters involved in crucial metabolic processes and expressed in al-
most all tissues. Specifically, the ‘aquaglyceroporins’ regulate glycerol content in
epidermal, fat, and other tissues, and appear to be involved in skin hydration,
cell proliferation, carcinogenesis, and fat metabolism [91]. The functional signifi-
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cance of glycerol transport by aquaglyceroporins has been the subject of several
studies. For example, the relationship between aquaglyceroporin expression and
cancer development has been reported, as well as a correlation with obesity.

With the aim to validate the hypotheses on the various roles of AQPs in health
and disease, in addition to genetic approaches, the use of inhibitors to unravel
aquaporin function and to develop new therapies holds great promise. However,
so far no reported AQP inhibitors are good candidates for clinical development
due to insufficient isoform selectivity and toxicity [92]. Within this context, Casi-
ni, Soveral, et al. have reported on the potent and selective inhibition of human
AQP3 by a series of square planar gold(III) coordination compounds with nitro-
gen-donor ligands in human red blood cells (hRBC), using a stopped-flow tech-
nique [61, 93]. Interestingly, the compounds were able to potently inhibit glycerol
transport in hRBC through hAQP3, while not having a significant effect on water
transport, through the orthodox water channel human AQP1. The most effective
inhibitor of the series, Auphen ([Au(phen)Cl2]Cl, phen = 1,10-phenanthroline),
was observed to have an IC50 in the low micromolar range (0.8 G 0.08 μM).
Notably, Auphen was far more potent than the mercurial benchmark inhibitor
HgCl2. It is also worth mentioning that coordination compounds with gold in a
different oxidation state, namely Au(I), such as aurothioglucose and auranofin,
were not able to inhibit either AQP1 or AQP3.

In order to gain insight into the mechanism of AQP3 inhibition by gold com-
pounds, molecular modelling studies were undertaken and a homology model of
hAQP3 was built, and used to further disclose the possible gold binding sites
inside of the hAQP3 channel [93]. Since gold has a high affinity for binding to
sulfur, the mechanism of inhibition of Auphen and analogues in hAQP3 is possi-
bly based on the ability of Au(III) to interact with sulfur-donor groups of pro-
teins such as the thiolate of cysteine or the thioether of methionine residues. In
human AQP3, only the thiol group of Cys40 located just above the ar/R SF
(see Figure 6) inside the protein channel is accessible for gold binding from the
extracellular side. Therefore, this residue was proposed as a likely candidate for
binding to gold(III) complexes via a direct Au-thiol bond [93]. According to the
hypothesized mechanism of inhibition, the bound metal complex causes steric
blockage of the pore, hindering the passage of glycerol and water through
hAQP3. Notably, such a mechanism was supported by further site-directed muta-
genesis studies, where mutation of Cys40 to Ser40 significantly decreased the
inhibitory effects of Auphen [94].

Noteworthy, molecular dynamics (MD) approaches have recently been used
to investigate the binding of Hg2C ions to human AQP3 in order to gain further
insight concerning the mechanisms of AQP inhibition by mercurial compounds
[95]. Overall, such in silico approach suggests that the coordination environment
of Hg2C ions is determinant for the inhibition of the AQP3 water/glycerol flux,
since it may induce major conformational changes in the protein structure lead-
ing to pore closure [95]. These findings were relevant also in the case of AQP3
inhibition by gold complexes studied by MD [96], supporting a mechanism
whereby the closure of the pore is not due to steric blockage, but by conforma-
tional changes in the protein structure upon metal binding.
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Interestingly, as human AQP3 has been shown to have a role in cell prolifera-
tion and migration and to be overexpressed in different cancer types [91], its
possible role in cancer progression has been speculated. However, so far no clear
mechanism unravelling the interplay between AQPs and cell proliferation has
emerged, and new experiments designed specifically to address these challenging
research questions are necessary. Thus, to investigate this hypothesis, the capaci-
ty of the Au(III) compounds of inhibiting selected AQP isoforms in cancer cells
may be certainly exploited [94]. Notably, preliminary data showed that the anti-
proliferative effects exerted by Auphen in various cancerous and non-tumorigen-
ic cells were proportional to the expression levels of AQP3 [94].

6. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The medical use of gold and its complexes has a long tradition and currently
some gold(I) complexes are used as antirheumatic agents. The potential of the
known gold drugs as anticancer agents has also been known for several decades
and there have been substantial efforts in the development of gold-based antitu-
mor drugs. Regarding gold(I) complexes, compounds with phosphane ligands
and organometallics have been most frequently investigated.

Very promising effects, which can be modulated by optimization of the coordi-
nated ligand structures, have been observed in vitro and in vivo. For gold(III)
complexes, reduction to gold(0/I) under physiological conditions has to be con-
sidered. Stable complexes can be generated using different types of bi-, tri-, and
tetradentate ligand systems and their high efficacy has been demonstrated in
vitro and in vivo. Various mechanisms of action have been identified for gold
drugs. Although some complexes were reported to interact with DNA, this bio-
molecule does not appear to be a general molecular target for gold species.
Pathways and targets related to mitochondria and the Trx/TrxR system are more
likely the key players in gold pharmacology. Furthermore, various other relevant
targets have been identified. Among those are the membrane transporters aqua-
porins, which are very likely anticancer drug targets.

Current clinical trials evaluate the potential of approved gold drugs for cancer
chemotherapy. Whereas these trials are additionally motivated by aspects of drug
repurposing, the outcome of the studies might facilitate the translation of new
gold metallodrugs into therapeutic application.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

AQPs aquaporins
hRBC human red blood cells
IC50 half maximal inhibitory concentration
LD50 median lethal dose
MD molecular dynamics
NHC N-heterocyclic carbene
ROS reactive oxygen species
Trx thioredoxin
TrxR thioredoxin reductase
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Abstract: Titanium(IV) coordination complexes represent attractive alternatives to platinum-
based anticancer drugs. The advantage of the titanium metal lies in its low toxicity, and the
hydrolysis of titanium(IV) coordination complexes in biological water-based environment to the
safe and inert titanium dioxide is an enormous benefit. On the other hand, the rapid hydrolysis
of titanium(IV) complexes in biological environment and their rich aquatic chemistry hampered
the exploration and the development of effective compounds.

Titanium(IV) complexes were the first to enter clinical trials for cancer treatment following
the success of platinum-based chemotherapy, with the pioneering compounds titanocene di-
chloride and budotitane. Despite the high efficacy and low toxicity observed in vivo, the com-
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pounds failed the trials due to insufficient efficacy to toxicity ratio and formulation complica-
tions. The rapid hydrolysis of the complexes led to formation of multiple undefined aggregates
and difficulties in isolating and identifying the particular active species and its precise cellular
target. Numerous derivatives with different labile ligands or substitutions on the inert ones
contributed to improve the complex anticancer features, and the best ones were comparable
with, and occasionally better than cisplatin. Hydrolytic stability was improved in some cases
but remained challenging. The following generation of phenolato-based complexes that came
three decades later exhibited high activity and markedly improved stability, where no dissocia-
tion was observed for weeks in biological solutions. Complexes of no labile ligands whatsoever
that remain intact in solution demonstrated in vitro and in vivo efficacy, with no signs of
toxicity to the treated animals. Mechanistic insights gained for the different complexes ana-
lyzed include, among others, possible interaction with DNA and induction of apoptosis. Such
complexes are highly promising for future exploration and clinical development.

Keywords: anticancer · cytotoxicity · metallodrugs · non-platinum · titanium(IV)

1. INTRODUCTION

Cancer diseases of more than 100 different kinds represent a major cause of hu-
man deaths worldwide, with more than 10 million new cases diagnosed each year.
Cancer research spans across numerous directions and fields, from diagnosis to
unique approaches to therapy and drug delivery. Much progress was achieved in
recent years with novel therapeutic methodologies, such as immunotherapy [1]
and precision (personalized) medicine [2]. Nevertheless, such approaches, al-
though considered relatively selective and effective, may be applied only for spe-
cific cases and are very limited to particular cancer types and populations. The
vast majority of cancer cases thus still relies on chemotherapy for attempted treat-
ment, and will surely continue to do so for many years to come. As the main
limitations of classical chemotherapy are the severe side effects accompanying the
drug efficacy, developing highly potent chemotherapeutics of reduced side effects,
effective toward a relatively wide range of cancer types, is of essence.

Cisplatin [3], as a landmark of metallodrugs-based chemotherapy for cancer,
is discussed elsewhere in this book, along with its closely related Pt-based deriva-
tives. The success of cisplatin in the clinic, along with its drawbacks relating
mainly to resistance development and severe toxicity, opened a new research
direction that explores complexes of other transition metals as potential antican-
cer therapeutics [4–22]. Complexes of Ru, Cu, Au, V, Ga, and others were inves-
tigated, some showing promising results, as discussed in other chapters. The first
metal reaching clinical trials following the platinum compounds is Ti, with the
two pioneering derivatives titanocene dichloride [23, 24] and budotitane [25, 26]
(Figure 1) [27–31].

Titanium is relatively abundant in the earth crust in the oxidation state CIV
and as a first row transition element it is relatively labile. Still, identified natural
roles of titanium in biological organisms are lacking [32]. A reasonable explana-
tion relies on the complex aquatic chemistry of titanium. Titanium(IV) coordina-
tion complexes in water solutions mostly readily hydrolyze due to the high affinity
of the electron-poor d0 hard metal to hard O-based ligands. Formation of O-
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Figure 1. Titanocene dichloride (left) and budotitane (right).

bridged aggregates normally leads to the final thermodynamic product titanium
dioxide. Nevertheless, titanium is considered a bio-friendly non-toxic metal, with
some historical mentioning of therapeutic activity, including toward tumors [8].
Titanium dioxide often appears in food products, as well as various cosmetic prod-
ucts and drugs, and thus Ti is often detected in the human body and can reach
various organs [8]. It is thus reasonable to base the design of new therapeutics on
metal coordination complexes that after hydrolysis in the human body should
yield a non-toxic product that can hopefully leave the body through normal func-
tion. And still, the rich hydrolytic chemistry of titanium(IV) coordination com-
plexes remains an issue to resolve, as the formation of unidentified aggregates in
the biological environment is disadvantageous for controllable transport of the
active species and mechanistic elucidation. In this review we will discuss the main
classes of titanium(IV) coordination complexes studied for anticancer therapy,
their advantages and disadvantages, and future perspectives. The anticancer relat-
ed reactivity and drug delivery of Ti-based nano-materials is discussed elsewhere
and will not be covered herein [33].

2. CYCLOPENTADIENYL-BASED COMPLEXES

2.1. Titanocene Dichloride – Pros and Cons

Titanocene dichloride is one of several metallocenes that have shown promising
anticancer features [34–40], as firstly reported by Köpf-Mayer and coworkers in
1979 [41]. Efficacy was detected in mice models toward Ehrlich ascites tumors
[41–47], colon carcinoma [48, 49], lung adenocarcinoma, and small cell lung carci-
noma [50], gastrointestinal carcinomas [51], leukemia [52], ovarian carcinoma
[53, 54], renal carcinoma [55], and more [49, 56–58]. Tumor size often decreased
by more than 50 %, with up to 100 % survival of the treated animals. Titanocene
dichloride was also effective on cells resistant to cisplatin [59–63], establishing
an advantage over the platinum parent complex. Importantly, the biggest advan-
tage of the titanium metal was manifested by the relatively mild toxicity ob-
served in vivo [42, 59, 64–68]. Some indications of liver damage were detected
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following a single injection through concentration increase of related enzymes,
along with decrease in glucose levels, but return to normal values after several
days implied a reversible condition [64]. No renal impairment was observed after
administration of LD50 doses [68], and some postperiotonic symptoms were also
manageable through pH control [42]. Some teratogenic effects on embryos were
also noted [69, 70]. Most notably, nephro- and gastrotoxicity were markedly re-
duced relative to those of cisplatin detected in control animals [64, 65]. Pharma-
cokinetic studies pointed to titanium build-up in the liver and intestine, with no
changes of titanium level in the brain relative to untreated control animals [71].

The promising results obtained with titanocene dichloride encouraged its entry
to clinical trials. Phase I trials with patients suffering from various cancer types
revealed limited efficiency, with dose-limiting toxicities being reversible high levels
of creatinine and bilirubin, nephrotoxicity or liver toxicity [72–75]. Additional tox-
icities detected included hepatic toxicity, emetic toxicity, with side effects of fa-
tigue, hypokalemia, diarrhea, nausea, and metallic taste. Phase II trials were con-
ducted at 270 mg/m2 every three weeks with patients suffering from advanced
renal cell carcinoma [76] and metastatic breast cancers [77]. Although the former
showed mild side effects, the latter suffered from various gastrointestinal, neuro-
logical, haptic and renal-related side effects. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of the
treatment was limited in both cases, implying no real advantage for the use of
titanocene dichloride as drug for these cancer conditions. The compound thus
failed the trials due to an overall insufficient activity/toxicity ratio.

The contrast between the promising results obtained for titanocene dichloride
in vivo and the disappointing ones obtained in clinical trials, on one hand demon-
strates the enormous potential of the highly potent titanium complexes, but on
the other, reflect the differences among biological systems. Although these dif-
ferences may be associated to numerous biological parameters, one distinct fea-
ture of the titanium complexes stands out as a possible contributor to failure
in clinical trials, especially when compared to the clinically effective platinum
complexes: The rapid hydrolysis of the titanium complexes under physiological
conditions to multiple species, which surely occurs more extensively in a bigger
biological system, is likely to produce many products that are not all active,
leading to an unfavorable activity-to-toxicity ratio. Studies on the hydrolysis of
titanocene dichloride [78–83] indeed pointed to rapid loss of the labile chloride
ligands, within seconds to minutes (more rapid and extensive than that observed
for cisplatin) [78], followed by hydrolysis of the cyclopentadienyl (Cp) ligands
as well to give multiple species. Some solubility difficulties also affected the
hydrolysis rate [84]. It thus became clear that hydrolysis of titanium complexes
for anticancer application is an obstacle to overcome, which encouraged the
investigation of related compounds of various substitutions.

2.2. Leading Cyclopentadienyl-Based Derivatives

Derivatives of titanocene dichloride were studied extensively for anticancer ap-
plications. Both substitution of the labile chloride ligands and substituted Cp
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rings were investigated [85]. Most substitutions of the labile ligands with other
monoanionic groups such as CO, Br, F, and more, did not significantly improve
the complex anticancer features [50, 57, 86–88], although some higher activity
was reported specifically for fluorinated compounds [89, 90], and carboxylate
[50, 86, 87, 91, 92] and oximato [93] complexes, which also often presented en-
hanced solubility. Some derivatives, including ionic ones with improved solubili-
ty, also exhibited in vivo efficacy [57, 58, 94–98]. An additional schisandrol-
bound complex showed improved stability and solubility [99]. Moreover, substi-
tution of the labile ligands with chelating agents were also investigated [95, 97,
100–103], which often contributed to improved cytotoxicity and stability. It is
noteworthy that IC50 values obtained for these titanocene derivatives were most-
ly higher than those of cisplatin studied as control. Nevertheless, improved activ-
ity in vitro was achieved relative to the titanocene dichloride parent compound,
which had been more effective in vivo than in vitro [55, 104, 105].

More significant influence of the complex anticancer features was obtained
through substitutions on the more inert Cp rings [106]. Numerous substitutions
were investigated, from simple alkylations to complex cyclic derivatizations. Im-
pact was achieved on cytotoxic activity in vitro and efficacy in vivo, and on
solubility and stability in water and other relevant solutions. The different substi-
tutions often affected the complex symmetry, and hence the chirality, which was
relevant to the number of stereoisomers present in solution.

Methylation on the Cp had a minor influence on the complex performance.
Although slightly improving the hydrolytic stability, no significant change in cy-
totoxicity was observed [79, 82]. In contrast, more hydrophilic units such as car-
boxy or charged amino units contributed to somewhat improved cytotoxicity on
particular lines, with activity also toward cisplatin-resistant lines, although the
activity was generally lower than that of cisplatin toward cisplatin-sensitive lines
[87, 107–113]. Increasing further the steric bulk of the Cp substituent in a series
of chiral (racemic) ansa-titanocene complexes mostly affected solubility, depend-
ing on the total hydrophilicity of the entire group [114–119]. Nevertheless, im-
proved IC50 values relative to titanocene dichloride could be obtained, although
still generally worse than those obtained for cisplatin [115–118, 120–126]. Repre-
sentative examples are presented in Figure 2. For instance, the ansa-titanocene
complex known as “titanocene X” was particularly effective, also in vivo, increas-
ing the survival of treated mice inoculated with Ehrlich ascites tumor [127].

Another large series of complexes investigated included substituted benzyl or
related aromatic moieties on one or two of the Cp rings, to give achiral complex-
es, lacking the disadvantage of two enantiomers present in solution [110, 118,
122, 128–148]. Representative examples are presented in Figure 3a. Improve-
ments in the complex potency were certainly noticeable. One leading derivative
is titanocene Y, which showed activity comparable to that of cisplatin as well as
in vivo efficacy [129, 130, 149–157]. Its oxali derivative also presented high effica-
cy in vitro and in vivo [158, 159]. Additionally, a recent study compared among
two enantiomers of a complex with chiral substituted rings, showing some
enantioselectivity, supporting a chiral target/s along the cytotoxicity pathway
(Figure 3a, bottom right) [160].
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Figure 2. Representative bridged titanocene dichloride derivatives analyzed for cytotox-
icity.

Overall, although solubility improvement was achieved for some derivatives,
most did not exhibit significant improvement in hydrolytic stability [118, 132,
148]. Another set of compounds aimed at improving this character includes de-
rivatives with an additional coordinating amino arm; the added donor was pro-
posed to improve stability of the presumed active species and also enhanced
solubility [136, 161–164]. Such compounds showed good cytotoxicities also on
cisplatin-resistant cell lines [113]. The best compounds of this advanced series
have demonstrated activities comparable to those of cisplatin. An example of a
leading soluble complex of this series with activity in the micromolar range is
presented in Figure 3b [165]. Notably, attempts to add separate coordinating
ligands, such as amino acids, although often improving solubility, did not afford
particularly stable complexes as such ligands dissociated fairly rapidly [166]. An-
other approach to enhance hydrolytic stability involved linking a Cp substituent
to one of the labile groups, thus affording a chelating ligand [103, 148, 167]. An
example is presented in Figure 3c.

A marked improvement of cytotoxicity was interestingly achieved through the
covalent combination with a second metal center in heterodinuclear Ti/Au, Ru,
Pd, or Pt complexes (or heterotrinuclear ones with two added metal centers,
Figure 4) [168–173]. These complexes showed an activity comparable with, and
even higher than, that of cisplatin, also toward cells that are cisplatin-resistant,
with notable improvement relative to the mononuclear analogues. In vivo effica-
cy was also detected. The stability of these complexes was often greater as well.

Another approach to improve solubility and often also stability involves incor-
poration of the titanocene compound into polymeric material for controlled de-
livery [174–180]. For example, grafting functionalized titanocene into nano-
structured-silica enabled high activity toward several cell lines, while inhibiting
hydrolysis processes. The activity varied among the different derivatives, in good
correlation with their reactivity when administered directly, implying little influ-
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Figure 3. Representative aryl-substituted titanocene dichloride derivatives analyzed for
cytotoxicity (a) with various substitutions; (b) with added amino coordination for added
stability; (c) with aryl substitution bridged to a labile ligand for added stability.
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Figure 4. Representative heterodi- or trinuclear complexes of titanocene dichloride
derivatives covalently linked to a different metal center(s), analyzed for cytotoxicity.

ence of the polymer on the activity pattern. Another interesting study aimed at
improving selective delivery involved functionalizing the titanocenes with steroidal
esters, to enable recognition by specific receptors on the cell membrane surface
[181]. High activities were recorded especially on hormone-dependent cell types.

It is thus evident that a massive amount of work has been conducted with this
family of Cp-based anticancer complexes. Interestingly, it is difficult to draw a
clear correlation between specific structural parameters and particular impacts,
as these were variable among the series tested. Some obvious conclusions are
that hydrophilicity improves water solubility, chelation increases hydrolytic sta-
bility, and steric bulk impact depends on the particular group and its location.
Nevertheless, among the many derivatives investigated, improvements in antitu-
mor features were certainly achieved relative to the parent compound titanocene
dichloride, mostly in in vitro activity and solubility, and lesser with hydrolytic
stability. Activity is generally observed also for cells resistant to cisplatin, and in
vivo studies do not point to significant toxicity, exemplifying the advantage of
the titanium metal. Nonetheless, it appears that perhaps due to the remaining
hydrolytic instability issue, and lack of substantial mechanistic knowledge, no
additional clinical trials took place for titanocene derivatives.

2.3. Mechanistic Insights

Several mechanistic studies were conducted for titanocene dichloride as well as
some Cp-substituted derivatives, to shed light on their mode of operation. A
detailed tutorial review on the topic, gathering mechanistic information of vari-
ous titanium(IV) complexes was recently reported [182], and thus the mechanis-
tic insights gained will be described here in brief. As naturally all first compari-
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sons were to the parent compound cisplatin, binding to DNA was considered.
Early sub-cellular distribution analyses indeed pointed to the entry of the Ti to
the cell and therein to the nuclei [183–187]. It was also found that titanocene
dichloride can interfere with the metabolism of nucleic acids [188, 189]. Follow-
up work by different methodologies also for additional derivatives supported the
interaction of the titanium(IV) complex with nucleotides and DNA, where sta-
bility plays an important role [52, 60, 81, 87, 91, 148, 149, 190–206].

Related studies implied on interruption to cell cycle and induction of apoptotic
pathways, often along with upregulation of related proteins such as p53 and
activation of caspases [60, 89, 114, 154, 171, 174, 192, 207, 208]; this was also
supported by gene expression analyses [193, 209], although some newer deriva-
tives studied recently pointed to an alternative mechanism not involving cell
cycle arrest or DNA breaks [160]. Alternative mechanisms suggested influence
of kinase proteins [160, 172, 210], inhibition to topoisomerase I and II [145, 211],
and other possible enzymes [8, 172, 212]. Accordingly, antiangiogeneic activity
was recorded for some specific derivatives [128, 150, 159, 212, 215]. An enhance-
ment of antiproliferative activity was also observed in estrogen receptor positive
cells [216], suggesting a “hormone-like” behavior. Altogether, the different pos-
sible pathways identified and variation among derivatives imply that more than
a single mode of action is possible for titanium(IV) complexes, which themselves
may also operate differently [182].

Additional mechanistic investigations addressed the issue of delivery into cells.
Accessibility is obviously an important issue for any synthetic drug, and the
change of administrating solvent alone had a marked impact on reactivity [84].
Several studies pointed to binding of Ti to the human serum protein transferrin,
as a competitor of the natural substrate Fe [217–229]; the protein thus may deliv-
er the metal into cells, predominantly to cancer cells due to enhanced levels of
transferrin receptors on the cell surface. Interaction with albumin has also been
proposed when considering the role of serum proteins [157, 230–233]. It is thus
obvious that drug delivery and targeting is a critical issue to address in any future
studies of anticancer metallodrugs, as for any designed therapeutics.

3. BUDOTITANE AND RELATED DIKETONATO

COMPLEXES

The anticancer activity of diketonato complexes (Figure 5a) was discovered
shortly after that of titanocene dichloride [234–240]. The halogenated com-
pounds (Figure 5a, X = Cl, Br, F) were tested first and showed efficacy on leuke-
mia and other mice models. Consequently, the related ethoxylated derivatives
showed somewhat enhanced efficacy on colon tumors, more significantly de-
creasing tumor size and animal mortality. The activity reported was greater than
that of fluorouracil, commonly applied for treatment of colon cancer conditions.
Interestingly, here as well, the reported toxicity was relatively minor, with the
only toxological observation being abscess-forming bronchopneumonia, and mi-
nor liver and nephrotoxicity. Binding to DNA was also observed [241].
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Figure 5. Budotitane and related diketonato Ti(IV) complexes analyzed for cytotoxicity;
(a) with different labile ligands; (b) with different/altered diketonato systems; (c) malto-
lato-based derivatives.
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The positive results observed in vivo with budotitane led to phase I clinical
trials [239, 240, 242]. The tolerated dose was determined as 230 mg/m3 and the
limiting toxicity was identified as cardiac arrhythmia with mild hepatoxicity.
Nevertheless, as observed with titanocene dichloride, tumor response was minor.

Structure-activity relationship studies included derivatives with not only differ-
ent labile groups (Figure 5a), but also different substitutions on the aromatic
rings and on the diketonato skeleton, as well as monodiketonato Ti(III) com-
plexes (Figure 5b) [238, 243–247]. The labile ligands mostly did not impact
strongly the antitumor features, asymmetry in the diketonato was favourable for
increasing activity, and the larger planarity afforded by the phenyl substitution
improved efficacy, presumably by enhancing DNA intercalating interactions
[238, 244, 248].

One marked challenge encountered with this family of compounds relates to
their aqueous chemistry and speciation. The variety of possible isomers and their
relevance to the antitumor features of the compounds were investigated [238,
249–251]. Most active compounds adopt the cis configuration in solution, for
which different isomers may exist in equilibrium. Interestingly, some of the iso-
mers are chiral, rendering two enantiomers in solution. The hydrolytic instability
of these compounds leads to relatively rapid loss of the labile ligands to form
oxo-bridged products and increase further the number of species present in solu-
tion [238, 249, 250, 252].

Moving from Cl to OEt as the labile group enhances somewhat the stability,
as well as replacing both with a chelating agent [251], but nonetheless, stability
and accessibility of the active species remain a challenge. Interestingly, some
polynuclear oxo-bridged partial hydrolysis products of these compounds showed
themselves a degree of cytotoxicity and in vivo efficacy when encapsulated in
liposome [253, 254]. Related complexes of maltolato ligands (Figure 5c) [111,
255] were also investigated, which featured enhanced stability but also yielded
polynuclear oxo-bridged products at physiological pH. This product itself
showed high stability as manifested by its reluctance to transfer Ti(IV) to apo-
transferrin unlike related titanocene derivatives (see above), and still featured
cytotoxic activity.

It is thus obvious that the diketonato complexes join the titanocene com-
pounds in establishing the high potency of titanium complexes for cancer treat-
ment. The strong points remain the high efficacy in vivo and mild side effects in
treated animals, where the weakness lies in the hydrolytic instability and formu-
lation difficulties and multiple possible isomeric species. Additional titanium(IV)
complexes of different amino and alkoxo ligands presented in recent years were
tested for anticancer applications, some showed cytotoxicity features, but mostly
without marked enhancement of hydrolytic stability [256–264]. On the other
hand, slight activity was reported for triazine complexes of high stability [265].
The following generation of compounds therefore had to address the hydrolytic
stability issue for highly active complexes and provide more water resistant and
controllable anticancer titanium agents.
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4. COMPLEXES OF PHENOLATO LIGANDS

In 2007 a new generation of titanium complexes was introduced [266], based on
phenolato chelating polydentate ligands. As the main remaining drawback of the
previously known titanium(IV) complexes was their hydrolytic instability and
undefined chemistry in aqueous biological environment, the main aim was to
design ligand systems with higher denticity and strong Ti–O coordination. The
strong titanium(IV) phenolato binding offers increased resistance toward forma-
tion of O-bridged species upon interaction with water. The first group of com-
pounds tested was of the type LTiX2, L being a tetradentate dianionic chelating
ligand and X being a labile monoanionic monodentate group, to resemble the
structural motif of both titanocene dichloride and budotitane, as well as that of
cisplatin. Later studies evinced, in accordance with the reactivity of polynuclear
diketonato complexes (see above), that such labile ligands are not essential for
the cellular operation of the complexes, thus governing a new ligand design as
described below.

4.1. LTiX2-Type Complexes

The first group of phenolato titanium(IV) complexes for cancer treatment in-
cluded “salan” type ligands and two cis labile alkoxo ligands (Figure 6). The C2

symmetrical complexes were each obtained as a single (racemic) geometrical
isomer. Complexes of this type demonstrated in vitro activity toward various
cancer cell lines, including those resistant to cisplatin and MDR (multi-drug re-
sistant), with IC50 values in the low micromolar range [266–270]. In some in
vitro studies, synergism with cisplatin was observed [271]. Importantly, negligible
activity was detected on non-cancerous primary murine cells [269]. Consequent-
ly, in vivo efficacy was also established [272, 273], with consistently no signs of
toxicity to treated animals, as also demonstrated on zebrafish embryos showing
no reduction in viability following treatment [274]. Interestingly, the activity of
some derivatives was comparable with, and occasionally higher than that of cis-
platin, and higher than those of previously known parent titanium complexes
such as titanocene dichloride [274]. Notably, the hydrolytic stability of such com-
plexes was markedly higher than those of the previously known compounds of
Cp and diketonato ligands. The higher stability is probably a result of strong

Figure 6. “Salan” type diaminobis(phenolato) LTiX2-type complexes analyzed for cyto-
toxicity.
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chelating binding of the bis(phenolato) ligand. Additionally, the choice of alkoxy
labile groups versus halides contributed to enhanced stability. In the presence of
water, these complexes undergo hydrolysis of the labile X groups within a few
hours/days, to give defined polynuclear oxo-bridged clusters, which are them-
selves stable for weeks in water [267, 275].

Structure-activity investigations of cytotoxic salan-type complexes included nu-
merous derivatives, showing a strong influence of ligand structure on the com-
plex performance [267, 275–280]. When analyzing the impact of substitution on
the main inert salan ligands, the following insights were gained: (a) ortho halo-
genation generally increased hydrolytic stability; (b) N-methylation versus NH
increased stability; (c) steric bulk reduced cytotoxicity. Asymmetrical complexes
enabled fine-tuning of ligand properties to often obtain higher activity than that
of both symmetrical analogues [278]. Replacing the ethylenediamino bridge with
homo/piperazine had little effect [276], while the phenylenediamine moiety dra-
matically decreased the hydrolytic stability [281]. When looking into the effect
of the labile ligands, as observed with previous complexes, no great impact on
cytotoxicity was observed when analyzing different monoanionic alkoxo ligands,
except for their influence on the overall steric bulk [279] and solubility of the
complex [282]. Nonetheless, replacing the two labile ligands with a chelating
group increased the hydrolytic stability of the complex as expected, often main-
taining cytotoxicity features (see below in Section 4.2) [267, 276, 283–285].

A profound stereochemical study was performed on the chiral LTiX2-type phe-
nolato anticancer complexes (Figure 7a) [286–289]. Having a symmetry of C2,
these complexes are present in solution as a mixture of enantiomers, similarly to
budotitane and some ansa-titanocene derivatives (see above). Ligand-to-metal
chiral induction enabled isolation of pure enantiomers in high chemical and en-
antiomeric purity. The activity of the two enantiomers was therefore compared,
and analyzed with respect to the racemic mixture. Specific derivatives showed
different activity of the two enantiomers, while for others the activity of the two
enantiomers was similar. Interestingly, for most compounds analyzed, the activity
of the pure enantiomers was markedly different from that of the racemic mix-
ture, which could not be explained as an additive effect of both enantiomers
operating in an unrelated fashion, nor by a competitive mechanism. It was thus
proposed that different active diastereomers form when starting from an optical-
ly pure compound or from a racemate. Indeed, the dinuclear hydrolysis products
forming from the optically pure compound and its racemate were crystallograph-
ically characterized as different diastereomers (Figure 7b), supporting their pos-
sible participation as active species. This observation questioned the necessity of
the labile ligands, especially as the stereochemistry of chiral (sec-butoxide) labile
ligands did not influence the complex performance.

Another group of LTiX2-type complexes of a different geometrical structure
analyzed for antitumor applications is based on “salen” ligands [290, 291]. Unlike
the salan derivatives, featuring cis labile ligands that may enable chelate binding
to a biological target, salen complexes possess trans labile ligands due to the
planarity of the tetradentate ligand, wrapping around the metal center equatori-
ally (Figure 8a). Bulky labile ligands further contributed to the pure isolation
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Figure 7. Chiral “salan”-type phenolato complexes; (a) complexes analyzed as pure en-
antiomers; (b) the homo chiral dimeric hydrolysis product of an optically pure “salan”-
titanium(IV) complex (top) and the corresponding hetero-chiral product of the racemate
(bottom). This figure was prepared from the CCDC data base (856889 and 856888, see
[289]).

of the trans complexes. Interestingly, these trans complexes demonstrated high
cytotoxicity and hydrolytic stability comparable to that of the corresponding sa-
lan counterparts. This provides another clue to the insignificance of the labile
ligands and their specific orientation. A follow-up study with “salalen"-type com-
plexes that are half salan-half salen hybrids (Figure 8b) of a third geometrical
structure (cis labile ligands and cis phenolato donors) provided complexes with
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Figure 8. Other LTiX2-type phenolato complexes; (a) “salen”; (b) “salalen”; (c) com-
plexes with branched connectivity.

high cytotoxicity, yet low hydrolytic stability, probably due to their rigid structure
[292].

A related ligand system that was explored included the donor atoms in a
branched rather than sequential connectivity, where one amine donor is located
on a side arm (Figure 8c) [293, 294]. Complexes of this type exhibited marked
cytotoxicity but reduced stability, probably due to weaker coordination of the
side arm amine donor.

The observations with the LTiX2-type phenolato complexes discussed above
suggested that the labile ligands are not essential for reactivity, and being the
first to hydrolyze, they reduce the overall hydrolytic stability of the complexes.
This was consistent with the activity observed earlier for the hydrolysis products
of diketonato complexes (see above). This conclusion prompt the analysis of
various more inert titanium(IV) complexes lacking particularly labile groups for
anticancer applications.

4.2. Complexes of Reduced Lability

As described above, the LTiX2-type complexes undergo hydrolysis of the labile
ligands to give inert oxo-bridged clusters within a few hours; and yet they show
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Figure 9. Oxo-bridged polynuclear hydrolysis products of LTiX2-type Ti(IV) phenolato
complexes analyzed for cytotoxicity.

cytotoxicity following incubation in cells for up to three days. Therefore, the
hydrolysis products were suspected as the active species, as is also supported by
the studies on diketonato-based clusters (see above).

Although some early studies with defined bulky trimers and dimers showed
no activity [267, 275, 277], later studies with smaller dimers and other clusters
formulated into nano-particles showed marked cytotoxicity (Figure 9) [261, 293,
295–297]. This observation confirmed that large steric bulk has a negative effect
on cytotoxicity, and thus formulations improve solubility and facilitate cellular
penetration [295], emphasizing the importance of biological accessibility. It thus
became obvious that labile groups are not required of active titanium(IV) com-
plexes, giving rise to a new structural design of octahedral inert complexes.

One group of more inert compounds consists of complexes of one bis(phenola-
to) tetradentate ligand and an additional chelating ligand (Figure 10a) [267, 276,
283–285, 292]. Such complexes demonstrated higher hydrolytic stability, and
some also possessed efficacy both in vitro and in vivo. Substitution on this chelat-
ing ligand had some impact on hydrolytic stability depending on its electronic
character. Switching the phenolato to softer thiophenolato donors hampered the
stability as expected. Other complexes reported included a pentacoordinate li-
gand and one added labile group (Figure 10b); these bulky complexes again
demonstrated enhanced stability relative to their bis(isopropoxo) counterparts,
and mild cytotoxicity often depending on formulations [292, 297].
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Figure 10. LTiX-type phenolato complexes analyzed for cytotoxicity: (a) diamino-
bis(phenolato) bis-chelate complexes (X is a chelating ligand); (b) diaminotris(phenolato)
complexes (X is a monodentate labile ligand).

Another set of octahedral complexes includes a single chelating hexadentate
ligand and no other groups of reduced lability whatsoever. Tetrakis(phenolato)
complexes showed very high hydrolytic stability along with high activity in vitro
and in vivo, but again only when formulated (Figure 11a) [295, 297, 298]. No
reactivity was mostly observed when the complexes were administered directly,
reflecting their large steric bulk and inaccessibility. A related complex investigat-
ed includes in the hexadentate ligand system with two phenolato and two carbox-
ylato covalent donors in addition to the two coordinative amines (Figure 11b)
[262, 299]. As the carboxylato ligand binds more weakly to the titanium(IV)
center relative to the phenolato donors, such complexes may release the ligand
more readily, often forming oxo compounds [257]. Nevertheless, in this chelating
system, the anionic complex obtained after only partial hydrolysis at neutral pH
exhibited marked cytotoxicity toward some cell lines. It was suggested that being
a transferrin mimic, Fe(III) binding by the free ligand contributes to the activity
by depleting iron concentration. Negligible activity was recorded for the related
Fe(III) and Ga(III) complexes [299], emphasizing the importance of the titani-
um(IV) metal.
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Figure 11. Phenolato complexes of hexadentate ligands analyzed for cytotoxicity:
(a) diaminotetrakis(phenolato) LTi-type complexes, (b) an oxo diaminophenolatobis(car-
boxylato) LTiO-type complex, and (c) diaminobis(phenolato)-bis(alkoxo) LTi-type com-
plexes.

A combination of high activity, stability, and accessibility was recently achieved
with a new family of complexes based on the bis(phenolato)-bis(alkoxo) hexa-
dentate ligand system (Figure 11c) [300]. These complexes exhibited in vitro
activity toward many cell lines, as also established by the NCI-60 program with
average GI50 of 4.7 G 2 μM. Activity was obtained also toward lines resistant to
cisplatin and MDR. In vivo studies on murine models showed good efficacy and
no signs of toxicity to the treated animals, as also supported by a degree of
selectivity to cancer lines versus fibroblast cells. These complexes were active
without formulations, and are stable for weeks in biological environments.

4.3. Mechanistic Insights

Mechanistic studies on various phenolato titanium(IV) complexes was consistent
with cancer selectivity and induction of apoptotic pathways accompanied by cell
cycle arrest [269, 273, 300–302]. Additionally, build-up of proteins relevant to
apoptosis such as p53 was observed, along with activation of caspases. Bio-distri-
bution studies were conducted in comparison to Cp-based complexes, and more
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effective cellular accumulation was detected, as well as gradual accumulation in
both the nuclei and mitochondria [274, 303]. Reduced binding to macromolecu-
les such as DNA and albumin compared with those recorded for the Cp-based
derivatives supported the notion that not all titanium complexes necessarily op-
erate by identical mechanisms. The involvement of serum proteins in titani-
um(IV) transfer from this group of compounds remains enigmatic [262, 274, 303,
304]. Additional mechanistic information can be found on a recently published
detailed tutorial review [182].

5. CONLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Clearly, titanium(IV) complexes bear an enormous potential for cancer treat-
ment. The numerous complexes investigated throughout more than thirty years
of research enabled fine-tuning of complex properties to produce complexes
often even more potent than cisplatin toward many cell lines. The activity range
of the complexes is wide, as is also established by the NCI-60 program screening
close to sixty lines (with average activity higher for Ti than for Pt, Figure 12)
with activity also towards lines resistant to cisplatin or MDR. In fact, no reports
on titanium resistance exist to date. The titanium complexes have also been
consistently active in vivo against many different murine models. Most impor-
tantly, the advantage in using the bio-friendly metal titanium over platinum or
other heavy metals have been confirmed: no signs of toxicity to the treated
animals is mostly recorded in in vivo studies, as was also supported by selectivity
to cancer cells over primary murine healthy cells, zebrafish embryos, or human
fibroblasts. This of course could potentially represent another major break-
through in anticancer chemotherapy, which is normally heavily toxic.

Nevertheless, the early complexes, which indeed had shown reduced toxicity
in vivo, have failed the clinical trials due to limiting toxicity in human subjects.
The rapid undefined hydrolysis processes to give multiple species, not all neces-
sarily active, required increasing unfavorably the doses for treatment. The ad-
vanced titanium complexes have resolved this issue; they are not only highly
active, generally as high as any previously reported titanium or other metal (in-
cluding platinum) complex, but they also demonstrate tremendous stability in
water and biological environments, without any signs of decomposition for days
and weeks. It is thus now confirmed: highly effective AND hydrolytically stable
complexes can be produced based on the generally SAFE metal titanium(IV).

After achieving what appears to be all the desired qualities in the advanced
titanium(IV) complexes to produce potentially effective, selective, and stable
titanium-based drugs, the one main thing missing is understanding their mode of
action [182], and the source of the unique and enigmatic combination of wide
effectiveness – and yet – cancer selectivity and safety. The high stability and
inertness of the advanced highly active compounds raises new dilemmas on pos-
sible modes of action and binding to the biological target – if not through labile
ligand hydrolysis as occurs for cisplatin. When gathering the mechanistic insights
gained throughout the years on different titanium(IV) complexes, many different
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possible pathways were suggested; possible binding to DNA as well as possible
binding to proteins and enzymes; possible interruption of cell cycle and induction
of apoptosis by different pathways; possible antiangiogenetic effects in addition
to cellular cytotoxicity; these various observations may infect more than a single
mode of operation, as well as possible varieties of modes occurring among the
different derivatives studied.

Nevertheless, one conclusion stands out – the mechanism of titanium complex-
es is probably different from that of cisplatin. This can also be deduced by the
different resistance patterns, as well as the different cell relative sensitivity as
reflected in the NCI-60 results (Figure 12) [300, 305]. For instance, some particu-
lar lines of non-small-lung, melanoma, and renal cancers are relatively sensitive
to an advanced titanium(IV) complex while being relatively resistant to cisplatin.
These differences provide an enormous opportunity to extend treatments to ad-
ditional cancer conditions. Moreover, the different mechanism implied by these
differences, as also established by the COMPARE analysis, is highly advanta-
geous for combination therapies, as confirmed by early combination studies in
vitro. Moreover, looking at the different sensitivity pattern (Figure 12), it appears
that the difference in cell response among the different lines is wider for Ti than
for Pt, implying involvement of specific cellular pathways that may vary among
different cells. All of the above raise even further the great promise of the titani-
um complexes for use in the clinic, and the leading ones will hopefully enter
clinical trials sooner rather than later.

To conclude, the future holds great promise for titanium(IV) anticancer coordi-
nation complexes. Greater efforts should be placed on full elucidation of the mech-
anism of action, and identification of the exact cellular target/s, which should also
accelerate clinical development. Additional combinations with known drugs with
the lines identified as most sensitive should be explored, both in vitro and in vivo.
Moreover, combinations with other types of treatment such as immunotherapy
should also offer many benefits. And last, specific targeting of the active titani-
um(IV) compounds to the cancer cell by various methodologies, known and yet
unknown, should expand ever more the merit of the titanium(IV) anticancer coor-
dination complexes. Finally, if one dares to dream even farther, after obtaining a
complex of the oxophilic titanium(IV) metal stable for weeks in water, and given
the positive results observed for TiO2-based nanoparticles [33], perhaps the utopia
of an oral administration of a safe and effective titanium(IV) anticancer coordina-
tion drug is not beyond reach.

Figure 12. Comparison of the relative sensitivity of ca. 60 human cancer cell lines of the
NCI-60 panel to cisplatin (red) vs. an advanced titanium(IV) complex (blue). The average
GI50 of each compound (higher average activity of titanium 4.7 versus 5.5 μM) was cali-
brated as zero; ΔGI50 (x-axis) for each line equals to [GI50 for the particular line] minus
[average GI50]; thus, positive values indicate sensitivity lower than the average for each
compound and negative values indicate particularly high sensitivity; the variation in activi-
ties obtained for the titanium relative to platinum among the lines implies added selectivi-
ty of titanium to specific lines. This figure was prepared from the NIH data base (NSC-
783837, see also [300]).
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ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

Cp η5-C5H5; cyclopentadienyl = cyclopentadienide
GI50 growth inhibition of 50 % cells
IC50 inhibition concentration of 50 % cells
LD50 lethal dose of 50 % sample tested
MDR multi drug resistance / multi drug resistant
NCI-60 national cancer institute screen of 60 cell lines
OEt ethoxy
OR alkoxy
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Abstract: Vanadium compounds have been known to have beneficial therapeutic properties
since the turn of the century, but it was not until 1965 when it was discovered that those
effects could be extended to treating cancer. Some vanadium compounds can combat common
markers of cancer, which include metabolic processes that are important to initiating and
developing the phenotypes of cancer. It is appropriate to consider vanadium as a treatment
option due to the similarities in some of the metabolic pathways utilized by both diabetes and
cancer and therefore is among the few drugs that are effective against more than one disease.
The development of vanadium compounds as protein phosphatase inhibitors for the treatment
of diabetes may be useful for potential applications as an anticancer agent. Furthermore, the
ability of vanadium to redox cycle is also important for biological properties and is involved
in the pathways of reactive oxygen species. Early agents including vanadocene and peroxova-
nadium compounds have been investigated in detail, and the results can be used to gain a
better understanding of how some vanadium compounds are modifying the metabolic path-
ways potentially developing cancer. Considering the importance of coordination chemistry to
biological responses, it is likely that proper consideration of compound formulation will im-
prove the efficacy of the drug. Future development of vanadium-based drugs should include
consideration of drug formulation at earlier stages of drug development.

Keywords: anticancer agents · formulation · nutritional additives · protein phosphatase inhibi-
tor · vanadate · vanadium · vanadyl sulfate

1. INTRODUCTION: VANADIUM-CONTAINING

COMPOUNDS INDUCE BIOLOGICAL ACTIONS

Vanadium compounds have been known to have desirable biological properties
such as normalizing elevated blood glucose levels for more than a century [1–4],
and for many years, several sources of vanadium have been available as nutritional
supplements as single additives or as a component of vitamin supplements such
as Centrum® [5]. Recently, a large human study involving approximately 1,500
human patients has shown that low levels of vanadium in their diet are protective
against the development of a metabolic disease such as diabetes [6]. The biological
properties reported include a range of effects on signal transduction, and redox
states in the cell. Specifically, vanadium compounds are inhibitors of numerous
important biological processes such as phosphorylation processes [7–16], and some
cell cycling events [17, 18] which carry the markers of cancer [19–22]. These benefi-
cial properties have led to the suggested therapeutic use of vanadium compounds
against several diseases, the most prominently investigated being diabetes [7, 23–
32], cancer [20–22, 33, 34], and other infectious diseases [5, 11, 2, 22, 35–44]. Here
in this review, we selected studies carried out with vanadium compounds with the
objective of evaluating their potential uses as anticancer agents.

The beneficial properties of vanadium salts have been explored by chemists
and life scientists for several decades [45–49]. Early studies focused on develop-
ing potent compounds that surpass the effects of simple vanadium salts, such as
sodium, potassium, and ammonium vanadate and vanadyl sulfate [36, 48, 50–56].
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Figure 1. Bis(ethylmaltolato)oxovanadium(IV) (BEOV) is the compound that under-
went clinical trial Phase 1 and 2 [23, 24]. The negatively charged anion vanadate forms in
solutions from NaVO3 and Na3VO4. A cationic form, formed from VOSO4, contains
vanadium(IV). Finally, bismaltolatooxovanadium(IV) (BMOV) is now a standard vanadi-
um compound used for comparison of other compounds. All these forms are available to
the public.

There are seven simple vanadium salts, three of which are historically used in
medicine. Two of these compounds are in oxidation state five – sodium orthova-
nadate (Na3VO4) and sodium metavanadate (NaVO3) – while vanadyl sulfate
(VOSO4) is in oxidation state IV [10, 41, 44, 57–69]. In Figure 1 we show vana-
date (H2VO4

–) that forms upon dissolution of both Na3VO4 and NaVO3 at physi-
ological pH. However, an additional vanadium compound containing an organic
ligand, bis(ethylmaltolato)oxovanadium(IV) (BEOV, Figure 1), was also subject-
ed to clinical trials as an antidiabetic agent [24, 24, 55]. This compound is still
being considered for use as a weight loss compound and its analog bismalto-
latooxovanadium(IV) (BMOV, Figure 1) is already available to the public as a
nutritional additive. Although it may appear that access to these compounds as
nutritional additives is irrelevant with regard to cancer, the fact that the public
can access these compounds means that they can take these compounds to po-
tentially prevent disease.

Over the past few decades, hundreds of new vanadium compounds have been
prepared and tested for their biological effects. Most of them have only been
tested in a variety of different cell assays [68, 70] or for their inhibition of some
specifically isolated enzyme preparations [11, 12, 68, 71–73]. However, many
promising compounds were selected for animal studies, where the ultimate ob-
jective was to demonstrate that the compounds have sufficiently low toxicity
with suitable efficacy so that the compounds may be safely and effectively used
for therapeutic purposes [25]. One disease of interest for which vanadium com-
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pounds have been found to be effective against is diabetes. Since diabetes is
sometimes characterized as an autoimmune or metabolic disease with which the
patients live for many years, the low toxicity of potential drugs is a particularly
stringent requirement. Furthermore, the therapeutic index of vanadium com-
pounds is small, partially contributing to the fact that the vanadium compounds
in clinical trials have not made it to the clinic [23, 55, 72, 83]. In the case of life-
threatening diseases such as cancer, a higher level of toxicity can be tolerated if
there are no better treatment options.

In the past, drug discovery has generally been focused on a single disease by a
hypothesis-driven targeted screening or by a target-agnostic phenotypic screening.
However, links between diseases have been emerging through increasing evidence
that commonalities in etiology or pathology exist. Specifically, reported epidemio-
logical investigations suggest that incidence of pancreatic, liver, and endometrial
cancers are associated with diabetes even though the molecular mechanisms and
links have not yet been fully understood [74, 75]. Recent studies have shown
much potential and new insight into the mechanistic aspects of how the vanadium
compounds act and some of these studies will be summarized below.

2. APPLICATIONS OF VANADIUM COMPOUNDS

IN HUMAN STUDIES

2.1. Vanadium-Based Compounds

in Clinical Trials

Before drugs can be administered to the public, many studies are required to
assure the safety and non-toxicity of the compound to human beings [20–25].
Research often starts with studies in cell culture, although some scientists prefer
to advance to animal studies as rapidly as possible, as in the case of vanadium
compounds [55]. For these compounds the cell studies are not as informative as
with other drugs because these drugs appear to be sensitive to as of yet unidenti-
fied organismic responses and the regulatory mechanisms of the cell. Due to space
limitations we refer the readers to other reviews and original literature with regard
to studies of vanadium compounds in cell and animal model systems [20–25, 76].

Studies in human beings are referred to as clinical trials, and there are 3 such
studies required before the data obtained ensure the guarantee for safety of the
compound to be sold to the public [23–25, 77, 80]. The first clinical trial, also
known as Phase 1, involves studies with normal human beings to show that the
drug under investigation is not toxic.

The second trial is a study in which humans suffering from a disease such as
diabetes or cancer are tested for compound efficacy and whether there are unde-
sirable side-effects at the doses needed to observe beneficial effects. It is at this
stage that appropriate concentrations of the drug are established on a small group
of human beings (see Table 1). Successful completion of Phase 2 clinical trials
brings the study to Phase 3, which is the main study with a larger number of
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patients with either diabetes or cancer to test the concentrations determined in
Phase 1 and 2. Various vanadium compounds have been investigated in many
trials, and a summary of human studies done are given in Table 1 [4, 6, 24, 42,
45, 59, 65–67, 78–84].

A set of Phase 1 and Phase 2 clinical trials that were carried out in the early
2000’s and reported in 2006 involved the bis(ethylmaltolato)oxovanadium(IV)
compound (BEOV) which is the ethyl derivative of bismaltolatooxovanadi-
um(IV) (BMOV) that is commonly used as a standard to compare biological
activity [24]. Unfortunately, these compounds (Figure 1) went off patent at Sep-
tember 30, 2011, and thus, future studies being carried out with BEOV were
terminated due to lack of financial incentive [23, 24, 77]. However, in reviewing
the literature, it is surprising that most of these human studies with vanadium
have focused on diabetes because there are reports of the anticancer properties
of vanadium compounds dating back to the 1950’s.

2.2. Vanadium Compounds as Nutritional Additives

Although no vanadium compound has been approved for therapeutic use against
diabetes, cancer or any other disease, several of them are available as nutritional
supplements. These agents are used to control blood glucose levels and are taken
by diabetics and bodybuilders. The forms of vanadium commercially available
include vanadate and bismaltolatooxovanadium(IV), however, the most com-
mon vanadium-based material sold by far is VOSO4, vanadyl sulfate. Further
details are given in Section 6, where we list a number of different sources for
VOSO4. These nutritional supplements must adhere to the regulations by the
Food and Drug Administration. Generally, the compounds need to appear on a
“food safety list” and are not considered to be harmful before they can be sold
as nutritional additives [85, 86].

As shown in Figure 1, there are several sources of vanadium compounds to
supplement ones diet. Public access to these compounds allows people to treat
themselves, and recognition of this fact was responsible for funding by the Na-
tional Institutes of Health as mandated by Congress, to investigate the impact
of vanadium salts in humans (see Table 1) [59, 67, 78, 81]. However, it was not
tested for its effectiveness against cancer, presumably because the link between
cancer and diabetes was not established at the time [18, 74].

3. BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY OF VANADIUM

Multiple reviews of the chemistry of vanadium, its salts, and organic vanadium
compounds exist [7, 20, 26, 29, 44, 47, 57, 76, 87–91], in which a range of proper-
ties are generally described. The differences between vanadium compounds are
highlighted based on the solution chemistry of vanadium in different oxidation
states. Furthermore, biological studies generally involve vanadium in oxidation
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states III, IV, and V that have been reported in biological systems, although
vanadium can exist in 8 different oxidation states. These studies are limited by
the stability of vanadium and generally focus on the properties of vanadium in
solution [92–94].

Vanadium salts available as nutritional additives are usually in tablet form,
regardless of the active ingredient. Upon digestion of these tablets, the active
form of vanadium will be solubilized as the tablet travels from the mouth to the
stomach and through the digestive tract. Animal studies are often carried out by
administration of the vanadium compounds in drinking water or in food, and
the forms of vanadium are dependent upon the method of administration [25].
The effects of the vehicle material that carries the vanadium compounds is usual-
ly not investigated [70].

3.1. Vanadium Salts and Their Speciation

The three most common forms of vanadium listed in the Introduction are
Na3VO4, NaVO3, and VOSO4. There are four additional commercially available
sources of vanadium, including sodium decavanadate (Na6V10O28), vanadium
pentoxide (V2O5), vanadyl dichloride (VOCl2), and vanadium(III) chloride
(VCl3). Na6V10O28 and V2O5 contain V(V), VOCl2 V(IV), and VCl3 V(III).
V2O5 is different than the others in that this material is a powder and any contact
of this material with water will convert it to vanadate [95]. Because it is produced
and used industrially, a chronic inhalation bioassay of V2O5 and its hydrolysis
products by the National Toxicology Program produced evidence of treatment-
related lung tumors in both male and female B6C3F1 mice [96]. The Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA) has carried out a risk assessment and toxico-
logical review of the material [96–100]. In contrast, VOCl2 and VCl3 are used
much less frequently, mostly in research studies. The oxometallate decavanadate
(Na6V10O28) has been used more frequently in research studies, and animal stud-
ies with the sodium derivative and other salts of decavanadate have been report-
ed to have antidiabetic effects [101–104].

The properties of vanadium in solution are often described by the Pourbaix
diagram shown in Figure 2 [29, 91]. This figure shows what the nature of a
solution of a vanadium salt is when placed under the conditions of a particular
pH and redox environment. Because the figure is based on an aqueous solution,
the stability of water is indicated by broken lines. Because the speciation is of
most interest when water is stable, we are most interested in the speciation in the
region between those broken lines. If the focus is on the properties of vanadium
compounds under normal biological conditions and the conditions of the blood
stream, the pH would be near 7.4 and the redox potential near �0.3 V, which is
very different compared to the conditions of the stomach where the pH ranges
from 2 to 4. Because the dissolution of a tablet is very different depending on
its environment, one should consider the spectrum of reactivity, and the likely
interconversion between oxidation states IV and V [29, 76].
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Figure 2. A Pourbaix diagram of vanadium in dependence on pH and potential is shown.
Reproduced with permission from [91]; copyright 1976 John Wiley & Sons.

Each oxidation state exhibits interconversions that are strongly linked to the
pH of the system [29, 76]. Vanadium(V) is the form of vanadium where the
speciation is best understood, in part because it can readily be observed by
51V NMR spectroscopy. Vanadate (H2VO–

4) is a structural and electronic analog
of phosphate (H2PO–

4). Spectroscopic studies of vanadate have demonstrated
that the specific form of vanadium(V) includes mono-, di-, tetra-, penta-, and
decanuclear oxovanadate species [93, 94, 105]. These studies, in combination
with biological studies, have documented that certain vanadium species are re-
sponsible for the observed biological effects. Under physiological conditions and
at the low concentrations, the mononuclear species (H2VO–

4/HVO–
4) is likely to

predominate unless the vanadium compound is associated with a protein or an-
other ligand system that will support an oligomeric form [58]. However, oligo-
meric species can also exist without coordination if the vanadium is compartmen-
talized so that the effective concentration will be higher, thus supporting
vanadium species of higher nuclearity [106].

Vanadium(IV) is the form of vanadium that is directly compatible with the
reducing environment in the blood and in cells. The fundamental unit is the
V=O2C cation and Figure 1 shows the hydrated species likely to form in aqueous
solution [47, 107]. This form readily dimerizes or polymerizes and is known to
be able to replace cations such as Zn2C. This species is the form that exists in
dissolved VOSO4. Vanadium in oxidation state III was until recently believed to
rarely form in biological systems other than in tunicates (sea squirts) [108–110].
However, it was recognized that vanadium(III) can form by oxidation of ascor-
bate which may only be observable using high field EPR spectroscopy [111, 112]
and not the X-band EPR spectroscopy that is commonly used.
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3.2. Organic Vanadium Compounds

The term ‘organic vanadium compounds’ is generally used for compounds that
contains both vanadium and organic ligands. Thus, this class of species includes
both organometallic compounds and coordination complexes. The former group
includes compounds containing cyclopentadienyl ligands, and the simple analog,
vanadocene dichloride (Figure 3), was one of the first vanadium compounds that
was reported having anticancer properties [13, 20, 113, 114].

The second class of species, the coordination complexes, do not contain a cova-
lent V–C bond, but only ionic bonds instead. Examples of both complexes are
also shown in Figure 3 [13, 20, 114–116]. Coordination complexes form readily
in aqueous solution between a ligand (such as HMHCPE) and a vanadium ion,

Figure 3. A range of different vanadium compounds and some active ligands, which
when mixed with a vanadium salt resulted in a material containing ligand and vanadium
with favorable anticarcinogenic properties.
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however, most of these complexes also undergo ligand exchange which some-
times results in the formation of more than one species. Although this lability
may give the impression that the compounds are difficult to work with, such
lability is in fact a general property of many transition metal ions and their
complexes. More importantly, it has been suggested that this lability may be key
to the biological effects reported for some of the vanadium compounds [23–29,
76, 77, 117].

4. THE ANTICANCER EFFECTS OF

VANADIUM COMPOUNDS

The “hallmarks” of cancer include sustaining proliferative signaling, resisting
cell death, evading growth suppressors, evading immune destruction, enabling
replicative immortality, inducing angiogenesis, activating invasion and metastasis,
and reprogramming of energy metabolism [20, 118]. These important targets
include inducing metabolic aberrations and disturbances in energy production,
disorders in the structure and function of the mitochondria [119, 120] and
changes in the reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels, production, and metabolism
[8, 121]. The keen ability of vanadium compounds to become involved in cellular
processes linked to molecular events in cancer makes them particularly able to
suppress growth and decrease the spread of tumors. In a general sense, this is
done via the vanadium compound by (a) inhibiting tumor cell proliferation and
inducing apoptosis and (b) limiting invasion and the metastatic potential of neo-
plastic cells [20]. In the following section, the mechanistic studies carried out
recently with VO(acac)2 will be summarized to illustrate how advanced the area
has become [18]. But, due to space limitations, this area cannot be reviewed
comprehensively, the reader should refer to the original literature and other
reviews [19–22, 48, 97–100].

Vanadate and VO(acac)2 have shown promise, exhibiting an antiproliferative
effect through inducing G2/M cell cycle arrest and elevating the levels of ROS
in a human pancreatic cancer cell line (AsPC-1) [18]. Both these vanadium com-
pounds activated the PI3K/AKT and MAPK/ERK signaling pathways in a dose-
and time-dependent manner and their proposed mode of action is depicted in
Figure 4. These mechanistic studies explored the nature of the ROS effects and
were found to sustain the MAPK/ERK activation and be responsible for the
G2/M cell cycle arrest. The ROS level plateaued after activation and was consis-
tent with an intracellular feedback loop controlling the elevated ROS level in-
duced by vanadate or VO(acac)2. While the ROS level plateaued, the glutathione
content increased and expression level of the antioxidant enzymes remained un-
changed. Therefore, it was concluded that the vanadium compounds can be re-
garded as a novel class of anticancer drugs acting through the activation of the
MAPK/ERK pathway. The present results provided a proof-of-concept that va-
nadium compounds have the potential as both antidiabetic and antipancreatic
cancer agents to prevent or treat patients suffering from both diabetes and can-
cer [18, 122].
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Figure 4. Scheme summarizing the possible mechanisms underlying VO(acac)2 and
vanadate-induced G2/M cell cycle arrest in AsPC-1 cells. The two vanadium compounds
exhibited an antiproliferative effect through inducing G2/M cell cycle arrest. Both vanadi-
um compounds increase the ROS levels in the cells. Simultaneously, the induced activation
of both PI3K/AKT and MAPK/ERK signaling pathways in a dose- and time-dependent
manner, which could be counteracted with the antioxidant N-acetylcysteine. Reproduced
with permission from [18]; copyright 2016 Springer Publishing Company.

When the insulin-like properties of vanadium compounds were initially discov-
ered, it was surprising that a small oxometallate could have the same effects as
the 51-amino acid insulin peptide [123–125]. The mode of action of vanadium
compounds is often described as poorly defined, although it is commonly accept-
ed that some of the biological effects of vanadium compounds are due to the
inhibition of phosphatases [77, 123, 126, 127]. Interaction of phosphatases with
vanadate are generally very potent [77, 123, 126, 128, 129]. Most organic ligands
coordinated to vanadium dissociate once the complex interacts with protein tyro-
sine phosphatases, but the affinity will change with the type of phosphatase, and
in one report a vanadate peptide bound to protein tyrosine phosphatase 1B has
been crystallographically characterized [126, 130, 131].

Vanadium compounds are also generally believed to lose the organic ligand
before binding to transferrin [132] and other proteins [133] at the low concentra-
tions found under physiological conditions. Interactions with transferrin are se-
lective but vary with oxidation states which, when combined with the ability of
vanadium compounds to undergo redox chemistry, provide several alternative
avenues to also exert their action in addition to phosphatase inhibition [128, 129,
132, 133]. The alternative modes of action generally include modification of the
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cellular redox state, vanadium recycling, and ROS formation [124, 134] as well
as interactions with transferrin and other proteins [34, 132, 133].

Compounds with promising antitumor properties are shown in Figure 3 and
include intact vanadium compounds as well as ligands that have been reported
to form complexes with vanadium exhibiting promising antitumor properties in
solution. In addition to the simple salts and other species two vanadocenes are
seen in Figure 3 which represent the first-class vanadium compounds that were
reported to have anticancer properties [13, 36, 113, 135–137]. These organome-
tallic compounds have limited stability in aqueous environment. Titananocene
[114] was investigated in Phase 1 clinical trial, but it was not continued to
Phase 2, therefore vanadocene remains the most promising metallocene [138].
Mechanistic studies are important because they demonstrate that these com-
pounds have a mode of action distinct from the Pt-based anticancer agents, and
thus have effects on cells resistant to Pt-based drugs [13, 114, 136].

Peroxovanadium compounds, also shown in Figure 3, are reactive vanadium
compounds which were found to have anticarcinogenic effects in cell culture
studies [36, 48]. This class of compounds has unique chemical properties in sever-
al aspects, which affect its biological and medicinal applications [88]. First, the
peroxo group is unique among vanadium compounds because of the three-mem-
bered peroxo ring, the structure of which is different than anything else in chem-
istry and biology [52, 88, 139–141]. Second, the three-membered peroxovanadi-
um species supports reactivity involving ROS radical formation, and as such is
tied to ROS-types of metabolic processing in the cell [15, 43, 52, 88, 139–144].
This is particularly important because these vanadium compounds undergo reac-
tions with H2O2 or with superoxide, both of which can form in small amounts
under some biological conditions, and thus, this class of compounds could form
in cells. Third, the stability of most of these complexes is limited, which is a
serious problem, because if they are to be used for oral administration, strategies
must be developed to stabilize them [52, 88, 139–141]. To date, there are no
reports of studies with these compounds in animals, presumably because such
studies would show extensive oxidative damage of the digestive tract when the
vanadium compound is administered orally. Fourth, this compound belongs to
the first class of compounds that showed a dramatic enhancement of the effects
of vanadium on activation of insulin receptors [124, 141]. This report document-
ed that it was the complex that yielded the response because it surpassed the
effects of the salts alone. These findings caused a surge in applications of this
class of compounds, and the early results obtained with it fueled studies for
several decades including a focus on applications for the treatment of cancer [17,
19–22, 33, 34, 145]. Creative compound designs of many different types have
been reported, including a class of binary and ternary V-peroxide-betaine com-
pounds with a built-in transporter peptide as part of the complex [146, 147].

Simple coordination complexes have also been investigated and found to have
anticarcinogenic potential; representative examples are shown in Figure 3 as
VO(oda)(bipy), VO(oda), VO(oda)(phen), and Metvan [17, 33, 148]. These com-
plexes are formed in situ, and their stoichiometry can vary. However, for com-
plexes formed from ligands with these types of functionalities, mainly 1 : 1 or
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1 : 2 complexes are anticipated (although other forms are possible). Most of these
results are based on cell culture and in vitro studies, although some have been
carried out in animal studies. Often the interactions of these compounds were
investigated with isolated DNA and the results can be found in other reviews
and the original literature [17, 33, 148]. Recent studies with flavonoids and their
vanadium complexes have demonstrated much potential as anticancer agents
[33, 145, 149–151]. These species are less readily characterized because they do
not form simple complexes that can be isolated in crystalline form. However, the
activity of the compounds is promising with the best candidates being vanadium
complexes with silibinin and quercetin, and the effects are supported by the
flavonoid ligands that often have activity by themselves.

Finally, there have been many studies with simple salts. The salts may seem to
be the simplest class of vanadium materials to study. However, the fact that
vanadium salts readily undergo both hydrolytic and redox processes under the
conditions of the biological studies makes studies with the simple salts some of
the most complex studies to interpret. Specifically [67], VOSO4 is the most com-
monly used control, but it is not innocuous in the many different biological
systems investigated (cells, animals or human beings). However, because VOSO4

undergoes several reactions under biological conditions, it becomes difficult to
assign specific effects to the salt. Therefore, meaningful interpretations of studies
with VOSO4 must be subject to consider the method of delivery. Although con-
siderations are made in some studies, the effect of the biological system on the
chemistry is often not analyzed or discussed [24, 67].

A novel effect of vanadium compounds has been reported on oncolytic viruses,
that is, viruses that prefer to attack cancer cells, and has much potential in cancer
treatment. Oncolytic viruses are an emerging class of anticancer bio-therapeutics
that induce antitumor immunity through selective replication in tumor cells
[152]. Recently it was reported that a synergetic strategy, which boosts the thera-
peutic efficacy of oncolytic viruses, is combining their activity with immuno-
modulating small molecules, i.e., protein tyrosine-phosphatase inhibitors such as
vanadium compounds [153]. We found that vanadium compounds could enhance
oncolytic viruses’ infection in vitro and ex vivo in resistant tumor cell lines. Fur-
thermore, vanadium compounds increased the anticarcinogenic efficacy when
being administrated in combination with oncolytic viruses in several syngeneic
tumor models. This new combination of treatment with both the oncovirus and
the vanadium compound offers new avenues for the development of improved
immunotherapy strategies to combat cancer [152, 153].

5. VANADIUM-CONTAINING DRUGS IN CONTEXT

OF OTHER DISEASES

5.1. Comparison of Anticancer Vanadium and Other

Anticancer Compounds

Cisplatin and other Pt-based drugs are among the most successful anticancer
drugs and are still a major part of the anticancer drugs administered in the clinic
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[60, 154–162]. The further development of Pt-drugs was done to change the mode
of administration to oral, which lowers toxicity and can reduce drug resistance.
To evaluate the effectiveness of vanadium compounds, their effects are often
compared to cisplatin, and the fact that the vanadium compounds are effective
toward cell lines that are Pt-resistant is important. The differences between the
anticancer activities of vanadium and platinum compounds are related to their
fundamental chemical differences. Pt compounds can hydrolyze when entering
cells, the degree to which this occurs is much less than vanadium compounds
that are generally believed to dissociate while entering cells or organelles [60,
154–162]. Although Pt(IV) compounds are known to be reduced in cellular envi-
ronments, the Pt(II) compounds less readily undergo redox processes [60, 154–
162], whereas vanadium in oxidation states IV and V readily go through a redox
cycle [1, 29, 47]. These facts support the possibility that the vanadium compounds
are more likely to be involved in ROS processes than the Pt-compounds.

There are many other reports of metal-containing compounds with anticancer
properties [9, 43, 114, 163–165]. These compounds range from ruthenium-based
systems that already have been in clinical trials [166, 167] to titanium compounds
that are potent phosphatase inhibitors [168], and to the controversies revolving
around the chromium-based additives that have been Ames test-positive [33,
169–172].

5.2. Linking Treatments of Cancer to Treatments of Diabetes

Antidiabetic drugs have been reported to both increase and decrease cancer
risks, although the role of hyperglycemia and the effects of diabetic medications
on cancer risks remain controversial [122]. Insulin and insulin-like growth factor-
1 may exert both metabolic and mitogenic effects on cancer initiation and/or
progression at both the receptor and post-receptor levels [74, 173]. In addition,
adding insulin to mediums containing high concentrations of glucose can activate
the PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway leading to the increased proliferation of cancer
cells [174]. Furthermore, cancer risk is increased by insulin, insulin analogues,
and secretagogues that cause hyperinsulinemia through an increase of insulin
secretion [175]. In contrast, metformin, a biguanide, is known to reduce cancer
risk by stimulation of AMPK and its upstream tumor suppressor protein regula-
tor LKB1, in addition to reducing glucose and insulin levels [176]. The PI3K-
AKT signaling pathway is well-known for its central role in survival, cell prolifer-
ation, growth, protein synthesis, and glucose metabolism. Inhibiting these vital
components will cause side effects including hyperglycemia and glucose intoler-
ance [177]. Development of AKT and PI3K inhibitors that are iso-form specific
and do not perturb the metabolic function or pathway would represent a new
approach to inhibitors [122]. Another possibility is to develop a drug inhibiting
tumor proliferation without affecting metabolic function.

Vanadium compounds are known to have a range of effects on cellular and
animal systems and as such have potential as a new type of therapeutic agent
[19–22]. Generally they exhibit insulin-like effects including lowering blood glu-
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cose levels, stimulation of glucose uptake, and activation of glycogen synthase as
well as inhibition of lipolysis in diabetic rats or adipocytes [23, 25, 178–180].
Several studies also indicated that they enhance neurogenesis or exert neuropro-
tective effects in several animal models [181]. The multi-pathway effects of vana-
dium compounds may make them unique among current available treatments,
and as a class these compounds have great potential to exert both preventive
and therapeutic effects on patients with more than one disease. Further studies
are needed to capitalize on the therapeutic potential of such drugs with the
possibility to act on several diseases and to minimize potential side effects.

More studies are necessary before vanadium-based anticancer agents will be
ready for use in the clinic. However, it is important to recognize that many
vanadium-containing nutritional additives are already used by the public, and
thus permission for clinical trials studies should be more readily obtained. Based
on the current knowledge of the coordination chemistry of vanadium, it seems
appropriate that a holistic approach to future drug development should include
drug formulation strategies and that such an approach would significantly im-
prove the chances of success of future drug candidates.

6. VANADIUM-BASED DRUGS AND ADDITIVES

AND THEIR FORMULATION

Many different forms of vanadyl sulfate are commercially available as shown in
Figure 5, created from various images of the VOSO4 supplements found online.
The bottles shown reflect the number of different preparations and formulations
of vanadyl sulfate-containing supplements. It is interesting to note that, as shown
in Table 2, the formulations of VOSO4 vary significantly depending on the brand
and the company selling the compound. Regardless of the amounts of VOSO4

per tablet, the recommended dose of administration is generally 1–2 tablets and
implies that the different formulations provide different efficacy of the vanadium
(see Table 2 below for a more detailed description).

It will be difficult to keep the vanadium compounds from interacting with the
metabolites occurring under physiological conditions once the compound has
been administered. It is therefore to be expected that the compounds co-admin-
istered with VOSO4 will play a key role for the distribution and processing of
vanadium. The different formulations of VOSO4 shown in Figure 5 will deliver
the vanadium(IV) cation in a different manner. This means that vanadium(IV)
will have different abilities to redox cycle, form vanadium(V) and the vanadate
anion as well as to react with other metabolites and form coordination com-
pounds. In other words, the fundamental coordination chemistry of vanadi-
um(IV) will be important for the efficacy of VOSO4. It has been recognized for
some time now that the ligands are likely to be important to the delivery of
vanadium to its target [182, 183].

The number of different formulations listed in Table 2 underline the wide variety
of materials used for administration of VOSO4. The different additives include
nutrients, metabolites, traditional formulation compounds and thus undoubtedly
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Figure 5. Different bottles of vanadyl sulfate supplements obtained from the internet.
Each bottle is prepared using different formulations, commercially available diet supple-
ments and their vanadium content. Reproduced with permission from [163]; copyright
2016 Elsevier.

there is a large difference in how vanadium is being delivered. Considering that
these nutritional additives are used, and many of them sold in food stores, there
are many options available for the public to access these compounds. We conclude
that how these different vanadium complexes form and are processed is likely to
be important for the efficacy of these nutritional additives and we expect that
some of these supplements work much better than others.

Considering that the importance of the delivery of VOSO4 is not generally
investigated in the literature [23, 24, 67], there is a need for data showing the
effects of coordination chemistry for its biological activities. An understanding
of the mode of processing and action of vanadium compounds as well as of other
metal-containing nutritional additives would facilitate further drug development.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The studies of vanadium compounds with anticancer properties have come a
long way since the first studies with vanadocene dichloride and the discovery
of its anticancer properties in 1965 [184]. Many different classes of vanadium
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compounds have been investigated since these first studies and many different
biological systems have been used. Recently, there has been an effort to develop
new model systems that avoid using animal cancer models [33, 185]. Considering
the problems associated with animal studies such model studies could be helpful
at the initial stages of compound testing, however, it is critical that the data
obtained before a compound is being considered for clinical trials include consid-
eration of the formulation, as it can make a dramatic difference.

Links between diseases have been emerging through increasing evidence that
commonalities exist in etiology or pathology [74]. Therefore, we no longer rec-
ommend an exclusive focus on single disease treatments, as is supported by re-
ports of epidemiological investigations suggesting that incidence of pancreatic,
liver, and endometrial cancers are associated with diabetes [75]. Searching for
multi-disease targeting drugs provides a unique approach for the discovery of
new medicines to treat, prevent or delay the onset of more than one type of
disease, or take advantage of the advances developed for one disease in the
treatment of a second one [74]. Vanadium compounds with their specific
(sub)cellular biomolecular interactions emerge with an outstanding potential in
the quest for identifying selective and specific interactions leading to vanadium
compound-induced demise of cancer cells [20].

Finally, we suggest a new promising effect of vanadium compounds involving
oncolytic viruses and their potential for treating cancer [153]. The strategy is
based on the boost of therapeutic efficacy of oncolytic viruses by combining their
activity with immuno-modulating small molecules, protein tyrosine phosphatase
inhibitors, such as vanadium compounds. The infection of oncolytic viruses in
vitro and ex vivo in resistant tumor cell lines was enhanced by vanadium com-
pounds. This newly discovered tumor-reducing effect of vanadium-based com-
pounds offers new avenues for the development of improved immunotherapeutic
strategies to combat cancer.
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acac acetylacetonato
bipy 2,2#-bipyridine
HMHCPE 2-methyl-3H-5-hydroxy-6-carboxy-4-pyrimidinone ethyl ester
IDA iminodiacetic acid
Metvan bis(4,7-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline)sulfatooxovanadium(IV)
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phen 1,10-phenenthroline
ROS reactive oxygen species
tar tartrate
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Abstract: Clinical trials have shown gallium nitrate, a group 13 (formerly IIIa) metal salt, to
have antineoplastic activity against non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and urothelial cancers. Interest
in gallium as a metal with anticancer properties emerged when it was discovered that 67Ga(III)
citrate injected in tumor-bearing animals localized to sites of tumor. Animal studies showed
non-radioactive gallium nitrate to inhibit the growth of implanted solid tumors. Following
further evaluation of its efficacy and toxicity in animals, gallium nitrate, Ga(NO3)3, was desig-
nated an investigational drug by the National Cancer Institute (USA) and advanced to Phase
1 and 2 clinical trials.

Gallium(III) shares certain chemical characteristics with iron(III) which enable it to interact
with iron-binding proteins and disrupt iron-dependent tumor cell growth. Gallium’s mecha-
nisms of action include the inhibition of cellular iron uptake and disruption of intracellular iron
homeostasis, these effects result in inhibition of ribonucleotide reductase and mitochondrial
function, and changes in the expression in proteins of iron transport and storage. Whereas the
growth-inhibitory effects of gallium become apparent after 24 to 48 hours of incubation of
cells, an increase in intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) is seen with 1 to 4 hours of
incubation. Gallium-induced ROS consequently triggers the upregulation of metallothionein
and hemoxygenase-1 genes.

Beyond the first generation of gallium salts such as gallium nitrate and gallium chloride, a
new generation of gallium-ligand complexes such as tris(8-quinolinolato)gallium(III) (KP46)
and gallium maltolate has emerged. These agents are being evaluated in the clinic while other
ligands for gallium are in preclinical development. These newer agents appear to possess
greater antitumor efficacy and a broader spectrum of antineoplastic activity than the earlier
generation of gallium compounds.

Keywords: cancer therapeutics · gallium · iron · mitochondria · ribonucleotide reductase

1. HISTORY

Gallium exists in the earth’s crust at a concentration of 5–15 mg/kg and is ob-
tained as a byproduct of extraction of aluminum and zinc ores. It was discovered
in 1875 by the French chemist Paul-Emile Lecoq de Boisbaudran who noted
gallium as a new element with two distinct violet bands on spectroscopy. Prior
to its discovery, however, gallium’s existence had been predicted by the Russian
chemist Dimitri Mendeleev who termed it eka-aluminum, as he felt it would be
located on the periodic table below aluminum. However, it was found as a trace
element in zinc sulfide rather than aluminum. Although the origin of the name
gallium appears to have been in honor of France (Gallia), it is possible that the
name originated from “gallus”, Latin for Lecoq (meaning rooster), the name of
its discoverer.
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2. CHEMISTRY

Gallium is a group 13 (formerly IIIA) metal with the atomic number 31 in the
periodic table of elements. It possesses a silvery white color and has a melting
point of 28.7646° (85.5763 °F). As a result, it can attain a near liquid state at
room temperature and can transition from solid to liquid when held in the hand.
Certain chemical properties of gallium are shared with iron(III). For example,
the octahedral ionic radius for Ga3C is 0.620 Å while that for high spin Fe3C is
0.645 Å and the tetrahedral ionic radius is 0.47 Å and 0.49 Å for Ga3C and
Fe3C, respectively. The electron affinity and ionization potential values for Ga3C

are 30.71 eV and 64 eV, respectively, while for high spin Fe3C they are 30.65 eV
and 54.8 eV, respectively [1]. Gallium undergoes hydrolysis to yield a mixture of
gallium hydroxides of Ga(OH)8

11
–) and Ga(OH)3 at pH ~4 , and a mixture of

Ga(OH)3 and Ga(OH)–
4 at the physiologic pH 7.4 [2].

3. GALLIUM-BASED AGENTS IN CLINICAL USE.

PHARMACOLOGY AND EFFICACY

3.1. Background

The potential of gallium as a therapeutic agent was suggested in 1931 by Levaditi
et al. who reported the eradication of syphilis in rabbits and trypanosoma evansi
in mice by gallium tartrate [3]. Years later, the discovery that radiogallium (67Ga)
injected intravenously would localize in tumors in animals sparked interest in
developing 67Ga citrate as a tumor imaging agent in patients. For several decades
to follow, 67Ga scanning was used as a diagnostic tool in the clinic to detect
occult tumors or residual viable tumors following treatment [4]. Although more
contemporary imaging approaches such as positron emission tomography (PET)
scans have largely replaced the 67Ga scan, 68Ga-labeled pharmaceuticals are in
development as advanced tools for tumor imaging [5, 6].

Not surprisingly, the ability of 67Ga to concentrate in certain cancers in vivo
stimulated interest in the effects of non-radioactive gallium on malignant cells. To
investigate this, Hart and Adamson compared the antitumor activities of the
group 13 metal salts of aluminum, gallium, indium, and thallium in a rodent tumor-
bearing model [7]. Their results showed gallium nitrate to be the most effective
of these metal salts in inhibiting the growth of three of the four malignant rodent
tumors inoculated in animals. Following further preclinical studies to define the
antineoplastic activity and toxicity in different animal models, gallium nitrate was
designated an investigation drug (NSC 15200) by the National Cancer Institute
(NCI, USA) and entered clinical trials. During the same period, Collery et al. in
France explored the activity of oral gallium chloride in solid tumors and demon-
strated its antineoplastic potential [8, 9]. However, the amount of gallium that
could be absorbed from oral gallium chloride was found to be therapeutically
insufficient. In contrast, gallium nitrate, administered intravenously displayed
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of gallium compounds that have been evaluated in the
clinic for cancer treatment.

meaningful antineoplastic activity in Phase 1 and Phase 2 trials [10, 11]; it thus
remains the standard against which newer gallium-based agents must be com-
pared. This section will focus on gallium nitrate, gallium maltolate, and tris(8-
quinolinolato)gallium(III) (KP46) as these gallium compounds have advanced to
the clinic. Their chemical structures are shown in Figure 1.

3.2. Gallium Nitrate

As the first gallium compound to gain approval for clinical use by the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA), gallium nitrate has been extensively studied for its
antineoplastic efficacy and toxicity in humans [10]. Interestingly, the drug was
approved in the early 1990s not as an anticancer agent, but for the treatment of
cancer-associated hypercalcemia [12]. During its evaluation as an antineoplastic
agent, gallium nitrate was found to interact with bone metabolism and lower
calcium levels in the blood [12]. This prompted several trials of gallium nitrate
in patients with cancer and metabolic bone disease which confirmed its ability
to inhibit bone resorption and lower pathologically elevated blood calcium levels
[12]. These trials led to the FDA approval of gallium nitrate as a drug for the
treatment of malignancy-associated hypercalcemia. With regard to its activity as
an anticancer drug, extensive Phase 2 clinical trials were conducted to explore
the antineoplastic activity of gallium nitrate in chronic lymphocytic leukemia,
Hodgkin’s lymphoma, and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, and in sarcoma, breast,
bladder, renal, melanoma, prostate, lung, ovarian, and cervical cancers. Of these
malignancies, gallium nitrate was found to have antineoplastic activity primarily
against advanced bladder cancer and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma [11, 13, 14], and
hence, subsequent clinical trials of this drug focused on these latter malignancies.

In Phase 2 trials of gallium nitrate in lymphoma and bladder cancer, significant
responses to treatment were reported in patients whose tumors had relapsed or
failed to respond to conventional chemotherapy (reviewed in references [13–15])].
In these studies, patients treated with gallium nitrate had cancers that progressed
or failed to respond to conventional chemotherapeutic drugs. Complete and par-
tial responses to gallium nitrate were seen in approximately 35–40 % of patients
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with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. In other studies, 18–22 % of patients with ad-
vanced bladder cancer responded to treatment with gallium nitrate.

A limited number of clinical trials investigated combinations of gallium nitrate
with other chemotherapeutic agents in patients with bladder cancer or non-
Hodgkin’s lymphoma and confirmed that gallium nitrate could be safely com-
bined with other drugs with a good clinical outcome [11, 13, 14]. An important
consideration in the use of gallium nitrate is that it does not suppress the produc-
tion of white blood cells or platelets. It can therefore be used to treat patients
with low blood counts or can be combined with other antineoplastic agents with-
out exacerbating their myelosuppressive effects. This is a major advantage of
gallium nitrate since the majority of cytotoxic chemotherapeutic agents can sup-
press hematopoiesis.

Gallium nitrate must be administered intravenously to patients as its bioavaila-
bility is poor when taken orally. Pharmacokinetic studies of gallium nitrate given
as an intravenous infusion over 30 minutes demonstrated that it is excreted pri-
marily through the kidney, with a biphasic excretion pattern showing a T½ α of
8.3–26 minutes and a T½ β of 6.3–196 hours [16]. The latter slower excretion
phase likely reflects gallium bound to transferrin (Tf) in the circulation. By 24
and 48 hours following its intravenous administration, 69 % and 91 % of the
administered gallium dose was excreted in the urine [16]. In another study, the
pharmacokinetics of gallium nitrate following its brief intravenous administra-
tion at 3 dose levels (500, 750, and 900 mg/m2) showed biphasic serum gallium
disappearance curves with a T½ α of 87 minutes and T½ β of 24.5 hours. Here,
approximately 65 % of the infused gallium was recovered in the urine during the
first 24 hours; half of this amount appeared in the urine within the first 4 hours
after injection [17].

Due to dose-limiting renal toxicity encountered with high-dose gallium nitrate
infusions, subsequent studies were conducted using a lower dose of gallium ni-
trate (200–300 mg/m2/day) administered by intravenous infusion continuously
over 24 hours for 5–7 days. Under these conditions, at a dose of 200 mg/m2/day,
mean steady-state plasma levels of gallium were achieved by 2–3 days with uri-
nary excretion approximately matching the daily dose of the drug [18]. Plasma
gallium concentration during steady state infusion at this dose level ranged from
0.9–1.9 μg/mL. Four days after cessation of treatment, it was 0.45–0.7 μg/mL.
The advantage of administering gallium nitrate by continuous infusion is that
the drug is better tolerated and patients receive a greater amount of gallium over
time when compared with the brief infusion schedule [18]. Moreover, continuous
infusion of gallium nitrate appears to be more efficacious than a brief infusion
and, for this reason, continuous infusion of gallium nitrate for 5–7 days has been
the recommended method of drug administration. However, the continuous in-
travenous gallium nitrate is cumbersome as it requires that the drug be adminis-
tered in the hospital or as an outpatient through a pump device. Alternative
treatment schedules that are more acceptable to patients should be explored.

At this time, gallium nitrate is no longer being marketed because the company
manufacturing the drug closed for reasons unrelated to the drug. However, con-
siderable information on the potential antineoplastic activity of gallium has been
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generated through preclinical and clinical investigations of gallium nitrate. As a
result, a number of new compounds have emerged that consist of gallium bound
to more complex ligands. In preclinical studies, these agents appear to be more
effective than gallium nitrate in inhibiting the proliferation of cancer cells at
lower gallium concentrations; however, their superiority to gallium nitrate in the
clinic remains to be determined. Two of the new generation gallium formulations
that have advanced to clinical evaluation are tris(3-hydroxy-2-methyl-4H-pyran-
4 onato)gallium(III) (gallium maltolate) and tris(8-quinolinolato)gallium(III)
(KP46) (Figure 1).

3.3. Gallium Maltolate

This compound contains a central gallium atom bound to three maltol [tris(3-
hydroxy-2methyl-pyrone)] ligands in a propeller-like arrangement (Figure 1)
[19]; it is fashioned after ferric maltol, an oral iron formulation used to treat iron
deficiency anemia [20, 21]. Indeed, gallium maltolate has shown good bioavaila-
bility in animal and human studies [19] where serum gallium levels of 0.115 and
0.569 μg/mL have been reported following a single oral dose of 100–500 mg of
gallium maltolate. This is comparable to gallium blood levels reported with galli-
um nitrate administered by continuous intravenous infusion. The mechanism of
gastrointestinal uptake of gallium maltolate is not well understood. While galli-
um maltolate may bear semblance to ferric maltolate, the absorption of the latter
compound requires the initial reduction of ferric iron to ferrous iron in the gut
[22]. Since gallium(III) is not reduced to gallium(II), it appears unlikely that the
mechanism of gastrointestinal uptake of gallium maltolate is similar to that of
ferric maltol. While the process by which gallium crosses the gastrointestinal
mucosa remains to be elucidated, it is known that the majority of gallium appear-
ing in the blood following oral administration of gallium maltolate is bound to
Tf, the transport protein for iron in the circulation [23]. A better understanding
of the gastrointestinal uptake of gallium maltolate is relevant as it may suggest
strategies to enhance the oral bioavailability and antineoplastic activity of this
drug.

As an antitumor agent, gallium maltolate has been shown to inhibit the prolif-
eration of lymphoma and hepatocellular cancer cell lines in vitro at gallium con-
centrations that are significantly lower than that of gallium nitrate, thus indicat-
ing that it may have greater efficacy as a therapeutic agent [24, 25]. An additional
important distinction between gallium nitrate and gallium maltolate is that lym-
phoma cell lines with acquired or intrinsic resistance to the growth-inhibitory
effects of gallium nitrate remain sensitive to growth inhibition by gallium malto-
late [24]. The development of drug resistance to chemotherapeutic agents re-
mains one of the major obstacles to the successful treatment of cancer. There-
fore, the lack of tumor cross-resistance between gallium nitrate and gallium
maltolate has important therapeutic implications.

In vivo studies to explore the antitumor activity of gallium maltolate have been
conducted in a mouse tumor model of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma and in an
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animal model of human glioblastoma xenografts inoculated into a rat brain [26,
27]. In both these animal models, gallium maltolate displayed significant anti-
neoplastic activity. Regarding glioblastoma, it is known that most conventional
chemotherapeutic drugs lack efficacy against brain tumors mainly due to their
inability to cross the blood brain barrier. Therefore, the ability of gallium malto-
late to inhibit the growth of glioblastoma in an animal brain tumor model has
important implications for its advancement to clinical trials for the treatment of
brain tumors.

Although clinical trials of gallium maltolate in cancer have yet to be devel-
oped, Bernstein, et al. reported a patient with advanced hepatocellular cancer
who experienced a significant response to treatment with oral gallium maltolate;
here, the treatment for 2 months resulted in a marked reduction in tumor-related
pain, improvement in abnormal liver function, blood tests, and a shrinkage in
the size of viable tumor as measured by computerized axial tomography imaging
[28]. A 67Ga scan prior to treatment demonstrated uptake of radiogallium by
the patient’s liver cancer, indicating that the tumor was very likely to take up
gallium maltolate. No adverse side-effects were experienced by the patient with
this treatment [28]. Such case reports are important to note as they form the
basis for advancing gallium maltolate to more comprehensive clinical trials.

Although not within the scope of this chapter, it should be noted that gallium
maltolate has also been shown to be effective against certain microorganisms in
animal models of infection. Its mechanism of antimicrobial action relates to galli-
um’s interference with iron utilization by pathogenic microorganisms. The appli-
cation of gallium compounds as antibiotics has been reviewed elsewhere [29, 30].

3.4 Tris(8-quinolinolato)gallium(III) (KP46, FFC11)

This compound was developed by virtue of the strong metal chelating properties
of 8-quinolinol to form tris(8-quinolinolato)gallium(III) [31]. The drug is an oral
compound with a high thermodynamic stability (log β3 40.7). Based on its aque-
ous solubility of 3.5 x 10–5 M, KP46 is thought to cross the gastrointestinal epithe-
lium and enter the bloodstream intact [32]. Kinetic studies of KP46 solution in
water or in physiologic buffers show that 50 % of the drug is chemically stable
for several hours. Calculations based on a plasma model suggest that KP46 may
remain intact in the circulation for a while even in the presence of physiologic
concentrations of Tf [32]. This is in contrast to gallium maltolate where gallium
is found in the circulation bound to Tf after the drug has been absorbed through
the gastrointestinal tract [23]. Preclinical studies have shown that the in vitro
IC50 of KP46 is <5 µM in cancer cell lines representative of lung, ovarian, breast,
and colon cancers and melanoma [32]. Pharmacokinetic studies of KP46 adminis-
tered to healthy Swiss mice as a single oral dose established LD50 values of KP46
as 2870 mg/kg (410 mg Ga3C) and 2370 mg/kg (339 mg Ga3C/kg) for male and
female animals, respectively. A KP46 dose of 62.5 mg/kg/day administered orally
for two weeks was established as a well-tolerated dose for animal studies [33].
Gallium distribution in tissues was shown to be highest in bone, followed by the
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liver, spleen, and kidneys, respectively [33]. These studies led to further evalua-
tion of KP46 in vivo where its antineoplastic activity was demonstrated in a rat
tumor model inoculated with Walker carcinosarcoma 256 cells.

The pharmacokinetics and side effects of KP46 were examined in a small Phase
1 study of 7 patients. Single oral dosing schedules of 30 mg/m2 to 480 mg/m2

produced peak serum gallium concentrations of 15.3 μg/mL and 62.7 μg/mL,
respectively, with corresponding T½ of 53.5 and 121.5 hours, respectively [34].
In this study, 3 of 4 patients with renal cancer who had progressive disease at
the time of entry into the study attained stabilization of their tumors. One patient
achieved a partial response after the second cycle of treatment. The authors
concluded that further Phase 2 studies of KP46 were warranted in renal cancer
[34]. However, further clinical trials of KP46 in cancer patients have not been
reported to date. Studies are in progress to enhance the oral bioavailability of
KP46 using lipiodol emulsions [35]. This approach may improve the gastrointes-
tinal uptake of KP46 and enhance its clinical antitumor activity.

4. CELLULAR HANDLING OF GALLIUM

4.1. Transport and Cellular Uptake

Gallium has no known physiological function in the human body; however, some
of its chemical similarities with iron enable it to interact with proteins that trans-
port, store, and utilize iron for a variety of important cellular functions. Hence,
an appreciation of iron metabolism is relevant to understanding some of the
mechanisms of gallium’s antineoplastic activity. Iron in the blood circulates
bound to Tf, an 80 kD protein with two iron-binding sites each located at the
amino and carboxyl terminals of the molecule. Physiologically, approximately
one-third of Tf in the blood is occupied by iron. Thus, Tf may exist in forms that
are referred to as apoTf (devoid of iron), monoferric Tf, or diferric Tf. Iron is
taken up by cells by the binding of Tf-iron to Tf receptors (TfRs) present on
cell surfaces. This receptor-ligand interaction triggers endocytosis of the iron-Tf-
TfR complex and its translocation to an acidic endosome in the cytoplasm where
ferric iron is released from Tf. ApoTf-TfR cycles back to the cell surface where
apoTf is released from the receptor and becomes available to bind iron. Iron
exits the endosome through divalent metal transporter1 (DMT1) after it is re-
duced to iron(II) by a ferrireductase. In the cytoplasm, iron can be found in a
putative “pool” from where it travels (presumably bound to low-molecular-
weight molecules) to cellular compartments to support the function of a number
of iron-containing proteins.

The initial entry of gallium into malignant cells follows steps that are similar
to iron. Early studies demonstrated that similar to 59Fe, 67Ga uptake by myeloma
cell lines in vitro could be enhanced by the addition of exogenous Tf to the
culture medium [36]. These similarities between 59Fe and 67Ga uptake suggested
that there was a shared transport system for both metals. In support of this was
the finding that over 99 % of radiogallium injected into the blood was bound to
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Tf while being transported to target sites in the body [37]. Subsequent studies
showed that the uptake of 67Ga by HL60 cells in vitro and by athymic mice
bearing a human malignant melanoma could be inhibited by monoclonal anti-
bodies to the Tf receptor antibody [38, 39]. Thus, the role of Tf and the TfR in
67Ga uptake by malignant cells in vitro and in vivo is supported by these and a
number of other studies. Beyond this though, it should be noted that both iron
and gallium may also be taken up by certain cells through mechanisms that are
independent of the TfR and that each metal may stimulate the Tf-independent
uptake of the other metal. While this may suggest that both metals share the
same Tf-independent transport system, it is difficult to reconcile. Tf-independent
iron uptake involves the initial reduction of Fe(III) to Fe(II) by a ferrireductase
[40]. In contrast, Ga(III) is not readily reduced to Ga(II), suggesting that a dif-
ferent mechanism is involved in its Tf-independent uptake.

The relevance of the Tf-TfR iron transport system to the therapeutic applica-
tion of non-radioactive gallium compounds becomes obvious when it is consid-
ered that approximately one-third of Tf in the blood is physiologically bound to
iron. Hence, two thirds of Tf not occupied by iron are available to bind other
metals. Harris and Pecoraro have shown that gallium binds with high avidity to
Tf, albeit with a binding constant lower than that of iron [41]. These studies
indicate that akin to iron, stable, non-radioactive gallium in the blood should
bind to Tf and be taken up by cancer cells that express high levels of TfR.
However, the extent of gallium binding to Tf is influenced by its aqueous chemis-
try. Studies by Hacht showed that gallium undergoes hydrolysis to the hydroxides
Ga(OH)–

4 and Ga(OH)3 at pH 4, and Ga(OH)3 and Ga(OH)8
11
– at physiologic

pH [2]. At concentrations up to 50 µM, 95 % of gallium in the blood is bound
to Tf; however, at higher gallium concentrations in the blood, it’s binding to Tf
decreases resulting in the formation of [Ga(OH)–

4] [1]. These Tf and gallium
interactions are relevant to the therapeutic application of gallium where the
primary objective is to target Tf-Ga complexes to TfRs that are highly expressed
on lymphoma, bladder cancer, and other malignancies [42–44]. Thus, the phar-
macokinetics of gallium and its antitumor activity and toxicities following a short
intravenous administration at high concentrations (as was used in the Phase 1
clinical trials of gallium nitrate) are likely to be different from when it is adminis-
tered by continuous infusion at a lower dose or by daily oral intake. Though not
proven, it is possible that gallium hydroxides rather than Tf-Ga are the primary
gallium species in the circulation responsible for some of the toxicities, such as
renal dysfunction, encountered with gallium nitrate.

It is relevant to note that cancer cells may be surrounded by areas of inflamma-
tion and infection and that 67Ga may concentrate in such non-tumorous sites
[45]. In these situations, 67Ga may be found bound to lactoferrin [46], an iron-
binding protein present in neutrophils, or be taken up by microorganisms via
siderophores secreted by them to acquire iron from the extracellular environ-
ment [47]. In addition, malignant cells may produce Tf as an autocrine factor in
an attempt to acquire iron for their growth [48, 49]. Tf secreted by such tumors
could bind extracellular gallium and further enhance its cellular uptake.
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4.2. Intracellular Trafficking

The targeting of Tf-Ga to TfR-bearing cancers and its uptake by TfR-mediated
endocytosis is the first step in gallium’s antitumor action. Subsequent steps in
the intracellular trafficking of gallium are less well understood. Gallium taken
up by TfRs appears to locate initially in an acidic endosomal compartment. This
is suggested by the observation that blockade of endosomal acidification results
in a decrease in the cellular incorporation of 67Ga [50]. Whereas Tf-Fe and Tf-
Ga appear to collocate in the same endosome, studies by Illing et al. suggest that
in contrast to iron, DMT1 is unlikely to facilitate the transport of gallium out of
the endosome [51]. This raises the question as to how gallium transits from the
endosome to the cytoplasm. A role for involvement of the lysosome in this pro-
cess is suggested by early studies which showed that following its injection into
rats bearing hepatoma, 67Ga concentrated in microsomes and lysosomes in the
tumor cells [52–54].

Other studies demonstrated that 67Ga concentrated in metabolically active tu-
mors and identified a 45 kD gallium-binding protein in rat hepatoma cells [55,
56]. It is possible therefore, that Tf-Ga in the acidic endosome is routed to the
lysosome and released from there to the cytoplasm. Further studies will be need-
ed to clarify this matter. Within the cell, gallium can be found in a “pool” pre-
sumably bound to low-molecular-weight complexes that transport it to various
compartments [57]. The nature of these gallium-binding molecules is not known,
but since gallium can form complexes with citrate, nucleotides, and other com-
pounds in vitro [58, 59], such molecules are candidates for being intracellular
gallium transporters. In an equilibrium dialysis chamber in vitro, ATP can trans-
fer 67Ga across membranes from Tf to ferritin, a shell-shaped iron storage pro-
tein in cells. This finding lends support to the notion that nucleotides may trans-
port gallium in cells [58]. With regard to ferritin, however, iron entry into the
ferritin shell requires reduction of Fe(III) to Fe(II); since gallium is not reduced
to Ga(II), it is likely that gallium binds to the external surface of the molecule
rather than entering it.

5. ANTINEOPLASTIC MECHANISM OF CLINICALLY USED

GALLIUM COMPOUNDS

While many of the mechanisms of antineoplastic activity of the early generation
of gallium compounds relate to its interaction with iron-dependent processes,
the mechanisms of action of the newer gallium compounds, especially those with
more complex ligands, are only partly understood. Early studies showed that
gallium nitrate inhibited DNA polymerases, but this effect was insufficient to
explain its antitumor activity [60]. Berggren et al. reported that gallium nitrate
inhibited tyrosine phosphatase; however, as this could not be linked to its cyto-
toxicity, it was not considered to be relevant to its mechanism of antitumor activ-
ity [61]. These studies were conducted prior to our present knowledge of the
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myriad of cell signaling pathways that exist; further studies of the action of galli-
um on signaling pathways may yield new information. Gallium(III) was also
shown to inhibit magnesium-dependent ATPase by competing with Mg(II) [62]
and block tubulin polymerization in a cell-free assay [63]; both these actions
could contribute to its cytotoxicity.

5.1. Inhibition of Cellular Iron Uptake and Cell Proliferation

Early studies showed that the cellular uptake of 59Fe-Tf and the proliferation of
leukemic and other malignant cells in vitro could be inhibited by Tf-Ga or galli-
um nitrate in a dose-dependent manner [64]. This effect of gallium on cellular
iron uptake results from competitive inhibition of Tf-Fe binding to TfRs by Tf-
Ga and interference with endosomal acidification by Ga; the latter impairs the
dissociation of Fe from Tf-Fe [64]. In this way, Tf-Ga produces a state of cellular
iron deprivation, which, in turn, diminishes the activity of iron-dependent pro-
teins involved in cell proliferation and viability. In addition, inhibition of cellular
iron uptake by Tf-Ga blocks hemoglobin production in murine erythroleukemia
cells, an effect that is independent of gallium’s action on cell proliferation [65].

The inhibitory effects of Tf-Ga on cellular proliferation and hemoglobin pro-
duction can be reversed by the addition of Tf-Fe, iron salts, or hemin thus indi-
cating that cellular iron deprivation plays an important role in gallium’s mecha-
nisms of action. Consistent with a gallium-induced decrease in cellular iron,
HL60 cells incubated with Tf-Ga display an increase in TfR mRNA and protein
[66]. Gallium’s disruption of cellular iron homeostasis in vitro is relevant to its
mechanisms of action in vivo. Patients treated with gallium nitrate often develop
a microcytic hypochromic anemia associated with elevated free erythrocyte pro-
toporphyrin levels; these findings are characteristic of iron-deficiency anemia
[67].

5.2. Inhibition of Iron-Dependent Ribonucleotide Reductase

The synthesis for deoxyribonucleoside diphosphates (dNDPs) from ribonucleo-
side disphosphates (NDPs) depends on the activity of ribonucleotide reductase
(RR), a rate-limiting enzyme for DNA synthesis [68–70]. RR is a heterodimer
that consists of M1 and M2 subunits that are products of different genes and are
expressed during different phases of the cell cycle. The RRM2 subunit increases
as cells enter the S-phase [71, 72]; it contains a binuclear iron center and a tyrosyl
free radical, both of which are essential for its activity [73]. Since the RRM2
protein has a relatively rapid turn-over with a half-life of 3 hours [72], proliferat-
ing cells require a steady supply of iron to maintain the activity of newly synthe-
sized RRM2 and DNA synthesis [74]. The need for iron for RR activity is reflect-
ed by the increase in TfRs seen as cells increase their rate of proliferation [75].

Tf-Ga and gallium nitrate have been shown to inhibit the iron-dependent activ-
ity of RR through two distinct mechanisms. The first involves inhibition of cellu-
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lar iron uptake resulting in insufficient intracellular iron to support RRM2 activ-
ity while the second is a direct inhibitory effect of gallium on enzyme activity.
In support of the first mechanism are studies that show that human HL60 leuke-
mia cells incubated with Tf-Ga for 6–24 hours displayed a diminution in the
RRM2 tyrosyl radical signal on EPR spectroscopy; this was accompanied by a
decrease in dNTP pools [76]. These findings are consistent with a loss in RRM2
activity. Gallium-induced loss of the tyrosyl radical signal was abrogated by coin-
cubation of cells with hemin as the source of iron [76]. In other studies, lysates
of L1210 leukemia cells incubated with gallium nitrate for 18 hours showed a
complete loss of the tyrosyl radical signal on EPR spectroscopy [77]. However,
this signal was regenerated to normal levels within 10 minutes by the addition
of ferrous ammonium sulfate to the cell lysate [77]. These findings indicate that
the loss of RRM2 activity in gallium-treated cells is not due to a decrease in
RRM2 protein but rather to the presence of an RRM2 protein that has been
rendered functionally inactive by the lack of an iron center (apoR2).

The second mechanism by which gallium inhibits RR is unrelated to its action
on cellular iron uptake and involves a direct action of the metal on RR. The
direct inhibition of gallium nitrate to the cell-free enzyme assay, inhibited the
enzymatic activity of CDP and ADP reductase [78]. Enzyme kinetic analysis
indicated that gallium blocked CDP and ADP reductase activity by competitive
inhibition of substrate-enzyme interaction [78]. Since nucleosides can bind to
gallium [79], the inhibition of RR activity by gallium can likely be explained by
the formation of Ga-nucleotides which compete with endogenous ADP or CDP
for binding to RR.

5.3. Action on the Mitochondria and Induction of Apoptosis

The ability of gallium to target iron-containing proteins has important implica-
tions for its potential to act on iron-sulfur (Fe-S)-containing proteins in the mito-
chondria. These proteins include aconitase in the citric acid cycle and Fe-S pro-
teins in the mitochondrial electron transport chain (ETC). In lymphoma cells,
gallium maltolate was shown to reduce mitochondrial oxygen consumption rate
in a dose-dependent manner [26]. Incubation of human leukemic CCRF-CEM
with gallium maltolate for 2 hours resulted in an increase in intracellular reactive
oxygen species (ROS) which was blocked by mitoquinone, a mitochondria-tar-
geted antioxidant [24]. The latter indicates that ROS produced in gallium-treated
cells originates from the mitochondria. Cellular glutathione (GSH) levels de-
creased within 1 hour of incubation of cells with gallium nitrate, consistent with
an increase in oxidative stress [80]. As it is known that chemical inhibition of
ETC complexes I, II, or III result in increased production of superoxide in cells,
it is reasonable to speculate that the Fe-S-containing proteins of one or more of
ETC complexes are likewise disrupted by gallium. However, further research
will be needed to define gallium’s precise site of action on the mitochondria.

ROS generated by cells exposed to gallium nitrate were shown to trigger an
increase in the synthesis of metallothionein-2A and heme oxygenase-1, felt to be
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an early cytoprotective response [80]. That this was secondary to ROS was sup-
ported by the demonstration that the addition of the antioxidant N-acetyl cysteine
(NAC) to cells blocked gallium-induced ROS production and the rise in MT-2A
and HO-1 levels. Further evidence that this was a cytoprotective response to galli-
um was that abrogation of ROS by NAC blocked the increase in MT-2A and
HO-1 and enhanced the cytotoxicity of gallium nitrate [80]. MT-2A upregulation
secondary to gallium-induced ROS production was associated with a shift in the
intracellular zinc pool and an increase of metal transcription factor-1 binding to
metal response elements on the promoter region of the metallothionein gene [80,
81]. HO-1 upregulation following gallium-induced ROS production occurred
through an increase in phosphorylation of p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase
and activation of Nrf-2, a regulator of HO-1 gene transcription [80].

Given that the initial biologic response to gallium nitrate exposure is one of
cytoprotection, a model of gallium’s mechanism of action emerges in which cell
death is triggered only after these cytoprotective responses have been overcome.
According to this model, cells with a low capacity to generate a cytoprotective
response might be more sensitive to the cytotoxicity of gallium than cells capable
of generating a strong protective response. Apoptosis is triggered with the activa-
tion of Bax and its translocation to the mitochondria resulting in a loss of mito-
chondrial membrane potential and the release of cytochrome c from the mito-
chondria to the cytoplasm. The latter step leads to downstream activation of
executioner caspases and apoptotic cell death.

With regard to KP46, recent studies have broadened our understanding of the
antineoplastic mechanisms of this gallium compound. Using a panel of cell lines
with wild-type, null, or mutant p53, Gogna et al. showed that KP46 induced
intracellular calcium release; this generated ROS and triggered both p53-de-
pendent apoptosis through the intrinsic mitochondrial pathway and p53-depend-
ent apoptosis through the extrinsic FAS-mediated pathway [82]. KP-46 induced
calcium release stabilized the p53-p300 complex resulting in increased p53 gene
expression with downstream activation of pro-apoptotic genes. In their studies,
MCF-7 and HepG2 cell lines with wild-type p53 were more sensitive to KP46
than cell lines with mutant or null p53 (PC3 and H1299 cells, respectively) [82].
The impact of p53 on the cytotoxicity of KP46 can be contrasted with other
studies which showed that the p53 mutant WTK1 lymphoma cell line was resist-
ant to growth inhibition by gallium nitrate but was not resistant to growth inhibi-
tion by gallium maltolate [24]. This illustrates that gallium compounds differ in
their spectrum and mechanisms of antineoplastic activity. Whereas KP46-
induced Bax activation results from changes in calcium signaling, it needs to be
determined whether a similar sequence of events occurs with the activation of
Bax by gallium nitrate and gallium maltolate.

5.4. Action of Tris(8-quinolinolato)gallium(III)

on the Cytoskeleton

Recent studies by Jungwirth et al. showed that the mechanisms of KP46-induced
cell death in colon and lung cancer cells included alterations in cytoskeletal pro-
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teins involved in cell adhesion and contraction [83]. These changes in cells oc-
curred within 24 hours of incubation with KP46 and were different from classic
p53-dependent, caspase-mediated cell death. The investigators showed that with-
in 6 hours of exposure to KP46, cells displayed a downregulation of integrin-β1
and its focal adhesion-specific binding partner talin. It was suggested that the
non-lysosomal protease calpain played a role in mediating these effects since the
calpain inhibitor PD150606 diminished KP46-mediated integrin destabilization
and the induction of cell death [83]. These in vitro findings were confirmed in a
human colon cancer xenograft model in SCID mice, where KP46 reduced tumor
growth and membrane localization of integrin-β1 was shown to be reduced in
the viable tumor remaining after KP46 treatment [83].

6. GALLIUM COMPOUNDS IN PRECLINICAL

DEVELOPMENT

In addition to the gallium compounds described above, a number of gallium
complexes with preclinical antitumor activity have been reported. These agents
remain to be further investigated to determine whether they have potential for
evaluation in clinic trials.

6.1. Gallium Pyridine and Gallium Phenolate

Gallium complexes with 2-methyl-pyridine and 2-methyl-phenolate groups at-
tached to a secondary amine are of particular interest as some of them have
displayed in vivo antitumor activity in a rodent model. Shakya et al. [84] synthe-
sized 5 novel gallium(III) complexes described as [GaIII(Lx)2–]ClO4, where Lx is
a negatively-charged ligand containing 2-methylpyridine and 2-methylphenolate
groups attached to a secondary amine [84]. The phenol moiety of these complex-
es has substituents (X) that encompass the electron-withdrawing and electron-
donating methoxy (complex 1), nitro (complex 2), chloro (complex 3), bromo
(complex 4), and iodo (complex 5) groups [84]. Whereas complex 1 displayed an
IC50 of 245.4 μM in BE(2)-C neuroblastoma cells in vitro, complexes 2–5 dis-
played the greatest apoptosis-inducing activity (IC50 13.3–23.8 μM) [84]. Chen et
al. demonstrated that these complexes had antineoplastic activity in prostate
cancer cell lines in vitro and in human prostate cancer xenografts in a rodent
tumor model in vivo [85]. The greatest level of apoptosis in PC-3 prostate cell
lines in vitro was induced by complex 5 which also inhibited the growth of
PC-3 prostate cancer cell xenografts in nude mice by 66 % [85]. Tumor extracts
from mice treated with complex 5 showed an increase in ubiquitinated proteins,
an accumulation of p27 (a proteasomal target protein), a decrease in proteasom-
al chymotrypsin activity, and an induction of apoptosis [85]. Thus, these gallium
complexes displayed a novel mechanism of action that has potential clinical ap-
plication since other proteasome inhibitor drugs are being used in the clinic for
the treatment of hematologic malignancies.
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6.2. Gallium Thiosemicarbazones

Early studies demonstrated that many α-(N)-heterocyclic carboxaldehyde thio-
semicarbazones are capable of chelating metals and have significant antitumor
activity [86]. The iron complexes of these thiosemicarbazones are 3- to 6-fold
more potent than the free ligand in inhibiting ribonucleotide reductase [87]. The
synthesis of gallium(III) complexes of different 2-acetylpyridine thiosemicarba-
zones was reported by Kratz et al. [88]; while others demonstrated the antitumor
activity of gallium complexes with 2-acetylpyridine 4N-dimethylthiosemicarba-
zone in SW480 (colon adenocarcinoma), SK-B-3 (breast adenocarcinoma), and
41-M (ovarian cancer) cell lines in vitro [89]. The coordination of gallium to 2-
pyridineformamide thiosemicarbazones greatly increased their ability to induce
apoptosis in glioblastoma cell lines in vitro [90]. In these studies, the coordination
of gallium to these thiosemicarbazones increased their cytotoxicity by 15- to 37-
fold in RT2 glioblastoma cells with wild-type p53 and by 7- to 36-fold in T98
glioblastoma cells with mutant p53.

The thiosemicarbazone 3-aminopyridine-2-carboxyaldehyde thiosemicarba-
zone (3-AP, Triapine) has been in Phase 1 and 2 clinical trials [91]; it has been
shown to enhance the response to radiation therapy in cervical cancer [92]. The
ability of gallium to potentiate the anti-proliferative action of 3-AP was shown
in studies that compared the effects of iron and gallium complexes of 3-AP on
ribonucleotide reductase and tumor cell proliferation in vitro and demonstrated
that the cytotoxicity of this thiosemicarbazone was enhanced by gallium but
weakened by iron [93].

6.3. Gallium-Pyridoxal Isonicotinyl Hydrazone

Pyridoxal isonicotinyl hydrazone (PIH) and its analogues are lipophilic iron che-
lators that can inhibit the proliferation of a variety of malignant cells in vitro
[94, 95]. Importantly, PIH can also deliver iron to cells to support cell growth
and function [96] and can thus bind and transport gallium into cells. Ga-PIH
enters cells by a transferrin-independent route and displays greater cytotoxicity
than PIH alone [94, 97, 98].

6.4. Gallium Complexes with Azole Ligands

The synthesis of gallium complexes of 2,1,3-benzothiadiazole, 1,2,3-benzotria-
zole, and 1-methyl-4,5-diphenylimidazole has been described by Zanias et al.
[99]. These compounds inhibit the proliferation of breast, ovarian, cervical, and
colon tumor cell lines in vitro [99].
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6.5. Bi- and Tetranuclear Gallium(III) Complexes with

Heterocyclic Thiolato Ligands and Dinuclear Gallium

Carboxylate Complexes

A variety of these complexes have been reported to display cytotoxicity against
solid tumor cell lines in vitro [100, 101]. The gallium thiolato ligand complexes
were shown to bind to fish sperm DNA and display greater cytotoxicity in malig-
nant cell lines than in fibroblast cells [101].

6.6. Gallium-Corroles

Gallium forms complexes with corroles; the latter are macrocyclic molecules
related to porphyrins and other aromatic macrocycles [102]. The derivatives of
gallium(III) tris(pentafluorophenyl)corrole, 1[Gatpfc)], with sulfonic or carbox-
ylic acids have shown high cytotoxicity in the NCI60 panel of solid tumor cell
lines which include melanoma, breast, ovarian, and prostate cancers [103]. Galli-
um-corroles are taken up rapidly by cells and emit intense fluorescence which
enables them to be tracked in cells by confocal microscopy [103]. In vitro studies
with these gallium-containing agents show promise and further evaluation of
their antineoplastic activity in relevant animal tumor models is awaited.

7. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The antineoplastic activity of gallium nitrate was recognized over 3 decades ago
and several clinical trials have confirmed its activity in patients with lymphoma
and bladder cancer. Since then, new generations of gallium-containing agents
have emerged that show promise in preclinical studies. The ability of gallium
to disrupt critical iron-dependent processes in malignant cells distinguishes its
mechanisms of action from that of other drugs. This makes gallium-based agents
effective against tumors that have developed resistance to conventional thera-
pies.

The newer gallium agents display greater efficacy and a broader spectrum of
antitumor activity than the older gallium nitrate. Importantly, the development
of gallium formulations such as gallium maltolate and KP46 that have oral bio-
availability has been an important advance in gallium therapeutics; these prepa-
rations are more acceptable to patients than formulations that must be adminis-
tered by the parenteral route. Several other novel gallium-ligands in early
preclinical development have been reported. For these agents to be advanced to
the clinic, they need further evaluation of their antitumor efficacy and toxicity
in animal tumor models.

Future directions in this field should also focus on understanding the intracel-
lular pathways targeted by gallium compounds. Knowledge of tumor markers
(proteins or genetic mutations) that predict tumor sensitivity or resistance to
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gallium compounds would have important clinical application since it would help
to identify patients likely to respond to treatment with these drugs.
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ADP adenosine 5#-diphosphate
ATP adenosine 5#-triphosphate
CDP cytidine 5#-diphosphate
DMT-1 divalent metal transporter 1
dNTP 2-deoxynucleoside 5#-triphosphate
ETC electron transport chain
FAS apoptosis stimulating fragment
HO-1 heme oxygenase 1
IC50 half maximal inhibitory concentration
KP46/FFC11 tris(8-quinolinato)gallium(III)
MT-2A metallothionein-2A
ROS reactive oxygen species
RR ribonucleotide reductase
Tf transferrin
TfR transferrin receptor
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Abstract: The most effective class of anticancer drugs in clinical use are the platins which act
by binding to duplex B-DNA. Yet duplex DNA is not DNA in its active form, and many other
structures are formed in cells; for example, Y-shaped fork structures are involved in DNA
replication and transcription and 4-way junctions with DNA repair. In this chapter we explore
how large, cationic metallo-supramolecular structures can be used to bind to these less com-
mon, yet active, nucleic acid structures.

Keywords: DNA/RNA non-covalent recognition · helicates · metallo-supramolecular chemis-
try · nucleic acid junctions · unusual nucleic acids

1. INTRODUCTION

In the 1960s three important modes of binding to duplex DNA were character-
ized: metal coordination to heteroatoms in the DNA bases; intercalation of pla-
nar aromatics between the base pairs; and minor groove binding by crescent
shaped molecules [1–4]. These gave rise to the potent anticancer drugs cisplatin
[2] and doxorubicin [5], which have been crucial in curing patients since the
1970s. Minor groove DNA binders are used as antiviral, antiparasitic, and anti-
cancer agents [4].

The Watson-Crick DNA duplex, which is the target of these drugs, is the most
common form of DNA inside humans, but many other structures are present in-
cluding 3- and 4-way junctions, tetraplexes, left-handed Z-DNA, i-motifs, and
forks. These structures are often found during DNA processing or modification, in
small amounts but with very different structures from B-DNA. Binding them could
achieve DNA specificity through structure recognition as opposed to the tradition-
al approach of seeking sequence specificity. In this review we explore binding to
such less common DNA structures, in particular by metallo-supramolecular com-
pounds.

2. METALLO-CYLINDERS

2.1. Design and Binding to Polymeric DNAs

At the center of investigations into DNA recognition by supramolecular drugs
have been the cylinder compounds developed in our laboratory. The cylinders
are dinuclear triple-helical compounds which are prepared in a single pot from
commercial reagents; a pyridyl-aldehyde, a diamine, and an octahedral metal
(usually iron(II)) (Figure 1) [6]. Three ligand strands wrap around two metals,
resulting in a roughly cylindrical tetracation approximately 2 nm in length and
1 nm in diameter. As a triple helical metal complex it follows on from the innova-
tive work of early supramolecular chemists Lehn [7, 8] and Sauvage [9], Consta-
ble [10], and Williams [11]. The cylinders can be prepared quickly (compared to
previous designs), and thus attention can turn to their properties, not just their
preparation.
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Figure 1. Preparation of a triple-helical metallo-supramolecular cylinder [6], obtained as
a racemic mixture of M (left handed, CSD JETVIO) and P (right handed, CSD NITBIB)
enantiomers.

The cylinders also differ from earlier helicates in another way. The Lehn and
Sauvage helicate systems comprise bipyridine ligands linked by flexible alkyl or
alkylether chains and these introduce flexibility (or floppiness) into the helical
structure. By contrast in the cylinder, the rings of the diphenylmethane ‘spacer’
are face-edge π-stacked onto the rings in the other strands (two groups of three
rings) and this imparts a stiffness right along the length of the structure. The
term ‘cylinder’ serves to highlight this feature though the compounds are also
formally ‘triple-helicates’.

As a tetracation, some interaction with DNA (even just an electrostatic charge
quenching) is anticipated and indeed Schoentjes and Lehn [12], had explored
their copper(I) double-helicates (created from bipyridines linked by alkylethers)
and shown an interaction with plasmid DNA in gel electrophoresis and inhibition
of some restriction enzymes. What was intriguing about the cylinder was that the
size and shape is similar to a peptide alpha-helix and that structure is frequently
used by proteins to bind the DNA major groove (e.g., zinc fingers). While many
zinc fingers span 3–4 base pairs, the cylinder is slightly longer and should stretch
across 5 base pairs.

The ‘parent’ iron(II) cylinder has excellent water solubility and binds strongly
to calf thymus DNA, displacing other DNA binders such as ethidium bromide
and Hoechst [13, 14]. Its binding constant is greater than 107 M–1 at 20 mM
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sodium chloride. The circular dichroism spectrum shows that a B-DNA confor-
mation is retained. Flow linear dichroism and AFM show that the cylinder causes
dramatic intramolecular coiling, winding the DNA into ball-like structures [14].
The AFM images imply that the coiling seems to start at an end of DNA [14].
By contrast, traditional polyamine condensation of DNA creates very different
looped structures. The linear dichroism also reveals that the cylinder is orientat-
ed on the DNA, with insertion or intercalation precluded and groove binding
most likely.

Helicates are inherently chiral because of their twisting: the M enantiomer
(ΛΛ at the metal centers) is a left-handed helix and the P enantiomer (ΔΔ) is
right handed. The two enantiomers are separated on cellulose columns eluting
with aqueous sodium chloride solution [15, 16]. The surface of cellulose is known
to have chiral grooves, where the M enantiomer binds less strongly and elutes
first. Both enantiomers bind strongly and coil DNA, and are oriented similarly
on the DNA, however, the M enantiomer coils more aggressively [17]. Both
enantiomers also unwind DNA, with the M enantiomer again having a greater
effect [18, 19] and footprinting studies imply some preference for alternating
purine-pyrimidine sequences [18].

The cylinder structure can be readily modified. Methyl groups at the ends of
the cylinder (at the 5-pyridyl position) have only minor effects on the DNA
binding and coiling, but if they point out of the cylinder (from the 3-pyridyl
position) they reduce the DNA coiling [20]. This implies that the cylinder binds
DNA through its body and sides not its ends. Molecular dynamics simulations
also show this with the cylinder lying in the major groove and then partially
pushed out when methyls are added at the 3-pyridyl position [21, 22]. Replacing
the central CH2 group with an S or O atom does not change the cylinder struc-
ture, DNA affinity or coiling ability [23]. Similarly, changing the central metal
has little effect and the iron(II), nickel(II), and ruthenium(II) cylinders have
analogous DNA binding [24, 25]. The ruthenium cylinders can photo-cleave
DNA by a singlet oxygen mechanism (UV or visible light). The single strand
breaks are formed within alternating purine-pyrimidine tracts reflecting observa-
tions that the iron cylinder binds at such tracts [25]. These changes show that
the external shape and size of the cylinder is key to its binding.

Introducing three Gly-Gly-Ser tripeptides to each end of the cylinder makes
it a longer structure and this reduces the DNA coiling [26]. Introducing arginines
at the ends increases the charge but also controls the cylinder helicity: the L-
arginine induces P helicity while D-arginine induces M [27]. The D-arg (M) cylin-
der is the more aggressive coiling agent but despite its higher charge, does not
coil more aggressively than the unsubstituted cylinder [28].

2.2. Three-Way Junction DNA Binding

Crystallization of the cylinder with a DNA hexamer revealed an unexpected bind-
ing mode. The cylinder is not in the groove of a duplex DNA but rather is bound
to the heart of a DNA 3-way junction [29]. The 6 DNA bases (3 pairs) at the
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Figure 2. (A) End and side views of the cylinder bound at the heart of a DNA 3-way
junction, together with a view showing how the DNA bases (A and T) stack onto the
phenylene rings (PDB 2ET0) [29]. (B) Views of M (left) and P (right) cylinder stacking
onto the ends of duplexes, highlighting how the DNA bases (G and C) stack onto the
phenylene rings (PDB 3I1D) [30].

junction point are π-stacked onto the 6 phenylene rings of the central core of the
cylinder (Figure 2). In the different crystal structures obtained, the M enantiomer
is always the one in this junction [29, 30]. The cylinder’s structure is the same as
that when it is crystallized in the absence of DNA [6, 16, 29] and the DNA struc-
ture closely resembles the structure of a DNA 3-way junction (3WJ) in complex
with a protein. They seem to be perfectly complementary structures.

The self-complementary palindromic DNA used can potentially form any ‘n’-
way junction structure (duplex, 3-way, 4-way, 5-way, etc). In this case the cylinder
has selected the 3-way junction demonstrating a preference for the 3-way junc-
tion over a duplex DNA. Given the excellent fit this is unsurprising. The same
result is seen also in solution by NMR [31] and gel electrophoresis [32], which
demonstrated binding to a wider range of DNA 3-way junctions too. Both M
and P cylinders bind DNA 3-way junctions, with the M enantiomer binding more
strongly. The M and P arginine cylinders also both stabilize the 3WJ with the M
helix stabilizing more [27].

This binding is remarkable and unprecedented. The cylinder inserts into the
heart of the DNA and forms π-stacking interactions with the bases. It could be
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classed as a new form of intercalation but it does not involve the DNA having
to open up as the cavity is inherent in the 3WJ and it is the recognition of that
cavity. A second DNA binding mode is also observed, in which two cylinder
phenylene rings stack onto the surface of the two bases at the end of the DNA
duplex [29, 30]. Each of these cylinders binds to three duplexes forming a ‘non-
covalent’ DNA 3-way junction and linking the DNA into a 3-dimensional mesh.

3-way junctions are rare in genomic DNA (being mainly associated with triplet
repeat expansion diseases such as Huntington’s) [33]. It seems likely therefore
that on genomic DNA, in the absence of available 3WJs, most cylinders are in
the major groove of the duplex.

2.3. Recognition of RNA Structures

The cylinder can also bind to RNA 3-way junctions in a similar fashion (Figure 3)
[34]. The M enantiomer is again in the heart of the junction with extensive π-
stacking between the 6 central phenylene rings from the cylinder and the 6 RNA
bases at the junction point. As in the DNA 3WJ crystal structure, further cylin-
ders stack onto the ends of the A-duplex RNA arms, forming non-covalent 3-
way junctions. Gel studies indicate that both M and P enantiomers have a similar
stabilizing effect on the RNA 3WJ [34]. Competition experiments indicate that
the binding constant to both DNA and RNA 3WJs is similar.

Figure 3. End and side views of the cylinder bound at the heart of a RNA 3-way junc-
tion, together with a view showing how the DNA bases (A and U) stack onto the phenyl-
ene rings. Cylinder can enter and leave the 3WJ structure to exchange between DNA and
RNA 3WJs (PDB 4JIY) [34].

2.4. Binding to Forks and Bulges

DNA 3WJs are part of a broader group of Y-shaped DNA structures and some
of these are much more common than 3WJs, for example replication and tran-
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scription forks which have a Y-shape and 4 DNA bases at their junction point
available to stack onto the surface of the cylinder. Gel electrophoresis studies
have shown that the cylinder can also bind to forks. DNA bulges are formed
when one strand in a duplex has extra unpaired bases and this causes a kink in
the DNA axis [35]. The result is a Y-shape like structure that also has the poten-
tial to bind the cylinder.

Gel studies have confirmed that the cylinder can bind to different bulge struc-
tures, with 3-base bulges preferred [36]. DNA and RNA bulges are often a site
of protein binding. As a relevant example, the HIV RNA genome contains a 3-
base bulge in its trans activation response (TAR) region which needs to be recog-
nized by a transactivator (TAT) protein for viral replication to proceed [37]. The
cylinder can bind to this bulge and prevent the formation of a TAR-TAT adduct
[38]. Excitingly, we have recently demonstrated that this can be used to switch
off HIV viral replication in viable mammalian cells [39].

2.5. Binding to Tetraplex DNAs

It has been reported that the P enantiomer of the nickel(II) cylinder can interact
with tetra-stranded DNA [40] binding to quadruplexes in which a loop of un-
paired bases is located above the tetra-guanine surface. There appears to be
some preference for TTA over TTT in the loops [41–43], which is perhaps consis-
tent with the bases stacking onto the cylinder. While the P enantiomer stabilizes
this quadruplex sequence, the M enantiomer does not. The structure of the quad-
ruplexes varies with conditions and hybrid structures are possible to which both
M and P appear to bind [40]. As with duplex DNA, introduction of methyl
groups at the ends of the cylinder has little effect on the DNA binding. Adding
methyl groups to the sides of the cylinder increases the DNA binding to the M
enantiomer [44]. Most recently the M enantiomer has been proposed to bind to
a left-handed quadruplex DNA [45]. There have been no structures of these
cylinder-quadruplex complexes so the precise molecular recognition remains un-
clear. Elongated cylinders with an extra phenyl ring in the spacer have a higher
quadruplex binding constant (around 106 M–1) [46].

2.6. Biological Effects of Cylinders

The cylinders enter cells quickly and enter the nucleus as demonstrated by their
ability to displace Hoechst 33258 from nuclear DNA in live cells [47]. The
iron(II) cylinder inhibits cancer cell growth in culture and is a powerful cytostatic
in breast T47D, ovarian SKOV-3, and leukemia HL60 cancer cells at low mi-
cromolar concentrations [47]. The cells arrest in the G0/G1 phase of the cell
cycle, and at higher doses they enter apoptosis. Although it reaches the nuclear
DNA, the cylinder does not cause mutagenicity or strand breaks. This contrasts
with cisplatin that damages DNA, and it highlights the potential of this different
binding mode.
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In cell cultures the amount of cylinder present, rather than the concentration
defines its activity [48] and this suggests that cells take up and concentrate the
cylinder within them. The cylinder is active in MDA-MB231 breast and SKOV-
3 ovarian cancer cell lines over 72 h, but its activity declines at longer time
points: incubation times of 96, 120, and 144 h did not increase cytotoxicity. The
arginine cylinders show similar cytotoxicity to the parent cylinder [27] while the
ruthenium cylinder (as its hexafluorophosphate salt) is active against breast can-
cer cell lines, but not in ovarian SKOV-3 cells [24].

To assess the impact of cylinders on DNA processing we used the polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) as an in vitro model DNA replication process [49]. PCR
has similarities to mammalian DNA replication but involves elevated tempera-
tures. The ruthenium cylinder prevented the Taq polymerase from binding to
DNA and inhibited PCR at low micromolar concentrations (<2 μM). Transcrip-
tion of plasmids by RNA polymerase is also inhibited in vitro by both M and P
iron(II) cylinders at low micromolar concentrations [19]. The cylinders also in-
hibit the action of topoisomerase I at low micromolar concentrations apparently
by inhibiting the re-ligation step of the nicked structure. The nicked structure
provides a potential fork-like structure for the cylinder to bind. The iron(II)
cylinder is 10-fold less effective at inhibiting DNase I and restriction endonucle-
ases which bind and cleave double-stranded DNA.

Bacterial cells also represent a potential target for the cylinder. The cylinder
acts as a bactericidal (rather than bacteriostatic) agent against Gram-positive B.
subtilis and Gram-negative E. coli [50]. It stains bacterial DNA purple (the color
of iron(II) cylinder) and kills the bacteria within 2 minutes. The cylinder’s activ-
ity against cancer cells, bacteria, and viruses shows the potential of using a supra-
molecular compound to bind nucleic acid structures.

3. OTHER SUPRAMOLECULAR DESIGNS

AND THEIR TARGETS

3.1. Mononuclear Agents

Monchaud has explored different compounds, both with and without metals, as
possible DNA 3-way junction binders. A 1,4,7-triazacyclononane ligand bearing
quinoline side arms (TACN-Q, Figure 4A) binds the DNA 3WJ but not duplex
DNA [51, 52]. The experiments are conducted in the presence of lithium cations
(90 mM) and the binding species may be a lithium complex. However, when
transition metals are coordinated, the complexes bind less strongly to the 3WJ.
The coordination of the transition metals causes the ligand to fold up reducing
the π-surfaces available to bind the junction. Telaude-Fichou, Monchaud, and
coworkers also explored the 3WJ binding of some azacryptands (Figure 4B)
[53]. The compounds have a cylinder-like structure, with three aromatic π-surfa-
ces, to interact with the base pairs of nucleic acids. They bind triplet repeat
expansion DNA [53, 54], and some bind G quadruplex DNA [53, 55] though
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Figure 4. Developed by Monchaud and coworkers [51, 52]: (A) The mono-nuclear
TACN-Q compound (CSD IQIWOW) [51]; (B) cylinder-like azacryptands with DNA 3WJ
binding properties [53]. (C) The rhodium chrysi compound of Barton [56]. At the right:
insertion of the chrysi ligand (blue) into a DNA bulge with two flipped out adenines
(pink) (PDB 2O1I).

the 3WJ is preferred. The cryptands and TACN-Q show low micromolar cyto-
toxicity in B16 cells.

The mononuclear rhodium(III) compound Δ-[Rh(bpy)2(chrysi)]3C of Barton
et al. [56] target mismatches where two opposing bases are expelled from the
DNA core. The ‘chrysi’ ligand is wider than traditional intercalators and thus
favors larger sites (Figure 4C). The crystal structure of this compound binding
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to DNA (shown in blue in Figure 4C) shows the chrysi ligand inserted from the
minor groove. The compound can also bind to duplex DNA though the mismatch
is the preferred site [56].

3.2. Flexicates

The control of chirality of metal-based helicates is a significant aspect for their
use as nucleic acid binders and a variety of different strategies have been used
to separate the enantiomers: chiral chromatography [16, 57], crystallization [8],
chiral counter anions [58, 59], placing stereo centers in the ligand backbone [60,
61] or periphery [27], and light-induced isomerization [62].

Scott and coworkers have explored diastereoisomerically pure di-Fe(II) and
di-Zn(II) triple stranded helicates based on bidentate pyridylimine ligands incor-
porating chiral centers in the spacer or periphery (Figure 5) [63]. Ligand L1 is
related to the bis-pyridylimine ligand employed for cylinders, while in ligand L2
the chirality is attached to the ends. The stereo-centers induce the handedness
of the resultant helicates (structure in Figure 5) just as the arginines did for the
cylinders. Although the design is related to the cylinders, these helicates contain
aliphatic linkers and in that sense have similarity to the original Lehn helicates
with their more flexible structure. Scott calls them ‘flexicates’.

The flexicates bind to long B-DNAs (ct-DNA, poly(dA-dT)2, poly(dG-dC)2

and plasmids), preferring AT-rich regions [63, 64]. Δ and Λ1a bind twice as
strongly as Δ and Λ2a/b, which themselves do not stabilize DNA enough to
affect its melting temperature. It is proposed that 1a flexicates (Figure 5) bind
to B-DNA, presumably in a groove, whilst the interaction with other flexicates
is mainly electrostatic ion pairing. This was further confirmed by atomic force
microscopy studies where 2a flexicates did not promote any DNA coiling effect
but only some strand aggregation. The 1a flexicate induces intramolecular coiling
and aggregations at high loading. This suggests that phenyl groups in the linker
are key components in DNA binding helicates, perhaps because they provide
opportunity for face-face and edge-face π-stacking interactions with nucleobases.
In all the spectroscopic experiments, Λ (M) flexicates exhibit higher affinity for
B-DNA than Δ (P), reflecting the same trend as the cylinders [17].

The affinity of flexicates for non-conventional DNA structures was also ex-
plored. Variation of DNA melting temperatures (ΔTm) of Y and T-shaped three
way junctions (3WJ), four way junctions (4WJ), and bulge motifs were measured
in the presence of 1a, 2a, and 2b [64, 65]. The highest ΔTm values were again
observed when employing 1a flexicates, and Y-shaped 3WJ were the motifs bet-
ter stabilized by these complexes (ΔTm 20 and 18 °C with Λ1a and Δ1a, respec-
tively) with the M flexicate exerting the greater effect. Also in this case there is
a general trend of Λ1a stabilizing non-canonical nucleic acid structures better
than Δ1a and this was further confirmed by electrophoretic mobility shift assay.
Flexicates 2a/b also stabilized Y-shaped 3WJ, although ΔTm values were lower
than those measured with 1a. Compounds 2a/b did not stabilize other motifs
tested; the only exception was observed by electrophoretic mobility shift assays
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Figure 5. The ‘one pot’ synthesis of two sets of di-Fe(II) flexicates employing two differ-
ent optically pure ligands L1 (above) and L2 (below). ClO–

4 and Cl– were both employed
as counter anions. The water soluble Δ and Λ-[Fe2L1a3]Cl4, Δ and Λ-[Fe2L2a3]Cl4, Δ and
Λ-[Fe2L2b3]Cl4 flexicates (indicated in the legend on the right) were investigated for their
nucleic acid binding and biological activity. Bottom: a side and end view of L1-based
flexicate (CSD PAHTID) [63].
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Table 1. Antimicrobial activity (minimum inhibitory concentration, MIC) and cytotoxici-
ty in cancer cell lines (IC50) of flexicates.

Antimicrobial activity Cytotoxicity in cancer cell lines
MIC (μg/mL) IC50 (μM (esd))

S. aureus E. coli MCF7 A2780 A2780cis HCT116
(Gram +) (Gram –) p53+/+

Λ1a 8 4 3.7 (0.1) 4.8 (0.1) 2.2 (0.1) 1.7 (1.0)
Δ1a 8 8 2.9 (0.8) 3.7 (0.1) 2.4 (0.1) 0.6 (0.3)
Λ2a 64 32 5.5 (0.5) 3.3 (0.1) 7.3 (0.3) 0.6 (0.1)
Δ2a 64 >128 10.2 (0.2) 3.5 (0.1) 14.4 (0.4) 0.9 (0.1)
Λ2b >128 >128 6.1 (0.2) 4.3 (0.0) 12.7 (0.0) 0.6 (0.1)
Δ2a >128 >128 8.3 (0.2) 3.1 (0.1) 18.2 (0.1) 0.6 (0.1)

esd = estimated standard deviations
Data collected from [63, 64].

(run at lower temperatures compared to ΔTm measurements), where a preferred
binding of Λ2a/b to T-shaped 3WJs was observed, whilst Δ2a/b do not form any
adduct with these nucleic acids.

The 1a flexicates also exhibited a stabilizing effect on 4WJ and bulge motifs,
although 2- to 4-fold lower than their effect on Y-shaped 3WJ [64]. The interac-
tion affinity for DNA bulges depends on bulge size: 3 nucleotides bulges are
better stabilized than 2 or 1 nucleotide bulges; handedness does not appear to
play a role. With smaller bulges, 1a forms 2 : 1 adducts with Λ1a more effective
than Δ1a [65]. Binding of flexicate 1a to the TAR RNA sequence was also inves-
tigated. Melting temperature and gel experiments suggest that both diastereo-
isomers stabilizes TAR and Λ1a is more efficient than Δ1a [65]. The ΔTm values
(4–6 °C) indicate that they stabilize TAR RNA less than the Fe(II) cylinders (11–
12 °C) [38].

Both Δ and Λ diastereoisomers of 1a flexicate displayed both antimicrobial
activity and cytotoxicity against several cancer cell lines, including the cisplatin-
resistant A2780cis and most of the assays in cellulo display a minor trend where
Λ is more effective than Δ ([63–64], data summarized in Table 1). Flexicates 2a/b
were also included in the same biological assays, showing definitely less potential
as antimicrobial compounds, but still cytotoxicity in cancer cell lines.

Further derivatives of 2a have been prepared and also show poor or absent B-
DNA-binding and low antimicrobial activity but good cytotoxicity [66]. The fact
that both 1a and 2a flexicates show cytotoxic properties in cell lines, but only 1a
binds well to nucleic acids suggests that there must be other biological targets
for these compounds: 2a and derivatives most probably affect different cellular
events. Indeed Scott et al. [64] have recently proposed that DNA is not the
target of helicates, and this is certainly true of his flexicates which lack the large
accessible oriented aromatic surfaces on their external surfaces that are seen in
the cylinders and azacryptands and which are crucial to their unique forms of
DNA recognition. It does however raise the question of what other targets or
processes flexicates might be interfering with.
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3.3. Other Helicates and Dinuclear Supramolecular Complexes

Other helical dinuclear supramolecular architectures have also been used to tar-
get DNA. Crowley and coworkers created libraries of helicates, using copper(I)-
catalyzed ‘click’ reactions to prepare bidentate 2-pyridyl-1,2,3-triazole ligands
(Ltriaz) (Figure 6A) [67–69]. They obtained several [Fe2(Ltriaz)3]4C racemic heli-
cates with spacers (a) or (f), and achiral ΛΔ-mesocates architectures with spacers
(b) to (d) [67]. Molecular docking studies suggest that [Fe2(Ltriaz)3]4C com-
pounds can bind in the B-DNA major groove. However, poor complex sta-

Figure 6. Crowley’s compounds: (A) Fe(II) triple-stranded helicates employing 2-pyridyl-
1,2,3-triazole ligands (Ltriaz) [67] and (B) ligands employed for [Pd2L4]4C complexes [70,
71]. (C) Tetra-cationic di-Ru(II) triple-stranded helicate [Ru2Lq3]4C by Lindoy and co-
workers [72] (molecular structure on the right) (CSD TOMROD)).
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Figure 7. (A) Tetra-cationic di-Ru(II) assemblies [{Ru(Me2bpy)2}2(μ-bpm)]4C (left) and
[{Ru(phen)2}2(μ-bpm)]4C (right) as bulge binders investigated by Keene, Collins et al. [78,
79]. (B) The threading intercalators of Lincoln, Nordén et al. [85].

bility prevented extended biological studies. The analogous Co(III) compounds
([Co2(Ltriaz)3]6C) [68], have improved stability, but do not have antimicrobial
activity perhaps because the high charge of these complexes (6C) does not allow
bacterial membrane penetration. Related ligands (Figure 6B) were used to
achieve di-Pd(II) tetra-stranded helicates [70, 71] which have high cytotoxicity
against cancer cell lines. [Pd2(Lhextrz)4]4C is the most active (IC50 values below
8 μM) although the biological target of these complexes is uncertain.

Lindoy’s [Ru2Lq3]4C triple-stranded helicate uses three 3,5%-dimethyl-2,6#;3#
5$;2$6%-quaterpyridine ligands (Lq) to coordinate two octahedral ruthenium
centers (Figure 6C) [72]. The M and P enantiomers were separated by C-25
Sephadex chromatography using (–)-O,O’-dibenzoyl-L-tartaric acid. The helicate
is different from the cylinders because all the aryl rings (coordinated pyridines)
present their edges (not faces) to the outside of the structure. DNA affinity
chromatography showed the P enantiomer to have the highest DNA binding.
Dinuclear double-stranded helicates are formed when copper(I) or silver(I) co-
ordinate to 6,6%-dimethyl-2,2#;6#,2$;6$2%-quaterpyridine and also present their
ring edges to the outside of the structure [73]. Docking studies suggested that
these helicates could bind in a B-DNA groove, but likely via the aromatic faces
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exposed at their ends. The complexes bind only weakly to DNA, competing
poorly with ethidium bromide. They are active against T-47D, HaCat, and HeLa
cell lines, and the silver complexes are the more cytotoxic. The counterions affect
the cytotoxicity having an up to 3-fold effect.

Keene, Collins, and coworkers have studied a range of di-ruthenium supramo-
lecular assemblies as nucleic acid binders and antimicrobial agents [74–78]. For
example, [{Ru(Me2bpy)2}2(μ-bpm)]4C (Figure 7A, left) binds the self-compli-
mentary tridecanucleotide d(CCGAGAATTCCGG)2 containing a one-nucleo-
tide bulge motif (the adenine in bold) [79, 80]. The ΔΔ enantiomer of the com-
plex strongly binds to the bulge, whilst meso-ΛΔ binds only weakly. The complex
also binds to the analogous RNA bulged sequence [81, 82]. When the Me2bpy
ligands are replaced with phen (Figure 7A, right) the meso isomer ΔΛ becomes
the better binder [83]. Similar di-ruthenium compounds, where the internal link-
er is a larger poly-aromatic tetrapyrido-phenazine unit (tpphz), have been inves-
tigated by Thomas, Williamson, Félix, and coworkers as possible G4 binders ([77,
84] and references therein), indicating the versatility of this class of supramolecu-
lar assemblies.

Lincoln, Nordén et al. have also explored di-ruthenium bis-diimine complexes
linked by an intercalating system (Figure 7B) [85]. These agents intercalate and
thread through the DNA placing one metal center in the major groove and the
other in the minor groove. Coll, Lincoln, and coworkers obtained a crystal struc-
ture of the ΔΔ enantiomer of this molecule bound to the hexameric oligonucleo-
tide used in the 3WJ cylinder studies [86]. The bridging ligand threads through
the DNA duplex pushing out an AT pair giving a binding similar to the mismatch
binders. The other end of the bridging ligand binds to a second duplex. This
brings two different duplexes together forming a type of non-covalent 4-way
junction.

3.4. Squares, Boxes, and Cubes Targeting G-Quadruplex

G-quadruplex (G4) motifs are very important and widely studied targets for
anticancer drug development because of their key role in inhibiting the telomer-
ase enzyme (overexpressed in cancer cells) and affecting the transcription of
some oncogenes. A large number of synthetic compounds, including metal-based
complexes, have been synthesized and screened for G4 binding. These have been
described in several excellent reviews (including Chapter 12 by Vilar in this
book) [87–89]. Herein we only highlight representative examples in which metal-
lo-supramolecular chemistry was employed as a tool to design new compounds
aiming to improve selectivity toward G4 motifs over duplex DNA [90].

Porphyrin-based compounds are known to have strong affinity for G4 struc-
tures, although low selectivity as they also bind to duplex DNA. Therrien and
coworkers employed arene ruthenium complexes as bridging blocks able to con-
nect two porphyrin units and create octa-ruthenium supramolecular cubes (Fig-
ure 8A) [91]. The concept is that these cubes are too large to insert into DNA
[92–94]. The G4 binding of these compounds was investigated by thiazole orange
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Figure 8. (A) Examples of porphyrin-based octa-ruthenium metallo-supramolecular
cubes, by Therrien and coworkers [92]. (B) Fujita’s compounds [96] employed by Sleiman
and coworkers [95] (left) and Moreno’s compound [99] with improved solubility (right).
(C) Mao’s compounds with improved selectivity [100].
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(TO) fluorescence intercalation displacement (FID) and by surface plasmon res-
onance. The supramolecular cubes have high quadruplex affinity (DC50 between
0.1 and 0.7 μM) with two types of G4 motifs (htelo and c-myc), however the
selectivity over duplex DNA was rather modest (between 2- and 4-fold), proba-
bly because of the high charge of these supramolecular cubes.

Sleiman and coworkers [95] have studied the G4 binding of multi-nuclear su-
pramolecular square architectures, previously developed by Fujita [96, 97] and
Stang [98]. Quadruplex stabilization was tested by FRET melting assays, reveal-
ing a high binding affinity (ΔTm 34.5 °C) comparable with that displayed by other
known G4 binders [95]. Again the selectivity is not remarkable (about 3-fold
higher affinity for G4 over DNA duplex). Nevertheless, telomeric repeat amplifi-
cation protocol (TRAP) assays indicated that this tetra-Pt square is among the
strongest telomerase inhibitors (IC50 of 0.2 μM). In an earlier work Moreno and
coworkers improved the solubility of this class of supramolecular squares by
introducing a 1,4-bis(4-pyridyl)tetrafluorobenzene linker (Figure 8B, right) [99]
and demonstrated that both the new complex and parent Fujita square [96, 97]
displayed high cytotoxicity in HL-60 cell lines (IC50 around 3–5 μM).

Recognizing the potential of tetra-platinum squares as G4 binders, Mao and
coworkers explored different derivatives and whether changing the organic link-
er between the Pt centers could influence binding selectivity [87]. For example,
[Pt(en)(quinoxaline)]4(NO3)8 and [Pt(NH3)2(quinoxaline)]4(NO3)8 (Figure 8C,
left and right, respectively) display binding affinity with htelo G4 similar to that
observed by Sleiman when employing Fujita’s [Pt(en)(4,4#-dipyridyl)]4

8C (ΔTm

32–33 °C by FRET melting assay), but their selectivity over other G4 motifs and
duplex DNA is remarkably improved (ΔTm is 3–6 °C and 1 °C with c-myc and
dsDNA, respectively) [100]. Mao’s compounds show high inhibition of human
telomerase (IC50 1.1 μM) and antiproliferative activity in A546/cisR cells (IC50

6.5 μM). This study suggests that the selectivity of tetra-Pt squares can be im-
proved by changing the organic linker and consequently the spatial configuration
of the square and the set of π-π-stacking interactions.

Recently, Terenzi and coworkers reported further examples of how Pt(II)-
directed self-assembly of supramolecular boxes allows the development of li-
braries of compounds where sizes, electrostatic charge, and set of non-covalent
interactions can be tuned in order to improve selectivity toward G4 motifs and
biological activity [101, 102].

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The compounds described herein show the potential ability of metallo-supramo-
lecular compounds to bind unusual nucleic acid structures in a shape-specific
fashion. As our understanding improves of how and when different DNA and
RNA structures inside cells, so will the potential of such agents as unique drugs
become more apparent. Size, charge, and precise shape are the key to recognize
different motifs and thus their activity. There are many possible directions that
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this field could take but it is already clear that this new area of nucleic acid
shape recognition is one of enormous potential.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

A adenine residue in DNA/RNA
AFM atomic force microscopy
bntrz 4,4#-benzene-1,3-diylbis(1-benzyl-1H-1,2,3-triazole)
bpm 2,2#-bipyrimidine
bpy 2,2#-bipyridine
chrysi 5,6-chrysenequinone diimine
dA 2#-deoxyadenosine residue
dC 2#-deoxycytidine residue
DC50 concentration required to decrease fluorescence by 50 %
dG 2#-deoxyguanosine residue
dT 2#-deoxythymidine residue
en ethylenediamine = 1,4-diazabutane
FID fluorescence intercalation displacement
FRET Förster resonance energy transfer
G4 guanosine quadruplex
hextrz 4,4#-benzene-1,3-diylbis(1-hexyl-1H-1,2,3-triazole)
Hoechst family of bis-benzimide-based fluorescent dyes to stain

DNA
IC50 half maximal inhibitory concentration
Lq quaterpyridine ligand
M enantiomer (ΛΛ) left-handed helix of a helicate
Me2bpy 4,4#-dimethyl-2,2#-bipyridine
P enantiomer (ΔΔ) right-handed helix of a helicate
PCR polymerase chain reaction
pegtrz (1,3-bis(1-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethyl)-1H-1,2,3-triazol-4-

yl)benzene)
phen 1,10-phenanthroline
T thymine residue in DNA/RNA
TACN 1,4,7-triazacyclononane ligand
TACN-Q TACN with a quinoline side arm
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TAR trans activation response element
TAT trans activator protein
Tm melting temperature
TO thiazole orange
tpphz poly-aromatic tetrapyrido-phenazine unit
TRAP telomeric repeat amplification protocol
triaz triazole ligand
tripy 2,6-bis(pyridin-3-ylethynyl)pyridine
2,7-TrisNP 1,4,8,11,14,18,23,27-octaaza-6,16,25(2,7)-

trinaphthalenabicyclo-[9.9.9]nonacosaphane
3,3#-TrisBP 1,4,9,12,15,20,25,30-octaaza-6,7,17,18,27,28(1,3)-

hexabenzenabicyclo[10.10.10]dotriacontaphane
3WJ 3-way junction of DNA/RNA
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Abstract: Guanine-rich sequences of DNA can readily fold into tetra-stranded helical assem-
blies known as G-quadruplexes (G4s). It has been proposed that these structures play im-
portant biological roles in transcription, translation, replication, and telomere maintenance.
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Therefore, over the past 20 years they have been investigated as potential drug targets for
small molecules including metal complexes. This chapter provides an overview of the different
classes of metal complexes as G4-binders and discusses the application of these species as
optical probes for G-quadruplexes as well as metallo-drugs.

Keywords: cancer · DNA · metallo-drugs · oncogene · optical probes · quadruplex · RNA ·
telomere

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been known for several decades that guanines (G) can self-assemble into
molecular squares (known as G-tetrads) via hydrogen-bonding interactions be-
tween the Watson-Crick edge of each guanine and the Hoogsteen edge of its
neighbor (Figure 1a). Similarly, guanine-rich oligonucleotides can follow an analo-
gous hydrogen-bonding pattern to assemble under physiological conditions into
tetra-stranded helical structures known as G-quadruplexes (G4). These assemblies
can be intermolecular, where either two or four G-rich oligonucleotide strands
assemble, or intramolecular, where a single strand with several G-runs folds into
a stable G-quadruplex structure [1] (Figure 1).

Spectroscopic and structural studies have shown that these G-quadruplexes
are stabilized by physiological concentrations of alkali metal cations (such as
NaC and KC), which display electrostatic interactions with the carbonyl groups
of the guanines. In recent years, several studies have provided substantial evi-
dence showing that G4 DNA and RNA structures form in vivo and may play
important biological roles in replication, transcription, translation, and telomere
maintenance [2, 3]. Because of their proposed biological relevance, G4s have
been identified as potential drug targets, in particular for cancer [4, 5]. Conse-
quently, a large number of molecules have been developed with the aim of bind-
ing and stabilizing G4s and in doing so display some pharmacological effect.

Figure 1. G-quadruplex DNA. (a) Schematic representation of the G-tetrad formed by
hydrogen-bonding interactions between the Watson-Crick edge of each guanine and the
Hoogsteen edge of its neighbor; (b) and (c) two views of the X-ray crystal structure of an
intramolecular G-quadruplex DNA formed from a single oligonucleotide strand (PDB
1KF1) [1]. Figure generated with PyMol.
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2. G-QUADRUPLEXES AND THEIR BIOLOGICAL ROLES

2.1. G-Quadruplex DNA and RNA and Their Proposed

Biological Roles

Several excellent reviews discussing in detail the proposed biological roles and
evidence for G4 formation in vivo have been previously published [2, 3, 6].
Therefore, herein only a brief description will be provided. Direct evidence that
G-quadruplexes could form in cells was provided in 2001 by Plückthun et al.
who reported a high-affinity antibody against the telomeric G4 DNA structure
and showed that these structures are present in the nucleus of the ciliate Stylony-
chia lemmae [7]. More recently, Balasubramanian et al. engineered high-affinity
antibodies that detected foci of G4 DNA in mammalian cells using immunofluo-
rescent staining [8]. On the other hand, a number of small-molecule optical
probes (some based on metal complexes as discussed below) have been used to
study G4 structures in living cells [9–11].

The highest abundance of G4s is in telomeric DNA at the ends of chromo-
somes. In humans, the telomere is composed of hundreds of TTAGGG repeats
that end in a single-stranded overhang of around 100–200 nucleobases [12]. Un-
der physiological conditions this single-stranded sequence can readily fold into
G-quadruplex structures since it is not constrained by the complementary DNA
strand. The proposed biological roles of telomeric G4s include tethering chroma-
tids together during meiosis as well as facilitating the alignment of strand ends
during recombination.

In addition to the human telomere, bioinformatic studies based on the assump-
tion that G4 structures could fold from sequences of the type G3–5Xn G3–5Xo

G3–5Xp G3–5 (with loops Xn, Xo, Xp being between 1 and 7 bases long) showed
that in the human genome there are ca. 350,000 putative G4-forming sequences
[13, 14]. More recent bioinformatics studies (allowing for longer loops) have
predicted an even higher number of putative G4-forming sequences [15]. In addi-
tion to these bioinformatic predictions, a recent experimental high-throughput
G4-sequencing identified over 700,000 distinct G4 structures in the human ge-
nome [16]. Interestingly, the G4 structures predicted by both bioinformatics and
sequencing studies are not randomly distributed, but rather are concentrated in
gene promoters (ca. in 50 %). Therefore, it has been hypothesized that the for-
mation of G4 structures in these promoters may be a biological mechanism of
regulating transcription. In 2016 Balasubramanian et al. reported a study show-
ing the prevalence of G4s in human chromatin using an immunoprecipitation
technique. This, combined with RNA sequencing, revealed ca. 10,000 sequences
that form G4s under cellular conditions – which interestingly are mainly located
in promoters and 5’-untranslated regions (5’-UTR) of genes [17].

RNA can also fold into G4 structures in vitro. Interestingly, bioinformatic stud-
ies have shown that putative quadruplex structures are significantly conserved
and enriched in various regulatory elements including the 5’-UTR regions of
mRNAs [18]. A computational search of all annotated 5’-UTRs of the human
transcriptome, identified approximately 3000 5’-UTRs that contained putative
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G4 structures, including several proto-oncogenes [19]. Therefore, it has been
proposed that the G4 RNA structures may play a regulatory role in translation
[20]. However, a recent study using reverse transcriptase stop assays and chemi-
cal footprinting showed that, while G4 RNA structures form readily in vitro and
are stable, in mammalian cells they are unfolded by helicases and therefore the
number of G4 RNAs in vivo is significantly less than initially predicted [21].

2.2. G-Quadruplexes as Drug Targets

Since G-quadruplexes have been implicated in several essential biological roles,
they have been proposed as drug targets. Consequently, there has been great
interest in developing small molecules that can bind, template and/or stabilize
G-quadruplexes. Several excellent reviews have been published in this area and
the reader is directed to these publications [3, 4, 22, 23].

Initially, most molecules designed to interact with G-quadruplexes where
based on purely organic compounds, more specifically on polyaromatic systems
featuring positive charges – e.g., with protonatable amine substituents – to in-
crease their water solubility and DNA affinity. In 1997 Hurley, Neidle, and co-
workers published a landmark study in which they demonstrated that a di-substi-
tuted 2,6-diamidoanthraquinone could bind to G-quadruplex DNA from the
human telomeric sequence [TTAGGG]n in preference to other DNA topologies
[24]. They also showed that the compound was able to inhibit the activity of
telomerase, a reverse transcriptase overexpressed in most human cancer cells
but not in normal somatic cells. This study set the basis for the development of
several other polyaromatic molecules designed to target G-quadruplex DNA.
While initial studies mainly focused on G4-mediated telomerase inhibition, re-
cent investigations have shown that the effects caused by G4 binders are more
complex. In particular, it has become increasingly evident that targeting G4s
with small molecules can cause DNA damage to susceptible cancer cells [23].

Bioinformatic and experimental studies have identified that a large proportion
of G4-forming sequences are located in promoters of oncogenes. Consequently,
it has been proposed that G4 formation in these regions can regulate gene tran-
scription and therefore G4s in oncogene (e.g., c-myc, KRAS, kit, BCL2) promot-
ers have been proposed as drug targets [4, 5].

3. METAL COMPLEXES AS G-QUADRUPLEX BINDERS

Metal complexes have a number of features that make them particularly suitable
as G4 DNA binders and therefore as potential drugs [25]. A metal ion coordinat-
ed to planar aromatic ligands withdraws electron density from the organic frame-
work increasing its ability to display π-π stacking interactions with the guanine
tetrad. Furthermore, coordinated metals can provide a positive charge to the
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Figure 2. Chemical structures of the first classes of metal complexes to be reported as
G-quadruplex binders (a) metal porphyrins; (b) metal salphens; (c) metal terpyridines;
(d) di-ruthenium complex.

entire complex and take the position that would normally be occupied by KC at
the external G-tetrad of a G4 structure. While the metal plays largely a structural
role in most G4 binders, there are also examples where it interacts directly with
G4s by electrostatic interactions or direct coordination with nucleobases [25, 26].
The first examples of G-quadruplex binders based on metal complexes were
reported in the 2000s. These included square planar or square-based pyramidal
metal complexes with porphyrins [27–30], salphens [31, 32], and terpyridines [33],
as well as octahedral RuII-polypyridyl complexes [34] (Figure 2). Since these
pioneering studies, there have been hundreds of reports of metal complexes as
G4 binders [25, 26, 35].

3.1. Metal Complexes that Bind via Non-covalent Interactions

3.1.1. Planar Complexes Based on Macrocycles

Porphyrins and other poly-aromatic macrocycles have been widely studied as G4
DNA binders due to their well-matched size and symmetry with the G-tetrad.
Indeed, metalloporphyrins were the first reported examples of metal-based G4
DNA binders (see Figure 3) [27, 29]. They predominantly bind via π-π stacking
interactions on top of the G-tetrads at the termini of the quadruplexes. While
the interaction of unsubstituted hemin porphyrins with G4 DNA structures has
been reported, metalloporphyrins featuring cationic meso substituents have
shown to be better G4 DNA binders since they can display electrostatic interac-
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Figure 3. Representative examples of G4 binders based on metal-porphyrin complexes.

tions with the negatively charged phosphate backbone of DNA. In addition,
the presence of the metal ion in the corresponding metalloporphyrins has been
proposed to engage in further electrostatic interactions with G4 DNA. The na-
ture of both the metal center and the meso substituents on the porphyrin are
key parameters in determining the affinity and selectivity of the resulting metal
complexes.

Many of the metalloporphyrins studied as G4 DNA binders (e.g., 1–9) are
based on the well-known tetra-(N-methyl-4-pyridyl)porphyrin (TMPyP4) ligand
(Figure 3). Complexes with a square planar geometry (e.g. with CuII) or square-
based pyramidal geometry (e.g., with ZnII) [27, 36] have high affinities towards
G4 DNA structures. This is due to the ability of the planar face(s) to stack on
top of the G-tetrad. On the other hand, complexes with an octahedral geometry
would not be expected to be good G-quadruplex binders. Interestingly, some
octahedral complexes such as Mn-TMPyP4 with two axial water ligands coordi-
nated to MnIII also have high affinity toward G4 DNA. Indeed, the manga-
nese(III)-porphyrin 10 reported by Meunier, Pratviel et al. has been shown to
have a 1000-fold selectivity for G4 over duplex DNA [37].

Another class of macrocycles that have been reported to be good G4 binders
are phthalocyanines (Figure 4) [38-40] that have a large planar π system well
suited to interact with the G-tetrad. Amongst the best examples of this family
are the guanidinium-substituted phtalocyanine zinc(II) complexes (15–17) report-
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Figure 4. Representative examples of G4 binders based on metal-phthalocyanine com-
plexes.

ed by Luedtke et al., which have a very high affinity for a range of G-quadruplex-
es including human telomeric (HTelo) and c-myc DNA [38].

3.1.2. Planar Complexes with Acyclic Polydentate Ligands

The first examples of metal salphen complexes as G4 binders were reported by
Vilar et al. in 2006 [31]. The relative ease of synthesis and structural flexibility
of these compounds makes them an ideal scaffold to generate libraries of com-
pounds (Figure 5) and study their DNA binding properties. The geometry, size,
and electronic properties of these complexes can be readily modified by changing
the metal center (e.g., square-planar with NiII, CuII, and PtII, square-base pyram-
idal with V=O or distorted trigonal bipyramidal with ZnII), or the nature and
position of the substituents on the salphen ligand. This has led to a large number
of compounds being reported with affinities towards G4-DNA (mainly HTelo
and c-myc) ranging between 103 and 107 M�1 and with various levels of selectivi-
ty over duplex DNA [32, 41–47]. More recently, di-nuclear complexes where two
nickel-salphen units are linked via polyethylene glycol spacers have been shown
to have higher selectivity for dimeric G4 over monomeric G4 structures [48].

The end-stacking binding mode of this type of binders was confirmed by two
X-ray crystal structures of metal-salphens (23 and 24) bound to a parallel bimo-
lecular quadruplex (Figure 6) [41]. The corresponding metal center (either NiII

or CuII) is positioned almost in line with the channel formed by the KC ions
bound to the G4 structure. This confirmed the initial design principle that a
metal complex would be better suited to interact with G4s than purely organic
species.
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Figure 5. Representative examples of G4 binders based on metal-salphen complexes.

Figure 6. Two views of the X-ray crystal structure of Ni-salphen bound to G4 DNA.
Figure generated from PDB 3QSC [42] using PyMol.

Another important family of G4 binders are metal complexes coordinated to
tripyridyl ligands. Metal terpyridines were first reported as G4 binders in 2007
by Teulade-Fichou et al. in a study showing that the geometry of the resulting
complex dictated its affinity and selectivity for G4 DNA [33]. It was shown that
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Figure 7. Examples of G4 binders based on metal complexes with tripyridyl ligands.

G4 binding of terpyridine complexes with CuII, PtII, ZnII and RuIII (Figure 7)
differed greatly, and only those complexes with at least one accessible planar
surface to engage in effective π-π stacking with the G-tetrad, bind well to G-
quadruplexes. Analogous observations have been reported by other groups using
different terpyridines (Figure 7) [49, 50] that have confirmed that the best G4
DNA binders are those with a square-planar geometry and therefore most subse-
quent studies have focused on complexes with PtII.

While metal-terpyridines interact with the G-tetrad via π-π stacking interactions,
over time they can also display direct coordination of the metal center with bases
present in the loops of the G4 structure (e.g., adenines present in the loop of HTelo
G4). Interestingly, extending the aromatic surface of the terpyridine (54) retains the
complex’s high affinity for G4 but prevents metalation [51]. More recently, a
combined NMR and gel electrophoresis analysis has provided further evidence
that 45 binds to c-myc G4 DNA via a combination of π-π stacking and direct
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coordination [52]. It has also been shown that PdII complexes with terpyridines
and analogous tridentate ligands (Figure 7) often have higher affinities for G4
DNA than the PtII counterparts [53]. This is due to the PdII center having a higher
propensity to coordinate to bases in the G4 loops than PtII.

Several other metal complexes with substituted terpyridines have been studied
as G-quadruplex DNA binders. This includes photoactivatable PtII-terpyridines
with the ability to bind to G4 DNA via non-covalent interactions, platination
and photo-crosslinking [54] as well as PtII- and CuII-terpyridine complexes with
an anthracene moiety added to the terpyridine ligand [55]. There have also been
reports of PtII-terpyridine complexes where the fourth coordination position on
the metal center is occupied by an alkynyl ligand yielding compounds with high
affinity for HTelo and c-myc G4-DNA [56]. Che et al. have reported a series of
luminescent PtII complexes coordinated to tridentate ligands (e.g., 55–57) as
good c-myc G4 binders (see Section 4) [57].

Metal-terpyridines have been functionalized with a second coordinating ligand
to yield bi-metallic complexes with very high affinity towards G4 DNA [58, 59].
In addition to these bi-metallic complexes, di-PtII complexes have also been re-
ported where two PtII-terpyridine units are linked via alkyl spacers [60]. Some
of these complexes displayed high affinity for c-myc G4 DNA that is retained
even in the presence of a 600-fold excess of competing duplex DNA.

Figure 8. Examples of G4 binders based on square planar complexes with phenanthro-
line derivatives.
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Several other complexes with polypyridyl ligands – mainly based on phenan-
throline derivatives – have been studied as G4 DNA binders (Figure 8). Vilar et
al. reported that PtII complexes 61 and 62 had good affinity and selectivity for
G4 HTelo DNA; 61 displayed telomerase inhibition activity [61] while 62 was
used for cellular imaging [62] (see Sections 4 and 5). Sleiman et al. reported a
series of PtII phenylphenanthroimidazole complexes (63–65) with high affinity
for G4 DNA [63, 64]. Molecular modelling studies showed that the complexes
can efficiently interact with the G-tetrad via π-π stacking interactions. Che and
coworkers reported a series of PtII complexes containing dipyridophenazine
(dppz) and C-deprotonated 2-phenylpyridine ligands (66–70); complex 66
showed to have high affinity (ca. 107 M–1) for G4 HTelo DNA and displayed a
large increase in emission intensity (293-fold) upon binding [65]. On the other
hand, Sissi et al. reported that the –S or –NR bridged phenanthroline complexes
71–74 can stabilize the melting temperature of G4 DNA by up to 30 °C – while
the free ligand did not show significant binding affinity to G4 [66].

3.1.3. Octahedral Complexes and Supramolecular Metallo-Assemblies

The complexes discussed in the previous section are square planar (or square-
based pyramidal) and therefore in most cases the metal is located within the
unit that stacks on top of the G-tetrads. In this section we will discuss G4 binders
with octahedral geometries containing ligands that have a large planar aromatic
surface for efficient π-π stacking interactions with the G-tetrad. In these cases
the metal center is normally located on the side of the G-tetrad rather than
forming part of the π-π stacking unit – which is similar to what is observed when
octahedral metal complexes intercalate into duplex DNA. Thomas et al. reported
in 2006 that the di-ruthenium complexes 75 and 76 (Figure 9) interact with both
calf thymus (CT) DNA and with HTelo G-quadruplex DNA [34]. These com-
plexes displayed an increase in emission intensity upon binding to DNA (2.5
higher when interacting with G4 than with CT-DNA), a blue-shift and different
emission lifetimes when bound to each of the two topologies (with longer life-
times when bound to G4 DNA). A subsequent study with 75 showed that its ΛΛ
isomer has a ca. 40-times higher affinity for HTelo G4 DNA than the ΔΔ isomer.
In this study, the binding mode of the compound to G4 DNA was also investigat-
ed by NMR spectroscopy and molecular dynamics calculations [67]. These stud-
ies established that 75 binds to both ends of the G4 structure and that the ΛΛ
isomer (but not the ΔΔ isomer) fits well under the diagonal loop (Figure 10)
providing a structural rational for the differences in G4 DNA affinity between
the two stereoisomers.

Following these first reports, several octahedral ruthenium complexes have
been reported as good G4 binders (Figure 9) [68–72]. In most cases, they also
exhibit a fluorescence ‘switch-on’ effect making them attractive scaffolds for the
development of DNA optical probes (see below).

Although the vast majority of octahedral G4 binders are based on RuII com-
plexes, some examples with IrIII have also been reported (Figure 9) [73–75].
Sleiman et al. showed that complexes with the general formula [Ir(ppy)2(N^N)]C
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Figure 9. Representative examples of G4 binders based on octahedral mono- and di-
metal complexes.

Figure 10. Structure of the di-Ru complex ΛΛ-75 bound to G4 DNA. The structure (top
view, (a) and side view (b)) shows how the ΛΛ isomer of complex 75 threads through the
loop and the G-tetrad. Figure generated from PDB 2MCO [67] using PyMol.

(where ppy = 2-phenylpyridinato and N^N = derivatives of phenylimidazole phen-
anthrolines – e.g., complexes 84–87) bind to HTelo G4 DNA with low micromolar
affinities [73]. Several other octahedral iridium(III) complexes such as 88 and 89
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Figure 11. Examples of poly-nuclear assemblies that have been studied as G4 DNA
binders.

(Figure 9) have been reported by Ma, Leung, and coworkers as G-quadruplex DNA
binders [74, 76].

Another class of non-planar systems that can display excellent G-quadruplex
binding properties, are supramolecular metallo-assemblies. In 2008 Sleiman et
al. reported the first example of this type of systems as G4 DNA binder [77]. It
was shown that the PtII-square 90 has a high binding affinity towards the HTelo
G4 DNA. Molecular modelling studies suggested that this metallo-assembly in-
teracts with G4 DNA thanks to the square arrangement of the bipyridyl bridging
ligands, the high electrostatic charge of the assembly and the hydrogen bonding
interactions between the ethylendiamine ligands (coordinated to each PtII cen-
ter) and the phosphate backbone of DNA. Following this study, several other
supramolecular metallo-assemblies including cubes [78], helicates [79], rectangles
[80], and other squares [81–83] have been reported as good G4 DNA binders.

In a different approach, Mao et al. have reported that the tri-platinum(II)
complexes 92 and 93 (as well as di-PtII analogues) have high affinity for HTelo
G4 DNA over duplex DNA and, more interestingly, over other G4 structures
such as c-myc and BCL2 [84–86].
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Figure 12. Examples of complexes that interact with G4 DNA via a combined π-stacking
and coordination binding mode.

3.2. Direct Coordination of the Metal to G-Quadruplexes

It is also possible for metal complexes to interact with G4 structures via direct
coordination between the metal center and nucleobases. As has already been men-
tioned above, some PtII and PdII terpyridine complexes interact with G4 DNA,
not only via π-π stacking, but also by direct coordination [51, 53]. Other examples
of complexes that metallate G4 DNA are based on a dual binding mode, namely
a polyaromatic unit designed to interact with the G-tetrad via π-π stacking linked
to a platinum(II) complex able to coordinate to nucleobases (Figure 12).

Bierbach and coworkers have reported a series of complexes (94–97) using this
approach and showed that they have higher kinetic preference for platination at
adenine (N7 site) over guanine [87–89]. Bombard et al. have reported other
complexes that platinate G4 DNA [90, 91], for example 99 which binds preferen-
tially and irreversibly to G4 HTelo DNA. Interestingly, this complex also showed
a different binding profile than the unsubstitued Pt-NHC unit indicating that the
pyridodicarboxamide is important in directing the complex to the G4 structure
[91].

4. METAL-BASED OPTICAL PROBES

FOR G-QUADRUPLEXES

The luminescence of several metal complexes (mainly with PtII and RuII) has
been exploited to develop optical probes to detect and visualize G4s. This con-
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tributes significantly to the development of potential metallo-drugs since it al-
lows the study of G4 binding in vitro, and establishes cellular uptake and localiza-
tion of the complexes. The general area of optical probes for G-quadruplexes
has been previously reviewed by Luedtke et al. [92] and Teulade-Fichou et al.
[93].

Most G4 optical probes based on metal complexes, are switch-on probes,
namely compounds that have low or no emission under physiological conditions
and upon interaction with DNA their emission intensity increases. The RuII com-
pounds 75 and 76 were the first examples of metal complexes used as in vitro
switch-on probes for G-quadruplexes [34]. In addition to displaying an increase
in emission intensity upon DNA binding, these complexes also showed a blue-
shift and a different emission lifetime when bound to G4 as compared to dsDNA.
A confocal microscopy study using breast cancer MCF-7 cells, showed that com-
plex 76 is cell-permeable, localizes in the nucleus, and binds to DNA [10]. Fur-
thermore, lambda stacking experiments (i.e., measuring emission intensity across
a range of wavelengths with a single excitation wavelength) showed two different
emission maxima at ca. 680 and 630 nm in cells corresponding to approximately
the same values observed in vitro for duplex DNA and G4 DNA. Following
these initial studies by Thomas [10, 34], most RuII complexes reported to date
as G4 DNA binders have been shown to be switch-on probes displaying a range
of selectivities for G4 versus duplex DNA. While most studies have only focussed
on in vitro studies [69, 94, 95], the cellular uptake and localization of some of
these RuII complexes have also been investigated [68, 72, 96]. For example, Mon-
chaud et al. have reported that complexes 82 and 83 display up to 330-fold
luminescence enhancement upon interaction with G4 DNA [72]. This study also
showed that complex 82 is cell-permeable (using melanoma B16F10 cell line)
staining the nucleoli and perinuclear cytoplasmic foci.

More recently, octahedral IrIII cyclometallated complexes have also been
shown to act as switch-on probes for G4 DNA. For example, upon binding to
HTelo G4 DNA, complexes 84–89 displayed enhanced luminescence with the
best complex displaying a 53-fold increase as well as a 42 nm blue-shift. Interest-
ingly, this switch-on effect was not observed with duplex or single-stranded DNA
[73]. The switch-on effect displayed by 88 when bound to G4 DNA has been
successfully employed as a luminescent test for hepatitis C virus NS3 helicase
activity [74].

PtII complexes are the other large class of compounds that have been studied
as switch-on optical probes for G4 DNA. Examples of this type of probes include
PtII complexes 66–69 coordinated to dipyridophenazine ligands [65], 62 coordi-
nated to a substituted phenanthroline [62] and several PtII-salphen complexes
(e.g., 27 and 32–35) [42, 46]. The platinum-dipyridophenazine derivatives show
significant increase in their photoluminescence upon G4 DNA binding (ca. 290-
fold for 66) as well as telomerase inhibition activity (see below). Although most
PtII-based optical probes for G4 DNA have been studied in vitro via emission
spectroscopy, a number of complexes have also been investigated in cells. For
example, 62, which has a 1000-fold higher affinity for c-myc and HTelo G4 than
for duplex DNA, was investigated both in vitro and in cells [62]. Although the
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complex is not taken up by cells (osteosarcoma U2OS) on its own, when encap-
sulated inside a ruthenium supramolecular cage known to act as ‘transporter’, it
is readily internalized and a significant proportion of 62 stains the cell nucleus
as shown by confocal microscopy. Interestingly, while this probe interacts with
DNA it does not co-localize with DAPI (a duplex DNA minor groove binder)
suggesting that it might be preferentially binding to alternative DNA topologies.

Two studies have shown that metal-salphen complexes are cell permeable and
localize in the nucleus. The first of these studies showed that 27 has higher affini-
ty for G4 DNA than for duplex DNA and upon binding its emission is switched
on [42]. Confocal microscopy studies with HeLa cells incubated with 27 showed
that the complex is cell-permeable and localizes in the nucleus (with some dis-
tinct nucleoli staining). In the second study, NiII and PdII salphen complexes (41
and 42) were made emissive by introducing fluorescein as part of the ligand’s
backbone [43]. These complexes were incubated with cancer cells HEK 293T
and A549 and confocal microscopy studies showed that they are cell-permeable
and accumulate in the nucleus and mitochondria.

Luedtke et al. reported that the ZnII-phthalocyanine 16 is an excellent G4
binder and can be used as optical probe [38]. This complex displays a ca. 200-
fold increase in its photoluminescence upon interaction with G4 structures and a
selectivity of ca. 5000-fold higher for G4 (c-myc) than for CT-DNA. In addition,
confocal microscopy also showed that 16 is taken up by a wide range of live
cells including HeLa, MCF7, B16F10, SH-SY5Y, E. coli BL-21, and SK-Mel-28.
Interestingly, the cellular localization of this probe was significantly different to
that of well-established duplex DNA probes suggesting that its cellular target
could be non-canonical DNA structures.

5. BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY OF METAL-BASED

G-QUADRUPLEX BINDERS

As has been discussed in the preceding sections there are now many metal com-
plexes that display excellent in vitro affinity for G-quadruplexes as well as good
selectivity over duplex DNA. In some cases, cellular studies with the correspond-
ing complexes have been performed to establish their biological activity. How-
ever, to date there is still very little direct evidence linking the targeting of G4s
by metal complexes with their observed cellular effects (e.g., cytotoxicity against
cancer cell lines). The following two sections discuss a selection of complexes
that have been shown to bind either HTelo DNA or oncogene promoters in vitro
and for which biological studies have shown the potential of these complexes as
metallo-drugs.

5.1. Metallo-Binders that Target Telomeric G4

As explained in Section 2.2, the stabilization of G4 structures in telomeric DNA
has been shown to inhibit the activity of telomerase (which is overexpressed in
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more than 85 % of cancer cells). The telomerase repeat amplification protocol
(TRAP) assay is a cell-free method that is extensively used to assess the inhibi-
tion of telomerase by G4 binders. However, it is important to note that the
original TRAP assay often overestimates the activity of compounds as telomer-
ase inhibitors since it does not account for the possible inhibition of the polymer-
ase used in the assay by the compounds under study. Some protocols such as the
TRAP-LIG [97] and TRAP-G4 [98] assays have been subsequently reported
which overcome some of the problems of the original method.

Several of the studies reporting EC50 values for telomerase, have been aimed at
establishing a structure activity relation (SAR) for the complexes under investiga-
tion and correlate the G4 binding properties of the compounds with their ability
to inhibit telomerase. Some of the parameters that have been investigated are
metal geometry, overall charge of the complex and the number and nature of the
ligand substituents. For example, in 2001 Hurley et al. studied a wide range of
substituted porphyrins including TMPyP4 complexes with NiII, PdII, PtII, CoII,
CuII, MnIII, FeIII, and MgII [27]. Using a cell-free primer extension assay, the study
suggested that those complexes with an unhindered face for stacking were better
inhibitors. Thus, the square planar CuII and square-based pyramidal ZnII complex-
es displayed 75 % and 88 % inhibition, respectively, at 25 μM, while octahedral
complexes such as those with MgII and MnIII showed lower activity (42 and 37 %,
respectively). However, the SAR with some of the other metal complexes was
not as straightforward since the octahedral FeIII complex showed reasonably high
inhibition at 67 %. Three subsequent studies by Pratviel et al. showed that MnIII

and NiII complexes with substituted TMPyP4 porphyrins, such as 10 and 12, also
had telomerase inhibitory activity at low μM concentrations (EC50 = 0.6 for 10
using the TRAP assay) [28, 30, 37]. Similarly, metallo-phthalocyanines were shown
to inhibit telomerase with EC50 of 2.1 μM [99].

The other large family of complexes for which telomerase inhibition data has
been reported are metal-salphens. The NiII and CuII complexes 20, 23 and 24
have EC50 values of 11.7, 19.2, and 3.6 μM, respectively (with the modified
TRAP-LIG assay), however, there was no clear correlation between these values
and the affinity of the complexes for G4 HTelo DNA [41]. In this work, it was
also shown that 20, 23, and 24 are significantly cytotoxic (IC50 values between
0.8 and 6.4 μM) against several cancer cell lines including MCS7, A549, RCC4,
and Mia-PaCa-2, although they also showed to be active against the non-cancer
cell line WI38. On the other hand, 41 (with a much larger π-aromatic system)
displayed high telomerase inhibition activity with an EC50 of 0.9 µM using the
TRAP-LIG assay [43]. Interestingly, this complex showed to have poor cytotox-
icity on HEK 293T and HeLa in the short-term (72 h), however, a long-term
viability assay (15 day) showed the complex to be cytotoxic. Similarly, the imida-
zolium-substituted nickel-salphen complexes 36–39 have good affinity for G4
Htelo DNA and display high telomerase inhibition; in particular, 39 with the
imidazolium substituents in ortho position displays excellent inhibition towards
telomerase with an EC50 value of 70 nM (using the TRAP-G4) [44].

Telomerase inhibition studies with several PtII complexes coordinated to deriv-
atives of phenanthrolines have also been reported. 61 was the first of this series
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of compounds to be investigated as telomerase inhibitor showing a modest EC50

of 49.5 μM (using the TRAP-LIG assay); in contrast, the uncoordinated ligand
did not show significant activity (EC50 > 200 μM) highlighting the importance of
the metal center in the telomerase-inhibition activity [61]. On the other hand,
the PtII complex 63 is a potent inhibitor of telomerase in vitro (100 % inhibition
at 50 μM using the TRAP-LIG assay) [64], it inhibits the seeding capacity of
A549 lung cancer cells and decreases the average telomere length of A549 cells
over time [100].

Octahedral complexes have also been shown to be telomerase inhibitors. For
example, the enantiomerically pure Λ-77 complex (with much higher G4 DNA
affinity than the Δ-77 isomer) inhibits telomerase in a dose-response fashion
(with concentrations between 1 and 32 μM) while the Δ-77 enantiomer is a poor
telomerase inhibitor [68]. The antiproliferative properties of both Λ- and Δ-77
were investigated using the MTT assay against various cancer cell lines (i.e.,
HepG2, A549, HeLa, and SW62) and mouse fibroblast (NIH/3T3), showing that
Λ-77 is generally more cytotoxic than Δ-77, and particularly against cancer cells
(IC50 between 4.4 and 32 μM). On the other hand, the molecular square 90
showed to be very active as telomerase inhibitor with EC50 = 0.2 μM (using a
modified version of the original TRAP assay) [77].

While significant telomerase inhibition data has now been reported for many
G4 binders, no clear SAR has emerged encompassing all the complexes. As
indicated above, part of the problem is the differences in how the TRAP assay
is performed as well as the fact that potentially more than one effect – not only
telomerase inhibition – is being measured in this assay. It has also become evi-
dent that the interplay between telomerase, telomeric DNA, and telomere-bind-
ing proteins (such as POT1 and TRF2) in cells is very complex. Therefore, the
effects of G4-binding compounds in telomere biology is expected to be far more
complex than what the cell-free TRAP assay unveils. Some studies with metal
complexes have already been carried out towards this aim. For example Pratviel
et al. have shown that a NiII-porphyrin with four phenyl guanidinium substitu-
ents, has high in vitro affinity for telomeric G4 DNA, is able to displace hPOT1
from telomeres, and has a moderate antiproliferative effect on A549 cells [101].
On the other hand, Bombard et al. reported detailed cellular studies with the
platinating complex 99 using the ovarian cancer A2780 and A2780cis cell lines,
which are sensitive and resistant to the antitumor drug cisplatin, respectively
[91]. The complex was shown to have good cellular permeability and IC50 values
of 8 and 15 µM for these cell lines, respectively. One of the key findings of this
study was that 99 induces a significant loss of TRF2 (a protein that is essential
for telomere maintenance) from telomeres. Interestingly, the displacement of
TRF2 by this compound was significantly higher than any of its individual com-
ponents suggesting an important synergistic effect between the coordinating PtII

moiety and the G4-DNA binding group of the conjugate.
One of the observed consequences of G4 stabilization by small molecules is

an increase in DNA damage and some studies with metal complexes have ex-
plored this approach. For example, the Pt-terpyridine complex 48, which has
high affinity for G4 HTelo DNA, has been shown to enhance the sensitivity to
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ionizing radiation of human glioblastoma (SF763 and SF767) and non-small cell
lung cancer (A549 and H1299) cells [102]. This complex displayed sub-μM anti-
proliferative properties against these cancer cell lines and, when non-toxic con-
centrations of the complex were used, radiosensensitization of all cell lines was
observed. It was proposed that this effect might by due to DNA damage induced
by 48, especially in the telomeric region – although it cannot be excluded that
the observed effects are due to the interaction of the compound with other G4-
forming regions such as those found in promoters of oncogenes. In a different
study, Mao et al. have shown that the tri-Pt complexes 92 and 93 have a high
affinity and selectivity for G4 HTelo DNA in vitro and inhibit telomerase (using
the TRAP assay) [86]. The effects of these complexes on cells were investigated
showing that they have comparable cytotoxicity to cisplatin not only in telomer-
ase-positive cancer cells (HeLa, A549, and HTC75) but also in telomerase-nega-
tive ALT cells (SAOS2, U2OS, and VA13). While these observations would not
be consistent with the inhibition of telomerase in cells, the complexes display
a strong telomeric DNA damage response in HeLa cells resulting in telomere
dysfunction and cell senescence.

The selective cleavage of telomeric DNA is another potential approach for
anticancer agents. Recently, Yu, Han, and Cowan showed that a CuII complex
attached to acridine, binds selectively to HTelo G4 DNA structures (over duplex
DNA) and cleaves it irreversibly – in preference to HTelo DNA folded in differ-
ent structures [103]. The complex also showed to induce senescence and apopto-
sis in breast cancer cells (MCF7), as well as shortening of the telomere after 7
days treatment.

5.2. Metallo-Binders that Target Gene Promoters

As discussed in Section 2.2, stabilizing G4s in oncogene promoters could lead to
downregulation of the corresponding gene and therefore provide a new target
for the development of anticancer agents [4]. Luedtke et al. showed that the
ZnII-phthalocyanine 16 localizes in the cell nucleus (see Section 4) and also
downregulates c-myc expression [38]. Addition of a non-cytotoxic concentration
(1 μM) of this complex to neuroblastoma cells (SH-SY5Y) followed by a quanti-
tative reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) analysis,
showed a time-dependent decrease in c-myc expression (up to threefold).

Two other studies reported that the PtII-salphen and PtII-benzimidazole com-
plexes 32–35 and 55–57, respectively [46, 57], have a high affinity for c-myc G4
structures. The levels of c-myc mRNA from hepatocarcinoma cells (HepG2)
were determined after they had been incubated with different doses of the com-
pounds under study. It was shown that some of these complexes induced a signifi-
cant decrease in the levels of c-myc mRNA (determined by RT-PCR rather than
the more accurate qRT-PCR), with 55 being one of the most potent complexes
(IC50 of ca. 17 μM).

The PtII assembly 91 has high affinity towards c-kit and BCL2 G4 structures
(although it also has high affinity towards dsDNA) [82]. mRNA levels of c-
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kit and BCL2 were determined by qRT-PCR after treating cancer cells (VM-1
melanoma cells for c-kit and MCF-7 breast cancer cells for BCL2) with 91. For
both these genes, a significant reduction on mRNA levels was observed after 24-
hour incubation with 91.

An unusual metal-mediated upregulation of c-myc has been recently reported
by Vázquez, Mascareñas et al. [104]. When the complex [Ru(terpy)(bpy)Cl]C

was added to the c-myc sequence d[TTGAG3TG3TAG3TG3TA3] in 100 mM KCl
(to form the G4) and irradiated (λ = 455 nm), the clean formation of a mono-
adduct between [Ru(terpy)(bpy)]2C and c-myc was observed. It was also deter-
mined that the metallation occurs exclusively in the first guanine of the sequence,
which is not involved in the G4 structure. Prompted by this observation, they
investigated whether the complex could regulate the expression of c-myc when
added to cells (HeLa and Vero). Surprisingly, they observed an increase in the
amount of c-myc mRNA (measured by qRT-PCR) rather than a downregulation
as has been observed in most cases when small molecules interact with the c-myc
promoter.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Since the first reports in the early 2000s that metal complexes can be effective
G-quadruplex binders, the field has expanded rapidly. Several families of com-
pounds ranging from planar mono-metallic complexes to multi-metallic supra-
molecular assemblies have been successfully developed as G4 binders. Some of
them have been used as optical probes (both in vitro and in cells) while others
have shown to be cytotoxic.

Unveiling the exact biomolecular target(s) of metal complexes and therefore
establishing whether they indeed bind to G4s in cells, is a challenging and excit-
ing problem that will likely be the main focus of future research in this area. This
will require the development of metal complexes with much higher selectivity
for G4 DNA, better biocompatibility, and useful functionalities (such as optical
properties).
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ABBREVIATIONS

ALT alternative lengthening of telomeres
bpy bipyridine
BCL2 B-cell lymphoma-2
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CT-DNA calf thymus DNA
DAPI 4#,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
dppz dipyridophenazine
EC50 half maximal effective concentration
G4 guanine quadruplex
HTelo human telomeric
IC50 half maximal inhibitory concentration
KRAS Kirsten rat sarcoma
MTT 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide
NHC N-heterocyclic carbene
POT1 protection of telomeres protein 1
ppy 2-phenylpyridinato
qRT-PCR quantitative reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction
SAR structure-activity relationship
terpy terpyridine
TMPyP4 tetra-(N-methyl-4-pyridyl)porphyrin
TRAP telomerase repeat amplification protocol
TRAP-LIG a modified telomerase repeat amplification protocol (TRAP)

that accounts for possible inhibition of polymerase by the ligand
being tested

TRF2 telomeric repeat-binding factor 2
5#-UTR 5’-untranslated region
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Abstract: Anticancer platinum-based drugs are widely used in the treatment of a variety of
tumorigenic diseases. They have been identified to target DNA and thereby induce apoptosis
in cancer cells. Their reactivity to biomolecules other than DNA has often been associated
with side effects that many cancer patients experience during chemotherapy. The development
of metal compounds that target proteins rather than DNA has the potential to overcome or
at least reduce the disadvantages of commonly used chemotherapeutics. Many exciting new
metal complexes with novel modes of action have been reported and their anticancer activity
was linked to selective protein interaction that may lead to improved accumulation in the
tumor, higher selectivity and/or enhanced antiproliferative efficacy. The development of new
lead structures requires bioanalytical methods to confirm the hypothesized modes of action or
identify new, previously unexplored biological targets and pathways. We have selected original
developments for review in this chapter and highlighted compounds on track toward clinical
application.

Keywords: bioanalytical chemistry · drug targets · metal-based anticancer drugs · metallomics
· protein inhibitors · protein interaction · proteomics

1. INTRODUCTION

Metallodrugs have been extensively used for the treatment and diagnosis of dif-
ferent diseases [1–3]. The inherent properties of metal ions can cause them to
undergo ligand exchange reactions to form covalent bonds with donor atoms
found in biological molecules. Such interactions for example with DNA are es-
sential for the anticancer activity of cisplatin (and analogous Pt complexes; Fig-
ure 1) and lead to structural changes in DNA and eventually the induction of
apoptosis [4–7]. At the same time, covalent binding to proteins was considered to
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of representative Pt, Ru, Ti, and Ga anticancer drugs
(arene = η6-p-cymene [cym], η6-toluene, η6-biphenyl).

contribute to the side effects observed for Pt-based chemotherapy and possibly
deactivation [8]. The widely studied and clinically investigated complexes based
on Ru or Ga, i.e., KP1019/NKP-1339 and NAMI-A or KP46 [tris(8-oxyquinolina-
to)gallium(III) (Figure 1) and tris(maltolato)gallium(III)], respectively, demon-
strate the difference in properties for Pt and other metal complexes [2, 8]. Com-
plexes based on the latter metal centers have been shown to rely on blood serum
protein binding already after administration, whether covalent or hydrophobic,
to exhibit their selective anticancer activity [9, 10].

With increasing knowledge about the proteome and the role of proteins in
cancer progression and metastasis, metallodrugs have been designed to target
proteins involved in these processes. By forming either covalent bonds, deliver-
ing selective inhibitors or providing a structural scaffold in inhibitor design, effi-
cient protein-targeting coordination and organometallic compounds have been
designed, some of which are the best in class [11].

The design of protein-binding metallodrugs has gone hand in hand with the
development of advanced analytical techniques to characterize the adducts
formed, as well as studies on the impact on biological systems [12]. Major advan-
ces have been made in the visualization of the distribution of especially non-
endogenous metals in biological systems as well as in the structural characteriza-
tion of metal–biomolecule adducts and target identification in highly complex
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biological matrices [12–14]. These methods have already made major contribu-
tions to metallodrug development and will surely enable more streamlined drug
development programs in the future.

In this chapter, we review some of the most important and original develop-
ments in protein-targeting anticancer metallodrug design and studies that sup-
port the design concept, especially with a focus on their primary protein interac-
tion, although down-stream effects on protein expression is beyond the scope of
this chapter. Many of these drug lead structures have the potential to advance
to clinical studies, progress facilitated by the use and advancement of modern
analytical technology. Analytical advances have been a major driving force, and
will be summarized and discussed at the end of the chapter.

2. ANTICANCER METALLODRUGS THAT TARGET

CARRIER PROTEINS

Metal complexes are known to undergo ligand exchange reactions in the pres-
ence of biological molecules, such as amino acids and DNA building blocks. This
reactivity can be exploited to form bioconjugates after administration into the
human body either orally or intravenously [15]. Once the metallodrugs reach the
blood, they may interact with the main components of blood serum, often the
serum proteins human serum albumin (HSA) and transferrin (Tf). These pro-
teins transport hormones, fatty acids, and other essential components throughout
the body and have also been associated with the transportation of pharmaceuti-
cals. In addition, as metallodrugs undergo ligand exchange reactions, these pro-
teins may act as reservoirs and provide a means for drug delivery into tumors
through the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect or receptor-medi-
ated endocytosis [4, 8]. The EPR effect is related to an increased permeability of
leaky blood vessels around quickly growing tumors towards proteins and other
macromolecules [16–19], such as micelles, nanotubes, and nanoparticles, all of
which have been established to be efficacious in delivering pharmacophores
[20–27].

Transport mediated by serum proteins has been extensively researched in the
development of metal-based drugs [8]. It has often been suggested that the bind-
ing of drugs to proteins causes deactivation or side effects [4, 28]. However, in
the case of metallodrugs the loading of the pharmacophore onto serum proteins
has been seen positively and suggested to contribute to reducing toxicity through
improved accumulation in tumor tissue [15, 29]. Even in clinical trials, lower side
effects of cisplatin–protein conjugates have been reported than observed for the
free drug while maintaining the pharmacophore’s antitumor activity [29]. Initial
investigations assumed that the chemical properties of anticancer-active metal
ions similar to those of Fe could help exploit Tf-mediated endocytosis through
interaction with Tf at the Fe binding sites.

Recently, new approaches have been considered including the use of selective
linkers which covalently conjugate the metallodrug toward the carrier protein
after intravenous administration [30, 31], bind non-covalently to hydrophobic
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Figure 2. Proteins as carriers for metal-based anticancer agents coordination of the met-
al center to the protein, non-covalent/hydrophobic interaction and (cleavable) linkers as
a means for drugs targeted to carrier proteins.

areas of proteins [10, 32] or even direct conjugation prior to administration has
been suggested (Figure 2) [33–35].

2.1. Transferrin. Metallodrugs Targeting the Iron Binding Site

Iron is an essential element in the body and absorbed from the intestine. It
enters the circulatory system and binds to Tf, which delivers it into cells by
receptor-mediated endocytosis [36]. Instead of Fe, other metal ions have been
shown to bind strongly to the same binding sites in Tf. As tumors grow rapidly,
they have a higher demand for Fe and an overexpression of Tf receptors on the
cell surface is initiated. The binding of metal ions other than Fe could be exploit-
ed in a Trojan horse approach, allowing for selective accumulation of metal-
based cytotoxins in tumor cells. This was the design hypothesis for Ru, Ga, and
Ti anticancer compounds, which also show high affinity to the Fe binding sites
of Tf [37]. While not designed to interact with serum proteins, cisplatin has been
shown to extensively bind to serum proteins after intravenous administration,
particularly Tf and HSA [38], but the role of these cisplatin-serum protein ad-
ducts in the mode of action is still a matter of debate, although there have been
promising clinical trials with these adducts [29].

Ru anticancer agents are now regarded as the most probable metallodrugs to
join Pt drugs in clinical use. Towards the end of the last century, the Ru(III)
anticancer agents KP1019 and NAMI-A (Figure 1) were developed and they
entered clinical trials early in the 2000’s. They bind effectively to serum proteins
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and their low toxicity was thought to be related to their superior accumulation
in tumor tissue. In addition, the activation by reduction hypothesis suggests that
they are reduced inside cells to more reactive Ru(II) species, adding another
level of selectivity for these compounds [39, 40].

Indeed, clinical trials for both NAMI-A and KP1019, and later KP1339 (Fig-
ure 1), demonstrated their low general toxicity. These results were not unexpect-
ed as preclinical studies supported the hypothesis that Tf binding would facilitate
transfer into cancer cells. For example, mass spectrometry (MS) and circular
dichroism (CD) spectroscopy indicated that the loading of KP1019 on Tf increas-
es the concentration of Ru in the cells, which was however dependent on the Fe
loading of Tf [41]. The binding of KP1019 to lactoferrin as a homologue to Tf,
was characterized crystallographically with the Ru fragment bound to the Fe
binding site [42]. One of the chlorido ligands of KP1019 was shown to undergo
a ligand exchange reaction with His253 and Lys301 stabilizing the interaction.
The reaction was also monitored in solution using size exclusion chromatography
(SEC), which demonstrated that KP1019 rapidly binds to Tf through an interme-
diate in the presence of bicarbonate as the counter anion. However, pharmacoki-
netic studies accompanying the clinical trials, revealed preference for HSA over
Tf [43], which was also confirmed in an in vivo mouse model [44]. Similarly to
the bis(indazole)Ru complexes, NAMI-A binding to Tf was also studied [45, 46]
and the binding rate was found influenced by the type of azole ligand bound to
the Ru center [45].

In an analogous manner to the Ru compounds, Ti anticancer agents have been
suggested to bind to Tf [47] and the binding constant found for Ti(IV) is even
higher than that of Fe(III) [37]. In particular, titanocene dichloride (Figure 1)
was widely studied and reached clinical trials in the 1990’s but it failed in phase
II, as no improvement over other treatments was observed [48, 49]. The disad-
vantage of titanocene dichloride is that it hydrolyzes quickly in aqueous solution
resulting in the loss of the cyclopentadienyl ligands [50, 51].

Ga(III) shares a similar ionic radius and Tf binding constant as Fe(III) [37].
Therefore, it was hypothesized that Ga(III) compounds may interact with Tf and
its cell uptake is Tf-mediated [52–54]. With these favorable properties in mind,
numerous Ga compounds have been developed. The first generation Ga com-
pounds included Ga(NO3)3 and GaCl3 which showed promising anticancer prop-
erties [55–57]. The low bioavailability of these simple Ga salts resulted in the
preparation of the Ga coordination compounds KP46 (Figure 1) and tris(malto-
lato)gallium(III), which recently underwent clinical trials [58]. KP46 was found
to bind to Tf selectively, even in the presence of a large excess of HSA, as is
found in human blood serum [59].

2.2. Albumin. Exploiting the Enhanced Permeability

and Retention Effect

HSA plays a variety of roles in the body. Importantly, it transports many drugs
including aspirin, ibuprofen, and warfarin and it has a major effect on the half-
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life of these drugs [60]. Recently, the FDA approved Abraxane as a drug carrier
anticancer medicine based on albumin which is loaded with paclitaxel [61, 62].
This also shows its potential for the delivery of metal complexes mediated by
the EPR effect. Moreover, HSA can be very selectively functionalized on its
single free L-cysteine residue (Cys34) [63], or covalently loaded through reac-
tions with other amino acid side chains.

2.2.1. Metallodrugs Reacting at the Metal Center with Human Serum
Albumin after Administration

HSA was theorized as a major route for metallodrug detoxification, however,
research on cisplatin incubated with HSA and Tf prior to administration, indicat-
ed that the drug conjugates still showed anticancer activity in clinical trials [15,
29]. Cisplatin binds to HSA preferentially at solvent-exposed cysteine and methi-
onine residues [64, 65]. This was confirmed by 2D nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy, using 15N-labeled platinum ammine complexes. It was
demonstrated that cisplatin binds primarily to Met298 and forms an S,N-macro-
chelate with the support of an N-donor amino acid side chain [65]. More recently,
the binding site was characterized crystallographically and Met298 was found
platinated among other His and Met residues (Figure 3).

Employing a bottom-up MS approach on the reaction of cisplatin with recom-
binant HSA (rHSA) allowed the identification of bifunctional cisplatin–rHSA
adducts [66]. Cisplatin formed inter-domain crosslinks between His67 of domain
I and His247 of domain II, which blocks the Zn binding site. This means that
cisplatin may compete for this binding site, interfering with the zinc homeostasis
and explains side effects such as hyperzincuria and hypozincemia observed in
patients treated with cisplatin.

As mentioned in Section 2.1, Ru compounds such as KP1019 were developed
on the premise that they use Tf-mediated endocytosis as their mechanism to

Figure 3. Details of binding sites found for cisplatin on HSA. (A) His105, (B) Met298.
This figure was prepared from PDB ID 4S1Y [65].
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accumulate in cells. However, the amount found bound to HSA was much higher
than for Tf [43]. Electron paramagnetic resonance was used to show that the Ru
compound initially binds non-covalently to HSA but over time, a coordination
bond is formed [9]. In contrast, the reaction to Tf was found to be very slow and
only to occur through ligand exchange reactions.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy allowed for the determination of the oxidation
state of the Ru drugs and the atom they are interacting with on the protein
through comparison of the edge energies with model complexes [67]. The data
suggests the formation of Ru(III)–S bonds on HSA and Tf, as well as on colla-
gen, the latter most likely being the reason for the antimetastatic activity of Ru
complexes. When KP1019 was reacted with HSA, crystallography studies al-
lowed the detection of the complex coordinated to His146 and His242 in the
hydrophobic pocket of HSA [68]. This clearly demonstrates that more than one
analytical method is required to obtain a complete understanding of the full
picture and that the analysis conditions must be chosen carefully.

2.2.2. Covalent Modification of Human Serum Albumin
with Pharmacophores

Since many biological drugs based on proteins may cause an immune response
[69], the functionalization of proteins in blood stream seems to be an attractive
feature to overcome such undesired effects. HSA, as the most abundant serum
protein, has been considered an attractive target for this purpose [70] because of
the low immunotoxicity, elongated half-life of the pharmacophore in blood serum
and increased tumor accumulation. This strategy has resulted in the clinical ap-
proval of Abraxene, i.e., HSA loaded with paclitaxel and the conjugate being
administered to the patient [61, 62]. Furthermore, INNO-206, the 6-maleimidocap-
royl hydrazone derivative of doxorubicin, was tested in clinical trials and found
well tolerated after rapid reaction in the bloodstream with Cys34 of HSA [71].
The amino acid side chains or termini offer potential sites for functionalization
and different conjugation strategies have been explored [72]. Several metallodrugs
bearing functional groups for covalent binding to the protein, not involving the
metal pharmacophore, have been designed and tested as anticancer agents.

The high reactivity of maleimide functional groups to Cys34 of HSA has been
used to conjugate metallodrugs covalently to HSA. To the best of our knowledge,

Figure 4. Chemical structures of Pt and Ru (Mal-RAPTA) compounds designed to cova-
lently functionalize HSA.
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Figure 5. Survival of female BALB/c mice upon treatment with Mal-Pt as compared to
treatment with oxaliplatin and an untreated control group. Adapted from [81], published
under a Creative Commons 3.0 license by The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Kratz et al. were the first to introduce maleimide functionalization in metallo-
drug research [30, 31]. They designed carboplatin-based complexes (Figure 4,
left) where the bidentate cyclobutane-1,1-dicarboxylic acid (CBDA) ligand was
modified with a maleimide-functionalized linker intended to covalently link to
HSA post intravenous administration. The advantage of the maleimide function-
al group over other linkers [15, 73] is that once delivered into the tumor tissue
no acid sensitive or enzymatically degradable bond is required as instead the
platinum fragment is released from the CBDA ligand via hydrolysis. The deriva-
tive featuring a (1R,2R)-cyclohexanediamine ligand as found in oxaliplatin in-
stead of the ammine ligands of carboplatin, was found to be the most potent in
in vitro assays [30, 31]. However, the conjugation to HSA lowered the cytotoxic
activity significantly. When studied in vivo in mouse models, the advantage of
HSA conjugation became apparent and resulted in equal or higher activity of
the carboplatin analogues than found for carboplatin [30].

We applied the same strategy more recently to organoruthenium(II) complex-
es where the arene group of RAPTA-C, i.e., [Ru(cym)(1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphatri-
cyclo[3.3.1.1]decane)Cl2], an antimetastatic compound [16, 74], was modified to
incorporate a maleimide moiety (Mal-RAPTA; Figure 4) [74, 75]. When design-
ing Mal-RAPTA the maleimide was introduced at the arene, as arene functional-
ization was shown to have a smaller impact on the biological activity as opposed
to modifying the PTA co-ligand [76]. We extended this concept by using ma-
leimide-functionalized N-donor co-ligands, such as indazole, which is also found
in the pharmacophore of KP1019 and KP1339 [77]. The Ru(arene) compounds
with such ligands exhibited potent anticancer activity while maintaining a similar
reactivity with biological thiols as Mal-RAPTA. In contrast, introducing the ma-
leimide group in a pyridinecarbothioamide bidentate ligand scaffold, resulted in
non-cytotoxic organometallic compounds [78].

Following this concept resulted in the preparation of symmetrically bis-ma-
leimide substituted Pt(IV) anticancer agents [79]. Following the activation-by-
reduction hypothesis, Pt(IV) is reduced in the reductive tumor environment to
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Pt(II) and the complex is converted from an octahedral geometry to square-
planar under the release of the axial ligands [80]. Therefore, the functionalization
of the axial ligands with maleimide allows for accumulation in the tumor and
release of the metal center through reduction. The compounds reacted quickly
with biological thiols and in vivo studies revealed a reduction of the tumor vol-
ume by more than 50 % in BALB/c mice. In a similar approach, the maleimide-
bearing Pt(IV) complex Mal-Pt (Figure 5) resulted in a significant increase of
survival in vivo [81]. Surprisingly, the survival was gender-dependent with female
mice responding better than male mice.

2.2.3. Non-covalent Human Serum Albumin-Targeting Metallodrugs

HSA is known for its ability to carry many different organic compound classes
through the bloodstream, for example, bilirubin, warfarin, fatty acids, and others
would bind to HSA non-covalently [82]. The advantage of non-covalent HSA
binders is that no bonds need to be broken in order to release the cytotoxin
from the carrier. Conversely, this also limits the access to selective release mech-
anisms as found for Pt(IV).

In an elegant approach, Lippard and coworkers asymmetrically functionalized
octahedral Pt(IV)-based cisplatin prodrugs in axial position with aliphatic tails
which resulted in a molecule with amphiphilic structure resembling a fatty acid
[32]. This structural feature enabled the efficient interaction with HSA and acti-
vation by reduction leads to the formation of cisplatin to kill the tumor cells.
The most potent compound was found to form a 1 : 1 adduct with HSA by bind-
ing deep beneath the protein surface, which reduces the reduction rate of Pt(IV)
to Pt(II). However, reduction also changes the lipophilicity of the compound,
which allows for release of the cytotoxin, i.e., cisplatin.

2.3. Proteins and the Cellular Accumulation of Metallodrugs

2.3.1. Copper-Binding Proteins and Cisplatin Transport

Cell surface receptor proteins are proteins that are embedded in the membranes
of cells and represent suitable targets for anticancer drugs [83]. For a long time
the standard paradigm for cisplatin cellular uptake centered around passive dif-
fusion, while more recently the role of transporters has been explored [6]. Cis-
platin was found to interact with Met1 of the copper transporter protein CTR1
[84], which is responsible for the transfer to the copper chaperone protein
ATOX1 [85]. Inductively-coupled plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-
AES) analysis showed that stoichiometric binding between cisplatin and ATOX1
occurred and X-ray crystallographic data analysis gave insight into the binding
sites [86]. On monomeric ATOX1 the Pt(II) ion was coordinated to the protein
through the thiols of Cys12 and Cys15 and the amide nitrogen of Cys12. How-
ever, in a dimeric ATOX1 structure, the Pt retained the ammines while crosslink-
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ing the Cys15 residues of two ATOX1 monomers. Solution and in-cell NMR
spectroscopy showed that initially an ATOX1–Pt(ammine)2 is formed while
longer reaction times result in protein dimerization and loss of the ammines [87].

2.3.2. Conjugation of Metallodrugs with Sugar Ligands

Cancer cells are highly energy-dependent for rapid growth and replication (War-
burg effect) [88]. As they rely on glycolysis for energy generation when they grow
rapidly, glucose transporters (GLUT) are often overexpressed in cancer cells. This
has led to the design of metallodrugs linked to sugar-based vectors. Different
conjugation strategies have been explored that include coordination through N
donors, the introduction of linkers, O donor-based ligand systems facilitating the
release of cytotoxins, macromolecular compounds, P donor ligands, etc. [89]. Such
ligands were coordinated to metal centers such as Pt, Au, and Ru.

Significant increases in the life spans of tumor-bearing mice were found for
several drug candidates. For example, [PtCl2(benzyl 3,4-diamino-3,4-dideoxy-β-
L-arabinopyranoside)] (Figure 6, left) gave a lifespan increase of 390 % versus
control in an S180 in vivo model at a dose of 10 mg/kg [90]. Because of the
analogy of the 6-membered pyranose ring, other sugar compounds were designed
to resemble oxaliplatin [91]. However, the cytotoxicity was lower than for oxali-
platin, though still comparable to that of carboplatin. This may be a result of the
more hydrophilic nature of sugar compounds [91]. However, more recently high-
ly cytotoxic Pt(II) complexes resembling oxaliplatin were reported where the
sugar moiety was introduced via functionalization of a malonato ligand, as found
in carboplatin, and conveying the complexes greater stability [92]. Studies on the
cellular uptake of the compound type in the presence and absence of a GLUT1
inhibitor suggested the involvement of this transporter and may provide a means
for selectivity.

With the advent of organometallic anticancer agents, several organoruthenium
compounds were reported featuring sugar phosphite ligands and resembling the

Figure 6. Chemical structures of anticancer-active Pt (left) and Ru (center) metal com-
plexes functionalized with sugar residues. Right: The localization of a fluorescent probe
based on the organoruthenium compound shown in the center (a) as compared to a
RAPTA analogue (b). Reproduced from [96] with permission; copyright 2012 American
Chemical Society.
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structure of RAPTA compounds [93–97]. Though the sugar moiety did not im-
prove the cellular accumulation of the Ru species as compared to an anthracene-
modified RAPTA analogue (Figure 6, right), this may have actually been masked
by the high lipophilicity of the compounds.

2.3.3. Other Carrier Proteins as Targets

Several other carrier proteins have been targeted, directly – by conjugation to a
substrate to be taken up into the cell – or indirectly – by blocking the function
of a transporter – with both cases resulting in growth inhibition of cancer cells.
For example, several Au-containing peptidomimetics were developed to inhibit
the PEPT1 and PEPT2 receptors [98], which transport tripeptides into the cell.
Remarkably, these Au-peptidomimetics showed no cross-resistance with cisplatin
and were shown to inhibit tumor cell proliferation and proven to be cytotoxic at
lower IC50 values than cisplatin.

P-glycoprotein 1 (Pgp) and multidrug resistance protein 1 (MRP1) are proteins
involved in the efflux of foreign substances resulting in drug resistance [99].
Modified phenoxazine and anthracene-based multidrug resistance modulator li-
gands were attached to a Ru(cym) fragment [100]. Once coordinated to Ru(II)
accelerated uptake was achieved for the most active compound bearing an an-
thracene group which was also shown to result in increased Pgp inhibitory activ-
ity and cytotoxicity.

Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) are effective carriers of cargo
across cell membranes using clathrin-mediated endocytosis [101]. These SWCNT
allow for the delivery of the Pt(NH3)2Cl2(OEt) moiety into the cell which can
be reduced in the hypoxic environment to a Pt(II) cisplatin analogue [102]. It
was determined by AAS that the Pt(II) can readily diffuse throughout the cell,
while the SWCNT remains inside the endosome. Importantly, for drug delivery
the cytotoxicity of the Pt complex increases more than 100-fold when the com-
plex is attached to the surface of the functionalized SWCNTs.

3. SELECTED CANCER-RELATED PROTEINS

AS TARGETS

Initially, metallodrug research focused on the “DNA paradigm” which relies on
the principle of metallodrugs directly damaging DNA [103]. However, recently
it has become evident that metallodrugs exert their effect also through DNA-
independent mechanisms and it is important to understand their modes of action
at the molecular level.

3.1. Kinase Inhibitors

Kinases are central for the regulation of most cellular functions and have become
popular targets for drug discovery [104], including metal-based compounds fea-
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Figure 7. Examples of half-sandwich complexes that inhibit the kinases GSK-3β [113]
and Pim-1 [111]. This figure was prepared from PDB IDs 2JLD and 2BZI, respectively.

turing, e.g., Pt, Ir, Ru, and Os metal centers [105–107]. Inspired by staurosporine,
a well-known kinase inhibitor featuring a carbohydrate in its structure and com-
peting for the ATP binding site, Meggers et al. designed inhibitors with organo-
metallic moieties in the place of the sugar residue [105]. With the introduction
of the organometallic moiety a significant increase in selectivity for any of the
more than 500 kinases encoded in the human genome was obtained as compared
to staurosporine [108].

Meggers and coworkers co-crystallized several kinases with organometallic in-
hibitors bound to the ATP-binding site (Figure 7) [109–115]. Variation of the
structure in terms of substitution pattern of the organic components, the metal
center, and the chirality allowed for an efficient way to obtain selectivity for
different kinases [116]. For example, efficient inhibition of the kinase Pim-1 was
achieved with a Ru complex bearing an L-alanine-substituted cyclopentadienyl
(Cp) ligand (Figure 7, left) while the S-enantiomer of a related Ru complex not
substituted at the Cp bound effectively to GSK-3β (Figure 7, right). Pim-1 is
overexpressed in human prostate cancer cells [117], and GSK-3 has been consid-
ered a potential drug target for diabetes, cancer, and other diseases [118]. Inter-
estingly, the nature of the metal center seems to play a minor role, supporting
the notion that in this case the metal center has a merely structural role to
position the ligands to ideally match the binding pocket [105, 111, 112].
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The Pim-1 inhibitor shown in Figure 7, also known as DW2, inhibits GSK-3β,
although to a lesser extent than Pim-1 [111]. Its enantiomer DW1 was a slightly
more effective GSK-3 enzyme inhibitor and this mirrored findings in in vitro
anticancer activity assays in 1205Lu melanoma cells but it showed limited activity
in melanoma cells with p53 mutations [119]. Importantly, the enantiomeric mix-
ture was as effective as DW1 against 1205Lu cells and the murine double minute
proteins mDM-2 and -4 were downregulated.

In 1990, in silico studies highlighted that paullones may act as cyclin-dependent
kinase (CDK) inhibitors as CDKs are known to regulate the cell cycle [120].
Paullones showed poor aqueous solubility and low bioavailability [121–124]. Ari-
on et al. explored the effect of metal coordination on the antiproliferative effects
and the solubility upon functionalizing paullones to become efficient metal bind-
ers [125–128]. Ru and Os complexes showed cytotoxicities in the low µM range
independent of the metal center and inhibited DNA synthesis. At low concentra-
tions cell cycle arrest occurred mainly in the G0/G1 phase while at higher con-
centrations apoptotic cell death was observed [125, 126, 128]. Similarly, by co-
ordinating Ru(cym) or Os(cym) to established CDK inhibitors, they aimed for
synergistic effects between the organic moiety and the metal center [129]. All
compounds inhibited CDKs and were more effective against CDK2/cyclin E than
CDK1/cyclin B.

A series of other organometallic compounds were tested on their CDK inhibi-
tory activity, using a novel electrochemical assay [130–132]. Both pyridone [130,
132] and flavone [131] complexes were discovered to inhibit CDK2/cyclin A
protein kinase and revealed potent activity of some Ru and Os complexes, simi-
lar to roscovitine used as a positive control.

B-Raf is a serine/threonine-protein kinase, which is mutated in several cancer
types [133], and has attracted attention as a drug target. In an attempt to identify
an organometallic inhibitor, a library of compounds structurally related to DW1
was screened and the carboxylic acid functionalized inhibitor CS292 was identi-
fied as a lead. A co-crystal structure showed that CS292 binds in the ATP pocket
as a competitive inhibitor with high nM levels of inhibition.

3.2. Estrogen Receptor Targeting Metallodrugs

One of the most extensively studied classes of organometallic anticancer agents
are the ferrocifens (Figure 8) [49, 134, 135], a class of compounds derived from
tamoxifen in which one of the phenyl rings was replaced with ferrocene. Tamoxi-
fen is a commonly applied breast cancer drug which selectively targets the estro-
gen receptor (ER) and is given to patients with estrogen receptor-positive
[ER(C)] breast cancer. Several ferrocene derivatives of this drug were devel-
oped, which possess the unusual feature of being antiproliferative on both hor-
mone-dependent and hormone-independent breast cancer cells in the low μM
range [135]. The introduction of the ferrocene moiety did not impair their ability
to bind to ERα and ERβ. Their mode of action seems to be strongly related to
the redox properties of ferrocene, resulting in the formation of reactive oxygen
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Figure 8. From tamoxifen to the ferrocifen compound class developed by Jaouen, Ves-
sières, and Top [135].

species (ROS) and quinone methide formation. The design concept used to cre-
ate the ferrocifens led to the development of numerous other compounds includ-
ing anti-androgens [136], sugar nucleoside analogues [137], and many more [135].

Lippard et al. tethered estrogen to Pt(IV)-based cisplatin precursors via the
axial ligands [138]. This compound class was designed to sensitize ER(C) breast
cancer cells to cisplatin, as the treatment of cells with estrogen improved the
cytotoxicity of cisplatin [139]. Upon cellular reduction estradiol was released
from the Pt(IV) complex, which induces the upregulation of high-mobility group
(HMG) domain protein HMGB1, a protein that shields platinated DNA from
nucleotide excision repair (NER) [138]. However, the in vitro studies revealed
only a marginal difference in ER(C) cells as compared to ER(–) ones.

3.3. The (Seleno)cysteine-Containing Proteins

Thioredoxin Reductase and Cathepsin B

The selenocysteine-containing enzyme thioredoxin reductase (TrxR) is critical
for maintaining the cellular redox state – inhibition of both cytosolic and mito-
chondrial thioredoxin reductase can shift the redox balance [140] – and linked
to tumor proliferation [141]. The cysteine protease cathepsin B (CatB) was
shown to be upregulated in premalignant cells, and is involved in the migration
and invasion during tumor metastasis [142, 143]. Their (seleno)cysteine residues
can be targeted by metal complexes as they often have high affinity for soft
donors.

Auranofin is used in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis [144] and has also
been evaluated for the treatment of cancer as well as other Au(I) and Au(III)
complexes [145]. The anticancer activity of auranofin has been attributed to mi-
tochondrial TrxR inactivation [140]. Its antiproliferative activity was found to be
higher than that of cisplatin, particularly in cisplatin-resistant cells. A variety of
other Au compounds displayed low μM cytotoxicity and were suggested to target
TrxR [146–148]. The mitochondrial TrxR inhibitory activity was much more pro-
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nounced than that of cisplatin but the parent compound auranofin was an order
of magnitude more active [147]. Au compounds with a variety of oxidation states
and ligands showed selective inhibition against the cytosolic form of TrxR while
not suppressing mitochondrial function [148].

Interestingly, an octahedral Ru(III) compound structurally related to KP1019
with 2-amino-5-methylthiazole replacing the indazole ligands, showed selective
inhibition against the cytosolic form of TrxR as compared to mitochondrial TrxR
[149]. On the other hand, RAPTA complexes were shown to inhibit TrxR but to
a lesser extent than CatB [103]. A strong influence of the nature and the substitu-
ents on the arene ring was found, as well as some impact of the denticity of the
leaving group to allow for coordination to Cys or SeCys in the protein.

A wide variety of other complexes was studied. For example, a series of Au(I)-
and Pt(II)-phosphole compounds were shown to be highly potent TrxR inhibi-
tors, with a Au(I) phosphole complex reaching an IC50 value of <1 nM [150].
Using TrxR mutants allowed for the identification of selenocysteine as the target
site for the compounds. Moreover, the compounds showed pronounced activity
over the glioblastoma drug carmustine in glioblastoma cells, a tumor type notori-
ously hard to treat. The TrxR binding site of (terpyridine)Pt(II) complexes,
which inhibit TrxR at concentrations as small as ~60 nM while displaying low μM
inhibition against HeLa cells, was identified by matrix assisted laser desorption/
ionization (MALDI)-MS and X-ray crystallography as sulfur atoms of the
GCCG motif on the surface of TrxR [151].

N-Heterocyclic carbene (NHC) compounds are extensively used in chemical
catalysis, but Au, Ag, Ru, Pt, and other metal complexes have only recently been
introduced in medicinal chemistry [152]. Some Au-based NHC anticancer agents
were shown to induce mitochondrial permeability and alter mitochondrial bio-
chemistry, and they were suggested to also interact with TrxR. For related Ru(ar-
ene)(NHC) complexes, one of the key biological targets was shown to be TrxR
and they were also potent inhibitors of CatB [152]. CatB inhibitory activity was
also observed for organoruthenium–sugar complexes [97]. The most active deriv-
ative (Figure 6, center) showed similar potency as structurally related, antimeta-
static RAPTA compounds [103].

In order to exploit the properties of Ru and Au complexes in a single molecule,
Messori et al. reported bimetallic ruthenogold compounds [153]. They found that
the compounds inhibited CatB although at fairly high concentrations. In in vitro
anticancer activity assays, the bimetallic compounds showed greater selectivity
for cancer cell lines over normal cells and significantly higher activity than mono-
ruthenium compounds included in the assays but lower potency than a Au com-
pound. In contrast, several Re compounds were shown to be much more potent
CatB inhibitors than the bimetallic compounds mentioned before [154]. In fact
they showed significant selectivity for CatB over CatK, which is involved in
osteoporosis and metastasis. Some of the Re compounds showed low nM reversi-
ble inhibition. As observed for many metal complexes, small alterations in the
ligands surrounding the Re center affected the biological activity of these com-
pounds.
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3.4. Topoisomerase. Metal-Based Inhibitors and Poisons

Several types of topoisomerases have been identified in human cells and espe-
cially topoisomerase I and II have been considered as promising targets for anti-
cancer drugs [155]. They have a variety of functions, including the breaking and
rejoining of DNA strands and both poisons – interfering with the DNA–topo-
isomerase complex formation – and inhibitors have been developed as anticancer
agents.

Using a DNA intercalator is one way to poison the DNA–topoisomerase com-
plex. Terpyridine complexes are known for their DNA intercalating ability.
Therefore it is not surprising that TrxR-inhibiting (terpyridine)Pt(II) complexes
(see Section 3.3) were also shown to inhibit topoisomerase I and IIα in the low
μM range, similar to that of the established inhibitors camptothecin and etopo-
side, respectively [151].

In a multitargeted approach, i.e., using more than one bioactive component in
a single molecule, we introduced flavonols as ligands to Ru(arene) complexes
[131, 156]. Flavones are known topoisomerase inhibitors and the combination
with a metal center increased the inhibitory activity (Figure 9). However, this
did not impact the cytotoxicity of the compounds but the potency correlated in
general with the inhibitory activity of the enzyme. The cytotoxicity of the com-
pound class was dependent on the substitution pattern of the flavonol ligand,
with in particular ortho-suasbstituted compounds showing the lowest activity
possibly because of loss of the planarity of the ligand [157].

Many other classes of compounds have been explored for their topoisomerase
inhibitory activity. Kou et al. studied the impact of the chirality of octahedral Ru
coordination compounds featuring anthraquinone moieties on the topoisomerase
inhibitory activity [158]. The compounds were shown to inhibit both topoisomer-
ase I and II to similar extents, while structurally related compounds were com-
monly selective for topoisomerase II. Their strong ability to intercalate into
DNA may be beneficial for their enzyme inhibitory activity.

Figure 9. Correlation between topoisomerase IIα inhibitory activity and cytotoxic poten-
cy. Adapted from [131] with permission; copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
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3.5. Matrix Metalloproteinases as Targets for Metallodrugs

Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are an important class of the protease family
involved in the degradation of a number of extracellular proteins. Many classes
of inhibitors have been developed which target MMPs, which usually contain a
chelating group that binds to the catalytic Zn ion [159].

In an attempt to exploit tumor hypoxia and thereby labilize a Co(III) complex
by reduction to Co(II), a Co(III) complex carrying the MMP inhibitor marima-
stat was designed [160]. Marimastat would be able to exhibit its mode of action
more selectively as it would be released in the tumor. In an in vitro assay, when
tested under non-reducing conditions, the complexation resulted in decreased
MMP-9 inhibitory activity as compared to marimastat. However, in vivo the
complex showed more potent tumor growth inhibition than marimistat, while
increasing the metastatic potential. A related Fe(salen) compound which is more
labile than the Co(III) complex, was a more potent MMP-9 inhibitor in the same
assay [161].

Pt(II) complexes of diethyl[(methylsulfinyl)methyl]phosphonate have also
been investigated as MMP inhibitors, inspired by the inhibitory properties of
bisphosphonates. They were found to be low µM inhibitors of MMP-3, -9, and
-12 but do not inhibit MMP-2 [162].

Although many more MMP inhibitors are known, it is interesting to note that
RAED [Ru(η6-biphenyl)(1,2-ethylenediamine)Cl]C, which is at an advanced
preclinical development stage, was shown to reduce the growth of primary as
well as secondary tumors by inhibiting the detachment of MDA-MB-231 due to
interference with the formation of MMP-2 as an alternative mechanism involving
MMPs [163].

3.6. Glutathione S-Transferase. Targeting the Defense

Mechanism of Tumor Cells

Glutathione S-transferase (GST) is often found in solid tumors, and the gene is
upregulated upon exposure to antitumor drugs as it is part of the defense system
of the cell against xenobiotics [164]. The inhibition of different GST isoenzymes
has become a popular anticancer drug target and ethacrynic acid (EA; Figure 10)
was found especially potent. EA interacts with different GSTs and inhibits them
to varying extents [165].

Dyson et al. [164] developed the Pt(IV)–EA complex ethacraplatin (Fig-
ure 10). It can undergo reduction in the reductive milieu of the tumor and release
EA that will target GST. The inhibition of GST weakens the defense of the cell
against the released Pt fragment which targets DNA [164]. Ethacraplatin was in
all cell lines investigated more potent than cisplatin [164] and reversed cisplatin
resistance in MCF7 cells which overexpress a GST enzyme [166]. In A549 cells
the activity of GST was only 22.6 % compared to the control upon treatment
with ethacraplatin, while cisplatin and EA treatment reduced it only to 63.6 and
78.5 %, respectively [164]. Ethacraplatin was also a more potent inhibitor of the
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Figure 10. Chemical structures of ethacrynic acid and ethacraplatin. Crystal structure of
a GST P1–1 dimer with the Pt center found at the interface of the dimer and EA at the
H-sites. This figure was prepared from PDB ID 3N9J [167].

isolated enzyme than EA. In a crystal structure of GST P1–1 obtained after
treatment with ethacraplatin, the reduced Pt center, as shown by XANES, was
found at the interface of the protein dimer and EA at the H-sites (Figure 10)
[167]. Molecular modelling studies suggested initial coordination and reduction
of the Pt center at the interface and diffusion of the EA residues to their binding
sites.

A similar strategy resulted in the preparation of metal(arene) and NAMI-
analogous inhibitors of GST [168]. For the arene compounds two design strate-
gies were employed – in one case the arene ligand was tethered to EA [169],
while in another approach the arene ligand remained unmodified and EA was
coordinated to the metal center through imidazole, pyridine or phosphine resi-
dues [168, 170]. In the case of the arene-modified compounds, the Ru center
was found to be able to access the Cys101 residues at the dimer interface upon
productively binding the EA unit at the H-site [169].

Interestingly, the RAED compound class was also found to inhibit GST [171].
Their inhibitory potency depended on the arene ligand with the Ru(cym) deriva-
tive being most potent. Bottom-up MS revealed binding of the metal complex
to S-donors of Met and Cys residues, and in case of Cys residues an oxidation
of the thiolates to sulfonates was observed.

3.7. Anti-inflammatory Drug-Inspired Anticancer Agents

to Target Cyclooxygenases

Cyclooxygenases (COX) have been detected in numerous solid tumors although
expressed to varying extents and they catalyze the initial step in the production
of prostaglandins, for example, in inflammatory reactions [172]. The non-steroi-
dal anti-inflammatory (NSAID) drug aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid) irreversibly
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Figure 11. Chemical structure of Co-ASS and its effect on the blood vessel formation in
zebrafish embryos. (A) Aspirin-treated and (B) Co-ASS-treated embryos at 4 days post
fertilization and the subintestinal vein (SIV) indicated and shown in the inset. The white
arrows indicate damaged or missing dorsal longitudinal anastomotic vessels. Reproduced
from [174] with permission; copyright 2009 Wiley-VCH.

inhibits COX-1 and modifies the enzymatic activity of COX-2, which has been
suggested as a target for cancer chemotherapy.

A series of metal-based COX inhibitors were reported that were inspired by
the structures of NSAIDs. For example, the bis-Co complex Co-ASS features a
2-propynyl-functionalized aspirin which acts as an η2 ligand bridging the two Co
centers in the Co2(CO)6 moiety. Co-ASS was the most cytotoxic compound of a
series of related structures as well as the strongest inhibitor of COX-1 and -2
[173]. While the observed antiangiogenic activity (Figure 11) could be related to
downstream effects of COX inhibition, COX-independent biological activity was
also revealed [174]. Analogous Ru3(CO)9, Fe3(CO)9, and Co4(CO)10 complexes
and ferrocene derivatives showed slightly reduced antiproliferative potency in
breast and colon cancer cell lines [175]. In general, the compounds were more
potent COX-2 inhibitors than COX-1 but the biological activity may not be
directly dependent on COX inhibition.

Other widely used NSAIDs are found in the oxicam family and meloxicam
and piroxicam are widely used examples. Pt(II)-oxicam complexes were found
highly cytotoxic in a series of cancer cell lines [176], while they were less active in
intrinsically cisplatin-resistant cell lines. These Pt complexes reacted with model
proteins, as confirmed in MS studies, but no COX inhibition was reported. Given
the high number of donor atoms and therewith coordination sites, a series of
organo-Ru, -Rh, and -Ir complexes were prepared but they demonstrated only
modest cytotoxicity [177–179]. Docking studies with COX-2 for a series of deriv-
atives suggested that they do not target COX-2 [178].

3.8. Histone Deacetylase Inhibitors

Histone deacetylases (HDAC) catalyze the removal of acetyl groups from DNA
and thereby help regulate DNA expression [180]. HDAC was suggested as a
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target for anticancer agents and vorinostat (SAHA) is a clinically used HDAC
inhibitor (HDACi) that targets the catalytic Zn2C ion of HDAC.

A series of metal-based SAHA derivatives were reported that were inspired
by vorinostat and Cu, Fe, Pt, Ru, and other metal complexes have been pro-
posed as SAHA delivery vehicles [181, 182]. For example, SAHA was function-
alized with malonic acid to act as a bidentate ligand to a Pt(NH3)2 moiety and
thereby resembling to some extent carboplatin. These compounds were de-
signed to allow for bifunctional activity, i.e., DNA binding and HDAC inhibition
[181]. Although they displayed lower HDAC inhibition than SAHA, the com-
plex showed similar cytotoxicity to cisplatin while being more selective toward
tumor cells. Belinostat, a SAHA-related HDAC inhibitor, was also modified
with the cisplatin pharmacophore to result in more cytotoxic compounds in
ovarian cancer cells [183].

In an approach similar to the modification of tamoxifen with ferrocene,
Spencer et al. introduced a ferrocene moiety into SAHA [184]. The organome-
tallics displayed nM and sub-nM HDAC inhibition with slight selectivity for
class I over class IIA HDACs. All compounds showed low μM activity against
breast cancer cells but there seems to be no direct correlation to the HDAC
inhibition.

Mao and coworkers designed SAHA-based HDAC-targeted fluorescent
Ru(II) polypyridyl complexes and analyzed their HDAC and cell growth inhibi-
tory activity [185]. By comparing the compounds with structural analogues not
bearing the SAHA group, they demonstrated lower cytotoxicity in cells. For the
compounds substituted with SAHA, the HDAC inhibition correlated with their
antiproliferative activity.

3.9. Ribonucleotide Reductase as a Drug Target. Substitution

of the Iron Center and Ligand Development

Ribonucleotide reductase (RNR) is an important enzyme in the process of nucle-
otide synthesis, converting ribonucleotides into deoxyribonucleotides. Ga(III)
anticancer agents inhibit RNR by replacing the redox active Fe(III) center in
the active site with Ga(III) [54]. The Ga complexes tris(maltolato)Ga and KP46
were developed and evaluated in clinical trials following the early discovery of
Ga salts being anticancer-active [58, 186].

Alternatively, a series of different ligand systems were studied on their RNR
inhibitory activity, most notably thiosemicarbazones with a representative in clin-
ical trials [187]. They were found to coordinate Fe and this may be linked to
their antitumor activity. In a combination of both approaches, several Ga and
Fe compounds bearing N-heterocyclic carboxaldehyde thiosemicarbazones were
found to inhibit RNR [188]. A tyrosine free radical assay using electron para-
magnetic resonance was developed to show the activity of mouse RNR. Both the
ligand and Ga inhibit RNR and the resulting complex yielded a highly cytotoxic
compound. Most of the biological effect was attributed to the thiosemicarbazone,
however, the Ga center beneficially contributed to the cytotoxicity.
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Similarly, thiosemicarbazone ligands functionalized with iminodiacetate groups
were coordinated to Cu(II) [189]. Formation of the Cu complex increased the
cytotoxicity of the ligands and microscale thermophoresis revealed RNR binding
affinity with KD values in the low μM range. Both the ligand and Cu complex
studied efficiently destroyed the tyrosyl radical in mouse RNR2.

3.10. Other Proteins Targeted with Metal-Based

Anticancer Agents

A significant number of other proteins have been targeted with metal-based
anticancer agents, often by the combination of bioactive ligands coordinated to
metal centers. This reflects clearly the current trend in metallodrug research
moving away from DNA as a target.

As mentioned in Section 2, the functionalization of drugs with sugar deriva-
tives may help their accumulation in tumor cells [89]. However, sugar homeosta-
sis may also be targeted rather than aiming for increased uptake of sugar-derived
complexes. A viable target for this approach is hexokinase, a membrane-bound
mitochondrial protein that phosphorylates hexoses. It can be inhibited with
lonidamine which reduces aerobic glycolysis in cancer cells but not in normal
cells [190]. Lonidamine was conjugated to a Ru(cym) fragment and promisingly
showed a synergistic effect with superior cytotoxicity in human glioblastoma cells
compared to lonidamine [191].

Inhibitors of epidermal growth factor receptors (EGFR) have been identified
as promising anticancer agents and the clinically used gefitinib and erlotinib were
inspiration for the preparation of a Co(III) complex carrying the pharmacophore
[192]. Upon reduction of Co(III) to Co(II) in hypoxic tissue conditions the
EGFR inhibitor was released which resulted in potent anticancer activity in vitro
and in vivo.

Nucleotide excision repair (NER) is an important DNA repair mechanism in
the cell involved in detoxification of Pt–DNA adducts. The Pt(IV) prodrug
NERi–Pt(IV) (Figure 12) was rationally designed with dual action, i.e., it causes
DNA damage while simultaneously inhibiting NER through an inhibitor re-
leased upon reduction [193]. NERi–Pt(IV) showed improved cytotoxicity over
cisplatin and was more active in cells than cisplatin co-administered with the
organic NER inhibitor. A higher proportion of GG-Pt adducts was detected for
this compound as compared to cisplatin (Figure 12), indicating a weakened de-
fense system of the cells.

Na/K-ATPase is an example of an enzyme overexpressed in some tumor cells,
such as in apoptosis-resistant glioblastoma cells, while it is reduced in others
[194]. Au(III) coordination and organometallic compounds were shown to be
potent inhibitors of Na/K-ATPase as well as displaying antiproliferative proper-
ties [195]. Each compound interacted with the ATPase in a slightly different
modality, which is dependent upon their structure and ultimately caused confor-
mation changes to the protein. Under physiological conditions, Au complexes
bind more strongly to Na/K-ATPase than cisplatin [195–197]. This shows that
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Figure 12. Chemical structure of NERi–Pt(IV), a NER inhibitor conjugated to a cisplat-
in-releasing Pt(IV) prodrug. Electrophoretic study indicating Pt–GG intrastrand crosslink
levels after treatment with NERi–Pt(IV) and cisplatin (cDDP). Reproduced from [193]
with permission; copyright 2016 Wiley-VCH.

Na/K-ATPase may be a relevant target for Au(III) complexes and may be in-
volved in their modes of action.

4. NON-CONVENTIONAL PROTEIN TARGETS

FOR ANTICANCER METALLODRUGS

4.1. Protein versus DNA Binding. The Nucleosome Core

Particle

The molecular target of cisplatin has been established as DNA [198], however,
side reactions with other biomolecules may occur and have been linked to its
side effects (compare Section 1). Nowadays, more and more metal-based com-
pounds are designed to specifically target proteins over DNA to achieve more
selective anticancer activity. The nucleosome core particle (NCP) represents an
ideal model with biological relevance to study the preference for DNA or protein
coordination, as it consists of double-stranded DNA and histone proteins and
has been studied extensively crystallographically.

While cisplatin was shown to bind to N7 of guanine residues and bifunctional
crosslinks formed in a stepwise manner [199], RAPTA and other metal(arene)
compounds were found at the histone proteins [200, 201]. In contrast, RAED-C,
[(cym)Ru(1,2-ethylenediamine)Cl](PF6), a compound with activity in cisplatin-
resistant tumor models [202], was found attached mainly to DNA [200, 201].
While RAPTA-C has a bulky PTA ligand which creates unfavorable steric inter-
actions with the DNA, computational results show that RAED-C–DNA binding
has a lower transition state and adduct energy. These studies suggest that the
two compounds are electronically very similar and that the uniqueness arises in
structural features. These results were mirrored by NCP crystal structures with
Ru adducts from RAED-C binding at similar binding sites on DNA to those of
cisplatin. However, RAED only forms monofunctional adducts which results in
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a subtler distortion of the DNA. SEC–ICP-MS showed that ~71 % of RAED-C is
bound to DNA while ~85 % of RAPTA-C reacts with the histone core [200, 201].

4.2. At the Interface of Proteins: Disrupting Protein–Protein

Interactions

There is considerable interest in the use of organometallic compounds containing
transition metals as scaffolds for the design of potent inhibitors of pharmacologi-
cally-important molecular targets. In particular, Ir compounds are valued for
their tunable chemical and biological reactivity and the Ir(III) metal center pro-
vides kinetic inertness. Leung, Ma et al. [203] investigated the use of Ir complex-
es for the inhibition of protein–protein interactions to trigger apoptosis. An Ir
complex was developed as a selective Jumonji domain-containing protein 2
(JMJD2) inhibitor over other JMJDs, affecting histone methylation levels in
A549 cells [203]. It was shown to decrease the JMJD2D�H3K9me3 interaction
in A549 cells and increased levels of apoptosis protein markers were detected in
A549 cells.

Inactivation of the p53 transcription factor has been associated with tumori-
genesis [204]. Human double minute 2 protein (hDM2) binds to and regulates
p53 which causes proteasomal p53 degradation [205]. Novel organoiridium(III)
complexes were found to block the interaction of p53/hDM2 in an in vitro assay
(Figure 13) [206]. The Ir complex exhibited anti-proliferative activity and in-
duced apoptosis in cancer cells at low μM concentrations.

Similarly, chalcoplatin consists of a p53 activator coordinated to a Pt(IV) cen-
ter [207]. The ligand used was a chalcone that is known to disrupt the p53–
mDM2 interaction through binding to the p53 binding site of mDM2. In this
approach cells were aimed to be sensitized for cisplatin through the activation
of p53, and cisplatin would be delivered as the reduction product of the prodrug
chalcoplatin. Indeed, the compound showed greater levels of cytotoxicity com-

Figure 13. Chemical structure of an organoiridium compound which inhibits the inter-
action of p53/hDM2 in A375 cells. Adapted from [206], published under a Creative
Commons 3.0 license by Impact Journals.
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pared to cisplatin in p53 wild-type cells but not in p53 null cells, and was in
general equally or more active than co-administered cisplatin and chalcone.
These similar levels of inhibition in the p53 null cell lines highlighted the dual
targeting ability of these complexes, while it also forms cytotoxic Pt–DNA ad-
ducts.

5. MODERN BIOANALYTICAL METHODS

With the emergence of protein-targeted anticancer agents, the number of analyti-
cal methods used to characterize their modes of action has significantly increased
[8, 208–210]. While DNA functionalization can be straightforwardly quantified
by element-specific methods after isolation of DNA from cells, protein binding
and, in particular, the characterization of the binding site is more challenging.
This often requires the combination of more than one method and careful sam-
ple preparation to avoid any shifts in equilibria (Figure 14).

Many of the early investigations into the protein binding of metallodrugs were
conducted with blood serum proteins, in particular HSA and Tf (compare Sec-
tion 2). The methods used were relatively simple separation methods, often SEC
and capillary electrophoresis. With the advent of more advanced analytical tech-
niques, their hyphenation to mass spectrometers has emerged as a powerful and
sensitive method of analysis for metal drugs. The advances especially in MS
technology have enabled access to the study of various ‘-omics’ that previously
have been too complex to study [14, 211]. Moreover, due to the presence of

Figure 14. From inter-tissue distribution to the structural characterization of metallo-
drug–biomolecule adducts. Parts of the figure were adapted from [209] with permission
from The Royal Society of Chemistry. The LA-ICP-MS picture was adapted from [218]
with permission; copyright 2011 American Chemical Society. The other parts of the figure
were constructed from original data.
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metals in the structures of the developed drugs, element-specific methods can be
used which are very specific and often very sensitive.

One of the most frequently used element-specific methods is ICP-MS, which
is based on the atomization and ionization of elements and especially well-suited
for the analysis of non-endogenic transition metal ions in biological samples,
such as the ones often used in metallodrug research [212]. Importantly ICP-MS
can also be hyphenated to laser ablation (LA), which gives access to spatial
elemental distribution maps at around 5 μm resolution. Bioimaging techniques
allow for the visualization of metal-based drug distribution within organs, tissue,
and cells. In order to get more detailed results, especially for cell organelle distri-
butions, nanoSIMS (nano-scale secondary ion-MS) is the method of choice [212].
This allows delineating the area of accumulation in the cell and can be comple-
mented by other imaging methodologies such as lower resolution but molecular
information-providing MALDI-MS, or X-ray fluorescence microscopy [212].

In the last decade proteomic methods have been introduced into the field using
methods such as gel electrophoresis for the separation of an entire cell’s prote-
ome to the blood serum proteins, which can then be analyzed with LA-ICP-MS
for metal distribution [213–215]. Even offline comparison of the relative protein
expression levels of treated and untreated cells [211] will give a first indication
of potential drug targets and their downstream effects. The introduction of pro-
teomics methods has advanced the field from isolated target interaction studies
using for example NMR, MS or X-ray diffraction methods. While such experi-
ments with well-chosen biological targets still add significant value to drug devel-
opment in terms of identification of likely reaction products, stoichiometry, and
adduct types, moving closer to a real-life situation is advantageous. This has
clearly been achieved by employing proteomics approaches such as multidimen-
sional protein identification technology (MudPIT) [211, 216, 217] or drug pull-
downs [14, 219] to identify the targets and/or binding sites of metal fragments to
proteins.

These methods provide the basic information to understand the protein bind-
ing pattern of metallodrugs and therewith the development of the next genera-
tion of compounds with improved biological activity and more selective antican-
cer action.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

For a long time the design paradigm for metal-based anticancer agents was in-
spired by the DNA binding ability of Pt drugs and, therewith, structures resem-
bling the cis configured Pt(II) complexes dominated. However, in the last 20
years the design concept has very much shifted to the consideration of protein
targets. The use of protein carriers for simple Ru(III), Ga(III), and Ti(IV) com-
pounds, which reached clinical trials, gave an early indication that protein bind-
ing of metallodrugs may be beneficial in their modes of action. Unlike for organ-
ic drugs, the loading of metallodrugs onto serum proteins is not necessarily
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disadvantageous, as both Tf and HSA, which have been most often studied for
this purpose, may improve the accumulation of the cytotoxin in the tumor. Now-
adays, this is often used by designing compounds that may bind to serum proteins
covalently, non-covalently or through a flexible, often cleavable linker.

While serum protein binding may be advantageous for the transport of the
drug, their modification is unlikely to contribute a cytotoxic effect. To achieve
protein targeting and interfere with the biological function of the protein, a wide
variety of compounds have been designed. The most common design principle
used is the coordination of bioactive ligands (or derivatives) to a metal center
aiming for a synergistic effect in so-called multitargeted compounds. Original
contributions also include a combination with activation mechanisms, as in the
case of Pt(IV) or Co(III) complexes which may undergo reduction in cancer
cells. The reported Pt(IV) complexes often release cisplatin or analogues and an
enzyme inhibitor that, for example, may knock out the cell’s defense mechanism,
allowing the Pt complex to be more effective.

The reported design concepts were accompanied by the development of new
analytical methods while biological assays were used to validate the hypothesis.
For a long time the field was dominated by the use of relatively simple separation
methods, in the best case combined with mass spectrometric detection. More
recently more advanced proteomic methods have been developed and adapted
for the special needs of metal compounds and their specific chemical properties.
The studies are often combined with experiments to elucidate the distribution
of compounds, either in entire test animals or down to the spatial distribution in
cells. All these efforts improve the understanding of the behavior of the devel-
oped metallodrugs and eventually will support their development to clinical
trials.
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ABBREVIATIONS

AAS atomic absorption spectroscopy
AES atomic emission spectroscopy
ASS acetyl salicylic acid
ATP adenosine 5#-triphosphate
CatB cathepsin B
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CBDA bidentate cyclobutane-1,1-dicarboxylic acid
CD circular dichroism
cDDP cisplatin
CDK cyclin-dependent kinase
CE capillary electrophoresis
COX cyclooxygenases
Cp cyclopentadienyl
cym η6-p-cymene
EA ethacrynic acid
EGFR epidermal growth factor receptor
EPR enhanced permeability and retention
ER estrogen receptor
FDA Food and Drug Administration
GLUT glucose transporters
GSK-3 glycogen synthase kinase 3
GST glutathione S-transferase
HDAC histone deacetylase
HDACi histone deacetylase inhibitor
hDM human double minute
HSA human serum albumin
IC50 50 % inhibitory concentration
ICP inductively coupled plasma
KP1019/NKP-1339 indazolium/sodium trans-[tetrachloridobis(1H-indazole)

ruthenate(III)]
KP46 [tris(8-oxyquinolinato)gallium(III)]
LA laser ablation
MALDI matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization
MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell line
mDM murine double minute
MMP matrix metalloproteinase
MRP1 multidrug resistance protein 1
MS mass spectrometry
MudPIT multidimensional protein identification technology
Na/K-ATPase sodium-potassium adenosine triphosphatase
NAMI-A new antitumor metastasis inhibitor [H2imidazole][trans-

RuCl4(dimethyl sulfoxide)(imidazole)]
nanoSIMS nanoscale secondary ion mass spectrometry
NCP nucleosome core particle
NER nucleotide excision repair
NHC N-heterocyclic carbene
NMR nuclear magnetic resonance
NSAID non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug
PEPT peptide transporter
Pgp P-glycoprotein 1
PTA 1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphatricyclo[3.3.1.1]decane
RAED [Ru(arene)(1,2-ethylenediamine)Cl]C
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RAPTA [Ru(arene)(1,3,5-triaza-7-
phosphatricyclo[3.3.1.1]decane)Cl2]

rHSA recombinant human serum albumin
RNR ribonucleotide reductase
ROS reactive oxygen species
SAHA suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (vorinostat)
SEC size exclusion chromatography
SWCNT single-walled carbon nanotubes
Tf transferrin
TrxR thioredoxin reductase
XANES X-ray absorption near edge structure
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Abstract: As the carrier of the inheritable information in cells, DNA has been the target of
metal complexes for over 40 years. In this chapter, the focus will be on non-covalent recogni-
tion of the highly structured DNA surface by substitutionally inert metal complexes capable
of either sliding in between the normal base pairs as metallointercalators or flipping out ther-
modynamically destabilized mispaired nucleobases as metalloinsertors. While most of the com-
pounds discussed are based on ruthenium(II) and rhodium(III) due to their stable octahedral
coordination environment and low-spin 4d6 electronic configuration, most recent develop-
ments of alternative metal complexes, based on both transition metals and main group el-
ements, will also be highlighted. A particular focus of the coverage is on structural data from
X-ray structure analysis, which now provides details of the interaction at unprecedented details
and will enable development of novel DNA binding probes for fundamental studies as well
as new anticancer drug candidates.

Keywords: DNA · metallointercalators · metalloinsertors · mismatches · rhodium · ruthenium

1. INTRODUCTION

DNA as the central carrier of information in living systems has been targeted
by metal complexes for more than four decades. In addition to covalent binding
to the backbone phosphate groups and, in particular, exposed nitrogen atoms of
the nucleobases, the study of non-covalent interactions with the highly structured
DNA surface has emerged as a very important line of research. This is motivated
both by the search for fundamental tools to probe DNA structure and dynamics,
but also for the development of novel chemotherapeutic approaches in antican-
cer treatment.

Requirements are a substitutionally inert metal center to obtain compounds
stable under physiological conditions, and a proper design of the outer ligand
periphery for selective interaction with the functional groups exposed on the
DNA surface, by a combination of sterics-based shape recognition and weak
non-covalent interactions. Two different major binding modes have emerged in
recent years.

On one hand, metallointercalators incorporate ligands with an extended aro-
matic surface area able to gain access to the DNA base stack by sliding in be-
tween the nucleobase pairs without further disturbance of the overall π-stack,
but with distortion of the sugar-phosphate backbone and regular helical struc-
ture. Further binding specificity of these “extra base pairs” can be achieved by
variation of the coligand periphery.

On the other hand, metalloinsertors flip out a thermodynamically destabilized
base pair, for example at mismatched sites not involving the canonical Watson-
Crick pairs, and then insert an extended aromatic ligand instead of the mispaired
nucleobases.

After a short recapitulation of the basic features of the DNA double helix and
its organization into chromatin as well as common analytical methods to investi-
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gate metal complex binding to DNA, this chapter will focus on recent structural
data, mostly from X-ray structure analysis that has become available during the
last couple of years, which showcases the wide variety of metal complex binding to
both matched and mismatched oligonucleotides, and will also highlight the latest
developments in multifunctional metallointercalators and metalloinsertors, with a
particular focus on reports where bioactivity data has also become available. The
literature survey is mostly restricted to new results published within the last five
years, with publications covered from approximately 2012 until early 2017.

2. THE BASICS: NUCLEIC ACID STRUCTURE

AND ENZYMATIC PROCESSING

2.1. Bases, Nucleosides, Nucleotides, and Nucleic Acids

The DNA double helix is one of the most iconic structures in science and the
carrier of inheritable information of all organisms, with the exception of retro-
and riboviruses, which utilize RNA instead. Although composed of only four
basic building blocks, it exhibits a diverse range of structural features which can
be specifically recognized by metal complexes in a variety of binding modes.

The central repeat unit of the DNA backbone is the nucleotide, which is com-
posed of the cyclic furanoside sugar β-D-2#-deoxyribose, which is phosphorylated
in the 5#-position and functionalized at C1# via a β-glycosidic C-N bond to either
a purine or pyrimidine heterocycle [1]. In contrast, the term nucleoside refers to
the non-phosphorylated combination of deoxyribose sugar and nucleobase, while
the free bases have a hydrogen atom in position 9 for the purines or position 1
for the pyrimidines, respectively (Figure 1).

The phosphate group in nucleotides undergoes a facile monodeprotonation
already at a low pH, although the pKa value is not easily accessible, but for the
second hydroxy group, a pKa of 6.6–6.7 was determined for all nucleotides, which
thus exist in the monoanionic form under physiological conditions [1].

With regard to the atomic labeling scheme, a prime symbol indicates positions
in the ribose moiety while nucleobase atom indicators are non-primed. The free
bases are usually indicated by three-letter codes Ade, Gua, Cyt, and Thy while
nucleotides are refered to by capital one-letter codes A, G, C, and T, with a
preceeding letter “d” to indicate the deoxyribose form. In RNA, thymine is
replaced by uracil with letter codes Ura and U for the nucleobase and nucleotide,
respectively (Figure 1).

The nucleotides are linked by 3#,5#-phosphodiester bonds to form oligonucleot-
ides. The base sequence is written from left to right with single-letter codes
refering to a 5#-to-3# chain direction while graphical representations are either
from top to bottom or left to right in the same 5#-to-3# arrangement. Phosphate
groups are indicated with a letter “p” but this is often omitted for convenience.
A homopolymer composed of deoxyadenylate repeat units is abbreviated as
poly(dA) while heteropolymers with a well-defined alternating structure, for ex-
ample of deoxyadenylate and deoxythymidylate, are indicated as poly(dA-dT).
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Figure 1. Structure and atomic labeling scheme for the deoxyribose sugar, the four DNA
nucleobases, and the adenine-based nucleoside and nucleotide.

If there is a random distribution of the building blocks over the chain, this is
instead indicated by a comma as in poly(dA,dT).

While the aromatic nucleobases are planar, this is not the case with the (de-
oxy)ribose sugar and the sugar-phosphate backbone. Torsion angles along the
sequence of atoms P / O(5#) / C(5#) / C(4#) and so on are indicated in
alphabetic order by greek symbols α, β, γ, ... The torsion angles in the sugar are
given as ν0 to ν4 and the orientation of the base relative to the sugar by �. The
five-membered furanose ring assumes either an “envelope” (E) form with four
atoms in plane and the fifth out of plane, or a “twist” (T) form with two atoms
displaced in opposite directions relative to a plane defined by the other three
atoms [1]. Furthermore, the nucleobase can either be oriented in a way that the
larger part of the heterocycle (the six-membered ring in the purines or the O(2)
in the pyrimidines) points away from the sugar or overlaps with its five-mem-
bered ring. The former orientation is called anti while the latter is labeled as syn.
Finally, different orientations of O(5#) due to rotation along the C(4#)-C(5#) bond
can give rise to additional conformational flexibility.
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2.2. Standard and Non-Standard DNA Structures

Due to the complementary hydrogen-bonding ability of the A and T as well as
G and C nucleotides, these form purine-pyrimidine base pairs held together by
A(N6):T(O4) and T(N3):A(N1) interactions in the former and G(N1):C(N3),
G(N2):C(O2), and C(N4):G(O6) bonds in the latter case if properly oriented
relative to each other. In this notation, the donor atom is given first followed by
the acceptor atom. Usually, two different complementary oligonucleotides form
a dimeric structure, but “self-interaction” is also possible in so-called hairpins if
there are matching sequences on a single oligonucleotide. However, this treat-
ment will be restricted to oligonucleotide duplexes.

These are composed of a core of hydrogen-bonded nucleobase pairs which are
stacked on top of each other while two antiparallel strands of the sugar-phos-
phate backbone with a 5#/3# and 3#/5# alignment run along the outer rim of
the base stack. Several different parameters characterize the relative orientation
of the nucleobase pairs and the alignment of the backbone. The pitch of the
helix is the distance along the backbone to complete one turn, while the pitch
height is the number of nucleotides in one turn, and the unit height defines the
translation along the helix axis per base pair. Finally, the unit twist is the angle
between one nucleotide and either of its nearest neighbors. Although the dis-
tance between the two sugar C(1#) atoms of a hydrogen-bonded nucleobase pair
is about the same for the A:T and G:C base pairs, these are usually not centered
along the axis of the helix, but displaced outwards, and additionally tilted from
an orientation exactly perpendicular to the helix axis. A small propeller twist is
also possible in paired nucleobases, with a perfect coplanar arrangement not a
strict requirement [1].

Figure 2. Crystal structures of A-, B-, and Z-DNA (from left to right) with the sugar-
phosphate backbone shown as grey spheres and the nucleobases as sticks (carbon grey,
nitrogen: blue, oxygen: red). All solvent water molecules as well as counterions have been
removed for clarity and hydrogen atoms are not shown. The two grooves are labelled
accordingly. The figure was prepared with Yasara and PovRay from the PDB entries
1ZF8, 1ZF0, and 3P4J, respectively [2, 3].
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Different structural types of DNA have been characterized over the last de-
cades, most of them by single crystal X-ray diffraction. The standard form as-
sumed by native DNA is a right-handed helix called B-DNA with a pitch of
33.8 Å and 10 nucleobase pairs per full turn, and thus an axial rise per residue
of 3.38 Å (Figure 2B). However, depending on the sequence context, variation
of the salt concentration in the crystallization buffer, and the nature of the cat-
ions present, other structures such as A- and Z-DNA are also observed (Fig-
ure 2ACC) [1–3].

2.3. Major and Minor Groove

Due to the abovementioned deviation of the base pairs from the central helix
axis, the outer envelope of the double helix is not a smooth cylinder, but exhibits
two indentations of different depth and width called grooves (Figure 2B). The
metrical parameters of these grooves as well as the nucleobase functional groups
exposed at their bottom are key recognition elements which can be used to guide
metal complexes to particular sites in an oligonucleotide duplex.

The minor groove is defined by the O(2) atoms of the pyrimidine bases and
the N(3) centers of the purines, while the major groove is lined by N(6) and
O(4) from the A:T base pair as well as O(6) and N(4) of the G:C nucleobases
(Figure 3). At 11.7 vs. 5.7 Å, the major groove in B-DNA is about twice as wide
as the minor one while the depth shows only a slight variation, with 7.5 Å for
the minor and 8.5 Å for the major groove [1]. Interestingly, in the alternative A-
DNA form (Figure 2A), the “minor” groove at 11.0 Å is wider than the “major”
one with 2.7 Å and there are also much more pronounced differences in the
depth, at 2.8 Å vs. 13.5 Å for minor and major groove, respectively.

Figure 3. Structures of the A:T and G:C nucleobase pairs with hydrogen bonds indicated
as dashed lines and functional groups exposed in the major and minor groove highlighted
by yellow circles.
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2.4. Chromatin Structure

While the primary building blocks and structure of the DNA double helix is the
same for all branches of life, the localization and organization of the genome is
different for prokaryotic vs. eukaryotic organisms. Prokaryotes only contain a
single set of DNA, usually packed in a circular, double-stranded structure called
nucleoid. Since there is only one copy of each gene, these organisms are haploid.
Their chromosomal DNA is sometimes supplemented by additional circular pie-
ces of DNA called plasmids, which can also be transferred between cells.

In contrast, the DNA of eukaryotes is localized in a special membrane-en-
closed compartment, the nucleus, and consists of several linear pieces of double-
stranded DNA. Furthermore, eukaryotes are typically diploid, and thus contain
two copies of each gene on a pair of chromosomes, 46 of them in the case of
humans. Importantly, the eukaryotic DNA is normally tightly packed around a
class of basic proteins called histones, with five sub-types H1, H2A, H2B, H3, and
H4 identified [4]. A high content of lysine or arginine is present in all histones
for charge compensation of the negatively charged sugar-phosphate backbone of
the DNA. About 147 base pairs are wrapped around a heterooctamer of two
copies each of H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 called the nucleosome, while the linker
histone H1 stabilizes DNA between the nucleosome particles.

2.5. Enzymatic DNA Processing and Modification of Chromatin

Histones are post-translationally modified by acetylation, methylation, phos-
phorylation, poly-ADP-ribosylation, and, in the case of H2A and H2B, ubiquity-
lation, among others [4–7]. The attachment and removal of these covalent modi-
fiers has important implications in the control of replication and transcription.
Methylation occurs at the ε-amino groups of particular lysines and arginines in
H3 and H4. In contrast, acetylation can be assigned to two different types of
modification. While that of the amino group in N-terminal serine residues in H1,
H2A, and H4 is also irreversible, some of the lysine ε-amino functionalities in
H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 can be acetylated in a reversible fashion. Histone phos-
phorylation, on the other hand, takes place at specific serine and threonine hy-
droxy groups in histone H1, is reversible, and coupled to certain events in the
cell cycle. Finally, ubiquitylation takes place at Lys119 of histone H2a via a gly-
cine dipeptide [8].

Importantly, these covalent histone modifications are a major contributor to
the regulation of accessibility and function of eukaryotic DNA since the “histone
code” can be read by several enzymes [8]. In particular, the interplay of histone
acetyltransferases (HATs) and histone deacetylases (HDACs) in the transfer of
an acetyl group to and from the ε-amino groups of lysine side chains is implicated
in transcriptional control. Changes in histone modification are associated with
genomic instability, chromosome segregation defects, and cancer. Consequently,
a number of metal complexes have been designed and explored as HDAC inhibi-
tors [9–11].
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3. ANALYTICAL METHODS TO STUDY METAL

COMPLEX-DNA INTERACTIONS

3.1. Optical Spectroscopy

The most straightforward methods to investigate metal complex-DNA interac-
tions commonly available in a chemical or biological laboratory, are based on
optical spectroscopy, and involve the measurement of changes in the optical
absorption or emission profile of metal complexes in the presence and absence
of duplex DNA, usually either short synthetic oligonucleotides or isolates of
genomic DNA with a random sequence, such as calf-thymus DNA (CT DNA).
Many metal complexes show intense absorption bands in the UV/Vis spectral
range, usually due to charge transfer transitions involving π-orbitals of extended
(hetero)aromatic ligands. When these interact with the π-stack of the nucleobase
pairs, electronic coupling results in an increase of delocalization. The associated
decrease of the HOMO-LUMO gap results in a red (bathochromic) shift of the
metal-associated absorption bands in the DNA-bound state compared to the
free complex in solution. Although less easy to rationalize, this is often also
accompanied with an overall decrease of the band intensity (hypochromic ef-
fect). In particular, a plot of hypochromicity vs. the DNA-to-metal complex con-
centration ratio should show a saturation behavior upon addition of increasing
amounts of DNA. From a fit to this plot, the intrinsic DNA binding constant KB

can be determined [12, 13]. However, it is vital to note that this method only
provides information on the strength of the association of the metal complex with
the DNA, but not on the binding mode. Thus, from such “DNA titrations”, it is
not possible to distinguish binding in the major or minor groove from intercala-
tion or insertion. Or, to put it another way, while a DNA intercalator is expected
to show a bathochromic and hypochromic effect in the presence of a duplex
oligonucleotide, not all compounds showing this effect are necessarily intercala-
tors [14].

Alternatively, changes in the emission quantum yield and/or excited state life-
time can be utilized to determine the binding constant by fluorescence spectro-
scopy. While many metal complexes are non-emissive in aqueous solution, with
quenching usually assigned to hydrogen bonding of water to heteroatom sites, a
tight association of such compounds with the DNA double helix can give rise to
an increase in emission, if part of the complex is shielded from interactions with
water due to the local hydrophobic environment in the DNA base stack.

Furthermore, if the compound of interest is non-emissive even under these
conditions, the so-called ethidium bromide (EtBr) displacement assay can be
utilized, in which the organic phenanthridine dye EtBr is expelled from the DNA
double helix by a metal complex with a higher binding constant, which results
in quenching of the emission of the EtBr released. However, even though EtBr
is well-established to bind in an intercalative fashion, the molecule which displaces
it does not necessarily have to be an intercalator itself, since the only requirement
is that it binds to DNA more tightly than EtBr. Thus, this assay also provides
information only on the strength of the interaction, but not on the binding mode.
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Finally, CD spectroscopy is sensitive to conformational changes of the chiral
right-handed double helix of B-DNA, as induced, for example, by metal complex
binding. Its typical spectroscopic signature shows a negative band at 245 nm due
to the helicity of the DNA duplex and a positive one at 275 nm due to base
stacking [15]. In addition, induced CD signals can be detected in the spectral
range of MLCT bands, if a metal complex probe is tightly associated with the
DNA and thus exposed to its local chiral environment [16]. Interestingly, enanti-
omer separation of DNA-binding metal complexes has also been achieved by
HPLC using chiral stationary phases [17].

3.2. Viscosity Measurements

For an unambiguous demonstration of an intercalative binding mode, methods
are required which are sensitive to the contour length of the DNA, since metal-
lointercalators act like “additional base pairs” and their binding results in a sig-
nificant stiffening and increase of the contour length of the DNA. In contrast,
groove binders usually allow the DNA to “coil up” around the molecule and
thus decrease the hydrodynamic radius. If this effect is sufficiently pronounced,
it can be determined by the measurement of the viscosity of DNA duplex solu-
tions in the presence and absence of a metal complex [18]. Metallointercalators
will lead to increased viscosity, although often less pronounced than the effect
observed for ethidium bromide, which should always be included in any study
as a positive control, while groove binding results in a decrease of the viscosity.

3.3. Other Methods

An insight in the energetics of the DNA binding of metal complexes is provided
by thermal melting studies of duplex DNA in the absence and presence of probe
molecules as well as isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) [19, 20]. Covalent
modifications and DNA strand breaks are revealed by gel electrophoresis, which
can also be used for footprinting experiments to detect metal complex or protein
binding sites. Higher levels of DNA organisation such as metal complex-induced
aggregation is visualized for example by atomic force microscopy (AFM) [21],
or, utilizing the high electron density of transition metal centers, by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) [22].

Finally, detailed structural insights in the interaction of metal complexes at
atomic resolution are provided by NMR or single crystal X-ray structure analysis.
In recent years, also some high-level theoretical studies have be utilized to inves-
tigate DNA binding of metal-based probes in the absence of structural informa-
tion [23–25].
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4. METALLOINTERCALATORS

4.1. Ruthenium Polypyridyl Complexes

More than 50 years ago, it was recognized that planar aromatic molecules such
as 9-aminoacridine or ethidium bromide bind to duplex DNA by intercalation.
This binding mode is characterized by the intercalating molecule sliding in be-
tween the nucleobase pairs without further disturbance of the overall π-stack
but distortion of the sugar-phosphate backbone and regular helical structure [1].
Two stages of the binding process can be distinguished, an initial fast diffusion-
controlled interaction with the outer parts of the double helix, followed by a
slower access to the DNA base stack.

Possibly inspired by some structural similarity between the acridine dyes and
square-planar platinum complexes such as [PtCl(terpy)]C, in 1974, Lippard re-
ported on the binding of [Pt(SCH2CH2OH)(terpy)]C, with chloride replaced by
the more tightly coordinated 2-hydroxyethanethiolate ligand, to calf thymus
DNA [26]. A binding constant of K = 1.2 ! 106 M–1 was determined by UV/Vis
titration and the specific viscosity was found to increase with increasing amounts
of metal complex added to the CT DNA. In this publication, the term “metal-
lointercalation” was introduced to the literature for the first time [26].

While such planar metal complexes exhibit a rather high affinity for duplex
DNA, an enantioselective recognition of the chiral DNA duplex is not possible
due to the presence of a plane of symmetry. However, in 1982, Barton reported
on the intercalative binding of [Zn(phen)3]2C to circular pM2 DNA and found
an optical enrichment of one of the two enantiomers upon dialysis of CT DNA
against a racemic mixture of [Zn(phen)3]2C [27]. Although zinc(II) complexes
are not inert against ligand dissociation, a half-live for racemization of 10 d
at 4 °C was determined for [Zn(phen)3]2C. Consequently, the focus shifted to
substitutionally more stable [Ru(phen)3]2C, which was obtained in enantiomeri-
cally pure Δ- and Λ-form by repeated diastereomeric recrystallization in the
presence of antimony D-tartrate. Interestingly, a chiral discrimination was also
observed in the DNA binding affinity [28, 29]. With a right-handed propeller-
like structure, Δ-[Ru(phen)3]2C was found to exhibit a stronger binding to the
right-handed B-DNA helix than the corresponding Λ-enantiomer, in which the
two non-intercalating phenanthroline ligands clash with the phosphate backbone.
Indeed, NMR experiments later demonstrated a minor groove binding of the
compound, although the intercalative interaction was questioned [30]. Since
then, several thousand publications have appeared on the interaction of rutheni-
um polypyridyl complexes with DNA and their potential biological activity. The
most notable of these is possibly the discovery of [Ru(bpy)2(dppz)]2C as a fluo-
rescent switch-on intercalative probe for duplex DNA [31, 32] (Figure 4).

While the complex itself is not luminescent in aqueous solution at 10 µM in
the absence of DNA, the addition of 100 μM poly[d(GC)·d(GC)] resulted in an
enhancement of the emission by a factor of about 10000 for both B- and Z-form
DNA, while only a much weaker emission was observed for a related A-form
duplex [31]. Detailed spectroscopic studies, for example with time-resolved infra-
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Figure 4. Structures of prototypical DNA metallointercalators [PtX(terpy)]C,
[Ru(bpy)3]2C, and [Ru(bpy)2(dppz)]2C.

red spectroscopy (TRIR), on this as well as closely related compounds have since
then helped to identifiy the relevant emissive “bright” and non-emissive “dark”
states [33] and the differences between the Δ- and Λ-isomers in the chiral environ-
ment of the DNA double helix [34, 35]. The influence of ionic strength, tempera-
ture, and DNA sequence and conformational context has also been studied [36].
More recently, even in cellulo studies have been carried out in HepG2 cells with
localized pump-probe spectroscopy and demonstrated that [Ru(bpy)2(dppz)]2C

also intercalates to nuclear DNA in living cells [37]. Additional insight in the
nature of the dark and emissive states also came from TDDFT calculations [38].

Due to the immense number of reports in the field, the following section will
mostly be focused on compounds for which the DNA binding mode has been
established at atomic resolution using X-ray structure analysis, which show par-
ticularly promising or unusual biological activity, or exhibit unusual structural
motifs that have emerged only during the last 5 to 6 years. For the reminder of
the work, the reader is directed at excellent recent reviews for example by Bar-
ton et al. [39–42], Thomas et al. [43, 44], Liu and Sadler [45], Aldrich-Wright et
al. [46], Chao et al. [32], and Cardin et al. [47].

Although NMR spectroscopy has regularly been applied to investigate the bind-
ing mode of metal complexes to duplex DNA [30, 48–50], a distinct analysis of all
interactions usually requires structural data from X-ray crystallography. This is a
formidable task since the formation of suitable crystals depends to a large degree
on the use of a proper oligonucleotide sequence and usually requires a lot of
screening of different conditions and additives. Thus, while the structure of a rho-
dium complex bound to a short synthetic duplex DNA was already reported in
2000 (see Section 4.3) [51], it took another decade until Cardin and coworkers in
2011 finally reported on the structure determination of an intercalating rutheni-
um(II) dipyridophenazine (dppz) complex bound to a 10mer duplex DNA at
1.1 Ångström resolution [52]. Instead of the bpy and phen coligands otherwise
often utilized in metallintercalators, the title compound of this study,
[Ru(tap)2(dppz)]2C, incorporates electron-deficient 1,4,5,8-tetraazaphenanthrene
(tap) coligands to increase the oxidation potential of the excited state to facilitate
direct guanine oxidation and covalent adduct formation with DNA. The oligonu-
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Figure 5. Crystal structure of [Ru(tap)2(dppz)]2C non-covalently bound to
d(TCGGCGCCGA)2 showing the two different binding sites (A) with one tap ligand
semi-intercalated at the G3-G4 step and (B) the dppz ligand intercalated from the minor
groove between G9 and A10, but with the terminal residue A10 flipped out and interact-
ing with another duplex in the crystal lattice. The figure was prepared with Yasara and
PovRay from the PDB entry 3QRN [52].

cleotide chosen was a self-complementary decamer d(TCGGCGCCGA)2 known
to form both standard B-DNA and Holliday junctions and the Λ-enantiomer of
[Ru(tap)2(dppz)]2C was used in the crystallization study [52] (Figure 5).

The structure contained four molecules of [Ru(tap)2(dppz)]2C non-covalently
bound to the oligonucleotide duplex in two different binding modes, in pair-wise
relation due to symmetry. While one binding site incorporated a tap ligand semi-
intercalated at the G3-G4 step (Figure 5A), the second binding site was occupied
by a dppz ligand intercalated from the minor groove between G9 and A10, but
with the terminal residue A10 flipped out and interacting with another duplex
in the crystal lattice (Figure 5B) [52]. Very recently, the effect of photoexcitation
of this system at 400 nm was studied with time-resolved IR spectroscopy on
the picosecond to microsecond timescale on crushed microcrystals of material
previously investigated by X-ray structure analysis [53]. Interestingly, new tran-
sient absorption bands resulting from the electronically excited state as well as
ground state bleaching could clearly be distinguished for the metal complex vs.
nucleobase vibrations. Even in the absence of direct DNA excitation, the C=O
stretches of cytosine and guanine at 1645 and 1680 cm–1, respectively, as well as
the guanine and adenine ring vibrations at 1580 and 1620 cm–1 experienced a
pronounced decrease in intensity already at 20 ps post-excitation, indicative of
changes in the charge distribution in the vicinity [53]. The photophysical proper-
ties of [Ru(tap)2(dppz)]2C bound to short oligonucleotides also showed an enan-
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tiomeric discrimination, in which particularly the Λ-enantiomer was very sensi-
tive to the base sequence context [54]. Interestingly, the degree of hydration was
also found to have a profound influence on the structure of such ruthenium dppz
complex adducts with duplex oligonucleotides [55].

Next to appear in the literature was the crystal structure of the Δ-enantiomer
of the prototypical “ligth-switch” complex [Ru(bpy)2(dppz)]2C bound to a 12mer
oligonucleotide duplex d(CGGAAATTACCG)2 incorporating two AA mismatch-
es. Interestingly, although the Ru dppz moiety is generally assumed to bind in an
intercalative fashion, the structural analysis revealed a mix of metallointercalation
and metalloinsertion binding modes on the same duplex (see Section 5.3) [56].

In contrast, the Λ-enantiomer of the closely related [Ru(phen)2(dppz)]2C was
found to bind to d(CCGGTACCGG)2 from the minor groove [57]. Three molecu-
les of the Ru complex are intercalated, two in symmetry-equivalent positions at
each end of the duplex, and the third one in the center at T5A6 (Figure 6). In
each case, the dppz ligand is positioned deep inside the nucleobase stack in a
prototypical example of a symmetrical perpendicular intercalative mode, with the
ruthenium center displaced from the helix axis by about 5 Å, and the distal part
of the dppz ligand protruding into the opposite major groove. The enantiomeric
specificity of this binding mode was traced back to interactions with the sugar
H(4#) and nucleobase H(2) of the adenosine residue in the center of the duplex,
which are in close contact to one of the phen ligands. No curvature of the duplex
is induced at the intercalation site, but the local base pair experiences a twist of
about 40°. In contrast, in d(CCGGATCCGG)2, in which the position of the central
thymine and adenine nucleobases is reversed, only the two terminal binding sites
are occupied while there is no intercalation at the central A5T6 position [57].

In subsequent work, the effect of substitution in the distal part of the
dppz ligand, in particular the 11-position, was investigated. Crystals of Λ-
[Ru(tap)2(11-Cl-dppz)]2C bound to the d(TCGGCGCCGA)2 already utilized
in the initial work on the dppz parent complex [52] diffracted to 1.0 Å resolu-
tion with only one ruthenium dppz moiety bound to the duplex [58]. Interest-
ingly, the racemic mixture of the metal complex in the form of the chloride salt
was used in the crystallization mixture, but only the Λ-enantiomer was found
to bind. While the overall structure is similar to that reported in [52], the pres-
ence of the chloride substituent on the dppz ligand creates an element of asym-
metry and consequently, there are two different orientations of the ligand in a
66/34 ratio. Again, the intercalation of the dppz ligand is very deep and conse-
quently the chloride atom in the 11-position is exposed in the major groove on
the opposite side of the duplex [58]. The effect of other substituents on the
dppz ligand was also investigated by crystallization of [Ru(tap)2(10-CH3-
dppz)]2C, [Ru(tap)2(11-CH3-dppz)]2C, [Ru(tap)2(10,12-CH3-dppz)]2C, and
[Ru(tap)2(11,12-CH3-dppz)]2C with d(TCGGCGCCGA)2 [59]. With the excep-
tion of the orientation of the methyl group(s), the overall structure of the DNA
adducts was essentially identical to the ones previously reported. Only the Λ-
enantiomer crystallized from the racemic mixture of the metal complexes [52].
In the case of the 10-methyl-dipyridophenazine (10-CH3-dppz) ligand, the sub-
stituent is exclusively positioned in the major groove and oriented towards the
pyrimidine in the intercalation site.
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Figure 6. Crystal structure of [Ru(phen)2(dppz)]2C non-covalently bound to
d(CCGGTACCGG)2 from the minor groove showing the two different binding sites in
symmetry-equivalent positions at each end of the duplex (shown at the bottom) and the
third one in the center at T5A6 (shown at the top). The figure was prepared with Yasara
and PovRay from the PDB entry 3U38 [57].

The 11-substituted isomer, on the other hand, has the methyl group pointing
away from the major groove and towards the purine nucleobase. In the 10,12-
disubstituted complex, only one orientation for the methyl groups is observed,
with the 10-methyl group in the major groove of the pyrimidine side and the 12-
methyl substituent pointing away from the groove on the purine part. This struc-
ture is essentially a superposition of the 10- and 11-monosubstituted complexes
[59]. Interestingly, none of the methyl groups in these three structures protrude
into the major groove opposite to the intercalation site. Only in [Ru(tap)2(11,12-
CH3-dppz)]2C, there is one methyl functionality, that in the 11-position, directed
outward and the other one toward to the purine base.

Further insights in the structural discrimination between the two enantiomers
of [Ru(phen)2(dppz)]2C came from a co-crystallization study of the racemic met-
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al complex with d(ATGCAT)2. Interestingly, no crystals could be obtained upon
incubation of the pure enantiomers with this hexameric duplex, indicating a very
rare case of enantiomeric cooperative binding [60]. In the asymmetric unit, one
molecule each of Δ- and Λ-[Ru(phen)2(dppz)]2C is bound to the oligonucleotide
duplex, with the Δ-enantiomer at T2G3 and the Λ-enantiomer at C4A5. Both
complex units are intercalated from the minor groove and again, the distal part
of the dppz ligand extends into the opposite major groove. However, due to
subtle differences in the orientation, there is no further interaction of this part
of the complex in the Λ-enantiomer, but for the Δ-enantiomer, one of the phena-
zine nitrogen atoms is hydrogen-bonded to an ordered solvent water molecule,
which makes further contact to the carbonyl O atom of the G3 residue [60].
Overall, binding of the Δ-enantiomer was found to be favored due to a shorter
Ru-P distance, which leads to a stronger electrostatic interaction between the
cationic metal complex and the negatively charged sugar-phosphate backbone
and a higher DNA twist angle.

However, the crystal structure of a matched duplex only incorporating the single
enantiomer Δ-[Ru(phen)2(dppz)]2C was obtained using d(TCGGCGCCGA)2

[61]. Two distinct binding modes were observed. In the first one, termed “end-
capping”, the dppz ligand stacks on the C2-G9 base pair while the nucleobases T1

and A10 are flipped out. The other binding mode is characterized by a semi-
intercalation of one of the phenanthroline coligands between the G3G4:C7C8 base
pairs in the minor groove, which induces a significant kink in the duplex to each
side [61]. Thus, the dppz ligand in the Δ-enantiomer of [Ru(phen)2(dppz)]2C is
not able to intercalate into duplex DNA and instead the complex switches to semi-
intercalation of a phen coligand or stacks to a destabilized end of the duplex.

To further probe the influence of the base sequence context on the intercalat-
ive binding mode, very recently, the binding of Λ-[Ru(N^N)2(dppzR,R)]2C with
N^N = bpy, phen, and the dppz ligand either carrying R = H or CH3 in the 11-
and 12-position to d((5BrC)GGC/GCCG) was investigated with X-ray crystal-
lography [62]. At the central 5#-CG-3# position, a canted intercalation was ob-
served from the minor groove in which the long axis of the dppz ligand is dis-
placed relative to the vectors of the base pair hydrogen bonds by 44° on one
and 90° on the other side. Interestingly, no crystals were obtained when using
non-brominated DNA, which again highlights the extreme importance of the
base sequence context on the success (or failure) of crystallization attempts [62].
In contrast, the variation of bpy vs. phen or substitution at the distal part of the
dppz ligand had only a marginal effect on the resulting structures. Overall, how-
ever, the intercalation at the 5#-CG-3# step is more shallow than at the 5#-TA-3#
one, which could also contribute to differences observed in the photophysical
properties of closely related compounds.

While the structures discussed above now give a fairly good picture of the
binding preference of the different enantiomers of mononuclear metallointercal-
ators, very little is known to date about the binding of dinuclear complexes at
atomic resolution. However, recently, a so-called “threading” intercalator
[(phen)2Ru(µ-bidppz)Ru(phen)2]4C with bidppz = 11,11#-bis(dipyrido[3,2-a:2#,3#-
c]phenazinyl) was cocrystallized with d(CGTACG)2 (Figure 7) [63, 64]. The
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Figure 7. Structures of the bis-intercalators [(phen)2Ru(µ-bidppz)Ru(phen)2]4C,
[(bpy)2Ru(µ-tpphz)Ru(bpy)2]4C, and [(bpy)2Ru(µ-bbn)Ru(bpy)2]4C with n = 5, 7, 10, 12,
16.

bidppz ligand extends through the double helix while the two Ru(phen)2 “end
groups” of the dumbbell-shaped molecule are positioned in opposite grooves on
the oligonucleotide and result in a kinetic trapping of the metal complex. This
is reminiscent of small-molecule rotaxanes, in which the DNA duplex takes the
role of the macrocyclic “wheel” (Latin rota) while the metal complex serves as
the axle. Consequently, the dissociation half-life was estimated to be 38 h at
37 °C. However, since the central AT base pair is extruded from the duplex to
accommodate the metal complex, the binding mode is actually more correctly
described as metalloinsertion (see Sections 5.2 and 5.3) and not metallointercala-
tion, but notably takes place at a fully matched site [63]. In addition, for the
metal complex to bind, a transient bubble has to form in the base pair stack to
allow one of the Ru(phen)2 moieties to traverse the duplex.

Interestingly, an NMR study of the binding of the bpy analogue of the above
complex with d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2 did not provide any evidence for interca-
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lation or insertion and this system seems to assume a surface-bound state [65].
Another threading intercalator, [(bpy)2Ru(µ-tpphz)Ru(bpy)2]4C with tpphz =
tetrapyrido[3,2-a:2#,3#-c:3",2"-h:2%,3%-j]phenazine (Figure 7) showed efficient
two-photo absorption and was utilized in phosphorescent lifetime imaging mi-
croscopy (PLIM) of the metal complex distribution in cells, which eliminates
background autofluorescence of biomolecules, since their excited state lifetime
in the pico- to low nanosecond range is lower than that of the metal probes,
which emit on the hundreds of nanoseconds to microsecond timescale [66]. More
flexible linkers have also been utilized in the construction of bisintercalators
(Figure 7), for example by Williams et al. [67] and Keene et al. [68]. The latter
group also reported selective bulge recognition by a much more rigid bisintercal-
ator based on 4,6-bis(2-pyridyl)pyrimidine (dppm) or 2,2#-bipyrimidine (bpym)
bridging two [Ru(phen)2]2C moieties [69–71].

Curiously, upon crystallization of [Ru(bpy)2(dppzCl2)]Cl2, with dppzCl2 = 7,8-
dichloro-dipyrido[3,2-a:2#,3#-c]phenazine, the complex itself in the solid state also
assumes a continuous left-handed double helical arrangement of non-covalently
bound Ru complex building blocks, in which the Ru(bpy)2 groups line the outer
helical backbone while the dppz ligands point towards the center of the helix
[72]. These structures have a stunning similarity to the classical nucleic acid dou-
ble helices, for example, that of DNA.

Since co-crystal structures of metallointercalators with duplex DNA are still
far from routine to obtain, theoretical chemists have also utilized computational
methods to explore the binding of metal complexes to DNA [23, 73]. However,
many of these studies, in particular when not applied by true experts in the
field, are mere docking attempts which are often hampered by improper use of
computational tools that are, for example, not able to handle the presence of the
metal center or deal with the mix of weak interactions that characterize duplex-
metal complex binding. For meaningful results, a mix of force-field molecular
dynamics (MD) and hybrid quantum-classical (QM/MM) MD simulations is usu-
ally required, which are very demanding with respect to computational resources.
For example, Vargiu and Magistrato first optimized the geometries of Δ-
[Ru(bpy)2(dppz)]2C and Δ-[Ru(bpy)2(eilatin)]2C with the CPMD package and
a plane-wave basis set. These were then utilized in classical all-atom MD simula-
tions performed on a 12mer oligonucleotide duplex [24]. The simulation was run
in the presence of explicit water molecules and sodium cations were added for
charge neutrality. The whole system had a size of 15000–25000 atoms, which is a
formidable task.

Finally, equilibrium conformations taken from these MD simulations were taken
as input for higher level QM/MM MD calculations, in which the metal complex
was treated at the QM level while the duplex, water, and cations are modeled with
MM [24]. Environmental effects on the photophysical properties of prototypical
[Ru(bpy)2(dppz)]2C were also investigated using time-dependent DFT [74]. Such
advanced methodology allowed to obtain reliable deintercalation energetics and
showed that the main energetic factor is the disruption of π-π-stacking between
the dppz ligand and the nucleobases flanking the binding site [25].

While Ru dppz complexes have featured prominently among the published met-
allointercalators, other ruthenium(II)-coligand combinations have also been ex-
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Figure 8. Structures of two non-classical ruthenium(II) metallointercalators based on
hpip = 2-(2-hydroxyphenyl)imidazo[4,5-f][1,10]phenanthroline instead of dppz as the in-
tercalating moiety or a mix of tri-, bi-, and monodentate ligands instead of three bidentate
ones.

plored in great detail. For example, there is a wide range of compounds based on
a Ru(bpy)2 moiety with the octahedral coordination sphere of the metal center
completed by derivatives of 1Himidazo[4,5f][1,10]phenanthroline substituted in
the 2-position (Figure 8) [75–77]. More elaborate ligands have also enabled access
to complexes such as [Ru(phen)2(dipytap)]2C with dipytap = 2,3-di-2-pyridinyl-
pyrazino[2,3-f]quinoxaline, which acts as a NIR light switch probe for DNA with
the emission centered between 680–860 nm [78]. Alternative ligand systems in-
clude 2,3-dihydro-1,4-dioxino[2,3-f]-1,10-phenanthroline (dop) or 2,3-dihydro-1,4-
dioxino[2,3-f]-2,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline (dmdop) [79]. Furthermore, a
combination of bi- and monodentate ligands has been used, for example in
[Ru(bpy)2(imid)2]2C, with imid = imidazole or N-methylimidazole [80].

While most DNA metallointercalators are based on a combination of a biden-
tate intercalating ligand and a [Ru(N^N)2]2C “cap", with N^N usually either
2,2-bipyridine (bpy), 1,10-phenanthroline (phen), or a closely related analogue
thereof, sometimes also a combination of a tridentate facial and a monodentate
ligand has been utilized to complete the octahedral coordination sphere of the
ruthenium(II) center. Interestingly, [Ru(tpm)(4amp)(dppz)]2C with tpm =
tris(pyrazolyl)methane and 4amp = 4-aminomethylpyridine, for example,
showed a temperature-dependent variation of the DNA binding mode (Fig-
ure 8). While it is groove-binding at room temperature, it switches to an interca-
lative interaction at 10 °C, and shows the expected light-switch effect [81].

The study of the biological activity of ruthenium(II) polypyridyl complexes dates
back more than 60 years, when Dwyer et al. reported on the enzyme inhibition,
antibacterial activity, and toxicity on mice of [Ru(bpy)3]I2, [Ru(phen)3](ClO4)2,
and [Ru(terpy)2]X2 with X = I, ClO4, along with some cobalt(III), nickel(II),
iron(II), and osmium(II) complexes [82, 83]. In a series of [Ru(bpy)2(N^N)]Cl2
complexes in which the aromatic surface area of the N^N ligand (= bpy, phen,
dpq, dppz, dppn) systematically increased, the cytotoxicity on HT-29 and MCF-7
human cancers cells strongly depended on the nature of the coligand and IC50

values generally decreased with increased size of the ligand [84]. The biological
potency was correlated with increased intracellular ruthenium accumulation, as
determined by graphite furnace atomic absorption spectroscopy (GF-AAS). Inter-
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estingly, however, quasi-continuous monitoring of oxygen consumption, extracel-
lular acidification rate, and changes in cellular morphology and adhesion proper-
ties by a chip-based sensor systems of HT-29 cells exposed to the compounds for
48 h gave indications of large variability in the underlying mechanism of action.
While the dppn complex led to a steady decrease of the standard cell impedance
as a measure of cell adhesion, which did not recover even when supply of the
compound was stopped, the other complexes resulted in much slower and differ-
ent response. This was taken as an indication of a membrane interaction for
[Ru(bpy)2(dppn)]Cl2, in contrast to DNA binding generally assumed as the major
mode of activity for such compounds [84].

Thus, cellular uptake and intracellular localization are important parameters
which determine the biological mode of action of a given compound and there-
fore, extreme caution should be exercized when transferring the results of cell-
free assays to in vitro studies. For example, Glazer and coworkers investigated
the biological activity of [Ru(dpp)3]2C with dpp = 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthro-
line (bathophenanthroline) and [Ru(dppSO3,SO3)3]4–, the latter incorporating the
dpp ligand modified with sulfonate groups in the para-position of the phenyl
groups [85]. While the photophysical properties of the two compounds were
essentially identical, the tetraanionic complex was inactive in the dark on A549
human alveolar adenocarcinoma cells but showed high light-triggered cytotoxici-
ty. The dicationic compound, on the other hand, showed significant toxicity al-
ready in the absence of illumination, which was attributed to the different intra-
cellular distribution. While the dpp parent compound with the positive charge
was taken up by the mitochondria, as demonstrated by flow cytometry and fluo-
rescence microscopy, the anionic complex was also internalized, but remained in
the cytosol [85].

Variation of the functional group in the 11-position of dppz in [Ru(bpy)2-
(dppzR)](PF6)2 also led to distinct differences in biological activity on MRC-5 and
HeLa cells, with IC50 values from low micromolar to essentially inactive [86]. In
addition to such single substituents on the dppz ligand, the effect of annelated
rings has also been explored [87]. A systematic variation of the steric and electro-
static contributions to the DNA binding of [Ru(bpy)2(dppz)]2C by subsequent
addition of carboxylate and ester pendant groups revealed that a decrease of the
electrostatic potential led to better duplex specificity over single-strand interaction
[88]. The overall complex charge can also be modulated by exchange of one 2,2#-
bipyridine ligand to 2-phenylpyridine (ppy). In a series of [Ru(bpy)(ppy)(N^N)]C

complexes with different bidentate coligands, the octanol/water partition coeffi-
cient log P was systematically higher for these compounds relative to their
[Ru(bpy)2(N^N)]2C congeners and the latter also showed significantly lower cyto-
toxic potential (>100 μM) compared to <10 μM for the ppy compounds [89]. A
similar line of investigation was followed by Gaiddon and coworkers, who studied
uptake, intracellular distribution, and biological activity of [Ru(phen)2(ppy)]C,
which also has a reduced charge due to the C^N-chelating 2-phenylpyridine ligand
[90]. Submicromolar IC50 values were determined on human glioblastoma cells, a
particularly aggressive and invasive form of cancer, and uptake investigated with
confocal fluorescence microscopy based on the inherent emission profile of the
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Figure 9. Structures of three ruthenium(II) polypyridyl complexes functionalized with
various bioaffinity groups, including (A) naphthalimide, (B) a poly(arginine) peptide, and
(C) a 4-anilinoquinazoline drug.

metal complexes. Other researchers have also explored related compounds, but
incorporated more bulky coligands [91].

Beyond simple variation of the charge, introduction of functional groups capable
of DNA interactions by themselves to the outer ligand periphery of ruthenium
metallointercalators has also led to very interesting effects. For example, com-
pounds incorporating either one or two 1,8-naphthalimide pendant groups to one
of the bpy ligands of [Ru(bpy)3]2C resulted in pronounced changes in the binding
mode (Figure 9A). While in the mono-functionalized compound, the ruthenium
core was found to be closely associated with the DNA duplex, it is displaced from
the DNA backbone in the bis-functionalized compound in a “negative allosteric
effect”, which also had a significant influence on the photoinduced cleavage of
plasmid DNA and dark/light cytotoxicity on HeLa cells [92]. Other DNA interca-
lating groups, such as anthracenyl, have also been introduced to the periphery of
ruthenium polypyridyl complexes to study the differential binding preference of
the metal complex fragment vs. organic intercalator [93, 94].

Various bio(macro)molecules have also been conjugated to the ruthenium
polypyridyl core structure to control the cellular uptake and intracellular distri-
bution as well as specific targeting of malignant cells. For example, Keyes and
coworkers used a 1,10-phenanthroline ligand modified in the 5-position with a
benzoic acid group or a related 4-substituted 2,2#-bipyridine to couple various
peptide carriers to a [Ru(bpy)2]2C or [Ru(bpy)(dppz)]2C core [95]. The polypep-
tide sequences attached in this way included non-targeted cell-penetrating pep-
tide (CPP) Arg8, the nuclear localizing sequence (NLS), and an endoplasmic
reticulum (ER)-directing 16mer polypeptide also known as penetratin (Fig-
ure 9B). The light-switch capability was retained in [Ru(bpy)(bpyNLS)(dppz)]2C

and while the unconjugated parent complex was unable to cross the plasma
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membrane of living HeLa cells, the penetratin- and Arg8-functionalized com-
plexes showed rapid intracellular accumulation. While the non-specific Arg8

compound was widely distributed in the cytoplasm but not the nucleus, the pene-
tratin conjugate showed selective localization in the ER after an extended period
of incubation, as expected. The NLS-modified dppz complex showed much slow-
er uptake kinetics. At short incubation times (6 h), it was mostly associated with
membrane structures, while after 24 h, it was found to bind to the DNA, presum-
ably via the dppz intercalator [72]. Both chromosomes and ribosomes could be
visualized at high resolution using STED microscopy, with the latter assumed to
be revealed due to Ru dppz binding to RNA mismatches within the ribosome.
Even the phase of cell division could be determined in this way.

In another approach to dual-functional bioactive ruthenium complexes, the
[Ru(bpy)2]2C and [Ru(phen)2]2C moieties were functionalized with 4-anilino-
quinazoline derivatives incorporating an imidazole ligand via a variable-length
alkyl linker (Figure 9C) [96]. These pharmacophores are known to inhibit the
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), a transmembrane glycoprotein in-
volved in cell growth and apopotosis as well as cell differentiation and migration.
As such, EGFR inhibitors are implicated as antitumor agents with reduced cyto-
toxicity. Interestingly, one of the compounds, incorporating two 4-anilinoquinaz-
oline ligands and a long alkyl linker, showed an EGFR inhibitory activity in the
mid-nanomolar range that is comparable to gefitinib, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor
in clinical use against some forms of breast and lung cancer [96]. Low to mid-
micromolar IC50 values were determined on a range of cancer cells lines, al-
though the potency appeared to be more or less independent of EGF stimulation
and was comparable for the metal complexes vs. ligands.

An interesting alternative is the modification of the ligand periphery by
“click” reactions. For example, the group of Rau reported on
[Ru(bpytBu,tBu)2(bpytriazolate,triazolate)]2C, in which the triazolate-functionalized
bpy derivative is accessible by azide-alkyne cycloaddition of aryl and benzyl
azides to bis-alkyne-substituted 2,2#-bipyridine (Figure 10A) [97].

In addition to increased receptivity to growth factors, cancer cells are also
characterized by a high demand for energy. Since glucose is the most important
cellular source of energy, and glucose transporters are often upregulated in ma-
lignant cells, metal-glucose conjugates have actively been explored as novel ex-
perimental anticancer agents. For example, Bonnet and coworkers coordinated a
thioether glucose derivative, either in the D- or L-form, to a [Ru(dppz)(terpy)]2C

moiety via sulfur coordination (Figure 10B) [98]. The assessment of the biologi-
cal activity on A549 and MCF-7 human cancer cells in the absence and presence
of blue light (454 nm) revealed a significant decrease in the IC50 values (and
thus, higher anticancer activity) upon photoactivation, from mid-micromolar in
the dark incubated samples to nanomolar in the illuminated ones. Notably, while
the photocytotoxicity was independent of the choice of the glucose enantiomer,
the dark activity was somewhat higher for the D- vs. the L-form [98].

Finally, to potentiate the biological activity of the ruthenium(II) polypyridyl
moiety, [Ru(terpy)2]2C was decorated in one of the 4#-positions with a N-(pyri-
dylmethyl)-4-aminophenyl moiety which acts as a bidentate chelator for
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Figure 10. Structures of ruthenium(II) polypyridyl complexes (A) prepared by azide-
alkyne cycloaddition formation of triazolate groups in the ligand periphery, (B) a thioglu-
cose-tethered Ru(dppz) metallointercalator for targeting the energy metabolism of cancer
cells, and (C) a dual-functional Ru(II)-Pt(II) anticancer drug candidate.

[PtCl(κS-dmso)]C (Figure 10C) [99]. Compared to the non-platinated ruthenium
complex and [PtCl(κS-dmso)(2-(aminomethyl)pyridine)]C also investigated for
comparison, the IC50 values determined for A2780 human cancer cells were
about one order of magnitude lower for the Ru/Pt heterodimetallic compound,
which was also able to break the resistance against cisplatin in the related
A2780cis cell line, although the potency on the responsive cells was about 10-
fold lower compared to cisplatin (30 vs. 3 μM) [99].

4.2. Ruthenium Arene Complexes

In addition to the common [Ru(bpy)3]2C motif, a range of organometallic ruthe-
nium(II) complexes with an arene capping ligand have also been utilized as
metallointercalating compounds. One of the prototypical compounds is
[RuCl(η6-benzene)(en)]C (Figure 11), which was reported by Sadler and co-
workers in 2002 [100]. Since then, the arene coligand, bidentate chelator, and
monodentate ligand have been extensively varied [45, 101], with particular con-
tributions also from the groups of Dyson, Hartinger, Keppler, and others. In
addition to extended arene ligands to replace the benzene, in particular dppz
“hybrid” complexes have attracted considerable attention, in which the known
intercalating dipyridophenazine ligand is combined with an organometallic ru-
thenium(II) fragment. Some 15 years ago, the group of W. S. Sheldrick reported
on [Ru(acMet)(hmb)(dppz)]2C and related compounds (Figure 11). In addition
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Figure 11. Structures of selected mono- and dinuclear ruthenium(II) arene complexes
investigated for their biological activity and DNA binding affinity.

to detailed DNA binding studies, the interaction with the d(GTCGAC)2 oligonu-
cleotide duplex was studied with NOESY NMR and revealed a possible side-on
intercalation between G1T2/C6A5 [102]. In a subsequent study, the analogous
Cp* rhodium and iridium complexes were also investigated [103]. The work was
then extended to in vitro cell viability studies. In a series of compounds of gener-
al formula [Ru(κS-dmso)(hmb)(N^N)]2C with increasing aromatic surface area
of N^N = dpq, dppz, dppn, again a side-on intercalation to duplex DNA was
determined and the IC50 values on MCF-7 and HT-29 human cancer cells were
found to decrease with increasing ligand size. For the dppn complex, low- to
mid-nanomolar activity was determined, which correlated well with increased
intracellular accumulation [104]. A similar trend was observed in a related series
of Cp*Rh(III) compounds, with the most active compound again exhibiting na-
nomolar IC50 values [105].

A wide variety of other bidentate chelators has also been introduced to the
[Ru(η6-arene)] moiety, often inspired by biomolecules or established pharmaco-
phores. For example, Dyson and coworkers replaced the N^N chelator by avo-
benzone (avb), an oil-soluble UVA filter (Figure 11). This compound, commonly
employed in the formulation of sunscreens and cosmetics, incorporates a pro-
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pane-1,3-dione moiety akin to acetylacetone (acac) and acts as an O^O chelator
[106]. In biological screens, mid- to low micromolar IC50 values and breaking of
cisplatin resistance were observed. The same group also applied the naphthalim-
ide tagging described above for the classical ruthenium metallointercalators to a
[RuCl2(η6-arene)(pta)] compound, in which the pendant organic intercalator
was attached to the arene via an alkyl linker of variable length, which resulted
in a significant increase in activity relative to the parent complex [107].

A wide range of other X^Y chelating groups in particular with X,Y = C, N,
and O has also been introduced to the ruthenium(II) arene core [108], with far
too many compounds to be comprehensively discussed here [109–112]. However,
other heteroelements have been much less explored in this context to date. Only
very recently, for example, Walton and coworkers reported on a series of 25
pyridylphosphinate complexes of the general structure [MX(arene)(N^O)] with
M = Ru, Rh, Ir, Os, arene = para-cymene, benzene, and pentamethylcyclopenta-
diene, and X = Cl, I (Figure 11) [113]. While the ruthenium(II) chlorido complex-
es were inactive, some of the Cp*Ir(III) compounds exhibited mid-micromolar
IC50 values on the lung carcinoma H460 cell line. The nature of the anionic
ligand (chlorido vs. iodido) turned out to be important, with the latter com-
pounds more active than the former ones, while the effect of iridium replacement
by rhodium was negligible [113].

Although usually restricted to the realm of organic chemistry, the group of Ang
recently reported the application of a new combinatorial approach to bioactive
ruthenium(II) arene Schiff base complexes [114]. The dimeric ruthenium complex
[RuCl(µ-Cl)(arene)]2 incorporating five different arene ligands was mixed in D2O
or DMSO/D2O with substitued anilines (6 different compounds) and derivatives
of 2-pyridinecarboxaldehde (15 derivatives) for in situ formation of the chelating
iminopyridine in a 96-well format. At total of 450 new complexes were prepared
this way and screened for cytotoxicity on A2780 ovarian cancer cells. A plot of
the cell viability vs. hydrophobicity index, number of hydrogen-bond donor and
acceptor groups, and molecular weight revealed that the biological activity was
highest for strongly hydrophobic compounds with no more than 1–2 donor or
acceptor groups and a molecular weight in the range of 500–650 Da [114].

In addition to the mononuclear compounds described above, also a number
of homobimetallic organometal compounds has been tested for their biological
activity. In particular, bridging of the Ru(arene) core by substituted thiolate li-
gands resulted in highly active complexes of the general formula [(cym)Ru(µ-
SC6H4R)3Ru(cym)]C (Figure 11). Some of the most potent compounds exhibit
IC50 values as low as 30 nM [115] while generally, the cytotoxicity increases in the
order [RuCl(µ-Cl)(µ-SR)RuCl] < [RuCl(µ-SR)2RuCl] < [Ru(µ-SR)3Ru] [116].
Larger linker systems which combine two C^N binding pockets on a 1,2-phenyl-
ene core have also been explored (Figure 11) but did not result in significantly
higher biological activity compared to cisplatin [117].

Structural data on the DNA binding of organometallic ruthenium arene com-
plexes is extremely rare. However, Davey, Dyson, and coworkers managed to
co-crystallize [RuCl(η6-tha)(en)]C with tha = 5,8,9,10-tetrahydroanthracene with
the nucleosome core particle (NCP), which is composed of a 145 base pair stretch
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of double-stranded DNA and the histone octamer, as discussed in Section 2.5
[118]. Three main binding sites were identified, two in the major and one in the
minor groove. The Ru(arene)(en) moiety was found to coordinate to the N7
nitrogen atom of guanine at the 5#-site of an AGG sequence. Substantial helix
deformation results in an unusual mode of intercalation of the tha ligand, which
prefers to insert between the A and G bases, as opposed to GG [118].

4.3. Other Metal Complexes

While a number of Cp* rhodium(III) and iridium(III) complexes show properties
closely related to their arene ruthenium(II) congeners [105, 119–123], only a
relatively limited number of other metals has been explored as metallointercalat-
ing agents. A prerequisite is a very slow ligand exchange, as for example in
octahedral chromium(III) complexes. Thus, Wheeler and Kane-Maguire report-
ed on the DNA binding affinity of [Cr(bpy)2(dppz)]3C and related compounds
(Figure 12), which differ from their ruthenium(II) congeners by the C3 charge
and the open-shell electronic configuration of the 3d3 chromium(III) center,
which results in complications with NMR studies due to the paramagnetic nature
of the compounds [124–129].

Figure 12. Structures of DNA metallointercalators not based on ruthenium(II). In addi-
tion to mononuclear chromium(III), rhodium(III), rhenium(I), and iridium(III) complex-
es, also homodinculear rhodium(II,II) compounds and main-group element systems based
on octahedral silicon(IV) have been reported.
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A similar stability is exhibited by rhodium(III) complexes, which however have
a closed-shell 4d6 electronic configuration, and thus are easier to investigate using
standard spectroscopic techniques based on NMR. The group of Barton prepared
a wide range of such compounds based on the 9,10-phenanthrenediimine (phi)
ligand coordinated to a rhodium(III) center, with the octahedral coordination
sphere completed by either four monodentate ligands as in [Rh(NH3)4(phi)]3C,
two bidentate ligands as in [Rh(en)2(phi)]3C and [Rh(bpy)2(phi)]3C (Figure 12),
or one tetradentate ligand, for example in complexes such as [Rh(tren)(phi)]3C,
[Rh([12]aneN4)(phi)]3C and [Rh([12]aneS4)(phi)]3C [130–132]. In addition, bis-
9,10-phenanthrenediimine complexes such as [Rh(phi)2(phen)]3C have also been
explored for their ability to inhibit DNA transcription in vitro [133] and in addition
to rhodium(III), tris-heteroleptic iridium(III) phenanthrenediimine compounds
such as [Ir(bpy)(phen)(phi)]3C have also been explored [134]. Finally, the mode
of intercalation of a rhodium(III) complex with a linear tetradentate ligand
[Rh(Me2trien)(phi)]3C with Me2trien = 2R,9R-diamino-4,7,-diazadecane into the
8mer DNA duplex d(G(dIU)TGCAAC)2 was revealed by X-ray structure analysis
at high resolution [51]. The compound was found to bind from the major groove
between the nucleobases of the central TG/CA sequence due to hydrogen bonding
interaction of the terminal amino groups of the Me2trien ligand with the guanine
O(6) atoms and hydrophobic interaction between the methyl groups on the ligand
and the thymine.

The introduction of charged functional groups to the ligand periphery of a
DNA-binding metal complex is another interesting means to tune the interaction.
In addition to some rhenium(I) tricarbonyl complexes [ReCl(CO)3-
(qtpyCH3,CH3)]2C with qtpy = 2,2#:4,4$:4#,4%-quaterpyridyl dimethylated in the 4$-
and 4%-positions, Thomas and coworkers also reported on the corresponding iridi-
um(III) cyclometalated compounds [Ir(bhq)(qtpy CH3,CH3)]3C with bhq = ben-
zo[h]quinoline [135]. Although sharing the same large bidentate ligand, the rhe-
nium compounds showed classical intercalation into DNA, while the iridium
complexes act as groove binders (Figure 12). Bimetallic complexes have also been
constructed based on metal centers other than ruthenium. For example, C. Turro
and coworkers reported on a dirhodium(II,II) complex with an extended dppn
ligand (Figure 12), which interacts with DNA in a semi-intercalative way while still
undergoing light-triggered ligand exchange and singlet oxygen production [136].

Finally, the group of Meggers demonstrated that transition metal centers are
not a strict requirement for the construction of DNA-intercalating octahedral
compounds. Starting from silicon(IV)iodide, [Si(phen)2I2] was prepared and fur-
ther reacted with an 1,2-arenediol, giving rise to [Si(phen)2(arenediolate)](PF6)2

(Figure 12). Using a combination of UV melting curves and CD spectroscopy, it
was shown that these compounds exhibit DNA binding constants in the range
of 106 M–1, which compares favorably with prototypical ruthenium(II) metal-
lointercalators such as [Ru(bpy)2(dppz)]2C [137].
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5. METALLOINSERTORS

5.1. DNA Mismatches, Mismatch Repair Systems, and Cancer

DNA replication by polymerase enzymes is a highly accurate process with an
overall error rate of only about 1 in 1010 [138]. However, it does not proceed
with complete fidelity. At some instances, about 1 in 105 times, nucleotides are
incorporated into the newly synthesized DNA strand which are not complemen-
tary in the Watson-Crick sense and do not form the canonical AT and GC base
pairs, which alters the genetic code if they are not immediately removed. Eight
different base pair mismatches can form, which are characterized as either transi-
tion mismatches (the purine-pyrimidine pairs GT and AC) or transversion mis-
matches, composed of purine-purine (AA, GG, and GA) and pyrimidine-pyrimi-
dine (TT, CC, and TC) mispairs. These have different thermodynamic stability,
which depends on the hydrogen-bonding pattern, but also the sequence context
in which they occur, in particular the nature of the directly adjacent base pairs.
The following order of stability has been determined for the different (mis)pairs:
CC ≤ AC ≤ TC < AA ≤ TT < GA ≤ GT < GG < AT < GC [139, 140]. The
stability also influences the ability to detect and remove a particular mismatch,
with the least stable CC mismatch refractory to methyl-directed mismatch repair
(see below) [141].

Two mechanisms are operative in cells to eliminate incorrectly paired nucleo-
tides. Firstly, DNA polymerases have an inherent 3#/5# proofreading exonucle-
ase function able to detect, excise, and correct mismatches directly during the
replication process. In addition, there is also a post-replicative correction mecha-
nism for DNA polymerization errors which is called mismatch repair (MMR).
Together, these two systems are critical to maintain overall genetic integrity.
Consequently, inheritable defects in DNA repair systems, including MMR, are
associated with an increased susceptibility to develop certain types of cancer
such as hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC), also called Lynch
syndrome [142].

In recent years, a detailed picture of the enzymes involved in bacterial as well
as eukaryotic MMR has emerged and in 2015, Paul Modrich was awarded the
Nobel Prize in Chemistry together with Tomas Lindahl and Aziz Sancar for the
elucidation of the role of DNA methylation in the direction of the MMR system
[143]. In addition to a comprehensive understanding of the natural mechanisms
of mismatch repair, over the last two decades, there has also been significant
research directed at the development of small-molecule probes to detect mis-
matches in genomic DNA. In the following section, such metal-based mismatch-
recognizing compounds will be discussed in detail, with a particular focus on the
most common rhodium-based systems.

However, it is worth a first look at the mechanism by which the natural MMR
system recognizes misincorporated nucleotides [141, 144–147]. In bacteria such as
E. coli, the MMR system is composed of the repair proteins MutS, MutL, MutH,
and MutU (UvrD), encoded in the mut (“mutator”) genes. Among those, MutS
recognizes base/base mismatches as well as short insertion or deletion loops
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(IDLs) up to four nucleotides long in an ATP-dependent process. Under con-
sumption of additional ATP, MutL then translates this signal to MutH, which
utilizes the transiently unmethylated state of the newly synthesized DNA daugh-
ter strand to distinguish it from the methylated template strand. The Mg2C-
dependent endonuclease function of MutH then introduces a single-strand break
in the unmethylated strand of a hemimethylated d(GATC) sequence in the 5#
position to G, which triggers the removal of the mispaired nucleotide. Since the
strand-differentiation signal can be located more than one kilobase (kb) away in
either direction from the site of the mismatch, this set of repair enzymes is also
called the “long-patch” system [148]. Finally, MutL is also required to direct the
helicase MutU to the site of the nick, which starts DNA unwinding and removal
of the nascent strand by the exonucleases RecJ, ExoVII, ExoI, or ExoX. Ulti-
mately, DNA polymerase III and DNA ligase fill the resulting singled-stranded
DNA gap again, which is transiently protected by single-strand binding protein
(SSB). In contrast, eukaryotic MMR is more complex and involves multiple
homologs of MutS and MutL which are active as heterodimers [149], while the
E. coli systems operate as homodimers. In addition, in mammalian cells, the
MMR complex seems to rely on close association with the DNA polymerase at
the replication fork for strand discrimination [150, 151].

5.2. Rhodium Metalloinsertors

The first report of a metal complex specifically targeting a base pair mismatch
was published 25 years ago when Chow and Barton investigated the interaction
of the coordinatively saturated and substitutionally inert octahedral rhodi-
um(III) complex [Rh(dpp)3]3C with dpp = 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline
(Figure 13) with double-helical RNA from yeast tRNA, 5S rRNA, and synthetic
model “microhelices” containing G-U mismatches using photoinduced strand
cleavage upon 313 nm UV excitation. Specific cleavage was consistently ob-
served at the nucleotide on the 3#-side of the wobble-paired U, regardless of the
nucleotide composition at that site or the flanking base pairs, and assigned to
the shape-selective binding of the rhodium complex [152].

While [Rh(dpp)3]3C was only shown to recognize G-U mispairs, the scope of
base pair mismatches that can be targeted was significantly expanded with the
introduction of [Rh(bpy)2(chrysi)]3C by Jackson and Barton in 1997 [153]. This
complex is derived from the 9,10-phenanthrendiimine (phi) metallointercalators
described in Section 4.3 but incorporates the 5,6-chrysenediimine (chrysi) ligand
(Figure 13), which has an expanded aromatic surface area due to the additional
annelated benzene ring. Interestingly, the chrysi ligand was not directly intro-
duced to the rhodium center, but generated by reaction in the metal coordination
sphere from condensation of 5,6-chrysenequinone with [Rh(bpy)2(NH3)2]3C

[154]. In contrast to [Rh(dpp)3]3C, mismatch recognition in this case is not based
on shape-selective binding but rather exploits the thermodynamic destabilization
of a mispaired site relative to canonical double-helical DNA (see Section 5.1).
It is assumed that in contrast to phi, the chrysi ligand is too large to gain access
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Figure 13. Structures of [Rh(dpp)3]3C, the first mistmatch-binding metal complex de-
scribed (left) and [Rh(bpy)2(chrysi)]3C, the most thoroughly investigated metalloinsertor
reported so far (right).

to the standard DNA base stack by intercalation but local perturbations at a
base pair mismatch might allow it to bind there. The complex is able to reveal
five of the eight mispairs possible, but with different efficiency and photocleav-
age pattern. The least stable CC mismatch showed the strongest cleavage and
exhibits the 3#-scission pattern already described above. The other two pyrimi-
dine-pyrimidine mispairs TT and TC are also revealed this way, albeit with some-
what lower efficiency. Of the pyrimidine-purine mismatches, only the CA pair is
recognized, but shows a pattern different from the other three, with prominent
cleavage at the mispaired C and neighboring the base on the 3#-side of the mis-
match. The complex also binds the AA purine-purine mispair with a distinctive
cleavage pattern at the base 3# to the mismatch site and somewhat lower degree
of scission at the AA mispair itself. Interestingly, the cleavage efficiency differs
between the Δ- and Λ-enantiomers and also depends on the orientation and
sequence context of the mismatch. In contrast, the more stable guanine-contain-
ing GA, GT, and GG mispairs are not recognized well by this compound [155].
Interestingly, the selectivity of [Rh(bpy)2(chrysi)]3C was high enough to reveal
a single CC mismatch in a 2725 bp linearized plasmid DNA double helix [156].
In addition, the complex is also able to recognize two other common DNA de-
fects, abasic sites, which result from cleavage of the glycosidic bond, and single
base bulges formed by replication errors [157, 158].

The precise mode of binding of [Rh(bpy)2(chrysi)]3C to mismatched duplex
DNA was then elucidated by a combination of solution NMR and single crystal
X-ray diffraction studies. NOESY experiments on the interaction of the rhodi-
um(III) complex with a synthetic 9mer oligonucleotide duplex incorporating a
central CC mismatch showed that the chrysi ligand is deeply inserted in the
DNA at the site of the mismatch from the minor groove while the two cytosine
bases are ejected from the double helix to the opposite major groove. In contrast,
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the flanking well-matched base pairs retain their standard hydrogen-bonding
pattern and all sugar moieties are in the original conformation [159]. Finally, the
X-ray crystal structure of [Rh(bpy)2(chrysi)]3C bound to a 12mer palindromic
oligonucleotide duplex incorporating an AC mismatch at 1.1 Å resolution was
solved by Pierre, Kaiser, and Barton in 2007 [160]. Similar to the CC mismatch
previously investigated by NMR, in this case, the chrysi ligand was again found
to be inserted from the minor groove with both mispaired nucleobases ejected
from the base stack, A to the minor groove and C to the major groove, although
the structure also incorporated a second metal complex intercalated at a matched
site from the major groove [160].

Another X-ray diffraction study on [Rh(bpy)2(chrysi)]3C binding to the AA
mismatch in a 12mer duplex otherwise similar to the one described above also
displayed the same metallointercalation mode of interaction from the minor
groove (Figure 14) [161]. A recent force-field and QM/MM molecular dynamics
study confirmed these results and provided further insight in the energetics of
the interaction, where the differential selectivity of the rhodium(III) chrysi com-
plex toward distinct mismatches was correlated to their thermodynamic stability
in free DNA vs. the corresponding insertion adduct [24]. Thus, while the
metallointercalators described in Section 4 gain access to the DNA base stack
between two well-matched base pairs, usually from the major groove, and π-
stack to adjacent base pairs resulting in an increase of the contour length of the
double helix, the metalloinsertors presented in this section bind from the minor
groove and eject the mispaired bases from the oligonucleotide duplex without
an increase in base pair rise, acting as π-stacking replacements [40, 162].

Since an accumulation of mismatches due to defects in the cellular MMR sys-
tem is associated with certain types of cancer, the rhodium(III) chrysi moiety
has, in recent years, also been modified with a range of additional DNA recogni-
tion and cleavage elements for potential applications in anticancer chemothera-
py. The first such system was investigated by Schatzschneider and Barton [163],
who reported on a tris-heteroleptic rhodium(III) complex with an octahedral
ligand sphere composed of a chrysi, phen, and 4,4#-unsymmetrically substituted
bpy ligand incorporating one methyl and one 7-aminoheptyl group. The latter
was conjugated using EDAC-mediated coupling to a modified chlorambucil moi-
ety (Figure 15A) [163]. This compound from the class of aniline mustards is used
in the chemotherapy of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) as well as Hodgkin
and non-Hodgkin lymphoma. Its activity is due to nucleobase alkylation result-
ing in monoadducts as well as interstrand crosslinks.

Using an electrophoretic mobility shift assay on a 17mer oligonucleotide du-
plex incorporating a central CC mismatch, the site of insertion of the Rh chrysi
moiety was revealed by strand cleavage upon 442 nm photoactivation while the
alkylation site became apparent in the autoradiogram after piperidine treatment.
The primary alkylation was found to occur at a guanine four bases away from
the CC mispair, which is consistent with the linker length and likely shielding of
the G base directly next to the mismatch by the coligands [163]. Thus, the bifunc-
tional metalloinsertor-alkylator conjugate is able to direct an alkylating antican-
cer agent to a mismatched site. The same Rh chrysi core with an aminoalkyl-
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Figure 14. Crystal structure of [Rh(bpy)2(chrysi)]3C non-covalently inserted to
d(CGGAAATTACCG)2 from the minor groove at the two AA mismatched sites with the
flipped out adenine residues visible at the bottom left and center right. The figure was
prepared with Yasara and PovRay from the PDB entry 3GSK [161].

modified bpy-coligand was also utilized in the construction of a metalloinsertor-
cisplatin conjugate and platinum-mediated intra- and interstrand crosslinks were
demonstrated by mass spectrometry (Figure 15B) [164]. An alternative footprint-
ing method was based on Rh chrysi functionalization with a [Cu(phen)2]C moie-
ty by a similar linker strategy for oxidative cleavage of DNA near a mismatch
site (Figure 15C) [165]. Upon addition of a reducing agent such as ascorbate, the
copper(I) moiety promotes light-independent cleavage of the DNA backbone.
The oligonucleotide scission was only observed in the presence of a CC mismatch
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Figure 15. Structures of rhodium(III) chrysi metalloinsertors functionalized with (A) an
aniline mustard, (B) cisplatin, (C) Cu(phen)2 as well as (D) a cell-penetrating peptide
(CPP), and (E) an Oregon Green fluorescent marker.
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and occurred two or three bases away from the mispaired site, with both metals
acting on the DNA from the minor groove.

While the studies described above were carried out on short synthetic oligonu-
cleotides, it remained an open question whether the Rh chrysi metalloinsertor is
also able to recognize mismatches in vitro. With a C3 charge due to the combina-
tion of a rhodium(III) center with neutral N,N-chelating ligands, cell uptake of
these compounds is expected to be rather difficult. Therefore, Brunner and Bar-
ton used a HOBT/HBTU-mediated conjugation reaction to attach the nonapep-
tide (D-Arg)8Lys to the pendant carboxy group of an alkyl-functionalized bpy
ligand coordinated to a Rh chrysi core via the N-terminus using a Pbf/Mtt
(= methyltrityl) protective group strategy (Figure 15D) [166]. In an alternative
conjugation strategy, the Lys ε-amino group was used for coupling to the metal-
loinsertor outer ligand sphere which left the N-terminus of the (D-Arg)8 peptide
free for modification with an undecanoic acid-modified thiazole orange fluores-
cence marker. A fluorescein-modified rhodium complex as well as various con-
trols were also synthesized. Using confocal flurescence microscopy, a significant
uptake to the nuclei of HeLa cells was observed for the rhodium chrysi complex
with the attached fluorescein moiety at 5 μM upon incubation for 60 min at
37 °C. Significant intracellular rhodium accumulation was also demonstrated by
ICP-MS measurements of the metal content of HeLa cells for an independent
demonstration of metalloinsertor uptake [166].

Since development of metalloinsertors showing an inherent change in emission
upon binding to mispairs in DNA turned out to be difficult, an alternative access
to such fluorescent mismatch probes was based on the conjugation of Oregon
Green 514 to the rhodium chrysi moiety by the linker strategies described above
(Figure 15E) [167]. In the presence of canonical DNA, the fluorescence of the
conjugate is significantly quenched due to an intramolecular ion pairing mecha-
nism. In contrast, the Oregon Green emission at 530 nm increased with increas-
ing concentration of duplex oligonucleotide DNA incorporating a CC mismatch,
in which the rhodium chrysi unit is shielded from interaction with the fluoro-
phore by insertion into the double helix.

In addition to these modifications of the outer ligand sphere, the coligands on the
rhodium chrysi core have also been widely varied in recent years. In particular,
replacement of the two bpy ligands by 2-phenylpyridine (ppy) gave
[Rh(chrysi)(ppy)]C with two N,C-chelators, resulting in a significantly reduced
charge, down from C3 to C1. The compound was also able to recognize a CC mis-
match, but photocleavage turned out to be much less efficient for the cyclometalated
complex compared to the parent compound [168]. A flexible synthetic strategy with
two subsequent 1,2-diketone condensation steps on [Rh(phen)(NH3)4]3C also gave
access to tris-heteroleptic complexes such as [Rh(chrysi)(phen)(phi)]3C (Figure 16)
and the robust coordination of bidentate chelators to the 4d6 low-spin rhodi-
um(III) center allowed enantiomer separation with potassium antimonyl tartrate
[154]. Even Rh chrysi complexes with monodentate ligands can be prepared
starting from rhodium(III) hexaammine and one equivalent of chrysene-5,6-
dione (Figure 16) [169].

While the preparation of tris-heteroleptic complexes such as [Rh(chrysi)-
(bpyR,R#)(phen)]3C with pendant functional groups on the bpy ligand is a cum-
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Figure 16. Structures of next-generation rhodium(III) chrysi metalloinsertors, showing
the wide range of ligand functionalities that can be introduced, from trisheteroleptic com-
plexes and simple amine ligands (top left) to use of di(pyridyl)amine (dpa) as an easy-to-
functionalize symmetrically coordinated chelator (top right) and construction of heterobi-
metallic compounds combining a rhodium(III) metalloinsertor with a DNA-alkylating
cisplatin or carboplatin moiety (bottom left and right).

bersome multi-step procedure [163], replacement of the bpy ligand by di(pyri-
dyl)amine (dpa) offers a new handle for facile metalloinsertor functionalization
by modification of the secondary amino group (Figure 16) [169]. However, com-
pared to [Rh(bpy)2(chrysi)]3C, the binding affinity of [Rh(dpa)2(chrysi)]3C to a
CC mismatch was more than two orders of magnitude lower (KD of 30 nM vs.
11 μM) and light-induced DNA cleavage important for footprinting applications
is much reduced due to the presence of the amino group. Interestingly, some
differential activity in the cell proliferation of mismatch repair-proficient vs. -de-
ficient cell lines was observed for [Rh(dpa)2(chrysi)]3C and some related metal-
lointercalators, indicating that these compounds are possibly also able to recog-
nize mispairs in vitro and trigger a biological response [169]. Significantly, the
degree of inhibition of cell proliferation was found to correlate positively with
the DNA mismatch binding affinity.

Further studies were then directed at the correlation of the intracellular
rhodium content of MMRC/– cell lines exposed to [Rh(bpy)2(chrysi)]3C,
[Rh(dpa)2(chrysi)]3C, and its methylated derivative with the cytotoxic potential
determined with the MTT assay [170]. As determined by ICP-MS, the cellular
uptake of the dpa complex was significantly higher than that of the analogous bpy
compounds while no difference in intracellular rhodium content was found for the
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mismatch repair-competent vs. -deficient cells within the accuracy of the experi-
ment. However, the two dpa complexes showed somewhat higher cytotoxic activ-
ity on the MMR– cell line HCT116O compared to MMRC HCT116N, which
should lead to stronger mismatch accumulation in the former one. No such differ-
ential activity was observed in the MTT assay for [Rh(bpy)2(chrysi)]3C, though
see [170]. Thus, the binding affinity of a metalloinsertor to a certain mismatch
determined on isolated synthetic oligonucleotide duplexes is not a sufficient pre-
dictor for significant in vitro biological activity. This is due to the fact that on the
way to the DNA target, the metal complex has to cross both the cellular and the
nuclear membrane, and even highly efficient mismatch binders will not show any
biological effect if they are unable to overcome these barriers. Therefore, any
development of mismatch-targeting drug candidates has to optimize both mis-
match-binding affinity and membrane permeability.

Interestingly, cell death induction by [Rh(dpa)2(chrysi)]3C was via necrosis and
not apoptosis [170]. Further studies were then aimed at modifications in the
ligand periphery of the di(pyridyl)amine (dpa) ligand and indeed resulted in
significant differences in nuclear vs. mitochondrial accumulation, as determined
by ICP-MS [171]. Even small variations, such as substitution of propyl by 2-
hydoxyethanol led to notable differences, indicating the great potential of these
systems for tuning the biological properties. As an extension of this concept,
di(pyridyl)glycine was coordinated to [Rh(chrysi)(dpa)(NH3)2]3C, replacing the
two ammine ligands, and the carboxylate group then coupled to diethyl amino-
malonate using HATU as the activation reagent. Following base-mediated ester
hydrolysis, a platinum(II) moiety was introduced by reaction with
[Pt(dach)(H2O)2]SO4, resulting in a metalloinsertor-carboplatin conjugate (Fig-
ure 16) [172]. Competition experiments with [Rh(bpy)2(chrysi)]3C showed that
the bimetallic complex retains the CC mismatch binding ability. The appearance
of bands with reduced mobility in gel electrophoretic analysis of DNA binding
indicated oligonucleotide binding through the platinum center, which was further
substantiated by dimethyl sulfate footprinting. Thus, the Rh/Pt compounds acts
as a dual-functional inserter-covalent binder. A low micromolar IC50 value of 9
μM was determined for the conjugate with the MTT assay and showed improved
cytotoxic activity compared to cisplatin and oxaliplatin, which had IC50 values of
30 and 28 μM, respectively [172]. ICP-MS allowed the monitoring of the cellular
accumulation of the Rh/Pt complex, which however decreased with increasing
incubation time, indicative of a potential efflux mechanism operating on the
compound or its decomposition products.

The mechanism of cell death was dependent on caspase, which indicates an
apoptotic process. Apparently, the consequences of DNA platination dominate
here over the effect of the non-covalent rhodium mismatch binding. In 2012, the
group of Barton then published the most extensive study of mismatch binding
affinity and nuclear accumulation in a series of 10 rhodium chrysi metalloinser-
tors, which also included the introduction of 1,1-di(pyridyl)ethanol (dpe) as an
additional ancillary ligand [173]. Initially, the binding mode of dpe was incorrect-
ly assumed to be via the two pyridyl groups in a N,N-chelating fashion. However,
a more recent X-ray crystal structure showed that the ligand is in fact coordinat-
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ed by only one pyridyl moiety as well as the deprotonated hydroxy group and
dpe thus acts as a N,O-chelator (Figure 16) [174].

Some of the complexes showed significant differentiation between the MMRC
and MMR� cell lines, which interestingly was most pronounced for the tetram-
mine complex [Rh(NH3)4(phzi)]3C. Although no IC50 values were reported,
clear cyotoxic effects were observed in particular on the mismatch repair-defi-
cient cell line HCT116O at about 5–20 µM for most complexes. ICP-MS analysis
of the nuclear and mitochondrial rhodium content as well as whole-cell accumu-
lation showed highly variable behavior, indicative of a range of different uptake
mechanisms operative. Interestingly, with a few exceptions, cell-selective activity
on the MMRC/– cell lines was correlated with low mitochondrial uptake. This
suggests the nuclear DNA as the main target of the metalloinsertors [173].

Most recently, the discovery of N,O-binding of the 1,1-di(pyridyl)ethanol (dpe)
ligand in [Rh(chrysi)(dpe)(phen)]3C, with the second pendant pyridyl moiety
not coordinated, opened the way for the synthesis of another heterobimetallic
Rh/Pt complex, in which the abovementioned compound was simply reacted
with cisplatin in a 1 : 4 ratio, giving rise to [Rh(chrysi)(dpe)PtCl(NH3)2(phen)]3C.
In spite of this modification, the compound retained the CC mismatch binding
affinity and DNA platination could be demonstrated by autoradiography by di-
methylsulfate footprinting. In the MTT assay, low micromolar potency on the
MMR� cell lines HCT116O were observed [175].

Thus, while initial studies of rhodium metalloinsertors were mostly focused on
model studies of their mismatch-recognition ability on short synthetic oligonucle-
otide duplexes, in recent years, the research focus has shifted more towards in
vitro investigation of the differential cytotoxic activity in mismatch repair-profi-
cient vs. -deficient cell lines [40]. More detailed structure-activity relationships
will likely be required to establish the key molecular features to enable high
mismatch binding affinity and efficient cellular and nuclear accumulation in a
single molecule. How the mismatch binding of the metal complex is then recog-
nized in cells and translated into a biological signal ultimately leading to cell
death has to be elucidated in future research [139, 162].

5.3. Other Metal Complexes

While DNA mismatch recognition has been dominated by octahedral rhodi-
um(III) complexes due to the interesting properties of systems based on the
extended chrysenediimine ligand [40, 162], some ruthenium(II) and cobalt(III)
compounds were also demonstrated to bind to mispaired nucleobases over the
last decade. In line with the observation that sterically demanding ligands with
an extended aromatic surface area can only access the DNA double helix at
thermodynamically destabilized mismatched sites, derivatives of the classical
[Ru(bpy)2(dppz)]2C metallointercalator were prepared in which the dppz ligand
was replaced by other polycyclic heteroaromatics, which however often present
significant challenges in synthesis.
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Figure 17. Structural variation of the ligand periphery in ruthenium(II) and cobalt(III)
metalloinsertors to achieve good mismatch recognition properties and luminscence re-
porting of the mismatch binding.

The first such report utilized 6-phenylquino[8,7k][1,8]phenanthroline (pqp) as
well as 4,5,9,18-tetraazachryseno[9,10b]triphenylene (tactp) as a substitute for
dppz (Figure 17) [176]. While pqp can be viewed as a hybrid of 1,10-phenanthro-
line and quinoline sharing one edge, the tactp ligand is prepared by condensation
of 5,6-chrysenequinone and 5,6-diamino-1,10-phenanthroline. Interestingly,
[Ru(bpy)2(tactp)]2C, easily prepared from [RuCl2(bpy)2] and the tactp ligand,
turned out to be emissive in aqueous solution with the maximum centered at
610 nm and showed an increase in luminescence by one order of magnitude
upon addition of DNA. The excited-state lifetime also more than doubled for
the bound vs. free form (1230 vs. 480 ns, respectively). Using singlet oxygen
sensitization by the Ru(II) complex as well as DNase I footprinting, the complex
was shown to recognize a CC mismatch with significant affinity (Kb = 8 !
105 M–1) [176]. Similar binding was found for the pqp analogue, which was not
emissive under the conditions studied. A problem of these compounds that
emerged during the studies, however, is their tendency to aggregate in aqueous
solution, possibly due to stacking interactions of the rather hydrophobic ligands
with extended aromatic π-systems, which led to concentration-dependent optical
properties and quenching.

Interestingly, natural products can also serve as a source of ligands for the
preparation of mismatch-binding metalloinsertors. For example, marine alkaloids
from tunicates based on pyrido[2,3,4kl]acridine were shown to have substantial
biological activity and incorporate a bpy/phen-type chelator motif. In spite of
the complicated structure composed of seven annelated benzene and pyridine
rings, one of these compounds, eilatin (dibenzo[b,j]dipyrido[4,3,2-de:2#,3#,4#-gh]-
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[1,10]phenanthroline), named after its site of discovery in the Gulf of Eilat, could
easily be synthesized from 1,2-benzoquinone and tryptamine [177] and was
found to selectively coordinate to [RuCl2(bpy)2] under chloride displacement
with the bipyridine side (called “head-on”) due to steric restrictions in the bi-
quinoline face [178, 179]. In competitive DNA photocleavage studies of
[Ru(bpy)2(eilatin)]2C (Figure 17), the eilatin complex was able to recognize a
CC mispair with a binding constant in the range of 2 ! 106 M–1, but selectivity
for matched vs. mismatched DNA was lower than that of the benchmark com-
pound [Rh(bpy)2(chrysi)]3C [180]. Thus, an increased aromatic surface area of a
metalloinsertor ligand does not guarantee a more specific binding at a mis-
matched site or, as the authors put it: “bulky is good, but bulkier is not necessari-
ly better.” This is attributed to the fact that the extended ligand surface is also
able to intercalate at canonical matched duplex DNA.

A highly desirable target of metalloinsertor design is the development of lumi-
nescent probes which indicate mismatch binding by substantial changes in their
emissive behavior. Two strategies were recently explored along these lines, the
modification of the distal part of the dppz ligand in [Ru(bpy)2(dppz)]2C to in-
crease its steric bulk and thus prevent binding at matched DNA while retaining
the affinity for thermodynamically destabilized mismatches, and adaption of the
chrysi ligand framework, well-established in the case of rhodium(III) metalloinser-
tors, to the field of ruthenium(II) complexes [181]. However, the diimine com-
pounds were non-luminescent at room temperature, which is assigned to a quench-
ing process involving the exchangeable imino protons, and complexes with
functionalized dppz ligands did not show much enhanced luminescence properties
compared to the [Ru(bpy)2(eilatin)]2C parent compound. In contrast, a more suc-
cessful strategy was based on the increase of the steric bulk of the coligands while
retaining the dppz DNA binding element. Thus, [Ru(Me4phen)2(dppz)]2C was
finally established as a mismatch-recognition “light-up” probe for base pair mis-
matches (Figure 17) [182].

The differentiation between matched and mismatched DNA is based on signifi-
cantly (26-fold) higher binding towards the destabilized mispaired site as well as
increased excited state emission lifetime when bound to the mismatch (160 ns
vs. 35 ns when bound to matched DNA). Based on quenching experiments with
[Cu(phen)2]C, a metalloinsertion interaction from the minor groove was deduced
[182]. The emission intensity, however, was strongly dependent on the type of
DNA lesion. Incubation of [Ru(Me4phen)2(dppz)]2C with a DNA hairpin incorpo-
rating a rather stable GG mismatch led to only negligible differences in lumines-
cence efficiency compared to the Watson-Crick GC and AT base pairs, while 4–6
times higher emission was found for the CA and CC mispair. The highest lumines-
cence increase was, however, associated with binding to an abasic site.

Quite surprising, even the “classical” metallointercalator [Ru(bpy)2(dppz)]2C

shows a dual-mode binding to DNA incorporating both matched and mismatched
sites, as revealed in a recent X-ray crystal structure determination of the Δ-isomer
bound to a 12mer palindromic oligonucleotide duplex including two AA mis-
matches [56]. The asymmetric unit was found to contain one DNA duplex with
five bound ruthenium complexes in three different binding modes. At one end of
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the duplex, a Ru dppz complex was involved in stacking interactions with the
terminal Watson-Crick base pair, while two additional metal complexes were
bound at matched sites in the usual intercalative fashion with an expansion of the
oligonucleotide duplex. Interestingly, however, two more [Ru(bpy)2(dppz)]2C

units were bound to the mismatches via metalloinsertion, with the two mispaired
adenosines ejected from the DNA duplex and the dppz ligand deeply inserted
from the minor groove [56]. More recently, the light switch effect of
[Ru(bpy)2(dppz)]2C was even demonstrated for a 26mer RNA hair pin including
a CA mismatch in the stem region. From luminescence and quenching studies, it
was inferred that the binding is by insertion from the minor groove [183].

Since low-spin 3d6 cobalt(III) complexes exhibit a stability comparable to rho-
dium(III) and ruthenium(II) compounds, a very small number of such systems
has also been explored for their mismatch-binding properties. For example, Yang
and coworkers prepared [Co(phen)2(dpq)]3C and [Co(phen)2(hpip)]3C (Fig-
ure 17) and studied their binding to the hexameric oligonucleotide
d(GCGAGC)2 incorporating two sheared G-A mispairs by NMR spectroscopy
[184, 185]. The complex with the less expansive dpq ligand was found to bind to
the terminal GC moiety from two directions while the hpip compound interca-
lates between the central G and A base pairs from the minor groove. Thus, even
though the oligonucleotide duplex features two neighboring GA mispairs, no
evidence of base flipping indicative of metalloinsertion was found in this report
[184].

All metalloinsertors described in this section so far are based on octahedral
complexes of the group 8 and 9 metals Rh(III), Ru(II), and Co(III). Only very
recently, the first report on square-planar late transition metal complexes capa-
ble of selective binding to mispaired DNA has appeared. In this work, Fung,
Zou, and coworkers tested the hypothesis that out-of-plane bulky coligands in
otherwise planar platinum(II) complexes might impose sufficient steric hin-
drance to direct these compounds to destabilized mismatched sites [20]. Two
different classes of compounds were explored (Figure 18). The first series of
general formula [Pt(N-Y-X)(NHCR,R#)]C with Y = C, X = N or Y = N, X = C was
based on a either a 2,6-bis(pyridyl)benzene N,C,N-ligand or a 6-phenyl-2,2#-bipy-
ridine C,N,N-chelator bound in a tridentate fashion to a square-planar plati-
num(II) center, with the fourth coordination site occupied by an N-heterocyclic
carbene (NHC) ligand. Substituents of variable steric bulk such as n-butyl or
benzyl were introduced to the NHC ligand, which was previously shown to adapt
an almost perpendicular orientation relative to the plane of the tridentate chelat-
or [186].

In addition, bis-carbene complexes with a methylene spacer between the two
NHC groups were also prepared, giving rise to dinuclear complexes. The second
class of compounds was also based on a platinum(II) center coordinated by 6-
phenyl-2,2#-bipyridine, but two such groups were connected by bisphosphanes of
variable linker lengths and substituents, to give rise to homobimetallic complexes
of the general formula [Pt(N-N-C)(R2PCH2PR2Pt(N-N-C)]2C (Figure 18) [20].
Generally, affinity for the CC mismatch increased with steric demand of the
NHC ligand. However, there was a certain upper limit in bulkiness, beyond
which the binding became less efficient again.
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Figure 18. Structures of mononuclear as well as homo- and heterodinculear complexes
based on platinum(II) and ruthenium(II)/silicon(IV) as alternative mismatch-sensitive
metalloinsertors.

Finally, mismatch-binding compounds do not necessarily have to be based on
a transition metal center, as demonstrated by recent work by Zhang, Meggers et
al. [187], who prepared an octahedral silicon(IV) scaffold with a SiN4O2 coordi-
nation environment from two substituted 1,10-phenanthroline ligands and one
O,O-chelating 4,5-pyrenediolate (Figure 18). For site-differentiation, one of the
benzene rings in the pyrene moiety was then functionalized with a Cp*Ru frag-
ment by reaction with [Ru(Cp*)(CH3CN)3]PF6. The resulting heterobimetallic
Ru/Si compound had a pronounced effect on the melting temperature of 19mer
duplex DNA incorporating a central CC or CT mismatch (ΔTM = 7.2 °C) but did
not affect the more stable CA mispair [187]. Such robust and hydrolytically sta-
ble octahedral silicon(IV) compounds might open the way to further exciting
developments of main-group mismatch-recognizing systems.

Although rhodium(III) chrysi complexes have dominated the field of mis-
match-binding agents so far, the recent results summarized above demonstrate
that there is also considerable promise to explore the DNA recognition proper-
ties of other metal scaffolds, in particular with clever design of non-standard
expanded aromatic ligands as well as sterically demanding coligands.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

DNA metallointercalators have played a major role in bioinorganic chemistry
from very early on and are possibly only surpassed in terms of attention by cova-
lently binding metal complexes with a biological mode of action akin to cisplatin.
In particular, the classical “light-switch” compound [Ru(bpy)2(dppz)]2C with
bpy = 2,2#-bipyridine and dppz = dipyrido[3,2-a;2#,3#-c]phenazine has been the in-
spiration for numerous derivatives over the last three decades. By now, the field
has reached a very mature state and any new contributions need to go significantly
beyond simple DNA titration experiments and cytotoxicity studies. In particular,
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when developing potential anticancer drug candidates based on such lead struc-
tures, in addition to the obligatory DNA binding studies, the cellular uptake and
intracellular distribution of any new compound should be carefully investigated,
since the cell and nuclear membranes separate the DNA target from the extracel-
lular environment and thus present formidable barriers for any metal complex.

Whether any metallointercalators will ever make it to clinical applications re-
mains very questionable by now, also due to the fact that DNA is present in all
cells and thus it is very difficult to differentiate between normal and malignant
cells. Even though it seems unlikely now that these compounds will provide
viable new drug candidates, they are nevertheless fascinating tools to probe
DNA structure and dynamics. In particular, a number of recent X-ray crystal
structures have provided an unprecedented insight in the wide range of binding
modes and interactions, in particular when combined with ultrafast time-resolved
spectroscopy. Bimetallic threading intercalators and novel metal-coligand combi-
nations not explored much so far are also expected to provide the most interest-
ing new results in the field.

In contrast, metalloinsertors capable of mismatch-detection in duplex DNA
are so far restricted to only a very few classes of compounds and currently ex-
plored only by a very limited number of researchers. Since a high incidence of
mispaired nucleobases as well as defects in mismatch repair systems are associat-
ed with certain forms of cancer, possibly this will allow for a better discrimination
between normal and aberrant cells. Still, for all compounds acting on DNA,
proper membrane passage has to be ensured for them to reach their intracellular
target structure.

Even less studied than the binding of metal complexes to mismatched DNA is
the interaction with non-genomic nucleic acids such as tRNA, mRNA, and
rRNA. Combined with the latest spectroscopic and microscopic methods for
metal complex detection in complex biological systems, fascinating new results
can be expected for the future. Even if these should not pave the way to new
clinical drug candidates, there is still much to explore in biological systems with
the aid of metal-based nucleic acid-binding probes.

ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

[12aneN4] 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane
[12aneS4] 1,4,7,10-tetrathiacyclododecane
4amp 4-aminomethylpyridine
acac acetylacetone
acMet N-acetylmethionine
Ade adenine
AFM atomic force microscopy
Arg arginine
ATP adenosine 5#-triphosphate
avb avobenzone (1-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-3-(4-methoxyphenyl)pro-

pane-1,3-dione)
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bbn 1,n-bis(4#-methyl-2,2#-biypridyl-4-yl)alkane
bhq benzo[h]quinoline
bidppz 11,11#-bis(dipyrido[3,2-a:2#,3#-c]phenazinyl)
bp base pair
bpy 2,2#-bipyridine
bpym 2,2#-bipyrimidine
CD circular dichroism
chrysi 5,6-chrysenediimine
CLL chronic lymphocytic leukemia
Cp* pentamethylcyclopentadienyl
CPMD Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics
CPP cell-penetrating peptide
CT DNA calf-thymus DNA
cym para-cymene
Cyt cytosine
dach 1,2-diaminocyclohexane
DFT density functional theory
dipytap 2,3-di-2-pyridinyl-pyrazino[2,3-f]quinoxaline
dmdop 2,3-dihydro-1,4-dioxino[2,3-f]-2,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline
dmso dimethylsulfoxide
dop 2,3-dihydro-1,4-dioxino[2,3-f]-1,10-phenanthroline
dpa di(pyridyl)amine
dpe 1,1-di(pyridyl)ethanol
dpp 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline, bathophenanthroline, bphen
dppm 4,6-bis(2-pyridyl)pyrimidine
dppn 4,5,9,16-tetraazadibenzo[a,c]naphthacene
dppz dipyrido[3,2-a;2#,3#-c]phenazine
dppzCl2 7,8-dichlorodipyrido[3,2-a;2#,3#-c]phenazine
dpq dipyrido[3,2-f:20,30-h]quinoxaline
EDAC 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide
EGFR epidermal growth factor receptor
eilatin dibenzo[b,j]dipyrido[4,3,2-de:2#,3#,4#-gh][1,10]phenanthroline
en 1,2-ethylenediamine
ER endoplasmic reticulum
EtBr ethidium bromide
GF-AAS graphite furnace atomic absorption spectroscopy
Gua guanine
HAT histone acetyltransferase
HATU O-(7-azabenzotriazol-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyluronium hexa-

fluorophosphate
HBTU O-(2-(1H-benzotriazol-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyluronium

hexafluorophosphate
HDAC histone deacetylase
hmb hexamethylbenzene
HNPCC hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer
HOBT hydroxybenzotriazole
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HOMO highest occupied molecular orbital
hpip 2-(2-hydroxyphenyl)imidazo[4,5-f][1,10]phenanthroline
HPLC high-performance liquid chromatography
ICP-MS inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
IC50 half maximal inhibitory concentration
IDLs insertion/deletion loops
ITC isothermal titration calorimetry
LUMO lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
Lys lysine
MD molecular dynamics
Me2trien 2R,9R-diamino-4,7,-diazadecane
Me4phen 3,4,7,8-tetramethyl-1,10-phenanthroline
MLCT metal-to-ligand charge transfer
MM molecular mechanics
MMR mismatch repair
mRNA messenger RNA
MTT 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide
NCP nucleosome core particle
NHC N-heterocyclic carbene
NIR near infrared
NLS nuclear localizing sequence
NMR nuclear magnetic resonance
NOESY nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy
Pbf 2,2,4,6,7-pentamethyldihydrobenzofuran-5-sulfonyl
PDB Protein Data Bank
phen 1,10-phenanthroline
phi 9,10-phenanthrenediimine
phzi benzo[a]phenazine-5,6-quinonediimine
PLIM phosphorescent liftetime imaging microscopy
ppy 2-phenylpyridine
pqp 6-phenylquino[8,7-k][1,8]phenanthroline
pta 1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphatricyclo[3.3.1.1.]decane
QM/MM quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics
qtpy 2,2#: 4,4$: 4#,4%-quaterpyridyl
rRNA ribosomal RNA
SSB single-strand binding protein
STED stimulated emission depletion
tactp 4,5,9,18-tetraazachryseno[9,10-b]triphenylene
tap 1,4,5,8-tetraazaphenanthrene
TDDFT time-dependent density functional theory
TEM transmission electron microscopy
terpy 2,2#:6#,2$-terpyridine
tha 5,8,9,10-tetrahydroanthracene
Thy thymine
tpm tris(pyrazolyl)methane
tpphz tetrapyrido[3,2-a:2#,3#-c:3",2"-h:2%,3%-j]phenazine
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tren tris(2-aminoethyl)amine
TRIR time-resolved infrared spectroscopy
tRNA transfer RNA
Ura uracil
UV ultraviolet
Vis visible
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Abstract: Iron (Fe) is an essential metal, vital for biological functions, including electron trans-
port, DNA synthesis, detoxification, and erythropoiesis that all contribute to metabolism, cell
growth, and proliferation. Interactions between Fe and O2 can result in the generation of
reactive oxygen species (ROS), which is based on the ability of Fe to redox cycle. Excess Fe
may cause oxidative damage with ensuing cell death, but DNA damage may also lead to
permanent mutations. Hence Fe is carcinogenic and may initiate tumor formation and growth,
and also nurture the tumor microenvironment and metastasis. However, Fe can also contribute
to cancer defense. Fe may induce toxic ROS and/or initiate specific forms of cell death, includ-
ing ferroptosis that will benefit cancer treatment. Furthermore, Fe-binding and Fe-regulatory
proteins, such as hepcidin, lipocalin-2/NGAL, heme oxygenase-1, ferritin, and iron-sulfur clus-
ters can display antitumor properties under specific conditions and in particular cancer types.
In addition, the milk protein lactoferrin may synergize with other established anticancer agents
in the prevention and therapy of cancer. Consequently, drugs that target Fe metabolism in
tumors are promising candidates for the prevention and therapy of cancer, but consideration
of context specificity (e.g., tumor type; systemic versus tumor microenvironment Fe home-
ostasis) is mandatory.

Keywords: cancer defense · carcinogenicity · heme oxygenase-1 · innate immunity · iron home-
ostasis · lactoferrin · lipocalin-2 · oxidative stress

1. INTRODUCTION

Iron (Fe) is crucial for many life processes and, once incorporated into appropri-
ate proteins, in a variety of reactions [1]. These processes include cell growth
and proliferation and also involve electron transport, DNA synthesis, and eryth-
ropoiesis. Fe mainly exists in two oxidation states: ferrous (Fe2C) and ferric Fe
(Fe3C). The ability of Fe to be converted between these oxidation states through
the acceptance or donation of an electron is a key factor in allowing it to perform
a wide range of biological functions. Although Fe in the body is essential for O2

transport, it is also crucial to understand that interactions between these two
molecules may result in potentially damaging effects [2], namely the generation
of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which is based on the ability of Fe to redox
cycle through Fenton and Haber-Weiss chemistry (reviewed in [3]). Excess Fe is
associated with toxicity and death because of its pro-oxidant effects but has also
been associated with a number of diseases, and in particular the development of
cancer [2]. However, Fe not only contributes to oncogenesis, it is also essential
for maintaining the rapid growth rate of cancer cells that require for instance
the Fe-dependent enzyme ribonucleotide reductase for DNA synthesis (see Sec-
tion 2.1). Hence, altering Fe metabolism may be an effective strategy for both
cancer prevention and cancer treatment.

Without disregarding the pro-mutagenic impact of Fe and its cancer promoting
effects on growth, progression, and metastasis, in order to provide a more differ-
entiated view of this complex topic, this review aims to highlight the fact that
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under specific context-dependent conditions Fe as well as Fe-binding and/or -reg-
ulatory proteins display properties that may be beneficial in cancer prevention
and/or defense. Hence, a more nuanced and careful evaluation of the literature
on pro- and anticancer effects of Fe seemed necessary. This review summarizes
recent knowledge on the role of Fe in cancer defense that complements other
assessments on Fe stimulating cancer.

2. SHORT OVERVIEW OF SYSTEMIC AND CELLULAR

IRON HOMEOSTASIS

2.1. Systemic Iron Homeostasis

Excellent recent reviews on systemic Fe homeostasis can be found elsewhere [4–
6]. Fe is the major transition metal in the body and is mostly found in erythrocyte
hemoglobin. Physiologically, Fe is also an essential component of various pro-
teins involved in mitochondrial respiration (electron transport chain), metabo-
lism and detoxification (cytochrome P450 enzymes), deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) synthesis (ribonucleotide reductase), antioxidant defense (catalase), oxy-
gen sensing (hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF) prolyl hydroxylases), and immune
defense (myeloperoxidase) [7]. However, Fe can also be toxic due to the genera-
tion of damaging radicals through Fenton chemistry (see Section 3.1). Hence,
systemic Fe homeostasis needs to be thoroughly controlled.

There is no known short-term mechanism of mammalian Fe excretion. Physio-
logically, Fe homeostasis is controlled by the amount of intestinal Fe absorption.
Fe (~1mg) losses occur through shedding of Fe-laden intestinal enterocytes and
are compensated by duodenal Fe absorption via two different pathways: While
heme Fe uptake occurs via not yet clearly defined mechanisms (see [8, 9]), non-
heme Fe is taken up by the proton-coupled divalent metal transporter 1 (DMT1/
Nramp2/DCT1/SLC11A2) [10] after reduction of dietary Fe3C to Fe2C by duo-
denal cytochrome B (reviewed in [11]). Fe2C is then carried by chaperones either
to cytoplasmic ferritin for storage [12], or to the basolateral transporter ferro-
portin (FPN1/IREG1/MTP1/SLC40A1) [13–15] for delivery to the plasma. Effi-
cient plasma export is mediated by members of a family of membrane-bound
multicopper oxidases, e.g., hephaestin and/or ceruloplasmin [16–18], which con-
vert effluxed Fe2C to Fe3C. In the plasma, Fe3C mainly binds to the protein
transferrin (Tf) as diferric Fe transferrin complex (Tf-[Fe3C]2). FPN1, which is
the only known cellular Fe exporter, is post-translationally regulated by in-
creased body Fe levels [19]. This occurs through stimulation of synthesis and
release of the hepatic peptide hepcidin (see also Section 4.1), a master regulator
of systemic Fe homeostasis, into the circulation that limits further intestinal ab-
sorption of dietary Fe and its release from cellular stores by decreasing cell
surface levels of FPN1 (reviewed in [20]). Hepcidin binds to FPN1 in target cells,
primarily enterocytes and macrophages, and to some extent hepatocytes, causing
its phosphorylation, internalization, and subsequent lysosomal degradation.
Hence, hepcidin negatively regulates both delivery of dietary Fe through the
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enterocyte and Fe recycling through the reticuloendothelial (RE) system and
macrophages, and consequently reduces Fe export into the plasma [21] (reviewed
in [22]).

Free Fe is unsuitable for either plasma Fe transport (it would precipitate) or
cytosolic Fe handling (it would damage the cellular environment) [23]. Hence Fe
needs to be complexed with appropriate ligands. Plasma Fe transport to its sites
of utilization mainly happens as Tf-bound Fe [24] (TBI), but Fe is also carried
to a lesser extent by other serum proteins, e.g., albumin, ferritin (see Section 3.2),
neutrophil gelatinase associated lipocalin (NGAL/24p3/lipocalin-2) (see Section
4.2.), possibly lactoferrin (see Section 4.3) and hepcidin (see Section 4.1). These
latter forms of serum Fe – with the exception of ferritin – are termed non-Tf-
bound Fe (NTBI) [23]. Normally, NTBI represents a minor portion of total se-
rum Fe. Tf-bound Fe is mainly delivered to the bone marrow, where Fe is used
to synthesize hemoglobin for red blood cells (RBCs). RBCs circulate for ~90
days before being degraded by macrophages of the RE system. Fe is released
from catabolized heme and exported from the macrophage by FPN1, where it is
loaded onto Tf in the blood circulation, in a process termed “Fe recycling”,
whereas excess Fe is stored in the liver (0.5–1g) (reviewed in [25]).

2.2. Cellular Iron Homeostasis

Fe assimilation by erythrocyte precursors and non-erythroid cells mainly occurs
by receptor-mediated endocytosis (RME) of serum Tf-bound Fe3C [26] that is
mediated by the ubiquitous Tf receptor 1 (TfR1) [27, 28]. The acidic environ-
ment of the endosome favors the release of Fe from Tf, which remains bound to
TfR1 and is subsequently recycled to the cell surface, where it participates in
additional rounds of Fe uptake [29]. Endosomal Fe3C is reduced to Fe2C by
oxidoreductases of the “Steap” (sixtransmembrane epithelial antigen of the pros-
tate) protein family, namely Steap2 to Steap4 [30]. Fe2C is transported out of
the endosome into the cytosol by DMT1 [31].

In most cell types, Fe acquired during the Tf cycle is released into the cytosol
and enters a “labile cytosolic Fe pool”, i.e., a metabolically active pool of “loosely
coordinated” chelatable and redox-active Fe2C that represents a transient reser-
voir for Fe [32]. Several low-molecular-weight compounds are thought to operate
as Fe chelators in this readily accessible Fe reservoir, such as citrate and phos-
phate, glutathione (GSH) [33], and “mammalian siderophores” (2,5-dihydroxy-
benzoic acid (DHBA) and catechol) [34, 35]. Cells use this Fe pool for (1) incor-
poration into prosthetic groups of Fe-dependent enzymes and proteins, (2)
incorporation into heme (after transport across the mitochondrial membrane)
and Fe-sulfur cluster biogenesis, and (3) storage in ferritin. The major Fe-utiliz-
ing cellular organelles are mitochondria that require Fe for the synthesis of heme
and Fe-sulfur clusters in the mitochondrial matrix [36, 37]. In erythroid cells, Tf-
derived Fe may be directly delivered to mitochondria through transient contact
with endosomes (reviewed in [38]). DMT1 may be another mechanism for Fe2C

transfer across the outer mitochondrial membrane (OMM) [39]. Entry of Fe into
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the mitochondrial matrix through the inner mitochondrial membrane (IMM)
may require the SLC transporter mitoferrin-1 (also known as MFRN1/
SLC25A37) [40]. Cells may eliminate excess intracellular Fe by secretion of Fe2C

via FPN1 or by secretion of heme through the feline leukemia virus, subgroup
C, receptor [41]. Excess intracellular Fe may also be detoxified and stored in the
cytosol by ferritin, which consists of 24 H (heavy) and L (light) subunits [42]
(see Section 4.6). Shuttling of Fe to ferritin appears to be mediated by the poly-
r(C)-binding protein 1 (PCBP1) family of chaperones [43]. To mobilize Fe, ferri-
tin is degraded by recruitment of lysosomes and the proteasome (reviewed in
[42]).

Like systemic Fe, cellular Fe homeostasis is also tightly regulated. In this case,
regulation is achieved by a network of Fe-dependent proteins. Iron-regulatory
proteins (IRP1; also known as aconitase 1) and IRP2 (also known as iron-respon-
sive element binding protein 2) are the principal components of this Fe-regulato-
ry network [44]. IRPs are cytosolic proteins that bind to iron-responsive el-
ements (IREs), stem-loop structures found in either the 5’ or 3’ untranslated
regions of mRNAs for proteins involved in Fe import (TfR1, DMT1), storage
(ferritin [both heavy and light subunits]), and export (FPN1) [44]. Under condi-
tions of Fe deficiency, IRPs bind to 5’ IREs present in both ferritin and FPN1
mRNAs to repress their translation, and to 3’ IREs in mRNAs of TfR1 and
(presumably IRE-containing) DMT1 isoforms to stabilize them. Excess cytosolic
Fe destabilizes IRP1 and IRP2, preventing them from binding to IREs, resulting
in increased synthesis of ferritin and FPN1 and enhanced degradation of TfR1
and DMT1 mRNAs. By controlling the import, storage, and efflux of Fe, IRPs
ensure that metabolic needs for Fe are met while minimizing the toxic effects of
excess Fe.

3. IRON AND CANCER FORMATION:

“A PREDOMINANT FEATURE”

3.1. Production of Reactive Oxygen Species and Induction of

Oxidative Damage

Body Fe homeostasis needs to be tightly regulated because excess Fe is generally
associated with toxicity since it induces the hydroxyl radical (%OH), a ROS
formed via the Fenton reaction. Fe2C interacts with O2, which leads to the pro-
duction of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) to initiate the Fenton reaction. The Fenton
reaction involves Fe2C reacting with H2O2 to yield Fe3C, a soluble %OH, and a
hydroxide ion (OH–). The hydroxyl radical can induce lipid peroxidation to yield
lipid alkoxy (RO%) radicals � which is damaging to cell membranes �, more
ROS and oxidative stress. Moreover, ROS such as superoxide anion (O2

–) and
H2O2 also play a role in the production of Fe-induced free radicals.

Fe and Fe derivatives (such as heme or Fe-sulfur [Fe-S] clusters) are essential
for the function of ROS-producing enzymes such as nicotinamide adenine dinu-
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cleotide phosphate hydride (NADPH) oxidases (NOXs) (involving heme), xan-
thine oxidase (involving Fe-S clusters), lipoxygenases (LOXs) (non-heme Fe3C),
cytochrome P450 enzymes (heme), and subunits of the mitochondrial electron
transport chain (Fe-S clusters). Both Fe-dependent ROS-producing enzymes and
“labile” Fe (see Section 2.2) are capable of directly catalyzing damaging free
radical formation via Fenton chemistry and thereby contribute to ROS-depend-
ent cell damage and death (reviewed in [45]).

3.2. Dysregulation of Iron Homeostasis and

Increased Tumor Growth

Mechanisms how Fe may contribute to tumor induction or progression in clinical
and nonclinical models have been reviewed extensively [2, 46–49]. Such mecha-
nisms include oxidative DNA damage by Fe-catalyzed ROS production, altera-
tions in gene expression consistent with increased Fe requirements in proliferating
cells, as well as decreased immune surveillance against cancer (see Section 3.3).

Excess Fe is associated with DNA damage and promotion of oncogenesis, for
instance in patients with hereditary hemochromatosis (Fe overload) who develop
liver cancer because the liver is a major organ of Fe storage [50]. Other diseases
with Fe overload may also increase the risk for cancer, such as β-thalassemia,
with a greater incidence of hepatocellular carcinoma [51]. Fe may also promote
the development of leukemia in transfusion-dependent patients with myelodys-
plastic syndrome [52]. Fe overload also contributes to cancer in the colon and
breast tissues: Indeed, the intestinal epithelium is exposed to dietary Fe more
than other tissues [53]; and, Fe and estrogen may work synergistically and con-
tribute to the development of breast cancer [54]. An increase of DNA breaks
was found in leukocytes obtained from rats chronically fed a diet containing
excess Fe as well as after incubation of human leukocytes, primary colonocytes
or preneoplastic colon adenoma cell lines with Fe [55, 56]. In non-neoplastic
rat liver epithelial cells that were previously initiated with N-methyl-N-nitro-N-
nitrosoguanidine (MNNG), ferric ammonium citrate enhanced neoplastic colony
formation in a dose-dependent manner, but cell proliferation was reduced ~30 %
at the Fe concentrations used [57].

In addition, the microenvironment may also play a role in promoting tumor
growth by providing Fe to the tumor cells by tumor-associated macrophages that
secrete ferritin [58] and by Fe released from erythrocytes and dead tumor cells
[59]. Ferritin protects cancer cells from the Fe-induced generation of ROS thus
increasing their resistance to chemotherapy (see Section 4.6). In tumor-associated
macrophages, ferritin plays a role in maintaining a pro-tumorigenic (M2) program
(reviewed in [60]) (see Section 4.2.2). Aside from its intracellular roles, serum
(extracellular ferritin) can stimulate angiogenesis, immunosuppression, and prolif-
eration through various signaling mechanisms [60]. Treatments that involve Fe
depletion (e.g., Fe chelators), complemented by ROS reduction (e.g., activation of
NF-E2-related factor-2 (Nrf2) pathways, antioxidants), may prevent the develop-
ment of cancer in patients with Fe overload diseases (reviewed in [61, 62]).
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In general, genes encoding proteins that increase intracellular Fe (TfR1,
DMT1, and hepcidin) are upregulated in tumor cells, whilst those decreasing Fe
levels (FPN-1, ferritin) are downregulated [63–66]. Furthermore, previous stud-
ies have shown that the proto-oncogene and proliferation gene c-myc may regu-
late the expression of TfR1 by directly binding to its promoter region, as well as
by indirectly regulating IRP2 and ferritin [67, 68]. In line with these observations,
the induction of the tumor suppressor p53 in lung and colorectal cancer (CRC)
cell lines increases ferritin and decreases TfR1 protein levels [69], and p53 may
induce cell cycle arrest via restricted availability of intracellular Fe to Fe-depend-
ent enzymes (cyclin, cyclin-dependent kinases, ribonucleotide reductase) (re-
viewed in [70]).

Wingless-related integration site (Wnt) signaling results in the accumulation
of β-catenin, which activates the T cell factor (TCF)-lymphoid enhancer factor
(LEF) transcription factor complex to induce the expression of target genes,
such as c-myc, cyclin D1, and the multidrug resistance P-glycoprotein pump
ABCB1 that are involved in cell proliferation and survival [71]. Wnt signaling is
regulated through a destruction complex composed of adenomatous polyposis
coli (APC), axin, casein kinase 1, and glycogen synthase kinase 3β, which actively
targets β-catenin for degradation. Some β-catenin is also sequestered from the
destruction complex through an association with E-cadherin [71]. Because inacti-
vating mutations in APC are an early event in CRC, and because alterations in
Fe transporters have been observed in CRC tissue, the role of Fe in Wnt signal-
ing has been studied with particular emphasis on proliferation of CRC cell lines
[72]. Fe increased Wnt signaling and proliferation in cells with aberrant APC or
β-catenin which suggested that the role of Fe is to regulate β-catenin. Hence,
Fe may increase Wnt signaling and thereby exacerbate intestinal tumorigenesis,
particularly in a background of APC mutations.

These cell culture observations were extended by experiments in Apcmin/C

mice [73], a model of intestinal cancer in which APC is inactivated. High levels
of dietary Fe induced the proto-oncogene c-myc, TfR1, and DMT1 expression
in intestinal polyps from Apcmin/C mice, as well as in human adenomas and
carcinomas, and accelerated tumor formation whereas low Fe levels reduced
tumor formation. The stem cell compartment was particularly responsive to Fe
manipulation. Further, dietary Fe, but not systemic Fe, was crucial to intestinal
tumorigenesis [73]. Supporting the finding that dietary Fe increases cancer risk,
Fe-enriched diets have similarly been shown to increase colorectal tumor inci-
dence in a mouse model of colitis [53]. A high-Fe diet also enhanced prolifera-
tion and the formation of large adenomas in an azoxymethane-induced mouse
model of colon cancer [74]. Conversely, low-Fe diets reduced the growth of colon
cancer (as well as mammary adenocarcinoma and hepatoma) xenografts in mice
[75]. But an opposite effect of Fe was observed in lymphoma cell lines with
translocated copies of c-myc, where Fe inhibited proliferation via free radical-
mediated DNA damage and downregulation of c-myc expression [76].
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3.3. Suppression of Cancer Immunity

The interplay of Fe metabolism with the regulation of immune responses is com-
plex and also context-dependent. Transfusional Fe overload leads to excessive
Fe storage in macrophages and inhibits the immune system [77]. Hence, in mac-
rophages, high intracellular Fe concentration can inhibit the interferon-γ
(IFN-γ)-stimulated release of ROS and nitric oxide (NO) (reviewed in [78]),
which are key effector pathways in innate immunity. In monocytes, Fe reduces
surface expression of cell adhesion molecules such as intracellular cell adhesion
molecule 1 (ICAM-1) and human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-DR, which are im-
portant in leukocyte migration, T-cell mediated killing and other T- and B-cell
responses contributing to adaptive immunity [79]. In contrast, cell-mediated im-
munity can be enhanced by Fe. In T-lymphocytes, Fe reduces activation of the
pro-apoptotic/antiproliferative IFN-γ/signal transducer and activator of tran-
scription 1 (STAT1) pathway and favors the differentiation of T helper 1 (TH1)
cells, which could promote cytotoxic antitumor responses [80].

4. IRON AND CANCER DEFENSE:

“LONG LIVE THE DIFFERENCE”

4.1. Effect of Hepcidin in Cancer Protection

Fe efflux to the blood stream is physiologically controlled by hepcidin, an anti-
microbial peptide and master hormonal regulator of systemic Fe metabolism [4,
20] (see Section 2.1). Hepcidin expression is predominantly modulated by Fe,
inflammation, and erythropoiesis, as well as by other factors [4, 81, 82]. Increased
serum or tissue Fe levels promote hepcidin induction via BMP/SMAD signaling.
Inflammatory interleukin-6 (IL-6) triggers hepcidin induction via IL-6/STAT sig-
naling in crosstalk with the BMP/SMAD pathway (reviewed in [83]). Activin B
is another inflammatory cytokine that activates hepcidin via non-canonical BMP/
SMAD signaling. Increased erythropoietic activity induced by erythropoietin
leads to hepcidin suppression via erythroferrone and other cytokines, possibly
by inhibiting BMP/SMAD signaling [83]. Genetic disorders of liver hepcidin ex-
pression contribute to Fe-related diseases. These disorders include various forms
of hereditary hemochromatosis, which is associated with low hepcidin expression
or function (reviewed in [84]) and genetic Fe-refractory Fe deficiency anemia,
which is associated with high hepcidin levels and Fe deficit [85].

Hereditary hemochromatosis is a disorder of systemic Fe overload that is
caused by hepcidin insufficiency and leads to hyperferremia and gradual Fe satu-
ration of Tf so that NTBI increases which represents highly reactive forms of
Fe. These pro-oxidant forms of Fe are ultimately diverted towards the liver hepa-
tocytes, where they may promote oxidative damage [86] by generation of free
radicals via Fenton chemistry (see Section 3.1). This subsequently causes damage
to DNA, proteins, and membranes. The chronic Fe-driven damage of hepato-
cytes leads to fibrosis and long-term to hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) [87].
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Decreased liver tissue hepcidin under stress conditions, including HCC [88], is
linked to activation of the rat sarcoma (Ras)/rapidly accelerated fibrosarcoma
(RAF) mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and mechanistic target of ra-
pamycin (mTOR) signaling that enhance cell proliferation and anabolic growth
[89]. The latter study also showed that the RAF inhibitor sorafenib that is used
for combined therapies of HCC [90] (in addition to its ability to induce ferropto-
sis; see Section 4.5) not only interferes with cancer cell proliferation and angio-
genesis, but may also mediate Fe restriction for the growing tumor by inducing
hepcidin expression [89]. But serum hepcidin can also be elevated in certain
cancers (reviewed in [91]), and some cancer cells, such as breast, CRC, and
prostate cancer cells synthesize higher amounts of hepcidin than their nonmalig-
nant equivalents [65, 92, 93]. Hence, it has been suggested that the pro-oncogenic
nature of hepcidin may be due to its ability to increase intracellular Fe content
in tumor cells by inducing internalization and degradation of FPN1 [94, 95] (re-
viewed in [91]). In contrast, hepcidin levels have been shown to be influenced
via a p53 response element in the hepcidin gene (HAMP) promoter [96]. Activa-
tion of p53 increased hepcidin expression, while silencing of p53 resulted in de-
creased hepcidin expression in human hepatoma cells. The authors hypothesized
that hepcidin upregulation by p53 is part of a systemic defense mechanism
against cancer, through Fe deprivation [96]. Hence, the role of hepcidin in cancer
is complex and needs to be evaluated in the context of the type of cancer in-
volved and the function of hepcidin in systemic versus cellular/local (i.e., cancer
tissue) Fe homeostasis.

4.2. Function of Lipocalin-2/NGAL in Cancer Repression

4.2.1. Prevention of Tumor Progression

The lipocalin family comprises a group of over 20 small (160–180 amino acid
residues) glycoproteins. The core structure of lipocalins consists of an eight-
stranded antiparallel β-barrel forming a hydrophobic cavity that defines the “ca-
lyx”, or cup-shaped ligand binding site capable of flexible ligand binding. Lipoca-
lins are secreted by cells and perform a variety of important biological functions
(reviewed in [97]). Lipocalin-2 (Lcn2) (also referred to as NGAL, neutrophil
gelatinase-associated lipocalin or siderocalin in humans, in rodents neu-related
lipocalin or 24p3) is a 24 kDa secreted protein that was first identified as part
of the matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9; gelatinase-B)/NGAL complex in hu-
man neutrophils, where its binding to MMP-9 may accelerate MMP-9 activation
or block its auto-degradation [98]. Lcn2 was found to be released by neutrophils
at sites of infection and inflammation [99].

Lcn2 binds Fe3C through association with bacterial hydrophobic catecholate-
type ferric siderophores, such as enterobactin [100]. Hence, Lcn2 may play a role
as an Fe3C-siderophore sequestering protein in antibacterial innate immunity
by blocking bacterial access to Fe, thereby decreasing susceptibility to bacterial
infections [100, 101]. The interactions of Lcn2 with bacterial siderophores have
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been very well characterized [102]. Lcn2 may also bind to mammalian counter-
parts of bacterial siderophores, such as DHBA and catechol [34, 35], thereby
affecting Fe homeostasis of target cells and their survival and proliferation. Lcn2
may also stimulate growth and differentiation, and promote repair and regenera-
tion of damaged epithelia (reviewed in [103]). Lcn2 may be cytoprotective
through an antioxidative mode of action [104]. Lcn2 may modulate cell death or
survival, depending on its Fe3C-siderophore-loading [105]. When complexed
with Fe3C and one of its siderophores (holo-Lcn2), uptake of the molecule inhib-
its apoptosis by increasing intracellular Fe and decreasing Bcl-2 (B-cell lympho-
ma 2)-interacting mediator of cell death (Bim), a facilitator of apoptosis; con-
versely, the internalization of Fe-free Lcn2 (apo-Lcn2) leads to apoptosis, which
is driven by Fe depletion and Bim upregulation [106]. Lcn2 is taken up by cells
by RME via megalin (Kd ~60 nM) [107] or the 24p3/Lcn2 receptor “brain-type
organic cation transporter” (SLC22A17) (Kd ~90 pM) [108].

In recent years, it has become apparent that Lcn2 is over-expressed in cancers
of diverse origin and that it facilitates tumorigenesis by promoting survival,
growth, and metastasis. Lcn2 has oncogenic potential by promoting epithelial-
to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) that facilitates invasiveness and metastasis, in
part by forming a complex with MMP-9 which increases its stability, by control-
ling Fe availability that stimulates cell survival, inflammation [109], and tumori-
genesis (reviewed in [110–112]).

In striking contrast, a study by Hanai et al. [113] showed that introduction of
Lcn2 (especially as holo-Lcn2) into Ras-transformed 4T1 mouse mammary tu-
mor cells reversed EMT induced by the oncogene H-Ras, and blocked in vivo
their aptitude for growth, invasiveness, and metastasis, as well as angiogenesis
[113, 114]. This suggested that Lcn2 differentially regulates EMT and mesenchy-
mal-to-epithelial transition (MET) in a cell context-dependent manner [113].
Some of the anticancer properties of Lcn2 in Ras-transformed 4T1 mouse mam-
mary tumor cells were the consequence of its ability to inhibit HIF-1α-dependent
expression of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) [114]. These data were
compatible with observations in cancer of the ovary [115]: Lcn2 expression was
almost absent in normal ovaries, strongly present in well differentiated tumors,
but weakly expressed in undifferentiated tumors. When EMT was induced by
epidermic growth factor in ovarian tumor lines, Lcn2 expression was reduced,
suggesting that Lcn2 may slow down development of more advanced grades of
malignancy [115]. Similar observations were reported in pancreatic cancer [116].
Lcn2 reduced cell adhesion/invasion partly by suppressing focal adhesion kinase
(FAK) activation/phosphorylation and partly inhibited angiogenesis by blocking
VEGF production, both in vitro and in vivo [116]. An antimetastatic action of
Lcn2 was also described for colon cancer [117]: In a subtype of particularly
aggressive cell lines (KM12SM), Lcn2 expression was inversely correlated with
metastasis, and the ectopic induction of Lcn2 inhibited invasion in vitro and the
appearance of hepatic metastases in vivo, but without affecting growth and via-
bility of tumor cells in vitro and in vivo. This study partly supports earlier work
demonstrating high levels of Lcn2 expression in tissue but not in lymph node
metastases from adenocarcinomas of the colon [99], and confirm the potential
of NGAL as a possible antimetastatic agent.
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Finally, Apcmin/C intestinal tumorigenesis was investigated in an Lcn2-deficient
background in mice [118]. Loss of Lcn2 increased tumor multiplicity specifically
in the duodenum, suggesting a potential tumor-suppressive activity. Concurrent-
ly, however, Lcn2 increased the average small intestinal tumor size particularly
in the distal small intestine. This suggests that the heterogeneous actions of Lcn2
may be (cancer) cell context-dependent and influenced by multiple mechanisms
of action, e.g., Fe sequestration and complex formation with MMP9 promoting
EMT and tumorigenesis, and inhibition of HIF-1α, FAK phosphorylation, and
VEGF expression revealing its antineoplastic, antiangiogenic, and antimetastatic
effects. In summary, although further knowledge of the receptors and signaling
pathways mediating Lcn2 upregulation in aggressive cancers is necessary, Lcn2
is not only a useful diagnostic and prognostic biomarker of disease progression
but also a promising target for cancer therapy in a cancer cell specific context.

4.2.2. Promotion of Innate Immunity

Macrophages are key players of innate immunity but also have a central role in
Fe homeostasis. Due to their ability to phagocytose, in particular spleen and
liver macrophages take up and degrade damaged or senescent erythrocytes and
therefore represent a major source of available Fe in the body [119]. Macropha-
ges are functionally heterogeneous, i.e., as M1- and M2-polarized macrophages,
which allow them to adapt to changes in the microenvironment [120] and also
determines Fe availability. M1-macrophages are pro-inflammatory, whereas M2-
macrophages are antiinflammatory [121]. Due to their functional characteristics,
macrophages have been further classified into host defense (M1), wound healing
(M2a), and immune regulation (M2b/c) macrophages [122]. Consequently, mac-
rophages contribute to different and even opposing biological functions [123].
M1-macrophages display an Fe-sequestering phenotype by optimizing Fe uptake
and storage, and down-regulating Fe export in order to withdraw Fe from the
microenvironment (and hence from invading pathogens) (reviewed in [124]).
This makes M1-macrophages a major Fe storage site under inflammatory condi-
tions. M1-macrophages express high levels of ferritin, DMT-1, and possibly apo-
Lcn2, but low levels of TfR1 and FPN-1 (reviewed in [125]), thereby promoting
Fe sequestration. In contrast, M2-macrophages rapidly release Fe to the local
microenvironment [126], e.g., likely via FPN-1 and secretion of holo-Lcn2 and/
or ferritin (see Section 4.6; also reviewed in [125]).

Lcn-2 is expressed in macrophages during infectious and inflammation-associ-
ated diseases [101]. Because the presence of immune cells, in particular macro-
phages, is also linked to chronic inflammatory conditions found in tumors,
M1-polarized macrophages may exert antitumor activity by creating cancer-
destructive inflammatory responses. Toll-like receptor (TLR)-signaling seems to
be required for their antitumor activity [127] (reviewed in [128]). In patients
with postoperative infections at the tumor site, spontaneous tumor regression
has been described and consequently used for the therapy of bladder cancer by
administering Mycobacterium bovis bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG) [129]. This
likely occurs by activating TLR signaling and promoting the differentiation of
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tumor infiltrating monocytes into M1-polarized macrophages. Accordingly, con-
ditioned media of M1-polarized macrophages slow down colon cancer cell
growth in vitro and in vivo [130]. Most importantly, secreted Lcn2 has been
shown to promote the M1-macrophage phenotype in various tissues under in-
flammatory conditions [131–133]. Hence, it is possible that M1-macrophages in
the tumor environment develop a Fe sequestration phenotype to attenuate tu-
mor progression, similar to their pathogen-stimulated M1 counterparts, and that
both TLR- and Lcn-2-dependent signaling contribute to differentiation into M1-
macrophages.

In contrast, M2-macrophages may promote malignancy (reviewed in [125]).

4.3. Lactoferrin as Anticancer Agent

Lactoferrin (Lf) belongs to the Tf protein family and is a non-heme Fe binding
glycoprotein with a molecular weight of 80 kDa that is found in bovine milk as
well as in humans (reviewed in [134]). The structure of Lf consists of a single
polypeptide chain which is folded into two lobes (reviewed in [134]). Each lobe
can bind one Fe3C ion in the presence of a carbonate ion that acts as a “synergis-
tic anion”. The carbonate ion can be protonated in acidic biological compart-
ments and this helps to promote the release of Fe3C, which is otherwise bound
extremely tightly to the protein (Kd w10–20 mol/L). Hence, there are two forms
of Lf, namely the Fe3C-free (apo-Lf) and the Fe3C-containing (holo-Lf) form.
Although Tf and Lf share similar Fe3C-binding properties, Lf does not appear
to be important for Fe transport in the body [135]. Lf from human milk may
play a role in providing Fe to newborns: Indeed, Lf receptor proteins have been
discovered in the colon, which are capable of binding human (hLf) as well as
bovine lactoferrin (bLf) [136, 137]. But studies with Lf-knockout mice have
shown that Lf is not absolutely required as an Fe source for infants [135]. Lf is
also abundant in neutrophils where it is stored in secretory granules (reviewed
in [138]). Moreover, Lf is present in various other secreted body fluids, such as
tears, saliva, sweat, as well as nasal and genital secretions and its biosynthesis
can increase during bacterial infections. Consequently, it is now widely accepted
that Lf belongs to the innate immune system [139].

Lf is known for its antibacterial, antifungal, antiviral, antioxidant, antiinflam-
matory, but also anticancerous properties [140]. Indeed, Lf and its proteolytic
derivatives possess anticancer activities and their use in combination with other
agents shows promising results (reviewed in [140, 141]). Currently, it is thought
that bLf, hLf, and their derivatives may synergize with other established antican-
cer agents or delivery systems to combat cancer (reviewed in [142, 143]). Studies
with various cancer cell lines, animal models, and clinical populations have been
reported, all showing beneficial effects [144–147] (reviewed in [140, 148]). Of
particular practical relevance is the observation that oral administration seems
effective, which differs from practically all other therapeutic proteins, which re-
quire parenteral routes of administration to circumvent gastrointestinal (GI)
proteolytic degradation. bLf is a relatively stable protein that can be active even
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after crossing the GI tract as partially degraded fragments. These fragments,
including bovine lactoferricin B, retain the receptor-binding regions of the pro-
tein as well as the anticancer active regions [149, 150] and can be internalized
by specific Lf receptors in the apical membrane of enterocytes [136, 137]. Hence,
some of the antimicrobial lactoferricin peptides have been used as anticancer
agents, and occasionally this strategy has been successful in animal experiments
[151]. Moreover, oral administration of bLf decreased colon carcinogenesis in
azoxymethane-treated rats [152], 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene-induced ham-
ster buccal carcinogenesis [153], or showed chemopreventive effects against
esophagus and lung carcinogenesis in rats [154]. Additional in vivo data in mice
suggested that bLf may enhance the effectiveness of chemotherapy of breast
cancer [155]. The inhibition of tumor growth in animal studies has been attribut-
ed to the antiangiogenic and antiinflammatory functions of bLf [156].

Overall, these effects are thought to be mediated by stimulation of the immune
response, by modulation of carcinogen-metabolizing enzymes, by modifying the
redox profile in target organs, and/or by inhibiting angiogenesis. Yet, regulation
of the immune function by Lf may be a key factor in the mechanisms of action
involved in cancer prevention. Both innate and adaptive immunity have been
implicated in the immune reaction elicited by Lf or its derivatives to combat
cancer in vivo: Oral administration of bLf activates B- and T-cells and increases
the effect of natural killer cells and macrophages, while the expression of IFN-
γ, tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), caspase-1, and IL-18 increases (reviewed
in [140]). In addition, Lf regulates multiple signaling pathways to convey cytotox-
ic effects on cancer cells. Both, bLf and hLf inhibit growth of cancer cells by
inducing cell cycle arrest and/or mTOR signaling in vitro and in vivo [157, 158],
while bovine lactoferricin B inhibits cell growth by triggering mitochondrial
apoptosis and disrupting cell membranes [159, 160]. Lf and its derivatives inhibit
the activity of Akt (protein kinase B), survivin and activate p21, p27, p38, and
JNK and induce the release of caspase-8, caspase-3, and cytochrome c to induce
apoptosis in cancer cells and cancer stem cells (reviewed in [140]). More recently,
holo-bLf was shown to elicit apoptosis in breast cancer cell lines by inhibiting a
plasma membrane vacuolar-type HC-ATPase [161], whereas apo-bLf induced
apoptosis in HeLa tumor cells by a mechanism involving ROS formation and
GSH depletion [162]. The role of Fe in these processes remains unclear: Al-
though Lf binds or releases Fe depending on its grade of Fe saturation, most
anticancer effects of Lf may be unrelated to Fe since they can be mimicked by
Lf fragments (see above) and its cytotoxic effects can be elicited equally well by
apo- or holo-Lf [163].

Because of the convincing immunomodulatory, antiangiogenic, and pro-apop-
totic effects of Lf in vitro and in animal experiments, a recombinant form of hLf
was evaluated as a therapeutic agent for the treatment of human cancer in phase
II and phase III clinical trials. In a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled
study, administration of recombinant hLf extended survival by an average of
65 % in patients with advanced stage non-small cell lung carcinoma [164]. The
same preparation was associated with marked improvements in overall survival
when applied as an adjunct to standard chemotherapy in patients with newly
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diagnosed lung cancer [165]. Furthermore, administration of bLf in a randomized
placebo-controlled clinical trial setting had beneficial effects by blocking the
growth of adenomatous colorectal polyps that often precede cancer development
[166]. In conclusion, Lfs are attractive pharmaceutical drug candidates in clinical
nutrition in the overall management of cancer (reviewed in [167]) whose applica-
tion is so far not hampered by pro-carcinogenic effects. Yet, further studies are
necessary to clarify the preventive and therapeutic roles of Lfs in malignancies.

4.4. Contribution of Heme Oxygenase-1 to Cancer Defense

Under oxidative stress, ROS are generated that may cause hemoproteins to re-
lease their prosthetic heme groups, producing free heme that can catalyze the
production of additional free radicals through Fenton chemistry (see Section
3.1). The pro-oxidant effects of free heme can be avoided through a variety of
mechanisms, including the rapid induction of heme oxygenase-1 (HMOX1) gene
transcription and heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) isoenzyme protein expression,
which increases the rate of free heme catabolism, preventing it from inducing
cell damage and death by apoptosis [168]. The rate of HMOX1 transcription can
be induced by heme as well as by a variety of stimuli that lead to ROS formation
(reviewed in [169]), including Lcn2 [170]. Consequently, up-regulation of
HMOX1 serves as an adaptive mechanism to protect cells from oxidative damage
during stress [171]. The HMOX1 promoter contains DNA-responsive elements
recognized by specific transcription factors activated in response to oxidative
stress.

Under homeostasis transcription factors Bach1 (also known as FancJ or
BRIP1)/small Maf dimers bind constitutively to stress-responsive elements
(StRe) in the HMOX1 promoter and inhibit HMOX1 transcription. In response
to oxidative stress, Bach1 is exported from the nucleus, ubiquitinated and de-
graded, thus eliminating transcriptional constraints. Oxidative stress also induces
Kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1 (Keap1) ubiquitination-degradation, allow-
ing the transcription factor Nrf2 to translocate into the nucleus. Nrf2/small Maf
protein heterodimers bind to StRe and promote HMOX1 transcription. Most
likely the Bach1/Nrf2 transcriptional system interacts functionally with other
transcription factors to regulate HMOX1 transcription [169]. Nrf2 trans-activates
many antioxidant proteins apart from HO-1, such as peroxiredoxin 1, catalase,
GSH-dependent peroxidase (GPX), superoxide dismutase (SOD), thioredoxin,
and proteins that enhance GSH synthesis and regeneration [172]. Hence, Nrf2 is
one of the most important transcription factors that protect the organism against
exogenous stressors and ROS damage (reviewed in [173]).

HO-1 catalyzes the oxidation of heme to biologically active products: carbon
monoxide (CO), biliverdin, and Fe2C. Biliverdin can be converted into the anti-
oxidant bilirubin by biliverdin reductase (reviewed in [174]). Heme catabolism
by HO-1 induces the expression of ferritin heavy chain (FtH) and controls in
this manner the pro-oxidant activity of labile Fe, an effect which inhibits nuclear
factor kappa B (NF-κB), thus limiting the transcription of pro-inflammatory
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genes (reviewed in [168]). The CO produced through heme catabolism by HO-1
targets cytochrome c oxidase to produce a transient oxidative burst [175]. In
addition, CO leads to the degradation of the p38 MAPK p38α isoforms, activat-
ing the antiapoptotic p38β isoform [176], which interacts functionally with NF-
κB-dependent antiapoptotic A1 and cellular inhibitor of apoptosis protein-2 to
suppress caspase activation and apoptosis (reviewed in [168]). Moreover, HO-1
induces expression of antiapoptotic Bcl-2 proteins through activation of the
phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase signal transduction pathway, an effect that inhibits
the mitochondrial intrinsic apoptotic cell death pathway [177, 178]. HO-1 and
FtH also decrease the cellular pools of free heme and free Fe, respectively, an
antioxidant effect that limits the extent of c-jun-N-terminal kinase activation
[179], thus acting in a cytoprotective manner. Hence, HO-1 participates in main-
taining cellular homeostasis and plays an important protective role in the tissues
by reducing oxidative injury, attenuating the inflammatory response, inhibiting
cell apoptosis, and regulating cell proliferation.

HO-1 involvement in cancer progression is well documented. HO-1 was shown
to increase tumor cell proliferation and migration and prevent cancer cells from
apoptosis and autophagy (for review see [180]). The regulation of blood vessel
formation and the increase in the expression of pro-angiogenic factors are also
regulated in an HO-1 dependent way in the context of tumor angiogenesis [181].
The positive correlation between the progression of tumors and increased HO-1
expression was noted for many tumors, including prostate cancer, renal cancer,
glioma, melanoma, pancreatic cancer, Kaposi sarcoma, and others (for review
see [182]). Recent studies also indicate a possible link between oncogenic muta-
tions, including the leukemia fusion gene Bcr/Abl1, Ras, and c-myc signaling
pathways, and HO-1 induction (reviewed in [183]).

However, a growing body of evidence indicates that HO-1 activation may also
prevent carcinogenesis as well as the growth and metastasis of tumors. ROS are
involved in both tumor initiation as well as in tumor progression, causing nucleic
acid mutations. ROS scavenging through the Nrf2/HO-1-mediated induction of
target genes may be protective against carcinogens and able to stop or delay
the occurrence of malignancy, at least in some tumor types, due to Nrf2/HO-1-
dependent antioxidant and genome-protecting activities. In agreement with that,
HO-1 may protect healthy tissues against chemical induction of squamous cell
carcinoma, but in already growing tumors HO-1 accelerates its progression to-
ward more malignant forms [184]. Conversely, nuclear localization of HO-1 in
human primary prostate carcinomas was shown to inhibit cell proliferation, mi-
gration, and invasion in vitro and to impair tumor growth in vivo [185]. In addi-
tion, HO-1 functions as an antiangiogenic factor in prostate carcinogenesis by
repressing NF-κB signaling [186]. The transcription factor STAT3 (together with
Akt) promotes development and metastasis of prostate cancer cells [187, 188].
HO-1 induction in tumor cells of the prostate abrogates STAT3 signaling by
increasing HO-1/STAT3 complexing formation, thus enhancing cytoplasmic re-
tention of STAT3 and subsequent inhibition of STAT3 signaling [189].

More recent studies extended these observations by demonstrating that HO-1
induction in prostate cancer cells increased E-cadherin and β-catenin levels, thus
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favoring a less aggressive phenotype and further supporting its antitumoral func-
tion in prostate cancer [190]. Moreover, HO-1 appears to counteract tumor
growth in non-small cell lung carcinoma [191], and in breast cancer it suppresses
the invasive capacity of cells via MMP9 down-regulation [192].

Interestingly, exposure to the HO-1 product CO sensitized prostate cancer cells
but not normal cells to chemotherapy, with growth arrest and apoptosis induced
in vivo in part through mitotic catastrophe [193]; CO targeted mitochondria activ-
ity in these cells by transiently inducing an anti-Warburg effect, ultimately result-
ing in metabolic exhaustion. Furthermore, in human pancreatic cancer cells, CO
significantly inhibited cell proliferation by decreasing Akt phosphorylation [194].
CO also inhibited tumor proliferation and microvascular density of xenotrans-
planted tumors and doubled the survival rates pointing to the potential chemoad-
juvant/chemotherapeutic use of CO in pancreatic cancer [194].

In summary, HO-1 has a dual role by either promoting or preventing cancer,
both in cancer development and progression, depending on the tumor type, and
also via anti- versus pro-angiogenic signaling.

4.5. Induction of Ferroptosis as Cancer Therapy

Ferroptosis is an oxidative, Fe-dependent form of cell death that is distinct from
other types of regulated cell death, such as apoptosis, necroptosis, and autophag-
ic cell death at morphological, biochemical, and genetic levels [195]. It is likely
that Fe-catalyzed production of specific ROS is mainly responsible for ferroptot-
ic death, although Fe may also function as a cofactor for enzymes involved in
ROS production [45]. Ferroptosis differs from apoptosis because it does not
show chromatin condensation, nuclear fragmentation, plasma membrane blebb-
ing, and caspase activation (reviewed in [196]). Ferroptosis is also distinct from
autophagy because it does not form autophagosomes and lacks changes in micro-
tubule-associated proteins 1A/1B light chain 3B (LC3). Unlike necrosis, ferrop-
tosis does not display rapid depletion of ATP. Rather, ferroptosis is morphologi-
cally characterized by reduced mitochondrial size with increased membrane
density, reduction or vanishing of mitochondria crista, and outer mitochondrial
membrane rupture (reviewed in [196]). Ferroptosis is elicited by inactivation of
cellular GSH-dependent antioxidant defenses, leading to the accumulation of
damaging ROS derived from Fe metabolism and toxic lipid ROS (L-ROS) as
well as depletion and peroxidation of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) [197].
Mechanistically, ferroptosis may cause cell death through PUFA oxidation and
fragmentation and membrane lipid damage, which may be sufficient to irreversi-
bly permeabilize the plasma membrane (reviewed in [198]). Alternatively or in
parallel, reactive lipid intermediates generated following PUFA oxidation could
induce cell death by covalently modifying and inactivating essential intracellular
proteins [198].

Ferroptosis can be induced by experimental compounds (e.g., erastin or Ras-
selective lethal small molecule 3 (RSL3)) or clinical drugs (e.g., sorafenib) in
cancer cells and certain normal cells (e.g., kidney tubule cells); class 1 inducers
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(e.g., erastin, sorafenib) deplete GSH while class 2 inducers (e.g., RSL3) inhibit
GPX4 function (reviewed in [196]). Ferroptosis can be pharmacologically inhibit-
ed by Fe chelators (e.g., deferoxamine and desferrioxamine mesylate) and lipid
peroxidation inhibitors (e.g., ferrostatin-1, liproxstatin-1) by reducing cellular Fe
uptake and limiting ROS production, respectively [195, 199]. GPX4 [200], heat
shock protein beta-1 (HSPB1) [201], and Nrf2 [202] function as negative regula-
tors of ferroptosis by reducing cellular Fe uptake and limiting ROS production,
respectively. In contrast, NOX [195] and p53 (especially the acetylation-defective
mutant p53) [203] act as positive regulators of ferroptosis by promoting ROS
production and inhibiting expression of SLC7A11 (a key component of the sys-
tem Xc

– cysteine/glutamate antiporter required for intracellular GSH synthesis).
HO-1 may have a context-dependent dual effect on ferroptosis: HO-1 inhibi-

tion prevented erastin-triggered ferroptotic cell death in cancer cells [204]. Fur-
thermore, erastin increased protein and mRNA expression of HO-1 in HT1080
fibrosarcoma cells and fibroblasts and HO-1 expression increased ferroptotic cell
death, possibly by increasing Fe-dependent lipid peroxidation [204]. On the
other hand, the antioxidative transcriptional regulator Nrf2 that promotes tran-
scription of genes encoding antioxidant proteins (including HO-1) had an anti-
ferroptosis role in HCC [202]. Indeed, knockdown of Nrf2 and HO-1 accelerated
erastin or sorafenib-induced ferroptosis in these cells.

In the context of cancer defense/therapy, ferroptosis may act as an endogenous
tumor suppressive mechanism downstream of p53 (see above [203]). It is also
conceivable to use small molecule activators of ferroptosis, such as erastin, to
selectively eliminate cancer cells with mutations in the RAS-RAF-mitogen-acti-
vated protein kinase kinase (MEK)- extracellular-signal regulated kinase (ERK)
pathway [200, 205]. Kidney and lymphoma cancer cells are more sensitive to
erastin compared with cancer cells from other tissues (e.g., lung, colon, central
nervous system, melanocytes, ovary, and breast) [200]. Erastin also enhances the
impact of chemotherapeutic drugs (e.g., cisplatin, temozolomide, cytarabine, dox-
orubicin) in certain cancer cells [206–208]. In vivo, erastin and RSL3 prevented
tumor growth in a xenograft model [200, 201]. Hence induction of ferroptosis by
drugs, such as sorafenib (that is used as a treatment for advanced renal cell
carcinoma, unresectable HCC, and thyroid cancer) holds great potential for can-
cer therapy.

4.6. Roles of Ferritin in Cancer Protection

Most cells store excess intracellular Fe in ferritin, where it can be safely seques-
tered from participation in ROS-generating reactions. Ferritin consists of 24 sub-
units surrounding a large cavity. The structure of ferritin is similar to a spherical
shell enclosing a large cavity that holds up to 4500 Fe atoms in a safe, soluble,
and bioavailable form (reviewed in [42, 209]). Ferritin interacts with Fe2C to
induce its oxidation and deposition in the cavity in a mineral form, a reaction
that is catalyzed by a ferroxidase center. This antioxidant activity consumes Fe2C

and peroxides, and thereby prevents formation of toxic ROS via Fenton chemis-
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try (see Section 3.1). Generally ferritin expression is regulated by Fe and by
oxidative damage, and in mammals has a central role in the control of cellular
Fe homeostasis (reviewed in [42, 209]). Ferritin is mostly cytosolic but is found
also in mammalian mitochondria and nuclei. In mammals, cytosolic ferritins are
composed of two subunit types, termed ferritin heavy (FtH) and ferritin light
(FtL) chain subunits and they assemble in a tissue-specific manner that permits
flexibility to adapt to cell needs. Ferritin is regulated by IRP1 and IRP2, which
post-transcriptionally repress ferritin expression (see Section 2.2).

Several studies have demonstrated that increased intracellular ferritin expres-
sion is associated with proliferation, angiogenesis, immunosuppression, and Fe
delivery in the context of cancer (reviewed in [60, 209]), but other studies suggest
the contrary: Hence, c-myc that increases cell proliferation and transformation
represses ferritin expression and stimulates IRP2 expression, which augments
the labile Fe pool [67] (see also Section 3.2 for a discussion of the mechanisms
involved). Similarly, the E1a oncogene found in adenovirus [210] and H-RAS
[211, 212] repress ferritin as well. The effects of ferritin downregulation leading
to increased proliferation and growth may be the consequence of an expansion
of the labile Fe pool. Conversely, the tumor suppressor gene p53 may inactivate
IRPs and increase ferritin expression resulting in a reduction of labile Fe and
consequent growth arrest [69, 213] (see also Section 4.7). On the other hand, in
human breast cancer cells, the micro RNA miR-200b was found to regulate FtH
expression [214]: FtH was increased whereas miR-200b levels were decreased;
reintroduction of miR-200b decreased FtH and sensitized cells to doxorubicin
chemotherapy. Similarly, FtH small interfering RNAs increased sensitivity of gli-
oma cells to the chemotherapeutic drug carmustine [215]. Both studies suggest
that decreased ferritin increases the labile Fe pool in cancer cells and thereby
sensitizes them to chemotherapy-induced apoptosis, possibly by increasing oxida-
tive stress. Hence, ferritin may have a protective role in cancer development by
preventing pre-cancerous cells from proliferating due to a reduction of the labile
Fe pool. On the other hand, ferritin may protect cancer cells from (chemothera-
py-induced) cell death by reducing oxidative stress.

4.7. Functions of Iron-Sulfur Clusters in Cancer Defense

Fe-S clusters are made up of Fe and sulfide centers and are co-factors of Fe-S
proteins. Usually, Fe-S proteins harbor 2Fe-2S and/or 4Fe-4S clusters. The redox
potential of Fe-S clusters varies from �500 mV to C300 mV so that they repre-
sent excellent electron donors/acceptors. In eukaryotic cells, Fe-S proteins are
found in mitochondria, nuclei, and the cytosol where they function as electron
carriers in redox reactions (reviewed in [216]). Fe-S clusters of numerous Fe-S
proteins function as sensors of Fe or O2, or operate in substrate binding/catalysis
and gene expression regulation. In particular, they participate in various reac-
tions including mitochondrial energy production, amino acid biosynthesis, tRNA
modification, and several aspects of protein translation.
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Biosynthesis of Fe-S clusters involves complex protein assembly systems which
comprise scaffold proteins (including the mitochondrial Fe-S cluster-assembly
enzyme (ISCU), a component of the Fe-S cluster scaffold), chaperones, electron
transfer proteins, and cysteine desulfurases [217, 218]. Maturation of all cellular
Fe-S proteins depends on the mitochondrial Fe-S cluster assembly machinery
[218, 219]. Biogenesis of cytosolic and nuclear Fe-S proteins additionally requires
a mitochondrial export system mediated by the ATP-binding cassette (ABC)
transporter ABCB7 and a cytosolic Fe-S protein assembly (CIA) machinery
[216]. The CIA supplies Fe-S clusters for cytosolic and nuclear proteins, including
those involved in DNA replication and repair [216].

Several human diseases are associated with hereditary defects in Fe-S biogene-
sis, including Friedreich’s ataxia, sideroblastic anemia, and cancer [217, 220]. For
instance, succinate dehydrogenase (SDH; complex II in the mitochondrial respi-
ratory chain) is made up of SDHA-D. Three Fe-S clusters are present in SDHB
that facilitate transfer of electrons from the flavin adenine dinucleotide FADH2

to ubiquinone. Mutations in SDH cause familial cancer syndromes (reviewed in
[221]). An SDHB-deficient renal carcinoma cell line from a young patient dis-
played a SDHB mutation, which disrupted binding to the co-chaperone HSC20
causing rapid degradation of SDHB [222]. As a consequence succinate accumu-
lated resulting in a metabolic shift to aerobic glycolysis that is typical for the
Warburg effect observed in cancer tissues.

Furthermore, Fe-S cluster biogenesis is directly linked to nuclear genome sta-
bility. Instability arises when mitochondria develop defects in Fe-S cluster bio-
genesis (reviewed in [223]). Different nuclear DNA metabolism enzymes, such
as DNA primases and DNA polymerases, ATP-dependent DNA helicases, and
DNA glycosylases require a Fe-S cofactor to operate (reviewed in [216]). Defects
in Fe-S cluster-containing DNA processing enzymes are implicated in cancer
predisposition. Mutations in the human adenine DNA glycosylase MutY(H)
cause MUTYH-associated polyposis that is an inherited autosomal recessive dis-
ease with a high predisposition to colorectal tumors due to the high level of
oxidative damage in the colon and the role of MUTYH in repairing oxidative
damage [224] (reviewed in [225]). Mutations in helicase XPD (xeroderma pig-
mentosum group D) lead to xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) and other diseases
[226]. XP is a rare autosomal recessive disorder with sun sensitivity and ultravio-
let radiation-induced skin cancer. XP mutants impact DNA and ATP-binding
and helicase domain 1 and 2 conformational change. Mutations of Fanconi ane-
mia complementation group J (FancJ; also known as Bach1 or BRIP1) DNA
helicase initiate Fanconi anemia, a rare genetic disorder characterized by bone
marrow failure and high risk of ovarian cancer [227]. Mutations of regulator of
telomere elongation helicase 1 (RTEL1) are associated with dyskeratosis con-
genita, a rare inherited disorder characterized by bone marrow failure and can-
cer predisposition [228]. Mutations in ChlR1/DDX11, a DEAD/H DNA helicase
that plays a role in sister chromatid cohesion, cause genome instability and are
linked to the Warsaw breakage syndrome, which shows a combination of features
of Fanconi anemia and Roberts syndrome [229], characterized by drug-induced
chromosomal breakage and sister chromatid cohesion defects. Recently, a strong
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association between mutations in replicative DNA polymerase pol ε and sporad-
ic colorectal cancers and endometrial carcinomas has been found [230–233].

DNA damage-dependent activation of p53 may result in downstream induction
of mitochondrial ISCU that mediates Fe-S cluster binding to IRP1. This causes
increased FtH and decreased TfR1 expression resulting in a reduced labile Fe
pool [213]. Decreased ISCU expression is found associated with p53 mutations
in most human liver cancers, suggesting that p53-ISCU signaling controls Fe
homeostasis and hepatocellular carcinogenesis [213] (see also Section 4.6).
Hence, drugs that increase ISCU expression and hence, Fe-S cluster biogenesis
and assembly could be part of a treatment strategy for cancers with altered Fe
homeostasis [234].

5. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Most authors agree that excess Fe generally promotes oncogenesis and cancer
progression. Yet, the picture is not as clear-cut as anticipated. Hence, whereas
some Fe-binding and/or -regulatory proteins exhibit pro-tumorigenic effects un-
der particular conditions they display antitumor properties under other circum-
stances, e.g., in the context of systemic versus local (i.e., cancer tissue) Fe homeo-
stasis. Furthermore, Fe can induce specific forms of cell death, which may be
beneficial to combat cancer (e.g., by inducing ferroptosis; see Section 4.5).

Remarkably, the milk protein lactoferrin, which belongs to the innate immune
system, appears outstandingly promising in the prevention and therapy of certain
types of cancer when combined with other established anticancer agents (see
Section 4.3). Hence, a differentiated assessment of the pro- and anticancer effects
of Fe, Fe-binding, and Fe-regulatory proteins seems mandatory. This is particu-
larly necessary because most reviews on Fe and cancer have come to the conclu-
sion that Fe is the culprit and they offer simple therapeutic solutions for a com-
plex subject, namely the development of Fe chelators as antitumor agents. This
review advocates caution and suggests differential and more specific therapeutic
options to fight cancer in the context of Fe homeostasis.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

ABCB1 multidrug resistance P-glycoprotein
Akt protein kinase B
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APC adenomatous polyposis coli
Apo-Lcn2 iron-free lipocalin-2/NGAL
Apo-Lf iron-free lactoferrin
ATP adenosine 5#-triphosphate
BCG Mycobacterium bovis bacillus Calmette-Guérin
Bcl-2 B-cell lymphoma-2
Bim Bcl-2-interacting mediator of cell death
bLf bovine lactoferrin
CIA cytosolic iron-sulfur protein assembly
CRC colorectal cancer
DHBA 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid
DMT1 divalent metal transporter 1 (=Nramp2/DCT1/SLC11A2)
EMT epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition
FAK focal adhesion kinase
FPN1 ferroportin-1 (= IREG1/MTP1/SLC40A1)
FtH ferritin heavy (H) chain
GPX GSH-dependent peroxidase
GSH glutathione
HCC hepatocellular carcinoma
HIF hypoxia-inducible factor
hLf human lactoferrin
HMOX1 heme oxygenase (decycling) 1
HO-1 heme oxygenase 1
holo-Lcn2 iron-containing lipocalin-2/NGAL
holo-Lf iron-containing lactoferrin
IFN- γ interferon- γ
IL-6/-18 interleukin-6/-18
IRE iron-responsive element
IRP iron-regulatory protein
ISCU iron-sulfur cluster assembly enzyme
JNK c-Jun N-terminal kinase
Lcn2 lipocalin-2 (= 24p3)
Lf lactoferrin
MAPK mitogen-activated protein kinase
MET mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition
MMP-9 matrix metalloproteinase-9
MNNG N-methyl-N-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine
mRNA messenger RNA
mTOR mechanistic target of rapamycin
NADPH nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate hydride
NF-κB nuclear factor kappa B
NGAL lipocalin-2
NOX NADPH oxidase
Nrf2 NF-E2-related factor-2
NTBI non-transferrin-bound Fe
PUFA polyunsaturated fatty acid
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RAF rapidly accelerated fibrosarcoma
RAS rat fibrosarcoma
RBC red blood cell
RE reticuloendothelial
RME receptor-mediated endocytosis
ROS reactive oxygen species
RSL3 Ras-selective lethal small molecule 3
SDH succinate dehydrogenase
STAT1/3 signal transducer and activator of transcription 1/3
Steap sixtransmembrane epithelial antigen of the prostate
StRe stress responsive elements
Tf transferrin
TfR1 Tf receptor 1
TLR toll-like receptor
tRNA transfer RNA
VEGF vascular endothelial growth factor
Wnt wingless-related integration site
XP xeroderma pigmentosum
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Abstract: Copper homeostasis is tightly regulated in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells to
ensure sufficient amounts for cuproprotein biosynthesis, while limiting oxidative stress produc-
tion and toxicity. Over the last century, copper complexes have been developed as antimicrobi-
als and for treating diseases involving copper dyshomeostasis (e.g., Wilson’s disease). There
now exists a repertoire of copper complexes that can regulate bodily copper through a myriad
of mechanisms. Furthermore, many copper complexes are now being appraised for a variety
of therapeutic indications (e.g., Alzheimer’s disease and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) that
require a range of copper-related pharmacological affects. Cancer therapy is also drawing
considerable attention since copper has been recognized as a limiting factor for multiple as-
pects of cancer progression including growth, angiogenesis, and metastasis. Consequently, ‘old
copper complexes’ (e.g., tetrathiomolybdate and clioquinol) have been repurposed for cancer
therapy and have demonstrated anticancer activity in vitro and in preclinical models. Likewise,
new tailor-made copper complexes have been designed based on structural and biological
features ideal for their anticancer activity. Human clinical trials continue to evaluate the thera-
peutic efficacy of copper complexes as anticancer agents and considerable progress has been
made in understanding their pharmacological requirements. In this chapter, we present a his-
torical perspective on the main copper complexes that are currently being repurposed for
cancer therapy and detail several of the more recently developed compounds that have
emerged as promising anticancer agents. We further provide an overview of the known mecha-
nisms of action, including molecular targets and we discuss associated clinical trials.

Keywords: cancer · chelator · clioquinol · copper · disulfiram · elesclomol · ionophore · tetra-
thiomolybdate · thiosemicarbazones

1. INTRODUCTION

Copper is an essential micronutrient required for fundamental biological pro-
cesses in all organisms. Copper is a redox-active metal and has the ability to
donate and accept electrons to shift between reduced (CuC) and oxidized
(Cu2C) states. This property allows copper to play an important biological role
in oxidation-reduction (redox) reactions, by acting as a catalytic cofactor for the
function of numerous critical enzymes. Additionally, copper is also required as
a structural (allosteric) component for many important enzymes [1]. In humans,
examples of prominent enzymes that require copper for their function include
Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase (SOD) (free radical detoxification), cytochrome c
oxidase (electron-transport enzyme involved in cellular respiration), ceruloplas-
min (iron homeostasis by converting ferrous iron (Fe2C) to ferric iron (Fe3C)),
lysyl oxidase (LOX) (connective tissue synthesis), and tyrosinase (melanin syn-
thesis) [1–4]. Nevertheless, ionic (free) copper can generate highly reactive oxy-
gen species (ROS) due to being redox active and can cause damage to lipids,
proteins, nucleic acids, and other biomolecules [1].

An excess of intracellular copper can become cytotoxic and therefore cells
possess regulatory mechanisms to maintain copper homeostasis, including specif-
ic transporters for copper uptake, distribution, and efflux (e.g., CTR1 and
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ATP7A/B) and small molecules for detoxification (e.g., glutathione and metallo-
thioneins) [5]. The importance of copper homeostasis in humans is illustrated by
the devastating consequences of two genetic disorders, Menkes and Wilson’s
(WD) diseases, which cause systemic copper deficiency or overload, respectively
[6]. Classical Menkes disease is an X-linked recessive disorder and fatal to infant
boys. Copper deficiency in Menkes disease causes a myriad of symptoms, includ-
ing a failure to thrive, hypotonia, kinky hair (pili torti), deterioration of the
nervous system, and severe intellectual disability [6]. WD is an autosomal reces-
sive disorder characterized by profound accumulation of copper in the liver and
several other organs (e.g., brain, kidney) with resulting toxicity (e.g., liver cirrho-
sis) [6]. For comprehensive information on mammalian copper homeostasis and
associated diseases the reader is referred to the following reviews [5, 7, 8].

Recent evidence has established a strong connection between copper and both
the development and progression of cancer. Preclinical studies have demonstrat-
ed that administering copper (CuSO4) by oral gavage, or by supplying copper in
drinking water, significantly enhanced cancer growth in rodent models of mam-
mary tumor, pancreatic islet cell carcinoma, and BRAFV600E-driven lung cancer
[9–11]. Likewise, severe copper deficiency induced through a low copper diet
diminished the immune system in mice and as a result cancer burden increased
dramatically [12, 13]. Further studies have placed copper as a central modulator
of normal and malignant angiogenesis, due to its ability to regulate many angio-
genic responses. The formation of new blood vessels is essential to supply oxygen
and nutrients to tumors larger than 1–2 millimeters [14]. The pro-angiogenic role
of copper is mediated through various pathways including, but not limited to,
improving growth and mobility of vascular endothelial cells [15–17], regulating
the synthesis and secretion of pro-angiogenic mediators (e.g., fibroblast growth
factors (FGFs), interleukin-1alpha (IL-1α), and vascular endothelial growth fac-
tor (VEGF)) and through binding directly to angiogenin (angiogenic growth
factor) to enhance its activity [18–21]. Copper may also influence the capacity
of cancer cells to invade surrounding tissues and to spread to distant organs
(metastasis). For instance, the activities of both lysyl oxydase (LOX) and LOX-
like proteins, which contribute to remodeling of the extracellular matrix and to
establishing a pre-metastatic niche, are dependent on copper [2, 22]. More re-
cently, the copper-dependent protein, Memo, was identified as a pro-metastatic
mediator in breast cancer and served as a reliable prognostic marker for early
distant metastases [23]. We recently reviewed in detail the importance of copper
in cancer development and progression [5]. Recognizing that copper serves as a
limiting factor for many facets of tumor progression has driven the development
of copper complexes as therapeutics and many attractive anticancer strategies
that target copper have emerged [5, 24–27].

Anticancer copper complexes can be classified into two main groups; copper
chelators and copper ionophores. Copper chelators sequester copper ions from
cells within the body and therefore aim to limit cancer progression by interfering
with growth and malignant processes [24, 25]. Conversely, copper ionophores
transport copper into cells increasing intracellular levels and exerting cytotoxic
effects through a myriad of pathways [27, 28]. Many copper ionophores release
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coordinated copper under the reductive intracellular environment, allowing cop-
per to become bioavailable (exchangeable) and such compounds are usually
more efficient at killing cancer cells [27, 29]. Many copper complexes have been
used in the clinic for decades to treat other unrelated conditions (e.g., clioquinol
and disulfiram for diarrhea and alcoholism, respectively), but since discovering
their antiproliferative activities many have been repurposed as anticancer thera-
pies. Concomitantly, structure-activity relationship studies have been performed
on known copper complexes, allowing the development of new tailor-made ana-
logues specific for cancer treatment (reviewed in [5, 26, 30]). Some of these
analogues have enhanced anticancer activity, reduced toxicity toward normal
cells/tissues, and more favorable pharmacokinetics in preclinical and/or clinical
studies. We present below a historical perspective on the main copper complexes
being repurposed (tetrathiomolybdate, clioquinol, and disulfiram) for cancer
treatment and then discuss several of the newly developed compounds (ele-
sclomol and thiosemicarbazones) that show promise as anticancer agents. The
structures of these copper complexes are shown in Figure 1 and a summary of
past and current human clinical trials evaluating their anticancer efficacy is tabu-
lated (Table 1).

Figure 1. Chemical structures of (A) Tetrathiomolybdate (TM) and ATN-224 (bis-cho-
line salt of tetrathiomolybdate); (B) Clioquinol (5-chloro-7-iodo-quinolin-8-ol); (C) Disul-
firam (tetraethylthiuram disulfide) and its reduced form (DDTC; diethyldithiocarbam-
ate); (D) Elesclomol [N-malonyl-bis(N-methyl-N-thiobenzoyl hydrazide)] and its neutral
Cu(II)-elesclomol complex; (E) 1,2-Bis(thiosemicarbazones) and their neutral copper(II)
complexes; (F) 3-AP (triapine); (G) Di-2-pyridylketone thiosemicarbazones (DpT series).
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2. REPURPOSING OLD COPPER COMPLEXES FOR

CANCER TREATMENT

2.1. Tetrathiomolybdate

2.1.1. Biological Activity

Tetrathiomolybdate (TM, [MoS4
2–]) is a highly specific copper chelator that was

initially developed for the management of WD [31]. The discovery of TM oc-
curred in the 1940’s with the realization that excess dietary molybdate (MoO4

2–)
in ruminants induced copper deficiency; which resulted in a potentially fatal
disorder called ‘teart’ pasture syndrome [32, 33]. Molybdate itself has negligible
affinity for copper and it was later determined that the copper deficiency induced
in ruminants was due to formation of TM, through the conversion of molybdates
by sulfur present in their rumens [34, 35]. After discovering the copper-chelating
property of TM, it was subsequently used effectively to treat copper poisoning
in sheep, a common agricultural issue [36].

Although TM was initially being developed for the treatment of WD, it was
superseded by two other copper chelators, trientine and penicillamine, which
today remain first-line treatment options. However, trientine and penicillamine
both cause dangerous side effects in a subset of WD patients who display severe
(or acute) neurological manifestations [37–39]. Therefore, TM is currently being
redeveloped for the treatment of these particular WD patients and has been
shown in several clinical trials to be comparatively more effective and safer for
copper clearance (reviewed in [39]). TM reacts with copper ions (CuC and
Cu2C) and forms insoluble copper-molybdenum-sulfur clusters that are readily
excreted from the body [39–41]. When administered with food, TM forms a
tripartite complex with dietary copper and proteins, thereby preventing copper
absorption by the gastrointestinal tract [42]. When administered alone, TM is
absorbed into the bloodstream where it forms a non-toxic tripartite complex
with albumin and blood copper [42]. Since the turn of the century, TM has also
gained attention as a therapeutic inhibitor of angiogenesis for cancer therapy.
Angiogenesis is controlled by the shifting balance between stimulating factors
(e.g., angiogenin, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), transforming
growth factor β and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF)), regulatory cytokines
(interleukin (IL)-1, 6, and 8) and inhibitors (e.g., angiostatin and endostatin)
(reviewed in [43]).

Decades ago (1972), Folkman postulated that tumors larger than ~2 mm in
diameter require their own blood supply in order to receive sufficient oxygen
and nutrients to sustain growth [14]. Over the subsequent years, appreciation for
the importance of malignant angiogenesis in cancer progression and a better
understanding of its mediators, led to the development of angiogenic inhibitors
for cancer therapy [14, 44]. One limitation however, is that these inhibitors often
target a single angiogenic mediator leading to the occurrence of drug resistance.
Given the importance of copper in many pro-angiogenic pathways, copper chela-
tion may provide broad-spectrum inhibition of angiogenesis and hence, prove
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478 DENOYER, CLATWORTHY, and CATER

better at impeding tumor growth longer term. The effectiveness of using copper
chelation to block angiogenesis has been evaluated by many groups [16, 45–53].
Brewer and colleagues have amassed an immense body of work assessing the
efficacy of TM in various mouse models of cancer [17, 54–58]. For example, TM
treatment significantly impeded tumor growth by prohibiting angiogenesis in
mouse models of subcutaneous squamous cell carcinoma, breast, prostate, lung,
and head and neck cancers [17, 54–59]. More recently (2013), Ishida and col-
leagues demonstrated that TM delayed the onset of the angiogenic switch and
reduced tumor growth in a transgenic mouse model that recapitulates the differ-
ent steps of pancreatic neuroendocrine tumorigenesis [10]. Together, these stud-
ies demonstrated the promising cytostatic potential of TM and warrant further
development.

The mechanism of action of TM as an anticancer agent has been attributed to
its effects on numerous intra- and extracellular processes. In Figure 2, we show
several of the better defined pathways targeted by TM. For instance, TM has
been shown to inhibit the expression of the nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB)
transcription factor in breast cancer mouse models, resulting in decreased ex-
pression of five pro-angiogenic factors and cytokines (VEGF, bFGF, IL-1, IL-6,
and IL-8) [17, 60]. Another prominent mode of action whereby TM blocks angi-
ogenesis is through inhibition of SOD1, a cuproenzyme that catalyzes the con-
version of superoxide to hydrogen peroxide. A reduction in SOD1 activity has
been shown to induce vascular abnormalities (increased vasoconstriction and
endothelial dysfunction) and impair angiogenesis [61]. SOD1 overexpression in
mouse fibroblasts (NIH3T3) enhanced the generation of H2O2 [62] and marked-
ly stimulated VEGF production, while SOD1 transgenic mice (overexpressed
SOD1) had enhanced FGF-induced angiogenesis and tumor development [63].
TM and its second-generation analogue, ANT-224 (developed by Attenuon
LLC), reduced SOD1 activity in mouse vascular endothelial cells and in an array
of tumor cell lines [49, 64]. ATN-224 is the bis-choline salt of tetrathiomolybdate
(instead of ammonium salt) and was developed to enhance compound stability,
circumventing issues previously associated with TM administration to patients
(e.g., poor stability in the body) [65]. Additionally, crystallographic and spectro-
scopic studies have revealed that TM forms extremely stable sulfur-bridged cop-
per-molybdenum clusters with the copper chaperone ATOX1 [66]. These formed
clusters suppressed copper incorporation into secreted cuproenzymes, including
those involved in angiogenesis and metastasis, such as extracellular SOD and
LOX, thereby inhibiting their activities [66]. TM can also reduce the expression
of the ATP7A copper transporter, which is responsible for the delivery of copper
to numerous intracellular and secreted cuproenzymes [66]. Conceivably, the abil-
ity of TM to interfere with copper transporters would have profound effects not
only on angiogenesis, but also on cellular metabolism and proliferation, as many
cuproproteins are involved in these processes. For example, TM has been dem-
onstrated to reduce mitochondrial respiration by inhibiting the activity of cop-
per-dependent cytochrome c oxidase, which increased oxygen availability, down-
regulated hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF)-1α, and inhibited angiogenesis in
models of ovarian, endometrial, and pancreatic cancers [10, 68]. Collectively,
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Figure 2. Summary of the main intracellular targets of the copper complexes.
(1) Tetrathiomolybdate (TM) is a strong copper chelator that inhibits angiogenesis by
inhibiting the nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB) transcription factor, resulting in decreased
expression of five pro-angiogenic factors and cytokines (VEGF, bFGF, IL-1, IL-6, and IL-
8). TM also impairs angiogenesis by inhibiting superoxide dismutase [Cu-Zn] (SOD1)
activity, a regulator of vasoconstriction and endothelial function. TM can also target and
suppress the copper chaperone ATOX1 and the copper-transporter ATP7A, which are
responsible for the delivery of copper to intracellular and secreted cuproenzymes (e.g.,
LOX). (2) Cliquinol, disulfiram (DSF), and Cu(II)(gtsm) act as copper ionophores and
increase intracellular bioavailable copper levels. All three copper ionophores cause intra-
cellular ROS production and inhibit proteasomal activity in cancer cells, leading to apop-
tosis. DSF has also been shown to impede angiogenesis by inhibiting SOD1 activity (not
shown). (3) Elesclomol is an ionophore that specifically increases copper levels in the
mitochondria. At this site, copper dissociates from elesclomol causing ROS production
disrupting the electron transport chain. (4) Dp44MT and DpC are copper ionophores that
cause intracellular ROS production. Both copper ionophores also target the lysosome
where membrane P-glycoprotein (P-gp) mediates their influx and sequestration. Dp44MT
and DpC ultimately become trapped in lysosomes causing ROS production that damages
membrane integrity.
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these important studies shed light on potential mechanisms by which TM and its
analogues suppress angiogenesis and therefore act as cytostatic agents.

There is also evidence that TM can help exert cytotoxic activity in addition to
inhibition of angiogenesis. As previously mentioned, treating cells with TM can
inhibit NF-κB expression [17] and high NF-κB expression has been implicated
in resistance to apoptosis. Several studies have shown that suppressing NF-κB
production with TM can restore cancer cell sensitivity to apoptosis, particularly
when induced by chemotherapies [57, 69, 70]. TM has been shown to sensitize
breast carcinoma cells (SUM149), human endometrial cancer cells (ECC-1,
AN3CA, and KLE), and ovarian cancer cells (SKOV-3 and A2780) to chemo-
therapies including doxorubicin, fenretinide, 5-fluorouracil, and mitomycin C
[57, 69, 70]. TM has also been shown to induce apoptosis in leukemic cells
through inhibition of SOD1 [49]. Furthermore, cellular uptake of platinum-based
chemotherapies (e.g., cisplatin) is mediated by the copper transporter CTR1 and
low levels of this protein have been associated with poor clinical response in
bladder [71, 72], non-small cell lung [73], and human ovarian cancers [74]. Given
that both copper and platinum-based chemotherapies compete for the same
transporter, lowering copper with TM can enhance chemotherapy uptake in cer-
vical, ovarian, and breast cancer cells and sensitize them to apoptosis [66, 74].
Preclinical assessment of the TM/cisplatin combination in a transgenic mouse
model of cervical carcinoma demonstrated increased cisplatin-DNA adduct
levels, reduced angiogenesis, and improved therapeutic efficacy [74]. Important-
ly, the TM/cisplatin combination did not increase toxicity toward normal tissues.
These findings provided a strong premise for conducting human clinical trials to
evaluate the combination of TM and platinum-based chemotherapies for cancer
treatment, as detailed in the next section.

2.1.2. Clinical Trials for Cancer Treatment

Promising preclinical studies prompted the investigation of TM in the clinic, both
as a single agent and in combination with standard therapies. The first Phase I
study evaluated TM as an anti-angiogenic agent and involved 18 patients with
11 different types of metastatic cancer (breast, colon, lung, pancreas, prostate,
melanoma, angiosarcoma, chondrosarcoma, hemangioendothelioma, nasophar-
yngeal, and renal) [75]. These patients were orally administered TM at doses
ranging from 90 to 120 mg/day. Counting 14 patients that were categorized as
reaching a copper-depleted state (20 % serum ceruloplasmin activity), 5 individu-
als achieved stable disease for at least 3 months, 1 individual had progressive
disease, but no one achieved disease regression [75]. It was concluded that pa-
tients with early metastatic or minimal disease responded to TM therapy, where-
as patients with advanced metastases or bulky lesions were unresponsive [75].

Subsequently, TM was evaluated in a small-scale Phase II clinical trial on pa-
tients with advanced kidney cancer [76]. In this study, 13 patients were orally
administered TM thrice daily at 40 mg and again once before bedtime at 60 mg
[76]. While copper levels were depleted in all patients within 5 weeks of treat-
ment, only 4 patients (31 %) achieved stable disease for > 6 months, a result
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that was not significantly different from observations without treatment [76].
Disappointing results were likewise obtained in Phase II clinical trials in patients
with prostate cancer (recurrent hormone-naïve) treated with either TM or ATN-
224 [77, 78]. In these trials, patients categorized as reaching a copper-depleted
state (20 % serum ceruloplasmin activity) displayed unimpeded disease progres-
sion and with a clear lack of clinical activity the investigators discontinued the
development of both TM and ATN-224 for prostate cancer therapy [77, 78]. In
fact, despite providing confirmation that TM is relatively well tolerated, most
clinical trials investigating the therapeutic efficacy of TM as a single anticancer
agent have yielded disappointing results. What has become apparent is that treat-
ment timing is paramount in achieving any clinical benefit with TM. Patients
enrolled in many of the aforementioned trials had advanced cancer, whereas the
most promising preclinical data were obtained in mouse models of small tumors,
or of micro-metastases, before the angiogenic switch [10, 68].

Promising clinical results have been achieved using TM as an adjuvant therapy
in highly recurrent cancer types, where no sign of metastases were seen at the
time of surgery [79–81]. For example, malignant pleural mesothelioma progresses
in 90–95 % of patients following surgical intervention. In a Phase II study involv-
ing 30 patients with malignant pleural mesothelioma, TM as an adjuvant therapy
significantly improved the time to progression after surgery [80]. The time to
progression doubled in stage I and II TM-treated patients compared to non-TM-
treated patients (20 months versus 10 months, respectively), but a negligible
difference was observed for patients with more advanced disease (stage III) [80].
In another Phase II trial involving 69 high recurrence risk patients with resecta-
ble esophageal cancer, TM was given for 2 years as adjuvant treatment after
both surgery and chemoradiation [81]. The 3-year recurrence-free survival was
44 % (versus 32 % for non-TM-treated patients) and the 3-year overall survival
was 45 % (versus 34 % for non-TM-treated patients), indicating that adjuvant
TM treatment may be beneficial to esophageal cancer patients [81].

TM therapy also seems to keep stage II to IV breast cancer at high risk of
relapse in check as reported in a Phase II clinical study from the Weill Cornell
Medical College, New York [79]. In patients with no visible residual disease at the
time of TM treatment, the relapse-free survival was 85 % at 10 months [79]. In a
presentation at the 2015 American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) annual
meeting, the authors further reported that after a median follow-up period of 5.6
years, the progression-free survival rate for the 75 participants from the beginning
of TM treatment was a staggering 81 % (http://meetinglibrary.asco.org/content/
151971-156). Mechanistically, TM inhibited the formation of bone marrow-derived
endothelial progenitor cells, which are recruited at the tumor site to mediate the
angiogenic switch required for the progression of micro- to macro-metastases,
thereby suppressed angiogenesis, promoted tumor dormancy, and ultimately pre-
vented recurrence [79].

As mentioned above, TM or ATN-224 as single agents did not provide a surviv-
al benefit in patients with advanced solid tumors (breast, colon, lung, pancreas,
kidney, and prostate cancers) [75–78]. However, there is compelling evidence
that TM can sensitize cancer cells to certain chemotherapies [57, 69, 70, 74],
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prompting clinical evaluation [82, 83]. The standard first-line therapy for meta-
static colorectal cancer is a combination of irinotecan/5-fluorouracil/leucovorin
(IFL). Investigators of a Phase I clinical study combining IFL and TM demon-
strated patient tolerance, that the addition of TM did not compromise overall
response rates, and that TM had an anti-angiogenic effect resulting from reduc-
tion of pro-angiogenic mediators including VEGF, bFGF, IL-6, and IL-8 [82].
This pilot trial involved 24 patients, but unfortunately did not define treatment
efficacy [82]. A further small pilot study where 5 patients with ovarian cancer
(platinum-resistant advanced epithelial cancer cells) were treated with carboplat-
in together with trientine, provided evidence that lowering bodily copper has the
potential to overcome platinum resistance [83]. These patients were additionally
treated with oral trientine (4 times daily with 500 mg) and 1 patient achieved
remission, while 3 had stable disease. Platinum resistance also limits treatment
options for metastatic non-small cell lung cancer and therefore combining TM
with carboplatin/pemetrexed is currently being trialed.

2.2. Clioquinol

2.2.1. Mechanism of Anticancer Activity

Clioquinol (5-chloro-7-iodo-quinolin-8-ol) was initially synthesized as an anti-
microbial agent and was used to treat a range of diseases such as shigellosis,
diarrhea, and intestinal amebiasis [84–87]. The drug was used abundantly in the
1950s to 1970s, most commonly as a treatment for traveller’s diarrhea, even
though the mechanism by which clioquinol reduced symptoms was poorly under-
stood [88]. However, prescribing clioquinol to treat gastrointestinal disorders
was halted when over 10,000 patients manifesting with neurotoxic side effects
were reported in Japan. Clioquinol induced subacute myelo-optic neuropathy
(SMON) in these patients, causing the oral drug to be withdrawn from multiple
countries’ markets in 1980 [89]. Despite the potential risk, several countries con-
tinue to sell clioquinol as a topical treatment against fungal infections and to
treat inflammatory skin disorders. Nonetheless, it should be noted that the cause/
effect relationship of clioquinol and SMON was not established since several
discrepancies between data collected at the time arose [90, 91]. Firstly, clioquinol
was prescribed abundantly in Japan for 20 years before the SMON epidemic,
with no adverse effects reported. In addition, many individuals diagnosed with
SMON had not taken clioquinol in the 6 months prior to the onset of SMON
symptoms. Finally, the effect of the drug was not seen in countries outside of
Japan [91]. It has been postulated that the formation of a toxic byproduct during
the production of clioquinol may have caused the neurotoxic effects [92].

Another report linked the combination of clioquinol and high exposure to
metals from the environment as a potential cause of SMON symptoms [93]. In
agreement with this idea, clioquinol can coordinate copper with high affinity and
therefore the symptoms of SMON could have arisen from copper aberrations
[93]. Interestingly, the discovery that clioquinol coordinates copper stimulated
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research into its potential usefulness to dissociate amyloid plaques associated
with Alzheimer’s disease [94–96]. In a mouse model of Alzheimer’s disease, clio-
quinol prevented the formation of amyloid plaques in the brain by redistributing
copper away from amyloid and into neighboring neurons [94]. Note that copper
is a known pathological cause of amyloid aggregation in Alzheimer’s disease
[94]. Clioquinol also displayed clinical benefit in some patients treated with in-
creasing doses of the drug, given orally, over a 10-months period [96]. Important-
ly, two small trials in Sweden and in Australia conducted on 20 and 36 patients,
respectively, showed no sign of toxicity in any of the Alzheimer’s disease patients
treated with clioquinol [95, 96].

The first study to evaluate the potential use of clioquinol as an anticancer
therapeutic was conducted by Ding and colleagues in 2005, on the basis that
clioquinol was a metal chelator [97]. These authors hypothesized that chelating
copper and zinc with clioquinol would inactivate SOD1, which had previously
emerged as a potential target for cancer therapy. Clioquinol induced apoptosis
in eight different cancer cell lines and significantly impeded the growth of ovari-
an cancer xenografts (A2780 cells) in mice, but only weakly inactivated SOD1.
It was subsequently shown that clioquinol is an ionophore rather than a chelator
and its anticancer properties are contingent on its ability to transport metals into
cancerous cells [97–100]. Copper is coordinated in a 1 : 2 ratio with clioquinol
[101, 102].

Clioquinol was further shown to induce cytotoxicity in prostate cancer cells
(LNCaP, C4–2B, DU145) both in vitro and in vivo [98, 103]. Daily treatment
with clioquinol (10 mg/kg for 15 days) significantly impeded the growth of hu-
man prostate cancer xenografts (C4–2B cells) in mice [103]. In this study, clio-
quinol was used alone without additional copper, as the authors had previously
identified that xenografts grown in various mouse models already possessed high
levels of copper [104]. We, and others, have shown that copper ionophores that
release their coordinated copper under the reductive intracellular environment
(e.g., clioquinol, disulfiram, and Cu(II)(gtsm)) induce cancer cell apoptosis by
inhibiting proteasomal chymotrypsin-like activity [28, 103, 105, 106]. Chen and
colleagues identified that clioquinol specifically inhibits the 20S proteolytic core
of the proteasome, subsequently increasing the amount of ubiquitinated proteins
and the apoptosis regulator Bax [103]. Copper can directly regulate the stability
and aggregation of ubiquitin [107] and likely ionophoric copper somehow oc-
cludes the proteasome by interfering with the ubiquitination process. Copper
chelators (e.g., TM) and copper ionophores that retain their coordinated copper
intracellularly (e.g., Cu(II)(atsm)), do not inhibit the proteasome [108].

Clioquinol has been shown to induce apoptosis in numerous types of cancers
(e.g., prostate and breast cancers, leukemia and myeloma) by inhibiting the pro-
teasome, in a process that is entirely copper-dependent [98, 108–110]. We have
also shown in human prostate cancer cell lines that clioquinol significantly re-
duced the cytosolic amount of the X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis protein, per-
turbing its anti-apoptotic function [98]. Du and colleagues further demonstrated
that clioquinol can also exacerbate the anticancer activity of macrophages, pro-
moting their secretion of interleukins and cytokines, including tumor necrosis
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factor α [111]. Clioquinol greatly potentiated the cytotoxicity of macrophages
(RAW 264.7 cells) toward HeLa cells [111]. Most importantly, clioquinol can
seemingly selectively target cancer cells without harming normal cells [108]. We
have shown that clioquinol selectively killed prostate hyperplastic (BPH-1) and
carcinoma (PC3, DU145, LNCaP) cells, whilst having a negligible effect on the
viability of primary prostate epithelial cells [98]. Likewise, clioquinol is selective-
ly toxic towards breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231) and acute myeloid leukemia
blasts when compared to their respective normal counterpart cells [108, 109]. By
all accounts, there is a large therapeutic window between normal and cancerous
cells when intracellular copper is forcibly increased (ionophoric copper), which
is the premise for the development of copper ionophores as anticancer therapies.

2.2.2. Therapeutic Applications for Cancer

The potential use of clioquinol for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease motivat-
ed pharmacokinetic and metabolism studies (reviewed in [90]). In humans, the
plasma concentration of clioquinol was dose-related and the half-life of the drug
ranged from 11 to 14 hours [90, 112]. In addition, clioquinol is less metabolized
to inactive conjugates in humans when compared to other species, such as mice,
rats, rabbits or hamsters [113, 114]. Because clioquinol was thought to be associ-
ated with the development of SMON syndrome, toxicity studies were conducted
across species [90, 112]. Neurotoxic symptoms appeared after the administration
of high doses of clioquinol and were species-specific in occurrence. Species where
there were higher concentrations of free serum clioquinol (dogs, monkeys, and
humans) showed signs of neurotoxicity at lower doses than species that metabo-
lized clioquinol (mice, rats, rabbits, and hamsters) more readily. Furthermore,
the neurological side effects vary among human individuals, possibly due to dif-
ferences in genetic background or drug metabolism [90, 112].

Despite the well-characterized anticancer activity of clioquinol across multiple
preclinical studies [106], only one human clinical trial in cancer patients has been
completed. The tolerance, and to a limited extent the efficacy, of oral clioquinol
treatment on 11 patients with advanced hematologic malignancies was investigat-
ed in a Phase I trial [115]. The maximum tolerated dose was established at 1200
mg twice daily. Further analysis revealed that a slight and transient inhibition of
the proteasome was detected in leukemic cells from only 2 patients, but no clini-
cal response was observed [115]. These disappointing patient results were despite
clioquinol reaching the serum concentration range (13–25 μmol) that was previ-
ously shown to inhibit proteasomal activity in leukemia and myeloma preclinical
models [109]. The failure of clioquinol to elicit clinical activity was attributed to
poor cellular uptake and did not apparently relate to administered dose [115].
However, one patient who had significantly higher serum clioquinol levels devel-
oped adverse side effects, including neuropathy. Since this clinical study, interest
in clioquinol as an anticancer agent has somewhat waned, as further develop-
mental and pharmacokinetic studies are required. Prana Biotechnology Ltd has
generated clioquinol analogues with superior therapeutic properties for treating
Alzheimer’s disease and Huntington’s diseases (e.g., PBT2). Most importantly,
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these analogues show better pharmacokinetics, more readily cross the blood-
brain barrier, and are well tolerated in human Alzheimer’s disease and Hunting-
ton’s disease patients (http://pranabio.com/). However, there has been no indica-
tion by the company that these analogues will be developed for cancer therapy.

2.3. Disulfiram

2.3.1. From Anti-Alcoholism Drug to Anticancer Agent

Disulfiram (tetraethylthiuram disulfide; DSF) was discovered by a Berlin chem-
ist, M. Grodzki, in 1881 [116]. However, it was not until the 1920’s that the
compound was introduced into the rubber industry to accelerate the vulcaniza-
tion of rubber [117]. In 1937, a physician in the American rubber industry report-
ed that workers in the rubber plant noticed a link between working with DSF
and adverse symptoms when ingesting alcohol [118]. Years later (1948), scientists
from a pharmaceutical company in Copenhagen (Medicinalco) were self-dosing
with DSF, testing for side effects and likewise reacted violently to alcohol con-
sumption. In all cases, symptoms included nausea, headaches, vomiting, hypoten-
sion, and heart palpitations; essentially a terrible hangover. A clinician with ex-
perience in treating alcoholics, O. Martensen-Larsen, then initiated studies
investigating the physiological actions of DSF, and subsequently its clinical effi-
cacy as a drug treating alcoholism [119]. The final version of the compound was
recrystallized with carbon tetrachloride and was marketed as an anti-alcoholism
drug, trademarked ‘Antabuse’. Antabuse was prescribed from 1949 in Denmark
and Sweden and from 1951 in the United States, to help people quit drinking
alcohol in conjunction with psychotherapy.

Ethanol is normally oxidized by the liver enzyme alcohol dehydrogenase to
produce acetaldehyde and then acetaldehyde is quickly converted to harmless
acetic acid by aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH). Subsequent studies have shown
that DSF (Antabuse) competes with acetaldehyde for ALDH, leading to the
accumulation of toxic acetaldehyde and consequently the symptoms of a hang-
over [120]. Characterization of DSF metabolism in vivo has demonstrated that
upon administration, DSF is rapidly reduced to diethyldithiocarbamate (DDTC)
and further methylated and oxidized to form methyl diethylthiocarbamoyl-sul-
foxide (MeDTC-SO). It is believed that MeDTC-SO acts as the final inhibitor
of ALDH, by chemically modifying cysteines in the active site of the enzyme
[120]. MeDTC-SO directly inhibiting yeast and human ALDH has been demon-
strated [121–124].

DSF gained attention as an anticancer compound in 1977, when a patients’
case report, published by E. F. Lewison, presented staggering results about DSF
being inadvertently used to treat a woman with advanced metastatic breast can-
cer [125]. Upon developing alcoholism, this patient with multiple breast cancer
metastases (spine, ribs, and pelvis) halted anticancer therapies (radiation, hor-
mone, and chemotherapy) and started DSF treatment. Over the following 10
years of taking DSF, a gradual yet complete resolution of all bone lesions was
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observed. More recently, a female patient with stage IV ocular melanoma and
liver metastases showed significantly reduced tumor volume during 53 continu-
ous months of daily DSF treatment [126]. Note that in this case, zinc gluconate
was also administered thrice daily (not concurrent with DSF), which is routinely
used to prevent intestinal copper absorption in WD patients. Subsequently, there
have been numerous in vitro and in vivo studies evaluating the therapeutic effica-
cy of DSF against multiple cancer types [105, 127, 128]. DSF has been shown to
have two main pharmacological anticancer activities; it induces apoptosis
through proteasomal inhibition and ROS production and can impede angiogene-
sis through multiple pathways. In human breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231)
DSF inhibited the chymotrypsin-like activity of purified 20S and 26S proteaso-
mes, and subsequently induced apoptosis [105].

Similarly, mice bearing human breast cancer xenografts (MDA-MB-231 cells)
and treated with DSF (50 mg/kg for 29 days) had significantly reduced tumor
growth (74 %) attributed to decreased proteasomal activity and the accumula-
tion of ubiquitinated proteins and apoptotic markers (e.g., Bax) [105]. Several
other studies have also demonstrated that DSF inhibits the proteasome [28, 105,
129, 130]. A high-throughput screen of a chemical library including 2,000 com-
pounds identified DSF as a therapeutic agent to inhibit proliferation and chymo-
trypsin-like proteasomal activity in glioma stem cells [129]. DSF and its metabo-
lite DDTC, also inhibited chymotrypsin-like proteasomal activity and induced
apoptosis in pancreatic cancer cells [130]. In all of the above cases, the ability of
DSF to inhibit the proteasome, and thus to induce apoptosis, was shown to be
entirely copper-dependent and could be exacerbated by adding exogenous cop-
per. Note that copper coordination likely causes the reduction of DSF to produce
two DDTC molecules, bridged together by a copper atom through the sulfur
sites. However, the extent to which this occurs in medium, or indeed in vivo, has
not been clearly demonstrated. For simplicity sake, we refer to the copper com-
plex as being DSF.

We, and others, have shown that DSF acts as a copper ionophore and markedly
increases intracellular copper levels [28, 131–133]. For example, DSF co-adminis-
tered with copper increased intracellular copper levels 30-fold in inflammatory
breast cancer cells (SUM149 and rSUM149) [131]. DSF alone can coordinate
available milieu copper (e.g., medium copper) and increases intracellular copper
concentrations more modestly [28, 132, 133]. We further demonstrated that cop-
per can dissociate from DSF intracellularly and become bioavailable (exchange-
able) [28]. Furthermore, copper ionophores with this biological property inhibit-
ed proteasomal activity [28] and generated considerable levels of intracellular
ROS in cancer cells [133]. The ability of DSF to induce intracellular ROS has
been shown in multiple cancer cell lines (e.g., melanoma, glioblastoma) and can
be abrogated by co-treatment with antioxidants (e.g., N-acetyl-cysteine) or with
strong copper chelation (e.g., TM) [128, 133–136]. Interestingly, abrogating ROS
often averts the ability of DSF to induce cancer cell apoptosis, implying that
ROS production may precede proteasomal inhibition. However, whether ROS
and proteasomal inhibition are connected has not been investigated for any cop-
per ionophore.
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Another important anticancer activity of DSF is the ability to inhibit angiogen-
esis. DSF has been shown to perturb the formation of new blood vessels and
significantly reduced tumor growth (≥ 60 %) in several angiogenesis-dependent
xenograft mouse models (C6 glioma and Lewis lung carcinoma) [63]. The anti-
angiogenic activity was attributed to the inhibition of SOD1 and a consequent
increase in intracellular ROS in endothelial cells. These authors also demonstrat-
ed that copper enhanced the anti-angiogenic effects of DSF both in vitro and in
vivo [63]. The ability of the DSF copper complex to inhibit angiogenesis by
decreasing VEGF expression, and to concurrently reduce tumor growth, was
further shown in a human glioblastoma xenograft mouse model (U87 cells) [137].
Additionally, DSF has been shown to down-regulate matrix metalloproteinases
(MMP-9 and MMP-2) in human cancers (osteosarcoma, cervical and renal carci-
nomas) and endothelial cell lines (CL1–5, NTUB1, and HUVEC) [138, 139].
MMPs are responsible for extracellular matrix remodeling, which is required for
endothelial cells to migrate and form new blood vessels. Together, these studies
demonstrate that the combination of DSF and copper can inhibit angiogenesis,
and therefore tumor growth and metastases, by interfering with critical regulato-
ry components (e.g., SOD1, ROS, VEGF, and MMPs).

Several studies have also indicated that DSF may be suitable as an adjunct
treatment to enhance the efficacy of certain conventional chemotherapies. The
same property of DSF that makes it useful as an anti-alcoholism drug, its ability
to block ALDH activity, may also have implications in the cancer treatment
setting. ALDH is highly expressed in cancer stem cells, in particular in glioblasto-
ma, breast and colon cancers and its activity is linked to enhanced tumorigenicity
and resistance to chemotherapy in vivo [131]. Moreover, DSF can inhibit the
activity of P-glycoprotein (P-gp), which can actively pump cytotoxic drugs out
of cells. P-gp plays a major role in intrinsic and acquired multidrug resistance
during chemotherapy [140]. DSF can directly target P-gp, preventing the protein
from reaching maturation and thus can help to prevent drug resistance [141].
Human clinical trials evaluating the therapeutic efficacy of DSF as a direct and
adjunct anticancer agent are discussed below.

2.3.2. Clinical Efficacy in Cancer Patients

Human clinical trials evaluating the efficacy of DSF as an anticancer agent were
initiated given the promising preclinical and human patient case studies [125]
and due to DSF being well tolerated by patients treated for alcoholism [119]. In
1993, DSF treatment was assessed in 64 patients at high-risk of relapse with
non-metastatic breast cancer, in a placebo-controlled Phase II trial [142]. These
patients initially underwent surgical resection, followed by fluorouracil, adriamy-
cin, and cytoxan chemotherapy either with or without DDTC (10 mg/kg once
weekly for 9 months), the active metabolite of DSF. The overall survival at 6
years was 81 % in the DDTC group versus 55 % for those treated with chemo-
therapy alone, indicating outcome improvement [142]. Additionally, a long-term
Phase I/II trial (initiated in 2002) to evaluate DSF for the treatment of metastatic
melanoma was recently completed, but the results are not available.
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DSF had also been shown to potentiate certain chemotherapies in preclinical
cancer models and accordingly is being trialed in combination therapies. A Phase
II trial on 40 patients with metastatic non-small cell lung cancer assessed DSF
administration (40 mg three times daily) in combination with standard chemo-
therapies with cisplatin and vinorelbine (2 cycles). Patients who additionally re-
ceived DSF had a slight but significant increase in survival, when compared to
patients taking the chemotherapies alone (10.0 versus 7.1 months) [143]. Further-
more, DSF did not produce additional side effects in these patients [143]. A
further Phase II trial is about to commence to assess the DSF copper complex
as an adjunct and concurrent chemotherapy in the treatment of patients with
newly diagnosed glioblastoma multiforme (GBM). Analogous to many other
cancer types, GBM shows a sub-population of ALDH overexpressing cancer
stem cells, which constitute a source of recurrence [144]. ALDH overexpression
has been shown to confer resistance for GBM to the first-line chemotherapy
drug temozolomide and is further a reliable predictive marker for poor clinical
outcome [145]. As previously discussed, DSF is a strong inhibitor of ALDH and
according to the investigators’ hypothesis, may make GBM more susceptible to
temozolomide treatment and possibly reduce recurrence. Copper will be includ-
ed with DSF in this trial to possibly enhance its cytotoxic effects through prote-
asome inhibition.

DSF was also identified in a screen for prostate cancer therapeutics and was
subsequently evaluated in clinical trials on patients with non-metastatic recurrent
prostate cancer [146, 147]. The investigators selected DSF on the basis that it
inhibited DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs) in prostate cancer cell lines in vitro.
DNMTs regulate the methylation of cytosines in gene promotor regions, which
can lead to tumor suppressor gene silencing and promote cancer progression
[147]. Several demethylating agents, including DNMT inhibitors (azacitidine and
decitabine) are currently approved for treating myelodysplatic syndrome. Never-
theless, DSF failed to demonstrate clinical activity in the prostate cancer patients
and appeared to weakly inhibit DNMT1 in vivo. Furthermore, DSF was toxic in
these patients causing neuropathy (grade 3), diarrhea (grade 2), and fatigue
(grade 2) and the investigators advised that DSF should not be further developed
for this indication [147]. It should be noted that a high dose of apo-DSF was
administered to these patients (500 mg daily) and that its pharmacokinetics in
relation to copper was not evaluated.

The limited success of DSF in most clinical trials may relate to the drug’s
metabolism in the body. Once entering the blood, DSF is metabolized to produce
DDTC and then further to diethyldithiomethylcarbamate and glucuronic acid
[148, 149]. As mentioned previously, the DDTC copper complex is believed to
be the active form and due to its turnover may be in insufficient concentrations
to induce cancer cell death in vivo. There is now research effort into increasing
the half-life of DSF in blood, by using either nanoparticles or liposomes to en-
capsulate for better delivery to cancer cells [150–152].
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3. EMERGING CLASSES OF COPPER COMPLEXES

FOR CANCER TREATMENT

3.1. Elesclomol

3.1.1. Anticancer Properties

In the early 1980s, the cell biologist Lan Bo Chen at Harvard Medical School
gathered from around the world hundreds of thousands of chemical compounds
that had not previously been evaluated as anticancer agents and conducted a mass
drug screening on prostate cancer cells [153]. One compound obtained from the
National Taras Shevchenko University of Kiev (Ukraine) stood out; elesclomol
(N-malonyl-bis(N-methyl-N-thiobenzoyl hydrazide), STA-4783). It was the only
compound that was active against cancer cells at concentrations in the nanomolar
range, while seemingly not affecting normal cells. Investigations into the mecha-
nism of action by which elesclomol induces cancer cell death revealed that copper
played a central role [154–156]. In fact, the anticancer activity of elesclomol re-
quired the compound to coordinate copper and no other metal and could be
inhibited with high-affinity copper chelators (e.g., TM) [155–157].

Elesclomol scavenges Cu2C from the culture medium to form a 1 : 1 neutral
Cu2C-elesclomol complex, which is subsequently transported to the mitochon-
dria where it disrupts the electron transport chain (ETC) [154, 156]. At the
mitochondria, Cu2C dissociates from the complex and the elesclomol ligand is
subsequently effluxed from the cell, but it continues to shuttle more extracellular
Cu2C (reforms Cu(II)-elesclomol complexes) into the intracellular compartment
(cycles in and out of cells) [156]. Furthermore, redox reduction of the dissociated
Cu2C to CuC induces mitochondrial ROS [158, 159]. Further evidence that ele-
sclomol targets the mitochondria was provided by the demonstration that human
melanoma cells lacking ETC activity are insensitive to elesclomol treatment [154,
160]. The elesclomol-induced ROS activates transcription factors that regulate
oxidative stress responsive genes including heat shock proteins, metallothioneins,
and cell survival proteins [159]. In accordance with elesclomol targeting the mito-
chondria, the use of yeast gene deletion mutants combined with gene-set enrich-
ment analysis revealed that sensitivity to elesclomol is associated with genes
involved in ETC, mitochondrial translation (mitochondrial ribosome subunits,
translation factors, tRNAs, and mRNA splicing enzymes), mitochondrial copper
homeostasis, and stress responses [154].

Elesclomol is selectively toxic towards many types of cancer cells in vitro and
was found to enhance the efficacy of paclitaxel in human tumor xenograft models
(M14 human melanoma and CT26 mouse colon carcinoma model) [161]. A large
therapeutic window for the anticancer activity of elesclomol exists between leu-
kemic cell lines (e.g., HL-60 cells; IC50 <100 nM) and normal peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (IC50 >10 μM) [156]. However, despite both the normal and
leukemic cells taking up elesclomol, only the cancerous cells accumulated cop-
per, which resulted in increased ROS production especially in mitochondria
[156]. Many different cancer cell types have been shown to harbor higher ROS
levels and lower antioxidant capacity than normal cells [162].
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Conceivably, an increase in ROS in cancer cells may be sufficient to reach a
toxicity threshold and trigger apoptosis. We and many other groups have dem-
onstrated that pro-oxidant ionophoric copper can cause the selective death of
cancerous cells through ROS generation [162]. Elesclomol behaves in a similar
manner. Consistently, depletion of the major cellular antioxidant glutathione
sensitized leukemic cells (K562) to elesclomol, while pretreating an array of can-
cerous cell types (Hs294T melanoma, HSB2 T lymphoblast leukemia, and Ra-
mos Burkitt’s lymphoma B cells) with the antioxidant N-acetylcysteine abrogat-
ed elesclomol-induced apoptosis [155, 159]. However, unlike most other copper
complexes, elesclomol selectively induces mitochondrial ROS to induce cancer
cell death. Targeting the mitochondria represents a distinct and promising mode
of action to kill cancer cells, in particular for melanoma, since this cancer type
relies heavily on oxidative phosphorylation for enhanced metabolic require-
ments [160, 163].

However, one study has demonstrated non-mitochondrial components to the
cytotoxic anticancer activity of elesclomol. Experiments performed with leuke-
mic cells (K562) demonstrated that elesclomol caused an immediate cell cycle
G0/G1 arrest, well before induction of death that occurred around 5 hours after
treatment [158]. Elesclomol also produced DNA double-strand breaks and cells
with a compromised ability to repair ROS-induced DNA damage were found to
be more sensitive to elesclomol treatment [158]. Elesclomol was also found not
to be a substrate for the ATP binding cassette-type efflux transporters (including
P-gp), which are known mediators of cellular resistance to other copper com-
plexes and conventional chemotherapies [158].

3.1.2. Clinical Use for Cancer Treatment

In 2000, to accelerate the translation of elesclomol into the clinic, Lan Bo Chen
and Safi Bahcall co-founded a small biotechnology company named Synta Phar-
maceuticals. A Phase I clinical trial on patients with refractory solid tumors de-
termined the maximum tolerated dose, toxicity profile, and pharmacokinetics
of elesclomol when used in combination with paclitaxel [164]. The elesclomol/
paclitaxel combination was relatively well tolerated by patients with a toxicity
profile similar to paclitaxel alone [164]. In a multi-center, double-blind, random-
ized Phase II study on 81 patients with stage IV metastatic melanoma, elesclomol
in combination with paclitaxel significantly increased progression-free survival
compared to paclitaxel alone (3.7 months versus 1.8 months, p = 0.035) [165].
Following this promising study, collaboration between Synta Pharmaceuticals
and GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) allowed further development of elesclomol. In
2006, elesclomol received fast-track orphan drug designation from the U. S. Food
and Drug Administration for the treatment of patients with metastatic melano-
ma. In 2007, a larger double blind randomized Phase III clinical trial of elesclom-
ol in combination with paclitaxel in 651 chemo-naïve patients with metastatic
melanoma was initiated (dubbed the SYMMETRY trial) [166]. Phase II trials
were also planned in patients with other cancer types. However, in February
2009, all clinical trials with elesclomol were suspended since the overall survival
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was found to be significantly lower in the elesclomol/paclitaxel arm than in the
paclitaxel alone (control) arm (80 deaths versus 53 deaths, respectively) [166].
Subsequently, it was shown that patients with elevated lactate dehydrogenase
(LDH) levels in their serum did not respond well to elesclomol. However, pa-
tients with low and/or normal LDH serum levels did have a significant improve-
ment in median progression-free survival time.

In September 2010, the FDA gave approval to resume clinical development of
elesclomol in a specific protocol that excluded patients with elevated LDH. As
described in the previous section, elesclomol transports copper into mitochon-
dria which subsequently induces ROS and disrupts ETC [154, 156]. Conceivably,
tumor cells that rely more heavily on oxidative phosphorylation for their meta-
bolic needs are likely to be more sensitive to elesclomol than cells that rely
primarily on glycolysis [154, 160]. Since elevated serum levels of LDH reflect a
tumor burden that substantially increased glycolysis, it is not so surprising that
elesclomol did not provide benefit in patients with high LDH levels. Importantly,
the SYMMETRY clinical trial established that serum LDH levels are a predic-
tive biomarker of elesclomol treatment response, which may stratify patients in
future clinical trials [166].

Currently, elesclomol is being evaluated in Phase I and II trials for the treat-
ment of a broad range of cancer types including acute myeloid leukemia
(NCT01280786), ovarian carcinoma (NCT00888615), prostate cancer
(NCT00808418), soft tissue sarcoma (NCT00087997), and non-small cell lung
cancer (NCT00088088) and the results of these trials are not yet known.

3.2. Copper Complexes of Thiosemicarbazones

Various thiosemicarbazones and bis(thiosemicarbazones) have the ability to co-
ordinate metals (Cu2C, Fe2C/3C or Zn2C) resulting in the formation of lipophilic,
neutral complexes. Their wide range of biological activities, many of which are
attributed to their ability to coordinate and influence copper, are being redirect-
ed towards cancer treatments [27, 167]. Subtle differences in their structure
(backbone substituents) dictate their cellular metabolism and can dramatically
change their biological activity. Initially investigated as anticancer agents over
50 years ago, recent advances in understanding their copper chemistry and bio-
logical activities has renewed considerable interest in the development of thio-
semicarbazones as cancer therapies.

3.2.1. Bis(thiosemicarbazones)

Several bis(thiosemicarbazones) and their copper complexes have shown consid-
erable promise as anticancer therapeutics in preclinical studies but surprisingly,
up until now, none have been tested in human clinical trials. In pioneer studies
dating back to 1950s and 1960s, the potent anticancer efficacy of several bis(thio-
semicarbazones) (glyoxal-bis(thiosemicarbazone) (H2gts) and of 2-keto-3-
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ethoxybutyraldehyde derivatives (H2kts and H2ktsm)) was demonstrated in
Swiss mice harboring sarcoma-180 tumors and later in a number of other trans-
planted rodent tumor models [168–172]. These investigators suggested a role for
copper in the mechanism of action and subsequently it was shown that removing
copper from the diet of rats suppressed the inhibitory effect of H2kts on tumor
growth (Walker 256 carcinoma) [173]. Conversely, treating mice bearing sarco-
ma-180 tumors with the preformed H2kts and copper complex (Cu(II)(kts)) in-
creased their overall survival time (>40 % increased survival with 1.5 mg/kg
Cu(II)(kts)), whereas CuCl2 or H2kts (ligand) treatments alone were ineffective
[176, 177]. Additionally, coordinating the H2kts ligand with other metals (e.g.,
Zn2C, Fe2C/3C, Ni2C, and AgC) perturbed the anticancer activity [176, 177].
Subsequently, it has been shown that after Cu(II)(kts) enters cells the coordinat-
ed copper dissociates (Cu2C reduces to CuC) under the intracellular reductive
environment. Unexpectedly, the resultant ligand (H2kts) can diffuse back out of
the cell, re-coordinate copper (again forming Cu(II)(kts)) and cycle back across
the plasma membrane [176, 178]. These properties renders several bis(thiosemi-
carbazones), those that continually cycle copper into cells, particularly toxic to-
wards cancer cells [176, 178].

Our group assessed the therapeutic efficacy of two bis(thiosemicarbazonato)
copper complexes, Cu(II)(gtsm) (glyoxalbis(N4-methylthiosemicarbazona-
to)Cu(II)) and Cu(II)(atsm) (diacetylbis-(N4-methylthiosemicarbazonato)Cu(II))
for the treatment of prostate cancer in the TRAMP mouse model [27]. Analogous
to Cu(II)(kts), copper dissociates intracellularly from Cu(II)(gtsm) and the result-
ant intracellular H2gtsm ligands (reduced Cu(II)(gtsm)) continue to redistribute
copper into a bioavailable pool; possibly by cycling in and out of cells. TRAMP
mice treated with Cu(II)(gtsm) (2.5 mg/kg/d) exhibited a significant reduction in
prostate cancer burden (w70 %) and decreased disease severity (lesion grade)
after 28 days of treatment, while treatment with Cu(II)(atsm) (30 mg/kg/d) was
ineffective [28].

The anticancer activity of Cu(II)(gtsm) is dependent on the coordinated cop-
per and the generation of intracellular ROS [28, 29, 133]. Sequestering copper
with a strong chelator (e.g., TM), or increasing intracellular glutathione (the
major antioxidant) levels by applying N-acetyl-L-cysteine, inhibited the antican-
cer activity of this complex [29]. We further demonstrated that increasing extra-
cellular (media) copper concentrations enhanced the anticancer activity of
Cu(II)(gtsm) and its ligand (H2gtsm) was only toxic towards prostate cancer cells
when in the presence of copper [28]. Importantly, Cu(II)(gtsm) was shown to
selectively target and rapidly kill prostate cancer cells without harming normal
prostate epithelial cells [28].

Our subsequent studies demonstrated that prostate cancer cells in comparison
to normal prostate epithelial cells contain elevated ROS coupled with reduced
glutathione-mediated antioxidant capacity; which together make them signi-
ficantly more sensitive to pro-oxidant ionophoric copper [133]. Accordingly,
copper ionophores that increase intracellular bioavailable copper, such as
Cu(II)(gtsm), DSF, and clioquinol, generated toxic levels of intracellular ROS in
prostate cancer cells but not in normal prostate epithelial cells [133]. However,
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as previously mentioned, Cu(II)(gtsm) also inhibits the proteasome [28], another
feature common to copper ionophores that increase intracellular bioavailable
copper. The comparative importance of ROS production versus proteasome inhi-
bition for the anticancer activity of Cu(II)(gtsm) has not been determined. Fur-
thermore, it has been recently shown that Cu(II)(gtsm) causes cancer cell death,
at least in part, by inducing lysosomal membrane permeabilization [29]. There-
fore, further studies are required to delineate which targets are most important
for the anticancer activity of Cu(II)(gtsm).

As previously mentioned, Cu(II)(atsm) was ineffective as a treatment for pros-
tate cancer in the TRAMP mouse model [28]. However, Cu(II)(atsm) can only
release its coordinated copper intracellularly under elevated reductive states,
such as in hypoxic tissues [179]. Under such conditions, the dissociated copper
is reduced (to CuC) and consequently the ligand (H2atsm) becomes trapped
within the cell(s) [27]. Many cancer types are hypoxic due to inadequate blood
supply and this has been associated with aggressiveness, metastasis, and resist-
ance to standard chemo- and radiotherapies (reviewed in [180]). The wider avail-
ability of the copper radioisotopes (copper-60, -61, -62, and -64) and advances in
the field of radiolabelling (i.e., shorter synthesis times) have enabled the produc-
tion of radiolabelled Cu(II)(atsm) for profiling hypoxic cancer lesions through
positron emission tomography-computed tomography (PET/CT) [27]. The po-
tential for Cu(II)(atsm) to be used as a hypoxia marker has been extensively
evaluated both in preclinical and clinical studies [179, 181–187]. Small scale clini-
cal studies using PET imaging with radiolabelled Cu(II)(atsm) (copper-60, cop-
per-64 or copper-62), has enabled the identification of cancer patients that are
likely to respond to chemotherapy or radiotherapy, in particular for lung, cervi-
cal, rectum and head and neck cancers [181, 182, 184, 188, 189].

Furthermore, Cu(II)(atsm) tumor uptake has been correlated with overexpres-
sion of hypoxic markers (e.g., hypoxia-inducible factor 1α) and poor clinical
outcome in patients with cervical cancer [187]. In this particular study, the 4-year
overall survival was 75 % for patients with non-hypoxic tumors and 33 % for
patients with hypoxic tumors, indicating that Cu(II)(atsm) is a potential bio-
marker of malignant aggressive phenotypes [184]. Likewise, in 22 patients with
glioma, Cu(II)(atsm) uptake correlated with tumor grades and was predictive of
hypoxia-inducible factor 1α expression (92.3 % sensitivity and 88.9 % specificity)
[190]. A Phase II clinical trial is ongoing to assess whether 64Cu(atsm) PET scans
can predict disease progression in cervical cancer patients undergoing treatment
with cisplatin and radiation therapy. Chao and colleagues suggested that
60Cu(atsm) PET images might guide intensity-modulated radiation therapy of
head and neck cancer, as a novel approach to overcome tumor resistance associ-
ated with hypoxia [191].

The physical characteristics of copper-64 not only allow for its use as a PET
radiotracer, but also as a therapeutic radioisotope, since it also decays by β–

emission and electron capture generating Auger electrons suitable for therapeu-
tic applications. Auger electrons have a high linear energy-transfer and a short
penetration range of 0.02–10 μm and therefore can produce toxic effects within
targeted cells while sparing neighboring cells [192]. Providing that copper-64
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localizes to the nucleus, Auger electrons produce more lethal DNA breaks than
β– particles, with this effect independent of oxygen concentration. Remarkably,
radionuclide therapy with 64Cu(atsm) in a hamster xenograft model of colon
cancer (GW39 cells), significantly increased survival time by approximately 6-
fold (one injection of 370 Mbq in animals bearing 7-day old tumors) [193]. A
follow-up study using mice bearing mammary carcinoma xenografts (EMT6
cells) showed that combining 64Cu(atsm) (74 Mbq dose) with daily administra-
tion of 2-deoxy-D-glucose (inhibits glycolysis) increased 64Cu(atsm) tumor reten-
tion, inhibited tumor growth by approximately 60 % and significantly improved
the survival rate by approximately 50 % compared to untreated mice, or mice
treated with each compound alone [194]. Furthermore, in a mouse model of
colon cancer (Colon-26), two systemic administrations of 64Cu(atsm) (37 MBq
dose) 7 days apart, inhibited tumor growth and the ability of the cancer to metas-
tasize to lung [195]. The therapeutic effect was attributed to the fact that
64Cu(atsm) preferentially accumulated in and reduced the number of CD133C

cancer stem cells, which have been recognized as contributors to both therapy
resistance and to tumor metastatic potential [195]. Clarifying the mechanism of
action, McMillan and colleagues recently demonstrated that 64Cu(atsm) does
induce DNA damage via high linear energy-transfer Auger electrons [196].

One potential limitation of 64Cu(atsm) is that tumor uptake may not always
reflect hypoxia. Reduction of Cu(II)(atsm) involves NADH-cytochrome b5 re-
ductase and NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase [197]. Despite hypoxia enhanc-
ing these enzymatic reductions, Cu(II)(atsm) accumulation may not be a direct
measurement of oxygen content, but rather of the intracellular concentration of
reductants [197]. Additionally, the level of Cu(II)(atsm) retention is variable in
different cell and cancer types [198, 199]. For instance, in human prostate cancer
cell lines (e.g., PC-3, 22Rv1, LNCaP, and LAPC-4), high expression of fatty acid
synthase (FAS), a protein that catalyzes fatty acid biosynthesis, is correlated
with low intracellular Cu(II)(atsm) retention [200]. Accordingly, inhibiting FAS
increased Cu(II)(atsm) accumulation in the prostate cancer cell lines [200]. Fur-
thermore, in vitro and in vivo studies have demonstrated that Cu(II)(atsm) reten-
tion decreased (efflux increased) in cancer cells expressing high levels of the
multidrug resistance P-gp protein [201]. These findings have important implica-
tion on the potential clinical use of 64Cu(atsm) both as a hypoxic biomarker and
as a therapeutic agent. Other analogues of Cu(II)(atsm) with greater selectivity
for hypoxia are also being evaluated [202].

3.2.2. Other Thiosemicarbazones

In the search for potent metal complexes with anticancer properties, a number
of α-(N)-heterocyclic thiosemicarbazones have been developed and evaluated.
Among them, triapine (aka 3-AP) (3-aminopyridine-2-carboxaldehyde thiosemi-
carbazone) has been particularly well studied in preclinical models as a single
agent, or in combination with cisplatin, doxorubicin or etoposide [203, 204]. Tria-
pine is a strong inhibitor of ribonucleotide reductase (RNR), the enzyme that
catalyzes the formation of deoxyribonucleotides from ribonucleotides for DNA
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synthesis and repair [205, 206]. Therefore, RNR is ultimately required for cellu-
lar division and as such has become a target for cancer therapy. To date, triapine
has been evaluated in over 20 clinical Phase I and II studies, but has demonstrat-
ed limited clinical activity and causes two serious side effects, the formation
of methemoglobin and hypoxia [207, 208]. Both side effects are due to iron
coordination, which is required for the anticancer activities of triapine through
the generation of ROS, DNA damage, and ultimately cell death [209]. By con-
trast, the Ga3C and the Zn2C triapine complexes are relatively inert and Cu2C

inhibits triapine cytotoxic activity [209].
Further modification of the triapine structure, through structure-activity rela-

tionship studies, led to the development of several new series of thiosemicarba-
zones. These include the 2-pyridylketone thiosemicarbazones (DpT series), 2-
benzoylpyridine thiosemicarbazones (BpT series) and the 2-acetylpyridine thio-
semicarbazones (ApT series), which were selected for possessing more potent
anticancer activity than triapine [210–212]. One of these compounds, Dp44mT
(di-2-pyridylketone 4,4-dimethyl-3-thiosemicarbazone) emerged as the most
promising first generation candidate and despite being structurally related to
triapine had distinct biological activity [213]. In comparison to triapine, Dp44mT
is ~47-fold more potent in cytotoxicity assays and greater than 16-fold more
effective in the treatment of a mouse model bearing human lung carcinoma
xenografts (DMS-53 cells) [213, 214]. Furthermore, Dp44mT has proven effec-
tive in vivo against several other aggressive cancer types (e.g., neuroepithelioma
and melanoma) in mice, significantly inhibiting tumor growth and metastasis
[213, 215]. Note, that the DpT series of thiosemicarbazones are thought to inhibit
metastasis by up-regulating the expression of N-myc downstream regulated pro-
tein1; a metastasis suppressor protein [216–218].

Initially, the anticancer action of Dp44mT was thought to be similar to that of
triapine and was attributed to the formation of a Fe3C complex. Redox cycling
of the triapine Fe3C complex generates intracellular ROS, impedes the thiol-
related antioxidant system (e.g., glutathione, thioredoxin, and glutaredoxin) and
inhibits RNR through the modification of its disulfide bond [205, 206]. However,
it was later demonstrated that copper plays a more important role in the antican-
cer activity of Dp44mT [210, 219]. In contrast to triapine where copper coordina-
tion abrogates its anticancer activity, the copper complex of Dp44mT possessed
greater anticancer activity than its corresponding iron complex [210]. Dp44mT
is a bona fide copper ionophore and consequently generates intracellular ROS,
which can be abrogated by using strong copper chelation (e.g., TM) or by in-
creasing intracellular antioxidant glutathione levels [219]. However, Dp44mT
also targets the lysosome as part of its anticancer activity. The Dp44mT copper
complex accumulates in lysosomes causing their membrane to permeabilize and
the subsequent release of their contents into the cytosol. This sets off a cascade
of events leading to cleavage and activation of the pro-apoptotic Bid protein and
ultimately cell death [219]. Remarkably, Dp44mT is a P-gp substrate and P-gp
located at the lysosome membrane influxes and increases sequestration of
Dp44mT [220]. Dp44mT in the acidity (pH 5) of lysosomes becomes charged
and trapped, and then it is thought that the coordinated copper causes ROS
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that damages membrane integrity [220]. Usually P-gp substrates are rendered
ineffective once sequestered into lysosomes, such as doxorubicin due to protona-
tion, but the Dp44mT copper complex is instead potentiated [220]. The ability
of Dp44mT to employ P-gp to enhance toxicity has major implications for both
resisting and overcoming drug resistance. For instance, Dp44mT might be used
in combination with doxorubicin to potentiate its anticancer activity, by causing
the release of doxorubicin from lysosomes and therefore allowing it to reach its
target, the nucleus [220].

Unfortunately, Dp44mT was found to induce cardiac fibrosis in mice and this
prompted the development of second-generation DpT analogues, where the ter-
minal H at N4 was replaced by an alkyl group [213, 214, 216]. Of these com-
pounds, DpC (di-2-pyridylketone 4-cyclohexyl-4-methyl-3-thiosemicarbazone)
was more potent and better tolerated than Dp44mT and does not cause either
cardiac fibrosis or methemoglobin even when administered at high doses in mice
[214, 216, 221]. Another advantage for DpC is that it can be administered orally
without apparent toxicity, unlike Dp44mT which causes weight loss and cardio-
toxicity when given orally at high doses [222]. In mice harboring either human
lung (DMS-53 cells) or pancreatic (PANC-1 cells) xenografts, DpC potently in-
hibited cancer growth by greater than 80 % when compared to the vehicle con-
trol [214, 216]. In the pancreatic cancer model, the anticancer activity of DpC
was found to be far superior to gemcitabine treatment, the current first-line
chemotherapeutic for pancreatic cancer therapy [216]. DpC has better pharma-
cokinetics than Dp44mT and is retained in the body for considerably longer
(T1/2 = 1.7 h for Dp44mT versus 10.7 h for DpC) [223].

Importantly, analogous to what occurs with Dp44mT, high expression of P-gp
in cancer cells increased the trapping of DpC in lysosomes potentiating its anti-
cancer activity [224]. An independent study performed by the U. S. National
Cancer Institute Developmental Therapeutics Program, revealed that DpC in-
hibited growth in 59 of 60 human cancer cell lines tested, with concentrations
ranging from < 10 nM to 300 nM. Normal cells were shown to be refractory to
DpC treatment (e.g., > 1000-fold for normal fibroblasts). DpC has been licensed
by Oncochel Therapeutics LLC and entered Phase I clinical trial in 2016
(NCT02688101). Patients with advanced solid tumors will receive variable doses
of DpC administered orally to determine the maximum tolerated dose and any
change in patients’ tumor size documented.

4. GENERAL CONLUSIONS

Considerable interest in developing copper complexes for cancer treatment has
arisen from understanding of the importance of copper in cancer growth, malig-
nant angiogenesis, and metastasis. Unfortunately, numerous ‘very encouraging’
preclinical studies have been countered with ‘equally disappointing’ human clini-
cal trials. However, the few tantalizing clinical results where outcomes were im-
proved, and our growing knowledge on the pharmacological activities of both
‘old and new’ copper complexes, provide a glimmer of optimism. Furthermore,
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with recent advances in metallomics, in particular relating to mammalian copper
homeostasis, we are now positioned to better develop and trial copper complexes
as anticancer therapies. Indeed, exciting human clinical trials are underway (e.g.,
for TM and DpC), equipped with hard earned wisdom and more sophisticated
ways to evaluate clinical efficacy. The newest paradigm is to develop anticancer
agents that target multiple critical pathways in order to circumvent resistance
and to improve therapeutic efficacy. Many copper complexes certainly fulfill this
criterion. We eagerly await results from ongoing human trials that are assessing
promising multi-target copper complexes, some repurposed (e.g., TM) and some
newly designed (e.g., DpC).
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ABBREVIATIONS

ALDH aldehyde dehydrogenase
ATN-224 tetrathiomolybdate bis-choline salt
ATOX1 antioxidant 1 copper chaperone
ATP adenosine 5#-triphosphate
ATP7A/B ATPase copper transporting A/B
BpT series 2-benzoylpyridine thiosemicarbazone class
CTR1 copper transporter 1
Cu(II)(atsm) diacetylbis-[N4-methylthiosemicarbazonato]Cu(II)
Cu(II)(gtsm) glyoxalbis[N4-methylthiosemicarbazonato]Cu(II)
DDTC diethyldithiocarbamate
DNMT1 DNA methyltransferase 1
Dp44mT di-2-pyridylketone 4,4-dimethyl-3-thiosemicarbazone
DpC di-2-pyridylketone 4-cyclohexyl-4-methyl-3-thiosemi-

carbazone
DpT series 2-pyridylketone thiosemicarbazone class
DSF disulfiram; tetraethylthiuram disulfate
ETC electron transport chain
FGF fibroblast growth factor
GBM glioblastoma multiforme
H2atsc biacetyl-bis(4-pyrrolidinyl-3-thiosemicarbazone)
H2btsc benzil-bis(4-pyrrolidinyl-3-thiosemicarbazone)
H2gts glyoxal-bis(thiosemicarbazone)
H2gtsc glyoxal-bis(4-methyl-4-phenyl-3-thiosemicarbazone)
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H2kts and H2ktsm 2-keto-3-ethoxybutyraldehyde derivatives
HUVEC human umbilical vascular endothelial cell
IFL irinotecan/ 5-fluorouracil/ leucovorin
IL-1α, -6, -8 interleukin-1alpha, -6, -8
LDH lactate dehydrogenase
LOX lysyl oxidase
MeDTC-SO methyl diethylthiocarbamoyl-sulfoxide
MMP-2, -9 matrix metalloproteinases-2, -9
mRNA messenger ribonucleic acid
NADH nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide hydride
NADPH reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate
NF-κB nuclear factor kappa B
PET positron emission tomography
P-gp P-glycoprotein
PrEC primary prostate epithelial cells
RNR ribonucleotide reductase
ROS reactive oxygen species
SMON subacute myelo-optic neuropathy
SOD Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase
TM tetrathiomolybdate
TRAMP transgenic adenocarcinoma of mouse prostate
triapine 3-aminopyridine-2-carboxaldehyde thiosemicarbazone
tRNA transfer ribonucleic acid
VEGF vascular endothelial growth factor
WD Wilson’s disease
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Abstract: Zinc is an important element that is gaining momentum as a potential target for
cancer therapy. In recent years zinc has been accepted as a second messenger that is now
recognized to be able to activate many signalling pathways within a few minutes of an extracel-
lular stimulus by release of zinc(II) from intracellular stores. One of the major effects of this
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store release of zinc is to inhibit a multitude of tyrosine phosphatases which will prevent the
inactivation of tyrosine kinases and hence, encourage further activation of tyrosine kinase-
dependent signalling pathways. Most of these signalling pathways are not only known to be
involved in driving aberrant cancer growth, they are usually the main driving force. All this
data together now positions zinc and zinc signalling as potentially important new targets to
prevent aggressive cancer growth.

Keywords: cancer · SLC39A · zinc · zinc signalling · zinc transporters · ZIP7 · ZIP6 · ZIP10

1. INTRODUCTION

Zinc(II) in biology is an emerging area. In fact, in recent years zinc has been
demonstrated to play an important role in most physiological processes and has
been designated to have an importance on a scale similar to that seen with
calcium [1]. As zinc cannot traverse cellular membranes, it has to rely on the
help of families of zinc transporters. Interestingly, many members of the SLC39A
family of zinc influx transporters have been implicated in various diseases of
late, and increasingly many cancers. For many years zinc has been known to be
essential for cell growth and health and perhaps the increase of intracellular zinc
by increased expression or activity of SLC39A transporters may be able to ex-
plain the link with cancer.

Here we aim to give a general introduction of how zinc works in cells, explain-
ing the role of different zinc transporters before relating these to alterations
on cancer growth and development. Additionally we address how discoveries
concerning zinc transporters at the molecular level have provided potential new
biomarkers and treatments for cancer.

2. ZINC HANDLING IN CELLS

2.1. Long Term and Short Term Effects of Zinc in Cells

Zinc in the human body is normally classified as free labile zinc, or protein-
bound Zn(II). Most of the cytoplasmic zinc is bound to proteins with free zinc
in nanomolar amount [2]. Zinc is an essential structural component of proteins
such as transcription factors, and hence involved in RNA transcription and DNA
synthesis [3]. The role of zinc in gene expression is also evident as zinc is required
for more than 200 transcription factors [4]. Zinc is tightly bound to enzymes such
as RNA polymerase [5], where it creates a link between histidine and cysteine
domains in the polypeptide chain [6].

Apart from being essential as a structural component of proteins, zinc is also
involved in cell signalling by regulating the activity of molecules such as protein
kinases and phosphatases [7]. Zinc signalling involves the change of zinc concen-
trations which occurs in response to certain stimuli and can be either extracellu-
lar or intracellular. Extracellular zinc signalling has been widely investigated in
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synaptic transmission where zinc has been demonstrated to act as a neuromodu-
lator [1]. Intracellular zinc signalling necessitates the involvement of zinc trans-
porters [8] to enable its transport across biological membranes and will be de-
scribed in more detail below. Intracellular zinc signalling can be further divided
into “fast” and “late” zinc signalling. The ‘fast’ signalling does not involve gene
transcription [9], happens within minutes of a stimuli and provides a good dem-
onstration of zinc acting as a second messenger [10]. In contrast, the “late” zinc
signalling requires the expression of zinc transport proteins upon an external
stimulus such as cytokines or lipopolysaccharide [11] and it therefore occurs
within hours of the stimulus. The availability of zinc transport proteins is an
important aspect of zinc homeostasis which needs to be tightly controlled in
order for the zinc(II) to move between cellular compartments.

2.2. Zinc Transporters and Intracellular Zinc Homeostasis

Zinc cannot pass through membranes passively, hence its homeostasis relies on
zinc transporter proteins which can be controlled by different mechanisms. There
are two families of zinc transporters: the SLC30A (ZnT transporters) and
SLC39A (ZIP transporters) [12]. While the ZnT transporters are zinc exporters
as they transport zinc from the cytoplasm to the outside of cells or to the inside
of intracellular stores, the members of the ZIP family are zinc importers as they
transport zinc into the cytoplasm from outside the cell or from the intracellular
stores [13].

ZnT transporters work as Zn2C/HC exchangers [14] and their family comprises
10 members that are divided into three subfamilies [15]. They all have six trans-

Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree of the human ZIP family (SLC39A) of zinc transporters. The
human sequences of the ZIP family members have been processed in FASTA format and
aligned using ClustalW5 tool (Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics). The analysis of the phylo-
genetic tree reveals that the ZIP family is divided into 4 main subfamilies: subfamily I
(ZIP9), subfamily II (ZIP1, ZIP2, ZIP3), GufA (ZIP11), and LIV-1. The LIV-1 subfamily
is the biggest of the family and it contains 9 members (ZIP4, ZIP5, ZIP6, ZIP7, ZIP8,
ZIP10, ZIP12, ZIP13, ZIP14). The phylogenetic tree has been obtained using Phylogeny.fr
web service [128].
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Figure 3. Intracellular zinc handling in cells. Zinc mobilization in cells has been de-
scribed by a “muffler hypothesis” which involves proteins such metallothioneins and/or
glutathione binding most of the cytoplasmic zinc as soon as zinc enters the cell. Zinc is
then sequestered inside intracellular stores, probably by a ZnT transporter [23] and re-
leased into the cytoplasm following ZIP7 activation [98]. The “zinc wave” induced by
ZIP7 activation is implicated in inhibition of phosphatases which lead to cell proliferation
and metastasis [26].

membrane (TM) domains with both the N-terminal and C-terminal domains in
the cytoplasm as well as a large cytoplasmic loop between TM IV and TM V
[16]. Of all the ZnT transporters, only ZnT1 resides on the plasma membrane,
whilst all the others are located on intracellular membranes [17].

The SLC39A family of zinc importers consists of 14 members divided into 4
subfamilies (Figure 1). The LIV-1 subfamily is the largest one, containing 9 mem-
bers in total [18]. In recent years more evidence has accumulated showing how
the aberrant expression of this family is implicated in a significant number of
diseases, suggesting their important role in normal cell function. All the members
of the SLC39A family are predicted to have eight transmembrane domains with
an N- and C-terminal outside the cytoplasm and a large cytoplasmic loop (Fig-
ure 2). Most of the members of this family have a large number of histidine
residues which are likely to be involved in the transport of zinc [18]. Moreover,
the members of the LIV-1 subfamily have more histidine residues on the N-
terminal domain and the extracellular loop between TM II and TM III, the exact
role of which needs further characterization. The LIV-1 subfamily also contains
an additional conserved motif in TM V.

This conserved motif HEXPHEXGD (where X stands for any amino acid) is
similar to the consensus motif of the matrix metalloproteases that require zinc
[18]. While most of the members of the LIV-1 subfamily reside on the plasma
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membrane and transport zinc to the inside of cells, ZIP7 is situated on the endo-
plasmic reticulum membrane [19] and transports zinc from this store into the
cytoplasm [20] and ZIP13 resides on Golgi membranes transporting zinc from
this store [21].

The amount of labile free zinc inside the cells is in the region of low nanomolar
amounts [2] because most of the cytoplasmic zinc is normally bound to proteins
and in particular metallothioneins [12]. Metallothioneins are cysteine-rich pro-
teins that play a pivotal role in zinc buffering and are also the main zinc supplier
for redox reactions [22]. While the buffering reactions are necessary to maintain
the cytosolic free zinc concentration in the order of picomolar under steady-state
conditions, the muffling ones occur under non-steady state conditions [22]. The
muffler hypothesis suggests that zinc entering the cells through a ZIP transporter
is buffered in a muffler such as metallothioneins before being stored in internal
compartments or removed from the cells, probably by a ZnT transporter. This
mechanism is highly regulated by the ability of zinc to bind to these proteins
[23] (Figure 3).

2.3. Emergence of Zinc Signalling Mechanisms

Zinc has a widespread role in cellular functions [24], and in particular for the
function of several enzymes. In fact, it is estimated that almost 10 % of human
genes contain zinc-binding motifs [25]. Its mobilization in cells has been de-
scribed as a “zinc wave” [10], due to the rapid change of its concentrations in
response to certain stimuli and the downstream effect followed by its release.
This evidence was first seen in mast cells where zinc has a high affinity for the
immunoglobin E receptor [10] resulting in zinc release from intracellular stores
such as the endoplasmic reticulum. This zinc wave mechanism relies on calcium
signalling and activation of mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase and it is
responsible for the inhibition of a broad number of phosphatases [26]. The ability
of zinc to inhibit phosphatases has a severe impact in all the pathways which
require the activation of proteins such as tyrosine kinase receptors, normally
involved in driving cancer or acquired resistance to treatments. In fact, the inhi-
bition of phosphatases results in these pathways being continuously activated.
In addition to phosphatase inhibition, zinc is involved in many other signalling
molecules such as Ca/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II, protein kinase C
(PKC), and caspase 3 [27, 28]. For this reason, zinc is now considered a second
messenger [10]. It is therefore important that zinc homeostasis is tightly con-
trolled as both an excess and a deficiency can be harmful for human health
[29]. For example, zinc deficiency has been associated with impaired growth [30]
whereas a zinc excess can be toxic to cells [31] leading to apoptosis or pro-
grammed cell death [32].

Moreover, our group has been investigating for many years the role of zinc in
driving anti-hormone resistance to endocrine treatment in estrogen receptor-
positive breast cancer. The ability of zinc to inhibit phosphatases in these circum-
stances leads to the lack of inactivation of molecules such as Src, HER2 or
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EGFR, which are known to be important drivers of the development of endo-
crine resistance in breast cancer [33]. We have indeed shown in previous studies
how our model of tamoxifen-resistant breast cancer has a higher content of zinc
[20] and increased expression of ZIP7 yet no other zinc transporters [34] suggest-
ing a role for zinc in driving endocrine resistance. This will be described in more
detail in Section 5.1.

3. ZINC IN CANCER

Zinc has been widely studied for many years for its role in human disease such
as hypogonadism and dwarfism [35, 36], immune disorders [9], and neurodegen-
eration [37]. However, recent evidence suggests that it also has an important
role in a variety of cancers.

The literature provides somewhat conflicting results regarding the levels of
circulating zinc as a biomarker for cancer status. Serum and plasma zinc have
been shown to be decreased in carcinomas of the head and neck [38], breast
[39], lung [40], gastrointestinal tract [41], liver [42], gallbladder [43], and female
reproductive system [44, 45]. Other studies have found increased circulating zinc
in patients with breast, lung, stomach, or prostate cancer [46]. This conflict in
results may be due in part to the different methods that were used to analyse
the zinc. Further work is currently ongoing to try to establish a reliable marker
of zinc status that can be used to examine further the relationship between zinc
status and cancer states.

Zinc concentration has also been measured in hair, and shown to be decreased
in patients with ovarian cancer [47] and lung cancer [48]. The results for these
studies are less varied than the measurements in serum or plasma, though this
is probably a reflection of the small sample size.

Arguably the most compelling evidence for the role of zinc in different cancers
can be drawn from concentrations measured directly in tumor tissue, when com-
pared with healthy tissue. The data appears to be less conflicting, and implicates
the dysregulation of zinc as a second messenger, at a cellular level, as opposed
to having a systemic role.

3.1. Elevated Zinc Levels in Breast Cancer

As described above, there is conflicting evidence about the circulating concentra-
tions of zinc in breast cancer. While some studies have measured decreased
serum zinc [47, 49, 50, 51], some have shown an increase [52], and others have
shown that there is no difference at all [53]. Measurements from actual breast
tumor tissue, however, consistently show significantly increased zinc compared
to normal breast tissue [54], with the measured amount sometimes double that
of benign breast tissue [55, 56], which itself has been shown to have an increased
concentration [57]. It has been suggested that zinc could be a reliable biomarker
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for breast cancer, as the concentration found in the tumor tissue correlates well
to the histological malignancy grade [58].

Data regarding increased zinc concentrations in breast tumors can also be
replicated experimentally in vivo. Commonly, N-methyl-N-nitrosourea (MNU)
is used to induce mammary tumorigenesis in rats, and the resulting zinc concen-
tration in the tumors is up to 19-fold increased when compared to zinc in the
normal mammary tissue [59], regardless of dietary zinc intake.

Breast cancers are usually treated with anti-estrogens such as tamoxifen to
reduce their growth. This treatment works well until the cancer develops resist-
ance to tamoxifen, resulting in a more aggressive phenotype as a direct result of
harnessing alternative signalling pathways such as EGFR and IGF-1R [33]. Our
group has developed tamoxifen-resistant breast cancer cell lines [60] to investi-
gate these aggressive mechanisms and have discovered that they have a two-fold
increase in intracellular zinc as measured by the zinc dye Newport Green [20],
implicating a role for the trace element in the development of the more aggres-
sive phenotypes of the disease.

In parallel, increased expression of the heavy metal-binding protein, metallo-
thionein (MT) has also been observed in breast cancer [55], further supporting
the data which suggests there is more zinc in breast cancer tissue.

3.2. Zinc Involvement in Other Cancers

Zinc has a known role in male fertility, and sperm release and motility [61], and
the prostate is a gland with one of the highest concentrations of zinc in the body
[62]. Zinc measurements in prostate cancer appear to be in direct opposition to
those observed in breast cancer; it is decreased in malignant prostate tissue com-
pared to the healthy tissue [63]. Circulating zinc in these patients is also reduced,
while patients with benign prostate disease have significantly elevated zinc [64].

The fact that zinc concentration in the prostate is significantly decreased in
malignant prostate cancer is supportive of the data from many studies which
suggests a chemo-protective role for zinc in the prostate. Zinc in this gland spares
citrate from the citric acid cycle by inhibiting m-aconitase, allowing high amounts
of citrate into the prostatic fluid [63]. Loss of this inhibitory effect causes oxida-
tive phosphorylation, suggesting a protective role for zinc in the prostate. This
is supported by zinc-deficient prostate epithelial cells having increased DNA
damage. A further role for zinc in the prostate is the pro-apoptotic environment
it produces [65]. Zinc directly induces bax-mediated mitochondrial cytochrome
c release, activating the caspase cascade, ultimately leading to apoptotic cell
death [66]. Zinc deficiency observed promotes cell survival by inhibiting apopto-
sis. While one study found a positive role for zinc supplementation in the preven-
tion of prostate cancer [67], others have shown that a daily dose of over 100 mg
for 10 years can double the chance of developing the disease [68], and a further
study showed no association at all [69]. Clearly the role of zinc in prostate cancer
is a complex one.
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Like in prostate cancer, zinc has been shown to be significantly decreased in
kidney carcinoma [54] which is perhaps a surprising result taken that zinc is not
especially high in normal kidney. However, it does indicate that little is known
yet about the effect of zinc levels on cancer and indeed the effect of cancer on
zinc levels.

Some evidence suggests chemo-protective properties of zinc(II) in cancers [70]
including those of colon, pancreas, esophageal, and head and neck [71, 72, 73]
and the down-regulation of some DNA repair genes in zinc-depleted cells [74]
which may be assumed to lead to cancer development. In vivo studies have
shown that zinc supplementation prevents the development of cisplatinum- and
melphalan-induced lung cancers in mice [75], 1,2-dimethylhydrazine-induced co-
lon cancer in rats [76], and N-nitrosomethylbenzylamine (NMBA)-induced
esophageal cancer in zinc-deficient rats [77]. It is interesting to speculate that
lower serum zinc may be consistent with an increased requirement of cancer
tissues for zinc but this theory is still currently unproven.

3.3. ZIP Transporters in Cancer

As we have described, there is much evidence to suggest that there is a link
between zinc and cancer. One way to study zinc and the relevant signalling
pathways that it can mobilize has been to look at the ZIP transporters in relation
to cancer. Figure 4 demonstrates which ZIP transporters have been associated

Figure 4. Schematic showing the members of the LIV-1 family of ZIP transporters and
the different cancers in which they have been implicated.
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with which different cancers. All the ZIP transporters currently linked to these
cancers are members of the LIV-1 family of ZIP transporters.

We have previously demonstrated that ZIP7 and ZIP8 expression is elevated in
anti-hormone resistant breast cancer models [34] suggesting a need for increased
intracellular zinc. Additionally, we discovered that ZIP7 is one of the top 10 %
genes overexpressed in breast cancers with poor clinical outcome [34], suggesting
a role for ZIP7 in driving the aggressive growth of these cancers. ZIP7 is also
positively correlated with the proliferation marker Ki67 in clinical breast cancer
samples with lymph node involvement [34], confirming an association with the
aggressive cells (Figure 5).

ZIP6 (also known as LIV-1) was originally discovered to be an estrogen-regu-
lated gene associated with estrogen receptor-positive disease [78]. This associa-
tion of ZIP6 with breast cancer was particularly important as ZIP6 was present
in increased levels when the breast cancers were associated with metastatic
spread to the lymph nodes [79]. The reliable association of ZIP6 with estrogen
has made it a useful marker for estrogen receptor-positive luminal A breast
cancer [80, 81]. Our investigations into ZIP6 function have revealed it to be
causative in epithelial to mesenchymal transition [82], utilizing transcription fac-
tor Snail to produce loss of E-cadherin, causing cell rounding and detachment
which is maintained in an anoikis-resistant manner. Elevated ZIP6 expression
has also been linked to tumor size and degree of lymphatic infiltration in human
pancreatic cancer cells [83] via the same mechanism as observed in breast can-
cer.

ZIP10, the closest paralogue to ZIP6 in the LIV-1 family of ZIP transporters
[18, 84], has also been linked to invasive breast cancer [85]. Although ZIP10 has
lower expression levels than ZIP6, it too has a positive correlation with the
estrogen receptor [34]. ZIP10 over-expression has also been correlated to aggres-
siveness in renal cell carcinoma [86], and is one of the 7 genes upregulated in
activated colon tumor cells.

ZIP4 is overexpressed in over 90 % of pancreatic adenocarcinomas. Experi-
mental knockdown of ZIP4 using siRNA inhibits pancreatic tumor growth [87],
and increases survival of mice with this disease. In hepatocellular carcinoma,
ZIP4 has been linked to intracellular zinc accumulation, and progression through
the cell cycle [88]. Furthermore, overexpression of ZIP4 results in increases in
the expression of pro-metastatic genes MMP-2 and MMP-9, while decreasing
expression of the pro-apoptotic genes caspase-3, caspase-9, and Bax [89].

Hepatocellular carcinoma [90] and colorectal cancer [91, 92] have both been
linked to ZIP14, the latter identifying splice variants which have a role in the
disease.

Much of the literature suggests a role for the LIV-1 family of ZIP transporters
in different cancers, however, some of the other transporters have also been
associated. ZIP1 is a known tumor suppressor gene in prostate cancer [93], and
there is reduced expression in the peripheral zone of the prostate, the most
common site of cancer. This explains the decreased levels of zinc observed in
these patients, described earlier in this chapter. Additionally, ZIP1 overexpres-
sion reduces the metastatic ability of prostate cancer cells [94].
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Figure 5. Kaplan-Meier plotter analysis of relationship between relapse free survival in
a cohort of breast cancer patients following endocrine therapy or chemotherapy, and
ZIP7 and ZIP6 expression. Increased ZIP7 decreases relapse free survival up to 10 years
suggesting that it may be important in driving cancer growth (Figure 5a). In contrast,
although there is no significant difference in relapse free survival for low or high ZIP6
values (Figure 5b), there is a suggestion that high levels of ZIP6 may be beneficial for as
long as 8 years.
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Another member of the ZIP subfamily I, ZIP3, has also been implicated in
the early development of pancreatic adenocarcinoma. ZIP3 is significantly de-
creased in pancreatic intraepithelial neoplasia, thought to be the precancerous
lesion which leads to adenocarcinoma [95]. This is coupled with the significant
loss of zinc in both pre-cancerous and cancerous pancreatic tissue.

All this evidence together suggests a clear association of ZIP transporters and
cancers. What remains to be elucidated is the exact signalling mechanisms that
these transporters are involved in and whether they can be targeted as a poten-
tial cancer drug target.

4. ZINC SIGNALLING IN CANCER

We have demonstrated that there is a link between zinc, ZIP transporters, and
cancer. The rest of this section will focus on zinc signalling as a second messenger
downstream of ZIP transporters.

4.1. How Zinc Signalling Mechanisms Drive Cancer Growth

Zinc has been shown to activate receptor tyrosine kinases through the inhibition
of phosphatase PTP1B [96, 97]. Given that this phosphatase has been linked
with EGFR, IGF-1R, and Src, it is understandable how the increased zinc con-
centration in the TAMR cells leads to constitutively active cell proliferation
pathways, and a more aggressive phenotype.

As described in Section 3, ZIP7 has been linked with breast cancer, and partic-
ularly anti-hormone resistant breast cancer. Our group demonstrated that ZIP7
is activated by phosphorylation of two adjacent serine residues (S275 and S276),
present in the long cytoplasmic loop between TMD III and IV [98]. Phosphoryla-
tion triggers ZIP7-mediated release of zinc from intracellular stores, and acti-
vates downstream pathways including ERK1/2 and AKT, leading to cell prolifer-
ation and migration [20]. Casein kinase 2 (CK2) was identified as the kinase
responsible for ZIP7 activation, which is itself involved in proliferation and onco-
genesis [99].

MCF7-derived tamoxifen-resistant (TAMR) cells overexpress ZIP7, and dem-
onstrate a more aggressive phenotype [100] than MCF7s. This highlights the
potential of ZIP7 as a regulator of zinc-induced tumor progression. Zinc release
from stores is responsible for activation of epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) [60], insulin growth factor receptor (IGF-1R) [101] and the non-recep-
tor tyrosine kinase Src [20, 102] which is independently linked with aggressive
cancer phenotypes [103]. Presence of ZIP7 siRNA prevents zinc-dependent acti-
vation of these pathways [20]. Clinically, agents which have been linked with
poor outlook in breast cancer such as ki67, ErbB3, and STAT3, have been corre-
lated to ZIP7 mRNA expression [34].

Given the data regarding the role of ZIP7 in aggressive, anti-hormone resistant
breast cancer cells, it is possible that this zinc transporter could be used as a
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Figure 6. Schematic demonstrating the role of the STAT3/ZIP6 pathway in EMT. Tran-
scriptional activation of ZIP6 by STAT3 causes zinc-dependent activation of Akt, and
inhibition of GSK-3β. This causes nuclear retention of transcription factor Snail, and
therefore repression of E-cadherin (CDH-1) transcription, leading to cell detachment and
EMT.

target for treatment. Up to 40 % of estrogen receptor-positive breast cancers will
become resistant to tamoxifen [104], highlighting the need for a new treatment
in this cohort of patients. In addition, CK2 could also be a potential target be-
cause of its role in activating ZIP7. Previous work has shown the ability of the
CK2 inhibitor 2-dimethylamino-4,5,6,7-tetrabromo-1H-benzimidazole (DMAT)
to cause tamoxifen-resistant cells to die by apoptosis [105].

ZIP6 is expressed as a pro-protein, following transcriptional activation by
STAT3 [82] which has a known role in metastasis in breast cancer [106]. Upon
activation, ZIP6 is cleaved in the N-terminus, relocates from the endoplasmic
reticulum to the plasma membrane, and allows zinc entry into the cell [107].
Zinc inhibits GSK-3β [108] and/or activation of Akt [109, 110] resulting in loss
of E-cadherin gene expression [111], cell detachment and epithelial to mesenchy-
mal transition (EMT), through nuclear retention of transcription factor Snail
[82]. In addition, Snail is negatively regulated by GSK-3β-mediated phosphoryla-
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tion, promoting nuclear export and degradation [112]. This pathway is demon-
strated in the schematic Figure 6. This data is supported by the discovery that
ZIP6 is required for EMT in zebrafish gastrulation, by promoting the nuclear
localization of transcription factor Snail [113]. Furthermore, both STAT3 and
Snail have a proven role in tumor progression, and STAT3 has a positive correla-
tion with ZIP6 expression in breast cancer [34]. This mechanism is supported by
the finding that ZIP6 in liver cancer cells has an inverse relationship with expres-
sion of E-cadherin [114].

ZIP10, the closest paralogue to ZIP6, is the only other ZIP transporter which
contains a potential PEST cleavage site [115] in its N-terminus. ZIP10 and ZIP6
form a heteromer at the plasma membrane, and together they regulate cell mi-
gration and embryogenesis [84]. Furthermore, ZIP10 deficiency leads to overex-
pression of STAT3 and ZIP6, implicating a negative feedback loop to maintain
the EMT process in these cells.

Zinc signalling through ZIP6 and STAT3 in breast cancer has similarities to
ZIP4 and pancreatic cancer [116]. An increase in interleukin 6 (IL-6) activates
STAT3, leading to cell proliferation and tumor progression.

5. TARGETING ZINC SIGNALLING MECHANISMS

IN CANCER

The fact that a variety of zinc transporters have been implicated in various can-
cers does suggest that they may be a worthwhile cancer target. This is an emerg-
ing area of investigation as currently there is not much known about the function
of individual zinc transporters and once more data is available then there will
be new opportunities for targeting.

5.1. Phosphorylated ZIP7 as a Cancer Biomarker

ZIP7 is located on the endoplasmic reticulum membrane and is ubiquitously
expressed [19], making it a gatekeeper of intracellular zinc release [117]. A re-
cent study in our group has discovered that ZIP7 activation is due to the phos-
phorylation on two serine residues (S275 and S276) located in the long cytoplas-
mic loop between TM III and IV by protein kinase CK2 [98]. This study also
confirmed that ZIP7 activation is immediately followed by activation of mitogen-
activated protein kinase and tyrosine kinase signalling pathways, many of which
have been implicated in cancer progression and therefore positioning CK2 and
ZIP7 at a hub of zinc release [118]. Furthermore, all these activated kinases are
targets of the phosphatases that zinc(II) is known to inhibit [26], potentially
providing the mechanism of action.

As we mentioned above, our group has discovered that our unique model of
tamoxifen-resistant breast cancer cells has increased expression of ZIP7 [34]
along with a higher content of zinc [20]. Moreover, we have shown that treat-
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Figure 7. Increased activated ZIP7 in TAMR cells. Western blot analysis of MCF-7 and
tamoxifen-resistant-MCF-7 (TAMR) derived cells using our unique anti-phospho ZIP7
antibody [119] reveals a significant increase of activated ZIP7 in the TAMR cells when
compared to the total amount of ZIP7.

ment of these cells with exogenous zinc(II) leads to the activation of several
pathways such as EGFR, IGF1-R, MAPK, Akt or Src, resulting in activation
of tyrosine kinases, which explains the development of their more aggressive
phenotype [20]. Interestingly, this mechanism relies on ZIP7 mediated zinc re-
lease from the endoplasmic reticulum which was demonstrated by the use of
fluorescent zinc dyes such as Newport Green, Zinquin or Fluozin-3 [20, 98].
This ZIP7-mediated downstream pathway fits with the “zinc wave” mechanism
explained above, as this effect was abolished when using siRNA directed against
ZIP7 [20].

Furthermore, in our group we have generated other models of anti-hormone
resistant breast cancer cells. We have MCF7-derived Faslodex resistant cells and
also cells with long term resistance to tamoxifen and Faslodex, which represent
additional acquired resistance to endocrine treatment in order to better reflect
the variable clinical situation. By using our unique anti-phospho ZIP7 antibody
(pZIP7), which only recognizes ZIP7 when phosphorylated on residues S275 and
S276 [119], we have demonstrated that all these anti-hormone resistant breast
cancer cells have increased activation of ZIP7, in particular in TAMR cells (Fig-
ure 7). This evidence would explain the development of their aggressive pheno-
type and their acquired resistance to the treatment whose mechanism is not yet
fully understood. This discovery suggests that the use of activated ZIP7 may be
a valuable biomarker for estrogen receptor-positive breast cancer and will help
distinguish those cancers that develop resistance to current endocrine therapies,
allowing for additional treatments. Furthermore, this ability of pZIP7 to act as a
biomarker for aggressive cancers suggests that it may also be a worthwhile new
target for therapy.
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5.2. ZIP7 as a Cancer Target

The “zinc wave” mechanism which involves ZIP7 has several consequences in
diseases such as cancer which relies on aberrant activation of many tyrosine
kinases and that often show an increased level of zinc. This implicates ZIP7 as
a potential target for inhibition of tyrosine kinases and their consequent down-
stream pathways in diseases such as cancer. ZIP7 has indeed been demonstrated
to be one of the top 10 % genes to be overexpressed in cancers with poor prog-
nosis [117]. Furthermore, in a recent study we have demonstrated that ZIP7-
mediated zinc release is implicated in the activation of several pathways such as
mTOR, PI3K-Akt, and MAPK, which are all involved in cell proliferation and
cell survival [119].

The discovery that ZIP7 requires phosphorylation to be activated and release
zinc, opens the door to further investigations targeting its activation. This in-
volves the production of new agents that act as inhibitors of the signalling path-
ways induced by zinc which drives the aggressiveness of cancer. In particular,
the discovery that ZIP7 activation is induced by protein kinase CK2 phosphory-
lation on S275 and S276 [98], suggests the use of CK2 inhibitors in order to
prevent the zinc release from stores. Protein kinase CK2 is a ubiquitous serine/
threonine kinase [120] which has several cellular targets and it has a known role
in cell survival and proliferation [121]. CK2 levels are also raised in different
cancers, suggesting its role as a potential target for treatment.

Taken together, the data suggests that both ZIP7 and CK2 play an important
role in cell survival. In fact, targeting ZIP7-mediated zinc release in breast cancer
has been shown to decrease invasion, signalling, and growth [20]. One specific
CK2 inhibitor, called CX-4945, is under investigation in clinical trials [122] and
it has been recently demonstrated to be a potential new treatment for leukemia
[123] and glioblastoma [124]. Moreover, CK2 inhibitors have been shown to be
beneficial in decreasing the viability of other cancer cells, such as prostate cancer
and tamoxifen-resistant MCF-7 breast cancer cells [105]. In light of this data,
targeting ZIP7-mediated zinc release could be beneficial in diseases such as anti-
hormone resistant breast cancer, but also in other diseases which involve multi-
ple signalling pathways that are kept continuously activated by the ability of
zinc to inhibit phosphatases [26], and activate many other molecular signalling
pathways [119].

5.3. ZIP6 and ZIP10 as Cancer Targets

ZIP6 was the first member of the LIV-1 subfamily to be discovered and it is
known to be an estrogen-regulated gene [78] involved in metastatic breast cancer
[79]. Furthermore, it is a marker of luminal A breast cancer [80] and is associated
with STAT3 in breast cancer samples [34]. In a recent study we have demonstrat-
ed that ZIP6 is expressed as a pro-protein in the endoplasmic reticulum before
being cleaved and relocated to the plasma membrane, where it can act as a zinc
importer [82]. In particular, ZIP6 is enriched in the plasma membrane of migra-
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tory cells and causative of an EMT mechanism and anoikis resistance [82]. The
influx of zinc mediated by ZIP6 has been demonstrated to lead to the phosphor-
ylation of GSK-3β, a kinase which is normally involved in the phosphorylation
and inactivation of Snail, a transcription factor implicated in cell proliferation.
In fact, the phosphorylation of GSK-3β induced by ZIP6-mediated zinc influx
enables its inactivation, resulting in retention of Snail in the nucleus, where it
acts as a repressor of E-cadherin, promoting cell rounding and detachment [82].

Figure 1 shows the phylogenetic tree of the LIV-1 subfamily demonstrating
the close association of ZIP6 and ZIP10. Similar to ZIP6, ZIP10 is associated
with metastatic breast cancer [85] and its expression and role in zinc homeostasis
involves a STAT3 mechanism, suggesting that ZIP10 is also likely to be involved
in cancer progression.

Furthermore, we have recently discovered that ZIP6 and ZIP10 form a hetero-
mer [84], exemplifying a similar role for these two zinc transporters in cancer
cells. Zinc is already known to be essential for the function of several cyclins
and for cell cycle regulation [125] suggesting a role for zinc influx transporters
in this process. Considering the association of both ZIP6 and ZIP10 with the
process of EMT and metastatic cancer, there is now more evidence that targeting
zinc transporters may be useful for preventing aberrant cell growth. Further-
more, since ZIP6 is able to cause cell rounding and detachment utilizing anoikis
resistance it may be a valuable target to prevent metastasis from the original
tumor. There is already evidence of an antibody-drug conjugate called SGN-
LIV1A for targeting ZIP6 in metastatic breast cancer which is under clinical
trials [126] that gives hope to a new concept of immune treatment for cancer.

6. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

This is an exciting time in zinc(II) biology with new details of the molecular
function of individual zinc transporters appearing on a regular basis. The more
that is discovered about how these key molecules work the more chance we will
have of finding new therapeutic targets for various cancers. Unfortunately, until
there is a crystal structure for the SLC39A family of zinc transporters, it will be
difficult to generate specific small-molecule inhibitors. However, progress is be-
ing made in this area with the recent discovery of the structure of the extracellu-
lar domain of ZIP4 [127] enabling potential inhibitors to be generated.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

Akt protein kinase B
CK2 casein kinase 2
EGFR epidermal growth factor receptor
EMT epithelial to mesenchymal transition
ERK1/2 extracellular signal-regulated kinases 1/2
GSK-3β glycogen synthase kinase 3β
HER2 human epidermal growth factor receptor 2
IGF1-R insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor
IL-6 interleukin 6
MAPK mitogen-activated protein kinase
MMP matrix metalloproteinase
mRNA messenger RNA
mTOR mammalian target of rapamycin
PI3K phosphoinositide 3-kinase
pZIP7 anti-phospho ZIP7
siRNA small interfering RNA
Src sarcoma-family kinase
STAT3 signal transducer and activator of transcription 3
TAMR tamoxifen-resistant MCF-7 cells
TMD transmembrane domain
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organometallic complexes, 202–204, 209,

213
-phosphine, 188,
sodium thiomalate, 200
toxicity, 92, 206

Graphite furnace atomic absorption
spectroscopy (GF-AAS), 155, 404

Growth factors, 28, 61, 111, 114, 116–120, 131,
133, 134, 176, 266, 407, 447, 471, 476–
479, 482, 487

H

Hard and soft acid-base, 122
Head and neck cancer, 3, 478, 493, 513, 515
Helicates, 305, 306, 312, 314–316, 337
Heme oxygenase, 292, 293, 450–453
Heparan sulfate (HS), 110–118, 126, 129–131,

133, 135
glycosaminoglycans (HSGAGs), 111, 116,

117
proteoglycans (HSPGs), 111, 116, 118, 129,

130, 133
Heparanases, 115, 118, 131–133
Heparin, 110–123, 126–135
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Hepatitis C virus, 339
Hepatocellular carcinoma, 96, 134, 191, 286,

287, 343, 442, 444, 456, 516
Hepatotoxicity of

platinum, 31
titanium drugs, 229

Hepcidin, 439, 440, 443–445
Heptaplatin ([propanedioato-O,O#][2-(1-methyl-

ethyl)-1,3-dioxolane-4,5-dimethanamine-
N,N#]platinum(II)), 4, 5, 70

Hereditary hemochromatosis, 442, 444
N-Heterocyclic carbenes (NHC), 188, 189, 203,

204, 208–210, 338, 366, 425
Heteronuclear multiple quantum interference

NMR spectroscopy (HSQC)
{1H,15N}, 13, 58, 123, 124, 126

Heteronuclear ruthenium-arene complexes,
186–192

Hexasaccharides, 116, 117, 121
High field EPR spectroscopy, 260
High mobility group box proteins (HMGB), 23,

24, 48, 49, 52, 60, 365
High mobility group domain proteins (HMG),

24, 25, 30, 49, 55, 86, 365
High performance liquid chromatography

(HPLC), 15, 395
High-resolution atomic force microscopy, 57
Histone acetyltransferases, 393
Histone deacetylases (HDACs), 86, 95, 370,

371, 393
Hodgkin’s lymphoma, 284

non-Hodgkin’s, 284, 285, 416
Holliday junctions, 21, 45, 398
Homeostasis

copper, 8, 9, 470, 471, 489, 497
iron, 282, 291, 439–442, 445–447, 454, 456,

470
sugar, 372
zinc, 357, 509, 512, 523

Homoleptic
dinuclear ruthenium-arene complexes, 174–

178, 409
tetranuclear ruthenium-arene complexes,

178–180
trinuclear ruthenium-arene complexes, 178–

180
Human

bladder cancer, 90
genome, 60, 327, 363
glioblastoma cells, 287, 342, 372, 405, 487
xenografts, see Xenografts
umbilical vein epithelial cells (HUVECs),

133, 487
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), 201, 309

Human serum albumin (HSA), 77, 152–154,
160, 354–360, 375, 377

Huntington’s disease, 484, 485

Hybrid quantum-classical (QM/MM) molecular
dynamics, 403

Hydrazine, 95, 515
Hydrogenase, see Dehydrogenase
Hydrogen bonding, 15, 16, 47, 57, 58, 90, 114,

122, 126, 136, 327, 391, 392, 394, 401,
410, 412, 413, 416

Hydrogen peroxide, 72, 78, 209, 264, 441, 478
Hydroxyl radical, 441
[2-Hydroxypropanoato-O1,O2][1,2-cyclobutane-

dimethanamine-N,N#]platinum(II), see
Lobaplatin

Hypogonadism, 513
Hypoxia, 164, 368, 439, 478, 494, 495

I

IC50, 55, 86, 89, 130, 150, 151, 161, 176, 177,
206–208, 212, 223, 230, 287, 294, 314,
316, 319, 341–343, 362, 366, 404, 405,
407–410, 421, 422, 489

ICP-AES, see Inductively-coupled plasma-atomic
emission spectroscopy

ICP-MS, see Inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry

L-Iduronate (IdoA), 112–114, 116–119, 121, 126,
127

(ImH)[trans-RuCl4(dmso-S)(Im)], see NAMI-A
Imidazolium trans-bis-imidazole

tetrachlororuthenate(III) (KP418), 143,
144, 151

Immune
disorders, 200, 262, 513
response, 358, 439, 442, 444, 447, 448, 449,

456, 471, 523
Immunofluorescent staining, 327
Immunotherapy, 220, 238, 265
Indazolium trans-

[tetrachlorobis(indazole)ruthenate(III)]
(KP1019), 142–166, 353, 355–359, 366

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(ICP-MS), 154, 374–376, 419–422

laser ablation, 375, 376
Inductively-coupled plasma-atomic emission

spectroscopy (ICP-AES), 360
Infectious diseases, 201, 252, 447
Infrared spectroscopy, 396, 398, 427
Inhalation bioassay, 259
Inhibition of

DNA synthesis, 18, 50, 55, 62, 187, 364
phosphatases, see Phosphatases
telomerase, see Telomerase inhibition

Insulin, 257, 263, 264, 266, 269, 271, 518
Interleukins, 444, 471, 477, 483, 520
Interstrand cross-links, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 78,

157, 174, 416, 417
{Pt,Pt}, 46, 48, 49, 51, 53, 56–58, 62
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Intracellular trafficking, 290
Intrastrand cross-links, 15, 18, 20, 22–25, 33, 46–

51, 78, 92, 373
Ionophores, 471, 479, 483, 484, 486, 492, 493,

495
Iproplatin, 74, 75, 78, 79
Iridium(III) complexes, 336, 374, 411, 412
Iron

59Fe, 258, 291
deficiency, 286, 441, 444
homeostasis, 282, 291, 439–442, 445–447,

454, 456, 470
metabolism, 288, 438, 444, 452
oxide nanoparticles (IONPs), 94
-regulatory proteins (IRP), 441, 443, 454,

456
-sulfur clusters (Fe-S), 292, 440–442 454–456
toxicity, 441
transport, 440, 443, 448

Iron(II), 288, 304–306, 309, 310, 404
Iron(III), 118, 120, 151, 235, 282, 283, 289, 290,

341, 356, 368, 370, 371, 438–442, 445, 446,
448, 470, 495

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), 395

J

JM216, 79, 80
JM576, 79, 80
c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) 22, 27, 28, 210,

449

K

Kaposi sarcoma, 451
Ketonato complexes, 227–230, 233, 234
Kidney, 11, 12, 98, 149, 180, 192, 285, 288, 452,

471
cancer, 180, 453, 474, 480, 481, 515

Kinases, 22, 26–29, 116, 119, 133, 161, 204, 227,
293, 363, 364, 451, 453, 508, 512, 518–522

checkpoint, 26–28
c-Jun N-terminal (JNK), 22, 27, 28, 210, 449
cyclin-dependent (CDK), 27, 364, 443
extracellular signal regulating (ERK), 27, 28,

204, 262, 263, 453, 518
glycogen synthase (GSK-3β), 363, 364, 519,

520, 523
inhibitors, 362, 363, 364, 407, 443, 446, 449
mitogen activated protein (MAPK), 27, 28,

204, 262, 263, 445, 451, 521, 522
phosphoinositide 3- (PI3K), 116, 262, 263,

266, 522
protein (see also individual names), 27, 28,

364, 445, 449, 453, 508, 512, 520, 522

serine/threonine-protein, 364, 522
tyrosine, see Tyrosine kinase

KP-46, 293
KP418, see Imidazolium trans-bis-imidazole

tetrachlororuthenate(III)
KP1019, see Indazolium trans-[tetrachlorobis

(indazole)ruthenate(III)]

L

Lanthanum(III), 120
Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), 476, 491
Lactoferrin (Lf), 152, 160, 289, 356, 440, 448–

450, 456
Laser ablation ICP-MS, 375, 376
LD50, 205, 222, 287
Leucovorin, 4, 144, 482
Leukemias, 3, 4, 78, 101, 144, 149, 150, 161, 201,

221, 227, 238, 284, 291, 292, 309, 416, 441,
442, 451, 483, 484, 490, 491, 522

acute myeloid (NCT01280786), 484, 491
chronic lymphocytic (CLL), 201, 284, 416

Leukemic cells (K562), 490
Lewis lung carcinoma, 149, 150, 163, 487
Linkage isomerization, 59
Lipid

alkoxy radical, 441
metabolism, 268

Lipocalins, 440, 445–448
Lipopolysaccharide, 509
Lithium

7Li, 191
Lobaplatin ([2-Hydroxypropanoato-O1,O2][1,2-

cyclobutanedimethanamine-N,N#]plati-
num(II)), 4, 5, 70

Lonidamine, 372
Luminescence, 100, 181, 204, 338, 339, 423–425
Lung carcinoma (or cancer), 3, 5, 8, 29, 30, 84,

98, 123, 145, 146, 149, 150, 163, 191, 192,
201, 221, 238, 259, 284, 287, 293, 341,
342, 407, 410, 443, 449, 450, 452, 453,
471, 474, 475, 478, 480, 481, 482, 487,
488, 491, 493, 494–496, 513, 515

Lymphomas, 29, 286, 289, 292, 293, 296, 443,
446, 453, 490

Hodgkin’s, 284
non-Hodgkin’s, 284, 285, 416

Lynch syndrome, 413
Lysyl oxidase (LOX), 470, 471, 478, 479

M

Macrocycles, 296, 329, 330
Macrophages, 439, 440, 442, 444, 447, 448, 483,

484
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Magnesium(II), 118, 120, 291, 341, 414
25Mg, 120
-dependent ATPase, 291

Major groove, 16, 58, 60, 182, 305, 306, 308, 315,
317, 392, 399, 400, 401, 412, 415, 416

Malate
aurothio-, 201

[N-Malonyl-bis (N-methyl-N-thiobenzoyl
hydrazide)], see Elesclomol

Mammary carcinoma, 149, 150, 162, 443, 446,
471, 494, 514

Mannose, 84, 85
Manganese, 271, 330
Manganese(II), 118, 121
Manganese(III), 330, 341
MAPK, see Mitogen-activated protein kinase
Marimastat, 368
Mass spectrometry (MS), 73, 120, 157, 207, 356,

375, 377, 417
electrospray ionization (ESI-MS), 120, 157,

158
inductively coupled plasma mass spectro-

metry (ICP-MS), 154, 374–376, 419–422
nano-scale secondary ion (NanoSIMS), 376
tandem, 120, 157

Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), 368, 445–
447, 452, 487, 511, 516

Maximal tolerable dose (MTD), 146, 147, 475
Mechanisms, 5–9, 11, 18–23, 26, 29, 30, 32, 33,

49, 55, 60, 77, 79, 80, 88, 90, 100, 102,
114, 118, 125, 130, 144, 147, 151–156,
158, 160–164, 183, 184, 189, 207, 212,
213, 227, 231, 237, 238, 254, 263, 286–
294, 296, 306, 327, 357, 360, 362, 368–
372, 377, 405, 413, 419, 421, 422, 439,
440, 442, 445, 447, 449, 450, 453, 454,
470, 478, 480, 482, 483, 489, 492, 494,
509, 512–514, 516, 518–523

Melanomas, 81, 92, 144, 149, 180, 185, 205, 238,
239, 284, 287, 289, 296, 339, 344, 364,
451, 474–476, 480, 486, 487, 489, 490, 495

Meloxicam, 370
Melphalan, 61, 515
Melting temperature, 54, 312, 314, 335, 426
Menkes disease, 471
Messenger RNA, see mRNA
Metabolism, 76, 77, 177, 438, 439, 455, 478, 484,

491
bone, 284
cellular, 208–210
drug, 484, 485, 488
energy, 262, 408
fat, 211
glucose, 266, 268–270
iron, 288, 438, 444, 452
lipid, 268
nucleic acid, 227

purine, 201
sugar, 269

L-Methionine, 15, 70, 79, 212, 271, 357
Metallacrowns, 179
Metallacubes, 185
Metallaprisms, 183–185
Metalloglycomics, 110–135
Metalloinsertors, 388, 389, 413–427
Metallointercalators, 388, 389, 395–416, 420, 426
Metallorectangles, 181
Metalloshielding, 126–128, 130, 131
Metallothionein, 282, 292, 293, 471, 489, 511–514
Metal transporters, see Transport(ers)
Metastasis (or metastatic), 80, 94, 116, 118, 123,

130, 131, 133, 145, 149, 150, 161–164, 172,
205, 262, 353, 365, 366, 368, 438, 446, 451,
471, 478, 493–495, 496, 511, 519, 523

anti- effect, 61, 145, 150, 154, 187, 358, 359,
366, 446, 447

breast cancer, 222, 480, 485, 516, 522, 523
colon cancer, 4, 475, 480, 482
lung cancer, 475, 480, 482, 488
melanoma, 475, 476, 480, 487, 490

Methylation, 223, 231, 374, 393, 413, 488
Methyltransferase, 488
Miboplatin (R-2-amino methyl pyrrolidine

1,1-cyclobutane dicarboxylate plati-
num(II)), 4

Microscopy
AFM, see Atomic force microscopy
confocal (flurescence), 86, 296, 340, 405,

419
fluorescence microscopy, 97, 98, 129, 376,

405, 419
high-resolution atomic force microscopy, 57
phosphorescent lifetime imaging

microscopy (PLIM), 403
STED microscopy, 407
transmission electron microscopy (TEM),

395
Minor groove, 58, 59, 190, 304, 312, 317, 339,

392, 394, 396, 398–401, 411, 415–417,
419, 424, 425

Mismatch repair (MMR), 22, 32, 61, 413, 414,
416, 420–422, 427

Mitaplatin, 85, 86
Mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK), 27,

28, 204, 262, 263, 445, 451, 521, 522
Mitomycin C, 480
Mitoxantrone, 178
MMR, see Mismatch repair
Molecular

dyamics, 54, 58, 212, 306, 335, 403, 416
modeling, 114

mRNA, 12, 19, 28, 32, 291, 327, 343, 344, 427,
441, 453, 489, 518

MTT assay, 100, 191, 342, 420–422
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Multidimensional protein identification
technology (MudPIT), 376

Multidrug and toxin extrusion proteins
(MATEs), 6, 10–12, 75

Multidrug resistance (MDR), 182, 362, 443, 487,
494

protein 1 (MRP1), 362
Mutagenicity, 2, 18, 33, 309
Mycobacterium bovis bacillus, 447

N

Na/K-ATPase, 372
NADH, see Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide

(reduced)
NAMI-A ((ImH)[trans-RuCl4(dmso-S)(Im)]),

142–164, 353, 355, 356
Nanoparticles, 72, 75, 92–101, 165, 205, 239,

354, 488
Nanoscale coordination polymers, 98
Nano-scale secondary ion-MS (NanoSIMS), 376
Neck cancer, 3, 478, 493, 513, 515
Necrosis, 25, 61, 77, 421, 449, 452, 483
Nedaplatin (diammine[hydroxyacetato-O,O#]

platinum(II)), 4, 5, 12, 70
Nephrotoxicity of

platinum, 3, 11, 12, 31, 123
ruthenium drugs, 187
titanium drugs, 222, 227

NER, see Nucleotide excision repair
Neuroblastoma, 92, 95, 164, 205, 294, 343
Neurodegeneration, 513
Neuropathy, 30, 482, 484, 488

peripheral, 30, 31
subacute myelo-optic (SMON), 482, 484

Neurotoxicity of
clioquinol, 484
platinum, 30, 31, 75

Newport Green, 514, 521
Nickel(II), 118, 121, 306, 309, 331, 340–342, 404,

492
sulfate, 269, 270

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (reduced)
(NADH), 74, 189, 192, 494

N-Nitrosomethylbenzylamine (NMBA), 515
Nitrogen

15N, 73, 74, 123, 357
NKP1339, 143,
NMR, 13, 15, 48, 73, 112, 114, 116, 117, 119,

120, 123, 125, 128, 307, 333, 335, 357,
361, 376, 395–397, 402, 411, 412, 415,
416, 425

1H, 77, 101, 120, 131, 132, 178
14N, 89
15N, 58, 77, 89, 123, 124
23Na, 120

NOESY, 409, 415
195Pt NMR, 13, 73, 123
51V NMR, 260

Non-covalent interactions, 63, 77, 94, 96, 97,
122, 125–128, 204, 308, 317, 319, 329,
334, 354, 355, 358, 360, 377, 388, 398,
400, 403, 417, 421

Non-Hodgkin lymphoma, 284, 285, 416
Non-small cell lung cancer, 8, 146, 147, 149, 238,

239, 343, 449, 452, 475, 480, 482, 488, 491
Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug

(NSAID), 369, 370
Nuclear magnetic resonance, see NMR
Nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy

(NOESY), 116, 409, 415
Nuclear transcription factor kappaB (NF-κB),

61, 450, 451, 478, 479, 480
Nucleases, 22, 23, 156, 310, 414
Nucleic acids (see also individual names), 53,

110, 118, 120, 121, 135, 227, 304–320,
470

metabolism, 227
mutation, 451
structure, 389, 403

Nucleosides, 48, 292, 365, 389, 390
Nucleosome core particle (NCP), 17, 373, 410
Nucleotide(s), 15, 18, 20, 22, 23, 86, 161, 182,

227, 290, 292, 314, 317, 365, 371, 389–
391, 413, 414

excision repair (NER), 19, 20, 49, 365, 372
oligo-, see Oligonucleotides

Nutritional additives, 252, 253, 258, 259, 267,
272

O

Octasaccharides, 455
Oligonucleotides, 48, 60, 92, 157, 326, 389, 391,

392, 394, 397–403, 409, 415–417, 419,
421, 422, 424, 425,

Oligosaccharide, 110, 111, 114, 116–118, 122,
128, 135

Oncogenes, 28, 317, 328, 340, 342, 343, 438, 442,
443, 446, 454, 456, 518

Oncolytic viruses, 265, 273
Optical probes, 94, 231, 232, 327, 335, 338–340,

344
Oregon Green, 418, 419
Organic cation transporters (OCT), 6, 7, 10–12,

75, 446
Organometallic complexes (see also individual

names), 261, 264, 353, 359, 361, 363, 364,
371, 372, 374

gold(I), 202–204, 209, 213
ruthenium(II), 172–192, 408, 410

Osmium(II), 404
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Ototoxicity of platinum, 11, 31
Ovarian cancer, 4, 30, 57, 61, 75, 91, 92, 96, 100,

161, 178, 205, 206, 207, 238, 310, 342,
371, 410, 455, 480, 482, 483, 491, 513

xenografts (A2780 cells), 74, 86, 90–92, 100,
161, 177–180, 185, 190–192, 207, 314,
342, 408, 410, 480, 483

Oxaliplatin (trans-L-diaminocyclohexane oxalate
platinum(II)), 1–33, 49, 63, 70, 75, 76,
79, 85, 96, 130, 157, 359, 361, 421

Oxicam, 370
Oxidases, 451, 470, 478

lysyl, 470, 471, 478, 479
Oxidative

cleavage, 417
damage, 264, 292, 441, 442, 444, 450, 451,

454, 455
phosphorylation, 208, 210, 490, 491, 514
stress, 292, 441, 450, 454, 489

Oxygenases, 369, 370
heme, 292, 293, 450–453

P

31P, 73
p53 (tumor suppressor protein), 22, 25, 28–30,

32, 60–63, 183, 227, 236, 293–295, 314,
364, 374, 375, 443, 445, 453, 454, 456

Paclitaxel, 96, 357, 358, 476, 489–491
Palladium(II), 316, 334, 338, 340, 341
Pancreatic cancer, 81, 84, 254, 262, 273, 446,

451, 452, 471, 475, 478, 486, 516, 518,
520

PARP-1, see Poly(ADP-ribose)polymerase 1,
Penicillamine, 477
Pentasaccharides, 115, 116, 131
Peripheral neuropathy, 30, 31
Peroxovanadium, 264
P-glycoprotein 1 (Pgp), 362, 443, 479, 487
Pharmacokinetics, 57, 71, 98, 145, 149, 152, 222,

257, 285, 287–289, 356, 472, 476, 484,
485, 488, 490, 496

Pharmacology, 46, 75, 213, 283
Phenanthriplatin, 29
1,10-Phenanthroline (phen), 56, 134, 192, 208,

212, 316, 317, 334, 335, 339, 341, 396,
397, 399–406, 412, 414, 416–419, 422–426

batho- (4,7-diphenyl-, dpp), 405, 414, 415
Phenolato titanium(IV) complexes, 230–236
2-Phenylpyridine (ppy), 208, 335, 336, 405, 419
Phosphanes, 200, 202–205, 207, 208, 213, 425
Phosphatases, 29, 161, 508, 512

inhibition, 27, 161, 252, 263, 265, 266, 273,
290, 511, 512, 518, 520, 522

Phosphate buffer, 90, 147, 148, 155
Phosphodiester bond, 389

Phosphoinositide 3-kinases (PI3K), 116, 262,
263, 266, 522

Phosphorescent lifetime imaging microscopy
(PLIM), 403

Phosphorylation, 22, 26–29, 116, 204, 208, 252,
293, 393, 439, 446, 447, 452, 518, 520,
522, 523

oxidative, 208, 210, 490, 491, 514
Photoactivatable

chemotherapy (PACT), 88, 100
complex, 77, 81, 88–92, 96, 100, 334

Photoactivation, 101, 178, 185, 407, 416
Photocytotoxicity, 81, 90–92, 407
Photodynamic therapy (PDT), 88, 90, 185, 192,

193
Photoinduced cleavage of DNA, 406, 414
Phthalocyanines, 330, 331, 340, 341, 343
Picoplatin (cis-PtCl2(NH3)(2-mepyridine), 56,

81
Piroxicam, 370
Plasma levels of gallium, 285
Plasmid DNA, 175, 190, 305, 406, 415
Platinol, see Cisplatin
Platinum

agents, see Toxicity of platinum agents
-based, 4, 6, 8, 30, 31, 33, 80, 219, 220, 353
cytotoxicity, see Cytotoxicity
dinuclear complexes, 46–57, 63, 123, 425
drugs, see individual names, e.g., Carbo-

platin, Cisplatin, Enloplatin, Ethacra-
platin, Heptaplatin, Iproplatin, Loba-
platin, Miboplatin, Mitaplatin, Neda-
platin, Oxaliplatin, Phenanthriplatin,
Picoplatin, Satraplatin, Tetraplatin,
Zeniplatin

hepatotoxicity of platinum, 31
transport, 6–12, 31, 32, 360–363, 377
trinuclear, 56, 57, 130

Platinum(II), 4, 46, 47, 49, 51–56, 71, 72–79, 85–
92, 94, 96, 98, 99, 101, 126, 144, 172, 174,
188, 266, 319, 331, 333–343, 360–362,
366–368, 370, 376, 408

Platinum(IV), 70, 71–102, 187, 266, 359, 360, 362,
365, 368, 372–374, 377

diazido complexes, 81, 83, 88–91
Poison, 367, 477
Poly(ADP-ribose)polymerase 1 (PARP-1), 25,

191
Polyethylene glycol (PEG), 92, 94–98, 100, 101,

123, 205, 268, 331
Polymerases, 17–19, 340

chain reaction, 310, 343
DNA, 18–20, 22, 25, 49, 50, 162, 208, 290,

310, 413, 414, 455, 456,
poly(ADP-ribose)- (PARP), 25, 191
RNA, 19, 49, 178, 310, 508

Polymeric nanoparticles, 94–96, 99, 205
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Polynuclear
cluster, 231
diketonato complexes, 230
platinum complexes (PPC), 33, 43–64, 110,

122, 125–133, 135, 174
ruthenium-arene cages, 173, 180–183
titanium complexes, 229, 234

Polysaccharides, 110, 111, 113, 114, 134
Porphyrins, 180, 181, 184, 185, 205, 206, 291, 296,

317, 318, 329, 330, 341, 342
Positron emission tomography (PET), 283, 493
Potassium

39K, 120
Pourbaix diagram, 259, 260
[Propanedioato-O,O#][2-(1-methylethyl)-1,3-di-

oxolane-4,5-dimethanamine-N,N#]plati-
num(II), see Heptaplatin

Prostaglandins, 369
Prostate cancer, 81, 84, 85, 92, 94, 238, 284, 294,

296, 363, 440, 445, 450–452, 474–476, 478,
480, 481, 483, 484, 488, 489, 491–494,
513–516, 522

Proteins (see also individual names)
glyco-, 123, 134, 362, 407, 443, 445, 448, 479,

487
high mobility group box (HMGB), 23, 24,

48, 49, 52, 60, 365
high mobility group domain (HMG), 24, 25,

30, 49, 55, 86, 365
interactions, 112, 116, 119, 133, 135, 354
iron-regulatory (IRP), 441, 443, 454, 456
kinases (see also individual names), 27, 28,

364, 445, 449, 453, 508, 512, 520, 522
multidrug and toxin extrusion (MATEs), 6,

10–12, 75
multidrug resistance (MRP1), 362
p53 (tumor suppressor protein), 22, 25, 28–

30, 32, 60–63, 183, 227, 236, 293–295, 314,
364, 374, 375, 443, 445, 453, 454, 456

-protein interactions, 374, 375
TATA-binding (TBP), 25

Q

Quadruplex, see G-quadruplex
Quinoline, 310, 412, 423, 424

amino-, 207
gallium complexes, 286, 287, 293, 353
hydro-, 90
iso-, 150

R

Radicals
azidyl, 89, 91
ferricenium, 189

free, 92, 189, 291, 371, 441–444, 450, 470
hydroxyl, 441
lipid alkoxy, 441
tyrosyl, 292, 372
reactive oxygen species, 264

Radioisotope
copper, 493, 494

Rapamycin, 29, 445
RAPTA-C (Ru(cym)(1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphatri-

cyclo[3.3.1.1]decane)Cl2), 359, 373, 374
Reactive oxygen species (ROS), 77, 78, 85, 162,

177, 189, 211, 252, 262, 292, 364, 365, 438,
441, 442, 444, 449–453, 470, 479, 485–493,
495

Recombination (repair), 21, 51, 327
Red blood cells, 208, 212, 440
Redox

cycle (reaction), 73, 74, 267, 438, 495
potential, 23, 148, 189, 259, 264–267, 454
properties (state), 101, 209, 252, 259, 263–

265, 364, 365, 371, 440, 449, 470, 489, 512
Reductases

glutathione, 202, 203, 209
ribonucleotide (RNR), 291, 295, 371, 372,

438, 439, 443, 494, 495
thioredoxin (TrxR), 188, 202, 209, 365

Renal
cancer (or carcinoma), 84, 221, 222, 238, 239,

284, 288, 451, 453, 455, 474, 480, 487, 516
damage, 3, 12, 31, 222, 289
toxicity, 11, 146, 285

Response evaluation criteria in solid tumors
(RECIST), 146

Rhamnose, 85
Rhenium(I), 411, 412
Rheumatoid arthritis, 188, 200–202, 365
Rhodamin, 86, 87, 98, 101, 129
Rhodium(III), 245, 311, 397, 409, 410–426

Cp* complexes, 411
metalloinsertors, 414–426

Ribonucleotide reductase (RNR), 291, 295, 371,
372, 438, 439, 443, 494, 495

Ribosomes, 19, 29, 407, 489
Risk assessment, 259
RNA, 13, 18, 19, 29, 91, 94, 122, 156, 162, 389,

414, 425, 454, 508
junction, 304–319
mRNA (messenger), see mRNA
mismatch, 407
polymerases, 19, 49, 178, 310, 508
rRNA (ribosomal), 19, 24–26, 29, 414, 427
siRNA (small interfering), 10, 454, 516, 518,

521
structures, 308, 309, 314, 317–319, 326–328
synthesis, 25, 26, 56, 157
tRNA (transfer), see tRNA

RNAse, 188
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Ru(cym)(1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphatricyclo[3.3.1.1]
decane)Cl2, see RAPTA-C

Ruthenium
cylinders, 306, 310
-DNA adducts, 178
metalloinsertors, 422, 423

Ruthenium(II), 174–176, 178, 189, 190, 306, 329,
335, 338, 339, 404

organometallic complexes, 172–192, 408, 410
intercalators, 396–411

Ruthenium(III), 142–166, 172, 333, 355–359, 366,
376, 426

Ruthenium(arene) compounds, 172–193, 366,
367, 408–412

[(η6-arene)Ru(en)Cl]PF6 (RAED), 174, 368,
369, 373, 374

(η6-arene)Ru(pta)Cl2 (RAPTA), 174, 184,
192, 358, 359, 361, 362, 366, 373, 374

cages, 173, 180–183
dinuclear, 174–176, 178, 181, 182, 186–190,

408, 409
heteronuclear, 186–192
Ru(arene)-Au, 188, 189
Ru(arene)-Co, 189, 190
Ru(arene)-Fe, 189
Ru(arene)-Pt, 187, 188
Ru(arene)-Sn, 190
Ru(arene)-thiolate, 177, 181
Ru(arene)-Ti, 186, 187
tetranuclear, 178–180
trinuclear, 178–180

Ruthenium complexes, 142, 156, 177, 316–318,
329, 335, 339, 359, 361, 366, 424, 425

polypyridyl, 396–399, 403, 404, 406–408
Ruthenium drugs (see also individual names),

142–165, 180, 183–192, 266, 358, 426
cytotoxicity, see Cytotoxicity

Ruthenium red, 134

S

Saccharides
di-, 110, 111, 113, 119, 134
hexa-, 116, 117, 121
lipopoly-, 509
octa-, 455
oligo-, 110, 111, 114, 116–118, 122, 128, 135
penta-, 115, 116, 131
poly-, 110, 111, 113, 114, 134
tetra-, 116, 117
tri-, 114

Salphens, 329, 331, 332, 339–341, 343
SAR, see Structure activity relation
Sarcomas (see also individual names), 3, 284,

288, 445
-180, 492
angio-, 474, 480

chondro-, 474, 480
fibro-, 445, 453
Kaposi, 451
osteo-, 340, 487
soft tissue, 491

Satraplatin, 74–76, 79
Serine/threonine-protein kinase, 364, 522
Serum albumin, see Human serum albumin
Sideroblastic anemia, 455
Siderophores, 289, 440, 445

bacterial, 445, 446
Signal transduction, 25–29, 116, 117, 210, 252,

451
Signaling (pathways or mechanisms), 22, 45, 61,

111, 116, 119, 131, 133, 192, 204, 209, 210,
262, 263, 266, 291, 293, 442–445, 447–449,
451, 452, 456

Silicon(IV), 268, 411, 412, 426
Silver(I), 181, 271, 316, 317
Single crystal X-ray diffraction, 13, 15, 392, 395,

415
Single photon-emission-computed tomography

(SPECT), 94
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT), 96–

98, 362
Singlet oxygen, 88, 91, 192, 306, 412, 423
siRNA (small interfering), 10, 454, 516, 518, 521
Size exclusion chromatography, 356
SLC transporters, 8, 10, 11, 439, 441, 446, 453,

508, 509, 511, 523
Small cell lung cancer, 3, 221
Sodium

23Na NMR, see NMR
decavanadate (Na6V10O28), 259
metavanadate (NaVO3), 253
orthovanadate (Na3VO4), 253
trans-[tetrachlorobis(indazole)ruthenate(III)]

(KP1339), 142–164, 356, 359
Soft tissue sarcoma (NCT00087997), 491
Sorafenib, 445, 452, 453
Spermidine, 49, 50
Spermine, 50
π-Stacking, 54, 55, 87, 307–309, 312, 319, 328,

329, 331, 333, 335, 338, 339, 341, 395,
403, 416, 423, 425

STED microscopy, 407
Stem cells, 32, 33, 205, 443, 449, 486–488, 494
Stomach, 71, 192, 259, 513
Strontium(II), 118
Structure-activity relation (SAR), 341, 342
Stylonychia lemmae, 327
Subacute myelo-optic neuropathy (SMON),

482, 484
Sugar (see also individual names), 23, 48, 110,

126–128, 135, 202, 268–271, 361–363,
365, 366, 372, 388–390, 399, 416

homeostasis, 372
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metabolism, 269
-phosphate backbone, 135, 388, 390, 391,

393, 396, 401
Sulfate

cluster, 125–128
chondroitin, 111, 123, 129, 130, 134
vanadyl (VOSO4), 252, 253, 255–260, 265,

267, 268–272
N-Sulfoglucosamine (GlcNS), 113, 116, 117,

119, 121, 126, 127
Sulfotransferase, 118
Superoxide dismutase (SOD), 450

Cu/Zn, 470, 478–480, 483, 487
Supramolecular

cages, 99
cylinder, 305
dinuclear complexes, 315, 316

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR), 119, 319
SWCNT, see Single-walled carbon nanotubes
Synchrotron radiation circular dichroism

(SRCD), 118
Synthesis,

amino acid bio-, 454
DNA, 18, 19, 21, 50, 55, 60, 187, 291, 364,

438, 439, 508
RNA, 25, 26, 56, 157

Systemic iron homeostasis, 439

T

Tamoxifen, 364, 365, 371, 513, 514, 518–522
Tandem mass spectrometry, 120, 157
TATA-binding proteins (TBP), 25
Telomerase inhibition, 54, 55, 317, 319, 328, 335,

339–343
Telomeres, 53, 326, 327, 341–343, 455
Telomeric repeat amplification protocol

(TRAP), 319, 341–343
2,2#,2$-Terpyridine (terpy), 54, 55, 206, 207, 329,

332–334, 337, 342–44, 366, 367, 396, 397,
404, 407

Testicular cancer, 3, 5, 23, 32, 97
Tetraplatin, 74, 75, 78, 79
Tetrasaccharides, 116, 117
Tetrathiomolybdate, 472, 476, 477–479
β-Thalassemia, 442
Thiocarbamates

di-, 86, 87, 207, 208, 472, 476, 485
diethyldithio- (DDTC), 86, 87, 472, 475,

476, 485, 486–488
Thiocyanate, 94, 97
Thiolate, 14, 92, 122, 176, 177, 181, 212, 369,

396, 410
Thiols, 13, 31, 32, 54, 73, 77, 78, 100, 122, 134,

176, 202, 203, 205, 208, 359, 360, 495
Thiomalate, 200

Thiomolybdate, 472, 476–479
Thioredoxin, 450, 495

reductase (TrxR), 188, 202, 209, 365
Thiosemicarbazones, 175, 176, 295, 371, 472,

476, 491, 492, 494–496
bis-, 472, 491, 492

Thrombin, see Antithrombin
Thrombospondin-1 (TSPN-1), 115, 116
Thulium(III), 101
Time-resolved infrared spectroscopy (TRIR),

396, 398, 427
Tin(II), 190
Tin(IV), 190
Titanium

budotitane, 186, 220, 221, 227–231
cytotoxicity, see Cytotoxicity
dioxide, 221
drugs, 219–238
phenolato complexes, 230–236
polynuclear complexes, 229, 234
toxicity, 220–227, 230, 237

Titanium(IV), 219–239, 234, 356, 376
Titanocene

dichloride, 187, 220–227, 229–231, 256
-Ru(arene), 186

Tomography, 94
Topoisomerases, 45, 51

I (Topo I), 190, 227, 310, 367
II, 182, 227, 367

Toxic side effects, 3, 6, 7, 12, 30, 33, 70, 482
Toxicity (of)

cardiotoxicity, 496
copper, 471, 472, 483
cyto-, see Cytotoxicity
dose-limiting (DLT), 30–32, 146, 147, 285
gallium drugs, 283–285
gold complexes, 92, 206

hepatotoxicity of drugs, 31, 229
iron, 441
nephro-, see Nephrotoxicity
neuro-, see Neurotoxicity
oto-, 11, 17, 31
photocyto-, 81, 90–92, 407
platinum agents, 3, 4, 11, 13, 17, 30, 31, 33,

61, 70, 77, 97, 101
renal, 11, 146, 285
titanium drugs, 220–227, 230, 237
vanadium drugs, 253–256, 266

trans-L-diaminocyclohexane oxalate platinum(II),
see Oxaliplatin

Transcription
factors (see also individual names), 61, 24,

25, 162, 163, 293, 374, 443, 450, 451, 478,
479, 489, 508, 516, 519, 520, 523

inhibition, 19, 25, 29, 70, 178, 187, 412, 450,
478, 479
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Transferases
histone acetyl-, 393
glutathione S-, 14, 86, 368, 369
methyl-, 488
sulfo-, 118

Transferrin (Tf), 151, 152, 227, 229, 235, 263,
264, 285, 295, 354, 355, 439

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 395
Transport (of)

cisplatin, 360–363, 377
copper, 6–9, 70, 75, 77, 92, 471, 478–480,

483, 489, 491
electron, 292, 438, 439, 442, 470, 479, 489,

491
gallium, 288–290, 295
iron, 440–443, 446, 448
mechanisms, 11, 32, 151–155
platinum, 6–12, 31, 32
zinc, 508–513, 515–518, 520, 523

Transporters
ATP-binding cassette (ABC), 455
glucose (GLUT), 84, 361, 407
organic cation (OCT), 6, 7, 10–12, 75, 446
P-type, 6, 9
SLC, 8, 10, 11, 439, 441, 446, 453, 508, 509,

511, 523
ZIP family, 508–513, 515–523

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 395
TRAP assay, see Telomeric repeat amplification

protocol
Trientine, 477, 482
Trinuclear platinum complexes, 56, 57, 130
Tripeptides, 78, 306, 362
Triplatin (BBR3464), 45, 46, 48–50, 56–63, 126,

130–133, 174
TriplatinNC, 122, 125–133, 174
Tris(maltolato)gallium(III), 353, 356, 371
Tris(8-oxyquinolinato)gallium(III) (KP1019),

142–164, 353, 355, 356–359, 366
Tris(8-quinolinolato)gallium(III) (KP46,

FCC11), 353, 356, 371, 284, 286–288,
293, 294, 296

Trisaccharide, 114
tRNA, 414, 427, 454, 489
Tumor (see also individual names)

brain, 149, 287
Ehrlich ascites, 221, 223
growth, 29, 96, 130, 131, 144, 145, 149, 164,

177, 205, 207, 294, 368, 442, 449, 451–
453, 478, 486, 487, 492, 495, 516

necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), 28, 449, 483
suppressor gene, 454, 488, 516
suppressor protein p53, 25, 28–32, 60–62,

183, 227, 236, 266, 293–295, 314, 364,
374, 375, 443, 453, 454, 456

Tyrosine kinase, 116, 119, 133, 407, 508, 512,
518, 520–522

Tyrosyl radical, 292, 372

U

5#-Untranslated region (5#-UTR), 327, 441
Upconversion nanoparticles (UCNP), 99–101
Uracil, 4, 144, 227, 480, 482
Urine, 10, 11, 12, 255, 257, 269, 285
Urothelial cancers, 282
UV irradiation, 89, 91, 96, 178, 306, 414
UV/Vis, 73, 77, 100, 123, 134, 394, 396

V

Vanadate (H2VO–
4), 252, 253, 258–260, 262, 263,

267
deca- (Na6V10O28), 259
meta- (NaVO3), 253
ortho- (Na3VO4), 253

Vanadium
drug toxicity, 253–256, 266
pentoxide (V2O5), 259
peroxo-, 264

Vanadium(III), 259, 260
chloride (VCl3), 259

Vanadium(IV), 251, 253, 256, 258, 260, 267, 271
Vanadyl

dichloride (VOCl2), 259
sulfate (VOSO4), 252, 253, 255–260, 265,

267, 268–272
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), 61,

119, 176, 446, 447, 471, 476–479, 482,
487

Viscosity measurements, 395, 396
Virus

oncolytic, 265, 273
human immunodeficiency (HIV), 201, 309

Vitamin C, see Ascorbic acid

W

Walker 256 carcinoma, 288, 492
Warfarin, 356, 360
Watson-Crick, 304, 326, 388, 413, 424, 425
3-Way junction (3WJ), 306–308, 310–312, 314,

317
4-Way junction, 304, 307, 312, 314, 317
White blood cells, 157, 285
Wilson's disease, 471

X

Xenografts, 9, 60, 94, 453, 487, 489, 494
human breast cancer, 486
human colon cancer, 294, 443
human glioblastoma, 287, 487
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human lung carcinoma (DMS-53 cells), 495,
496

human MDA-MB-231, 207
human pancreatic, 496
human prostate cancer (C4–2B cells), 294,

483
murine HCC827, 191
murine hepatocarcinoma, 96
nude mice, 205
ovarian cancer (A2780 cells), 74, 86, 90–92,

100, 161, 177–180, 185, 190–192, 207,
314, 342, 408, 410, 480, 483

X-ray
absorption near edge structure (XANES),

164, 369
absorption spectroscopy (XAS), 156, 358
crystal structures, 16, 326, 331, 332, 416,

421, 424, 427
crystallography, 73, 89, 126, 202, 360, 366,

397, 401
diffraction measurements, 13, 152, 158, 376,

392, 415, 416
fluorescense, 154, 156, 376
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), 101

Xeroderma pigmentosum, 21, 455

Y

Ytterbium(III), 101

Z

Z-DNA, 45, 48, 304, 391, 392, 396
Zeniplatin (2,2-bis aminomethyl-1,3-propandiol-

N-N#1,1-cyclobutane dicarboxylate-O#,O#
platinum(II)), 4

Zinc(II), 118–120, 260, 330, 371, 396, 491, 492,
495, 508, 509, 515, 520, 521, 523

Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase (SOD), 450,
470, 479

deficiency, 512, 513
finger, 209, 305
gluconate, 269, 486
homeostasis, 357, 509, 512, 523
in cells, 508, 509
levels in cancer, 513–515
signalling, 507–523
transport, 508–513, 515–523

Zinquin, 521
ZIP family transporters, 508–513, 515–523
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